9out of
10 people who
read this ad
shouldn't
buy this speaker
If you own areceiver or amplifier
of less than 40 watts per channel the
Gale 401 loudspeaker is not for you!
If your system is just for background
music to create apleasant atmosphere,
not for serious listening, the Gale 401
loudspeaker is not for you!
However, if you demand the best from
your audio equipment
.insist on hearing everything that's
on the record or tape you're playing
.insist on having your sound without
distortion when it's very loud or very soft
.insist on aspeaker system capable of safely
handling 200 watts . . .
Then consider the Gale 401 loudspeaker.

ale
CI

Gale Electronics 23 Bruton Place London W1X 7AB
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OF 'On AUDIT

or eoctoAvolo,

A self-explanatory cover this month, to convey the point that we
are surveying the British record industry— its history, what it is
today, its key personnel, its policies and its plans. Our Art Editor
did have a little trouble steaming off all those labels, and at one
point we seriously considered cutting them out of the discs with
a pair of shears. But it all came right in the end when we added a
pinch of rubidium manganoxanthate(III) to the kettle. Steam from
that really does work.

3 /A

CLASSICAL INDEX
132
132
132
132
133
133
133
141
133
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
137
137
137
137
139
139
151
139
137

139
139

LECHNER
Missa tertia / Passion ( Costa)
LISZT
139 Prometheus / Preludes / Festklânge ( Solti)
141
Faust Symphony ( Bernstein)
141
Sonata in b ( Larrocha)
LUTOSLAWSKI
141
Preludes and Fugue ( Lutoslawski)
MEDTNER
141
Piano Music ( Milne)
MENDELSSOHN
141
St. Paul ( Frühbeck)
MILHAUD
143 Creation / Saudades / Boeuf ( Bernstein)
MOZART
143 Wind Serenade ( Barenboim)
143 Cassation / Sinf. Concertante ( Zinman)
NICOLAI
131
The Merry Wives of Windsor ( Kubelik)
JESSIE NORMAN SINGS
143 Duparc, Ravel, Poulenc, Satie ( Norman)
OCKEGHEM
145 Missa Ma Maistresse / Missa au travail suis etc
(Blachy)
PISTON
135 The Incredible Flutist ( Epstein)
PURCELL arr. STOKOWSKI
137 Dido's Lament ( Stokowski)
RACHMANINOV
145 Piano Concerto 3 ( Sheppard/Pritchard)
145 Etudes- Tableaux / Preludes ( Solyom)
SCHUBERT
145 Symphony 3 / Symphony 5 ( Mehta)
147 Symphony 9( Giulini)
SCHUMANN
147 Symphony 3 / Manfred Ov. ( Barenboim)
141
Fantasia in C ( Larrocha)
135 4 Partsongs ( Finnish RSO Choir)
SHOSTAKOVICH
147 Symphony 4 ( Previn)
SIBELIUS
135 Rakastava etc ( Finnish RSO Choir)
SINDING
147 Violin Concerto 1 etc ( Tellefsen)
147 Violin Sonatas in E and d ( Hansen/DalhHansen)
R. STRAUSS
151 ' 2001' theme ( Mehta)
139

ALKAN
Etudes op. 39 etc ( Smith)
BACH
Chamber Music Vol. 3( Harnoncourt)
BEETHOVEN
Symphony 5( Maazel)
Piano Concerto 5 ( Rosen/Morris)
Piano Sonatas ( Ashkenaz)/)
Diabelli Variations ( Rosen)
Violin- Piano Sonatas ( Perlman/Ashkenazy)
BOITO
Mefistofele Prologue ( Bernstein)
BOYCE
Symphonies 1-8 ( ASM)
BRAHMS
3 Partsongs ( Finnish RSO Choir)
CHOPIN
Piano Sonatas ( Magaloff)
Preludes ( Argerich)
A Month in the Country etc ( Lanchbery)
COPLAND
Dance Symphony ( Epstein)
DEBUSSY
Clair de lune: recital ( Eutremont)
DOWLAND
Third Book of Songs 1603 ( Rooley)
DVORAK
Complete works for Cello and Piano ( Starck/
Engel)
Strings Serenade in E( Stokowski)
HAYDN
Symphonies 22/55 ( Marriner)
Symphonies 44/49 ( Marriner)
The Flute Trios ( Vienna Trio)
Piano Trios Vol. 8 ( Beaux Arts)
HOIST
Jupiter' / ' Mars' ( Mehta)
JANACEK
String Quartets 1 & 2( Gabrieli)
Complete works for Cello and Piano ( Storck/
Engel)
KJERULF
Songs for male choir ( Norwegian Students)
KREISLER
Favourites ( Friend/Isador)

Top TAPE

149
149
149
149
149
149
151
137
151
151
151
151

STRAVINSKY
Rite of Spring ( C. Davis)
Les Noces / Mass ( Bernstein)
TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 4 ( Slovak)
Piano Concerto 3 / Sym. 7 ( Zhukov/Ginzburg)
TELEMANN
Concerto in F / String Suites ( Warchal)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
Folk- Song arrangements ( Tear)
Oboe and Tuba Concertos / Lark Ascending
(Barenboim)
Thomas Tallis Fantasia ( Stokowski)
VIERNE
Symphony 3 etc ( Sampson)
VIVALDI
12 Concerti Op. 8 ( Concentus Musicus)
Violin Concerti etc ( Warchal)
WILLIAMS
' Star Wars' ( Mehta)

COLLECTIONS
139
143
145
145
149
149

VOCAL
T'ana Lemretz Recital
INSTRUMENTAL
Musical Treasures from Jaromerice Castle
Recital from the Castle of Thun
ORGAN
Organ and Choral Music from Dean Close
School
Spiel Organ Spiel
Three Cathedra! Organs

DEJA VU
152

152

153

153

ORCHESTRAL
Allegro non troppo, Bernstein, Bizet, Chabrier,
Debussy, Dvorak, Elgar, Mozart, Prokofiev,
Ravel, Saint-Saëns, Tchaikovsky
CONCERTOS
Beethoven, Brahms, Glazunov, Grieg, Ibert,
Mozart, Rachmaninov, Richard Strauss, Tchaikovsky, Villa-Lobos
CHAMBER'SOLO
Beethoven, Debussy, Mozart, Ravel, Schubert,
Vivaldi
VOCAL/OPERATIC
Fauré, Gilbert and Sullivan, Massenet, Mozart,
Verdi

LONDON - CAMBRIDGE - WATFORD SEVENOAKS - UXBRIDGE - BRISTOL.
HARROW. MAIL ORDER - POST FREE

EUROPE'S TAPE SPECIALIST

CASSETTES
Memorex
MRX2
C60
C90
CI20

£0.73
£ 1.03
£ 1.38

'Special Offer' Twin Packs
often available at 20% below
these prices.

Maxell
SUPER LOW NOISE
C60
£0.62
C90
£I).79
C120
£ 1.04
ULTRA DYNAMIC
C60
£1.14
C90
£1.29
C120
£1.76
UD/XL I
C60
£I•36
C90
£1.74
UD/XL Il
C60
El 49
C90
£1.89
KJ LEISURESOUND
48 WIGMORE STREET
LONDON VV1.
01-486 8262
TOP TAPE
53 FLEET STREET
LONDON EC4
01-353 7935

4

REEL TO REEL

TDK

E.C.4.

Sony

DYNAMIC
C60
£0.55
C90
£0.75
C120
£0.99
ACOUSTIC DYNAMIC
C60
£0.86
C90
£ I.12
C120
£ 1.62
SUPER AVILYN
C60
£ I.12
C90
£ 1.52

Audio Ma netics
LOW NOISE
C60
C90
CI20

LOW NOISE
C60
£0.55
C90
MI 75
CI20
EI-08
HIGH FREQUENCY
C60
£-75
C90
£.91
C120
El 15
CHROMIUM DIOXIDE
C60
[1-13
C90
£1.50
FERRI CHROME
C60
ti 24
C90
El 75

1111111111TMMI

PE36 LONG PLAY
900' 5"
£1.85
1200' 5,;-" £110
1800' 7
[3.05
4200' 101 - Cale
£7.95
PE44 DOUBLE PLAY
1200' 5"
£2-19
1800'
£. 09
14007" £. 77
PE66 TRIPLE PLAY
1800'7" [4.75
PEM368 LONG PLAY
1800 7" Matt
£379

TDK

Fuji Film
£0-36
£0 49
£-64

FX
C60
C90

E1.05
tg 46

AUDUA LONG PLAY
1800' 7- Matt Back
£3.22
1800' 7" Matt Back
£3.85

All prices include 8% VAT and correct at 3I/I/78 Payment by cheque, postal order or cash
(registered).
MAIL ORDERS POST FREE ( UK) to DEPT. HFN3, Top Tape, Bridle Path,
Watford, Herts. EXPORT, Tax Free-Carriage on request.
RADFORD HI-FI
52 GLOUCESTER ROAD
BRISTOL
Bristol 422709
KJ LEISURESOUND
101ST. ALBANS ROAD
WATFORD HERTS
Watford 45250

KJ LEISURESOUND
27 SPRINGFIELD ROAD

Maxell
ULTRA DYNAMIC
LONG PLAY
1800' 7"
£3.52
3600' 101" NAB
£
8-25
UD/XL MATT BACK
LONG PLAY
1800' 7"
£430
3600 10¡" NAB
CIO 10

Sony
SLH BACK COATED
LONG PLAY
1800' 7"
£3.59
3600' HW NAB £. 18
SLH BACK COATED
DOUBLE PLAY
2400' 7"
£5.55

VIDEO
SCOTCH
VC60

£16 95

HARROW MIDDX.
01-863 8690

SPEECHLEY HI-FI
1HAWTHORN WAY
CHESTERTON CAMBS.
Cambridge 312120

SEVENOAKS HI-FI
118 LONDON ROAD

KJ LEISURESOUND
278 HIGH STREET

SEVENOAKS KENT
Sevenoaks 59555

UXBRIDGE MIDDX
Uxbridge 33474

'7c Great
S ea keg's.
from Monitor Audio
recognized worldwide for quality
hi-fi products.
See what the hi-fi press and
satisfied customers say
about just two
speakers
selected
from
Monitor
Audio's
superb
range of
six loudspeakers.

MA3
This speaker is worthy
of the name Monitor'
and is particularly
suitable for use with
high quality equipment.
In addition, its ability
to reproduce correctly
the test tracks will
commend it to music
enthusiasts seeking
faithful reproduction.
One of the best
products today.'
Revue de Son, France
'The first impression
one gets when listening
to the MA3 is one of
Physical Presence, and this
quality seems to be
independent of the
closeness of the recording.
This may be attributable
to the exceptional
smoothness ol its
mid- range unit,
together with the use of a
very analytical tweeter.
The reproduction offered
by the MA3 was found to
be of a very high order
allowing most types of
material to be pleasantly
reproduced. The overall
openness of the sound
may also account for the
stereo image produced by
these loudspeakers,
which was of avery
high order.'

MA4
'I find the general
coleuration extremely
low; the stereo image
very precisely defined:
and the MA4s especially
pleasing an voice
(FM radio). Their
neutrality makes them
non- fatiguing over long
per oils — unlike certain
other comparable
'monitors':
House and Garden
May 1976
'In summisg up their
technical performance, it
must be said that the
MA4 came out best by a
fair margin. Its excellent
technical performance
coupled to its superb and
alitos: fatigue- free sound
Picture ought to make it a
commercial success and
Iwould rae it among
the top of its class.'

HiFi and Audio, May 1975

Practical HiFi and Audio
July 1976
'The MA4s would probably be
most people's choice through
a smcother.virtually liquid treble and
extended bass.
Hi -Ci Answers
No- ember 1975

Ctrr-- Monitor
1,.14:4 Audio Ltd

the BIG name in hi.fi

347 Cherry Hinton Road Cambridge CB1 4DJ Te l
ep hone (0223)46344

and

42898
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A NEW REFERENCE!
Its true! We have a new reference system surpassing our
faithful Linn Sondek LP12-Grace-Supex 900, Naim 32/250 and
Linn Isobarik DMS combination.
The new system comprises the LP 12- Breuer arm-Supex 900,
Naim 32 with NA X0 electronic crossover, three Naim 250
power armps, and a pair of Linn lsobarik PMS loudspeakers.
Unfortunately it costs £4500, thereby making the original
system more of a bargain than ever.
In the less esoteric range we have systems to suit most
pockets, such as the A+R A 60 with Celef Monitor and either
Rega Planar 2 or Acoustic Research deck with VMS 20E at
around £400.

If you care for
your recordsone clean
investment
saves many

We are particularly pleased with the Harbeth HL1 and the
Celef PE1 speakers, which coppled with a Sugden Amplifier
and Rega Planar 3totals only around £650.
Being afamily business we have to be interested in your longterm satisfaction, and we find that a high proportion of clients
become loyal ' regulars'.
We have stock of over 50 makes, but a few worthy of special
mention are: AKG, ADC, Sonus, Ultimo, FR, Entre, Lentek,
Gale, Nightingale, Griffin, Radford, Meridian, Enigma, Michaelson and Austin ( TVA- 1), Mordaunt Short, Tangent, WAR,
B+W, Rogers, SMC, Aiwa and TEAC.
Demonstrations by appointment.

W. A. BRADY & SON
401 SMITHDOWN ROAD
LIVERPOOL 15
TELEPHONE: 051 733 6859
Lunch 1-2.15. Closed all day Wedned,iy

with the GRAND PRIX
AWARD WINNING

Access, Barclaycard, H.P. Terms

GLOSSOP ROAD GOSSIP
Sale

time— new,

shop-soiled

and

secondhand—we

have many goodies at really bargain prices—e.g. Garrard 401/plinth, Radford valve amp., pre- amp and tuner,
Monitor Audio MAI, Spendor BCIII, Nakamichi Ref.
Loudspeakers, Bolivar, KEF, Cambridge T55, Aiwa,
Nakamichi

550

and

350,

Uher

Report,

J.B.L.,

Fons,

Yamaha and David 30 and 50's and Sub Woofer.
these and many more, ring for prices.
Sorry but we do not include Meridian,

For

Linn, Celef,

ProAc, T.V.A., G. Hadcock, Sonus Blue, Entre in our
sale, although we do have these superb products in
stock and on demonstration in our new demonstration
lounge. Demonstrations by appointment evenings and
weekends.
Whether you are contemplating a system of £200 or
£10,000 we know and can help you make the right choice.
Don't be fooled—contact us for honest, straightforward
advice.

Your satisfaction is our guarantee.

AUDIO CENTRE SHEFFIELD
284 Glossop
Sheffield

Road

RECORD CLEANER
You•r elooking at the solution to one of the oldest pi obleins in audio - bow : oprotect
your new records and rejuvenate all the old favourites.
lt's called "Pixall"-and its remarkable. This unique British cleaner so impressed the
Jury at "International Stereo Cono 76" that it was aptly honoured with the
Grand Prix Award in its product section.
The key to Pixall's success lies in it .
;speciaily formulated adhesive tape, designed rot
merely to remove surface dust bur more specifically to lift and dispose of damaging
microdust particles, embedded deep inside the grooves.
Independent tests have shown that adisc treated with "Pixall" results visually in
leaving the record in pristine condition. whilst audibly it makes ,.
ourio, sound better.
AvailabIP at all quality Hi Fi, Stereo Ind Record <In!
Sets aNew Dimension in Visual and Audible Perfection
• No Dust • No Dirt • ReducesStylusWear
• Eliminates Crackles and Pops' • Clean Fidelity
• Minimises Distortion
Keeps your good sounds - sounding good
ri
MILTY PRODUCTS LTD.,
New Mansion House 173/191 Wellington Road South, STOCKPORT, Cheshire
SKI 3UA. Tel: 061-480 8142/3. Telex: 667700
Please supply (state quantity required)
"%all" Off-the.Recard" Cleaner
I
enclose Cheque/P.0. value
@£3.30 incl. VAT. P&P add 19p.
'Pixall" Genuine Reflg 65p
incl VAT. P&P add 9p.

S10 2HS

Telephone: 0742-737893
Export and Professional Dept. 730064

NAME

(please do not send postage
stamps)
HN

ADDRESS
POSTCODE
11.(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)
Prices only applicable to the UK
Milty Products Ltd., 173/191 Wellington Road South, Stockport, Cheshire.
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Rogers

a sound investment

How many friends and acquaintances do you know who are dissatisfied with their present Hi -Fi system? How many people have bought
highly specified ' new technology' equipment, only to find it obsolete and almost worthless within one or two years?
Why is Rogers equipment sought after and cherished by thousands of music- lovers of all ages? Why are Rogers valve units regarded
as collectors' items, Rogers transistorised units rarely found on : he secondhand market and Rogers products distributed worldwide, especially
to Japan and Ameiica?
The answers are found in the superb audible performance, the highest standards of construction, the exceptional reliability and efficient
after-saies service/advice.
The Rogers A75 series 2 Amplifier, offering comprehensive control facilities and 45 w rms per channel output, has the Rogers legendary
musical performance at £ 169.50, excluding VAT.
The Rogers T75 series 2Tuner is a no- compromise FM stereo tuner offering a1.5
sensitivity, sophisticated circuitry and superior reproduction for £ 125.00. excluding VAT.
The Rogers Export Monitor Loudspeaker is rapidly becoming renowned as a class- leader for performance with power hanoling. With a
100 w peak power handling capability and sophisticated Butterworth Filter Crossover, the Rogers Export Monitor offers ultimate performance
for £239.50 per pair, excluding VAT.
The Rogers BBC- designed LS3/5A Monitor Loudspeaker has become renowned worldwide as a standard by which other loudspeakers are
judged. A 90% export market loudspeaker that is individually calibrated and tested. The perfect loudspeaker for small listening rooms at £ 154.50
per pair, excluding VAT.
The Rogers Compact Monitor Loudspeaker provides the expected Rogers performance at arealistic price. Thorough detail design, including
the exclusive Rogers Bass Drive Unit, gives optimum performance without the normal placement restrictions imposed by high quality designs.
Above average efficiency enables realistic results to be achieved with amplifiers of only 15-20 w rms per channel up to a maximum of 50 W.
Rogers performance at £ 169.50 per pair, excluding VAT.

Available only through acarefully controlled
network of Rogers Franchised Dealers.
For descriptive literature and review reprints
send alarge stamped addressed envelope to:—

Rogers
VIM

4-14 BARMESTON ROAD, CATFORD,
LONDON SE6 3BN
Telephone: 01-697 8511/2
Cables: Swisselec London S.E.6.

British High F,dehty
7

The best hi-fi system
in the world: 7.50(+pitp)
What we're saying is this; We can point you towards the best hi-fi system in the
world. The best turntable, the best amplifier, the best cartridge, the best tape
deck, the best loud speakers.
And how do we do it? By assembling and testing up to 100 models in each
product category. We test them using identical methods, and then grade them
according to best value for money. Leaving you free to choose
which model best suits your requirements. To your
ears, the best hi-fi system in the world.
But why listen to us? What can we tell you
that your friends or ahi-fi salesman can't?
Well, for one thing, our opinion is impartial.
Try talking to amanufacturer or asalesman —
few will recommend models other than those
they make or sell. Likewise with friends. Few
will do more than try to justify their own purchases.
Secondly, our advice in the Best Buy & Recommendation Section of HiFi Choice is in pure,
simple, undistorted English. We won't
confuse you with technicalities,
or use the jargon. And where can
you find this advice?
In your local newsagent, between
the covers of HiFi Choice — the
lee
most comprehensive guide to buying
hi-fi ever published. Currently available there are issues on Receivers,
Music Centres, Turntables, Amplifiers
and the brand new edition on Tuners.
Each just £ 1.50 from your newsagent,
(or through the coupon below). Our
issues on Loudspeakers and Cassette
Decks are sold out. Updated editions of
these two issues will be published in the
Spring and Summer of 1978.
HiFi Choice tells you all you'll need
to know about buying the best hi-fi system
in the world. HiFi Choice. Simply abetter
way of buying hi-fi.

C

lII

BINDERS

In response to many readers requests,
handsome and sturdy binders, to keep your copies of HiFi Choice in mint
condition are now available at £ 1.95.
HiFi Choice embossed in gold on the spine, these binders are attractive
in appearance and extremely practical.
Ineed your advice. Please send me the following issues of HiFi Choice. CI RECEIVERS (£ 1.50)0AMPLIFIERS (£ 1.50)
HFNX
D TURNTABLES AND CARTRIDGES (£ 1.50)0 MUSIC CENTRES (£ 1.50)n TUNERS (£ 1.50)1MBINDERS (£ 1.95) o'seas £2.45.
Add 35p post and handling for each issue. For overseas orders add 50p for each issue.

Name
Address
Ienclose cheque/P.O. for £

made payable to Sportscene Publishers Ltd. Please print clearly

and allow 3weeks for delivery. Mail to:- HiFi Choice Offer, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P IDE
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H
ITI CHOICE
Simply abetter way of buying hi-fi

AMPLIFIERS C. & I. £ 1.9.5
Akai AA5210 £69•95
Amstrad 2000 Mk Ill £40.00
Amstrad 4000 Mk 11 £32.40
Amstrad 8000 Mk III £27.50
Amstrad EX330 • • £63.00
Leak 3900A• • £ 269-90
Marantz 1030 • •
04.90
Marantz 1060 • • El 09.90
Marantz 1070 • • £ 119.94
Marantz 1040 • • £89.90
Marantz 1150 •. £332•90
Marantz 1150D • • £418•75
Marantz 1250 . • £489-90
Rote RA3I2 . • £5915
Rote RA4I2 •. £83.95
Rote RA4I 3 • • £97.25
Rote RA7I2 • •
£
96.95
Rote RA7I3 • • £ 113.95
Rote RA8I2 £ 149•75
Sansui AU2900 • . £67.95
Sansui AU3900 . •
£79.95

•

'1AJ
// audio

cuts the cost of hi-fi
P.M%

Celestion Ditton 33 £ 164-90
Celestion Ditton 44 asseses
Celestion Ditton 66 £294-90
Celestion ULA, UL8,
ULIO
P.O.A.
Leak 3020. 3030, 3050 P.O.A.
Marantz HD44 • • £99-90
Marantz HD55• • £ 185.90
Marantz HD66 . • £264.90
Marantz HD77 • • £379•90
Marantz 4G. • ¿ 63-90
Marantz 5G
¿95-90
Maranta 6G .. £ 159-90
Marantz 7G .. £ 179.88
Sansui ES200 £ 144•94
Wharfedale Denton
Linton, Glendale
P.O.A.
CARTRIDGES C. it 1. 30p
Amstrad M95 .. £4•65
Amstrad TPI2 H/shell £2.65
Shure M75E1/11 .. £ 11.10
Shure M75ED/II £ 12.95

••

SPECIAL
ell,É/2.95
OFFER/ m" "H
+30p P&P
SHURE

AMSTRAD SYSTEMS

J11
5050 SYSTEM
(
illustrated). Consisting of che
Amstrad 5050 stereo receiver,
plus a pair of Amstrad 2500 loudspeakers and aG
dSP25 Mk IV turntable fitted with an Amstrad M95 cartridge, mounted on plinth and cover.
MAJOR PRICE £ 145.00+ £690 corr. & ins.

2000
SYSTEM.
Consisting
of the
Amstrad 2000 Mk Ill amplifier, a pair of
Amstrad 2500 loudspeakers and aG
d
SP25 Mk IV turntable fitted with Amstrad
M95 cartridge, mounted on plinth and
cover. MAJOR PRICE £93.50+ £.5corr. &
ins.
8000 SYSTEM.
Consisting
of the
Amstrad 8000 Mk Ill amplifier, a pair of
Amstrad 1000 loudspeakers and aG
d
SP25 Mk IV turntable fitted with an
Amstrad M95 cartridge, mounted on
plinth and cover. MAJOR PRICE aece+
ale corr. & ins.

All above systems have leads included and are ready to play. On permanent demonstration.
(Choice of deck or speakers maybe changed on application.)
Complementing the 2000 and 8000 systems above:- AMSTRAD 3000 Mk II MW/LW/FM
Stereo Tuner-MAJOR PRICE £40-00+l-75 carr. & ins. Also AMSTRAD HPS6A
STEREOPI4ONES with mono/stereo switch and volume controls-MAJOR PRICE
£10-50+75p carr. & ins.
AMSTRAD DM701
Matched stereo dynamic
microphones with stand
and professional spherical windshield.
Major
Price £ 1290+65p corr.
& ins.

NEW!
AMSTRAD P182 Turntable with ADC KLM30
Ill cartridge. Ready wired and complete with
plinth and cover. Only £33 95 -I- £2SC carr. &
ins.

AMSTRAD IN-CAR
(Combination Stereo
Cassette/Stereo Radio
Players)
Major
Model
Price
9010 £44.00
9020
£48.00
9000 £55-00
9050 £ 73.00
9070 £80.00

•
f
.

All supplied with a pair of loudspeakers.
add £ 1.75 carr. & ins. for each unit ordered.

•

Please

=

aft
lotsear
AMSTRAD
Cassette Decks with Dolby
7050 ..
7060 ..
7070 (
illus.)
..
6000 ( non-Dolby)
Please add £2.25
corr. & ins.

T.

=.

WITHOUT OBI-IGATION

.. £67.50
.. £82-00
.. £89-95
£39 95
ALL
PrUCES
INCLUDE

12 1%
VAT

THE NEW AMSTRAD
EXECUTIVE SERIES
EX303 Tuner AM/FM with
W

brushed aluminium fascia. Inbuilt phase locked loop multiplex stereo decoder. Major
_
_ .
Price f.58.00 4- LI•75 cam &
ins.
1111le °eee r...
EX330 Stereo Amplifier 35
•"
...- - •‘11& Ç' •
Watts per channel into 4ohm
30 Watts per channel into
8ohm. Brushed aluminium
fascia. Major Price £63.00+
EX300
£1.95 carr. & ins.
Loudspeaker
SR301 Stand ( not illus.) to house Amstrad
Bass woofer, high flux tweeter
Executive series plus the TPI2D record deck
with adjustable mid- range speaker. Major
and many other items by other manufacturers.
Price £63-50 per pair. Also Amstrad
Walnut, Teak vinyl pattern and black. Major
2500, £39.00 per pair and 1500 £3495
Price £21.00+ £3.50 carr. & ins.
per pair JII-1- £ 300 carr. & ins
4

f.E.

i

Sansui AU4900
£122•95
Sansui AU5900
£16890
TAPE DECKS C. & I. C2-50
Akai 4000DB
P.O.A.
Akai 4000DS
P.O.A.
TUNERS
& Ins. t1-75
Amstrad 3000 Mk II
AM/FM
Dec*
Amstrad EX303
£58.00
Marantz 104
£99•75
Marantz 112
£172.95
Marantz TI50
£414.50
Rotel RT224
£56.95
Rotel RT324
£78.95
Rotel RT724
£94.00
Rotel RT824
_ 1147.95
Sansui TU3900
.. ¿99-95
Sansui TU5900
_ £ 149.00
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Corr. & Ins. ¿MO
Akai AA8I0• •
£99•50
Akai AA1020 • . £ 138•75
Akai AAI030 • • £ 172•90
Amstrad 5050 • • £93-95
Marantz 22I5B • • £ 119.90
Marantz 2226 . • £ 169.90
Marantz 2235B • • £ 199-95
Maranta 2250B . • £433.95
Marantz 4240• •
P.O.A.
Rotel RX152 • • £91-95
Rotel RX202• . £ 94•95
Rotel RX402 • • El 16-95
Rotel RX602 • • £ 154.95
Sansui 551 .. • • £ 129.95
Sansui 661 .. . • £ 167-94
Sansui 5050• • £ 187•95
Sansui 6060•. £ 222•95
Sansui 7070 .. £298-75
LO UDSPEAKERS (
per pair)
Carr & Ins. £2-95
Amstrad 1000 .. £ 18-75
Amstrad 1500 .. £34-95
Amstrad 2500 .. £39.00
Amstrad EX300 £63-50
Celestion Ditton 15
a•so
Celestion Ditton
15XR .• £94-50
Celestion Ditton 22 £ 12790
Celestion Ditton 25 £
226.95

CASSETTE DECKS
Carr. & Ins. £2•25
Akai CS34D .. £69 00
Akai GXC39D £99 75
Amstrad 6000 .. £39 95
Amstrad 7050 ( Dolby) £67 SO
Amstrad 7060 ( Dolby) ¿82-00
Amstrad 7070 ( Dolby) £89 95
Marantz 5010 .. £ 139.90
Marantz 5025 .. £204.90
Marantz 5120 .. £ 159•95
Marantz 5220 .. £ 179.90
Marantz 5420 .. ¿ 189-90
Pioneer CT414 IA ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer CT5151
P.O.A.
Sansui SC2000/2
P.O.A.
Sansui SC3000/2
P.O.A.
TURNTABLES C. & I. £2•50
Akai AP001 .. £66.00
Akai AP003 .. £94 00
Amstrad TP12D ..
¿47-45
G
d 86513/11 .. £76 00
Goldring G102 £26 95
Leak 3001 ..
£92 90
Marantz 6100 £ 79 90
Marantz 6150
£99 90
Marantz 6200 £ 128 95
Marantz 6300 £ 158 90
Rotel RP900 £48 95
Rotel RP I
500
£64 95
Sansui 222 .. £55 95
Sansui FRIO8OP £82.95
Sansui SR525
£119-95
COMPACTS C. & I. C4-00
Sanyo 2711 Dolby £239.95
Sanyo G2422 KL £ 161•95
PORTABLE TVs
Teleton T1265 ..
Hitachi F40
Sanyo 14 T408 .
Amstrad VRX101

£67-95
£79-95
E78•00
£75-00

.

SPECIAL OFFER!
BSR PI28 Turntable ( same as MP60) with ADC
K8 cartridge. Ready wired and complete with
plinth and cover. Only E29-95+ C2-50 corr. & ins.
Amstrad 6050 MW/LW/FM Stereo
mains/battery RADIO, CASSETTE
RECORDER. Major Price £ 10190+
£190 carr. & ins.

4éiatetteir

Amstrad VRX101 12" B & W portable
TV. 240 V mains or 12 V battery. Major
Price £75410.

(Dept. HFN3) 57 Ilford Lane, Ilford, Essex

audio

E8-75
£47.90
£44-95
P.O.A.
£4.25
£17-75

spEcmc troTRAo onl
y£39
95
OFFER/ CASSETTE DECK
P8P

Mail Order and Callers Welcome

Telephone: 01-553 5720

Shure M55E
Shure V15/III
SME 9" Fixed Arm ..
SME Series III ..
SME Headshell
SME FD200 Damper

Mail Order and Callers
All prices include VAT
Access and Barclaycards
All goods guaranteed for
parts and labour. New
changed if faulty within
purchase.

welcome.
at 14%.
welcome.
12 months
items ex14 days of

9

AMU)

AVAILABLE
FROM
LEADING

SOUND

HI- Fl

CENTRE

DEALERS

HI-FI ( EQUIPMENT) LTD
Head Office: 105 Lawrence Road, N15 4ET

01-802 4131

STANDS
MADE

Extra Discount: Orders over £100, 2}%; £ 150, 5%; £250, 7¡%.

Appolo III £ 14.79 ( Pair)

NOW AVAILABLE
NEW TV BRACKETS
FROM £16.35

IN THE U.K.
ALL APPOLO
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
JVC JAS10
JVC JAS11
JVC JAS31
Yamaha CA410
Yamaha CA610
Yamaha CA810
Technics SU7100
Technics SU7300

.. £112-50
..
£59 50
.. £73 90
.. £106 35
.. £99 95
.. £132 95
.. £249 95
.. £93 50
. £119 95

••
.•
.•

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626
JVC JRS50
JVC JRS100
JVC JRS200L
Technics SA5070
Technics SA5170
Yamaha CR200E
Yamaha CR420
Yamaha CR620
Yamaha CR820

£177 90
£204 90
£99 50
£126 25
£209.45
£115 50
£146.75
£116 50
£199 80
£216 00
£282 50

SPEAKERS
Celestron Ditton 15 .. £105.00
Celestion Ditton 33 .. £171.00
Armstrong 600 .. £178.00
KEF Corelli
..
.. £131.50
KEF 104 .. .. £230.00
KEF 104AB .. £270.00
Richard Allan RA8 ..
£63.95
Richard Allan Tango ..
£59.95
Richard Allan Maramba
£77.95
Richard Allan Charisma .. £137.95
Yamaha NS1000M
£540.00
Yamaha NS500
£275.00
Pick-up Arms
ADC LMF 1
Formula 4 Mk 2
Hadcock GH 228
Hadcock Unilift

.•
••
•.

Cartridges in stock:

£76.00
£55.00
£50.00

£8.40

SME 3009 Ser. II ....£4950
SME 3009 Ser. II Detach. £ 53.50
SME FD200 Damper for
Ser. II
£ 17.50
SME 3009 Ser. Ill ..
£99.00
TUNERS
Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
JVC JTV11
JVC JTV10
Technics ST7300
Technics ST8080
Yamaha CT410
Yamaha CT610
Yamaha CT810

.. £125.50
.. £97 50
.. £79.95
.. £59 50
.. £106 75
.. £177 75
.. £95 95
.. £112 50
.. £157 95

••
••
.•
••

TURNTABLES
Garrard GT55P
Garrard DD75
JVC JLA15
Pioneer PL112D
Technics SL23
Technics SL1700
Technics SL1510
Thorens TD126BC
Thorens TD160BC
Thorens TD166C
Yamaha YP211
Yamaha YP511

£108 00
£105 00
£64 00
£59 50
£79 95
£137 75
£210 00
£176 95
£83 50
£78.95
£72.75
£124.75

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa 1250
Aiwa 1800
Aiwa 6500
JVC KD35
JVC KD21
JVC CD1635-2B
Technics RS615
Technics RS630
Yamaha TC511s
Yamaha TC800D
Yamaha TC800GL

•.
•
•.
••

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

£146 50
£267 50
£228 95
£157 50
£117 50
£ 196 70
£115.50
£140 50
£132 75
£ 166 00
£ 207 75

MODELS ARE

MANUFACTURED IN

HIGH

GRADE STEEL AND COATED
IN NYLON

APPOLO
WALL BRACKETS
With swivel action.
For speakers up to 50Ib
weight.
Complete
screws and wall plugs

Sabre II £28.97 ( Pair)

£10.91
(Pair)
For Brochure and Dealer List send
stamped addressed envelope to:

GRABERN AUDIO LTD
I39A, BRIGHTON ROAD,
COULSDON, SURREY CR3 2NJ.
Telephone: 01-660 4780
Telex 943763 GRABERN AUDIO
Prices include VAT.

Appolo II £24.19 ( Pair)

ORTOFON FF 15E MK II
Cartridge with this

MICRO SEIKI MB10
turntable

Goldring, Shure, ADC, AKG, Audio Tech, Ultimo,

£69

Sonus, Stanton.

including VAT
SECURICOR DELIVERY FREE

QUAD 33, 303, 405, FM3 as available.
Carriage and insurance is an extra.
Prices correct at Jan. 1978. Whilst we endeavour to maintain these prices
we reserve the right to amend as necessary without prior notice. E. 8,. 0.E

38 Edgware Road, W2 2EH
115 Kingsway, WC2B 6PP ( Holborn)
48 London Wall, EC2 M5TE ( Moorgate)
94 The Parade, Watford, Herts. WD1 2AW
857 High Road, Finchley N12 8PT
152 Rye Lane, Peckham, SE15 4NB
5-8 Turnpike Parade N15 3NA ( Wood Green)
4 Hadley Parade, High Street, Barnet, Herts. EN5 5SX
61 Seven Sisters Road, Holloway Ni 6BH
21 London Road, Barking, Essex IG11 8AF
169 Fore Street, Edmonton N18 2X6
4 High Street, Walthamstow Eli 7LD

01-723 3071
01-405 0446
01-628 0537
Watford 26602
01-445 3319
01-639 2205

A recent consumer report gave atop rating to this excellent
turntable. Add the " best buy" cartridge in the Hi -Fi Choice
survey and you must have one of the best combinations
now available.
MAIL- ORDERS - to our Watford address please
TELEPHONE ORDERS - by Access 8- Barclaycard only ring
Watford 45248
HARROW

01-888 4373
01-449 8278
01-272 7901
01-594 0239
01-807 2807
01-520 4121

27, Springfield Road
Tel 01-863 8690
278, High Street
Tel: Lfxbridge 33474
LONDON W.1.48, Wigmore Street
Tel: 01-486 8263
WATFORD
101, St. Albans Road
Tel: Watford 45250

UXBRIDGE

AUDISit 0.10INCI

also from TOP TAPE 53 Fleet Street, EC4 Tel: 01-353 7935
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GRIFFIN

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS FOR THE DISCERNING EAR

GRIFFIN STUDIO ELECTRONIC 85'

GRIFFIN " APERIODIC 27

GRIFFIN 25 ' OMEGA 2'
AND ' OMEGA 3'

LISTEN TO THE PURE SOUND GENIUS OF THE GRIFFIN 85

LISTEN TO THE PURE SOUND GENIUS OF THE GRIFFIN 25's

The ' Studio Electronic 85' is a five speaker system with
level controls, variable enclosure damprig, three built in
power amplifiers - one for treble, one for mid- range, one
for bass - and the special tandem- line bass system.
Just to set you thinking here's an outline specification Tandem- line bass system frequency response of 22Hz 30kHz - 4dB + 2dB in a room o 3,000 cubic fee:.
Damping factor greater than 100 over the entire range.
The tri amplified system is the equivalent of a power
implifier with more than 500 watts RMS power.

The Griffin 25 ' Omega two' and ' Omega three' high
quality loudspeakers give a choice of two or three way
systems intended for use with high powered amplifiers
ranging from 15 - 100 watts per channel. The loudspeakers are specifically designed to give an accurately
tailored frequency response and excellent miisical clarity.

LISTEN TO THE PURE SOUND GENIUS OF THE GRIFFIN 27

The ' Aperiodic 27' loudspeaker incorporates a revolutionary crossover design featuring deg•ees of inherent
mid- range and treble damping and coil control previously
only obtainable by tri-amplif cation.
The frequency range extends from below 30Hz to 25kHz
within
2dB with exceptional smoothness and the
dispersion characteristics are very wide at all frequencies.
There is no significant beaming, un ike conventional
speaker systems. The 'Aperiodic 27' is suitable for ampli fiers from 30 - 100 watts RMS.
EE AND
I
HEARUSAT

HIGH FIDELITY 78 CuNARD HOTEL FRIDAY MAY 5
HAMMERSMITH

SATURDAY MAY 6

ROOMI
30391

Please send details of your full range of loudspeakers and list of selected dealers.
NAME
ADDRESS

griffin

PURE SOUND GENIUS
H. K. GRIFFIN Er CO ( Electronics) Siddons Factory Estate, Howard Si
West Bromwich, West Midlands B70 OSU Tel:021-556 6825/6823

_1

sounds better
with

Record Care
(
GROOV-KLEEN Automatic Record Cleaner

Bib

Cassette Care

Cassette
Cabinet
Simulated
walnut
finish.
Hinged
acrylic
tinted cover.
Accommodates 30
cassettes. Ref 86 £ 7.13

For single play turntables. Removes harmful dust to
protect records and styli Finished in chrome, bright
anodised aluminium and shining black Ref 42 £2.33

Stylus Balance Precision built. Calibrated. Measures
stylus pressure within 'hgramme. Ref 32A £1.69

Stylus and Turntable
Cleaning Kit Stylus brush,
absorbent cloth, anti-static
cleaner and inspection
mirror in wallet. Ref 70 81p

Brit. Pat. No. 1485069

Anti-Static Record Care Kit
Neutralise dust-gathering static on record surfaces for
easy cleaning to reduce record and stylus wear and
improve sound quality.
Kit contains
Bib GROOV-STAT
static reducer , Static
Tester and Dust-Off.
Ref 106

Tape Head Demagnetiser Removes unwanted
magnetism often responsible for irritating back
ground noise.
Ref 90
£4.95

Cassette Editing Kit
Everything you
need for splicing
and editing, in
permanent
storage
P tent Pending
125.
container.
i Lt
hoel ai
i

The Bib Book of HiFi
This hard-back book contains 123 pages and over 50
illustrations on awide range of HiFi topics. It
answers numerous questions posed by amateur
enthusiasts and provides apermanent, handy guide
to all that is best in music reproduction. Ref 95 £1.98

Tape Head Maintenance Kit
The only universal
kit with every thing
you need to clean
heads, capstan
and pinchwheel of
all types of recorders.
Ref 99 £2.48

ru. P, at rk>

r

Ref 98 £2.48

The Bib Product Range Europe's
largest and finest selection of accessories for Record
Care,Tape Care and HiFi Maintenance. Write now
for your free copy of our 16-page colour catalogue.

In difficulty send direct Add 25p p&p on orders up to £3.00; 40p for orders up to £ 5.00, 60p on orders over £5.00, U.K. only. Prices showo are recommended retail including VAT.

BIB HI-FI ACCESSORIES LIMITED, Kelsey House, Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 4RQ
BIB HI-Fl ACCESSORIES INC., 3363 Garden Brook Drive, Dallas,Texas 75234,U.S.A.
BIB HI-Fl ACCESSORIES (AUSTRALIA) PTY. LTD., P.O. Box 755, North Sydney 2060, NSW, Australia.
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EXPORT
Personal shoppers can take advantage
of our ' over the counter' export scheme.
We also ship directly abroad, contact
us for tax free price quotes and delivery
costs to anywhere in the world.

We give extended guarantees
on all equipment purchased
at manufacturers retail prices

Exportations en France notre
spécialité.

Phone for our Competitive
Prices — available on most
makes of equipment.

VVaren vverden steuerfrei exportiert oder wenn rnan Engelle
land besucht, kün nen vvir speziforderung
Plâne für eine steuerzurück
vorschlagen.

o

o

Audio T

The Audio Consultants

Ho

190 West End Lane
London NW61SQ
Tel. 01-7947848.

FT

o

FT

o

Mon-Wed 11- 6 Thurs-Fri 11 -7 Sat 10-5

Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T

THE GRIFFIN
APERIODIC

A GRIFFIN WHAT?

THE GRIFFIN TYPE 27 APERIODIC'
LOUDSPEAKER
The Aperiodic 27 loudspeaker incorporates a revolutionary crossover design
featuring degrees of inherent mid- range
and treble damping and coil control
previously
only
obtainable
by
tri amplification.
The frequency range extends from below
30Hz to 25kHz within ± 2dB with
exceptional smoothness and the dispersion characteristics are very wide at
all frequencies. There is no significant
beaming. unlike conventional speaker
systems.
The Aperiodic 27' is suitable for amplifiers
from 30-100 watts RMS.

Please send details of your full range of loudspeakers and list of selected dealers.

NAME
ADDRESS
POST THIS COUPON TO

if f.

PURE SOUND GENIUS
H.K. GRIFFIN & CO rElectromcs)
Estate. Howard Street, West Bromwich. West
Midlands 870 OSO Tel : 021 - 551i 6825/6823
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choosing an amplifier .

„Nahanni\

il

-1=

Contrary to popular belief, even small loudspeakers benefit
from asophisticated amplifier.
Having chosen speakers as fine as ours, you are
sure to appreciate the difference . . .

compact loudspeakers IMF

ELECTRONICS

VVestbourne Street High Wycombe Buckinghamshire Tel High Wycombe 35576
14

Ross 66 Cassettes.
Quality Hi~Am.
_

from beginning to end.

ROSS
ELECTRONICS
Quality HI- Fl from beginning to end.
32 Rathbone Place, London W1P IAD TEL 01-580 7112/3

The JR149 runs rings
• round conventional
box speakers

Here's why:
The round design of the
development which has
JR149 not only enhances the
embraced high fidelity equipspeaker's appearance but
ment in its various forms.
actively aids the sound
Model 149 is manufactured
quality. Rectangular speaker
under scientifically conenclosures with their flat
trolled conditions backed by
panels pose many problems to
test and measuring facilities
the designer,and listener. The
of the most modern type, and
.0"
resonances of box cabinets
is subject to all the care in
make themselves heard in
manufacture and assembly,
colouration of the sound
technical checking and
despite the introduction of
quality control warranted by
various damping methods and
aspeaker of top hi-fi calibre.
the use of internal partitions.
The B&K frequency
The JR approach departs
response trace of the JR149,
radically from conventional
showing on-axis and off-axis
cabinet design to provide a
response at high frequencies,
combination of small size
demonstrates the smooth
and high performance.
performance of this novel
The smooth external
high-grade design. Important
contour of the cylinder allows
though technical measurehigh frequency response to be
ments prove to be, however,
unaffected by edge reonly careful listening can
flections. Polar response also
reveal the merits of agood
is improved: wide dispersion
loudspeaker. Audition of the
of output gives amore conJR149 provides afresh and
sistent and realistic stereo
exhilirating experience — a
image, and for the user this
view of musical values and
JR149 with Declon foam removed
brings an important advanstereo quality which reflects
tage — more freedom of choice of listening
the flair and technical resource underlying the
positions in which good stereo can be enjoyed.
speaker's design.
Music and speech reproduction of all
kinds, including organ music, are of aquality
.--- __
.
r- __
to belie this speaker's small size. In fact with
7e
----:
the JR149 the listener is less conscious of the
.
source, much more aware of the realism with
which musical sounds are projected in the room.
Due to the accurate
Bruel & KJoer response curves
matching of all parameters,
no undesirable phase effects
Top and base finishes are available in
are exhibited and pink
teak, walnut, rosewood, yew and aluminium,
noise tests have revealed a
as well as red, green or brown leather inlaid into
truly remarkable lack of
rosewood. Black acrylic or white acrylic are
colouration. For sheer fidoptional extras. The cylinder is covered in black
elity and performance these
Declon foam.A wall bracket system is available
new speakers attain new
as an accessory.
standards. Impeccable design and specification have
achieved abreakthrough in
audio technology.
Designed by hi-fi
pioneer Jim Rogers, the
JR149 has the benefit
T ase send me full colour leaflet and test reviews on JR149 Loudspeakers.
of the designer's
Post to: JR Loudspeakers, 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts. AM 5J R.
extensive experience
Tel: St. Albans 64337. Telex 28474.
in audio research and
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Loudspeakers

Designer Jim Rogers

Address
HFN3
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AucioT Test

Auc oT-Test

AucioT-Test

Auc loT-Test
_[sai-Iopne

The TEAC A103
The TEAC A103, while looking like most other
Japanese cassette decks ( apart from having a
black finish) is in a new price area for TEAC as
most of their previous machines have been upmarket prestige products.

However, on test the

development obviously owes much to its bigger
predecessors.

AucioT-Test

TEAC A103 ( S/N 3391)

Manufacturer's Specification

Audio T—Test Result

Tape Speed

1 „ IPS

0.5% Slow ( within spec)

Wow and Flutter ( NAB weighted)

0.08%

01%

Frequency Response

Normal setting
Chrome setting

Frequency Response
Dolby On

Normal setting
Chrome setting

Distortion at 0 VU (1000 Hz)

Normal setting
Chrome setting

Crosstalk

30 Hz-13 KHz
30 Hz-16 KHz

Fuji FX
Maxell UDXL/II

40 Hz-14 KHz ± 2 dB
40 Hz-14 KHz ± 2 dB

Fuji FX
Maxell UDXL/Il

40 Hz- 14 KHz ± 2 dB
40 Hz-13 KHz ± 2dB

Fuji FX
Maxell UDXL/II

L -R
R

sol---19P'V

A103's performance showed that the machine's

2.0%
1.5%

—46 dB
—47 dB

Signal: Noise Ratio ( 1000 Hz)
Dolby on

55 dB
60 dB

Output from fully modulated tape at 1000 Hz 50 K
Input Sensitivities: Mic
Phono
Din

Maxell UDXL/II
Maxell UDXL/Il

300 mV

400 mV

0-25 mV
60 mV/50 K

0.4 mV
70 mV
170 mV

53 dB
60 dB

Test equipment used—Ferrograph RT SVATU Hewlett Packard 334A distortion analyser.
Tektronix 602A oscilloscope. Audio T Load Box.
Radford LDO.
Audio T Engineer

AJ

Audio T comment

AudioT

all adjustments such as bias equalisation and record/play
gain are easily reached.
The TEAC A103 faces some fierce competition from its
Japanese rivals, but we feel this model will soon establish
TEAC in the lower- priced cassette deck market. Listening
to further samples we found the machines to be consistently good in sound quality and well. set up—this alone
places it above many of its competitors.
Strongly recommended for everyone needing a sensibly
priced basic cassette machine. You can see and hear the
A103, together with most other quality cassette machines,
by appointment Monday-Friday, or anytime on Saturday—
just telephone for details ( 01-794 7848).

190 West End Lane
London NW61SQ
Tel. 01-794 7848.

The Auc oConsulto nts
Auc lo T-Test

Auc oT-Test

Mon W2d

11-6

Thurs- Fri

Auc ioT-Test

1 - 7 Sot

105
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The TEAC A103 is a conventional unit using the cassette
vertically in a tape transport system, made by TEAC,
powered by a single d.c. motor using a slipping clutch to
provide take-up tension. The unit is housed in a sprayed
metal case so it will not match most amplifier/receiver units
visually. The front panel is neat and functional carrying input selector, bias and equalisation switching and Dolby
on/off. The left and right input controls are separate. The
only omission is possibly the lack of an output level control, although in use the A103 should match up with most
amplifiers without difficulty. The unit works smoothly and
all-round performance is very good. Access to the heads
for cleaning is good, and once the case has been removed

Auc lo T-Test

It's Childs Play.
Quite literally you can
let the whole family loose
with the Revox B790 — its
design ensuring that no harm can
come to your discs or stylus.
the fact that it features aunique unipivot
parallel- tracking arm, is quartz controlled with a
direct- drive platter and happens to complement the
entire Revox Brange is purely co- incidental.

R ES/OX
For further details on the B790 Turntable and the Revox'B' range contact Sole U.K. Distributor. F. W. O. Bauch Limited, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood Herts WD6 4RZ.

SAVE SE's on HI-FI
at cavendish

Major stockists of Aiwa, Akai, Amstrad, Celestion, Castle, Ferguson, Goodmans, Hitachi, JVC, Leak, Nakamichi,
National, Philips, Pioneer, Rote!, Sanyo, Sony, Sharp, Sansui, Technics, Teac, Tandberg,Toshiba,Trio,VVharfedale, & Yamaha

A

•

r.

FIERS

AMPLIFIERS
I
Akai AM 2400

Amstrad 2000
National SU2400
39.95
Hitachi HA 330
POA
JVC JAS 11
POA
JVC JAS 31
PUA
Maranta 1040
8
4.95
Pioneer SA 5500
63.95
Ratel RA 313/413/711P.O.A
Sanyo OCA 1001
106.95
Sony TA73
POA
Sony 2650
103.95
Sony TA 3650
POA
Toshiba SB 4201 SB 620 POA
Technics SU7300/ SU 7700
Trio 1500
68.95
Yamaha CA410/610
POA

77
1•• 11'....tee • •
Our price

£5895

t

Our price

0

'Amstrad EX330

High quality executive stereo
▪ amplifier giving powerful 40
watt output section and low
e distortion figures Tremendous
1110. Value

/WI,ISICCENTRES

124.95

£68.95
TRIO KA 1500
High output stereo integrated
amphfierleatures power indicator
lamp; balancevolume,bass& treble
controls; stereo headphone jack;
input selector switch for tuner,
phono & aux; loudness switch &
2tape positions.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

I

110..
le.

be..

Pioneer SX 450
High pert ormance FM/AM
Stereo Receiver. 15 watts per

t
pp

Aiwa AX 7400/7601) P.O.A.
Amstrad 5050
85.95
Goodmans M.90
136.95
JVC JRS 100 600
POA
Hitachi SR303
POA
Harman Kardon 330C - POA
Leak 3200
115.95
Maranta 2215
116.95
Rotel X303/40 3 P.O.A.
Sony STR2800
125.95
Sony STR11
POA
Technics SA5270/5370 Toshiba SA 320 SA 520 POA
Trio 2600
99.95
Trio 4070
179.95
Yamaha CR200E
POA
Yamaha CR820
POA

1,

Bu

channel. Less than 0.5'. total
harmonic distortion. Phono
equaliser. Facilities for
chnnection of 2sets of speaker
systems. Stereo tape deck
input/output circuit.

•

Leak 3200
Tremendous 25W per channel
Stereo Receiver. Beautifully
styled, it has asplit power supply
and differential direct.coupled
power amplifier. Volume, balance.
tuning, bass and treble controls

I

Our Price

STEREO TUNERS
Amstrad EX 303
53.95
Akai AT 2600
143.95
Hitachi FT340
PUA
JVC JTVt0
POA
Maranta 104
89.95
National ST 2300
POA
Pioneer TX6500/9500 POA
Hotel RT425
P.O.A
Sanyo FMP 1001
78.95
Sony ST 73
55.95
Sony 3950
129.95
Toshiba ST 420
POA
Trio KT 5300
98.95
Technics ST 8080
Yamaha CT 610/810
POA

£83,95

Me"

1
PtOliEER TX 5500 II
High quality stereo tuner
giving S/N ratio of 68 dB for
16.
stereo and 50 dB for AM.
111111. Fitted with ceramic filters
with very best phase linearity
11111," and coupled with IC's for all
▪
round imorovement in IF
s tion

enbaztutueu
f
)'
SONY 2950
Superbly designed stereo tuner
featuring LW 'MW' SW VHF,
phase locked loop decoder,
uniphase tillers, tuning and signdl
meters, easily readable linear dial
scale. Ammo value for such a
twit, (inr iorm.irwe _

1URNTABLES

df.5

Aiwa AP 2200
PUA
SP25V
38.95
G
G dGT20
64.95
JVCJLA A40/50
POA
Hitachi PS 8/17/48/58 POA
Hitachi HT 350
POA
Rotel RP5300 RP3300 P.O.A.
Pioneer PLI 120
lincl 75ED cartridge) 67.95
Pioneer PL 530
POA
Toshiba SR220/255
POA
Technics SL 20/23/1900 Technics S1600/1800/1700
Trio KO 1033
49.95
Yamaha YP 211
POA

/

§

111."
JVC JL - A40
Magnificent auto-return direct
>drive turntable giving aW & F
h., of only 0.05%. S/N ratio 70
dB and fitted with statically
balanced tonear
bjComplete with Ortof on FF 15 E
11C artridge worth E12.95
S±Lg
75E0 14.5
75EJ 12.9
95E0 18.95
95EJ 13.95
Milgià*infdreel

11109. KEF Complete range
AR18
0.• Leak 3020
Akai SW137
JVC SK44
JR 149

110

POA
POA
87.95
85.95
POA
POA

115195
1
1
i96
raa 05%6141.9
91

Sony PS11

Direct drive
semi automatic tur table equipped
with illuminated stroboscope,
damped cueing ley r, extremely
low Wand F. Cartridge included.

M55E 8.95 1VMS20E 27.45Mh2
V15 47.95
F150 18,45Mk2
Ortolan
FF150 12.95Mk2
M2OF L47.95 Audio Technica
M20E 41.95
ATIO 5.95
Celestion UL6/8/10
Celestion Ditton 22
Celestion Ditton 33
Castle Richmond 11
Sony 2050
Goodman: RB 20
Monitor Audio

POA
122.95
157.95
70.95
112.95
67.95
PUA

AT11 7.45
AT12 18.75
AT13 13.95
AT14 26.95
AT15 38.95

1AT20 43.95
VANTON
500A
500E5
580EE
MEE

la 15
70.75
32 95
1195

n.eultO

Our Price

we

£259.957, i

Complete with erastanti
4G HiFi Speak
Our PrICe

Cale

SHARP SG400

4-

e459.95

,baeC
tit

Goodmans MCD100

A lop quality model With
LW/MW.SW ,FM,FM.M P.K. Stereo
receive, with 5F.M pre set
buttons, stereo Dolby cassette deck
with auto Cr0 7/normal tape
'selection, mech pause & auto stop,
bell /love turntable. 25w.
Per channel.
- -

'
an«

9 .93

e4:›

"-Our price
£ 269.95

JVC MF 45D1.

Highperloirnancesteren

FMIAM/IINNS waveband
music centre featuring a35m
per channetamp. stereo FM tuner
with livepreset selectors. Colby
cassette deck and heir drive
lognrable fitted with Sshaped
•
tune.ai

New Dolby front
loading music centre
with auto-return turntable,
ind, drive cassette deck, AM/
LW/FM stereo tuner. Output
of 15 + 15 WRMS into 8ohms

We are DOLBY Music Centre Specialists call and see our range
Aka' AC 3800L
299.95
Aiwa 5090
POA
POA
Aiwa 5050
Ferguson 3971
169.95
Goodmans MCD 100 359.95
POA
Hitachi 7785
Hitachi ST 7675
POA
True Hi Fi Music Centre
Hitachi ST 7680R
POA
W ith SW/MW/LW/FM stereo7765 Hitachi
POA
M
mF
c
45
75
receiver with 6pre-tuned controls JVC
POA
and AFC. Turntable with
POA
auto return and stroboscope.
National 1090
POA
Dolby cassette deck with ferric/ National 2080
POA
chrome/normal tape facility.
National 3090
Our orIce

£41995

National 3060
Rotel RM 5010
Sanyo 2811
Sanyo 27115

POA
POA
279.95
209.95 I
Sanyo 5502
259.95
Sanyo 4580
272.951
Sharp 450
309.951
Sharp 400
259.951
Sony HMK 55/9
PUA III
Sony HMK 77/778
PUAI
Tandberg TR 220 GR
POA
Toshiba 3150/3700
MAI
Toshiba SM 3600
Fie,a1

ad
77

.t_iteem

-ftelies. egg

r.imaic_. • •

ALSO IN STOCK
OW on,
%neat 606 1
3 inn
pioncer / 010 14595
Pgoneer IMO 179.95 £1099 5
pio neer 9191 219 95

L
eI
I
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Technics
RS615

Hitachi D-2335

1

Super i, vdll.,,,
41
IDolby cassette deck with
stereo front loading
twin VU meters, recording 4
New stereo dolby cassette
Dolby Cassette Deck with
level controls, CrO2/
deck with electronic muting,
li
ty, tape
normal \Cr 0 FeCh tape facility. Ch/Fe-Cr/normal tape facility ' norma ltape fac i
full auto stop,W+F of 018X max. twin db meters, pause.
. . counter. Outstanding value. 41
High quality

Pioneer CT- F4040

Our price

Aiwa

6300

AD126.9
£5

Beautiful front loading
Dolby cassette deck. Full
auto stop, oil damped
cassette eject, cue &
review, and aW&F of
only 0.09%.

POA
Mordaunt Short range P.O.A Maranta 4G
Pioneer HPM 100
POA
Technics SB90
POA
Tee nics 4500/5000
POA
Dillon 15X R
POA
Wha fES50/ES70
PGA
JVC SK 77
POA
Wha fTeesdale
127.95
Hitachi HS 325
139.95
Wha fLinton XP
67.95
TannolKLH Complete range POA
Wharf Dovedale SP2 174.95
Videotone Minima:
48.95 •

317 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El

Amstrad 7060
75,95
Amstrad 7070
91.95
POA
Aiwa 1250/6880
POA
Aiwa 6300/6550
Akai 7300
226.95
139.95
Akai 707D
168.95
Akai GXC 7090
Goodmans SCD110
119.95
Hitachi 0550
POA
Hitachi 0220
POA
Technics R5630/615
JVC.KD 35 KO 21 720 • POA
Hakim iChi 600
POA
Philips 2511
86.95
Ratel RO1OF
P.O.A.
Sanyo 4020 • 79.95
Sanyo 5600 '184.95

Compare our prices I
and stock.

Ring HOT LINE
01-247 1154
for price and
availability

Sony TC188 TC199 P.O.A.
Sony ELCASSET in Stock
Sony IC 229 . 3
2
65
1
99
3.
. 99
95
5
Sharp
S°
n 1
1
7
1
7
5511
Sharp 2000
Technics 646
Tandberg 330 11
Toshiba PC5060
Toshiba PC3060
Yamaha TC511

96.955
1
POA 4
POA
POA
POA ..,4i
POA elill

REEL to REEL
Akai 4000
139. 95
Akai 2150 247.95
Sony TC377 .165.95

How oordeil
ORDERING BY MAIL. Tu order by mail state
the goods , gulled and enclose cheque, postal
orders or give your ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
number. lib sending cash please use aregistered
envelope). Please see P & Pcharges below.
Mail order to:

279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El.
it paying by ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD you
may Ono, 01 your urden tor prompt delivery.
The prices in these advertisements SECURICBR DELIVERY Guaranteed prompt
CASSETTE CENTRE
were finalised on 12.1.78
delivery. Md GS to order.
POST & PACKING Add the following tor P & P.
Right next door to Whitechapel Underground Station
Please check prices and
Tel: 01-247 3453
24HourAnsweringSeryice availability at time of purchase Amps. Tuner Amps, Stereo Tuners, Turntables,
Cassette Puyeis. Dolby Decks, in Car add CI.
10,11CLAYWID
Open 9am-6pm Mon-Sat
Music Cur res and speakers add 03.5 0.
Can ridges
A sop.
HI- Fl CENTRE

279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El
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BRITAIN'S LEADING
CASSETTE CENTRE

RADIO/CASSETTE RECORDER • STEREO RECORDERS • INCAR

RADIO/

S

PLS4/D

Our price

£59.95

PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY

Silicone Damped Pick-up Arm

JVC

9408LS

TT 720
Auractive GINN
mains onset.
lb. recorder realures auto mulch tor
WE
,0E0/1E11001
,. es,,a
p,d
Io.nr
e
go:: dng ieoei
7 1
lapes.
, ,,
l
auloltop
Pause. tape counter Records in
stereo1mono Stereo playback thuugh

b,

w hearlphrolet ( extra) or store, : viler',
Our

Mk11 FORMULA 4°

The best sounding universal tone arm

Superb
4band battery/
mains cassette
r
ecorder with
FM/MW/LW/SW.
w power output, mixing
f
acility, pause and review facilitY

SONY
CF 270
NEW 4band battery
mains portable
cassettelradro
Features M/L/S/VHE
two speaker units. Swum nmike, radio sleep
imiliiy and pause um,. 'Tremendous va5iii

Price

99.95
SHARP GF 8080

e
▪

r
✓
te

I

Sanyo 9950

New battery/main stereo
radio cassette recarder.
Features fast forward,
rewind,builtin mikes,digitai
tape counter and LW/MINI
FM stereo, Auto Programme

mains cassette' recorder
f
eaturing sleeptimer,
variable monitor, built
in mike, auto-stOp.Can

Searrli System

operate from car battery.

1
111s.

Battery Mains
Aiwa 772
I Philips 2215
11, Ferguson 3289
Ferguson 3276
National 301
g
h„ Hitachi 295
r Hitachi 247
I> ITT SL 58
h, National 309
Philips N2002
I> Philips 2208
Sharp RD 600
.7„
Sony TC 63
p Ultra 6T 01

New stereo FMI/MW

POA
41.95
19.95
27.95
POA
36.95
P.O.A.
77.95
POA
29.95
23 .
95
24.95
30.95
22.95

Battery Mains/Radios
Aiwa TP R300/216
Ferguson 3283
Fdrguson 3T03
Grundig 6000
GEC 900
Grundig 4200
Hitachi 5210
Hitachi 5211
ITT RC 200
National 514/546
National 554
National 553
Philips 060
Sanyo 2560

Aiwa 910/920
Aiwa 940
Amstrad 6050
Hitachi 5190
Ferguson 3T04

POA
POA
99.95
POA
96.95

Truly 'Hardy.
mains Oartattle S'E RE 0
casette radar earl, SHE stereo

POA
45.95
36.95
99.95
42.95
79.95
POA
POA
39.05
POA
POA
POA
36.95
36,95

SON,Sile 2VI per harmer, Noll In
von& mike normal. CRO, lape McKim.
otog omit hearlottunr sorter

Sharp 6500
Sharp 1704
Sharp OF 6000
Sony CF 470
Sony CF 160
Telefunken 101
Toshiba RI 6410
Stereo Recorders/
Batten,Mains
ITT 720
JVC KO2
JVC 1635
Sony TC 525
Sony TC 158.
Technics 646

103.954
POA
111

4

59.95
POA
POA
118.951
156.95
POA --",

National 462 POA Sharp GE 8080 99.95
JVC 727
POA Sony CF 560S 124.95
JVC 828
POA Sony CF 570 154.95
POA
JVC 771
112.95 Toshiba 8600
Sharp 9090 159 95 Sony LF 580 219.95

nl

G
dSP25 Turntable
Amstrad EX330 Amplifier
Amstrad EX303
Stereo Tuner

Pioneer PL1120
Turntable
Wharfedale

.4

Linton XP Speaker
Pioneer

89.95 1
48.95
79.95
89.95
54.95

Amstrad 7070
Dolby Cassette Deck
Amstrad 300
Executive Speakers',

450

Receiver

Our Price

£299.95
Complete with all lee . Secrets,
Conn, ere with all leads. Seruricor delivery (6.

7300

Amplifier

Technics SL

1900 Turntable

Complete with FREE Hi.Fi stand
worth (35 and all leads Serena, de/iv ( 10

Save on cassette tapes

CASSLITIE CENTRE

At Rush Hi Fi Centres we stock exceptional equipment and we do our
best to provide exceptional service. The majority of our customers
return to us time after time, usually to upgrade their systems but
often simply for advice. They know we have years of experience and
our expertise is always freely available. Full comparator
demonstration facilities and spacious showrooms make listening and
buying at Rush Hi Fi Centres rewarding and comfortable.
All equipment is priced as competitively as possible and ( apart from styli) is
GUARANTEED FOR THREE YEARS. We will make all necessary H.P.
and personal loan arrangements and we look forward to seeing
you soon.

Access, cheques
end
accepted va -ro'tca
bank
rd k.P.
personal loans seeable to callers only. Postal enquiries mall not
be answered unless accompanied by astamped addressed envelope.

JVC JI...1120 Turntable
JVC JT.V11 Tuner
JVC JA-S11 Amplifier
JVC KD21 Dolby Cassetteill
Deck

22 Speakers

SONY MAHE IL MEMO.
LN
REA
60u
60g
/
Su
80u
80v
110v
110g
10So
12So

JVC • TECHNICS
SONY • YAIVIAHA•AIWA

•
eserlay-card,

Incl. XIS Cartridge

Celestion Daum

Pula IPS BAS

MAY WARE LTD. ( Dept. HFN3-78)
15 Heather Walk, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9TS, England.

be)ivery (8. PLUS FREE HiFi

Technics SU

Complete «db all leads

"Only Viscous Pivot Damping with variable low effective mass
can ensure natural sound without ' listening fatigue' enabling
all cartridges to reach their ' Linear Region' of best performance, absolutely essential for perfect Stereo and Quadraphonic transcription due to the suppression of instantaneous
tracking force extremes which reduce record wear and high
frequency playback distortion. Viscous pivot damping means
better tracking especially of warped records, the sound having
exceptionally good definition; rich, full and clean bass with
dramatically improved solid stereo image and near pin- point
localisation."
Leaflet on request.

FREE headcleaner with 10

BASF TDB SONY
SM
0
ooF
6PUpto 1260 P
90,
63P
00e
IS. i,ddextralp
r1SP
03 o 1Ono
gape
150o 110o 1400

5IeS

SPECIAL OFFER!

PHILLIPS VIDEO C60 TAPE
erreur

£9.95

12E001 Efign sTeG

6Cornhill, Chelmsford 0245 57593
38 North Street. Romford 0708 26840

Revox,
Quad.
Sansui.
Nakamichi.
Monitor Audio.
REF.
Ram.
Ortofon.
ADC.
Finn,

Linn Sondek.
'MAC.
Tannoy.
Celestion.
SME.
Maranta.
Il & W.
Lux.
.KG.
Ultimo.

See adjoining
advertisement 1
for ordering
details and PEt P
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'The listening panel
consistently scored
the MLS
at ahigh level..."
So said Hi-FiforPleasuremagazine's recent
multi reyiew
of 16 small
loudspeakers. The review went on to say:
"It was rated well above average and in fact
little removed from the LS3/5A. While the
latter showed slightly less mid colouration
and atrifle more detail and clarity, the MLS 1
possessed less 'tubbiness' in the upper bass/
lower mid region...."
"The general balance of the system was
considered pretty accurate and hence good
quality programme is essential...."
"Despite its need for a decent sized
amplifier, the MLS 1clearly offers afine performance on grounds of both size and price.
Thus it is to be recommended."
Praise indeed. Particularly when you consider that the MLS 1costs abargain £ 99.90
a pair including VAT. Mail the coupon and
we'll send you areprint of the complete MLS1
review, together with alist of dealers where
you can hear it yourself.
Audiomaster Limited Bridle Path Watford WD2 4BZ

Name: _
Address:

HFN

Also available MLS 2at £129.90 and LS315A £168.75.

audionlaster
13

llgett rffl

you want to be really
Professional, protect your
records with Sound Guard"enif

Says Graham Canter, DJ at Gullivers Disco.
Graham Canter— known to the
customers as " Fatman"— is the DJ
at famous Mayfair nightspot
Gullivers. This disco is the meeting
place of international stars who
want to hear their special kind of
soul music. And when you're
playing records for stars like
Stevie Wonder, Smokey Robinson
or the Four Tops, the sound quality
has to be nothing short of perfect.
But this presents great problems
because, as Graham Canter says:
"A DJ in abusy club like Gullivers
is under constant pressure and
just does not have time to take
good care of his records. All the
golden rules of record handling go
by the board, inners get lost,
sleeves get mixed up and so on.
When afriend in the business
first told me about Sound Guard I
was frankly sceptical. ' Sprays' had
been recommended to me before
and none of them were really
effective. However, Igave Sound
Guard atry and was extremely
impressed by the results. My
records still sound in mint
condition after being played time
and time again. If you want to be
really professional— use Sound
Guard".
A by-product of research into dry lubricants for aerospace
applications, Sound Guard record preservative puts a
microscopically- thin ( less than 0.000003') dry film on
records to protect the grooves from damage. Yet,
remarkably, it does not degrade fidelity. Independent
tests show that Sound Guard preservative maintains
full amplitude at all audible frequencies, while at the
same time significantly retarding increases in surface
noise and harmonic distortion. • In other words, when
applied according to instructions, anew record treated
with Sound Guard preservative and played 100 times
sounds the same as one in " mint - condition played the
first time! Sound Guard preservative comes in akit
(complete with non- aerosol pump sprayer and velvet
buffing pad). It is completely safe and effective for all
discs, from precious old 78's to the newest LP's
including CD- 4's. The complete Sound Guard
preservation kit is available through HiFi and Record
Stores at £ 4.99 inc. VAT.
à • For complete test results write to Pyser
I Ltd, at the address below.

Sound Guard
Sole UK Distributor: Pyser Ltd., Fircroft VVay, Edenbridge, Kent TN8 6HA. Telephone: Edenbridge (0732) 864111 ( 8 lines).

EXECUTIVE

EX303

HI-FI STEREO TUNER

EXECUTIVE

EX330

HI-FI STEREO AMPLIFIER

1.7uv for 30 cib S/N FM, FM(STEREO) Long Wave,
Medium Wave. Inbuilt stereo MPX Decoder.

140 watts: 35 watts R.M.S. per channel into 4 ohms
30 watts R.M.S. per channel into 8 ohms

The EX 303 Hi- Fi stereo tuner complements it's seder unit the EX 330 stereo amplifier. The finish
of the unit is obviously of the same High quality as the amplifier using the same solid metal
section for the elegant front panel, together with a7rnin solid front tuner scale. The unit offers
unusually three wave bands which are VHF ( FM) FM Stereo, Medium Wave, and Long Wave.
The high quality Hi • Fi reception on the FM wave band allows automatic tuning to a stereo
transmission with the use of the inbuilt phase lock loop stereo MPX decoder. For use with FM
reception is aFM Tuning Meter , Mute Control, and Automatic Frequency Control. A LED ( Light
emmitting diode) indicates astereo transmission. Also incoiporated is asignal strength meter
which is usable on all wavebands. A variable output control enabling the unit to be used with
most Hi Fi amplifiers and audio systems on the market, flywheel tuning, hinged AM ( MW & LW)
ferrite aerial for maximum AM reception without the need of moving the whole unit. All stages
operate from azener regulated power supply achieving remarkable stability. The high performance FM section employs F.E.T. technology with additional I.F. pre- amplification for greater
sensitivity. The coverage of the wave band is FM 88-108 Mhz.MW 525-1600 Khz and Long
Wave 150-270 Khz. These bands are displayed on a sub panel which lies behind the tuning
scale, finished in a gunmetal colour this aluminium back scale also supports L.E.D beacons
indicating AM and FM transmissions. Size 420mm (W) x145mm ( H) x340mm ( D).

The all BRITISH MADE Executive EX 330 Hi- Fi stereo amplifier, is aclassic example of traditional
precision engineering, elegantly styled with asolid 4mm thick aluminium front panel luxuriously
brush grained and anodised. Large power meters indicate on two scale ranges of 30 watt and
3watts. Facilities incorporated in this unit are:- Input for magnetic cartridge, tape in and out,
tuner input, Loudness control, Rumble filter, scratch filter, mono/stereo, bass, treble, middle and
balance controls, tape monitor facility, headphone output, outputs for up to 4 loudspeakers.
This unit is suitable for most Turntables and magnetic cartridges,Tuners and Tape Recorders on
the market. Years of design experience has produced this High quality unit offering afrequency
response of 15Hz - 30Khz + 3db and distortion generously quoted at 0.1% at 1Khz for full rated
output. Finished with fine turned aluminium cap knobs and solid precision machined aluminium
toggle levers the Ex 330 is enclosed in awrap-over vinyl covered steel enclosure chosen for its
smart appearance and electrical screening qualities.Size 420mm ( W)x145mm ( H)x 340mm(D).
*Typical selling prices are unofficial guide lines which in our opinion are representative
of the typical retail buying price of our products. However retailers are entitled to sell at
more or less than those prices suggested. All prices quoted include VAT at 1206.

MP

VC
EX 330 Rear Section shown here indicates the substantial
heatsink able to accept the full power of the Output sections of
the amplifier. The RCA type phono input and output sockets
incorporated are used for their qualities in connecting input and
output circuitry. Also shown are the unusual but excellent
facilities of the tape in and out variable level, controls,
allowing this unit to be used with most tape decks or recorders on
the market.

EX 330 incorporates two large Power Watt meters, which
indicate volume levels, finished with aquality matt
black background with vithrte legending for the readout.
Situated by the side of these meters is apush-button
which alters the range of Une meter scales from 30 watt
to 3 watt, this enables you to set volume settings on
both high and low volumes, dt the same time of altering
the scale setting.This button also switches the volume
from the speakers to alower level.

m cPE

LOuDNEQ
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SR 301

EXECUTIVE
HI-FI RACKING SYSTEM

The SR 301 has been designed to house the full range of the
Amstrad Executive series. Shown is the EX 330 amplifier EX 303
Tuner and the Executive 7070 cassette deck housed below the
TP 120 turntable. The layout of amplifier,tuner etc is just our
recommendation as the shelves are designed as such, that any
combination of the 3 units can be made. Although specifically
designed to complement our Executive range the SR 301 can
be used with other Hi Fi equipment on the market, and the area
allowed for the turntable will accommodate most Hi- Fi turntables on the market. There is an area below the main equipment
section for record or cassette tape storage. Each section of the
area housing the Amplifier, tuner and cassette deck measures
424mm (W) x 148mm ( H) x370mm ( D) .The overall size is :886mm ( h)x 450mm ( w) x370mm ( d). The unit is available in
Teak effect vinyl, Walnut effect vinyl and Black wood grain
effect vinyl.

EX 330, as indicated, has afull range of filters all controlled by firm
selecting, solid precision machined aluminium toggle levers. The rumble
filter specification is —26db at 20 Hz which will remove rumble caused by
most Hi - Fi Turntables. The scratch filter can be used to reduce surface
noise and scratch effects whilst playing record and also reduce hiss and
whistles whilst listening to aTuner; the filter is quoted as —6db at 20 KHz
Tie loudness switch has aspecial circuit which provides enhanced bass
and treble response. The frequency response curve of the amplifier
adjusting to suit the characteristics of the human ear. This control is most
useful at lower listening levels. The mono/stereo switch does, as its name
suggest, switch the output of the amplifier to stereo or mono reproduction.

The EX 303 incorporates two meters, both finished with aquality matt
black background with white legending, the first of these meters
known as SIGNAL STRENGTH does as its name implies, indicates the
strength of the signal of both AM and FM radio signals. The FM
tuning meter is provided to assure you of perfect FM tuning, quite
simply when you get the needle in the centre you are 'Spot on
Station'. Also illustrated is the variable output control which varies
the output voltage of Me tuner to the unit it is supplying, this facility
makes this unit compatable with almost any Amplifier or Hi -Fi system
on the market.
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The EX 303 has both Mute and AFC switches of the same design as the
EX 330. The mute control cuts out inter station noise between FM
stations. The AFC control (Automatic Frequency Control) locks the
station firmly on tune and stops any drift. The chromium plated pointer is
driven by asuper inertia weighted flywheel , which with one firm twist of
the tuning knob usually sends the pointer at least 2/3 rds of the scale
length. Also shown are the L.E.D beacons which show AM and FM
stations and automatic illumination of the FM stereo beacon when a
stereo transmission is being broadcast. A precision machined aluminium
capped knob controls the selection of the wave bands.

*Typical selling pricer.
are unofficial guide
hires which in our
opinion are
representative of the
typical retail buying
priceof our products.
However retailers are
entitled to sell at more
or less than those
prices suggested. All
prices quoted include
VAT at 12}%.
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EXECUTIVE

300

HI-FI 3 - WAY
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
The Amstrad Executive model EX 300
Loudspeaker system has
been designed to provide full Hi- Fidelity performance. Finished in
Sheerline Teak effect vinyl the system is afully seated cabinet with the
three speaker units mounted from the front surface, the front is of the
pull off type finished in afine semi- see through black mesh. The system
has an 8 element crossover network which controls the 8" Longthrow
woofer, 41" midrange and 3rTweeter.The front grille can be removed
to adjust the midrange level. Although these Loudspeakers were
designed with our Executive range of Amplifiers and Tuner in mind they
are suitable for use with most Hi -Fi Amplifiers or systems. Neatly sized
at 500mm ( h) x 270mm ( w) x260mm ( d) these speakers are suitable
for both Horizontal or vertical operation. Brief specifications are as
follows: Power handling 35 watts R.M.S.. Impedance 8ohms nominal
Frequency response 30 Hz-20 Khz, crossover frequency 900 Hz, 5Khz.
Weight per cabinet 8.5 kgs.

Illustrated is the adjustable mid range panel, which
is accessible by removing the front grille. Indicated
on the pansus the typical curves plotted to show the
effect to the frequency response at different control
knob settings Employed in this section is ahigh
wattage wire wound, variable potentiometer and
this control is used to adjust the sound to suit the
taste of most ears. With all loudspeakers the sound
required by the ultimate consumer cannot be
expressed in any technical form as far as specification
is concerned, and it is usually the sound each
particular system makes which is the deciding factor.
We have done our best to produce technically what
we consider to be atop quality Hi -Fi Loudspeaker
system but have left the final "Trimming" of the
sound to suit the consumers own choice, hence the
introduction of our midrange control.

TAPE

SELECT

Bias

Ma Err NIB

EXECUTIVE
MODEL

*ELI

7070

DOLBY SYSTEM

CASSETTE DECK

Ierr Executive 7070 Cassette Deck aso complements the Ex 330 Amplifier
and Ex303 Tuner, styled to blend with these units and others on the
market. The 7070 has a precision engineered solid aluminium front panel
neatly brushed grained and finely anodised. Professional type Vii meters and
machined aluminium capped knobs and buttons finish off this excellent
unit. Features include the use of the world famous DOLBY SYSTEM noise
reduction circuit, facility for Chromium Dioxide and Ferri Chrome tape, full
Auto-stop mechanism, variable output control ( making it suitable for use

with most Hi-fi Systems), Tape Digit
counter, input for microphones and output for
headphonEs. Full function cassette mechanism. Brief q:iecification : Wow &
Flutter 0.035% w.r.m.s. Output voltage Variable 0-1000MV, Frequency response: chrome tape 25-17000 Hz, distortion Le'is than 0.5%. Output impedance 600 ohms. Size 420mm ( w) x145mm ( h) x255mrr (d). The unit is fitted
with aanti-hum wrap over vinyl covered steel cabinet.
.Trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

Shown are the pushbutton controls, the first of which marked DOLBY,
Oswitches
'in' and 'out' the Dolby Noise reduction circuits which use
silicon Intergrated circuits containing the equivalent of 220 Transistors. The
Chrome and Ferrichrome button is used when using this type of Cassette
Tape. The Bias control not only adjusts the internal bias oscillator, but also
the amplifer equalisation circuits.
The 7070 has two rotary controls for both Left and right hand channels,
the left hand controls are to adjust the " Line in" or record level both on the
Left and right-hand channels, the outermost knob controlling the right
channel and the irner knob the left. Art excellent facility of this unit is the
right-hand knob grouping which controls the output voltage to the amplifier or hi-fi system you are connected to. the output voltage being adjustable
from 0-1000 Mv making the unit su table for nearly all sound systems. The
left and right hand channels are adjusted in the same way as the line in
controls.
Two very large VU meters are used in the 7070, professionally styled they
indicate for the user the levels to set the controls to make an accurate
recording, and also indicate the level of output on playback. These accurate
Galvonometers are typical of the quality of this machine. Shown also are
3 L.E.D. Beacons indicating separate functions.

DYNAMIC
MICROPHONES
MODEL
DM 701

O
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. •
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eFront Loading
eStackable on other units
eElectronic Circuit Auto-stop
eD.C. Motor
eCompatible with tape monitor amplifiers
ePause Key Control

Typical selling prices
'e unofficial guide
ies which in our
pinion are
'presentative of the
'pical retail buying
rice of our products.
owever retailers are
ditled to sell at more
rless than those
rices suggested. All
'ices quoted include
AT at 14%.

• RCA phono input/Output sockets and DIN

•LED Dolby Noise reduction Beacon
•Both Chrome and Ferrichrome Tape Facility as well as
standard tape.

•Virtually compatible with all types of Amplifiers.
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AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
1-7 GARMAN ROAD, TOTTENHAM, LONDON N17 OUF
Telephone : 01- 801 4431 Telex: 254869 AMSELEG

The DM 701 are high quality
professional type dynamic
microphones designed for
use with all Amstrad tape
recorders as well as most
other
Tape
Decks
or
recorders on the market
Supplied with both 3.5mm
and standard r jack plugs
they are supplied as a
matched pair complete with
agenerous 2.5m cord, and two non- slip adjustable angled mie stands and
the accurately machined aluminium stem allows hand use. The robust
omnidirectional units incorporate spherical wire mesh type wind shields
which reduce boom and wind noise. Dimensions 171mm x44mm Dia. Frequency response 80-13000 Hz.

Please send illustrated literature and address of nearest stockist
Arne .ad
EX 3C0
' Amstrad
7070
Amstrad
014701

Name
Address
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SEND TO

AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
1-7 GARMAN ROAD, TOTTENHAM, LONDON N17 OUF
Telephone : 01- 801 4431 Telex: 254869 AMSELEG

1

give highest level
technical excellence at

) lowest level costing

Mk III
STEREO AMPLIFIER
100 WATTS • 25 WATTS R.M.S. PER
CHANNEL INTO 8OHMS
The IC2000 Mk Ill, completely new in both looks and performance - an
increased power handling and output with awider frequency response and a
lower distortion factor with slide potentiometers for all controls. The Mk Ill
has new style fingertip switches for Stereo/Mono, Loudness, Rumble and
Scratch filters, and interlocking of all other facilities is carried out by pushbutton selectors. The amplifier is designed spocifically for stereo use on two
loudspeakers but the additional facility of Quadrosound has been added if four
speaker reproduction is required. These advanced technical refinements have
been enclosed in ateak effect cabinet, with black fascia and black function
buttons.
The IC2000 Mk Ill performs with apowerful 25 watts per channel into 8 ohm

loads with both
channels fully driven- Stereo
mode. Frequency response is 15Hz
to 30 kHz - 4-3dB : 20Hz to 20kHz ± 2dB.
Distortion less than 0.1% at 1kHz at full rated ouiput Stereo mode. Provides more amplification than can be safely
handled by some amplifiers costing many times the price. All components
are mounted on printed circuit boards. Employed in the IC2000 Mk Ill is a
regulated power supply to ensure maximum performance in output and
minimurn distortion at high listening levels.
Size : 440mm x168mm x92mm.

3000
Mk II TUNER
LIN/MIN/FIVI

WITH INBUILT AUTOMATIC
STEREO MPX DECODER Elqyeptrf
2uV FM SENSITIVITY - MUTING
CONTROL- AFC CONTROL

ripen.
PACE

IC

The 3000 Mk II is a
quality Tuner in the Amstrad
tradition, incorporating not only
an excellent Very High Frequency F.M.
receiver section complete with ifs phase locked
loop decoder, but also including an AM radio section
which provides reception on long and medium waves. The built-in
ferrite rod aerial operates on medium and long waves, giving strong
powerful reception over the wide waveband spectrum - AFC being provided on

8000
Mk III STEREO
AMPLIFIER

40 WATTS:
10 WATTS R.M.S. PER
CHANNEL INTO 8OHMS
Amstrad 8000 Mk. Ill the stereo Amplifier
built for qualitative sound reproduction, and
long term reliability. The comprehensive
and attractively furnished consol is
designed for instantaneous adjustment. The
manifold characteristics include : Slider Bass and Treble
controls, individual Volume Controls ; aunique loundess switch for
widespread listening; rumble and scratch Filter switches; frontal jack socket for
stereo headphones; ceramic, magnetic, tape and radio inputs, and output for tape, foor
rearset outputs for normal stereo or quadrosound listening. All this and much more besides in a
beautiful teak finished unit.
Size 330mm wide x197mm deep x78mm high

the FM section to positively lock on and hold the frequency
from drift. The FM section is linked to astereo beacon which
is automatically activated when stereo broadcasts are being
transmitted. The 3000 Mk II is compatible with virtually any
amplifier, Tape Deck and Recorder, and will perform with
most stereo systems. The cabinet is teak effem finish with
contrasting black consol and amber illuminated pointer,
lime green tuning scale, and green illuminated tuning meter.
Size : 365mm x155mm x95mm.

the top
deck
7050 DO DOLBY SYSTEM

'Trademark of Dolby
Laboratories Inc.

NEW IMPROVED TOPLOADING DOLBY STEREO
CASSETTE DECK

DYNAMIC
MICROPHONES
MODEL
DRUM
The DM 701 are
high quality professional type dynamic
microphones
designed for use with
all Amstrad tape
recorders as well as
most other Tape Decks or recorders on the market.
Supplied with both 3.5mm and standard 1" jack plugs
they are supplied as amatched pair complete with a
generous 2.5m cord, and two non- slip adjustable
angled mic stands and the accurately machined
aluminium stem allows hand use. The robust omnid rect onal units incorporate spherical wire mesh
type wind shields which reduce boom and wind
noise. Dimensions 171mm x 44mm Dia frequency
response 80-13000 Hz.

After months of development and
experience gained from our previous
model 7000, we now proudly present the
new, improved 7050. Now designed
with aseven key, high quality precision
TAPE TRANSPORT MECHANISM and
incorporating anew integrated circuit
"Dolby System". Features include:
IMFast Forward, Rewind aStop BPause
"'Eject almproved Autostop, incorporating aMicro drag Reed Sensor System
▪ Facility for CRO2 tape •Twin VU Meters
• M icrophone Inputs MVariable output,
making playback possible on most amplifiers
and hi-fi units MITwi nRecord Level slider controls, for
accurate recordings from most hi-fi systems almproved life
azimuth matched Record/Playback Heads • Headphone output
socket. Now included is aspecial Tape Monitor feature for amplifiers
with tape monitor facility Tape Digit Counter • Lower harmonic distortion of
0.8% 1•Improved Wow & Flutter and Frequency Response Neatly styled in an ultra slim,
low profile cabinet with matt black trim, and professional beige colour VU Meters.
Size : 370mm wide, 220mm deep, 85mm high.

TP12D

TURNTABLE

BELT DRIVE • SOLID DIE CAST PLATTER
RUMBLE —47dB • WOW & FLUTTER 0.1%
The TP12 D Turntable has taken adecade to develop, and although
contemporary in looks, its design is principally functional and of prime
importance. The tri - lateral peripherally weighted platter produces
an equiponderate tangential counterbalancing force- the
platter being solid die-cast, combines to permit it to
revolve at more constant speed, thereby limiting
wow and flutter to aminimum. The drive is by
a16- pole synchronous motor with belt
drive minimising rumble. The tone arm is of
'S' shape and specifically designed for
minimum tracking error, and employs a
lightweight detachable headshell thus
reducing.wear on the sides of the record
groove. The arm is counterbalanced by an
adjustable weight and has alow friction precision
bearing and bias compensator and damped Cue control.
The TP12D is mounted on a matt black finished solid mount
with low profile Perspex cover, complete with power cord and 5- pin
DIN audiolead ready to connect and play
Size 445mm x356mm x 140mm

AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
1-7 GARMAN ROAD, TOTTENHAM, LONDON N17 OUF
Telephone: 01- 801 4431 Telex: 264869 AMSELEG
Available at: Netionwide:All branches of— COMET. LASKYS. RIcONOMY. R.S.C. PHOTOMARKET. BRIDGERS. London & Nome Counties
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AZAT WI. BARTLETTS RADIO N.7. BILLY VEE SE13. CAVENDISH SALES El. G.F..M. Ell. HENDERSONS E6. LION HOUSE Wl. MAGNET
DISCOUNT NW MARTINS N16. MASSEYS RADIO W4. McDONALD STORES WI. MANDOS RADIO W2. NATIONAL DISCOUNT SE13.
NUSOUND SE13.. WC1.. Ni.. W2. RADIO UNLIMITED E17.SANDER RADIO Ni. SEXTONS WC1. Counfty: ADAMS 81 DACE Norwich.
AMPLITONE Nottingham. AUDIO MARKETING ISARAYS) Croydon. AUDIO SPECTRA Hornchurch. BEAVER RADIO Liverpool. .1. CAINE
Horsham, CAMBRIDGE TRANSISTOR SERVICES Cambridge. CAPITAL CAMERAS Cawley. CARREFOUR Eartleigh & Minworth.
CHERWELL VALLEY Barbury. CLIMAX AUDIO Yarmouth. COSMIC RADIO AddIrstooe. COVENTRY HI-FI Coventry. CRAIG HI-FI Romford.
CRANBROOK RENTALS Bristol. DIAMOND AUDIO Wickford. EASTCOTE HI-FI Pinner. EDWARDS Wean. ELECTRA CENTRE Preston.
EXSELL WAREHOUSE Telford. FORRESTERS NATIONAL RADIO Bournemouth. MADAN RADIO Leigh. Lancs. FURNESS ELECTRONICS
Barrow. GILSON AUDIO Middlesboro, GODFREYS Basildon HARDMAN RADIO Liverpool bManchester. HARTHILLS Bilston. HI-FI
OPPORTUNITY Newcastle- on- Tyne. INCA Welwyn. JOHNS Stoke-on-Trent. K.B. & CO. Manchester. G.MATHEWS Birmingham. MAJOR
AUDIO Ilford. S. MAY Leicester. MOBILE RADIO Wellingboro. MULTISOUND York NEWMART Manchester. NEWCASTLE HI-FI Newcastleunder-Lyme. NUSOUND Hord. OXFORD ELECTRICAL RENTALS Oxford. D. PHILLIPS Leighton Buzzard. PREMIER DISCOUNT Besleyheath.
POTTERS Wellingboro. RUSH AUDIO Romford Si Chelmsford. SEXTONS Southampton SOUND SERVICES Prestwich. SOUTHEND RADIO
HOSPITAL Southend. SPA VISION Cheltenham. STAMFORD HI-FI Stamford. STIRLING DISCOUNT Luton. STONES Wincbester.TAVISTOCK
Ill- Fl Bedford. TRICITY HOUSE Maidenhead. WESTONHART Portsmouth. Scot/and R.M.E. Glasgow. ELENA MAE, TELE ON- THE- BLINK
Inverness. VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow. fe/and. -NICHOLLS EROS Ballymena. ELECTRONIC SERVICES Belfast.

"Amstrad's TP 12D
is a masterpiece of
design simplicity. It
works well and will
take a very good
cartridge"•
Elliot Hill WHAT
Hl- FI 2 — Test
April 77

*Typical selling prices
.ire unofficial guide
lines which in our
opinion are
representative of the
typical retail buying
price of our products.
However retailers are
entitled to sell at more
or less than those
prices suggested. All
prices quoted include
VAT at 12196.

Please send illustrated literature and address of nearest stockist
Amstrad Name
IC2000
Amstrad
Address
3000
Amstrad
8000
II Amstrad
7050
n Amstrad
TP1213
[II Amstrad
0M701
SEND TO
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"
on eoff their heads or do
they ultimately inten dto
Pione er asore
a
orld's
top
ss
Have
and Amstrad
take
over as the vi
manufacturer of Hi Fi equipment?' .....
just about every pa rt of the receiver works not
just well, but very well or incredibly well
After thoro ughly te sting and using this
receiver, t
can't unders tan dhow it can be
sold Mille price ... All in all Iwould rate this
model highly by the best bu dget standards
when conside ri
ng sound quality,hig
it being
herthan
true

give

à»,

to say that its fidelity is probably
most
comp etitors whilst the price is
lwer.
NSW ERS on les t
significantly o"
Philip Mount H I-FI A

into your system

'Amstrad have made abrave attempt at
ompeting, in my opinion successfully, with
toe flood of Japanese made Hi -Fi receivers,
iiespite the one or two minor discrepancies I
tound in performance, the 5050 still remains
remarkable value for money and is areceiver
worthy of good auxiliary equipment."
F. C. Judd Test PRACTICAL HI-FI AND

It has atuner section equivalent to that from a
Japanese tuner costing as much as this entire
receiver ............ Iwoul dconsider the 5050
to be excellent value for money and it vvill,
hopefully, keep agood proportion of the Budget
Hi Fi Market within the hands ot at least one

What more
can we say?

British
Elliot company."
Hill WHAT HI-FI ? — Test June 77
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5050 stereo Receiver
100 WATTS: 25 WATTS RMS PER CHANNEL INTO 8OHMS
2pV FM Sensitivity • FM/MW/LW
The new Amstrad 5050 Tuner Amplifier is designed
with all the facilities we could possibly imagine to put
on a Receiver. Such items as Panorama, High Blend
and Quietness controls only to be found on units
costing double the price. Other features include:
*Wide Frequency Response of 15Hz — 30kHz ± 3d B
*Distortion of the Amplifier section of 0.05% TH D
*Magnetic Cartridge Turntable, and Auxiliary input
*Inputs for Tape In and Out, together with variable
controls enabling you to easily match to virtually any
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Bass Control
Middle Control
Treble Control
Stereo Balance Control
Panorama Control
Volume Control
FM Tuning Meter

8 Signal Strength Meter
9 Radio Tuning Knob
10 3Wave Band Tuning Scale
11 FM ( AFC) Button
12 Phono Pickup Button
13 Aux. Input Button
14 FM Radio Button

Tape or Cassette Machine * In-built MPX Stereo
Decoder * Medium and Long Wave radio bands.
The unit has a matt bfack face plate with Grey and
White printing; the dial scale is a multi coloured
"Blackout" back illuminated type, complementing the
sheerline teak effect Cabinet.
BRITISH MADE
Size: 660mm x110mm x280mm

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Medium Wave Button
Long Wave Button
Tape Monitor Button
Tape Correct Button
FM Muting Button
High Blend Button
Loudness Button

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Rumble Filter 2
Rumble Filter 1
Scratch Filter 2
Scratch Filter 1
Quietness Button
Power Button
Headphone Jack

„ . ot
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ACOUST letSPEAKERS

£11

tGN
• UNIQUE IN DES
CE
• SUPERB IN PERFORMAN
ldeal for horizontal or vertical Floor or

Shelf
Mounting
Beautifully
finished teak ef fect enclosures
an dexclusive

flat black front panel

ACOUST KA 250 0

,
000Hz
Power handling - 25 watts RMS
.
8
response- 35.17 .
Fre quency
oll
”Lo ng t hrow bass unit,tcon e
made cd arigid paper wih aloam r
surroud.3t"
n
mid- range treble
un it. Speakers are front mounted
to reduce tunnelling et fects. Also isti
ng 01
employed is acrossov er unit cons ectrolyt
highly accurate wound coils and el
ic
capacitors. Dimensions 486m x 253mm x 241

HPS6A STEREO HEADPHONES
Th
ewei, proven HPS6A Stereophones designed for the discerning
sistener. providing remarkably faithful reproduction across a wide
are

mm

...o. • ta,•

ACOUSTRA 1500

Power Handling - 15 watts RMS.
se - 45.17,000Hz.
ncy respon
ustic Suspension
Freque
throw :à*
Enclosu 1 pe
ImPedance - 8ohms. 6f1a
" Long
rigid
nge
bass unit, cone made o paper
re duce
with afoam roll surround.3E mid-ra ....
crossover
tre ble unit. Speakers are front mo untedto
unit
tunnebing effects. Also employed is a
and
consisting of highly accurate wound coils
electrolytic
Dimensionscapacitors.
368m m x260mm x222mm deep.

Both units have asunken back plate which
allows aconnection to either Din plug leads
or Bare wire leads. The construction of the
cabinets is such that they are air tight and
the insides are padded with special acoustic
wadding.

frequency range. The headphones extribit exceptional holding
properties between boss and :
nid range band:: and have features often
only included on more expensive units
Lightvveigin soo gram
construction If Separate volume controls on each earpiece • Prequency Response 20Hz - 25kHz a 8 ohm nominal impedance
• Cord extends to 4 mettes la Suitable far most Amplifiera, Tape
Decks and Hi Fi Systems a Special AAylar Cone for wider frequency
response. Finished in matt black with soft black cushionedearpreces.

hearing is believing
Available at: Netionwide .An branches of - COMET. LASKYS. M:ONOMY. R.S.C.
PHOTOMARKET, BRIDGERS London & Home Counties: KETTS. WOODBURY
TEMPO. London ANALOG AUDIO N12.. EC2.. SWI., NI. ATKINS RADIO SW9.
AUDIO MARKETING ( SARAYS) N18. AZAT W1. BARTLETTS RADIO N7. BILLY VEE
SE13. CAVENDISH SALES ti. G.E.M. Ell. HENDERSONS E6. LION HOUSE WI.
MAGNET DISCOUNT N18. MARTINS N16. MASSEYS RADIO W4. McDONALD
STOREBVI. NANDOS RADIO W2. NATIONAL DISCOUNT SEIS. NUSOUND SE13.,
WCI.. NI:, W2. RADIO UNLIMITED E17. SANDER RADIO NI. SEXTONS WCI.
Country: ADAMS & DACE Norwich. AMPLITONE Nottingham. AUDIO MARKETING
(SARAYS) Croydon. AUDIO SPECTRA Hornchurch. BEAVER RADIO
Liverpool. J. CAINE Horsham. CAMBRIDGE TRANSISTOR SERVICES
Cambridge. CAPITAL CAMERAS Crawley. CARREFOUR Eastleigh & Minworth.
CHERWELL VALLEY Banbury. CLIMAX AUDIO Yarmouth. COSMIC RADIO
Addlestone. COVENTRY HI-FI Coventry. CRAIG HI-FI Romford. CRANBROOK
RENTALS Bristol. DIAMOND AUDIO Wickford. EASTCOTE HI-FI Pinner. EDWARDS
Oereham. ELECTRA CENTRE Preston. EXSELL WAREHOUSE Telford. FORRESTERS
NATIONAL RADIO Bournemouth. FRADAN RADIO Leigh. Lancs. FURNESS
ELECTRONICS Barrow. GILSON AUDIO Middlesboro. GODFREYS Basildon.
HARDMAN RADIO Liverpool ex Manchester. HUMUS Bilstoy HI-FI

OPPORTUNITY Newcastle-on•Tyne. INCA Welwyn. JOHNS Stoke-on-Trent. K.B.11
CO. Manchester. G. MATHEWS Birmingham. MAJOR AUDIO Ilford. S. MAY
Leicester. MOBILE RADIO Wellingboro. MULTISOUND York. NEWMART
Manchester. NEWCASTLE HI-FI Newcastle-under-Lyme. NUSOUND Ilf ord. OXFORD
ELECTRICAL RENTALS Oxford. D. PHILLIPS Leighton Buzzard. PREMIER
DISCOUNT Bevleyheath. POTTERS Wellingboro. RUSH AUDIO Romford
Chelmsford. SEXTONS Southampton. SOUND SERVICES Prestwich. SOUTHEND
RADIO HOSPITAL Southend. SPA VISION Cheltennam. STAMFORD HI-FI Stamford.

M95 CARTRIDGE
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This slim styli cartridge is designed to
suit most types of Hil -Fi Turntables.
Made in Englana and offering a
wonderful specificaticn for its
competitive Orb*.
Specification:
•Sensitivity - 1ri Vat 1cm/sec. ( 3.5mV
at 3.54cms/sec. RMS) •Separation
Nominally:- 22w at IKHz • Frequency
Response: I0Hz-20 KHz reStylus Tip:
Diamond 16 Microns Spherical •Stylus
Colour Code:- Black 1/Tracking Weight:
1.5 to 2.5 grammes.

STIRLING DISCOUNT Luton. STONES Winchester. TAVISTOCK HI-FI Bedford.
TRICITY HOUSE Maidenhead. WESTONHART Portsmouth. Scot/and. R.M . E.
Glasgow. ELENA MAE, TELE -ON- THE- BLINK Inverness. VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow.
tretene.NICHOLLS BROS Ballymena. ELECTRONIC SERVICES Belfast.

AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
1-7 GARMAN ROAD, TOTTENHAM, LONDON N17 OUF
Telephone: 01- 801 4431 Telex: 264869 AMSELEG
Please send illustrated literature and address of nearest stockist
Amstrad

5050
Amstrad
Acoustra
Amstrad
HPS6A
Amstrad
DM701

Name
Address
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AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
1-7 GARMAN ROAD. TOTTEM-IAM, LONDON N17 OUF
Telephone: 01- 801 4431 Telex: 264869 AMSELEG

LOUDSPEAKERS
Supplied with all the AMSTRAD In Car
units are apair of top quality loudspeakers
housed in aplastic shelf type mounting
system, the Drive units used are Large
magnet 105mm 4ohm Loudspeakers. The models 9050 &
9070 are supplied with slightly
larger magnet type due to the
extra power output of the unit.
am/
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FOR ANY OWNER OF A HOME CASSETTE DECK UNIT HI-FI SYSTEM, THESE IN-CAR UNITS
ARE A MUST, TO ENABLE YOU TO UTILISE YOUR HOME RECORDED TAPES IN YOUR CAR
AM/FM
SELECTOR

RADIO
TUNING

FREQUENCY
INDICATOR
NEEDLE

FM RADIO

FM STEREO
RADIO SELECTOR
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BEACON
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TONE
CONTROL

AM FM STEREO /CAEiSETTE CAR STEREO

ON/OFF

END OF TAPE
INDICATOR

CASSETTE
FAST
FORWARD
WIND

9000

SWITCH &
VOLUME

CASSETTE
EJECT BUTTONCONTROL

LIGHT
CASSETTE
ENTRY

AM/FM/FM STEREO MPX 16 watts: 4 watts R.M.S. per channel
IN DASH CAR FM STEREO RADIO AND CASSETTE PLAYER

As a natural progression from our Home entertainment units we are proud to present our
full range of In Car Entertainment. The same Electronic expertise and tonal qualities are found
in these units as indeed is the whole of our High Fidelity range. The model 9000 is a MW
wave band Radio and a FM (VHF) Radio with Stereo FM transmission reception together
with aStereo Cassette tape player. The high quality FM stereo transmission opens awhole
new concept of " in car" sound. A L.E.D. beacon set in the Tuning dial Mdicates a Stereo
transmission. Other facilities of this unit are Balance Control, Tone Control, Stop Eject

control for tape, Fast Forward control, Mono/Stereo switch for Stereo Radio Finished in
matt black the unit will fit into most Car Dashboards and, is supplied complete with apair of
Shelf Mounting loudspeakers and fixing kit.
FM Stereo Radios Medium Wave Radios Plays standard stereo cassette tapes
eSupplied complete with two quality shelf mounting loudspeakers
Big 16
watt power output sectionseSuitable for most negative earth cars. (" Tape Fast
Forward Control.
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AM/FM/FM STEREO MPX PRESELECT TUNING 20 watts: 5watts
RMS per channel. IN DASH RADIO AND STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER

The 9070 has all the technical features of the
basic model 9000 but with the addition of the
pre- select pushbutton tuning. This facility
enables you to pre- select 5 pre- tuned stations
— 3 FM and 2 Medium Wave — by pressing the
required button the radio will tune to the preselected station. This unit has aslightly higher

output than the model 9000. Apart from the
pre- select tuning you can of course still use the
manual tuning Knob for stations you may require other than the 5 pre-selected. Finished in
Matt Black the unit is suitable for most
Negative earth cars and is supplied complete
with apair cf Loudspeakers and fixing kit.
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9050

AM/FM FM STEREO MPX 20 watts: 5watts R.M.S. per channel.
IN DASH RADIO AND CASSETTE PLAYER with AUTO- REVERSE

The 9050 has all the features of the basic 9000
model but with aslightly higher output section
and the excellent autoreverse facility which
enables you to play atape and not worry when
it comes to the end as the machine will automatically sense the end of the tape, reverse
and play the other track of the tape. This
process will carry on until you decide to eject

the tape. The fast forward facility can be
changed to rewind by pressing the select
button, which then enables you to play the
other track without removing the tape from the
machine. Finished in matt black the unit is
supplied complete with apair of Loudspeakers
and fixing kit.
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UNDERDASH AUTOREVERSE STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER. 20 watts:
5watts RMS per channel

For those who already have aradio fitted in the
car but wish to enjoy stereo reproduction from
your pre-recorded cassette tapes this compact
high quality unit is ideal. Features include
lockable rewind and Fast Forward control,
select control, balance control, tone control.

The autoreverse facility is the same as the
model 9050. This unit is also supplied complete
with a pair of shelf or door mounting type
loudspeakers and fixing kit. Finished in matt
black the unit is neat and compact and is
suitable for most cars.

9020

MEDIUM WAVE/LONG WAVE IN DASH RADIO AND STEREO
CASSETTE PLAYER.

The 9020 is the same unit as the model 9000 in
all respects except for the Radio sections which
are all AM. This unit is ideal for the user who
requires High quality Cassette Tape reproduction and Medium and Long wave band

coverage. The unti is finished in Matt Black, is
in- dash fitting and suitable for most cars. It is
supplied with a pair of door or shelf mounting
high quality loudspeakers and afixing kit.
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DOLBY SYSTEM

7060
FRONT LOADING STEREO
CASSETTE DECK.

The 7060 is abudget priced Dolby
system front loading cassette deck
designed so work with most Amplifiers
and Hi -Fi Systems on the market. The
unit is suitable for both Chromium
Dioxide and standard cassette tapes, it
also has afull function 7key
mechanism with auto-stop facility.
Complementing the aluminium brushed
trim front are two large VU recording
meters, together with aluminium capped
knobs. Features include: Adjustable
record level, adjustable output level,
microphone inputs , headphone output,
tape digit counter, Phono and DIN input/
output sockets. Brief specification:
Wow & Flutter 0.1% w.r.m.s. Frequency
response 60-14000 Hz ( Chrome Tape),
Variable output 0-600 mV (suitable for
most amplifiers and Hi - Fi systems)
Size 420mm(w) x145mm(h)
255m(d).
•Dolby Noise reduction circuit.
•Autostop facility
siTwo Large VU meters
"Variable output controls
'Adjustable record level controls
•Front loading system
•Full feature cassette mechanism
',Compatible with most Tape monitor
amplifiers
•High screening vinyl covered steel
wrap round cabinet.
',Chrome Tape Facility.

*Typical selling prices
are unofficial guide
lines which in our
opinion are
representative of the
typical retail buying
price of our products.
However retailers are
entitled to sell at more
or less than those
prices suggested. All
prices quoted include
VAT at 121%.

605 OFM/FM STEREO MPX/
MEDIUM WAVE/LONG
STEREO WAVE

radio and

portable
cassette recorder.

This very high quality unit enables you to play
stereo cassettes-and make recordings from stereo
FM radio ; the unit is compac: and very portable
and not much larger than Mono versions on the
market. The unit is jam-packed with features too
numerous to list Some of the main features are:
Stereo 4watt output from two large bass units and
two side mounted eliptical loudspeakers. Stereo
FM ( VHF) Radio with inbuilt MPX decoder and
stereo beacon. Medium and Long wave radio..
Chrome tape facility. Full function cassette
mechanism with cue and review and autostop,
AFC control, Loudness control, two large VU and
recording meters, cassette Memory rewind stop
system, sleep switch system. Battery and 240V
mains use, inbuilt stereo condenser microphones.
The unit is finished in Matt Black with silver trim
and knobs, an adjustable carrying handle and fully
rotatable telescopic aerial are incorporated.
SAC/DC operation
',Stereo FM reception
•Stereo reproduction of Cassette tapes
•In Built microphones
•Output for additional loudspeakers
54 inbuilt loudspeakers
•M emory rewind facility
•AFC control
•Loudness control
•Cue and review facility
',Stereo headphone socket
*Sleep switch facility
•Outputs available for external amplifier.

This unit is ideal for those who wish to
maintain ahigh quality level of sound reproduction
and cannot accept inferior quality of lesser technical units
on the market. A true appreciation of quality is needed to
realise the brilliance of this unit. Please try to see it at your
local dealer or send for aleaflet. We can honestly say that
"seeing and hearing will be believing"

Avadable at: Naroonturde All branches ot COMET. LASKYS. Nana MT. OS C. PH OTOMARK ET. BRIDGERS tondo', d Nome Comfier
KITTS. WOODBURY EMPO. London ANALOG AUDIO N
FC2. SP41..11'. ATKINS RADIO SW9 AUDIO MARKETING ISARA.TSI NIA.
AZAT WI. AAAAA ETTS RADIO Id 7. BILLY TEE MIS CAVENDISH SALES EI G.E.M. Ell. HENDERSONS II LION HOUSE WI. MAGNET
DISCOUNT NIE. MAR INS NIE MASSEYS RADIO W4 /
Ai:DONALD STORES WI. NARDOS RAMO W2. NATIONAL DISCOUNT SEI3.
NUSOUND
MCI NI.. Wt. RADIO UNLIMITED El 7.SANDER RA1310 NI. SEXTONS WCI. Country:ADAMS& DACE Horvath.
AMPLITONE Nothoodum AUDIO MARKETING ISARAYSI Oovder AU010 SPECTRA Mancha.. BEAVER RADIO Idverpool. J. CAINE
Kash.. CA MORIDG TRANSISTOR SERVICES C.... CAPITAL CAM/RAS Crewley. CARREFOUR Fouler. A Monuterth.
CMERWELL VALLEY B nbury CLIMAX AUDIO Yarmouth COSMIC RA1110 Addlestone COVENTRY HI-FI Coventry. CRAIG HI-FI %Mort
CRANBROOK RENTA SBrawl DIAMOND AUDIO Wickfcad. EASTCOTE HI-FI % nee. EDWARDS Deteham. ELECTRA CENTRE Fhestor,.
EXSELL WAREHOUSE Yelled FORRESTERS NATIONAL RADIO Eleurremeed.. FRADAN RADIO Lee Lancs. FORNIDO ELECTRONICS
Ilya. GILSON AUDI Middlesboto. CADENCES Easeldon HARDMAII RADIO Liyetpool Et Manchester, HARTH1LLS Allston HI-F1
OPPORTUNITY Hence in en • Ty.. INCA Welwyn JOHNS Stoke.on 7r. nl RH. & CO. Mooches.. G.MATHEWS Barnropham. MAJOR
14.11110 Wed S. WAY enema MOBILE RADIO Wollenubwo. MULTISOUNDTak NEWMART Mooches,. NEWCASTLE HI-FI N.-wcastle•
wafer Lyme. NUSOON Ilford OXFORD ELECTRICAL RENTALS Gworr D. PRIMPS Leighton Buzzard. PREMIER DISCOUNT Budeyheath.
POTTERS Weans., ro. USH AUDIO Romlord Chelmsfotd SEXTONS Southwood. SOUND SERVICES % stench. SOUTHEND RADIO
MOSPITAL Soulherd S A VISION Cheltenhvo STAMFORD HI- fl Marword. STIRLING DISCOUNT Luton. STONES WI
«heeler. TAVISTOCK
111 FI Bedlard. TRICITY HOUSE Mardenhead. WESTIINHART Ports... Scoriae R.M.E. Glasgow. ELENA MAI. TELE-0111-THE-CLINA
VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow.freMos. NICHOLLS OROS Belywana. ELECTRONIC SERVICES West.

AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED 1-7 GARMAN ROAD, TOTTENHAM,
LONDON N'1 7OUF Telephone: 01- 801 4431 Telex : 264869 AMSELEG

**Trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

Please send illustrated literature aid address of fleure: tstock's:
Amstrad
9000
Amstrad
9070
Amstrad
9350
Amstrad
9010
Amstrad
9020
'
Amstrad
7060
Amstrad
6050

Name
Address
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SEND TO

AMSTRADCONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
1-7 GARMAN ROAD. TOTTENHAM, LONDON N17 OUF
Telephone 801 4431 Telex

264869 ANISELEG

BOOKS BY

SPEAKER SELECTION
LIMITED

OVER AQUARTER OF AMILLION COPIES

LO SINCE 1948

CABINET HANDBOOK 112 pages, 90 illustrations. £1.00 (£1 .18 p.p.)
sem-stift cover. Cloth bound £2.00 (£2.20 p.p.). Practical information
about woodworking, veneering, polishing etc., plus 22 pages on

(THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS)

loudspeaker cabinet design.

AERIAL HANDBOOK ( Second Edition) 176 pages, 144 illustrations.
FAST RELIABLE MAIL ORDERS AND A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
ALL HI-F1 EQUIPMENT AT:

(Semi- stiff cover) 75 p (95p p.p.), Cloth bound £1.13 (£1.43 p.p.). This
revised edition includes explanations and requirements relating to
colour T.V. and Multiplex stereo.

DEPT HFN 611 FOREST ROAD
WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON E17 4PP

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND AUDIO 240 pages, 212 illustrations.
Cloth bound £1.63 (£ 1.93 p.p.). Intended to appeal to both the concertgoer and the audiophile.

ABOUT YOUR HEARING 132 pages, 112 illustrations, ( Semi-stiff
TELEPHONE: 01-531 3117

ALL CALLERS WELCOME FOR SALES.
COLLECTIONS, OR JUST A CHAT.

HOURS OF BUSINESS:

DEMONSTRATIONS AT ALL TIMES.

10 a.m.-6 p.m. TUES. to SAT.

We are agents for the following makes of loudspeakers, kits, chassis, cassette
machines and electronics. Please ring for a quotation on up to date prices.
A.R., Aiwa. Armstrong, B & W. Castle Acoustics, Cambridge Audio, Celef,
Celestion. Chartwell, Coles, Griffin, Goodmans. IMF, KEF, J. R. Jordan Watts,
LNB, Leeson, Lowther, Mordaunt-Short, Pioneer, Peerless, Quad, Rogers,
Richard Allan. Sugden, Tandberg, Tannoy, Trio, Toshiba, Videotone and
Wharfedale.
Examples of our prices are as follows:

£9 00 0
£18 00*
£20 00
£55 00
£25 50
£16 00'
£18 50*
£35 00'
£29 00
¿16.75*
£24 00*
£11725.
£3100.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Carriage charges: Chassis £3.00
Complete with plinth and cover £150

mow)
Diem

Connoisseur BD1 Kit Mk 11
Connoisseur 8D2/SAU2 Chass. £ 5.00
Connoisseur BD2 P & C
Connoisseur BD2A, P & C
£5100
Dual CS704, CS60I, CS502, etc P.O.A.
Fons
..
. .
P.O.A.
G
d 1255B Mod 8i M756 012-00.
Garrard GT55P Mod & M7SED

aseo.

G
d DD75 Mod & M75ED E811.00.
Goldring Lenco L65 .. [5100*
Philips GA3I2 Less Cart ..
Pioneer PLI I
2D, PL1 I
5D, etc P.O.A.
Michell Ref. less arm ..
P.O.A.
Michell Ref. & fluid arm ..
P.O.A.
Trio KDI033, KD2055,
KD5033, etc.
..
0 A
. £86 00
Thorens TD160BC
E108 00
Thorens TDI60C
EI81 00
Thorens TD126BC
.. [ 227 00
Thorens TD126C
Thorens TD I45C
.. £ 126 00
.. £ 81 00
Thorens TD 166C
Toshiba 5R220
£59 00
Accessories: Bib, Colton, Pixall, SME,
Zero, Transcriptors.

me°

Vital information on the development of radio, audio, hi-fi, etc., from
the early days up to 1961.
All the above are standard reference books on the subjects
involved.

Postage is not charged on orders fa three or more books.
Postage £ 1.00

Postage £ 1.00 per pair
Clark 75 ..
Clark 250 .
•
Goodmans DHP10 .
Micro MXI .
•
Peerless PMB6
PWB Moving Coil ..
PWB Dyna-X
PWB Electrostatic and Box
Pioneer Monitor 10
Sennheiser HD4 I
4X
Sennheiser HD424X
Sennheiser HD400
Sennheiser HD224
Stax

AUDIO BIOGRAPHIES 344 pages, 64 contribitions from pioneers and
leaders in Audio. 112 illustrations. Cloth bound £1.25 (£1.65 p.p.).

Please send orders and enquiries to

ARMS

HEADPHONES

cover) 78p (981D pp.). Many aspects of audiology, age and noise effects
are expertly covered, with guidance for the hard of hearing.

Connoisseur SAU2
Formula 4 ..
SME 3009 Fixed head ..
SME 3009 Detachable head..
Michell Fluid

EIS 00
P.O.A.
£46 00
£49-00
£3125

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI

ARE THEY ALL TRYING TO TELL YOU SOMETHING?

Postage 40p each
Cartridge
AKG
P.O.A.
ADC ..
P.O.A.
Connoisseur SCU I .. £6.35
Empire 2000E I/2/3/Z P.O.A.
Goldring
P.O.A.
Ortofon
P.O.A.
Philips GP400/II .. £ 10.00
Philips GP401/11
Philips GP412VE/Il £33.00
Philips GP422/II .. £45.50
Shure M7SB . £ 10.50
Shure M75ED/II .. £ 15.00
Shure M75E1 .. £ 13.10
Shure M95ED £20.10
Shure M95EJ . £ 14.00
Shure M3D
£540
Shure MSSE
E8.40
Shure M756s ... £7.60
Shure V15/111 .. £50-00
Stanton 500A . £ 15.75
Stanton 68IEEE £47.00.

III WHIM f
100K tIPIS

13 WELLS RD. ILKLEY LS299.18. Tel: ILKLEY 609280

Stylus
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£125
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

maw)

fire doyen of Hi-Fi nu, sic-PENGUIN LONDON SHOPPING GUIDE
Britain's leading HiFi specialist-THE OBSERVER
Epitomizes the literate, music-oriented
and qua/it).-minded British audio field-HIGH FIDELITY, U.S.A.
Leading record critic and audio
specialist-THE SUNDAY TIMES
One of Britain's leading experts-THE NEW STATESMAN
Refreshingly honest- ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS

£6
£12
£8
£16
£9
£4
£8
£5
£17
£9
£26

30
00
30
00
40
80
40
50
50
25
00

SPECIAL PURCHASE!
ARISTON RDI IE AND ARM
Ells
STYLI FOR DISCONTINUED ADC
CARTRIDGES IN STOCK AT
SPECIAL PRICES. ALSO SOME
PICKERING CARTRIDGES AND
STYLI.
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS.

Items marked • are special offers on limited stocks only.
Please check prices and availability before ordering/calling as prices are subject
to alteration without notice. All prices are inclusive of VAT at

12m.

Advice and leaflets on request, please send stamped addressed envelope.
Access and Barclaycard welcome. Cheques accepted with adequate identification
only.

Excellent serrice-DAILY TELEGRAPH MAGAZINE
One of our favourite Hi-Fi stores-AUDIOGRAM, U.S.A.
Naturally we are very proud to have
received, over the years. so resounding a
collective accolade, yet we cannot help
but feel that, through our constant and
unwavering service to music and to those
who share our love of the art, we have
earned it. Ours is a highly personal. indeed personalised service which places a
singular blend of total honesty and an
authority based on unequalled experience at the disposal of all who consult us,
be it about an extensive stereo installation or about our preference among
recordings of Beethoven's Fifth. We are
quite ready to argue with you if your
ideas seem to us misdirected and, hence,
not in your own best interest: it is the
latter which is our prime concern,
because we learnt long ago that to look
after our clients' interests is the best
recipe for keeping our business alive and

healthy.
If you have never visited our studio
before, we suggest you call on a Saturday
afternoon when, from 2 o'clock to 4.30,
our I.IVE RECORD REVIEW allows
you to listen to a most enjoyable programme of the latest classical releases on
the sort of equipment we like to recommend, with special emphasis on our handpicked
array
of outstanding loudspeakers. This, of course, is not the time
for individual consultations and demonstrations: those take place all the rest of
the week, including Saturday mornings
and later afternoons. If you are coming
from afar, as do many of our clients, it is
never a bad idea to ring us first, for we
can then make sure of putting at your
disposal as much time as you require for
sorting out your problems and requirements.

Thomas Ileinitz Ltd.
MUSIC IN THE HOME

Personal export scheme available to callers only.
35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2

We are situated on the A503 close to Walthamstow Town Hall.
Trains-Walthamstow Central.

Buses- I23, 275, 276, 262. 69, W21, 251. 718.
ES.OE

34

TEL: 01-229 2077

Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30;

Thurs. 9.30-1;

HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Fri. 9.30-7
MARCH 1978
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BIPHONIC 828
Dimensions: 470(W)x273(H)x127(D) mm
Weight: 6.4(g (with batteries)

BIPHONIC-SYSTEM

e

&phonic
Reproductron

— ÍS51—
a
113 ,phon.c P,ocessori

Biphonic Processor and Stereo
Expander facility. There's nothing
equal to this spacious. precise localization of the original sound sources.
The Biphonic 828,s fJII of outstanding features: Atwo-way four-speaker

The JVC Biphonic Processor ( centrel provides all possible binaural ,biphonic Stereo
playbacks effects !hrough the speakers

What! You've never listened to binaural recordings through speakers!
Then be the first, with aJVC f
irst—
the Biphonic 828 stereo radio

system. PLL ( Phase- Locked Loop)
IC tuner section. ALC/Manual
switchable recording. Low wow &
flutter 0.09% ( WRMS). Big 8 watts
power output. 6-band tuner. Rightside-up cassette compartment. Full
auto-stop. And much more.

cassette recorder. Bringing you the
world of biphonic and stereo expansion effect with the unique JVC

ANOTHER STEP CLOSER TO REALITY
JVC ( U.K.) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way, London NW2 7AF.

tit

YIT

LJYE

RADIO

A55ETrE RECORDER

35/B

RING US FOR BEST
PRICES/ SERVICE
01 -579 3718 01 -567 8703
01-579 4258

AIWA

IN

ALSO: AMSTRAD
JVC

e

SONY®
OPIoNeen

Technics

Bang & Olufsen

eAKAI eB&W eBOSE eCELESTION •GRUNDIG e HITACHI eIMF eJBL
eMORDAUNT-SHORT •MONITOR- AUDIO eMITSUBISHI *NATIONAL
e REVOX eSANSUI •TANNOY •TANDBERG eTOSHIBA eYAMAHA etc.

JR• LECSON

PANASONIC

MAIL ORDER

*

MUSIC CENTRES
Akai 3800L
Aiwa AF5080, AF5090
Beocentre 2800, 3300
Beocentre 3600, 4600
Hitachi 5D17785. 7680
National SG 1020, SG2070L
National SG 1090, SG2080L
National SG3060L, SG3090L
Sony EX I, EX2K
Sony HMK55, HMK77

CASSETTE DECKS
Aka, CS34D, 702D
Aiwa AD 250, AD6300
Aiwa AD6550, AD6800
Beocord 1100, 5000
JVC KD95, KD75
JVC KD2, KD2I, KD35
National RS6I2
Pioneer CTF4040, 6060
Pioneer CTF7070, 8080
Sansui SC2002. SC3000
Sony TCI35, TCI36
Sony TC 138, TCI77
Sony TCI58, TCI86
Sony TC206, TC229
Tandberg TCD310111, TCD330
Technics RS615, RS630
Technics RS646, RS678
Technics RS686, RSI500 ( Reel)
Yamaha TC5I IS. TC800GL

RECEIVERS
Aka, AAI010, AAI020
Aiwa AX7400. AX7500
Beomaster 901, 1100
Beomaster 1900, 2200
Beomaster 2400 ( remote)
JVC JRS50, JRS100
JVC JRS200L, JRS300

*

FULL SERVICE *
National SG25Q
Pioneer SX450, 5)(550
Pioneer SX650, SX750
Revox A720
Sony STR1800. 2800, 4800
Sony STR5800. STR6800
Tandberg TR220FM. TR2025
Tandberg TR2040, TR2055
Tandberg TR2075/11
Technics SA5060, SAS 160
Technics SA5270, SA5370
Yamaha CR200E, CR420
Yamaha CR620, CR820
Yamaha CRI020. CR2020

AMPLIFIERS AND
TUNERS
Akai AM2200, AM2400
Akai AM2600, AM2800
JVC JASIO, JAS II, JAS3I
JVC JTVIO, JTV II, JTV3 I
Lecson AC I, API, AP3, FMI
National SV2300, SV2400
National ST2300, 512400
Pioneer SA5300, SA6300
Pioneer SA7300. SA7500
Pioneer TX5500, TX5300
Revoit A76, A78. A722
Revoit A740, 8750, 8760
Sony TAI I, TA73, TA 1630
Sony TA2650, TA3650, TAS650
Sony ST IIL, ST73, ST2950
Sony ST3950, ST5950SD
Technics SU7I00. SU7300
Technics SU7700, SU8080
Technics S17300, ST3500
Technics ST8080, ST9600
Yamaha CT4I0, CT610, CT810
Yamaha CT1010, CT7000
Yamaha CA410, CA610. CA810
Yamaha CAI010, CA2010

EXPORT

*

CREDIT TERMS ARRANGED

TURNTABLES
Beogram 1101, 1902
Beogram 4002
National SL 18
Pioneer PLI I2D, PL115D
Pioneer PL5I0A, PL530
Revoit turntable
Sony PSI I. PS22, PSX4
Sony PSX6, PSX7
Sony TTS8000. RS8000
Technics SL20, SL22, SL23
Technics SLI900, SLI800, SLI700
Technics SLIM, SLI500/11
Technics SLI400/11, SL I300/11
Yamaha YP211, YP5I 1

Mordaunt-Short Pagents
Revoit speakers
Spendor BC', BC2, BC3
Sony SSI050, 552030
Sony S52050, S52070, SS3050
Sony SSG3, SSG5, SSG7
Tandberg Fassatt, TLS 1520
Tannoy Eaton, Devon
Tannoy Cheviot, Berkeleys
Wharfedale Chevin, Denton
Wharfedale Linton, Glendale
Wharfedale Teesdale, Dovedale
Wharfedale EMI, E70
Yamaha NS 000M, NS 1000

SONY SPECIAL

TAPE DECKS
Revoit A77, A700
Revoit B77
Sony TC377, TC5I0-2
Tandberg 1521, 3541 X

HMK55 Music Centre
HMK77 Music Centre
TC229 Cassette Deck

SPEAKERS
ARI0/11, ARI I, ARI7, ARI8
Beovox S25, S30, S35
Beovox S45/2, S60, 575
Beovox M70, M75, MI00
Bose 301, 901
Celestion Ditton II, I5X, R22
Celestion Ditton 33, 44, 25, 66
Celestion ULF.. UL8, ULIO
IMF Compact II, ALS40/11
IMK TLS 50/11, TLS 8001
JR 149
JBL L19. L40, LI 10
Kef Chorale, Corelli
Kef Calinda, Cantata
Kef 103, 104
Lecson LBI, SPI, HLI
Monitor Audio MA8, MA7
Monitor Audio MAS, MA4, MA3

PSI IDirect Drive Turntable
PS22 Direct Drive Turntable
PSX4 Crystal- lock Turntable
PSX6 Crystal- lock Turntable
PSX7 Crystal- lock Turntable
ST IIL Tuner
STR IIL Receiver
TA IIAmplifier
SSG3 Speakers
S5G5 Speakers
SSG7 Speakers

TRY US FOR THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES ! ! *

EALING TV 8( Hi Fi Ltd
1, 3&4 THE PADDOCKS, POPES LANE,
EALING, LONDON W5 4PA
01 579 3718 or 01 567 8703
OPEN: MON -SAT 9.30 A.M.-6 PM.
WED TILL 1.00 PM.

To: EALING TV & HI-FI (
Dept. HFN),
THE PADDOCKS, POPES LANE, LONDON W5.
Please supply prices for

Name
Address

Please enclose o stamped, self-addressed envelope.

5 MINUTES SOUTH EALING TUBE STATION ( PICCADILLY LINE). NEAR N. CIRCULAR AND M4 MOTORWAY
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Lux has_i_lie most
acconodating dealers
To accommodate your
Lux system the dealers
listed ( below) will give
you the beautiful LK80
cabinet finished in
matching rosewood and
normally selling at £ 113,
entirely free when
purchasing the Lux
system as illustrated.
The equipment
consists of the Lux PD282
integrated direct- drive
turntable, the Lux L8OV
amplifier giving a
minimum of 50 watts per
channel, or, alternatively,
the L85V amplifier giving
at least 80 watts per
channel, and the T88V
AM/FM tuner.
You will find Lux
dealers accommodating
in many other ways
as well, with
demonstrations, advice,
installation and, in fact,
the very personal service
that you would expect
from dealers handling
the world's most
sophisticated high
fidelity equipment.
Go and see aLux
dealer — he'll
accommodate you
beautifully!
YOU CAN OBTAIN YOUR FREE CABINET FROM ANY OF THE DEALERS LISTED BELOW:

BAKE WELL
Audio Visual Service Ltd., King Street,
Derbys.
BELFAST N.I.
Electronic Services, Ila Wellington Street
BIRMINGHAM
Five Ways Hi Fi Ltd., 12 Islington Row.
Edgbaston
BRADFORD
Erricks' of Bradford, Fotosonic House,
Rawson Square
BRIGHTON
Ken Dean, 113/114 St James Street
CARDIFF
Houlden Hi Fi, 11 Oxford Arcade, The Hayes
CHESTERFIELD
Hi Fi Habitat, 135 Sheffield Road
CROYDON
Spaldings, 352/354 Lower Addiscombe Road
GRIMSBY
G Et FManders, 2/4 Edward Street

HADLEIGH
Essex Hi Fi, 210 London Road
HALIFAX
Tape Recorder Centre, 30 King Cross Street
HOVE
Sounds Supreme, 136 Portland Road
HULL
A - Z Radio, 758 Spring Bank West
LEICESTER
Lotavision, 1521154 East Park Road
LIVERPOOL
PA Audio, 63 Liverpool Road
LONDON AREA
A T Labs, 191 Chase Side, Enfield
Analog Audio, 20 Eldon Street, EC2
Analog Audio, 849 High Road, Finchley N12
Analog Audio, 127 Wilton Road, SW1
Eastcote Hi Fi, 112 Fieldend Road, Pinner
Hi Fi Fo Fum, 14 Bute Street, SVV7
Kumar Cameras Er Hi Fi. 61 The Mall, Ealing,W5
K J Leisuresound, 48 Wigmore Street, W1

H LSmith Er Co Ltd., 287,289
Edgware Road. W1
Telesonic Ltd., 92 Tottenham Court Road, WI
Wembley H: Fi, 412 High Road, Wembley
MANCHESTER
Eulipion Audio Ltd , 81/83 Wilmslow Road
Rusholme
Lloyd Paton McGlynn Ltd . 34 Moorfield Walk,
Urrnston
MANSFIELD
Syd Booth, 11 Queen Street
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE
Hi Fi Opportunities, 33 Handyside Arcade,
Off Percy Street
NEW MALDEN
Unilet Products Ltd., Compton House,
35 High Street
NOTTINGHAM
Lanc ot Hi n, 94/96 Upper Parliament Street
PETERBOROUGH
Hi Fi Consukafits, 13e Whitsed Street

PRESTWICH
Sound Service, 26 Bury New Road,
Sedgley Park
READING
Reading Cassette Et Hi Fi Centre
8Harris Arcade. Friar Street
ROTTINGDEAN
Stinson's, 35 High Street
SHEFFIELD
Audio Centre, 284 Glossop Road
Sheffield Sound Centre, 101e Eccleshall Road
Sound 70's, 3Berkeley Precinct,
Eccleshall Road
SUTTON COLDFIELD
John Frost Ltd., 111/115 The Parade
WALLASEY
Armstrong Smith Electronics, King Street
WARRINGTON
Hi Ft Systems, 118 Buttermarket Street
WILMSLOW
Swifts of Wilmslow, 5Swan Street

Full technical details on this equipment and the many other Lux models may be obtained from the sole UK distributors:
Howland- West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 SEQ. Telephone: 01-609 0293/4/5.

BD1-The Connoisseur. Budget Choice
BM Kit &
Completed BD1
Assembly

The Connoisseur RD1 transcription turntable is aprecision engineered product
designed to provide top grade performance at amoderate cost. Simplicity is the
main feature of this unit giving excellent performance and reBability.
A slow speed synchronous motor is used and because of its construction the hum
field is very low, so that even the most sensitive of pickups can be used, including the
Connoisseur SAU2 or the SME 3009 Series 11.
Speed change is achieved by apress button unit at the rear of the platform which automatically
moves the drive belt from one pulley groove to the other whilst the turntable is turning.
The BD1 turntable kit can be assembled by the home constructor within the hour and when
completed will give top quality performance. No soldering is required. Complete the unit with
amodern BD1 plinth and cover. The plinth is finished in walnut veneer and fitted with spherical,
anti-vibration feet. Add to this astrong Acrylic, bronze cover, hinged with 2-position lid stay and you
have afirst class turntable at abudget price!

13131 with Plinth,
Cover& SME Arm.

Write for further details to:
A. R. Sugden & Co. ( Engineers) Ltd.
Manufacturers of Connoisseur Sound Equipment, Connoisseur Works, Atlas Mill Road,
Brighouse, West Yorkshire HD6 1ES
Telephone: Brighouse ( 0484) 712 142, Telex: 517144 Sugden G.
Telegrams & Cables: Connoisseur Brighouse.

Quality CASSETTES tt, REELS from

412111:»
FUJI CL

FUJI FX
C.60
C.90
C.I20
AGFA Super Ferro Dynamic
C.66
C.96
C.I20
AGFA Stereochrome
C.60
C.90
C.I20
AGFA Carat ( FeCr)
C.48
C.60
C.90

AGFA Super Color

sd BASF
BASF LH
BASF LH Super
BASF Chrome

C.60
C.90
C.I20
C.60
C.90
C.I20
C.60
C.90
C.I20

£O-56
£O•77
LI-IS
£0•77
£1-02
£1•35
£1•05
£1•31
LI-80
LOSS
L1•25
LI-57

MAXELL UDXL 1

LO- 58
£O•78
LI -07
£O•96
L1-28
LI -68
LI-28
Lf • 59
£2-06

01. 6 IS •

OF BIRMINGHAM

LO- 69
£0•99
LI-OS
LI - 46

C.I20
C.60
C.90
C.60
C.90

£0-62
£0•79
L1-04
LI-01
[1.14
LI-29
LI-76
LI-36
[1•74
LI-49
£1•89

MEMOREX

MEMOREX MrX2 LN

C.60
C.90
C.I20
MEMOREX Cr02 ( Chrome)
C.60
C.90

LO 74
LI 03
LI 40
LI 02
LI 45

REEL-TO-REEL
C.60
C.90
C.I20
C.60
C.90
C.I20
C.60
C.90
C.60
C.90

LO 55
LO 79
LI 12
LO 79
LO 95
LI 19
LI 18
LI 56
LI-30
L1-83

TDK Dynamic

C.45
C.60
C.90
C.I20
C.I80

TDK Acoustic Dynamic

C.45
C.60
C.90
C.I20

LO- 48
LO-55
LO-75
£O-99
C2-55
LO-76
£O-86
L1•12
LI -62
LI-12
LI-52
LI - 35
LI-65
LI - 68
L1•90

SONY HF

SONY Cr02

MAXELL Super Low Noise
C.60
C.90
C.120
MAXELL Ultra Dynamic C.46
C.60
C.90

MAXELL UDXL 2

'LlMiTED MEMOREX OFFER'
MR X2
C60 pack of 2 £ I•24
MR X2
CI20 pack of 2 L2-34

El •

maxell.

C 60
C.90
C.60
C.90

SONY
SONY LN

SONY FeCr

*Tam<

TDK Super Avilyn

BATS.

C.60
C.90
TDK 8-Track
45 mini.
90 mini.
TDK Endless Cassettes 3mini.
6mini.

All prices include 8% VAT.
These prices are correct at time of going to press and goods are offered subject
ta availability.
P & P for U.K.-FO, Maxell and TDK tapes, POST FREE. OTHER BRANDS,
50p per order. ORDERS OVER DO, POST FREE.

AGFA LN
PE36 5" x900' LP ( P)
PE36 7"x 1800 LP (P)
PE36 10}" x4200' NAB
PE46 51" x. 1800' DP ( P)
PE46 rx2400' DP (P)
PE66 7" x 3600 .TP (
P)
AGFA PEM (
back coated)
PEM368 7"X 1800' LP ( P)
PEM368 rx1800' LP ( M)
PEM368 lOr x 3600' LP ( P)
PEM368 10k" X 3600' LP NAB

LI -80
L2-99
£8-95
£2-99
L3-70
L4-65
£3•67
£4-27
L8-30
£10•00

BASF
LH 7"x 1800' LP ( P)
LH 7" X2400' DP ( P)
LH Super 7"X 1800' LP ( P)
LH Super 7"x2400' DP ( P)

L3•95
L5-00
£4•45
£6-10

MAXELL
UD35.90 7"X 1800' LP ( P)
UD35.180 104" x 3600' NAB ..

L3-52
£8-25

MAXELL (
back coated)
UDXL 35.90B rx1800' LP ( P) £4•27
UDXL 35.18013 I04"x 3600' NAB L10-12
TDK
Audua L 7"x 1800' LP ( P)
Audua L lOr x 3600' NAB ..

£ 3-22
03-64

TDK (
back coated)
Audua LB 7"x 1800' LP ( P)
Audua LB 10¢" x 3600' NAB ..

L3•135
L10-37

(P) Cine Centre/Plastic Spool
(M) Cine Centre/Metal Spool

MAIL ORDERS AND CALLERS TO Dept. D3

ALSO BIRMINGHAM CITY CENTRE:

2259/61 Coventry Road, Sheldon,

Priory Centre (opp. Lewis's)

Birmingham. West Midlands B26 3PA.

120/122 Corporation Street, Birmingham B4 6TA

Telephone 021-742 6311

Telephone 021-236 2139

Hours: Mon.- Fri. 9a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Sat. 9a.m. so 12.30 p.m.

Hours: Mon.- Sat. 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.

The Anatomy Lesson
e_
The Reflexes
Every Thorens turntable incorporates aspring
suspension system which eliminates the necessity
for chassis levelling adjustments. It effectively
isolates the platter and tone arm from motor
vibrations or acoustic feed back.

The Arm
For optimum tracking,a low
bearing friction arm is only part of
the answerThe Thorens Isotrack
straight arm (the shortest possible
connection between pivot and
stylus) has the other very important
feature— the lowest possible
effective mass, down to
7.5 grammes, which is about half
that of atypical tone arm.

The critical faculties
must be ranked as one of the best
models currently fitted to aproduction turntable
at this price
Hi Fi Choice on the Thorens Isotrack Arm
..this is one of the very few moderately
priced decks in the report of good subjective
performance which proved to be compatible with
higher compliance cartridges7
Hi Fi Choice on the Thorens TD145 Mk11

The Head
Unique amongst low mass arms, is the
detachable head shell. This has been achieved in
an original manner by placing the connector as
close as possible to the pivot, where it has
negligible influence on the effective mass.
The head shell itself has been reduced to a
shielding device.

"This is undoubtedly one of the most
carefully designed pick-up arms currently
available
What Hi Fi
CHOICL TD126 Mk11; TD145 Mklland TD166 Mk11
/
all rated best buy" by Hi Fi Choice.

Tg An=i3Mi g.
\

TURNTABLE

The Brain

The Heart
Thorens turntables are driven
by a16 pole, two phase
synchronous motor with two stators creating a
perfectly circular rotating field.
Rumble, wow and flutter figures are amongst
the lowest in the world.
The belt drive system incorporates the
uniqJe Thorens acceleration clutch which
prevents belt stretch and reduces starting time
and chassis vibration.

iEEE,Cig,,, HIGH FIDELITY 78

CUNARD HOTEL
HAMMERSMITH

FRIO. IA AV 5
Staufl DAY
6

METROGOUND

Thorers philosophy is simple, we believe
that the engineering of aturntable should live up
to the sophistication of the electronics in the hi-fi
system.And it shows.
Take the TD145 MkII.A true transcription
turntable with ahigh frequency automatic shutoff. Rumble figures are —45dB unweighted and
—65dB weighted, wow and flutter is less than
0.06%.
Thorers decks from £90 to £ 250 plus VAT.

ghee'
S/606.1,6*

THORee

Metrosound Audio Products Ltd.,4/10 North Road, Islington, London N7 9HN. Tel: 01-607 8141.
39

The new Richmond II.
Built by Castle to stand
the test of time and taste.

Richmond II by Castle.
The latest development in the Castle range of quality
speaker systems. Designed to give smooth listening
pleasure over the widest variety of musical taste—
for many years to come.
Retaining the basic design features and
specification of its predecessor the Richmond II has
aslightly larger (15cm) bass/mid-range unit and the
front appearance has been redesigned to exploit the
acoustic advantages of areticulated foam grille.
The new Richmond II is an efficient speaker
system, offering realistic sound levels, clear treble
and excellent response throughout the full frequency

range, even with low power amplification.
As ever, Castle maintains its formidable
quality ensuring superb construction and finish by
manufacturing both its own units and cabinets.
Finish. All Castle systems are hand finished
in selected real wood veneer. In teak, walnut, oak,
mahogany and rosewood. With other quality finishes
available to special order.
See and hear the new Richmond II.
The latest Castle contribution to your
listening pleasure. Use the coupon for detailed
performance specification and the address of your
nearest Castle appointed dealer.

rcoupon service
Please provide me with the full fads on the new Richmond Hand other
speaker systems in the Castle Range.

Name
Address

40

Post to:
Castle Acoustics
Shortbank Road,
Skipton,
North Yorkshire
Tel: Skipton (
0756)5333

ALL THE BEST IN HI-FI Si AUDIO AT SUPelez-sderve. PRICES!
• FANTASTIC VALUE
• FULL SERVICE AND
BACK-UP
II DEMONSTRATIONS

• FULL NAM OF
EQUIPMENT IN
STOCK ALL THE TIME
• ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
ORDERING BY POST

NOW AN APPOINTED SONY VIDEO DEALER

Tell t.e, vit sou viril Scriil.icirc.quyi,r
postal order to cover the cost. plus (3.50
delivery charge. Or let us have your
Access or Barclaycard number. Either
way. if the equipment is in stock, you'll
have it in 72 hours by Securicor!

AGENTS FOR
• ACOUSTIC RESEARCH • ACCUPHASE • AKAI • AIWA
• ARMSTRONG

CAMBRIDGE

• GARRARD• COLORING

CELESTION • ERA

GOOOMANS

HARMEN

KARDEN • J.B.L. • B I.C. • KU• KOSS

ORDERING BY PHONE

LEAK

To reserve equipment In stock, just
give us aring on Colchester ( 0206)
78807. We'll hold it for you for up to
48 hours, to give you time to call in or
settle the deal by post Or you can give
us your Access or Barclaycard number
over the phone - do it before 12 noon,
and we'll guarantee same- day
despatch

• MARANTZ • METROSOUNO • B.B.C. MONITOR
▪ NATIONAL PANASONIC • ORTOFON • PIONEER
•

la ROGERS

ROTEL • REVOX • SCAN DYNA

▪ SANSUI • SHURE • S.M.E.
▪ TECHNICS • THORENS

SANYO

TEAC

TRIO • WHARFEDALE

▪ YAMAHA • HITACHI • GRUNDIG
STEREO RECEIVERS
Aiwa AX7500
P.O.A.
Armstrong 625/626
P.O.A.
Akai 1010
..
£ 120 00
Akai 1020
..
£ 142 95
Akai 1030 .. .. £ 159.00
Akai 1050
Pioneer SX450 (Sp. off.) .. £ 110 00
Pioneer 5)(550 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 136 00
Pioneer SX650 (Sp. off.) .. £ 192 00
Pioneer SX750 (Sp. off.) .. £229 00
Pioneer 5)(850 (Sp. off.) .. £310-00
Pioneer SX950
£359 00
Pioneer SX1250
£534 00
Pioneer SX838 (Sp. off.) .. £225 00
Pioneer SX1010 (Sp. off.) .. £299 00
Rote RX 152 Mk 2 .. £89 00
Rote RX202 Mk 2 .. £ 102 00
Rote RX402
£ 135-00
Roce RX602
£172.00
Rote RX603
. £204 00
Rote RX802 ( Sp. off.)
. £ 199 95
Rote RX803
£255 00
Sony STR I
800
.. £94 95
Sony STR2800
.. £ 122.00
Sony STR3800
.. £ 138 95
Sony STR4800
.. £ 195 00
Sony STR5800
£229 00
Sony STR6800
. £269 00
Sansui 5050 ..
.. £ 180.00
Sansui 6060 ..
.. £220 00
Sansui 7070 ..
£300-00
Sansui 8080 ..
£359 00
Sansui 9090 .. . £428 00
Trio KR9600 ( Sp. off.) .. £399 00
Trio KR4600 (Sp. off.) .. £ 179.00
Trio KR2600/KR3600/KR5600/
KR6600-Keenest prices on applic.
Technics ( Full range) ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha ( Full range)
Harman Kardon ( Full range) P.O.A.
TUNERS
Armstrong 623/624
Hitachi FT920 (Sp. off.)
Hitachi FT300 (Sp. off.)
Pioneer TX5500 Mk 11
Pioneer TX6500 Mk II
Pioneer TX7500
Pioneer TX9500
Rotel RT224 (Sp. off.)
Rotel RT324
Rotel R7724
Rotel RT824
Rotel RTI024
Sony ST73
Sony ST2950F
Sony ST3950
Sony ST5950 (SP. off.)
Sansui TU3900 ..

P.O.A.
£99.95
£69.95
£76 95
£110 00
£133 00
£183.00
£52.00
£76 00
£89 95
£138 00
£235 00
£49 00
£89 95
£129 95
£184.00
£104.50

Sansui TU5900 ..
Sansui TU7900 .. ..
Trio KT5300 ( Sp. off.) ..
Trio KT7300.. .. ..
Yamaha CT800 ( Sp. off.) ..
Yamaha ( Full range)
Technics ( Full range) ..

E148.00
E175.00
£7941
P.O.A.
£ 159.00
P.O.A.

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
Cambridge P80
.. E149.95
Leak 3900A .. .. .. E248.00
Pioneer SA5300 .. .. £56.00
Pioneer SA5500 Mk II .. £66-00
Pioneer SA6500 Mk 11 .. £ 104.00
Pioneer SA7500 .. £ 169.00
Pioneer SA8500 .. £ 199.00
Rote RA212.. .. £56.00
Rote RA3I2 .. .. £64.00
Rote RA4I2.. , . £82.00
Rote RA7I2.. .. £99.95
Rote RA8I2 .. .. £ 142.00
Rote RAI312 .. £255-00
Rote RAI412 .. £333.00
Sansui AU2900 .. £69.00
Sansui AU3900 .. £95.00
Sansui AU4900 .. £ 116.00
Sony TA73 .. .. £49-00
Sony TAI630 .. £72-00
Sony TA2650 .. £94.95
Sony TA3650 .. .. £ 132.00
Sony TA5650 .. .. £210.00
Trio KA7I00 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 164-95
Trio KA9I00 ( Sp. off.) .. £289•95
Technics & Yamaha ( Full range) P.O.A.
Harman Kardon ( Full range) P.O.A.
TURNTABLES
Pioneer PLI I
2D .. ..
£56.00
PL II
2D with Shure M75E012 £68.95
Pioneer PL115D .. ..
E68-95
PL115D with Shure M75ED/2 £79.95
Pioneer PLII7D .. .. £92.00
Pioneer PL5 10A .. .. [ 104.00
Pioneer PL530 .. £ 155.00
Pioneer PL550 .. £ 185.00
Sansui SR222 .. £56.50
Sansui SR525 .. £ 119.00
Sony PSI450
£ 58.95
Sony PS1700
£68.95
Sony PS3300
£ 102.00
Sony PS4300 .. .. £ 126.00
Sony PS6750 .. .. £ 166.00
Technics ( Full range) ..
P.O.A.
Strathearn STM4 with Shure
M7SED2 .. .. .. £75.00
Linn Sondek .. ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha ( Full range) ..
P.O.A.
Trio KD2055/1W500 ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RPI500 ( complete) .. £69.95

'Such nice people'

SPEAKERS
Celestion D15
Celestion D33
KEENEST
Celestion D44
P.O.A.
Celestion D25
Celestion D66
Celestion UL6/UL8/ULIO
P.O.A.
13 & W/Acous Res ( Full range) P.O.A.
Kef 104AB (Sp. off.) £240.00
Kef ( Full range) ..
P.O.A.
Leak 3020
..
[82.00
Leak 3030 . . . . . £ 112-00
Leak 3050
..
[ 145.00
Leak 3080
£229.00
Monitor Audio ( Full range)..
P.O.A.
Spendor BC I (Sp. off.) .. £210-00
Spendor & Tannoy ( Full range) P.O.A.
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
&SI 95
Wharfedale Linton 3XP £64-95
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP £84.95
Wharfedale Dovedale SP .. £ 139-95
Wharfedale Airedale SP .. £22000
Sony SS2030/SS3050/SS5050
P.O.A.
Technics ..
P.O.A.
Bose 301/501/901
P.O.A.
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD1250 ( Sp. off.) . £ 124 95
Aiwa ADI600 (Sp. off.) • £ 179.00
Aiwa ADI800 ( Sp. off.) • £220 00
Aiwa AF3060 (Sp. off.) • £210 00
Aiwa AD6300 (Sp. off.) . £ 136 00
Aiwa AD6500 (Sp. off.) • £ 192 00
Akai CS34D
E92 00
Akai CS705D .. £ 124 95
Akai CS707D .. £ 158 90
Akai GXC39D .. £ 129 00
Akai GXC310D . £ 157-00
Akai GXC325D . £234.00
Akai GXC710D
E204 00
Akai GXC740D
£296.00
Akai GXC760D
Pioneer CTF2I21 (Sp. off.).. £ 110 00
Pioneer CTF6060 £ 169 00
Pioneer CTF7070 £ 185.00
Pioneer CTF8080 £229.00
Pioneer CTF9I91 ( Sp. off.).. £259.00
Sansui SC2000
£ 139 00
Sansui SC3000
£ 180.00
Sony TC118SD
£84-00
Sony TCI35SD ( Sp. off.) .. £99.95
Sony TC136SD
£ 120-00
Sony TCI38SD
[ 159 00
Sony TCI44
£ 139.00
Sony TCI53 (Sp. off.) .. £ 149-00
Sony TC I
86SD . . £ 11000
Sony TC204SD ( Sp. off.) .. £ 132.00
Sony TC206SD
£ 155.00
Sony TC209SD
£219.00
Sony TC229SD ( Sp. off.) .. £219 00

ORDER BY POST

Please supply ( give make and model number)

GUARANTEE
Everything Iron, Wicks
is covered by the
manufacturer's own
guarantee - usually 1or
3years. During the
guarantee period, we
will service the
equipment free of
charge. If you return the
goods via acarrier, you
pay the forward
carriage, we pay the
return. From Wicks.
there's a99% chance of
a24- hour turnround
service.

Sony TC177SD
Sony EL5
Sony EL7
Sony TC520CS
Sony TC525
Amstrad 7050 ..
Amstrad 7070 ( Sp. off.)
Technics ( Full range)
Trio KX620 (Sp. off.)
Yamaha ( Full range)

£350-00
£275.00
£399-00
£132.00
£118.00
£79.95
£89.95
P.O.A.
£142.00
P.O.A.

TAPE DECKS
Aka, 4000DS Mk 2
£ 136110
Akai 4000D8
£184110
Akai GXC265D
£299.95
Akai GXC630DB £425.00
Sony TC377 (Sp. off.) £ 148.00
Sony TC645 (Sp. off.) £229-00
Sony TC765
£355.00
Sony TC766-2
£410.00
Sony TC5 10-2 .. £348.00
Revox All Mk 4 1102 ( Sp. off.) £410.00
TV
Sony TV144UK
£95.00
Sony KVI3401.18
£209.95
Sony KV182OUB
£269-00
Sony KV2000U B
£299.00
MUSIC CENTRES
Sony HMP40 complete .. £ 154-00
Sony HMK40A complete .. £239-00
Sony HMP70 complete .. £230.00
Sony HMK70 complete .. £339.00
Sony EX IK complete .. £ 163-95
Sony EX2K complete .. £ 195.00
Aiwa AF5050 complete .. £299.95
Aiwa AF5080 ex speakers .. £299.95
Nat Pan SG3060L/SB250Lspkr P.O.A.
Nat Pan SG208OLD/S1361 spkr P.O.A.
Nat Pan SG2070L/S13207L spkr P.O.A.
Nat Pan SG1060L/S8107Lspkr P.O.A.
Sanyo G2422KL inc. speakers £ 164•95
Sanyo G2711 Super inc. spkrs £229-00
Sanyo DXT5502 excl. spkrs
£232 00
Sanyo G2811KL excl. spkrs £ 264 00
SPECIAL OFFER - SONY
CASSETTE TAPES rnin. quantrey, 12 of one type or mixed.
60 LN
£0.60
60 Cr
£1-20
90 LN. . £0-80
90 Cr £ 1.50
120 LN £ 1.05
60 FeCr £ 1.35
90 HF £095
90 FeCr £ 1-80
60 HF £0.80
P. & P. 7Sp per
120 HF £ 1.20
12.

'

Prices are subject to change without
prior notice and goods advertised are
subject to availability.-E. & 0.E.

SEND TO:

D . T. Wi c ks 8( C o _
49 51 North Station Road,
Colchester, Essex. Telephone:

Colchester
t
silt Acres:

Ienclose C

I
cheque/P01

D.T.WICKS & CO., 49 51 NORTH STATION RD.,COLCHESTER,ESSEK Ior Iwish to use ivy Access/Barclaycard'.
TELEPHONE: COLCHESTER ( 0206)49842/3/4
Le number is
Alter hours Colchester 42166

( 0206) 49842/3/4

NAME

Telephone Orders :Colchester 78807

• deleie as applicable

ADDRESS

HEN23.171

4)

SALE
GENUINE CASH
18th

REDUCTIONS

FEI318th

MARCH

BELOW ARE A FEW OF OUR SALE REDUCTIONS
SPEAKERS

AMPLIFIERS
£69.95
£54.75
£149.90
£135.00
£108.95
£129.90
£63.00
£89.90
£232.60
£234.75

Hitachi HA300
JVCJAS10
Rotel RA913 ..
Sony TA3650
Technics SU7300
Toshiba SB420
Trio KA1500
Yamaha CA410 ..
Yamaha CA810 ..
Yamaha CA 1000 II
TUNERS

.. £69.95
.. £ 54.75
.. £ 129.00
.. £76.50
.. £96.75
.. £86.75

Hitachi FT300
JVC JTV10
Lux T33 ..
Rotel RT425
Technics ST- 7300
Yamaha CT410
RECEIVERS
Grundig Rec. 30
Hitachi SR903
Hitachi SR703
JVC JRS200
JVC JRS50
Leak 3200
Technics SA5460
Toshiba SA220L
Toshiba SA320L
Yamaha CR200E
Yamaha CR450 ..
Yamaha CR820 ..
Yamaha CR 1000

£249.75
£262.50
£156.00
£189.00
£87.00
£116.50
£282.50
£85-10
£111.60
£99.15
£154.00
£259.75
£354-75

E

A

AR- 18
Chartwell PM100
Castle Richmond
Castle Howard Anne
Celestion UL-6
Leak 3020
Leak 3030
Leak 2075 ..
Mordaunt Short Pagent II
Mordaunt Short Festival
Goodmans RB20
JR149
Videotone Minimax
Videotone Supermax
Wharfedale Glendale ..
Stag Audio Ambassador
TURNTABLES

£294.95
£435.50
£299.75
£245.00
£239.95
£199.95
£269.95
£154.95
£219.59

£51.75
£56.95
£66.75
£86.60
£73.00
£48.95
£68.50
£60.00

CEC 2200 with cartridge ..
JVC JLA20 with cartridge ..
Rotel RP3300
Sony PS22
Technics SL22 with Orotofon FF15E
Trio KD1033
Yamaha YP211
Technics SL 20 with Ortofon FF15E
CASSETTE DECKS
..
..
..
..
..

Aiwa AD1250
Aiwa AD6550
JVC KD21B
Toshiba PC4360..
Technics RS615

MUSIC CENTRES
Akai 3800L
Aiwa AF5090 with UL6 speakers
JVC MF47L with speakers ..
JVC MF45DL with speakers ..
Sanyo DXT5502 with speakers
Sanyo 2711 Super ..
Sanyo 2811 Super with speakers
Toshiba SM2700
Toshiba SM3100

.. £82.25
.. £ 149.00
.. £68.95
.. £210.00
.. £112.75
.. £89.75
.. £119.95
.. £279.95
.. £ 127.75
.. £86.95
.. £67.50
.. £ 109.95
.. £44.60
.. £ 117.50
.. £89.95
.. £ 103.95

£ 124.95
£209.95
£ 104.75
£ 113.90
£104.95

PORTABLES

E

Aiwa CTR2020 •
Aiwa TPR940 •
Aiwa TPR910 .
JVC RC717
Sony CF- 570L •
Sony CF- 950S •
Sony CF370L
Sony TC158SD

.
•
•
•
•

.. £67.50
.. £ 156.00
.. £105.00
.. £ 112.75
.. £ 144.75
.. £ 144.75
.. £59.75
.. £145.75

SALE PRICES SUBJECT TO GOODS BEING IN STOCK
EASTCOTE
112 FIELD END ROAD
EASTCOTE, PINNER, MIDDX.
Telephone: 01-868 2946

42

WEMBLEY HI-FI CENTRE
412-414 HIGH ROAD
WEMBLEY, MIDDX.
Telephone: 01-903 9506

OVER 400 Interlocking pieces...
From...
ACO USIA I. ADC, AIWA. AMCRON, AR. B&O, ŒLEF. DAHLQUIST, DB SYSTEMS. DBX, DUAL ENTRE. FIDELITY RESEARCH. FONS, GALE. GAS..
GRACE HADCOCK. HARBETH. IMF. JR loudspeakers, KEF. LENTEK. LECSON, LINNSONDEK. LUX. MAYWARE. MERIDIAN, MICRO-SEIKI. MONITOR-AUDIO.
MORDAUNT-SHORT NAK AMICHI, NATIONAL ORTOFON.OTTALA ELECTRO. PIONEER, QUARRADFORD. RAPPAPORT. REGA. REVOX. SATIN. SETTON. SME.
SONUS, SOUNDLEASE, SPENDOR STANTON, STAX. J. E. SUGDEN. SUPEX. TANDBERG.TANNOY,TEAC.THORENS.TRIO.ULTIMO.VIDEOTONE WHARFEDALE.

with prices to fit YOUR. pocket!
audiomaster

SOME PIECES THAT COULD FIT!

JVC
Superb value in t
le popular price areas
KD 21 cass/deck £109.95
JAS 11 amp. £72.95
JRS 50 receiver £94.95
JRS 600 receiver £399.90
JLA 20 I./table £54.95
JLA 40 Tttable £83.95
JLF 50 T/table £124.95
JAS 10 arap. £56.95
JTV 10 tuner £54.95
JRS 200L receiver £199.90

.
1
he

MLS 1was
recently praised and
recommended in a
;urvey published by
HiFi for Pleasure
magazine.
The LS 3/5A BBC
designed small
'monitor continues
to receive well
deserved critical
acclaim from the USA.
MLS 1 £98.90 MLS 2
LS 3/5A £ 156.90
FREE Securicor
delivery.

JR 149 Speakers £ 119.90
LUX L80V amplifier £269.90
MORDAUNT-SHORT
PAGEANT 2
£ 135.00
MONITOR AUDIO MA 4' £199.90
'Indudes trolley stands
NATIONAL SG 3060L
M/Centre £285.00
PIONEER PL 112D/T/table £54.00
SX 450 receiver £ 112.90
THORENS TO 166 Mk. II £74.95
TO 160 CMk.11 £99.95
REVOX A77 1102/1104 £449.00
V1DEOTONE MINIMAX 2 £4600

FREE Secunr,
delis ('n.

S

NY. `----4

usson

iiMK 55

Technics
These prices include aFree Ortofon
FF 15E Mk11 cartridge. SL 20 £62.95: SL 22
£74.95; SL 23 £84 95; SL 2000 £89.95;
SL 1900 £116; These prices include a
Free Stanton 680EE cartridge. SL 1800
£134.95; SL 1700 £154; SL 1600 £169;
These prices include aFree Stanton
681EEE cartridge SL 1500/2 £239;
SL 1400/2 £259; SL 1300/2 £285.
FREE Securicor delivery.

CLECTROtliCt

710
720
730

£128.00
£232.00
£336.00

SPL 1 £59.90
TM 3 £91.40
TM 1 £ 138.40
RS 2 £ 141.60
RS 4 £209.90
RS 6 £283.00
FREE Securicor
kl IV 1.> y,

'REE Securicor
)elivery

o

YAMAHA

£329.00 TC 377 £189.00
HMK 77 £459.90 TA 11 £87.95
rc 1585D 1175.00 TA 2650 £116.00
rc 177SD £434.00 TA 3650 £ 159.90
188SD £ 133.00 TA 5650 £247.80
rc 19950 £ 168.00 ST 11L £87.95
TC 206SD £ 175.00 ST 2950F £ 89.95
rc 229SD £ 249.90 ST 3950 £ 138.60
PS 11
£87.50 HST 89 £238.00
PS 22 £99.95 STR 11L £ 126.00
PSX 4
1126.00 STR 3800L £ 149.80
PSX 6 £ 154.00 STR 4800 £219.90
PS 8750 £378.00 STR 5800 1277.00
ITS 8000
STR 6800 £329.00
P/C £369.90

£129.90

HON °
FRO
«««« • oo •

PP
Ili

FREE Yamaha HP 3headphones with
these models. CA 410 £107; CA 610 £143:
CR 200E £125 FREE Yamaha HP1
headphones with these models. CR 420
£179; CR620 £229; CR 820 £299;
CR 1020 £379; CR 2020 £488; CA 810
£266; CA 1010 £355; CA 2010 £444
FREE Securicor delivery.

MAIL-ORDERS Sent Carriage
FREE. (Securicor £2per item unless
otherwise stated.)
EXPORT to all parts of the world at
low prices free of UK tax.
Visitors to London can purchase
'over the counter and obtain tax
refund.
CATALOGUES FREE From any
branch or send to our Watford
address enclosing 10p for postage.
CREDIT -Instant credit possible
for personal shoppers on balances
up to £300 - low deposit credit for
any amount over £65 (minimum
deposit £10).

Keesonic

AN AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE

£67.50
£ 159.00
£229.00
£433.00

RAM
MINI BOOK'
£99.90
BOOKSHELF II
• £ 123.00
S •

100 £ 149.00
150 £ 188.00
200 £239.90
e •tti
s

FREE Securicor
delivery.

'Le
s
oun

KUB
SROUT
KRF
KBM

Frefis

Prices quoted in this advertisement were correct at date of going to press.
Orders are accepted subject to the price ruling at date of despatch or collection.
Offling Hours Monday - Saturday 9.30 am - 5.30 pm
Thursday late night Until 8pm
HARROW - 27. Springfield Road
UXBRIDGE - 278, High Street
WATFORD - 101. St. Albans Road
LONDON W.1. - 18. Wigmore Street
Mail- Order - credit card desk
(all mail-orders to Watford please)

Tel: 01-863 8690
Tel: Uxbridge 33474
Tel: Watford 45250
Tel: 01-486 8263
Tel: Watford 45248
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M ONOMY
Nitton tit

AFC

Stereo FM
tuner/
amplifier,
17 watts
per channel.
and 6 pre -set

tuning controls.

AKAI

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AA 1010

AM/FM Stereo Receiver
14 watts RMS per channel £ .
0
Rec. Price £ 170.1 5

SANYO

9

94

nu. •

JCX 2300K

£ 139•90
AM/FM Stereo Receiver,
30 watts per channel RMS

ROTEL

All the prices in this advertisement
were prepared approximately 6
weeks ago to meet the necessary
publication date. But should a
change in VAT be announced in the
Chancellor's Budget - new prices
will be available from all McOnomy
outlets.

RX 403

124 70
AKAI AM 2200 2a20
182.00
AKAI AM 2400 2x40
255.45
AKAI AM 2600 2x60
322.65
AKAI AM 2800 2a80
ALBA UA 700A 2x15
ALBA UA 900 2x33
87.66
AMSTRAD EX 330 2x35
42.86
AMSTRAD 8000 MK. 32 o10
60.36
AMSTRAD IC 2000 MK. 32x25
136.00
ARMSTRONG 621 2x40
GAFIRARD Music Recovery Module MRM 101 112.44
371.78
LEAK 3900A 2x80
106.50
MARANTZ 1030 2o15
127.00
MARANTZ 1040 2o20
149.00
MARANTZ 1060 2o30
188.00
MARANTZ 1070 2e35
205.00
MARANTZ 1090 2x45
92.79
PIONEER SA 5500 Mk II 2x 15
145.09
PIONEER SA 6500 Mk II 2o30
201.87
PIONEER SA 7500 Mk II 2x45
292.08
PIONEER SA 8500 Mk II 2x60
363.80
PIONEER SA 9500 2o85
539.80
PIONEER SA 9900 2x110
98.31
ROTEL RA 313 2o25
138.03
ROTEL RA 413 2x35
167.33
ROTEL RA 713 2045
236.34
ROTEL RA 913 2060
423.56
ROTEL RA 1312 2x80
100.01
SANSUI AU 290020 17
173.38
SANSUI AU 4900 2x35
246.53
SANSUI AU 5900 2x45
SANYO OCA200 2o 15
SANYO DCA1001 2x50
89.95
TRIO KA 1500 2 25
125.00
TRIO KA 3500 2x40
218.50
TRIO KA 5500 2x55
235.00
TRIO KA 7100 2x55
287.50
TRIO KA 7300 2x65
315.00
TRIO KA 8100 2o70
420.00
TRIO KA 9100 2x90
63E00
TRIO MOD. 600 2x130

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
AIWA AX7400 2025
AKAI AA 1010 2x14
AKAI AA 1020 2 20
AKAI AA 1030 2x30
ALBA 15002e 10
AMSTRAD 5050 2x25
ARMSTRONG 625 FM 2x40

AM/FM Stereo Receiver.
25 watts per channel RMS

87.90
128.90
179.90
228.90
49.90
79.90
61.90
25.90
39.90
104.90
89.90
259.90
74.90
89.90
109.90
139.90
154.90
64.90
102.90
149.90
214.90
189.94
289.94
68.90
96.90
114.90
154.90
279.90
59.90
119.90
169.90
59.90
109.90
69.95
109.50
190.00
198.00
199.94
275.00
365.00
550.00

198.00
170.15
198.50
226.90
132.07
215 00

169
89
129
149
69
93
164

90
94
94
94
94
90
90

ARMSTRONG 626 AM/FM 2040
248.00
FERGUSON 3477 FM stereo preset tuning
2x17
GOODMANS Module 90 2x30
GOODMANS Module 120 2x40
GOODMANS Module 150 2070
LEAK 3200 2x25
22E64
LEAK 3400 2035
282.74
MARANTZ 22158 2x15
170.00
MARANTZ 22268 2026
228.50
MARANTZ 22386 2x38
290.00
MARANTZ 22528 2x52
395.00
MARANTZ 2235 2o35
303.47
MARANTZ 2275 2x75
681 92
MARANTZ 2325 2x125
786.02
SUPERSCOPE 61240 by MARANTZ 2x20 . 205.27
SUPERSCOPE 61270 by MARANTZ 2a35 . 240.00
PHILIPS 68740 with two speakers 2a7
PHILIPS RH851 tuner amo cassette deck DNL
inc. speakers 2o15
PIONEER SX 450 2 • 15
161.40
PIONEER SX 550 2x20
199.37
PIONEER SX 650 2x35
271.26
PIONEER SX 750 2o50
322.80
PIONEER SX 850 2x65
430.45
PIONEER SX 950 2o85
494.20
PIONEER SX 1250 2o160
757.80
ROTEL RX 303 2x20
146.53
ROTH. RX 403 2x25
173.96
ROTEL RX 503 2x35
23967
ROTEL RX 603 2x45
321.42
ROTEL RX 803 2x70
385.72
SANSU 221 2o10
141.62
SANSU 331 2x15
155.76
SANSU 5050 2o30
268.14
SANSU 6060 2040
32295
SANSU 7070 2x60
436.26
SANSU 8080 2x80
502.48
SANSU 9090 20110
633.35
SANSU ORX 777 GS CO4 4a35
737.29
SANSU ORO 9001 OS CO4 4060
977.48
SANYO JCX 2100K 2x15
SANYO JCX 2300K 2030
SANYO JCX 2400K 2055
TRIO KR 2600 2015
125.00
TRIO KR 5600 2x40
287.50
TRIO KR 4070 2040
21590
TRIO KR 6600 2a60
380.00

139.90
109.90
139.90
194.90
254.90
339.90
369.90
499.94
102.90
119.90
149.90
199.90
249.90
69.94
87.90
184.90
219.90
289.90
339.90
429.90
509.90
69990
99.90
139.90
179.90
109.00
179.94
185.00
33090

124 73
88 90
181 10 127.90
241.90 164.90
49.94
79.87
56.90
60.36
39.90
152.00 119 90
118.00
92.90
306.30 219.90
13E38
74.94
220.07
99 94
15E50 114.90
225.00 179 90
105.54
74 90
151.64 105.90
239.84 177.90
329.43 249.90
111.56
79.90
138 03
98.90

f)111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;,:

Super Service - The McOnomy Way...
• CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE • ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT!

front loading
Dolby cassette
deck with
full auto-stop
facility.

• GUARANTEE - 12 months guarantee covering parts and labour
on all products.

All offers
subject to

• DELIVERY SERVICE - up to 25 miles for a small charge.

dvailabflity

• AFTER SALES SERVICE - fully
ments always at your disposal.

equipped service

depart-

• BRAND NAMES - products sold by McOnomy bear the
name (and carry the reputation) of well-known manufacturers.
• DISPLAY - all products in McOnomy stores are clearly
displayed in comfortable surroundings.

Rec. Price £ 116.38 £ 78. 90
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46.90
138.90
159.90
224.90
124.94
149.94
119.90
169.90
219.90
296.90
169.94
299.94
349.94
84.90
109.94
47.94

TUNERS
AKAI AT 2200
AKAI AT 2400
AKAI AT 2600
ALBA UA 800A
AMSTRAD EX303
AMSTRAD 3000 Mk 2
ARMSTRONG 623 AM/FM
ARMSTRONG 624 FM
LEAK 39007
MARANTZ 104
MARANTZ 112
MARANTZ 2100
MARANTZ 2120
PIONEER TX 5500 Mk. II
PIONEER TX 6500 Mk. II
PIONEER TX 8500 Mk II
PIONEER TX 9500 Mk II
ROTEL RT 425
ROTEL 117 725

•

Rec. Price £ 173.96

3178

189.90

VISA

• LATE OPENING - 9.00 a.m. - 8.00 p.m. Weekdays
5.30 p.m. Saturdays - Scottish Branches also open Sunday 10.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m
Personal callers welcome at all branches.

)4,
40/007
1 7/040/0/40/
ROTEL AT 925
ROTEL RI 1025
SANSUI TU 5900
SANYO FMI 200K
SANYO FMI 1001
TRIO KT 5300
TRIO KT 7300
TRIO KT 8300
TRIO MOO. 600T

238.23 169.90
321.42 229.90
223.84 149.90
69.90
79.90
105.00
89.50
230 00 198.00
330 00 28500
575 00 495.00

TURNTABLES
AIWA AP2200 direct drive auto return
int. cartridge
124.95 109.90
CONNOISSEUR 801 kit
20.42
15.50
CONNOISSEUR 802
60.24
34.90
CONNOISSEUR 80103 belt drive
109.69
89.90
GARRARD SP25 Mk 5belt drive with Shure
M75 /6 /SM
59.85
38.50
GARRARD 0075 direct drive
133.31
79.90
GARRARD 6120 belt- drive Shure M75ED
92.13
63.90
GARRARO 6125 belt-drive auto stop M75ED
103.44
71.90
GARRARD 6135 servo belt-drive auto stop
M75ED
123.69
87.90
LEAK 3001
131.09
92.50
MARANTZ 6100
106.50
79.90
MARANTZ 6150 direct drive
132.00
99.90
MARANTZ 6300 direct drive
212.00 158.90
McDONALD 80S95 TPD belt-drive with
ADC cartridge
54.83
34.90
PHILIPS 6A312 belt-drive with GP401
69.90
PHILIPS GA437 belt-drive with GP400
53.90
PIONEER PL1120
77.03
53.94
PIONEER PL1150
96.77
67.94
PIONEER PL1170
143.49
99.90
PIONEER PL510A direct drive
148.02
99.94
PIONEER P1530 direct drive
231.35 167.90
PIONEER PL570 direct drive
357.99 259.94
ROTEL RP 1300 belt-drive
76.58
49.90
ROTEL RP 2300 belt-drive auto arm return
87.83
59.90
ROTEL RP 3300 belt-drive DC servo motor
97.57
69.90
ROTEL RP 5300 direct drive
125.46
89.90
SANSUI SR222 belt-drive
83.25
54.90
SANSUI FR1080P belt-drive auto return
11553
69.90
SANSUI SR525 direct drive
18540 119.90
SANYO TP 626 belt-drive, auto arm return
59.90
SANYO TP 727 bell- drive, auto arm return
servo motor
74.90
SANYO TP 1020 direct drive, auto arm return 89.90
SANYO TP 1100 direct drive, auto arm return 114.90
STRATHEARN STM4 direct drive with fitted
Onofon F15E
69.90
STRATHEARN SMA2 direct drive with fined
Onofon VMS 20E
159.90
TRIO KO 1033 belt-drive
62.50
54.50
TRIO KO 2055 belt-drive
99.50
86.00
TRIO KO 2070 direct drive
115.00
99.50
TRIO KO 500 less arm
210.00 180.00
TRIO KO 550
235.00 205.00
Cartridges by Audio Technica. ADC. Shure & Stanton
available at discount prices.

SPEAKERS
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICE° AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD ACOUSTA 1000
AMSTRAD ACOUSTA 2500
AMSTRAD EX 300
ARMSTRONG 602 Monitor
CELESTION Hadleigh
CELESTION Dittos 11
CELESTION Ditton 15 DR
CELESTION Dillon 22
CELESTION Dillon 25
CELESTION Dutton 33
CELESTION Dutton 44
CELESTION UL6
CELESTION UL8
CELESTION Ull 0
GOODMANS Achromat 100 Monitor

26.30
19.90
57.48
41.90
8757
63.90
199.88 169.90
6028
35.90
92.82
63.90
148.76
93.90
185.62 129.90
329.02 229.90
240.84 169.90
284.62 194.90
146.76 124.90
180.94 154.90
268.34 229.90
79.90

GOODMANS Achromat 250 Monitor
GOODMANS Achromat 400 Monitor
GOODMANS Mini 2
GOODMANS R818
GOODMANS 8820
GOOOMANS F033.5
GOODMANS RE165
LEAK 3020
LEAK 3030
LEAK 3050
MARANTZ 46
MARANTZ 5G
MARAMTZ HD44
MARAMTZ H055
PIONEER CS313A
SOLAVOX TK15
SOLAVOX PR25 2way
SOLAVOX PR30 3way
SOLAVOX PR40 3way
TRIO LS202A
WHARFEDALE Chevin
WHARFEDALE Denton 2XP
WHARFEDALE Linton 3XP
WHARFEDALE Glendale 3XP
WHARFEDALE Teesdale SP2
WHARFEDALE Dovedale SP2
WHARFEDALE E50
WHARFUALE E70

-

139.91
185.11
262.62
75.00
113.00
12200
219.00
78.37
3590
61.79
96.99
131.34
62.50
45.77
68.45
99 27
137 45
188 15
255.26
280.89
345 53

124.90
164.90
54.90
54.90
68.90
98.90
124.90
89.90
129.90
177.90
63.90
95.90
99.90
185.90
54.90
24.90
41.90
64.90
89.90
49.90
32.90
46.90
68.90
94.90
134.90
179.90
249.90
314 90

Stereo Amplifier
2v 17 watts RMS output

£5

90

Rec. Price £ 100.01

sikflycl

DCA 1001

CASSETTE RECORDERS
AIWA AD1250 Dolby
AIWA AD6300 Dolby
AKA C,S340 Dolby
AKA CS7020 Oolby
AKA CS7070 Dolby
AKA GXC7090 Dolby
AKA GXC7300 Dolby auto reverse
AKA GXC7400 Dolby
AKA G007600 Oolby
AMSTRAD 7050 Dolby
AMSTRAD 7060 Dolby
FERGUSON 3279
GARFIARD GC300 Dolby
GARRARD GC350 Dolby
GOODMANS SCD110 Dolby
LEAK 3007 Dolby
MARAfuTZ 5010 Dolby
MARANTZ 5025 Dolby
MARANTZ 5420 Dolby
PHILIPS N2511 Dolby ONL
PIONEER CT 5151 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 4040 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 6060 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 7070 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 8080 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 9191 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 1000 3head Dolby
ROTEL FID1OF Dolby
ROTEL RD3OF Dolby
SANYO RU5050 Dolby
SANYO RD5055 Dolby
SANYO 1105150 Dolby
SANYO RD5300 Dolby
TRIO KX 520 Dolby
TRIO KX 620 Dolby
TRIO KX 720 Dolby

18525
17594
127.60
149.35
207.90
264.60
34025
387.60
564.05
111.04
116.38
64.95
157.44
193.44
18513
192.00
276.00
268.00
154.22
162.40
242.56
263.10
317.03
374.13
484.36
138.97
220.28
149.50
199.95
220.00

139 90
149 90
89.90
103.90
134.90
186.90
239.90
239.94
379.94
64.90
78.90
48.90
79.90
87.90
122.90
134.90
139.90
199.90
189.90
89.90
109.90
118.90
143.90
153.90
193.90
229.90
339.90
97.90
157.90
99.90
102.90
114.90
129.90
129.50
155.00
185.00

£

Stereo Amplifier
50 watts per channel RMS

PIONEER

109.90

CTF

4040

Front loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck
with Auto

SANSUI „

TAPE RECORDERS
AXAI 4000 DS Mk. II
AXAI 4000 DE1 Dolby
PHILIPS N4504 4.track ONL
PHILIPS N4506 4-track ONL
PIONEER 81107 auto reverse

234.35
302.40
481 02

164
214
174
269
344

90
90
90
90
90

AM/FM Stereo Receiver,
15 watts RMS per channel. £ 87.90
Rec. Price £ 155.76

PLEASE NOTE:
There are no longer Recommended Retad Punces on some
brands of Flo Fr equipment consequently some Recommended
Procas shown are ounces recommended Error to the end of
Sepoember 1976 These are left for your Informahon to ass's,
vv, nr, eyalualong your purchase
Turntable.

CARDIFF
CLEVEDON
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
HULL
LEICESTER

52 North Road. Cardiff .
4-9 Kimberley Road, ( off Strode Road), Clevedon
Annandale St. Lane, Edinburgh
Anderston Cross Centre. Argyle Street. Glasgow
Status City. Clough Road. Null
Rutland Centre, Yeoman Street, Leicester

Tel :
Tel :
Tel :
Tel:
Tel :
Tel :

0222 394016
0272 876041
031 - 557 1004
041 - 204 2355
0482 442134
0533 536741

NEWHAVEN

Avis Way, Newhaven

Tel : 07912 5081

Electronic servo
direct-drive with
Ortofon F15E
cartridge

Customers unable to call at their local branch can phone their order and pay our driver on delivery.

For details of Mail Order see overleaf
3 78

Mconornr,
HI-FI on
arealistic
budget some
recommended systems

FERGUSON/GARRARD/CELESTION
Heart of this system is the Ferguson
3477, a sleek FM stereo tuner- amp which
delivers a full 17 watts of audio power per
channel and incorporates AFC and 6preset
tuning controls The turntable we chose is
the Garrard SP 25 Mk. 5with Shure M75/6
cartridge belt- driven unit that combines
elegance with transcription engineering at
its best. A pair of Celestion Hadleigh
bookshelf speakers, capable of handling 20
watts, complete a budget Hi Fi system we
can strongly recommend.
121.30

SANSUI/GARRARD/WHARFEDALE
Take the Sassai 331. a stereo receiver
with an output of 15 watts RMS per
channel, a MOS FET FM front end.
sensitive AM tuner and precise phono
equaliser. Add an elegant Garrard SP25
Mk. 5 belt- driven turntable, fitted with a
Shure M75/6 magnetic cartridge. Complete
with a pair of Wharfedale Denton 2XP
loudspeakers to give smooth sound and
power handling up to 25 watts — and you
have a system that's high in fidelity and
low in cost.
284.06
175.30

AMSTRAD/GARRARD/SHURE
Here's another super system that's avery
sound buy indeed For the amp we chose
the Amstrad E5330. which delivers a hefty
35 watts RMS per channel. and which
includes twin power meters in its impressive specification. The turntable is the
stylish Garrard GT20, a belt- driven unit —
complete with Shure M75ED cartridge —
that competes with even some of the most
expensive manuals around. For the loudspeakers we chose apair of Amstrad EX300
three-way units, fitted with variable midrange sensitivity control.
267.46
189.70

• Er

(:)

OUR
SYSTEM
OF THE
MONTH
...an unbeatable
Hi -Fi bargain

are

a

//// /'
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SANSUI/GARRARD/SHURE/
WHARFEDALE
First we took Sansui's AU- 2900 — a
practically- priced stereo amp that delivers
acrisp 17 watts RMS per channel of low distortion sound. Then we added the Garrard
GT20, a belt- driven turntable with an
impressive specification that includes
sensitive S-shaped tonearm with acoustic
absorbent damping and handsome cabinet
with hinged dust cover. A unit well worthy
of the Shure M75ED cartridge we selected.
Finally, a pair of Wharfedale Linton 3XP
loudspeakers .. smooth, low in colouration and capable of handling 30 watts
. . . to complete this value for money
system.
291.41
193,70

4.1

•

Sanyo, Audio Technica and Solavox — three top names blended
together by our experts to give you a high quality HI-FI system at
an almost unbelleveable price
SANYO DCA 200 STEREO AMPLIFIER
To provide the power we chose the DCA 200 which delivers asolid 15 watts
RMS per channel with the minimum of distortion. There are all the facilities
you need for linking with record deck, stereo tuner and two tape recorders .
. . . and filter and loudness buttons to ensure superb reproduction.
SANYO FMT 200 K AM/FM STEREO TUNER
Naturally, we selected the matching tuner — the simple yet superb FMT
200K. Sanyo have concentrated on the features that really matter . . .
precision tuning meters, FM muting to eliminate station hiss, and aspecial
noise filter.
SANYO TP 626 BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE and
AUDIO TECHNICA AT 11E CARTRIDGE
Belt driven from a 4pole synchronous motor to ensure high stability, the
TP 626 completes the three Sanyo units incorporated into this superb
system. The S-shaped tonearm with lateral balance control and direct
reading stylus pressure counterweight gives excellent tracking and
optimum stylus pressure and features auto arm return at the end of each
record.
To complete the package we have chosen the superb Audio Tectrica AT
11E cartridge.
SOLAVOX PR 25 LOUDSPEAKERS
Af
ine system deserves fine loudspeakers, hence our choice of apair of the
Solavox PR 25's featuring high sensitivity and apower handling of 25 watts
DIN, these speakers are made by one of the top names in the Hi Fi
business.
And so you have the McOnomy system of the month — chosen by experts
for people who appreciate quality at a competitive price.

239.10

TRIO/WHARFEDALE
The Trio KA-1500 stereo amp gets this
recommended system off to a resounding
start. With its impressive 25 watts RMS per
channel output and a host of features
normally only found on much more
expensive units, it's the perfect match for
the Trio KO- 1033 belt- driven turntable
which forms the next link in the system.
And this in turn, cornes complete with its
own magnetic cartridge fitted with a
diamond stylus. Loudspeakers? What
better than apair of Wharfedale Linton 3XP
3 unit loudspeakers to maintain the high
quality of this budget- beating system?
251.72

ARMSTRONG/GARRARD/AUDIO
TECHNICA/CELESTION
Here's a system we've put to9ether that
combines the best in Hi -Fi engineering at
an unbelievably- low price. The Armstrong
621 stereo amp is packed with advanced
features and delivers aformidable 40 watts
RMS per channel. For the turntable we
chose the Garrard 0075. a direct- drive,
semi-automatic ( which we've fitted with an
Audio
Technica
AT-13EA
magnetic
cartridge) that 'sas low in rumble and wow
and flutter as it is high in record reproduction. The speakers are Celestion Ditton 22's
which complete a system that in both
quality and price makes very sound sense
indeed.
474.56
328.15

Mconomx
BY MAIL
List your requirements, and enclose
cheque or postal order ( including the
appropriate delivery charges) made payable
to
McONOMY'.
ACCESS
or
BARCLAYCARD holders can purchase by
including their card number and marking
the order ' ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD'.
Postage
and
Packing ( per
item):
Cartridges 30p. Bases and Covers 75p,
Headphones 75p, Pick-up Arms 75p,
Headshells 30p, Chassis Speakers 75p.
Blank Tapes - per order, irrespective of
quantity; Spool Tapes 50p, Cassettes 30p

CREDIT BY 'PHONE
Simply ' phone Leicester 0533 536741, ask
for Credit Mail Order stating your Access or
Barclaycard number with your order — and we
handle the rest.

SECURICOR DELIVERY

Any stock item will be delivered by
Securicor ( add £4.00 for this service)
within 72 hours from receipt of order.
All goods are fully insured against loss or
damage whilst in transit.

CREDIT TOO!
on McOnomy Discount Prices ( available
mainland
England, Scotland and
Wales).
Orders with a total value exceeding f60
can now be purchased on Credit at
McOnomy discount prices 'over 8, 12, 24
and 30 months. Send your requirements to
our Mail Order Department at Leicester.
marked ' Credit Mail Order' - and an
application form together with details of
our repayment terms will be sent to you
by return of post without obligation.

on

MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO THIS ADDRESS:McONOMY MAIL ORDER, Rutland Centre,Yeoman Street,
378
46

Leicester L11

194.35

PIONEER/AUDIO TECHNICA/
CELESTION
Pioneer's reliable, pure-sounding SX450
AM/FM/MPS tuner amp provides the power
with an output of 15 watts RMS per
channel. Its performance is matched by the
superb yet budget- priced Pioneer PL11213. a belt- driven turntable that was
featured as a ' Best- Buy' in "Hi -Fi Choice
Turntables and Cartridges." The cartridge
is an Audio Technica AT-13EA, amagnetic
unit that was rated ' Recommended' in the
same publication. A pair of Celestion
Dittos 15XR loudspeakers ensure superb
listening from this superb yet competitivelypriced system.
406.82
272.49

KBM

Dimensions: 762mns x333mm x340mm
Weight: 18 kilos
Height including stand: 39.25"
Type Tuned Port
Drive Units: 10" Bextrene Bass
2- Dome Mid- range
1" Mylar Tweeter
Mylar Super Tweeter
Crossover: 10 Elements
Crossover Points: 400Hz
3,500Hz 9,000Hz

Nominal impedance: 8Ohms
Frequency range: 30-20,000Hz
(±2oB 50-25,000Hz)
Power Handling: 80 Watts Programme
Sensitivity: 82dB for 1Watt at 1KHz
Note: Designed and tested specifically using illustrated stand.

KRF
Dimensions: 610mm x279mm x317mm
Weight: 15 kilos
Type: Tuned Port
Drive Units: 8- Bextrene Bass
3- Plasticised Mid-range
1" Soft Dome Tweeter
Crossover: 9Elements
Crossover points: 550Hz
3,000Hz
Nominal impendance: 8Ohms
Frequency range: 45-20,000Hz
(-3dB 50-18,000Hz)
Power Handling: 50 Watts
Programme
Sensitivity: Input 2.83 Volts:
88dB SPL @ 1,000Hz, 1metre
on axis.
(Specification may be altered without prior notice)

KUB
Size: 11, Hx / Wx 8"
Deep
Type: Damped Tuned Port
Drive Units: 5- Bass 3'
Tweeter
Crossover: 2.5KHz 7Element
Nominal Impedance: 8Ohms.
Frequency Response:40-18000 Hz±4dB
Power Handling: 40 Watts Programme
Finishes:
Teak, Olive, as standard. Colours, and
Rosewood to special order.

Handbuilt by Craftsmen to Professional Standards
Making aspeaker that MI match up to the demanding requirements of the
professional user is afeat in itself. Making aspeaker that possesses the quality and
finish expected by the most discerning listener is askill possessed only by craftsmen.
Here at Keesonic we combined the experts in Hi-fi development with skilled
craftsmen to give ateam of specialists devoted to producing the very finest
loudspeakers.
The result is arange of speakers that is hard to fault from the very beautiful
KBM Monitor to the unbeatable KUB - each one meeting aspecific requirement.
If you would like to find out more about this remarkable range of speakers,
please contact

Keesonic
Keesonic Audio Developments Limited
Halldore Hill, Cookham, Nr. Maidenhead, Berks.
Telephone: Bourne End ( 06285) 22726
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THE SMALLER OXIDE
CASSETTES CAN IMP
Lets be accurate.
The quality of sound you get from a
tape cassette depends on alarge number
of factors.
But one of the most important of
these is the size and number of the ferric
oxide particles contained in the tape's
magnetic coating.
The smaller the particles, the
more there are of them.
And the more particles there
are,the more sensitive the tape.
The tiny super ferric oxide
Unretouched photomicrograph particles on Scotch High Energy
of standard tape surface.
The large ridges and valleys
Tape are very much smaller than
are caused by the larger oxide
particles.
those on standard low- noise
tapes/cassettes.
Which makes High Energy
Tape avery sensitive tape indeed.
In fact, High Energy picks
up sounds that standard tape
cassettes can't handle.
Unretouched photomicrograph
of Scotch High Energy tape
And what that means is
surface. Note the smoother
contoured finish from the
simply better hearing for you.
smaller super-ferric particles.
Available wherever better
tape cassettes are sold, Scotch High Energy
Cassettes are compatible with any good
hi-fi equipment.
And selling, as they do, at about £ 1.50
or less (90 minute cassette) you'd be hard
pressed to find abetter way to improve
your hearing.
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The larger oxide particles on astandard low- noise
cassette tape surface can be compared to the coarser
grains of a ' fast photographic film.
Result: the sound you get from standard
cassettes is never as pure or clear as your ear would
like it to be.

NI

PARTICLES OF SCOTCH
ROVE YOUR HEARING
THE MAJOR ADVANTAGES
OF SCOTCH HIGH ENERGY CASSETTES
1. Louder sound: High Energy gives 4db more

high-frequency output (
9to 10 db more than
standard cassettes).

2. Purer sound: High Energy has excellent signalto-noise ratio (+ 57db dynamic range) for less howl
and hiss than standard cassettes.
3. Truer sound: High Energy gives minimum
distortion (-37db at 315 Hz) for maximum fidelity.

4. Greater tape reliability: The pretensiled
polyester tape won't shrink or stretch, so your
recordings always stay true to the original sound.
5. Greater mechanical reliability: High Energy
Cassettes are assembled automatically under the
strictest quality control conditions. Automatic
assembly assures fault-free mechanics for
dependable, jam-free playing that's guaranteed.
6. Wider compatibility: High Energy is
compatible with all types of sound equipment.

Frefflitcti

CASSETTE

PN
The smaller, more densely- packed particles of
super-ferric Scotch High Energy Tape are like the fine
grains of aslower photographic film. The reproduction
is always crisp and highly defined.
Result: the sound you get from Scotch High
Energy Tape means better hearing for your money.
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Better records are the result of better cartridges

EXPANDED
CONTACT AREA

Scanning Electron Beam Microscope photo of the new Stereohedron stylus, magnified 2000 times. Brackets show wider contact area.

Enter the new professional
calibration standard Stanton 8815
The recording engineer can only produce aproduct as good
as his ability to analyse it. Such analysis is best accomplished
through aplay-back cartridge. Hence better records are the
result of our cartridges. Consequently acalibrated cartridge
is essential.
The stylus of the Stanton 881S cartridge is an entirely new
design. So much so it has an entirely new name.
Stereohedron e. When Stanton engineers started work on
this new professional standard calibration cartridge they
had two particular aims in mind:
1

To produce acartridge of comparable performance

2

To reduce record wear significantly

The Stereohedron ® stylus has atotally new tip shape with
a larger contact area within the record groove. This results
in better frequency response and better channel separation.
It also means a significant reduction in record wear. The
magnet assembly design is also new. It delivers enormous
power but is far smaller than conventional magnets.
Each Stanton 881S is guaranteed to meet specification and
individual calibration test results accompany each unit.
Whether your usage involves recording, broadcasting or
home entertainments, your choice should be the Stanton
881S, the cartridge designed by professionals for
professionals!

United Kingdom—Wilmex Ltd.--Compton House— New Malden. Surrey KT3 40E—Tel. 01-949 2545

Belgium- Luxemburg - BIN. De Greet - Steenweg OP Alsemberg 367 - 1180 Brussel - T. 02/345.39.18
Denmark - Hagen Diesen - 11.V. Strandvej 28 - 3C50 Numlebaek - Tel. ( 03) 19 14 47
France - Delta Magnetics - 27. rue de l'arme gantier 78 - Orgeval - Tel 975.86.85
Germany (
West) - Teledyne Acotsbc Research - Verkaufsburo Deutschland -

rPlease send me de:ails of Stanton cartridges
and the nearest franchised dealer.
Name

Sans- Sachs Stresse 16 - Posttach 907 - D4010 Hides - Tel. ( 02103) 58036-7
Holland -Audioscriat BV - Meuse - Looudrachtsedilk 107 - Loosdrecht - Tel. ( 02158) 37 06
Italy - Societe ialiana Telecomurecazioni Siemens s.p.a. - 20149 Milano p. se Zavattari 12 - Tel. 43 88

Address
HN 3

Norway -J. M. Felting A/S - N,l. Hansens vei 7 - Oslo 6 - Tel. ( 02) 68 63 60
Spain - Mabel SDAD. LTDA - Ripoties.114 - Barcelona - Tel. 235 4000
Sweden - ELFA - Radio 8, "
li.levition AB - S-17 117 Solna. Sweden - Tel. 08/730 07 00
Switzerland - Thorens Franz AG - HarMarasse 41 - 5430 Weltingen - Tel. 056 26 28 81
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Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 40E. Tel. 01-949 2545.
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UR supplement on the record industry in this issue provides
an excuse for setting down a few thoughts on the whole
business of recorded music and the way in which it has
revolutionised popular access to a great art. There has of course
always been ' popular access' to music in the general sense, for
music is part of human existence and springs up everywhere
amongst all sorts and conditions of men. Music of the type to which
ordinary people respond without effort— music heard in the cafés of
Vienna by Beethoven and Schubert, in Bohemia by Dvorak and
Smetana, in Hungary by Liszt and Bartok, or from English folk
singers by Vaughan Williams—this sort of music goes on all the
time regardless of technology and the mass media. The latter may
inflate the impact of particular passing fashions, and rural folk art
may have given way to urban pop art, but popular music of one
sort or another has always been around and will probably always
manage to express something of value before fading to extinction.
The products of Beethoven, Dvorak, Bartok, Vaughan Williams
and their ilk are what we really have in mind in connection with the
explosion of access, and we make no apology for using the term
'great art' to label creations which seem rather less likely to fade
to extinction than the current top of the pops. The music now
generally called ' classical' has been evolving in its secular form for
about 400 years, but unlike the music of the taverns and streets,
it was confined to a very small audience until well into this century.
Despite that confinement, it has survived on its merits: we still
appreciate Monteverdi, but would probably turn up our noses at
the street players of Mantua, just as Bartok is far more likely than
Elvis Presley to survive the next four centuries. But by a process of
creative transmutation, the folk music of Hungary will also survive
because Bartok absorbed it into his art, just as we may hear
popular Vienna in Schubert, and some of old England in Vaughan
Williams. Perhaps even Presley, et al, will be preserved as a
passing flavour in the scores of Bernstein. But that absorption into
something more serious and substantial seems to be an essential
qualification for immortality.
The gramophone obviously increases the likely shorter- term
survival of all types of music, sometimes enabling our capacity
for nostalgia to keep very trivial things alive for longer than they
really deserve (
viz. Peter Gammond last month, and with a confession
from the Editor that he has a soft spot for Flanagan & Allen singing
'Underneath the Arches', a record he played to death at the age
of nine). But to get back to our original point, the really important
thing that recording has done for music is to make its previously
aloof and socially exclusive higher echelons available to anyone
who can afford afew pints of beer. The range of classical music
now offered on disc is so enormous, and the sales are so huge
(not by pop standards, but in terms of actual numbers of people
who would never go to a concert), that it is no exaggeration to talk
of revolutions. Cultural revolutions are not so uncomfortable or
superficially disruptive as political ones; but in the long run, when
historians look back on our century, they may point to disc, radio
and tape as examples of a new epoch in the life of the mind.
One never knows, they may even include television in the list,
not for its soporific levelling effect which makes most programmes
seem more suitable for children than adults, but because it is
capable, given half a chance, of transporting people into wider
worlds of thought and feeling. A small dose of such transportation
appeared on Christmas TV screens as Allegro non Troppo, aclever
cartoon film following in the footsteps of Fantasia. Now the ' record
of the film' has appeared ( see page 152), and with any luck afew
more tens of thousands will add the first taste of Ravel, Debussy,
Dvorak, Stravinsky, Vivaldi and Sibelius to their collections.
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Ellis Marketing

ARE TEST REPORTS PHONEY ?
Hi there,
We are often asked if we believe test reports in Hi-Fi magazines. We are even
asked if any of them could be the result of a back hander.
Lees deal with the second po nt first. The answer is a categorical ' No', we
don't believe that anyone bribes anyone. A magazine isn't going to put its
reputation on the chopping- block for some piece of equipment that needs a
phoney test. And what about the manufacturer who offers abribe? He is selling
his reputation for all time for the sake of athird class product. It isn't worth it
from either party's point of view. It takes years to build a reputation for
honesty, it takes two minutes to lose it.
On the question of do we ' believe' in test reports, that's a different thing.
If the tests are done with up-to-date test equipment then it's aquestion of fact,
and belief doesn't come into it. It's like asking if we believe in amps and watts.
A piece of test equipment could go on the blink and produce a set of figures
that are weighted one way or another, for or against a piece of equipment. It
doesn't often happen, but if it did the magaz.ne would soon correct the figures.
Quite often amagazine test report also quotes the manufacturer's own specifications. And the details given by one manufacturer are not always comparable
with those given by a rival. This is where a magazine's independent test can
help. Some manufacturer's are so cautious or so modest in some of the figures
that they quote for their equipment that even their caution can cause confusion.
Let us name names. Both Yamaha and Toshiba have frequently under- rated
their own equipment in their specifications, and this can make it appear that
both the magazine's test report and our advice is incorrect when we quote the
actual facts. This particularly applies to ratings of amplifiers. It causes some
confusion but we much admire their caution.
However you must not confuse tests with so-called evaluations. They're
just somebody's opinion, and opinion can be prejudiced by all sorts of things
from incompetence to favouritism. On the whole we tend to ignore all such
personal opinions unless they are well established experts, and even those we
take with a pinch of salt.
So back to the test reports themselves. You need to know how to read a
test report. They are always honest bet you can stil , kid yourself. Read them
carefully and check what they don't say as carefully as what they do say. People
say to us, ' but they are not going to pan the products of one of their big advertisers. Don't you believe it. They won't just say that the new deck by Thingyata
is rubbish, but in that test report the facts of lile will be there. They'll be sending
you smoke signals. If they dwell too long on the beautiful wood veneer, have
another look at the graphs and test figures.
On the whole there are only two criteria that matter. Your ears and an
honest dealer's advice.
See you soon.

'The MA4's would probably be most
peoples choice through a smoother
virtually liquid treble and extended
bass.' Hi Fi Answers November 1975.
In summing up their technical
performance, it must be said that
the MA4 came out best by afair
margin. Its excellent technical
performance coupled to its superb
and almost fatigue-free sound
picture ought to make it a
commercial success and Iwould rate
it among the top of its class.'
Practical Hi Fi and Audio July 1976.

Monitor
Audio Ltd
347 Cherry Hinton Road
Cambridge CB1 4DJ
Telephone (
0223) 46344
& 42898

Hedley Finn
Amplifiers
Alba UA900
£13.95
Quad 33/405
£264.40
Rotel 413
..
£96-95
Sugden A48
£ 189-95
Yamaha CA610 .. £ 135.95
many more .. send for full iist
Tuners
Sony ST2950F .. £99.95
Technics ST7300
£ 108-95
Toshiba ST220
.
£84 95
-I- many more .. send for full list
Receivers
Armstrong 625
£ 184-95
Yamaha CR420 .. £ 177 60
many more . send for full : ist

Brixton's
Main HiFi Centre

Turntables
Dual CS502
£ 4-50
Micro Seiki MBIO
£ 59 95
Hitachi P538
£89 95
Garrard 8658/2
+ many more .. send for full ist

e. ee

Loudspeakers
Celestion .. • • £ 127.50
.1/R 149 .. .. • . £ 129.95
KEF Calinda • • . • £209-95
Monitor Audio MAS. • £
143-95
Tanaoy Cheviot .. • • £299-95
War 2020 .. .. • . El 09.95
Wharfedale Linton 1 .. £69.50
Videotone Minimax 2 ..
+ many more .. send for full list

5-7 Arlington Parade, Brixton Hill, London, S.W.2
Telephone: 01-733 6708
100 yards from Brixton Town Hall
up Brixton Hill towards Streatham
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Cassette Decks
Aiwa AD1250
£146.95
Nakam.chi DT600
£309.95
+ many more . send for full list
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Sound ' 78
The audio exhibition at the Excelsior Hotel, Manchester Airport,
which took place from January 19th
to 22nd under the title of Sound ' 78
has expanded considerably since
its inception last year, and while
not on anything approaching the
same scale as the big national
shows, bids fair to offer those
on the west side of the Pennines
many of the facilities which those
on the east side enjoy at Harrogate. The promoters, Hardman
Radio Ltd, under the presiding
genius of Mr. Peter Klein, must be
well satisfied with the response
from trade and public alike. This
year there were nearly 50 separate
demonstration rooms occupied.
Even though it is not to be assumed that new introductions are
necessarily superior to similar
products already available, it is
natural that on these occasions
interest should centre on relatively
new equipment. Among the more
interesting of such products shown
at Sound ' 78 were two turntables,
Monitor Audio's ET500 with direct
drive motor, heavy tow- resonance
plinth and separate power supply
to isolate the unit from mains voltage and associated hum fields,
and the Scottish STD305D from
C. W. & J. Walker of Frodsham
which exhibits adifferent approach
to the same ends. A precision
engineered product of very high
quality, excellent styling and finish,
it has 3variable speeds with digital
read-out, a damped, floating subchassis, a 6mm thick aluminium
top plate and DC motor. The perfectly flat soft rubber mat is bonded to the platter. It will oe supplied as standard with pu mounting cut for SME arms, but adaptor
plates will be available for any
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other separate arm, eg, Hadcock
G.238, which the buyer may wish
to use. These plates are simply
and quickly changed.
Neal-Ferrograph demonstrated
their latest model, the 302 Studio
Cassette Recorder with its new
British tape transport system, developed by their own engineers,
and its dual front/top loading facility: claimed to be capable of
producing a sound quality from
cassettes that is second to none.
The Ferrograph Logic Seven open
reel recorder, another superb British machine at a highly competitive price, available in eight different
versions and used in large numbers by the BBC, was also on
continuous demonstration. From
Aiwa there was the new AF3090

Several of these units were exhibited under Perspex covers and
the standard of layout and construction is obviously high. Also
arousing interest was the new
range of electronics from Uher.
Along with their new turntables at various price levels, Garrard were demonstrating their
MRM101 ' Music Recovery Module'
which is in fact an adjustable and
efficient scratch suppressor at a
reasonable price. It must be clearly understood that this device will
not reduce surface noise or background due to wear or dirt, but it
should very effectively filter out the
impulsive clicks and pops due to
scratches, ' hangnails' or pull-outs
without audible effect on the
music. We will be publishing a
review seeing how much music it
does recover.
ADC, in addition to the new
range of cartridges introduced at
Harrogate, had the two graphic
equalizers, the Sound Shapers
SS1 and SS2. The relatively simple and inexpensive SS1 is well
conceived
and
produced
and
should prove an interesting and
valuable addition to many high
quality domestic systems. Also
on display and demonstration in
conjunction with the cartridges
were the ADC carbon fibre tube,
low- mass pick-up arms reviewed
on p 169.
Audio Technica claim to be the
largest Japanese manufacturers

single unit AM/FM stereo receiver/
cassette recorder with an output
of 2x40 watts into 8 ohms.
Sharp showed for the first time
in the UK their Optonica range of
'separates'— amplifiers,
tuners,
receivers, Dolby cassette recorders, record players and speakers.

of magnetic pickup cartridges;
certainly they have one of the
biggest ranges. There are some
16 different models, one of which,
the TK7SU from the new Signet
series, will accept no less than 12
different stylus assemblies. Their
display included large-scale Per-
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spex models of the styli used.
Among loudspeakers, there were
new models from Monitor Audio
in the shape of the MA8 2- way
high power handling unit, designed to take up to 120 watts, Goodmans RB65 3- way system ( first
public demonstration) and the
new version of the famous Celestion Ditton 15, known as the 15XR;
clearly aworthy successor. Goodmans also had, in another room,
their complete Achromat range,
and the Module 130, the latest in
their series of receivers. This has
an output of 65 watts per channel
into 4 ohms, with slider controls,
microphone input, good specification and styling.
The most satisfying musical
experience of the exhibition was
available, not surprisingly, from
the KEF demonstration of their
Model 105 loudspeakers.
Carefully chosen records, sensible
volume levels and the inherent
neutrality of the speakers themselves, with their low distortion,
combined for the enjoyment of
those wishing to savour sound
reproduction in the luxury class.
Sound ' 78 was the most comprehensive of the regional shows of
the last 12 months, and we think few
visitors can have come away disappointed.
B. J. Webb

Exposure Amps
Exposure Electronics have been
involved in the marketing of exotic
imported gear for some years—
speakers from Dayton Wright, for
instance— but, feeling that they
could match the imports for
quality at a lower cost, they have
been
gradually
introducing
a
range of audio components.
Following the two loudspeakers
(Exposure 1 and 2) introduced
last summer, appear a preamp
(Exposure 3) and power amp
(Exposure 4).
The preamp is
designed particularly with movingcoil cartridges in mind, has no
tone controls and draws its power
either from the power amp or from
aseparate power supply unit. The
power amp is rated at 2x70 watts,
but is capable of exceeding
200 watts on peaks. Both units
are attractively and
unusually
finished in aubergine.
Future
plans include the introduction of
a matching active filter unit for
multi- amplification. Further details
can be obtained from Exposure
Electronics,
Richardson
Road,
Hove.
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Meet the Creator
It's actual§ on instrument
of the orchestra
The 4- channel TEAC A- 3340S sfar more than the world's
most versatile quadraphonic tape deck. It's also an inexhaustible
partner in the creative process—one that opens up a
realm of original sound limited only by your
imagination. Think of a professional recoroing studio engineered
into a 50 lb. package— at afraction of its cost—and you'll
start to imagine the capability of the A- 3340S.
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G. A. B. Dies
(1890-1978)
It is with great sorrow that we
report the death of Gilbert Arthur
Briggs on January 11, aged 87, at
his home in Ilkley, Yorkshire.
Born in Clayton, Bradford, in
1890, he worked in the export
textile trade from 1906 to 1933,
starting the Wharfedale Wireless
Works in his wife's name in the
latter year.
With his waggish
Yorkshire humour, he went on
record to say that he pinched it
from her in 1933, and sold it to
Rank for a slight profit in 1958. He
remained a director until 1964,
when he retired to concentrate on
the Briggs- Wharfedale Studio, his
own publishing company that he
created to market his many books.
Of the numerous titles that
emerged from his pen, all written
in an intimate style reflecting his
own personality, Sound Reproduction, Loudspeakers, Pianos,
Pianists and Sonics—an underrated volume deserving of a
bigger sale—the biggest seller of
them all is, in fact, the Cabinet
Handbook. Many of these works
have been translated into several
languages and, in total, over a
quarter of a million copies have
been sold since 1948.
When thinking about the foundations of high fidelity, such
names as P. G. A. H. Voigt, H. A.
Hartley,
Percy Wilson,
P. J.
Walker, and afew others come to
mind, but unquestionably GAB's
writings and demonstrations
earned him the title of ' father of
hi-fi'. At this juncture, looking
back over GAB's career, it is easy
to forget his launching of his
two- man loudspeaker business at
Wharfedale in the early ' 30s, in
which he hand- built systems in a
warehouse at Bradford.
This
expanding company became part
of The Rank Organisation in 1958.
GAB had a great capacity for
understanding and assimilating
the essence of an engineering
problem or design; to which his
technical associates and friends,
like Raymond Cooke and Ken
Russell, can testify. Among these
outstanding early models was the
two- unit corner speaker system
(1947), and a remarkable corner
cabinet loudspeaker mounted in
an Italian marble enclosure.
Another major GAB contribution to hi- fl developments was
his series of ' live yrecorded music'
concerts over a period of seven
years in the 1950s at venues
ranging from Carnegie Hall, New
York, to the Common Room
at Studley Horticultural College,
Warwickshire ( where his daughter
Valerie was then a student). His
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Jack Jackson
(1907-1978)

most notable innovation using this
technique was to stage four of
these concert/demonstrations in
the Royal Festival Hall.
Distinguished musicians like oboist
Leon Goossens, Denis Matthews
(piano), Ralph Downes ( organ) and
Harold Blackburn ( bass) contributed to these packed sessions,
and at the farewell concert in May,
1959, seven of the 15 items in the
programme were in stereo.
Of GAB the man, so much could
be written— his shrewd business
sense, his selling ability, his
mus,cal interests ( he was a very
good pianist), his dry Yorkshire
wit spoken in that distinctive
voice, but above all his honesty
and integrity. These old-fashioned
virtues were referred to in amoving
tribute to GAB by Ken Russell
(Technical Manager, Rank Hi -Fi,
Bradford) at the funeral service in
the Methodist Church, Ilkley, at
which over 70 people attended.
To me personally GAB always
showed kindness and generosity,
and undoubtedly people mattered
to this exceptional man. My last
conversation with him was around
the turn of the year, when Iwas in
the North of England, but could
only reach him on the telephone.
He sounded tired but happy.
Certainly anyone who met and
knew GAB never forgot him— he
left his impress on them in one
way or another.
Our sincere condolences to his
widow Doris, his two married
daughters, Valerie and Ninetta,
and the Briggs grandchildren, all
of whom, it seems, are musically
gifted, and on whom he doted.
Lastly, I want to mention Mrs.
Dorothy Dawson, his secretary
and assistant at his office, who
helped the GOM so much in his
latter years.
GAB loved words, and my
farewell to him can do no better
than quote from the flyleaf of his
Audio Biographies:
And diff'ring judgements serve
but to declare,
That truth lies somewhere, if
we knew but
where.
D.A.
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programme of real humour and
impact.
Jackson was born in Barnsley,
Jack Jackson, band leader and Yorkshire, and studied trumpet at
record presenter, died in mid- the RAM. He worked for many
January at his Rickmansworth band leaders, including Bert
home in Hertfordshire. He was Ralton, Ambrose and Jack Hylton;
71, and latterly suffered from a then he was with Jack Payne from
lung condition prevalent among 1931 to 1933, when he formed his
trumpet players.
own band which opened at the
Until a few years ago, he spent Dorchester Hotel in August that
most of his time at his Tenerife year and he remained in residence
home, where he had established a until 1939. After touring with a
well equipped studio to record big band, Jackson took his group
programmes for the BBC and into the Mayfair Hotel in 1940, but
other radio networks overseas. his permanent fame must rest on
While in the Canary Islands on his work as a radio record enterholiday, I visited him and was tainer.
made most welcome in his studio.
Of the many gramophone
With one technical assistant, he records issued under his own
compiled many programmes, all name, few of these are more than
of which showed his skill at script mundane—to quote jazz writer
writing, linked to editing and taped Albert McCarthy— but his early
inserts.
trumpet playing with such groups
Described in the newspapers as as Spike Hughes' reveals him as a
the BBC's first disc jockey— competent jazz stylist, clearly
which claim must truly go back to influenced by Red Nichols.
Christopher Stone as early as July
Our sincere condolences to
1927— Jackson certainly initiated his widow Eve, and his family,
in 1947 the jokey patter between particularly Malcolm, who runs
discs
in
his
Saturday
night the Jackson Music Group at
'Record Round- Up', with Tiddles, Rickmansworth, specialising in
the make-believe studio cat, and fitting up recording studios with
brilliant transposition of voices new and secondhand sound
and music, producing acomposite equipment.
D.A.

Nuher Uher

The Winged Messenger

Up to now, we have only associated
the name of Uher with cassette
and open- reel tape recorders.
Seen for the first time at the
January show in Manchester were
two new pieces of electronics gear
as well as two new cassette
machines. The VG850 amp is
finished in black, has comprehensive input and tape facilities and
has a maximum output of 2x50
watts RMS into 8ohms. Price is
£180.00 plus VAT. The matching
EG750 FM/AM tuner has an FM
sensitivity of 0.9 V, flywheel tuning
drive and LED scale indicators.
Price is £ 180.00 plus VAT. The
two Dolby cassette machines have
quite impressive specifications
and depart somewhat from the

Those astute readers who keep an
eye on our editorial page will have
noted this month the disappearance
of Paul
Messenger as
Deputy Editor.
Although Paul
plans for the time being to carry on
feeding us with impressions and
opinions to enliven a continuing
'Subjective Sounds' column, this
will be as a freelance contributor,
for he has now become editor of
the HiFi Choice series of books.
We wish him every success in his
new venture,
and
particularly
thank him for keeping the HFIVIRR
boat on an even keel just after joining us in 1976, when our editor
was absent for several months
having his heart re- plumbed.

normal Uher front loading look.
The CG350 (£255.00 plus VAT)
has a three motor drive system
and touch sensitive controls, an
MPX filter, a ' computerised' playback program selection and LED
peak indication. The CG340 is
slightly less sophisticated and
costs £ 178.00 plus VAT. Uher are
also the importers of the Visonik
range of speakers and we couldn't
help thinking that a pair of their
little ' Davids' coupled with the
matching Sub 1 subwoofer would
make the ultimate car stereo, providing you had a large enough
car! Prices are subject to change.

Supercable
Transonic Imports, who are
specialising in importing some of
the exotica originating the other
side of the Atlantic, are bringing
in low- loss speaker leads, made
in Japan, which they are calling
Lo- Z- Cords. Original examples of
this cable proved alittle dangerous
to use with amplifiers having no
inductance in the output, such as
the Naim, but the weave has been
changed to bring back some of the
inductance, which should remove
such problems. The leads are
available in 20 or 30 foot pairs.
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AWorld of
Difference in Sound
Over the past decade, the Stax
Company has developed the most
advanced range of electrostatic headphones available - so high in quality that
Stax has chosen to call them EARSPEAKERS. The Stax policy of constant
research has now made possible the
introduction of the company's first
electret
condenser
earspeaker,
type
SR- 44,
bringing
the
legendary Stax sound within
the reach of the lower budget.

STAX
We Loue Our Products

/////1

\\\\\\\

It is difficult to believe that the depth, clarity and range of sound produced through expensive state-of-the-art loudspeakers can be produced through a pair
of headphones. Difficult, that is, until you've heard a pair of Stax Earspeakers.
Mail the coupon today for details of your nearest franchised dealer and (nil technical literature.

Name

Address

Wilmex Ltd., Stax Division, Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE

HFN 3

Tel: 01-949 2545
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rossword devised by MauriceTaggart

CLUES ACROSS

2

1 (
and 5 down) Stereo multiplex feature, otherwise not polite ( 5-4)
6 Arrangement of porn to produce fundamental particle (
6)
8 We get a note before joining little Ernest to discover very ' modern' composer
(6)
9 Early Italian composer returns in children's choir enactment of Noye's Fludde
(6)
10
Angry, forceful replay for acoustic problem (
8)
12 Regarded as household name in British record industry (
5)
14 (
See 3 down)
17 (
See 1 down)
19 Arrangement of idol or otherwise French woman pianist (
6)
21
Ian follows the tiny particle for musical mode (
6)
22 French composer gets little Prudence somehow involved with backward cad
(6)
23 Musical words obtained from Lully ricercar (
5)

Il
e
9
lo

12

CLUES DOWN
1 (
and 17 across) Celtic pie gets zero and is scrambled for transducer (
5-8)
2 (
and 15 down) Elect a big child somehow for end- stopped organ pipe (
8-6)
3 (
and 14 across) Cheap hardware emporium, otherwise for popular music
merchandising (
3-3-5)
4 Composer of The Road lo Mandalay communicates orally (
6)
5 (
See 1 across)
7 Feathered songster discovered by Leo confused about the Brazilian port (
6)
11
Though confused, Ruth and Len get together with a note for Leipzig piano
makers (
8)
13 Ogle on cue somehow for short poem with musical associations ( 7)
15 (
See 2 down)
16 Composition technique deriving from Israel (
6)
18 A start for Mr. Stern, the violinist (
5)
20 Bizet's operatic hero is terrible but otherwise vain ( 4)
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19
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11
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A £3record token will be awarded to each of the first five correct
solutions picked from those which arrive by March 6th.

Festival du Son
With the rising purchasing power
of the pound, it might be feasible
now for English audiophiles to be
able to pay a visit to the Festival
International du Son in Paris in
March.
For statistics fanatics,
132,309 ( exactly) visitors from 44
countries visited it last year,
including our ( then) very own Paul
Messenger, and as this year is the
Festival's 20th anniversary, at
least that many will be attending
this year. Over 250 manufacturers
and distributors will be showing
thread- and- weight bias compen- their wares and if you can't wait
Bib Parallel- Tracker
sator to your Bib Groov-Kleen 42: till the Spring show at the Cunard
As a result of ' further research', wow, here it is! The answer to a in May to see the new goodies, the
Bib have now released a Mark 2 maiden's prayer or something. Festival is again being held at the
parallel- tracking record cleaner RRP is £3.97 inc. VAT. We did Palais des Congrés, Porte Maillot,
(see photo). So, if you wanted wonder
how
they could
get Paris from March 6th to 12th.
parallel- tracking on your stalwart enough pressure on the brush for
301 but couldn't afford a Rabco; if it to do any work, but since the
you had encountered problems photo was taken the device has
Rechargeable Sanyo
with tracing distortion from the apparently been modified to probristles or had difficulty in fitting a vide downforce.
Sanyo have introduced a range

All Change
It seems to be the time for changes,
what with it being the Spring'n'
all. AKG have changed their name
to AKG Acoustics Ltd but their
address remains the same: 182/4
Campden Hill Road, London W8.
Webland International Ltd haven't
changed their name but they have
moved: they are now at PO Box
70, Unit 7, 129 Walham Green
III -11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Court, Moore Park Road, London
SW6 and their new telephone
number is 01-385 9478. Mission
Electronics have now moved to
their new factory: their new
address
is
Unit 9A,
George
Street, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18
6BD and telephone number ( 0480)
57151. Nytech are now trading
again under the name of Nytech
Audio Ltd, High Street, Chew
Magna, nr. Bristol, Avon.
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of rechargeable batteries. Well,
nothing unusual about that, but
the twist is that they come in HP2,
HP11 and HP7 sizes, thus converting any tranny, cassette recorder, electric scissors or whatever into a rechargeable device.
And with the cost of dry cells
being now so high you'd think that
they had to be mined in Kuwait
and shipped around the Cape,
that's not a bad thing. Sanyo are
marketing two sizes of recharger,
both of which plug into a normal
mains socket, and a complete

charge takes about 12-14 hours,
with a recharge taking correspondingly less. You should be
able to find them at any electrical
dealers but, if not, details can be
obtained from Sanyo Marubeni
(UK) Ltd, 8 Greycaine Road,
Greycaine Estate, Watford WD2
4QU.

Tandberg Future
In an official statement issued by
the Norwegian Government just
before Christmas, it was revealed
that Tandberg Radiofabrikk A/S of
Oslo had been offered a package
of financial
participation
and
support so as to place them on a
sound technical, financial and
marketing base for their long term
future. This, of course, has been
made possible by the influx of
North Sea Oil revenue.
Our
Government
has
also
been
wallowing in the luxury of having
an ongoing balance- of- payments
surplus, thanks again to North
Sea Oil. Wouldn't it have been
sensible for Denis Healey to do
likewise and hand out the loobo to
firms who have the product but
not the capital?, firms like Nytech
and several others, who could
then take on the Orient on their
own terms in Europe and the USA.
We suppose that if you invest it in
steel production instead, it looks
as though you're doing something.
Did somebody mention
Strathearn?
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Admit it.
Hi-fi is adirty
bu ness
Most methods generally used
for cleaning records don't bear
thinking about.
That's why we're introducing
theZerostat range of record
cleaning equipment.
It's dedicated to keeping your
records in pristine condition.
When you consider the financial investment your collection
represents, alittle
further expense on
caring for it makes
alot of sense.

coating of dust and dirt.
Astylus cleaner has to be
strong enough to remove this
waxy coating, yet gentle
enough to protect the delicate
cartndge cantilever assembly.

THE NEW
D3 DISC WASHER
SYSTEM

It takes avery special brush
to remove micro-dust that
could become welded to groove
walls by stylus pressure.
The Discwasher brush with its
unique angled micro-fibre
fabnc is the most efficient way
to pick up and absorb
micro-dust.

THE ZEROSTAT
ANTI-STATIC
PISTOL

This piezoelectric pistol is
the ultimate anti-static device.
Aslow squeeze and release
of the trigger eliminates
virtually all dustattracting static from
records and dustcovers.
TheZerostat achieves this by
emitting positive and negative
ions which neutralise the
electrostatic charges that
build up on record and
dustcover surfaces.
It's very simple to use, without
any wires to plug in or
batteries to replace.
With average use, say15 times
aday, it will last more than
ten years, and togetherwith
record cleaners such as the
D3 Discwasher System, will
greatly prolong the life of
your records and stylus.
£6.99 inc VAT
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THE NEW SC-1
STYLUS CLEANER

Record life, stylus life and
quality of sound are all
dramatically reduced when
the diamond accumulates a
The fabric,on its absorbent pad,
is mounted on awalnut handle
which stores abottle of D3
cleaning fluid.
The D3 fluid has several
important functions:
To pull dirt from the microgrooves, remove finger prints
and other surface contaminations
and to protect the vinyl
additives necessary for long
term record wear
£6.99 inc VAT

The SC-1achieves this
by providing the perfect
combination of bnstle density
and stiffness.
Two drops of D3 cleaning fluid
add to its highly efficient
cleaning action.
It comes in awalnut case,
complete with abuilt-in
ma nifying inspection mirror
£3
in cVAT

ZEROSTAT

COMPONENTS

For further information, write to Dept. 50,
Zerostat Components, Edison Road, Industrial Estate,
St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17411.
Telephone: St. Ives (0480)62225.
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M POSERS edited by
is, hardback, profusely
ublished by The Badley
‘.n d on WC2E 7AL.

‘ •
0` if the word indicates
erest.r
j ewer than 200 corn‘‘w s-ciLind their middle names
,..ç%nder Schumann)
are
O\'' Justifying his exclusion
co (Sine and Gustave Charoçce, the editor states that
iis likely to be encountered
'all or opera house ' with
lency'. The record- collector
unconvincing criterion, since
is represented more fully on
his great contemporary, Lully,
a's Louise is among the select
operas available in complete
recordings.
But Franz Schmidt,
.dr, and Mercadante are in.
fhe work of the 26 contributors to the book
has been carelessly edited, places and dates
of birth and death sometimes being stated
in the body of an article as well as at the top.
The essays mostly provide serviceable biographical outlines, but some give signs of
having been hastily written. It is odd to find
the customarily fastidious Martin Cooper
using fabulous in its vulgar sense of
'exceptional' (' the fabulous promise of
[Bizet's] symphony'); odd too that Peter
Gammond should write, concerning Offenbach's name and Jewish origin, that he was
christened Jacob Levy.
More seriously
misleading is an account of Leonard
Bernstein which leaves him still, apparently,
music director of the New York Philharmonic,
and of Khachaturian as the composer of only
one symphony.
Such other contributors as Mosco Camer,
Edward Higginbottom, Eric Walter White,
and Denis Arnold deserve a happier environment. The illustrations are impressive.
Arthur Jacobs
0

THE PENGUIN STEREO RECORD GUIDE (
2nd
Edition) by Edward Greenfield, Robert Layton &
Ivan March. Edited by Ivan March. 1169 pages.
Price ( hardback) £5•50 ( paperback) £4.50. Published by Penguin Books Ltd., Harmondsworth,
Middlesex. Hardback available from The Long
Playing Library Ltd, Squires Gate Station Approach,
Blackpool.

WHERE ALL other comprehensive record
guides have tended to weaken and fade,
daunted by the enormous task of keeping
up-to-date, Ivan March by dint of unquenchable enthusiasm has managed to
keep his Stereo Guides alive and now attains
near- perfection in the well- presented pages
of this Penguin version which we all hope will
be able to maintain regular appearances. I
say ' near- perfection' with the inevitable
jealous approval of one engaged in parallel
fields of endeavour, knowing that the choices
in this book do not agree 100% with our own;
in spite of which Iwould recommend anyone
to rely on the comments and findings of this
most reliable and knowledgeable team.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Again, Istill find their rating system slightly
complicated with its bracketed qualifications,
but you get used to it. Otherwise this is all
that the classical collector could desire by
way of guidance to the confusion of discs
available, and I am glad to see that The
Penguin Cassette Guide is to be expected by
the end of 1978.
Enormous industry has gone into this
compilation and one of its great merits is the
amount of interesting and
well- written
comment that one gets in addition to plain
evaluation. You dip into it for information
and you continue to dip for the sheer pleasure
of browsing amongst so much informed and
informative enthusiasm. Although the book
looks no bigger than last time, it is in fact
considerably so, with some five million words
packed in by using a six- point type- face that
some eyes may find a strain but which is as
clear as it could possibly be, while the actual
headings are in a larger type-face. Ifind the
paperback more attractive than the hardback,
but for the extra pound the libraries and
regular users will no doubt find the hardback
useful. My own cup of pleasure would be
filled to the brim if Ivan March could produce
a parallel Penguin Stereo Record Guide to all
the other recordings that lie outside the
classical field. This has been needed for
years and would surely receive an enthusiastic response. In the meantime a heartfelt
welcome to this excellent volume—and long
may it prosper.
Peter Gammond

THE FABULOUS PHONOGRAPH by Roland
Gelatt. 337 pages, plus index. Price £6.50. Published by Cassell & Co. Ltd, 35 Red Lion Square,
London WC1R 4SG. EDISON: THE MAN WHO
MADE THE FUTURE by Ronald W. Clark.
251 pages, plus index. Price: £6.95. Published by
Macdonald and Jane's Publishers Ltd, Paulton
House, 8 Shepherdess Walk, London N1 7LW.

EVERY student of sound recording history,
ora present-day audiophile or record collector,
will be familiar to a greater or lesser extent
with the work of that prolific inventor Thomas
Alva Edison, often described as the archetypal American of his era.
As 1977 was the centenary year for the
invention of the ' talking machine', much has
been written about the ' wizard of Menlo Park',
and I have read most of it including, of
course, the first edition of Gelatt's text
(which appeared in the UK in 1955), and now
a second edition updated with three new
chapters has been reissued.
The chapters in both editions cover the
development of the phonograph, gramophone,
leading on to hi-fi and stereo, and the impact
of these systems on home entertainment—
in fact, they launched a musical and social
revolution. As one would expect, anecdotes
about Caruso, McCormack,
Paderewski,
Kreisler, abound, but other personalties of
those early days included are Melba, Patti,
Bernhardt and Sousa.
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The revisionary material even brings in the
Beatles, Presley and Simon and Garfunkel,
and much of this research seems to be
exemplary. Certainly it is oft- quoted, allied
to the efforts of Oliver Read and Walter
Welch's From Tin Foil to Stereo (
Howard
Sams, and available at £6.95 from The
Modern
Book Company,
Praed
Street,
London). A number of fascinating new
illustrations, too, enliven the second edition;
but, alas, there is a serious omission from
the additional material.
At the risk of being accused of chauvinism,
in the chapter on ' The Sound of Stereo',
Gelatt refers to Westrex, Decca and Audio
Fidelity—and even Fairchild—as manufacturing astereo cartridge to reproduce these socalled ' unplayable' stereo discs from Westrex
and AF, but not a mention of Alan Dower
Blumlein, creator of the original stereophonic recording system back in the 1930s,
long before the 1957 efforts of the other names.
Ronald Clark specialises in scientific
biography, and has written some best-selling
books on the Huxleys, Einstein and J. B. S.
Haldane. This latest treatment of Edison's
life and work is a worthy addition to the
series, expanding on the man and the legend
from his ' addled' youth, tramp telegraphist,
professional inventor, his part in many
controversies, through to his devices for
detecting U-boats in the 1914-18 war, and the
closing years—described as ' Man into Myth'—
until his death in 1931.
Obviously, separate chapters are devoted
to ' the talking machine' and his invention of
the carbon filament lamp.
The author
repeats that very quotable story to end his
book: on the day of Edison's funeral President
Hoover suggested that all the lights throughout the country should be dimmed, and even
the torch on the Statue of Liberty was
extinguished for a moment in tribute.
Mr. Clark has a new remark included, when
he tells of Bismarck proposing that concealed machines should be used to record
the discussions at diplomatic conferences.
This would, he reasoned, ' be a dangerous
thing for diplomats, and also a good thing,
as they would be forced to tell the truth'.
Edison all his life never stopped inventing,
fighting, cursing and joking, and
undoubtedly used his gifts to the full. The many
illustrations, bibliography and pages of
references, make this survey a notable
addition to the biographies of this extraordinary man.
Donald Aldous

SCHUMANN by Joan Chissell. 257 pages. Price
£4.95.
Published in ' The Master Musicians'
series by J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd, Aldine House,
Albemarle Street, London.

JOAN
CHISSELL'S excellent study of
Schumann, a standard work on the subject
first published in 1948, now goes into its
fourth revised edition. New scholarship and
biographical information and an even more
penetrating insight into his music will make
this a worthwhile purchase for owners of the
older editions, as well as for anyone looking
for a book on Schumann for the first time.
It is both scholarly and readable.
Peter Gammond
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'UL6 the best budget
loudspeakers lire heard'sa
Philip
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Celestson's UL6s
Up to this point you could say the products
described are competent by present standards, or even very good. Celestion's UL6
loudspeakers hooked up to the end are unequivocably the best budget loudspeakers I
have heard, or in some particular respects,
the best loudspeakers Ihave heard without
the qualification of price. Around the time of
their introduction asmall group of audio journalists was asked by an importer of acertain
well known Japanese brand to give opinions
on the quality of a loudspeaker they were
about to import. For comparison, about eight
popular British loudspeakers had been
assembled and connected to a comparator.
At the end of the session there was one point
on which everybody seemed agreed. and that
was the fact that Celestion's UL6 appeared to
sound significantly smoother and more evenly
balanced than any of the other makes Since
the difference appeared so great. even
against significantly more expensive models.
Iat least wondered whether the particular listening conditions had by some quirk favoured
the UL6's by an unusually large degree
Now. about one year later Ifind that it wasn't
providence and that the speaker easily beats
most others into second place by uncanny
ability. It was suggested to me for instance.
and Ithink this is true, that the UL6 can be
recommended irrespective of taste. Because
it's so completely -natural and free from major
imbalances or defects Ibelieve most people
would admit to 1— liking it. and 2-- finding
that they could live with the unit no matter what
they had been previously used to. According
to taste, you may prefer another loudspeaker
with its own peculiar sound, but you would
have to admit that this sounds ' right'.
It is common when describing the sound of
a loudspeaker to split the audio band into
bass. midrange and treble regions. then deal
with each separately This is often provoked
by the loudspeaker itself, because most do
the same thing and don't present a coherent
picture but a fractured programme where

bass output might be, say, soft and distant
whilst treble is bright and forward.
This split in quality and relative levels is, as
usual, fairly well compensated for by the brain
after ashort learning and adjustment process.
Since it is so common the effect is also tolerated and one does expect to adjust to a
speaker's own peculiar sound quality. The
most immediately striking feature of the UL6
and the one that -caused it to sound
superior to all others on that group listening
test described earlier is the fact that
adjustment hardly seems necessary or called for. There aren't splits, suck-outs or
inbalances. The treble doesn't leap out or
disappear and you don't have to decide
whether you like such- and-such an effect or
not. At a broad fundamental level the UL6
Just sounds unusually right. Icannot say
that behind this overall feeling detail criticisms are impossible but the UL6 certainly
transcends its price category and cannot
be approached, Ifeel, by most speakers
costing around £200 or less.
If you want to hear aspeaker with the whole
of the audio range present and transmitted as
asmooth coherent whole, listen to the UL6 It's
as detailed as any of the best speakers but
doesn't achieve this by false upper midrange
or treble prominence An ABR ( Auxiliary Bass
Radiator) is used to augment bass response
and for the first .time Ican recall it doesn't
produce soggy. indefinite bass quality. The
main weakness Ifelt was some wooden nasality in vocals, but this was the only form of
coloration easily identifiable.
Percussion instruments were astonishingly
powerful and realistic for aspeaker of the size
and perhaps just asmall arnok..nt of resonant
boom contributed to this very large and excellent performance which will. Iassure you
make amajority of budget equivalents sound
like neutered cats ( which they are, in spite of
belief by some that real bass can be wrought
from a faded up shoe box).
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Now listen to this...
We don't expect you to take everything you
see in the hi-fi magazines about speakers as
read. Relying on someone else's ears - even
when they are as expert and sensitive as
Philip Mount's - isn't quite the same as
getting the " message" first hand! But we're
more than confident that you will find very
little to disagree with once you've heard the
UL6 demonstrated.

H

Vhy not take one of your own records or
tapes along to aCelestion dealer and listen.

name
address

01 15.

Celestion

Rola Celestion Ltd., Ditton Works,

Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP.
Telephone: Ipswich (0473) 73131.
Cables: Voicecoil Ipswich. Telex: 98365.
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A DEVELOPMENT IN
SURROUND- SOUND TECHNIQUES
PROPOSED BY
TERRY LONGHURST

original sounds that we attempt to
THEreproduce
with any audio system can
be divided into the main acoustical images
and the ambience. The images are
directional and so are most realistic when
accurately defined; but the ambience is
non- directional, so the spatial uniformity
of the reproduced sound-field greatly
influences its apparent realism. Significant
non- uniformity will render the ambience
directional and hence unnatural.
In stereo reproduction this non- uniformity
can occur because the sounds from the
direction of each loudspeaker are produced
by that one alone, approximating to a point

source, whereas sounds apparently coming
from between the loudspeakers are produced
by both in unison, giving the effect of a
diffuse source if the listener is not
positioned equi-distant from each speaker.
This disparity is minimised by restricting
the angular spacing of the loudspeakers to
6e and ensuring that few, if any, sounds
are reproduced by one loudspeaker alone.
However, in both matrixed and discrete
four- channel systems the loudspeakers are
spaced 90° apart while pursuing maximum
image definition, conditions which combine
to produce a noticeable variation of sound
quality in different directions unless, again,
one is sitting in the perfect position.
Ideally this conflict would be resolved by
employing a large number of channels,
but the use of complex electronic circuitry
comparable in scope to that in video
equipment ( and a showroom full of loudHI-FI NEWS

& RECORD REVIEW

speakers) probably precludes this from
commercial viability. An alternative is to
use the minimum number of channels and
loudspeakers, and to cross- feed the signals
to ensure that none is ever reproduced by
one loudspeaker only. But this approach
does have its limitations, so there would
seem to be little point in basing such a
system on complex encoding techniques or
on the use of three channels. Also,
standardisation on a simple two- channel
matrix will enable existing recording and
replay equipment to be used, greatly assisting
the introduction of any fresh surround- sound
scheme.
It is widely acknowledged that the basic
techniques of surround- sound were laid
down by David Hafler' and Michael Gerzon 2,
but it appears to have been largely
overlooked that Hafler's original
system incorporated not only a
loudspeaker at the rear fed by the L— R
FIG. 3

BASIC

PENTRIX

which is also in accordance with the
generally accepted view that the optimum
angular spacing of loudspeaker pairs
employed for stereo image formation is
around 6e. Applying this to the Hafler
circuit, the obvious means of employing

more speakers is to re- introduce the one
at the front, together with two at the rear,
so that five are used in all. When
positioned to form a regular pentagon
around the room the angular spacings
become 72°, which is close enough to the
optimum 60° to subdue the ' hole- in-the-
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-3d8

9d61
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difference signals, but also one at the front
handling the L+R sum signals. The single
loudspeaker at the rear was soon replaced
by two, to handle the phase reversal
symmetrically, while the front speaker was
unfortunately discarded.
Gerzon's more recent article in Wireless
World' confirmed my opinion that more than
four loudspeakers are needed even with the
more complex Ambisonic techniques,
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middle' effects commonly occurring with
wider angles.
My Pentagonal Matrix does precisely
this, though Iam indebted to the Editor for
pointing out the similarity between it and
the original concept of Hafler, as Iwas not
aware of his use of afront loudspeaker
when working on the pentagonal scheme.
It is a pity that Mr. Hailer's work has not
been commercially exploited to the extent
61

We have good news....
v•

An honest informed approach to hi-fi is unusual nowadays but it can still be found. Indeed, it is like

roamer

an oasis in adesert. At Hampshire Audio, one of the few oases in the country, the parking facilities are
no mirage but the traffic wardens, yellow lines and camels are. So what has parking got to do with hi-fi?
Well, we expect to spend quite some time talking to novices about hi-fi, and for the discerning
enthusiasts we have an Aladdin's cave in which time flies. With our third listening studio of some
400sq ft coming into operation, no wonder more people than ever are taking advantage of our wellestablished discretional best buy policy. Come and try us....

....at

Hampshire Audio Ltd

8 & 12 HURSLEY ROAD, CHANDLERS FORD, HANTS TEL ( 04215) 2827 & 65232
We stock selected items from the range of:—
Aiwa, Akai, AKG, AR, Armstrong, B & W, Celef Chartwell, Celestion UL,
DBX, Decca London, Fidelity Research, Fons, Gale, Grace, Harman-Kardon,
IMF, JR149, JVC,

KEF,

Linn-Sondek,

NAD,

Nakamichi, Neal, Ortofon,

Pioneer, QED, QUAD, RAM, Revox B, Rogers, Rotel, Sansui, Setton, SMC,
SME, Spendor, Sony, Stanton, Stax, J. E. Sugden, Supex,Tandberg, Tangent,
1
-annoy, Teac, Technics, Trio, TVR, Yamaha and others.
". Comparator demonstrations in three studios

"'Open Thursdays until 8 pm
Pr Over-the- Counter and Personal Export
"'Extensive free parking on our forecourt
"'Access and Barclaycard accepted by telephone
Mail Order
Pr Tape by Fuji, Maxell, Sony and TDK at
special discount prices
" All equipment checked before sale. . no
sealed boxes supplied
Pr All equipment covered by our two-year
labour and parts guarantee

ALL ENQUIRIES WITH SAE

Now before you plunge into anew hi-fi stereo
purchase, just sit down for amoment.
And think.
What do you really want?
S_miiell_lingLteally good. Performance
capabilities leaving you no room for doubts or
niggles- leaving you free, in fact, to listen with
unmarred enjoyment.
(Remember, that is what you're supposed to
want hi-fi equipment for.)
Now, two more essential considerations.
Price...You can't afford to be ridiculous.
Reliability. What ever you buy might go
wrong. Who's going to put it right - and how well
will they do it, and how long will it take?

Armstrong Series 600 is like common sense:
you either have it or you don't

Armstrong answers

is no idle manufacturer's claim:
We really do believe that Series 600 answers all
your needs.
Performance.
An amplifier section delivering more than 40
watts per channel, both driven, with negligible
distortion ( less than 0.08%).
An FM radio section designed to achieve a
specification very close to the theoretical
performance limits of the FM broadcasting system!
(Buy the 625 FM Receiver or the 624 FM tuner
and you get six pre-sets.)
An AM section which has ironed out practically
all the faults usually blamed on the system ( actually.
it's almost always the fault of your equipment!).
Price.
All we ask is that you compare it.
Armstrong design and production techniques
have placed us ahead of world competition.
There's one other bonus as well:
With 5models to choose from, you can buy
exactly what you want ( no paying for AM, for
instance, if you don't need it).
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Reliability.
Perhaps we've saved the best till last.
Armstrong launched Series 600 in 1973.
And we've been working on it - in small but
all-important ways- ever since.
So that by now, you have afully developed and
matured system providing not only perfect
performance- but super)) dependability

And if you do encounter the slightest trouble,
there's this:
Armstrong's unique- in fact, legendary 48-hour factory technical service.
Nobody else can offer you that.
(Please return the coupon for afree colour
brochure, press review booklet and list of Armstrong
dealers.)

Address
Pi ist to: Armstrong Audio Ltd., Warlters Rd..Lonclon N7 ORZ.Tel: 01-607 321l.

3HFN78

mArmstrong.
Armstrong Series 600:
621 Stereo Amplifier S136.00;
623 AM-FM Stereo Tuner S152.00;

624 FM Stereo Tuner S11800;
625 FM Stereo Receiver S215r10;
626 AM-FM Stereo Receiver 2.18.00;

Prices are RRRinclude VAT
.
121% and are correct at time of going
to press.

that would have been justified if the simple
transformation to the use of five loudspeakers had been made at an earlier date.
The Pentagonal Matrix is based upon the
fundamental equations for stereo sum- anddifference signals:
Left-FRight = Right+Left;
Left— Right =—( Right—Left).
This means that one can add a loudspeaker
between the conventional stereo pair and
feed it with asum signal, and all the outputs
will be in phase; but the difference signal
must be fed to a pair of loudspeakers at the
rear, mutually out of phase, so that each
will be in phase with the frontal loudspeaker on its side of the room. The
speakers are connected to form a matrix
similar to the Hafler circuit (fig. 1),
although the speakers in the left and right
positions require — 3dB sensitivity in
relation to the others for optimum
distribution. This can be achieved by
doubling their impedance for a given
efficiency.
The basic Pentagonal Matrix, which I
have called the Pentrix, is shown in fig. 2,
where the signal distribution can be
displayed by regarding signals fed from each
of the channels as being composed of
'discrete' and ' common' components. The
discrete components are replayed by each
channel individually and the common

components by both equally, either in phase
(i.e. sum) or out of phase (
i.e. difference).
The distribution of these components is
then as indicated in fig. 3.
The need here for two loudspeakers to
have a reduced sensitivity, and spurious
reproduction of the sum component by the
rear speakers, can be avoided by using a

bridged Pentrix. This circuit is produced
by using athird power amplifier fed with
half the signals from both channels (fig. 4),
or can be simulated by inserting resistors
between the two power amplifiers and the
matrix (fig. 5). The majority of present high
quality loudspeakers have considerable
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

impedance irregularities which could upset
the performance of the ' basic' and
'simulated bridged' Pentrices, as the
speakers themselves distribute the signals;
but in the bridged Pentrix circuit, signal
distribution is effected by the three
amplifiers and so would not be adversely
affected.
Whatever approach is adopted, the main
practical problem liable to occur is the
festoon of leads which can clutter up the
listening room, and possibly also some
asymmetric disturbance of signal
distribution caused by dissimilar lead
lengths if the wiring employed is
insufficiently sturdy. An unsightly tangle
of wires can be avoided by fixing the leads
to the skirting board ( or burying them in the

plaster) and connecting the loudspeakers
to terminals at appropriate points around
the room. The simplest arrangement uses
just two wires run round the room (fig. 6).
Lead lengths are not matched here, but
equality is achieved by adding athird wire
at the rear of the room (fig. 7).

This second layout may only be used with
amplifiers which are unaffected by the use
of a single earth connection for the left and
right speakers. The majority of amplifiers
have their output earths connected directly
to the earth point or chassis, and are
suitable, but anyone in doubt should consult
the manufacturer concerned.
The major importance of the Pentagonal
Matrix lies in the inexpensive resistively
bridged circuit, which is capable of competing with stereo reproduction as a basic
medium. At present the more complex
Ambisonic and quadraphonic recording
techniques are limited by the need to be
compatible with stereo reproduction, as it
would be uneconomic to produce
recordings which are usable only via a
four- channel matrix. They therefore
cannot diverge greatly from present
recording techniques, which are in many
ways unsuited to true ambient reproduction.
However, if a surround- sound system on
the lines of the simple Pentagonal Matrix
replaced stereo for serious hi-fi purposes,
the advanced circuits would be able to
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achieve far more.
The primary object of the matrix is to
reproduce the original performances
realistically, together with the depth of the
sound-field and the actual acoustics; but
this will be impossible if the recording
technique employed does not faithfully
capture these qualities. My knowledge of
commercial recording is very limited, but I
believe that some alternative to the present
use of a multiplicity of microphones is
needed, as it seems unlikely to me that
they could achieve this object —
although many recordings still
seem to benefit when the ' difference'
signal is reproduced to the rear.
Iwould suggest that a pair of variable
polar response microphones should be
placed co- incidentally and at right-angles a
realistic distance from the performers, with
their omnidirectional pick-up set at — 3dB
relative to their figure- of- eight response.
This should produce an area of
cancellation at the rear between the major
axes of the microphones, with the pick-up
on these axes purely differential. From
there the difference response reduces as
the discrete pick-up increases, until the
pick-up is purely discrete along the left/
right axis. To the front, the discrete
pick-up reduces and the sum pick-up
dominates, without the occurrence of an
area of cancellation.
The null to the rear of this response would
not stop a360° sound-field from being
produced by the matrix, as the ick-up
from the sides is dilated to fill the gap.
There are likely to be some objections
to the use of difference signals at the rear
of this system, but it should be borne in
mind that recording engineers can alter
the polar response of the microphones to
remove this aspect should they find it
detrimental to a particular recording.
A sound-field of 180° or more will be
produced without any difference signal in
the recording.
Any attempt to recreate the original
ambience will produce some conflict with
the acoustics of the listening room, and the
best results will only be achieved where the
room is acoustically treated to allow the
recorded ambience to dominate. Like every
other parameter in the system, the amount
of damping will be a compromise, with the
cost and the use of the room for other
purposes no doubt being the major limiting
factor in many cases. However, even with
no changes in recording technique and no
acoustic tiles in the lounge, Hafler-style
derived multiple channel reproducing
systems add greatly to listening pleasure,
and this new pentagonal approach is
offered as a worthwhile advance.
Finally, it should be noted that the
Bridged Pentagonal Matrix and the
Distribution Circuit are the subjects of a
Patent Application by the author.•
REFERENCES
1. David Hafler: Two Channel Quadraphony, HFN
August 1970.
2. Michael Gerzon: Surround-sound from 2-channel
Stereo, HFN August 1970; A Year of Surroundsound, HFN/RR August 1971.
3. Michael Gerzon: A Multi-system Ambisonic
Decoder, Wireless World July 1977.
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The source
of perfection in
stereo sound...
Pickering's new
XSV/3000

Pickering's new XSV/3000 is a remarkable development. It possesses a totally new and different design that
makes it the precursor of a whole new generation of sophisticated, advanced stereo cartridges.
This has been made possible by technological advances
in two areas. First, it has an unusually tiny, samarium
cobalt ( rare earth) magnet of remarkably high power that
permits an extremely low reduced mass and also offers
high output. Second, this cartridge features Pickering's
Stereohedron' stylus tip. This extraordinary shape has a

to PICKERING
-Fo,

those who can hew the chtlerenee -

PICKERING & CO., INC., P.O. Box 82, 1096 Cully, Switzerland
United Kingdom Highgate Acoustics, Jamestown Rd 38 - London NW1 7EJ - Tel. 01-267 49 36

Austria Boyd 8. Haas, Rupertusplatz 3 - 1170 Wien - Tel 46 27015
Belgium- Luxembourg Ets
Blomhof. rue Brogniez 172a - 1070 Bruxelles - Tel. 5221813
Denmark Audioscan. Oster Farimagsgade 28 - 2100 Copenhagen 0 - Tel. (01) 76 80 00
Finland Oy Sound Center Inc.. Museokatu 8 - Helsinki 10 - let. 44 03 01
France Mageco Electronic. 119. rue du Dessous des Berges - 75013 Paris - Tel. 583 6519
Germany C Melchers A. Co - Schlachte 39-40 - 2800 Bremen - Tel 0421/316 93 23
Iceland E Farestveit
Co H.S., Bergstadastreti 10 - Reykjavik - Tel. 21 565
Israel Flectron Csillag Ltd. - 107, Hachashmonaim - Tel Aviv - Tel. 260 533
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far larger bearing radius, which provides increased contact area in the record groove. This assures gentler treatment of the record groove, longer record life and, also, far
longer stylus life.
This cartridge provides remarkably smooth and flat frequency response; its channel separation is exceptional, its
transient response possesses superb definition.
Truly, Pickering's XSV/3000 represents a whole new
concept of excellence in stereo cartridges... the true
Source of perfection in stereo sound.

Italy Audio s.n.c., Strada di Caselle 63 - 10040 Leini/Torino - Tel 99 88 841
Netherlands lnelco Nederland b.v.. Joan Muyskenweg 22 - 1006 Amsterdam - Tel 934824
Norway Skandinavisk Elektronikk A/S Ostre Aker Vei 99 - Oslo 5 - Tel. 15 00 90
Portugal Centelec Lda., Av. Fontes Pereira de Melo 47 - Lisbon - Tel. ( 19) 561211
Spain Audio SA., La Granada 34 - Barcelona 6 - Tel. 21715 54
Sweden NASAB, Chalmersgatan 27a - 41135 Goteborg - Tel. ( 031) 18 86 20
Switzerland Dynavox Electronics, route de Villars 105 - 1700 Fribourg - Tel. ( 037) 245530
United Kingdom Highgate Acoustics, Jamestown Rd 38 - London NW1 7EJ - Tel. 01-267 49 38

Letters...
... about a pointless organ
recording
From: J. P. Maslen, 6 Mulgrave Road,
London N W10
Dear Sir, Iread, fascinated, the description of
the incredible lengths taken by Leslie Pearson
etal. to record the organ at All Souls Langham
Place ( January, p. 95). As an organist (though
not of LP's accomplishment), ex- organbuilder, and hi-fi orientated music lover,
might Imake afew comments?
Organ pipes are adjusted for proper speech
and power with relation to each other, from
either the console or the auditorium, never the
chamber. Then why record there? You're
guaranteed to record an inferior sound.
I'm not surprised that registration difficulties
were experienced. The job of making an
organ sound well in performance is the
organist's, not the sound engineer's. Despite
this, why place demands of inhuman accuracy
on the performer? Granted Mr. Pearson
volunteered, but even so!
No organ chamber is silent. There is always
a slight wind leak, and even if this is missed
the rumbling of the wind is always present in
an electrically blown instrument. Iwould add
that the action noise can be considerable as
well, although all these noises are usually
(not always) inaudible from the auditorium.
We hear alot about phase these days. What
on earth happens when several close- spaced
mikes pick up the same sound?
It seems to me to be the height of folly to
tape the playback of a sound available live in
the same building! Surely, as all links in the
chain introduce distortion to some degree,
you only guarantee a distorted sound.
Admittedly the distortion may not be much,
but why deliberately use a technique which
introduces it unnecessarily?
In short, the technique, clever though its
originators may be, seems to me to be technology gone mad! Rather a large hammer
cracking a rather small nut!
All is not lost, though. An instrument in an
indifferent acoustic could be recorded in this
manner and played back in asuperior building.
It would be interesting, for example, to see
what the Royal Festival Hall organ would
sound like if the re-recording were made, say,
in Westminster Abbey. You never know, it
might even sound musical!
Yours faithfully

... about the bass drum and absolute
phase
From: Ralph West, Colombie, Devillac,
47210 Villereal, France
Dear Sir, Mr. Lipshitz's letter on absolute
phase ( January, p. 81) brings to mind an
experiment a small group of us did some ten
years ago. Amongst them Iremember Rex
Baldock, Peter Clifford ( Hawker-Siddeley
Dynamics), Terence Long, and John Dawney
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(now Lord Downe). At the Northern Polytechnic we recorded on John's Nagra repeated blows on the large open orchestral
drum. After some practice, one of our
number managed to produce six almost
identical blows at 2- second intervals. Samples
were viewed on a Tectronix ' scope triggered
by asecond mike closer to the drumskin so we
were able to see and photograph the start of
the trace as well. As expected, the waveform
was very asymmetrical, especially at the start,
and tapping the other side of the drum, or
putting the recording mike on the other side,
reversed the picture.
The six drum beats were later played back
on first-rate equipment, with a reversing
switch in the LS lead. First the group was
played several times with varying polarities
but with the phase announced before each
one—' normal' or ' reversed'—for us to try and
recognise any differences. Then the group
was played without the announcement and
the rest of us wrote down what we thought
each time. Polarities used were then called

out and we marked x out of six. This was
repeated with different patterns of reversal ( or
none at all) many, many times, enough to get a
statistically valid result. Only two of us, the
late Terry Long and myself, consistently
scored over the 50 per cent correct, but even
we felt it was not very conclusive and decided
that absolute phase was not on the whole very
important.
On the other hand, Idid notice over several
dozen playbacks of our Poly Modern
Symphony Orchestra concerts that I was
always more satisfied with the sound when
the Quad ESLs were connected one way and
not the other. It is probably like absolute
pitch: some people are acutely and instantly
aware if the pitch is wrong. Most people are
not, and unless it is a long way out Ifor one
am not affected, though I may gradually
develop a feeling that something is slightly
amiss. On the other hand, perhaps we should
repeat the experiment with human speech,
which is more familiar than the bass drum and
also rather asymmetrical.
Yours faithfully

... about the Fantasia saga
From: Roger Wilmut, 53 Englewood Road,
Clapham, London SW12 9PB
Dear Sir, Mr. G. T. Williams ( Letters, January)
is a little confused about the soundtrack
of Disney's Fantasia. Firstly, Stokowski did
not re-record the music for the mid-fifties
CinemaScope re-release. The original recordings, made in 1938/9, were indeed in
stereo of a sort—'Fantasound' as it was
called. Most of the soundtrack was first
recorded using eight separate optical tracks,
covering separate sections of the orchestra
on six tracks, with an overall pick-up on the
seventh and a distant pick-up on the eighth.
These were recorded on two or three separate
rolls of 35rnm film, each roll carrying several
variable- area push-pull tracks.
These were then mixed down to three—
left/right/centre—on one roll of film, which
also carried a fourth track containing three
frequencies which were used to operate a
variable-gain amplifier on each channel on
playback, thus expanding the dynamic range
available.
In the mixdown, the various
sections of the orchestra were pan- potted
about to suit the animation, so that hearing
the soundtrack alone is a rather odd experience, with various instruments moving
rapidly about. ( This is probably the earliest
use of pan- pots, which on this occasion
apparently consisted
of separate large
controls linked by loops of bicycle chain.)
The resultant sound is quite impressive,
although there are inevitably some strange
effects from time-to-time due to interaction
between the mikes, and also some phasing
due to sprocket- weave on the original separate
rolls of film.
When the film was first shown in the USA
in 1940 afew cinemas were specially equipped
Continued p. 71
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PREAMPLIFIER
The Lentek Moving Coil Cartridge Pre- Amplifier is
designed to amplify the signal from low output
cartridges whilst preserving the superior definition
available from these transducers.

rPlease send me details of the Lentek range of equipmenn
and the address of my nearest dealer.
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Its many features include low noise and distortion,
excellent RF noise rejection, magnetic shielding,
and gold plated connectors.
The Entré is aprecision engineered moving coil
transducer which will accurately reproduce subtle
detail from quality recordings. It exhibits wide
dynamic range and extremely flat frequency
response, free from resonances within the audio
band. The Entrés iow mass of 5-8 grams allows it
to be used in awider range of tone arms than has
previously been possible with moving coil designs.

Lentek Audio Limited
Edison Road Industrial Estate St Ives Huntingcon Cambridgeshire PE17 4LF England
tel St ives ( 0480) 62225 telex 32303
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WILFRED HARMS SHATTERS A FEW
GLIB ASSUMPTIONS
purpose of this article is to examine
THEaspects
of dividing networks often

A recent contributor (
HFNIRR,
November 1977, page 137) illustrates in a
particular instance that ' atheoretical
crossover is worse than no crossover at
all' and he was of course referring to the
constant- impedance type of attenuator
mentioned above. However, this statement
could be mis construed, since the fault
lies not in the theory but in the incorrect
application of the theory, and in the
circumstances it should not be surprising
if the results are unsatisfactory.
Unfortunately little guidance has been given
hitherto as to the limitations of this type
of network in association with a loudspeaker
unit as a load.
The electrical properties of a loudspeaker
are very complex and are the result of
interaction between the electrical and
mechanical systems. Equivalent circuits
of inductors, capacitors and resistors are
sometimes shown, but these can be
complex and difficult to understand.
Generally, the impedance of an ( un -named)
8in. bass/midrange unit may vary with
frequency as in fig. 3, and ignoring the
peculiarities at the lower frequencies, from
500 Hz and above ( and in particular the
region where the dividing frequency may
occur) it has some resemblance to being a

recommended for use with multi- unit
loudspeaker systems. Over the years, it has
been the practice in books and articles to
recommend standard dividing networks,
unfortunately usually referred to as
'crossovers', the component values of
which are determined from simple formulae
to achieve attenuations of 6, 12 or
18 dB/Oct, as shown in fig. 1. Often,
FIG. 1
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extensive tables and graphs are drawn to
assist this end, and most are based upon
what are called ' constant- impedance'
networks. Taking as an example a lowpass filter with a12 dB/Oct attenuation,
this takes the form as fig. 2, in which a
FIG.2

D2-FC 2

where A, B and C are the impedances and D
the apparent resistance at the specific
frequency. If values for the capacitor and
inductance as fig. 4are combined with the
apparent resistance and inductances as
Table 1
EQUIVALENT

Frequency (Hz)
1k
1.5 k
2.0 k
3-0 k
4k
5k
7k
10 k

8.9 ohms
10.8
12.3
12.3
12.6
116
16
18.2

0.71 mH
0.67
0.61
0.49
0.42
0.38
0.4
0.35
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when R is a resistive load.
It has always been known that this type
of filter is applicable to a load which is a
resistance, and it has been known for an
equally long time that a loudspeaker is far
from a pure resistance-and yet the
suggestions for the use of these formulae
persist.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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fig. 7, acharacteristic can be obtained as
'b' in fig. 5.

-3 dB point is obtained at frequency of f,
provided
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to the circumstances. To illustrate the
point in detail, aconstant- impedance
dividing network for an 8- ohm resistive
load at 3000 Hz ( 12 dB/Oct) would be as
fig. 4, and the characteristic is ' a' in fig. 5.
The formula for the dB drop at frequency
ffor acombined resistance/inductance
load as fig. 6is:

combination of a resistance and an
inductance. However, from the voltage/
current phase- angle 4
,also shown, it is
possible to determine the ' apparent
resistance' (= impedance xcos 4
,
)and the
'apparent inductance' (-= impedance xsin 9V
277f) and these are found to vary
considerably, as in Table 1.
The constant- impedance formula has no
provision for a variable resistanceinductance load, and it is for this reason
that it should not be used for the dividing
network for a loudspeaker without regard
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It will be seen that the characteristic
rises at the point where it should be
dropping as in curve ' a', but is altogether far
from the target and quite unsatisfactory.
It is largely the presence of the speaker
inductance which causes this, aggravated
by variation in the ' apparent resistance'.
In the same issue of HFNIRR (
page 157)
'Crossover' offered an alternative proposal
for a network of this type and recommended
that the impedance of the LS unit be
determined at the desired crossover
frequency, and that this impedance be used
instead of the ' nominal' impedance for
Continued p. 71
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How do you translate performance,
appearance, construction, reliability
and reputation into Japanese?
Simple. Just say Quad.
Most people express surprise when they
learn that Japan is one of QUAD's largest export
markets, but amoment's reflection would show
that it's obvious.
In 'the world's' most competitive market,
the most discriminating buyers are looking for
impeccable performance, appearance,
construction, reliability and reputation, and that
is what QUAD is all about.
Japan's foremost audio magazine Stereo
Sound has just completed asurvey of its readers
in which they were asked to name the power
amplifier they would most like to own.
The QUAD 405 was voted 'Best Buy' and
top in its price category (under 150,000 yen) by a
large margin, and was voted second irrespective
of price.
Clever chaps these British!
For further details on the full range of
QUAD products write to:
The Acoustical
Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DB.
Telephone: (0480) 52561.

MAD

for the closest approach to
the original sound
•. D is aRegistered Trade Mark

An important message
for the owners of the following
cassette decks:
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Akai
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The manufacturerof your machine
recommendsthistape
enum,
UK Distributor: Pyser Ltd., Fircroft Way, Edenbodge, Kent TN8 6HA Telephone: Edenbridge (0732) 864111 ( 8lines)
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Please send me fulk details of Fuji Tape products.
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pidelLe"'" demagnetizer

or do you value them too?
1. Electronic static
eliminator £7.50 rrp
The latest and most effective way to neutralise static
charges. Just aim the gun at the centre of the area
and squeeze the trigger, the double- barrel action
gives wider coverage.

2. Record dust- lifter
£4.95 rrp
For clean, static- free records and longer stylus life.
The dust- lifter consists of thousands of conductive
bristles that not only remove all dust and grit but
also discharge static on the record.

Prices correct at time of going to press.

It makes sense to ensure that you're
not losing any performance through
static and dust. These high quality
instruments are designed to get the
best from your equipment.
For further information on any of
these products please contact:

3. Stylus and tape head
spray cleaner £2.25 rrp
Anewly developed cleaning agent that cleans
completely without leaving residue on the surface.

4. Dust bridge
£8.50 rrp
Can be permanently attached to the record deck.
It removes particles and dust and constantly
discharges static. The most advanced system of its
type available today.

Zeepa Instruments Ltd,
15 Richmond Grove, Surbiton, Surrey
Telephone: 01-399 0966/7/8
Telex: 929679

5. Head demagnetizer
£9.95 rrp
Especially designed to reach inaccessible tape
heads, it also has abuilt-in pilot light.

-nl

inclusion in such a standard formula as is
mentioned in connection with fig. 2above.
It is pertinent to compare the results that
ensue. The impedance of the speaker under
consideration at 3kHz is 15.2 ohms and the
values of L & C for a ' constant impedance'
network to suit this value if it were a pure
resistance would be 113 mH and 2.5 F.
Substituting these values as fig. 8, the
characteristic is obtained as ' c' in fig. 4.
Although this differs materially from ' b'
in that the ' hump' is eliminated, it can
hardly be considered a very effective
cut-off at 3kHz, and Ido not feel the
proposal can be recommended at all.
Having shown what is not satisfactory,
the question arises as to the determination
of something more effective. The difficulty
is that because of this variable ' apparent
resistance and inductance', no simple
formula would satisfy all conditions.
If one were to consider attenuation at, say,
between 200 and 500 Hz where the phaseangle is relatively low, the error incurred by
using the simple formula is likely to be
limited.
Bearing in mind the difference between
characteristics ' b' and ' c' in fig. 5 in relation
to the components used, it would seem
that increasing L reduces the ' hump' and
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Letters

with the necessary speakers and a fourchannel track- reading playback machine
linked to the projectors. The film also
apparently went out on a roadshow, using a
marquee, in much the same way that This Is
Cinerama did after the war. As time went on,
improvements were made to the sound
system, using additional speakers, but
America's entry into the war put a stop to
such complicated goings-on, and subsequent
showings were of an ordinary print with the
familiar mono soundtrack—not a reduction of
the stereo tracks, but amono recording made
simultaneously. This recording is inevitably
not as spacious as the stereo version, and is
not helped by the use of aclumsy noise-gate,
which tends to suppress reverberation.
In Britain the stereo version was never
shown, because of the war, and it also seems
likely that the original showings, at the New
Gallery cinema in Regent Street, were of acut
version.
In the mid-fifties a CinemaScope version
was issued, using the three- channel stereo
track; but unfortunately, as Mr. Williams says,
with the animated sections cropped and
stretched to fill the wide screen. It is a pity
that the film could not have been released
with a stereo track but in standard aspect
ratio, as was later done with Mary Poppins.
The stereo soundtrack was released in the
USA on long playing records, on Disneyland
STER-101-A/C ( unfortunately with one of the
three tracks out- of- phase in the reduction to
two tracks, which doesn't sound too bad in
stereo but does nothing for mono sound).
The stereo track was also released in Britain
in 1969 on Buena Vista BVS 101/1-2 ( although
Ithink it is deleted by now). Even heard on
modern equipment, the recording is aremark-
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reducing C raises the cut-off frequency,
and it is significant to consider a network
with L equal to 1.2 mH (twice that in fig. 4)
and with C = 4.7 µF, all as fig. 9. The
characteristic obtained for this network is
at ' d' of fig. 5and it can be considered a
rough compromise solution. In the
circumstances it might be said that if a
dividing frequency in the region when the
phase- angle is likely to exceed 10° is
involved, then the value of the capacitor
as obtained from the simple formula based
on the nominal impedance of the unit
should be used, but the value of the
inductance obtained therefrom should be

multiplied by afactor ( up to 2 or more)
depending upon the actual frequency.
Ideally, if measures are taken to
eliminate the effect of the unit's variable
characteristics, the use of the simple
formula becomes valid, but this requires a
separate study.
It must be emphasised that all of the
above considerations are in respect of the
attenuation defined in fig. 1and have no
relation to the design of a network to match
the response characteristic of a unit in an
actual enclosure, which is usually a
paramount feature of most networks used
with modern systems.e

able achievement, with a surprisingly wide
frequency and dynamic range.
Incidentally, Ihave seen both versions a
number of times, and cannot confirm Mr.
Williams' complaint that the CinemaScope
version contains ' frequent non- synchronisation between picture and sound'. Perhaps
this was an isolated case of bad projection.
The film notched up a number of 'firsts':
first public demonstration of stereo sound
over loudspeakers, first film with a stereo
soundtrack, and first use of multiple-track
recording with a later mix- down—quite apart
from its considerable achievement in the
field of animation.
Yours faithfully

remind people ( or even to tell newcomers to
hi-fi) what ' rumble' is, and what its audible
effect is, eg, ' a low frequency grumbling
noise'.
Now Iwould argue that ' phasey' is more in
need of a short snappy explanation of its
sound than rumble.
Yours faithfully

... about the sounds of words
From: A. E. Brace, 13 Elm Grove, Orpington, Kent BR6 OAA
Dear Sir, Ithink there is some danger of your
technical articles getting out of touch with a
significant number of your readers. Iaccept
that certain technical problems will be tackled
for the theoretical challenge they represent,
but in turn Ihope the writers accept that a
number of supposed technical deficiencies
may very well not be discernible to the human
ear as opposed to measurement by sophisticated equipment.
But my present purpose in writing is to ask
them to remember to describe what these
deficiencies might actually sound like if they
were audible. My particular concern is the ' in'
word at present, namely ' phasiness'. This is
used in connection with the BBC Matrix- H
and also I believe concerning the relative
positions of aloudspeaker's drive units. What
on earth does it sound like if something is
'phasey'?
Not all writers are at fault in this respect. In
your December issue for instance, the article
on ' Turntable Reviewing' takes the trouble to
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Note: The list of definitions in our 1978
Annual defines phasiness as follows: ' Subjective blurring of stereo sound image when
phase and amplitude components are incompatible.' With a good stereo system, if
the listener sits equidistant from the two
loudspeakers ( in the position where adoublemono image sounds narrow and central), the
whole sound- stage will be clearly defined.
Then, when a ' phasey' signal comes along
the blurring iLw be obvious.— Ed.

... about Alan Dower Blumlein
From: B. J. Benzimra,
Wickenden',
Hampton Court Road, East Molesey,
Surrey KT8 9BP
Dear Sir, The news item on the Blumlein
plaque in your August 1977 issue has just
been brought to my attention, and Ithought
the mention of my article in Electronics &
Power of June 1967 very kind. If it has done
something to ensure that wider credit is
given to this man who made contributions in
so many fields, then Iam indeed proud.
But Icannot accept the implication that I
was the first to notice the widespread ignorance about him or to try and correct it.
M. G. Scroggie had been trying to do this for
anumber of years, and it was an article by him
in the Wireless World of September 1960 that
first drew my attention to the versatility of this
remarkable man.
Yours faithfully
71

The ultimate test of technical
craftsmanship in the world of Hi Fi is
the human ear. And the ear of the true
connoisseur is extremely critical.
Even such acritical ear will be
surprised by the perfection of the
Sansui AU-717.
The Sansui AU-717. An
integrated DC amplifier with a
number of outstanding technical
advantages. Very competitively
priced, with afrequency modulated
response from 0Hz to 200 kHz
+ OdB, — 3dB). A wider frequency
range than any other DC amp
currently on the market. Overall
distortion is less than 0.025%.

This perfection in sound quality
is complimented by 85 watts RMS per
8Ohm channel, both channels
driven from 20Hz to 20 kHz.
But before you close your eyes
to enjoy your Sansui AU-717, take a
closer look. All our new models are
fully compatible and can be mounted,
in accordance with EIA standards, in
an audio rack.
Its agreat sound — and it looks
good too!
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Sole agent for U.K.:
Vernitron ( U.K.) Ltd.. Thornhill,
Southampton SO9 5QF
Sansui Audio Europe N.V.,
North Trade Building,
Noorderlaan 133 bus 1, 2030 Antwerpen, Belgium
Sansui Electronics Corporation.
55-11 Queens Blvd., Woodside,
New York, 11377 U S.A.
Sansui Electric Co. Ltd., 14-1 lzum. 2-chome,
Suginami-ku, Tok o 168,J
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Only hi-fi, everything

That sounds good. but Iwould like to know more
about your complete range.
Please forward your catalogue as soon as possible.
Name:
Address

Please complete in block capitals and send to:
Vernitron ( U.K.) Ltd.,
Thornhill, Southampton SO9 50F.
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"THE SUPERB SHACKMAN
ELECTROSTATIC UNIT"
Cones suffer a number of unwanted effects many of which are
impossible to eliminate
Popular Hi Fi magazine December 1977

The Shackman ES Unit is now available separately to
the home constructor. It comes complete with
polarising and crossover networks.
Apart from other forms of distortion, moving coil speakers
produce distortion through delayed resonances which are
particularly noticeable at middle and high frequencies. This
form of distortion is best described as ' The speaker carrying
on broadcasting after the programme has finished'. See
Hi Fi News ( July 1977, page 51). This distortion is caused by
the mass, weight and inertia of the coil- diaphragm assembly
and because of this there is no possibility of acure.
Electrostatic speakers can solve this problem and the
Shackman ES Unit is singularly free from this form of distortion.
It reproduces music with amazing clarity and detail.
Free demonstration
SAE please for literature

AU ID
SERVICES LIMITED

SPECIALISTS IN TOP QUALITY SOUND REPRODUCTION

82 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel: 01-449 6605.
Shop hours 09 30 18 00 Monday to Saturday Closed al/day Thursday.
Credit facilities, Access & Barclaycard
Available also from Wilmslow Audio, Wilmslow, Cheshire, phone Wilmslow 29599,
who will also handle export enquiries
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Worth a listen— Long live electrostatics
Popular Hi -Fi magazine December 1977
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pivotelli
24" elbow action with
12x4' swivel base which
allows you to ' tuck' the IV
against awall, into an
alcove or unit. Supports
up to 2501bs.
£28.91 Ref ( D)
standard pivotelli
wall mounted
turntable with
swivel base

Arm Base
Ref.
12"
8"x4" t10.86(M)
18" 12 - x4"£ 11.31 IS)

pivot

-

pivotelli
flat surface
turntable
H shape with 18"
spar, 9" arms & 12x4"
swivel
base
5249

24" 12 - x4" £ 12.49(L)
Ple.l . i. send rue:
Free brochure/Model J., Ref it
Ienclose Cliei ea .' PO. 5
Name_
Address_
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Readers' Problems
Examined by Crossover
Why Knock Loudness Controls?
Dear Sir, Your reviewers often make rather
negative comments about ' loudness controls'
which are fitted to many amplifiers and
receivers, and Isee that in the 1978 Annual the
list of hi-fi terms says that such controls
'adjust audio signal level according to misapplied theories of hearing'. All the books on
hearing and acoustics tell us that our ears are
relatively less sensitive to low frequencies at
low levels, and as Iunderstand it, loudness
controls take account of this by boosting the
bass at low volume settings. What is ' misapplied' about this?
A. S., Chester
There are two main objections to loudness
controls, one practical and one theoretical. The
practical point is that even if the theory were
correct, absolute signal levels vary so much
(from disc to disc, tape to radio, etc) and the
loudness from agiven volume control setting so
depends on speaker sensitivity and power output, that only a minority of actual program
sources will match the control contour at all
accurately. A switchable contour is better from
this point of view, as the user can to some extent
predict his own preferred ( low-level) listening
loudness.
The ' misapplication' is easily explained. The
frequency extremes become attenuated at alow
level whether music is live or reproduced. If we
choose to sit at the back of aconcert- hall or well
away from the band in a restaurant, we hear a
different balance and accept it as natural. So
why sit well back at home ( low volume setting)
yet attempt to obtain the subjective tonal balance
which would apply in the stalls? One could
never hear real live music in that fashion, and as
we are concerned with high fidelity, not high
fiddle-ty, we regard the loudness control as a
gimmick. By all means boost the bass for
low-level listening if you wish, but it isn't a
hi-fi procedure.

Dolby— Dos and Don'ts
Dear Sir, I'd be very grateful if you could
answer some questions about use of the
Dolby- B system. Ihave aSharp music centre
which has a Dolby knob, and my queries are
as follows ( Ihave read and do more or less
understand how Dolby works):
1. When replaying a ' Dolby recorded' cassette
Ido obviously press the Dolby.
2. When recording acassette from adisc, for
playing on my own set, Iassume Ipress Dolby
but am not sure.
3. When playing the above cassette Iassume
Ipress Dolby.
4. When recording acassette which Iwant to
send to someone else, when Idon't know if
they have a Dolby or not, do Ipress Dolby?
5. If my friend has not got a Dolby ( but Ihave
sent him a Dolby recorded cassette) could he
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

polar diagrams have to work in opposition in a
certain precise manner if central images are not
to shift and become blurred as one moves
towards one side or the other. Omni- directional

speakers cannot by definition satisfy this last
requirement.
This is all standard textbook stuff; but Sonab
claimed the contrary, ie, that one could hear
accurate stereo everywhere with speakers that
could barely achieve it even in the stereo seat. It
get the balance right again by simply boosting
was this totally untruthful claim which led to
his treble?
Idon't seem to get logical answers when I public disagreements, not the implication that
some people might actually prefer vague
put this sort of question to salesmen. One
quasi- stereo to the real thing.
chap who should know advised leaving the
As far as we are aware, Dr. Bose has argued
Dolby permanently on.
for a large proportion of indirect sound when
A. W., Stuttgart
listening to reproduced music, not because this
aids accurate stereo imagery ( which it can't), but
When playing a pre-recorded Dolby cassette
because we hear a similarly large amount of
you should press the Dolby button, likewise
reflected sound in the concert hall. The snag is
when making acassette recording which is to be
that the indirect sound from reflector- type
replayed on your own system. The object here is
loudspeakers arrives at the domestic listener's
to ensure that any Dolby- encoded recording is
ears via a series of quite short paths which
replayed using the Dolby circuitry, and that
relate to asmall room, not alarge hall. Thus the
recordings should use the Dolby system to
listening room should really for this reason be
achieve the lowest possible level of background
suppressed, not encouraged! In our limited
hiss that is manageable.
experience, a simple Hafler system can usually
If you have recorded from adisc to acassette
add amore worthwhile and less room- dependent
using Dolby, when replayed without Dolby the
sense of hall- like space to stereo reproduction.
effect would be to lift the treble ( le, brighten the
So we don't really agree with Dr. Bose any
tonal balance) to a degree dependent on the
more than we did with Mr. Carlsson of Sonab,
recorded signal level. Thus very quiet passages
but at least Bose adverts are less contentious.
would sound considerably brighter than they did
The Sonab speakers didn't and couldn't do what
from the original disc, mezzo-forte passages
was claimed for them, which is an objective
slightly brighter, but very loud passages practimatter. The Bose speakers can offer a controlcally unchanged.
lable degree of indirect sound, and although we
It follows from this that when making a
don't happen to like the result very much and
cassette to send to someone else, you should
suspect that one would soon begin to tire of a
only use Dolby if you know that he has aDolby
constantly over- dominant local acoustic, this is
replay facility. If you should inadvertently send
after all a subjective matter.
a Dolbyed cassette to someone without Dolby
facilities on his machine, he will have to put up
* By coincidence, Adrian Hope has some news o
with a somewhat bright overall tonal balance—
Stig Carlsson on page 83. Ed.
which, incidentally, will require treble cut, not
boost as you seem to assume.

'Air Check' Definition
Reflector Speakers and Stereo

Dear Sir, Can you explain what is meant by an
'air check' facility, which at least one Japanese
tuner has fitted?
M. H. T., Thorpe Bay

Dear Sir, In two consecutive months recently
your news pages carried reports on Bose
loudspeakers, apparently with approval
despite a brief hint in the first story that not
everyone is in agreement with the Bose
philosophy. Irecall that afew years ago your
editor publicly criticised Sonab for following
a similar line, yet now we see a very muted
response in your pages, and even a little
encouragement. Iam worried and confused
and would like to know if HiFi News still has
an
official
view
regarding
loudspeaker
directional properties for stereo, or whether it
is now more important to keep advertisers.
D. J. B., Chepstow

You are probably referring to the Toshiba
ST- 420 Stereo AM/FM tuner, which incorporates an internal oscillator providing a 440 Hz
tone at 100% deviation. This so-called ' air
check' permits the user to set maximum recording levels on a tape recorder before commencing a recording, and so ensure optimum
performance.

We try to avoid too much opinion entering the
news pages. The occasional jocular comment
seems in order, but policy is generally best left
to the Leader page or editorial footnotes, or (as
with Sonab) presented in afull feature article. In
fact the Editor has returned to this topic from
time to time, always to emphasise the view
that accurate stereo reproduction requires a
dominance of direct sound from two narrowly
defined sources. Moreover, unless one is in a
'stereo seat' ( positioned on a line bisecting the
angle subtended by the speakers), the speakers'
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HEN Ihear a new group playing pop
Iretreat at such speed that the Dop
pler effect sends the soundpitch right down underground
And Ionly hear clicks till they stop
Graham Saxby
was a young man of Eindhoven
I Whose hoofs were excessively cloven
If you think this sounds silly
You're right, it's done merely
To rhyme with Ludwig van Beethoven.
Christopher Rogers
75
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Speakers that listen to themselves
before you listen to them.
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Philips Motional Feedback Speaker/Amps.
"How can they reproduce such apowerful and life-like
sound? And from such asmall cabinet?"
That's the usual reaction the first time people listen to
Philips Motional Feedback Speaker/Amps.
And every serious hi-fi aficionado should be familiar
with the answers. As you know, to generate the acoustic
power required to faithfully reproduce low notes, the cone of
the drive unit has to vibrate over relatively large distances
Towards each end of its travel, slight stiffness of the cone
suspension occurs. It's slight. But it's enough to cause
acoustic imperfections.
Philips Speaker/Amps with MFB
have aunique claim to fame. They
correct these distortions using avery
effective principle: the speaker listens to
each note and self-corrects any imperfections before they reach your ears.
"I CAN REPORT IT DARN WELL DOES
WORK ON ALL COUNTS!"
''''" 11( d
l
e'•"`'''"ing
May'77

tin '
R11541

Practical I

Azle"

In all MFB Speaker/Amps, we
mount atiny sensing device (called a
piezo-electric transducer) at the apex of
RI-1544 (613‘4/)
the woofer unit. The transducer trans287 x387x228mm
lates the sound output into an electrical signal
and feeds it back to acomparator in the amplifier. This
checks it against the input signal and compensates for any
differences. And it all happens so fast that by the time you
hear anote, the corrective process has taken place.
To achieve this hi-fi miracle, the amplifier is contained
within the speaker enclosure to cut down outside interference
that might be picked up in the feedback circuitry.
THE RANGE AND POWER OF THE BASS RESPONSE IS
AMAZING FROM SUCH SMALL UNITS"
Itavid Mounce, reviewing the RI 1544.

sound, December 76.

Besides minimising distortion, MFB plays an important
part in producing uncoloured sound.
Ordinary speaker enclosures can have a 'hump' in the
response due to woofer resonance. Asymptom of this is
over-emphasis of bass notes.
The self-co rrecting MFB process levels out this 'hump'
electronically.
Let's take aclose look inside the 60-Watt RI-1544 MFR
enclosure. You'll notice it has two built-in amplifiers.
An active filter directs input signals below 500Hz to a
40-Watt MFB Amp. Signals above this frequency, where less
power is needed and consequently distortion is less of a
problem, are fed to a20-Watt Amp.

RH5454100W)
437 x657x362mm
RH54I WWI
229 x294 x184min

As the smaller Amp can concentrate exclusively on high
notes, the RI-1544's transient response is markedly superior.
"TRANSIENT RESPONSE SEEMED EXCELLENT"
John lionvu_k, re\ lewing tile RI 1544

wrophone, April 77

The price of the RH544 may seem alittle high at first
(we've cheaper and more expensive MFB models too).
But bear in mind that it's aonce-in-a-lifetime investment
in today's ultimate speaker system.
If you're starting hi-fi from new, you simply connect the
MFB Speaker/Amps to aTuner/Pre-Amp or Pre-Amp (MFBs
have their own amplification built-in remember).
Alternatively, if you're up-grading your existing hi-fi,
simply connect MFB speakers to your existing amplifier and
boost your output to 30,60 or 100-Watts per channel.
And with all the technical innovation, we haven't
forgotten simple aesthetics: compact MFB Speaker/Amps
have been designed as beautiful pieces of furniture in their
own right.
"I RECOMMEND YOU TRY THESE SPEAKERS"
John Itor.vit k, eviewing the RH:544 Gnu/to/thane, April ' 77

Simply years ahead.

ti t7111"'

First, read the full facts
about Philips MFB Speaker/Amps
and other advanced hi-fi equipment.
Post this coupon to: Philips Electrical Ltd.,
Department SP, P.O. Box 3, Holley, Surrey.

'NON Vbilips
international rang,eo cassettc
and record decks,tuner anws
loodspeakers.
Name

Block capitals please

./

Address
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The transistorised receiver
for those who still prefer valves

When the audio industry changed over from
valves to transistors, it left behind it atrail of
disillusioned fans who maintained astubborn
loyalty to the old ways. Everyone thought these
purists were being merely eccentric in their
complaints about 'transistor sound' - but time
has proved the validity of their claim. Many
transistorised amplifiers do reveal aspecial
form of distortion, an impure sound not present
in valve amplifiers.
A solution was discovered as long ago as 1972
but it involved the use of some very expensive
transistors which forced product prices way
beyond the reach of most buyers. Some
manufacturers announced that transistor sound

RIM
Equalising

Preamplifier

Tone
controls

Volume

Power
amplifier

Some manu acturers atempt to establish 'spectacular'
data in one or two areas, hoping to secure areputation or
technical pre-eminence. The overall performance of the
product almost always suffers. The quest for these paper
specifications could be called 'A blind search for data:.

PISA
Equalising

Pre.
amplifier

Tone
controls

Volume

Power
amplifier

Ileomaster 4400 has been engineered so that each arca
wars abalanced relafonship to he others. This internal
mrmony creates aproduct with optimum performance
levels and reliability.
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consisted largely (or, in some instances, entirely)
of transient intermodulation distortion, and they
set about combatting that particular bogey in
the hope that its elimination would close the
debate once and for all.
But we think differently. By analysing the
problem mathematically instead of
electronically, we discovered that several
other factors are involved. So in creating
our newest receiver we have done much more
than just eliminate transient intermodulation
distortion in order to overcome transistor sound.
For instance, most transistors have poor lowvolume characteristics with peak distortion
occuring at precisely those volume levels most
commonly enjoyed by domestic listeners.
Moreover, this distortion tends to consist of the
odd harmonics - third, fifth, seventh etc. - which
the human earfinds naturally displeasing. The
small amount of distortion prodnced by good
quality valve amplifiers is chiefly composed of
the musically-related even harmonics which can
be more comfortably endured. So we developed
new circuits to make the transistors perform at
their best and included some RF transistors in
the amplifier as these respond better to high
frequency energy. Next we inserted aspecial
filter so that any unnecessarily high frequencies
still remaining could not reach the power
amplifier.
Then we dealt with the overload distortion that
so often plagues the output stages of highpowered transistorised equipment. By using
eight high-current power transistors instead of
the usual four, we ensured that the output stages
would be able to handle very high powers
without exceeding the transistors' capacity for
heat dissipation. In this way, hours of high
volume listening can be enjoyed without the
constant interruption of an over-zealous safety
cut-out
Consequently our distortion specifications are
better than ever before. And the methods we
have used to solve the problem of transistor
sound are not only totally new, they are.
surprisingly inexpensive.

No audio system will be able to achieve better music
reproduction than the programme sources permit. It is
at this performance level that lieumaster 4400's limits
of quality are set.

rhe product that has resulted from all this
detailed attention is called Beomaster 4400. As
well as being free of transistor sound it is a
receiver in which the only limits to performance
are those iinposed by the amplifier's output
power, and the imperfections inherent in the
source material. With its six pre-set FM stations,
linear function, overload indicator, 2x70 W RMS
split-supply output, advanced gramophone
pre-amp and the sensible parity between
internal performance levels, Beomaster 4400 is
certainly worthy of closer inspection by the
serious enthusiast - including those who still
refuse to believe that atransistorised amplifier
can compete with avalve model for sheer
musicality.

Bang&Olufsen
—we think differently
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited
Eastbrook Road
Gloucester GL4 7DE
Telephone 0452 21591

Subjective Sounds
Paul Messenger's column of impressions and opinions
IN this column last month I made some
Iecstatic noises about the £5,000 Linn/Naim
record player, an enthusiasm which excited
some controversy in the editorial office. The
main criticism centred around the implied
contradiction of the law of diminishing returns
in hi-fi, so Iought to offer further justifications for comments which some may have
regarded as irresponsible, but which Ifeel
were
demanded
by
my
honesty
and
integrity.
As Isee it, the law of diminishing returns
can only really apply in quantitative terms;
when one makes qualitative distinctions
these imply value judgments that cannot be
quantified. In other words, the law of diminishing returns only really applies where one can
quantify all the variables and make direct
comparisons. But in my experience normal
measurements and quoted specifications
bear very little relevance to the listening
experience.
For example, one does not
attempt to assess a Rolls-Royce car in
value-for- money terms; being the best, it
personifies value itself!
To illustrate the point further, my low cost
reference system' ( Rega, ADC, Nytech,
Mordaunt Short) which Iuse as ayardstick for
assessing less exotic components, offers
outstanding value for money at around £400,
and marks the divide between hi-fi and the
more pretentious ' audio' products in my
opinion. Iwas listening to it upstairs the
other day when my wife put on the big £2,000
system, downstairs ( Linn/Grace/Supex/Naim
12/250 driving the Linn lsobariks Iam currently
evaluating). The surprising and intriguing
effect was that Ipreferred to listen to the big
system, despite the intervening stairway,
floorboards, doorways, etc, with their horrendous effect on frequency response and stereo
image destruction! The sound emanating
from downstairs sounded considerably more
'alive' and enjoyable despite the aforementioned distortions, sufficiently so for me
to turn off the smaller system. It was this live
capability that prompted my comments about
'an order of magnitude' and made me feel that
conventional value for money considerations
and laws of diminishing returns were not
really applicable. (The Editor tells me that
there are good reasons why a system should
sound better in some respects when heard
from another room, and that James Moir once
wrote a learned article on the subject; but
conversely, downstairs, my upstairs system
doesn't make it!)
My interest in electrostatics was started by
my continuing fondness for the Quads, but I
have recently been exposed to several other
designs using the principle. Essentially this
has only served to reinforce my maxim that the
principle used is less important than the
execution; electrostatics do sound different
from more conventional loudspeakers, but
not, Quads apart, necessarily better.
The Acoustat X is the sort of speaker
concept which causes salivation in the most
hard-bitten audio nut. As electrostatic panels
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

have a high electrical impedance, they are
normally used with a matching transformer
when coupling to an ordinary amplifier. Valve
amplifiers usually have a high output impedance, and therefore these too normally
need matching transformers to drive normal
loudspeakers efficiently. The Acoustat trick
is to put the two together and throw away all
the nasty expensive iron! So if principles can
be trusted, the Acoustat should combine the
claimed qualities of valves and electrostatics,
whilst avoiding the sound quality and cost
penalties of high quality transformers.
At just under £1,600 per pair the price is
hardly low, but when one considers that this
includes power amps with the two large
electrostatics, it starts to look a little less
horrifying. It was natural to compare them
with single and stacked Quads, powered by a
suitably modified Naim NAP 250, a combination which costs rather less.
Unfortunately the elegance of the concept
seems to have been marred by some of the
details of the design. The overall sound was
muddled and poorly defined in both dynamic
and positional terms when compared with the
NAP 250/Quad setup on avariety of program
material. The amplifier in the Acoustats is a
hybrid transistor/valve, and the input circuitry
contains a network to compensate for bass
cancellation effects when the speakers are
positioned 3ft from arear wall. They certainly
work best under these circumstances, but the
bass quality in any position in my room left a
lot to be desired, with pronounced and easily
excited resonances which are wont to confuse
the whole bottom end. In addition there
appear to be some problems in the ' presence'
region, which obscures some of the vital
detail in this area, and makes the speaker
sound less open than the Quad/Naim,
although the extreme treble on the Acoustats
was if anything the sweeter.
The cabinet/frame of the Acoustats is
unbraced timber, and this vibrated quite a lot
when playing material with a heavy bass
content at reasonably high levels; Isuspect
that this could have been partly responsible
for the muddying of the bass. Ithink my
listening room was less well suited to them
than to the Quads; when following the
manufacturer's siting recommendations, I
was sitting rather further from the speakers
than Iwould have liked. The bass equalisation
worked best in this position, but Ithink that
the overall performance might have been
improved if this circuit could have been
defeated and the speakers moved further
from the room boundaries.
During the
evaluation the Acoustats were driven by both
Naim and Rappaport pre- amps, the latter with
intervening headamp. Ihave ahigh regard for
both these pre-amps, but it has been suggested that a valve pre- amp like the Paragon
can give better results.
To summarise, Iam afraid the Acoustats
were somewhat disappointing, though perhaps
this was because Ihad expected something
sensational. The ultimate attainable loudness
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before significant distortion is not particularly
high, and the speaker does not like being
driven very hard; but at modest levels on
fairly simple program material they could
sound very good indeed. They are probably
better suited to smaller rooms than mine, and
they are certainly visually less obtrusive than
double Quads; so for those whose tastes
don't extend to high level rock they may be a
reasonable proposition, although I don't
consider they offer as good value as the
home-grown equivalents. They do have the
traditional smoothness of an electrostatic,
which some find irresistible, but not the
clarity, cleanness and detail of the Quads.
Another electrostatic system that I have
tried recently comes from the Netherlands,
and is being distributed in the UK by Solus
Products. This is certainly one of the most
elegant speaker arrays Ihave ever seen, and
consists of a dynamic woofer system ( incorporating passive crossovers, KEF B139
drive units and transmission line loading),
plus two slim electrostatic panels.
Unfortunately the crossover frequency to
the common- bass unit is much too high (at
about 400 Hz) to maintain aconvincing stereo
image, or at any rate an image as good as can
be obtained with two well- designed full- range
systems. In fact the only reasonably convincing
add-on bass system Ihave yet encountered
was that shown by Rogers at Harrogate,
which used abass enclosure for each channel
with LS3/5As very carefully positioned on top.
Iunderstand that the Solus system can be
obtained with two bass units, but is expected
to be sold with only the one, and the compromise is certainly understandable on domestic
grounds.
The overall balance of the system is somewhat bass heavy, even with the woofer box
well away from surfaces and off the floor. The
electrostatic panels behave well and do not
suffer too much from the beaming problems
that beset most designs of this type. The
treble has the beguiling smoothness characteristic of the type, but transients were not
reproduced as convincingly as with the
Quads.
The bass performance is well
extended and of reasonable if unexceptional
quality. The crossover integration is perhaps
one of the weak spots for the spatial reasons
mentioned earlier, and also because Ifeel that
both the B139 and electrostatic panels are
being stretched rather beyond their optimum
operating ranges.
At £650 ( estimated UK price) the combination is rather expensive, although it may be
considered that cosmetic desirability or
domestic convenience outweigh sheer valuefor- money considerations. The efficiency of
the panels is very low, so it is difficult to get
high sound levels in a reasonable- sized
room, and may explain why the balance is a
little bass- prominent; it also means that an
expensive amplifier will be required. With
these qualifications, the system is at least as
good as many of the more expensive dynamic
speakers on sound quality grounds, though
it doesn't reach the standards of the best.
There was no earthing system to the mains
energisers of the electrostatic panels, and it
is possible to get a mild but annoying shock
when picking one up to adjust its position, a
situation that is rather irritating and could be
unpleasant in ahouse with children or pets.
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WHAT'S GOOD
TOASTER ISN'T GO
OUR CASSETTE DE

ENOUGH FORA
OD ENOUGH FOR
CKS.
In many parts of the world, the AC
electricity supply has arather irritating
habit. It's prone to fluctuations in voltage
and frequency.
In something as basically crude
as atoaster, this fluctuation has little effect.
But in something as finely balanced
as ahi-fi cassette deck, it can make the
deck's motor change speed, thus causing
fluctuations in tape speed.
For ahi-fi manufacturer as
demanding as Pioneer, this just wasn't
good enough.
So we fitted aspecial, electronically
controlled DC motor to all Pioneer
cassette decks, which isn't affected by AC

e

. fluctuations.
,,__-__e_ Another advantage of this motor
is that it minimises that unwanted
-slurnng sound called 'wow' and that
undesirable quivering sound called 'flutter:
By how much?
To qualify as hi-fi, acassette deck's
wow and flutter shouldn't exceed
±0.20% (DIN).
Whereas even the least expensive

Pioneer cassette deck has awow and
flutter of only ±0.18% (DIN). Which,
in fact, is inaudible.
If all this seems rather pernickety,
we're pleased. Because it's precisely by
such pernicketiness that Pioneer has
become the world's largest specialist hi-fi
manufacturer. As well as probably the
most reliable.
So post the coupon today.
Because if our cassette decks work
well on bad electricity, think how well
they work on Britain's good electricity.
etDPIONIEEn
EVERYTHINGYOUHEARISTRUE.

.•

4

Please send me the Pioneer Colour Catalogue.
Name
Address

Post to: Shrift) ! K) Ltd., Shriro House,
Thi: Ridgeway, Iver, Bucks. SLO 931L.

I fact:
1stylus mass is
meaningless
...unless you measure
it in motion.
The groove-wall force needed to vibrate astylus can't be determined
by weighing the stylus— it needs adynamic measurement!

Th

The Misconception:

e Physics: Imagine two children balanced on a see- saw. If
they're seated close to the pivot, athird person can easily raise and lower the
end of the see- saw. But if the children move out to the very ends of the
see- saw, moving them up and down requires much more effort and muscle.
The mass of the system has not
changed one bit. When the children
are seated at the ends of the seesaw, the effective mass and the
mechanical impedance of the whole
moving system are higher. For a
stylus and record, a lower effective
mass has a lower mechanical impedance and more easily follows
the motions in arecord groove. So,
a stylus with a lower mechanical
impedance has higher trackability.

Contrary to some well- publicized claims, the mass of a stylus, the
effective mass of a stylus, and the force needed to vibrate the
stylus, are not the same thing. Stylus mass is meaningless as an
indicator of performance. The effective mass is only one of
several factors which determine the performance at high
frequencies. The measured trackability is the " bottom line"
specification when you're talking about accurate reproduction
and minimized record wear.

The Measurements:

The Proof:

Cartridge/

Stylus

Effective

stylus

Mass ( mg)

Mass ( mg)

V15 Type III

9.3

0.33

Cartridge "A"

5.3

0.56

Cartridge "B"

11.2

0.58

Cartridge " C"

4.88

0.747

Even though one stylus may have agreater mass than another, the equivalent mass of the first stylus may be lower than the second. The above chart
demonstrates what we mean. It compares the stylus mass and the effective
mass of four popular cartridges, all tested in the same tone arm. It shows no
correspondence between the effective mass and the stylus mass.

rHI 103 REPETITION RATE DISTORTION
1RACK ING FORCE 10 GRAM
PULSED 108 101‘ SIGNAL

Sv
H,
U
,R
,,E
,

PEAK liECORDED VLL

Repetition Rate Distortion curves ( distortion caused by
mistracking) for Shure V 15 Type Ill, and three other low
stationary mass styli ( A, B, and C, as in the chart at left.)
You can readily see that four styli produce different trackability distortion
curves because the mechanical impedances are different. Low effective
mass is an important ingredient of high frequency performance, but it
must be properly combined with other factors to yield optimum
performance. No cartridge has higher trackability than the Shure V 15
Type Ill— and, of the cartridges shown here, none has alower effective
mass! The proof is in the playing.

High Fidelity Cartridges & Styli by

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME 15 6AU—Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881
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Audio Patents Adrian Hope
COME READERS may recall the con %) troversy of a few years ago over omnidirectional versus directional loudspeakers,
with firm differences of opinion between the
Editor and Stig Carlsson of Sweden, mentor
of Sonab and originator of that company's
range of omnidirectional speakers. Sonab
equipment is no longer represented in the
UK, but just prior to its disappearance the
company showed a new range of speakers
which appeared to show a trend away from
omnidirectionalitY. All efforts on my part to
correspond and discuss this apparent change
of heart with Carlsson failed, so Iwas particularly interested to see the recent issue of
two patents ( BP1 484 632 and 1484 633) which
cover the last loudspeaker designs. The
patents give a reasonably clear indication of
Carlsson's current philosophy. In BP1 484 633
he acknowledges as widespread the idea that
reflected sound is disadvantageous'.
He
then goes on to state, only rather vaguely, that
'loudspeakers of the omnidirectional type,
more or less imitating a non- directional

source, have also found supporters'. The
patented invention is based on Carlsson's
observation ' that a modified type of omnidirectional speaker which has from two to
four times higher ratio of direct to reflected
sound than aperfectly non- directional source,
is required to provide truly natural and lifelike stereo or quadraphonic reproduction'.
Deeper into the patent, Carlsson refers to
paying due regard to the greater importance
of the directional information in stereophonic,
as opposed to monophonic, reproduction'.
This seems to indicate a marked change of
direction by Carlsson.
The patented idea is not easy to follow or
synopsise, but appears to rely on mounting
the mid- frequency transducer on the loudspeaker baffle so that it is angled diagonally
to the listening area and also inclined upwards. This is claimed to provide the ideal
ratio of direct to reflected sound in the midrange, independent of frequency. To provide
sufficient direct sound at the HF end, two or
more tweeters are mounted to fire in opposite

Tape Matters Douglas Brown
' oral history' for recordings of
THEmenLABEL
and women reminiscing about the

past was invented by academics and that is
doubtless why it is so off-putting. In fact,
the whole approach of the academics is
likely to be discouraging to the average
amateur recordist, for already an unnecessary
mystique has been created. There need be
no mystique; any intelligent person can
conduct a ' structured interview', and the fact
that he or she is interested only in the
intrinsic value of an individual's personal
memories, rather than in collecting material
that will fit neatly into a pattern of historical
or sociological theory, will give the recording
spontaneity and life.
What most people do not seem to realise
is that there is a ready ' market' for such
tapes; not one in which there are big fees
to be earned, but one which provides a great
deal of satisfaction. Most local libraries have
now begun to build up sound archives and
they are always on the lookout for suitable
material. There are also many specialised
libraries which accept suitable tapes with
gratitude.
My thoughts have turned to this subject
because of my recent experience in collecting
material for a book on the history of the Port
of London. A note published in the house
newspaper of the Port of London Authority
brought letters from a dozen pensioners who
had worked in the port fifty and more years
ago. I have now begun to record their
recollections and the library of the PLA has
indicated positive enthusiasm to acquire the
tapes after I have finished with them. The
material on them will most certainly be of
value to future historians in this field. And
this example could undoubtedly be matched
in most industries and commercial enterprises.
When interviewing, it is essential to have a
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

carefully planned series of questions designed
to bring out the material one seeks in a
logical order; but it is equally important to
allow the subject being interviewed to be
spontaneous.
Consciousness of the recording equipment can be a seriously
inhibiting factor with elderly people, and I
use one of two alternative methods. Iask
them in advance of the meeting to agree to the
interview being recorded. If Iam visiting them
in their homes I use a battery- operated
portable recorder, so that I can place it
casually on achair or table as Ienter the room
and then concentrate on finding the best
place for the microphone as Igo through the
preliminary
greetings
and
introductory
courtesies. Normally, they only notice at the
moment I switch on, with the reminder,
'You don't mind? I'm recording you now'.
The other method is to invite the subject to
my own home, and then Ican use a mains
machine and have everything set up in
advance, with nothing but the microphone
visible.
There is an unlimited supply of fascinating
material to be collected in this way, and there
is a ready audience for it. It is not the type of
material that fits well into the formulae of
any of the existing recording contests in
this country. Ithink one of the leading tape
companies would perform a real service if
it sponsored a new contest for 15- minute
tapes on the ' memories' theme.
3M SCORED another big success with their
'Scotch' Wildlife Recording Contest, which
turned up several hundred entries and provided the material for a BBC ' Living World'
programme a couple of months ago. Lord
Alec Douglas-Home, former prime minister
and student of wildlife, gave a special gloss
to this latest contest by agreeing to come to
the Hilton Hotel celebrations in January to
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directions, for instance two towards the
listener and one towards the room wall.
The second patent also concerns adiagonally- angled midrange unit, mounted at an
inclined angle. Special emphasis is placed on
its mounting in a concave area of the baffle.
(In practice the mid unit of the first ' patent'
speaker is also mounted in a similar way, the
separation of the two ideas being merely for
reasons of patent legality). Carlsson argues
that by both inclining the speaker and mounting it in a shallow pit there is an advantageous effect. The inclined mount means
that direct sound reaches the listener at an
angle, which varies relatively little as the
listener moves from one listening position to
another. Moreover, there is minimal variation
between the intensity of the direct sound and
that reaching the listener after first reflection
from the ceiling. This appears to be largely
due to the increase of direct sound which the
concave mount for the transducer provides
with increasing lateral angle. So the direct
sound to different listening positions is of
almost equal intensity, while the strength of
the first ceiling reflection changes less due to
the slantwise mount of the transducer.

present the prizes.
Keith Biggadyke, a professional gardener
living in Barnet, took the premier award—
£500 worth of ' sound safari' recording
equipment—for a recording of a muntjac
deer, with a nightingale in the background,
made on Forestry Commission territory in
Hertfordshire.
Although he had entered
tapes in two previous contests, this was his
first success. Some of the other winners in
the contest, however, were familiar names:
Jean Clamp, Bill Jackson and Dr Alex
Meldrum have all taken prizes in the British

Keith Biggadyke receives his watercolour ( Muntiac
deer) from Lord Douglas-Home

Amateur Tape Recording
Contest with
wildlife recordings.
But newcomers were
certainly not crowded out. Other winners
were
Charles
Meachem,
of Wolverton,
Charles Myers, of Salop, and Bill Pedley, of
Milton Keynes, with bird recordings; John
Fitzgerald, of Birmingham, with a recording
of a bumble bee being attacked by a swarm
of ants; and Mike King, of Birmingham, whose
recording of snipe was the best entry on
cassette.
The organisers announced at the Hilton
that in future prizes will not take the form of
recording equipment, because most of the
entrants now seem to be very well equipped
in that department. The top award next time
will be a snazzy TV, with Ceefax and Oracle
facilities, valued at £ 1,500.
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at the bottom
start at the top?
Setting out to equip yourself with the
best in HiFi can be apretty confusing
experience, and certainly if you're not very
careful, avery costly one. For years HiFi
has been cloaked in ashroud of mystique
with inadequate products of doubtful quality
being promoted under the all embracing
title of 'high-fidelity:
Like alot of other things— you rarely
get more than you pay for— and HiFi is no
exception. Start out with fancy-looking,
poorly produced products, and befcre long
joy will turn to disappointment— and
pounds to pennies ( poor equipment at
resale doesn't fetch much).
At Marantz we specialise in HiFi —
the very best HiFi. We don't make
television or music centres—just High
fidelity sound equipment. Each piece
individually tested to perform well within
the stated claims; and every piece
designed to last.
Moreover, we don't expect you to know
all the technicalities of HiFi — that's our
job. We'd like to see everyone enjoying
good music, so if you buy wisely, you could
enjoy years of trouble free pleasure, and
in the long run save yourself the pain and
price of costly "trading up:'

Once you've had the opportunity to
hear Marantz we feel sure that you'll agree
with us that it's foolish to fool around at
bottom— when you could start at the top.
I Model 2226B AM/FM Stereo Receiver 26W RMS minimum
J. per channel into 8ohms, 20Hz-20kHz at no more than 0.1%
TH D. Full complementary direct coupled power amplifier. 3-zone
tone controls. Dual gate MOSFET front end. Marantz Dynamic
Stereo headphone with Mylar curvilinear transducer. Frequency
response 30Hz to 151d-lz.
Model 6150 turntable with direct drive servo controlled dual
Li speed DC motor. Precision tracking, static balanced S-shaped
tone arm. Variable pitch controls. Viscous damped cueing control.
Strobe light, in conjunction with raised 'dots' on platter edge
facilitates precise speed adjustment.

2

Model 2120 AM/FM Stereo Tuner. Dual gate MOSFET front
end gives improved linearity, lower inherent noise and better
selectivity. I.F. 'wide' switch increases bandwidth of tuner giving
incredibly low distortion. Switch in 'normal' position retains high
selectivity when receiving weak or distant signals. Record level
switch provides 400Hz tone to preset calibration of tape deck to
give perfect recordings.

e

Model 1090 integrated power amplifier 45W RMS minimum
4per
channel into 8ohms 20Hz-20kHz at no more than 0.1%
THD. Damping factor @ 20Hz 45. Two tape deck monitoring
capability. An ideal companion to Marantz Tuner Model 2120.
To Marantz Audio UK Ltd., Debmarc House,
203 London Road, Staines, Middlesex.
Iwould like further information on model numbers: —
NAME
ADDRESS

HN3

TEL. NO.

For further help ring Terry St. John-Megan on Staines 50132.
MGM
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We sound better

Millet Sale starts March 4th
The picture above was taken one hour
before the doors opened at our last sale. Some
people had queued all night. Every hi-fi store
has sales but Unilet sales are something else.
A Unilet Sale is more than a Sale. It's practically
agiveaway.
You won't find cheap brands at Unilet —
only the best quality equipment that we
normally sell like Aiwa, B Et 0, JVC, Luxman,
Technics, Trio and Yamaha. But you will find
cheap prices — and how. The people who queued
all night last year knew agood bargain when
they saw it.

The list of all the special bargains is
contained in our sale catalogue which will only
be released afew days before the Sale starts.
Remember at Unilet we always cut prices and
at sale time we slaughter them !
If you want to know more about the
legendary Unilet Sale,phone today for your
copy of the sale catalogue and look out your
sleeping bag. You won't be disappointed. After
all,we have a reputation for holding the hi-fi
sale of the year and we aim to keep it.
Unilet Sale starts 09.00 Saturday
March 4th and ends Saturday April 1st.
But you're afool if you wait till the last day.

UNMET

H•
Fl - sourip ADVICE ATa BETTER PRICE
I

Unilet Products Ltd.. 35 High Street, New Malden,Surrey KT3 4BY. 01.942 95678
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HIGH STREET
IDavis Photo

UPL

EZ

Tudor
Williams

Soundings
Donald Aldous

EXCURSIONS into the television
MYmedium
were extended in January by
taking part in a Peninsula programme celebrating the centenary of the ' talking machine',
created and transmitted over the BBC South
West network.
Under the title ' The Wonder of the Age',
Hugh Scully and Joe Pengelly discussed the
evolution of sound recording from Edison's
earliest cylinder phonograph, through Berliner's disc gramophone record, and the
various attempts to increase the playing time
and improve the fidelity of the recordings—
such as the Pathé 20 in. disc and the Edison
Diamond Disc. In a mock-up of Joe Pengelly's great-uncle's Plymouth record store,
an impressive collection of veteran reproducers were demonstrated. Several original
acoustic recordings of the voices of Thomas
Edison, Florence Nightingale, Caruso and
Trumpeter Landfrey blowing the actual trumpet sounded at Balaclava were played on an
electrical pickup system devised by Joe
Pengelly, and a BBC colleague David Dunmall, with aquality unequalled in the transfers
Ihave so far heard by any other technique
used by the major companies.
In the closing section, I peered into the
crystal ball and described afew of the things
to come, from microelectronic circuits, in
which encapsulating large numbers of electronic elements on silicon ' chips' has miniaturised and
significantly increased the
capabilities of such electronic devices, to an
illustration of the latest advance in disc
recording technique using a laser beam for
recording and replaying digital signals on the
surface of a metal-coated flat glass disc.
Produced by a consortium of Japanese
firms, this PCM laser record player was
described in Jean Hiraga's report on the 26th
Tokyo Audio Fair in our December 1977
issue.
The Mitsubishi/Diatone PCM laser disc
player was illustrated by a picture, but my
scoop was to get from London the latest
PCM1 Audio Unit, which we were able to
demonstrate in conjunction with the Sony
Betamax Video Recorder. The specification
figures are impressive—dynamic range of
85 dB (2Hz-20 kHz), with a frequency response covering the same range, within plus/
minus 1dB, and harmonic distortion 0.03% at
1kHz. The wow and flutter are below measurable limits. My thanks are due to Freddie
Tsuchiya, Technical Co-ordinator of Sony
(UK) Ltd. who brought the system down for
us. Iwould also like to acknowledge General
Instrument Microelectronics Ltd. of Mortimer
Street, London, who are from my experience
a most efficiently run company.
To keep this glimpse into the future on a
realistic footing, Ishowed the Philips tape
cassette—and the Sony Elcaset—emphasising that the disc, due to its vast repertoire and
relatively simple production methods, would
co- exist for many years with the tape format.
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An interesting statistic I unearthed during
my research for this programme is that about
50 per cent of British homes have some kind
of tape cassette recorder/player, but 70 per
cent own a disc record reproducer.
WHILE
INVESTIGATING
Pulse
Code
Modulation developments ( which, of course,
are being examined by the BBC Research
Department for recording applications: the
system is already in use by the BBC and other
organisations to convey audio signals between studios and transmitters without loss
of quality), Icame across the latest Sony PWM
professional stereo amplifier, Model TAN 88.
Amplifier designers have for many years
worked on circuitry that would result in a
unit sounding at least as good as the best
Class A system, and yet have none of its
disadvantages. To achieve this goal, one of
the most promising circuits was a PWM
type—that is Pulse Width Modulation. But
until now it would seem that the technology
available to produce a viable unit of this type
was not available or economically acceptable.
Class B methods are, of course, more
efficient, and are widely employed in amplifier
designs, but they have their own limitations.
Sony have now produced a complementary
V-FET coupled workable PWM amplifier,
which has a power output of 160 watts rms
per channel into 8ohms over the full audio
bandwidth, and all of it packaged on achassis
only 3inches high and weighing 23 lb.
The TAN 88 also has a fully regulated
switching
power
supply ( PLPS—power
locked power supply), which ensures that the
circuit will always be operating under exactly
the optimum conditions, irrespective of
volume levels.
On my TV presentation, Iused the Morse
Code analogy to explain as simply as Icould
PCM working, but Ithink Sony's analogy to
the operating principles of PWM referring to
the assembly of a motion picture film is
worth repeating here. Such amovie film consists of thousands of separate stills projected
at a rate of about 24 per second, but the brain
translates these single frames into continuous movement without the viewer being
aware of the discrete images. Similarly, the
PWM system creates thousands of discrete
sound samples, which the brain automatically perceives as a continuous entity.
Therefore, one can regard the PWM
method as basically nothing more than avery
fast—and expensive—switch, which allows
separate packets of power ( pulses) to be
transferred to the loudspeakers. The duration of these ' packets of power' is proportional to the sound level of the original music
signal—in other words, the higher the
volume, the wider the pulse.
QUADRAMAIL, of Fellows Road, London
NW3, have built up an impressive collection
of Direct- Cut Discs, on such imported labels
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as Sheffield Lab, Umbrella (from Canada), and
Telarc. The enterprising Jon Soyka has
recently acquired some fascinating new
direct-cut releases on the Philips' label, for
example, PD- 10001, Belmonte and his Afro
Lation 7, and PD- 10002, Chico O'Farrill and
his NY Latin All Stars. These are manufactured by Nippon Phonogram Co. Ltd. of
Tokyo, as are three other exciting direct- cut
LPs on the EW ( East Wind) label.
EW-10001 ( Take 2) Stereo, has Joe Sample,
piano, Ray Brown, bass, and Shelly Manne,
on drums, in some fine relaxed jazz sounds,
but I
confess to being intrigued bythe acknowledgement on the sleeve: ' Special thanks to
Mr. Oliver Nelson, who passed away just
before the session'. EW-10002, is another
small jazz group, called The Pentagon, and
EW-10003, features the excellent LA-4- Bud
Shank, alto sax and flute, Laurindo Almeida,
guitar, Ray Brown, bass, and Shelly Manne,
drums. The opening 7.37 min. band on Side 1
is ajazz interpretation of Ravel's Pavane Pour
Une Infante Défunte.
Looking at the equipment employed on
these sessions, undertaken in Warner Bros.
Recording Studios, California, one finds
Sennheiser, Neumann, Sony and Shure
microphones abounding, UREI limiter, EMT
reverb, Crown amplifiers, Westlake TM- 1and
Gauss speakers for monitoring, and the
ubiquitous Neumann lathes for master disc
cutting. Local stockists throughout the UK
now carrying or can obtain these direct- cut
LPs from Quadramail.
THESE records use no tape interface, of
course, but a new RCA release, RL25094
(£3.99), that does has received rhapsodic
comments from those in the trade who have
heard advance pressings. Although recorded
as a ' one-take' tape master, the material has
no tape splicing, complex mixdown sessions,
or electronic trickery, and the result is a
superb example of the recording art. Iwas
not surprised to learn that the engineer- incharge was Kenneth Wilkinson, a nonpareil
talent in the recording world. The music on
the disc is by Satie, Ravel and Fauré, performed by the National Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Charles Gerhardt, and
recorded in the Kingsway Hall.
AMONG THE BOOKS Ihad time to read over
Christmas was a new text by Elwyn Evans,
formerly Head of the Radio Training Section,
BBC. Called Radio: A Guide to Broadcasting
Techniques, it is published by Barrie di Jenkins, 24 Highbury Crescent, London N5 1RX,
and costs £3.95.
The author has had a lifetime's experience
in radio, in this country and abroad, and
latterly helped to set up BBC local radio.
His material is aimed at three groups of
people: anyone wanting to break into radio
as a contributor; programme staffs, especially in developing countries, and students of
mass communication.
Mr. Evans has distilled a lot of his special
knowledge and wisdom into the 175 pages of
this book, which absorbed me. If you belong to
a tape club or a dramatic society recording
plays or talks for any outlet ( say, hospital
radio or local radio), this book is obligatory
reading.
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record wear over the life of your records!
Since then AI )C's massive research programme has
created anew state-of-the art, top of the line model -the
/A.:\ IAliptic-designed for ultimate stereo performance
combined vith the concept of zero record wear.
Greatly reduced tip mass
The
Ihas atiny nude diamond with a • 004" x • 008"
rectangular shank.
This achieves more lateral strength than the fashionable
•
006" square shank, plus a10% reduction in mass.
The diamond is mounted on anew tapered stylus, which
again reduces mass.
In fact, the ZI 1has only half the tip mass of the famous
Al
XI ,N I\ Ik11.
Less mass by patent
'lite patented AI )CInduced Nlagnet system, where the
magnet is suspended over tite moving stylus arm instead
of being attached to it, inherently means less mass for the
record groove to move. This, coupled with major innovations in the pivot block stylus suspension (which have
solved deficiencies in the old system), has resulted in
greatly improved frequency response characteristics.
New low-wear ALIPTIC shape
l'he ZI .NIhas anew tip shape that combines the advantages of the elliptical and Shibata shapes, while eliminating their disadvantages.

f

Shibata

Aliptic

Elliptical

It is basically elliptical (. 0003" x . 0007"), but its bottom
radius has been modified to extend the vertical bearing
surface on the groove wull by 100%.
Large enough to great Iredu-ce record wear, while still
small enough to prevent dirt particles being reproduced.
This new shape is called ALIVIICP!
The best polish available
We decided it was worth the extra cost to get the ultimate
polish for the ZLN I.
method involves acam action to shape and polish
evenly while forming the elliptical surfaces simultaneouslv with the other radii. This Pathe-Marconi
method is expensive, but the result makes another
important contribution towards reducing record wear.
Spatial sound
\bull notice adistinct difference in sound quality.
Words such as 'open ' spatial,'
and 'true'
spring to mind. Individual instruments are easily
identified, and there's no hint of listening fatigue.

That's strictly for the competition with its peakier
response.
The new ZLM Aliptic
'I'he culmination of all AI )C's research has resulted in the
new ZLM Aliptic.
Its specifications below are some of the most impressive
around, and with each cartridge you receive an individual,
signed, frequency response testimonial.
Certain ZLM 'sfall within arange of±V2db101.-1z to 20k1 lx
and ±1dIi out to 26k1 Ix.
These rare cartridges are called ZI, NI
Select and are only
available on special order.
The best cartridge we've ever made
The ZLM is without doubt the best cartridge we've
ever made, but it well worth taking acloser look at the
new ADC )UM Ill which incorporates all of the reduced
mass accomplishments of the ZI I, but with atiny
elliptical diamond. This also includes an individual
specification.
Complementing the range, we have the new fourcartridge QLM Mk III series, incorporating our new
design criteria and exciting innovations like the Diasa
(diamond -I- sapphire) elliptical tip.
ZLM Aliptic specifications
Diamond tip
Nude Aliptic
11-aching force '
gram
Frequency response 1011z to 20k1 Ix ±1d13
20kHz to 26k1 lx ±1
1
/
2dli
Output
I .0mV per cm/sec
Output balance
Idll max. diff.
Channel separation 30dB at IkIlz/20dli at 10k1 I/
Inductance
580mil
Resistance
820 Ohms
-17,000011111.
Load resistance
Load capacitance
2'750:
Cartridge weight
5.75 grams
Stylus brush, screwdriver, all
Accessories
mounting hardware and signed
frequency response curve.
2 to r 4

Please write for
our illustrated
brochure.

The new ZLM Aliptecartridge.
The difference between
playing your records and
wearing your records.
AD
Audio Dynamics Corporation,
ADivision of BSR Limited, Powke Lane. Cradles Heath, Warley, \ I
idlands B64 5QH.
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name Theodore Maiman does not conjure up images for you
and me in the manner of William Shakespeare or James Hunt; but
his invention creates more startling images than they ever can; threedimensional ones, for in 1960 Maiman first made aruby crystal produce
Light Amplified by Stimulated Emission of Radiation— LASER for
short. This science-fiction creation from the atomic physics laboratory has reached the public's eye in several forms, but most of them
have been sensational demonstrations put on either by, or for, showmen. Ghostly images at rock concerts, light shows, or the proximity
of aparticularly painful looking beam to the most precious part of
James Bond's anatomy are the ways most people know the laser.
Which is apity, as the implications of laser technology go far beyond
that.
What lies behind the laser is the discovery that an ever increasing
number of transparent substances can be made to emit highly concentrated parallel beams of electromagnetic energy of very narrow
frequency bandwidths, some as intense as amillion suns. Also, this
effect is not just limited to the visible spectrum of light but can be
created at X-ray, infra- red and ultra-violet frequencies as well.
Preceding the laser was the maser ( Microwave Amplification by
Stimulated Emission of Radiation) which used the effect to produce
highly concentrated beams of radio waves; this was first achieved in
1954. The only limitation is finding materials that lase—or mase—at
the required fundamental wavelength.
But the properties of intensity and narrow bandwidth are only half
the story so far as the laser is concerned. Laser beams are also
'coherent'. This means that all the advancing wavefronts in the beam
are exactly in line, or, as an audio engineer would say, in phase. This
is analogous to the ridges and furrows of aneatly ploughed field,
whereas white light from the sun, for instance, consists of arandom
jumble of wavefronts of wide frequency bandwidth, rather like the
surface of the sea. Also, laser beams remain parallel sided for great
distances and would only be afew miles across as far away as the
moon. No detectable spread has been found up to 15 kilometres from
the source. These remarkable properties of coherence, bandwidth,
intensity and parallelism are those which interest scientists and
engineers alike, and lasers are now leading useful lives in such varied
applications as astronomy—the distance between the earth and the
moon has been measured to an accuracy of less than ayard; medicine
—detached retinas have been rewelded to the eye; aviation— rangefinders, target markers and artificial horizons; the clothing industry—
for cutting cloth; and not least in the loudspeaker industry for measuring vibration.
Returning to the most publicised forms of laser effects, the hologram has been used to startle audiences by the sudden production of
three-dimensional images in thin air. In anutshell, the aspect of laser
holography that makes it attractive to the study of vibration is that it is
possible, with relatively simple equipment, to obtain ahighly accurate
analysis of avibrating object, literally cycle by cycle.
What is ahologram? It is actually aphotograph which, when seen
with the naked eye, looks like asmoky glass plate or plastic film with
funny smudges and rings all over it. However, when illuminated with
coherent light from alaser, three-dimensional images are created
which have the eerie property that one can look behind and around
them. In short, the image stored on the photographic emulsion is the
result of the interference of the original coherent beam direct from the
laser and the reflected beam from the object under study. This
resulting interference pattern contains phase information which can be
reconstructed by illumination with acoherent laser beam to give an
image whose shape is that of the original object under study.
(Incidentally, phase coherent loudspeakers in stereo produce the
effect of depth for similar reasons.)
Two remarkable properties of the hologram remain to be described.
One is that asingle plate can store many separate holograms; for
instance, the London Telephone directories could be stored on asmall
number of plates. The other is that all parts of the plate store images
and the plate can be broken into quite small pieces before significant
degradation of the holographic image occurs. Even moving images
can be stored, so the science-fiction 3D cine camera of the year 2000
may well have asingle piece of film or asingle crystal in it.
It's when we come to look at vibrating objects that holography comes
into its own, because, depending on how we do it, we can see not only
aperfect image of the object when we look through the hologram, but
we also get the added bonus of aset of dark lines on the surface of the
image. The number and shape of these lines is related to the way in
which the object was vibrating when the hologram was taken. These
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dark lines are called ' interference fringes' and each fringe represents
achange in the amplitude of vibration of the object surface by
approximately half awavelength of the laser light—which in this case is
3164 Angstrom units or .0003164 millimetres. The overall effect is
very much like acontour map where each line, instead of representing
the height above sea level, represents instead the ' height' above zero
vibration amplitude.
Holography itself was invented long before the laser by Professor
Dennis Gabor, but he was only able to use the very weak and unsatisfactory sources of coherent light available at the time, so that holography marked time until the laser was invented.

In Gabor's original system (fig. 1) adivergent beam of light strikes a
small object and most of the light, being unaffected, passes on to
strike the photographic plate directly; this forms the ' reference beam'.
Some of the light, however, is bent or diffracted round the object and
so forms the ' object beam'. These two beams then interact with each
other to form asystem of ' interference fringes' where they overlap, and
some of these fringes are captured by the photographic plate. If the
object is removed and the reference beam alone is allowed to fall onto
the developed photographic plate, the recorded lines or ' fringes' bend
some of the light in the reference beam into an exact replica of the light
which originally came from the object. Unfortunately some of the
reference beam is also bent into another image in line with the object,
but on the other side of the photographic plate. Light from one image
therefore messes up the light from the other. This fact, together with
the weakness of coherent sources originally available, meant that
holography was little used in the fifteen years following its discovery.
The laser, apowerful source of ' coherent' light, became available in
1961 and Leith and Upatneiks applied it to holography in 1962. They
solved the problem of separating the two images by using areference
beam which fell on the photographic plate at adifferent angle from the
object beam (fig. 2). Here, on reconstruction with the reference beam,
one image is once again formed on the object ( or at its former
position), but the other image is no longer in line with it and can
therefore be neglected if required. It should be emphasized that one
does not look at ahologram but through it to the reconstructed scene
hanging in space behind it in true '3D'. The hologram therefore acts
like awindow onto ascene that may no longer be there.
The next significant advance in vibration analysis came in 1965, when
Powell and Stetson (and Burch) observed the dark lines, also called
'fringes', which occurred on the reconstructions of objects that had
been vibrating while being holographically recorded. They then went
on to derive the complex relationship between the fringes seen on the
object and the actual motion that had been taking place during
recording. Since then, double exposure techniques whereby two
holograms are taken one after the other on the same photographic
plate have been used. These techniques allow two different positions
of the object to be recorded at different times and then played back
simultaneously. Light from the two reconstructed images then
interacts or interferes to give aset of dark lines on the object, each line
corresponding to ahalf wavelength change in object position between
exposures. So we now have acontour map showing how much the
object moved between exposures. But how will this system be of any
use to us when the object is continually vibrating? The answer is to
use what are known as stroboscopic techniques.
With the basic stroboscope what we do is simply to illuminate a
vibrating object with aseries of very short flashes of light; each flash
occurs at the same point in each successive object vibration. For
instance, if the object were avibrating loudspeaker cone, the cone
would be going in and out of its chassis once per cycle. We could
arrange the light to flash only when the cone was fully out. The cone
would then appear to us to be stationary and fixed in the ' out' position.
Now we can adapt this system to holography by taking one exposure
with the cone stationary and then, with the cone vibrating, we can
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arrange for the laser to flash on only when the cone is ' out', thus
forming the other exposure. The lines on the image so formed on
reconstruction with the reference beam show how much each part of
the cone was vibrating in the ' out' position compared with the
stationary or rest position.
Holography offers several advantages over more traditional methods
of vibration analysis. For instance, ' raw' stroboscopic illumination
using just aflashing neon bulb to illuminate the cone may be used only
with relatively large amplitude vibrations. Strain gauges, accelerometers and position sensing devices measure only at individual points
and may well affect the vibrations being studied. Other techniques
such as moire, powder and interferometry have other associated
difficulties, whereas holography allows us to see very simply how the
whole surface of the object is vibrating without affecting it in any way.
For agood hologram to be taken with alaser giving asteady output
(as distinct from aseries of pulses), various parts of the optical system
must not move relative to each other by more than an eighth of a
wavelength of light—except of course for the vibrations of interest.
This requirement may be met simply by using amassive slab of
material resting on some form of vibration isolation, which may be as
elementary as apile of old newspapers. In our case we use aslab of
reinforced concrete resting on one hundred of the ' sphereodynamic'
suspension members which were so successful in isolating floorborne vibrations from the pickup arm of the Leak 2001 turntable system.
When loudspeakers are to be hologrammed, however, the absence of
low frequency components transmitted from the floor or the air ( or
even electrically as hum from the amplifier) is even more important.
This is because for agiven input level ( of hum) or intensity level ( of
external vibrations), the amplitude of cone motion increases four-fold
for every halving of frequency. This in turn means that speaker cones
undergo relatively large movements in response to relatively small
amounts of amplifier hum or floor and air- borne vibrations. So extra
precautions have to be taken to exclude these. A further problem is
caused by the fact that most cones are relatively floppy and unstable
and can easily sag or creep by afew wavelengths of light in asmall
time. Long-term experiments are therefore difficult with most cones,
and holographic systems must be developed which require the
minimum possible time to give their results.
However, if we do have astable cone to examine (and for instance
cones of a ' sandwich' construction are more stable), then we can take
what is known as a ' live fringe' hologram and study the vibrations of
the cone as they actually happen. Now a ' live fringe' hologram is
simply ahologram of the stationary object which, after being developed,
allows the reconstructed image to fall accurately on top of the object
itself. So when we look through this ' live fringe' hologram we see two
images. One is the object itself illuminated by laser light, and the other
is the holographic reconstruction. These two images can interact just
as if they had been recorded on the same plate. But in this case we can
see the fringes in ' real time' as they actually happen between the
vibrating object and its stationary holographic reconstruction. In fact,
the vibrations of the object will usually be stroboscopically frozen by
flashing the light from the laser on and off when using this technique.
Even though holograms can be taken without any special treatment
being given to the object, less light and therefore aless powerful laser
may be used if surface treatment of some kind is employed. Black
speaker cones obviously have to be treated in some way to make them
visible at all. A fine spray of silver paint is used, which forms an
unconnected network of tiny spots which reflect light back quite well
and do not affect the cone stiffness or add appreciably to its mass.
For amore permanent holographic record of cone motion, and to
overcome the stability difficulty, there are two major fundamental types
of approach. The first is the ' time averaged method', in which a
photographic plate is simply exposed to the light reflected from the
steadily vibrating cone. The hologram produced is akind of average of
all the positions occupied by the cone during the exposure. For a
normally vibrating object the result is similar to the hologram that
would have been produced by exposing the plate only to the two
extreme ends of the movement—simply because the object spends
most of its time there. It can be shown that the brightness of the lines
seen on the object follows the lower curve in fig. 3, where the peaks
correspond to bright lines and the dips to dark lines, and where we
move from no vibration on the left-hand side to larger and larger
vibrations across to the right. Paradoxically, the peaks on the left
corresponding to small vibration amplitudes are higher than those on
the right corresponding to larger amplitudes. The latter are obviously
more difficult to see than the brighter ones in the low amplitude
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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regions, while the brightest one on the far left ( corresponding to no
movement at all) is very easy to pick out—afeature which can often be
very useful. The time averaged method has the further advantages of
simplicity and short exposure times.
Alternatively we may use the ' stroboscopic frozen fringe technique'
where the plate is exposed to the stationary object and then exposed
again to any desired part or ' phase' of the object's vibration cycle by
appropriately choosing where the laser light is made to flash on. On
reconstruction with the reference beam, both images are produced at
the same time, giving apermanent record of the dark and bright lines.
Pictures made in this way are called frozen fringe stroboscopic
holograms. This technique has the advantages that the fringes are
equally bright out to regions of high vibration amplitude ( upper curve
in fig. 3) and are thus easier to interpret. This is because each fringe
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CURVE- BRIGHTNESS OF TIME- AVERAGED FRINGES
UPPER CURVE - BRIGHTNESS OF STROBOSCOPIC FRINGES

corresponds exactly to an increase in the vibration amplitude of one
half wavelength of the light used. Now, however, the areas which are
not moving at all are not so easy to pick out because they are merely as
bright as all the other bright regions. Another disadvantage is that at
least 90% of the light from an ordinary laser will be wasted because the
stroboscopic action must switch off the light for nine tenths of the
time.
Further disadvantages of the stroboscopic method are that only one
small part of the vibration cycle is preserved, and adifficult live fringe
hologram has be taken beforehand so that we can ensure that the
second of the two exposures freezes the correct part of the cycle.
Perhaps the simplest way of stroboscopically interrupting the laser
light is to attach aperforated disc to aspecial motor and drive this and
the speaker from the same oscillator. The illumination point in the
object cycle is then simply altered by rotating the whole motor about
its spindle axis.
To overcome the various difficulties anew method of scanned
holography was devised and used to study loudspeakers. With the
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amplitude pattern
System' effects

6b

basic version of the scanning technique, adisc with anumber of radial
slits is placed immediately in front of the photographic plate and both
the object and reference beams pass through the slits to fall on the
photographic plate ( fig. 4). The design of the plate holder is designed
to prevent any air- current effects which might arise from proximity of
the spinning disc.
During one cone cycle agiven slit moves across the whole hologram.
The next slit will trace the same path during the next cycle, and so on.
By taking two exposures, one with the cone vibrating and one with it
stationary, awhole series of frozen fringe holograms is taken along the
photographic plate. On reconstruction, fringes corresponding to any
part of the cone cycle may be seen by looking through the appropriate
section of the hologram. Thus the need for alive hologram to set the
'phase' of the strobe action is removed because we have preserved the
whole vibration cycle on one hologram. Fig. 5shows aphotograph
taken from the maximum amplitude part of ascanned hologram.
This first scanning system still requires two exposures to form the
two separate images required for the frozen fringe hologram, so a
second system was designed to eliminate the small time delay between
exposures during which paper cones could sag alittle. With this
system two slits trace the photographic plate during one cone cycle to
obviate the need for asecond stationary exposure. Each succeeding
slit traces the opposite half of each cycle. On reconstruction, fringes
are seen on the cone corresponding to all the amplitude differences
between opposite parts of the vibration cycle. For instance, we will be
freezing both the point in the cycle when the cone is fully out ad the
point where it is fully in ( as well as all the intermediate points). There
is therefore one point along the hologram where the peak- to- peak
fringe system is seen, with lines corresponding to interference between the two maximum points in the object's vibration cycle—so the
need for asecond stationary exposure is removed.
An interesting phenomenon known as the ' blanking system' was
discovered with this technique, as shown in fig. 6. It can be seen that
every now and then along the hologram, corresponding to different
parts of the vibration cycle, thicker darker lines blank out the more
normal thinner ones ( a)—which can still be seen lurking in the oright
parts of the more coarse blanking system ( b). These thick fringes are
not related in pattern to the usual ones, but theory shows that they are
due to subharmonics (
i.e. frequencies produced by the speaker which
are half or some other sub- multiple of the input frequency), and a
further scarning system has been devised which shows up su bharmonics orly!
Turning now to particular types of drive unit, investigations on paper
cones have shown that the fringes systems seen can be very complex
and difficult to interpret, as shown in fig. 7. The ideal speaker would
produce no lines or fringes at all on its holographic reproductipn.
This is because it should be operating like arigid piston pushing and
pulling the air as one solid unit. But even if it does ' break-up' and
neighbouring regions of the cone surface do their own thing, this is
not necessarily as bad as it wou'd at first appear, because in some
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NEW TWEETER.
NEW SPEAKER.

THE NEW TEESDALE SP2:
AWharfedale computer optimised speaker system. 40Hz-26kHz at ± 3db.

TheTeesdale SP2 is anew Wharfedale speaker.
It has an Isodynamic tweeter.
The tweeter works on acompletely different principle.
It is driven evenly. It moves more quickly
So it sounds crisper, sharper and tighter.
You might think theTeesdale SP2 reaches new heights.
Right.And wrong. Because its bass optimised,too.

wrim
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WHARFEDALE SOUNDS BETTERTHAN THE COMMON HEARD.
Please write for further details to: `r,ke .Rank HI Ft. PO. Box 70.Great West Road, Brentford. Middlesex,TW8 9HR.
Distributed in Ireland by: Kilroy Brothers Ltd.. Shanowen Road.Whitehall. Dublin 9. Tel: 379961.
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cases sound radiated from neighbouring regions of equal amplitude
but opposite phase will mutually cancel close to the loudspeaker, with
minimal effect on the response curve. Only sound from those break-up
regions which is not cancelled close to the speaker unit—such as that
from an asymmetrical breakup pattern—will affect the response curves
of paper cones. With cones of other constructions all the breakup
regions may well contribute to the response curve without mutual
cancellation.
However, it is possible to categorise the fringe systems seen into
seven main types drawn from the systems seen on vibrating discs.
These range from the ideal piston system where no fringes are seen
on the cone itself but where the surround shows several circular
concentric fringes (fig. 8), to the worst type where the cone breaks up
FIG. 8

HOLOGRAM RECONSTRUCTION OF 'PERFECT' CONE BEHAVIOUR
CHASSIS RECONSTRUCTED
WHITE ONLY

FRINGES SEEN IN A
LOUDSPEAKER
SURROUND WITH TWO
FRINGES OF 'PISTON .
MOTION ANO THREE OF
DISC MODE BREAK-UP.

SET OF CONCENTRIC EQUALLY SPACED
FRINGES IN THE SURROUND

CONE RECONSTRUCTED AUNIFORM
BLACK GREY OR WHITE

Into assymetrical areas going up and down in turn. Other systems like
rocking' and ' edge bending' are self-explanatory. Some of the more
regular modes are shown in fig. 9. Each kind of fringe pattern has
either acharacteristic sound or aconsequence of another kind
associated with it. For instance, ' rocking fringes' may not actually
affect the sound output in any way but indicate that early failure of the
unit may be expected. Edge bending fringes are usually associated
with surround- to- cone ' mismatches' which can have aserious effect
on the sound, and so on. As with most loudspeaker measurements,
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interpretation is therefore not asimple matter, and the use of the
measurement system may therefore depend on an ability to interpret
the results usefully.
The results on sandwich and plastic cones have so far proved to be
the most useful, and have helped in giving significant improvements in
performance. Sandwich cones are made by sandwiching alayer of
expanded polystyrene between two aluminium skins. The response
curves of atypical sandwich bass unit, without crossover, is shown in
fig. 10(a). It can be seen that peaks of high amplitude occur when this
speaker eventually breaks up, even though this happens at frequencies
several octaves higher than with equivalent paper units. The lower
curve ( b) plots the results of atreatment suggested by holography,
which showed that all the breakup modes of these speakers are circular
in character. In fact if all speakers were completely uniform in their
physical properties only circular patterns would occur, because the
way they are supported and driven tends to favour these patterns
exclusively. Indeed, some physical properties of sandwich and plastic
cones change by as little as 5% from one part of the cone to another,
whereas some paper cones have shown changes as large as 100%.
The fact that sandwich cones always have apoint of maximum breakup
movement at the voice- coil allows us to damp out all the unwanted
vibrations in one fell swoop without great loss in sensitivity by
attaching adamping bung to the coil with a ' Iossy' glue.
Plastic cones also tend to break up into circular patterns because of
their uniform physical properties. In this case, however, applying the
damping bung method is not so effective, so another approach was
tried and proved to be successful. In this case lines of holes in akind
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When the engineers at Koss introduced the
worlds first electrostatic stereophone in 1968, it
became the standard of the industry Now, after
nine years of research and development comes
the worlds most accurate electrostatic
stereophone... the Auditor ESP/10. A stereophone
so unique that it defies the imagination.
Full range electrostatic reproduction without
distortion. All the music your ears are able to hear,
and much more. Because, unlike any other
stereophone, the ESP/10 has been designed to
reproduce the entire musical spectrum to the
required specifications of the human ear. And
when you combine research like that, with the
technical superiority of electrostatic transducers,
you have the most exciting means of musical
reproduction available.

throughout the entire frequency range. That means
low distortion and virtually no time lag between
signal and response. And since the E/10 energizer
uses a low- voltage bias supply, instead of mains
AC, it is safe and reliable.
Why not write for complete details on the
full range of Koss stereophones or stop in at your
audio specialist for a live demonstration of the
stereophone that fulfills the electrostatic promise...
the Koss Auditor ESP/10. From the people who
invented stereophones.

Tape Munic Distributors Ltd., 114 Ashley Road,
St. Albans, Herts. AU 5JR.
Yes, please send me more information on Koss Stereophones.
Name:
Address: _

Unlike ordinary stereophones, the ESP/10
utilizes two electrically conductive parallel plates
with a low mass membrane stretched between
them. A low- voltage DC charge emitted from the
Koss E/10 energizer, stiffens the membrane so
that it can move with complete uniformity
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stereophones
From the people who invented stereophones.

12 Progressive removal of break-up patterns on adome tweeter

11 Plastic cone before and after treatment
(Left and right respectively).

of breakwater pattern were applied to the cone and each hole was filled
with damping material. Fig. 11 shows how effective this treatment has
been in reducing unwanted circular vibration patterns, illustrating
the before and after holograms. The use of holography in the design
of dome tweeters is afurther example of how it enables the designer to
see how the driver is actually departing from desirable behaviour.
Dome tweeters often have acentral region that gets ' left behind' as the
voice- coil goes up and down. Cone profiles which minimise this
defect can be chosen with the aid of holography, as shown in the
sequence of pictures in fig. 12. Another source of trouble is the
positioning and type of lead-in wires, which can cause cone ' rocking' at
specific frequencies. A case cured by repositioning is shown in
fig.

13.

FIG. 10

FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF SANDWICH CONE BEFORE AND
AFTER TREATMENT
HOLOGRAM
CORRELATES

(a)
/
7

To conclude, we have seen that holography can give indications as
to why agiven speaker may sound bad, or may fail in service, and can
even give pointers in some cases as to what to do about the problem.
The sensitivity of the technique is just right for looking at mid- range
units and tweeters, where more traditional techniques like the ordinary
strobe are no longer sensitive enough.
Holography and techniques like delayed resonance testing—which
is equivalent to the sophisticated computer technique of ' cumulative
decay spectra'—are helping to take some of the subjectivity out of
speaker measurements during development, but the final arbiter will
always be the designer's and the customer's ear and judgement.
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TO many people a gramophone record or a cassette is simply an inert piece of material which
I they place on or in a machine in order to enjoy the luxury of hearing their favourite music
played by the world's leading music ans in the comfort of their home.

Perhaps these people are

the sane and sensible ' I'm all right Jacks' of this world. In the end we all agree that the object of
the vast and complicated operation known as the record industry is to help us to listen to music
in as near a perfect state as we can obtain or afford. The means to that end—the technical miracle
of arecord, the commercial hustle that brings it to the shop counter. perhaps even the musicians,
singers and conductors ( may we be forgiven for saying so) should ultimately be forgotten. The
end, the music of Beethoven or Berlioz or Britten, is what matters. We all accept that.
But sadly or gladly, whichever your viewpoint, it must be admitted that once you become interested
in any subject, certainly once you become, even in the smallest way a collector ( which is another
name for an addict) then the means begin to have a growing fascination.

There is no book

collector that we know of who does not find books curiously fascinating even before he reads them.
It is the same with records. At an early stage they cease to be inanimate objects undeserving of
affection. They become personal possessions, even personal friends. One never throws out an
o'd favourite without deep regret. They take on acharacter, a character that is acompound of the
kind of sound they produce, the kind of sleeve that adorns them and the label that they proudly
bear. The label is the real magic. Once acollector in possession of adozen discs or so, we begin
to talk knowledgeably of the typical EMI or Decca sound, of the particular pleasures that RCA or
CBS have or have not brought us, of ihe almost secret service that small specialist labels offer
for our personal and secret tastes. We have then truly entered the world of recorded sound.
As a magazine that stands somewhere between producer and buyer, and as writers who try to
describe with equal fairness both the virtues and the faults of what we can only describe as our
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collective friend, the record industry, we sometimes take it all for granted. Those of us who are
privileged to wander in and out of the hallowed doors of record companies, to listen to recording
sessions, to meet the artists, to take wine with the producers and managers, are in danger of
knowing the scene almost too well to be able to take an objective view. It is when we meet the
record buyers and collectors that we both realise our privilege and how deeply interested they are
in what goes on and why.
In future issues we are hoping to dig fairly deeply into various record making and selling
activities, to look at what goes on in the recording studio, to examine the role of the record producer, to sympathise with the retailer's difficulties. We would like to make a start by offering you
our personal impressions of the record industry as awhole. The total record business is so vast
and involved that it is only within our grasp in this instance to deal with that part of it that mainly
concerns this magazine—the classical record business. It would be equally, possibly even more
fascinating, to take a look, at a later date, at the highly intriguing ( in more than one sense) world of
middle-of-the-road and pop music- making that actually accounts for some 90% of record production in this country. But for the moment we stick to the classical areas. We intend to take a
friendly but not entirely uncritical look ( aware that we ourselves shall certainly be criticised for
not being aggressive about bad pressings and gaps in the repertoire) at the various labels that
make up our current classical record scene. What do we expect when we buy a record that bears
an HMV, a Decca, a DG, or a Philips label? Why do we expect it, and who are the people who
make these companies what they are?
In general terms we believe that we have the best record industry in the world. There may be
reasons to state that certain things are done better elsewhere, and we can offer no deep insight
into the Russian or Chinese record industry. But it is generally accepted that the British record
industry maintains the highest artistic and technical standards or, at least, tries to—for humans
are ever fallible. We are certainly aware that the classical record business, although inevitably
dictated by the fearsome spectre of the accountant, is run by people who are as dedicated to music
and to records as we are—the writers and critics; as you are—the spenders and collectors. We
begin therefore, not without some trepidation at inadequacy of space and time, to take our look
at the record industry.

A personal view, let us re-emphasise, not the view that comes to us in

record company handouts. And our letter columns and pages are open to any company or person
who might disagree with our views. To sum up the British classical record scene, firstly it can be
broken down into two major British- based companies, EMI and Decca. These are closely followed
and rivalled by a number of companies that we have come to look upon as British but which have
their operation centre in America or elsewhere— RCA, CBS, Phonogram and Polydor. These
may be smaller companies in UK terms, but CBS, international as well as American, assure us
that they are, without question, the biggest record organisation in the world, a claim closely
challenged by the big Dutch- based Philips organisation or by Deutsche Grammophon in Germany
(which rivals EMI in historical seniority) or the great RCA- Victor organisation in America. Past
and present cross- breeding between all these labels incredibly complicates such considerations.
There are important labels like Argo and Music for Pleasure that operate with acertain amount of
independence but are part of the bigger groups; there are medium-sized firms like Pye and
Rediffusion and many more, some acting simply as outlets for foreign labels; many mentioned
above are simply a part of larger electronic or electrical companies. Of no less interest are the
many smaller firms like Enigma, Vista, Abbey, Saga, Lyrita, Oryx, Pickwick, some specialising in
the cheaper record market or some special field of music- making, many of them stemming from
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the vision and effort of one man— some of them like Rare Recorded Editions almost fanatical in
their zeal.

AT THE SIGN OF THE DOG AND TRUMPET
INEVITABLY we must start with EMI, the doyen of Briti sh com pan i
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one of the world's most famous trademarks, Mr. Francis Barraucl's mongre ' Nipper' peering
quizzically into a gramophone horn, visibly puzzled by the curious sounds that carne from it in
those early days which the faithful creature vaguely identified as ' his master's voice'— an inspired
choice of name. Starting with the intent of promoting the new American invention, The Gramophone Company was formed in 1898 not only to promote American goods but, as the directors
then firmly insisted, to make records in London and Europe as well. But this is not the place to
sort out all the ramifications of gramophone history, which has been adequately done elsewhere.
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We are interested in what EMI is and stands for today. Yet we can hardly ignore that the nature
of EMI has partly stemmed from the days of the red and plum- labelled HMV 78s, when aconsider-
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able percentage of its output emanated from the American Victor studios— Toscanini and the
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rest—which now, of course, has a separate outlet in this country as RCA. British HMV progressively asserted its own authority and independence with the opening of its own large factory
at Hayes in 1907 ( with similar operations at Dum-Dun near Calcutta, India and elsewhere) where
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much of the recording was also done. There were also mobile studios. In 1931 The G-amophone

nuts.

Company merged with its growing rival Columbia, which was rapidly buying up other British and
Continental labels, and became EMI— Electric and Musical Induslries Limited—the new company bringing a large percentage of the European gramophone business into one stable. The
same year Sir Edward Elgar opened the famous and historical Abbey Road studios. Even in those
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days record producers were becoming legends themselves.

Anyone acquainted with record

history knows of the HMV key- man Fred Gaisberg who brought Caruso into the fold and Joe
Batten who came in along with Columbia.
In 1957 EMI ceased to be an outlet for RCA Victor, able to lose a vast historical catalogue with
equanimity, having one of equal stature of its own making, and later merging in 1955, mainly
on the popular side, with the American Capitol label which had already had a brief flirtation with
Decca. EMI had its own outlet from 1953 in America with the Angel label ( already another famous
trademark) although it is an interesting curiosity to note that it has only been in recent months
that records have gone out in the USA with EMI America on the label.
Even to start to mention the names connected with EMI recording history is to risk a grave
danger of missing somebody important. Names like Alfred Clarke, founder figure of EMI in
France and managing director in England around the First World War period, Louis Sterling who
became managing director when Clark became chairman, through time to Joseph Lockwood
who became chairman in 1954, and the present chairman Sir John Read; and famous managing
directors of EMI Records like L. G. Wood. The succession of names and knighthoods has
conspired inevitably to make EMI the establishment of the record industry, politically a sort of
artistic cabinet, musically what we cannot help thinking of as an extra Academy of Music. The

Douglas Pudney, Robert Leslie, Eugen
Jochum, Mrs Jochum and Peter Andry

musical journalist enters the hallowed doors, feeling something like a mouse at a harvest festival,
to find, with some relief, that he will be greeted with gentlemanly courtesy by even the most
elevated of the hierarchy. Perhaps, the modern metal partitions of 20 Manchester Square, and
the various overflow offices that EMI occupies around the Wigmore Street area, are no longer
quite as consecrated in atmosphere as the graver portals of Hayes, but EMI ( from the classical
aspect) is still as gentlemanly and as learned a place as ever. We of recent years will always
think of people like John Whittle and Ronald Kinloch Anderson as typical EMI men, combining
the careful erudition of Harley Street physicians or Oxford ( or even Cambridge) dons with an
almost mystical discretion about crude commerce.

Maybe EMI's accountants are now more

openly to be seen, but the company, one feels, is still basically concerned with music and treating
music with affection and respect.

One outstanding aspect of this is in their early association

with Sir Edward Elgar and their lasting scholarly concern that his music should be not only
available on record but with every footnote in place.

As ever, the people who are concerned in

creating and putting EMI before us are gentlemen who observe all the courtesies when talking
to you. You take no facetious liberties with erudite men like the Director of Classical Recording

Christopher Bishop, Yehudi Meiuhin,
Peter Andry and Sir Adrian Boult

and General Manager of the International Classical Division Peter Andry and their Senior Record
Producer and Deputy Manager Christopher Bishop who would make an ideal principal of an
Academy of Music and has a brand of careful wit that can kill any musical charlatan at twenty
yards. Some of the younger producers now wear with- it clothes and take off their ties in the
control room, but such practices are only happening gradually. And if you wish for musical
knowledge then the Manager of Creative Services ( International Classical Division) Douglas
Pudney has more facts at his fingertips than Grove, and Bryan Crimp ( Product Manager of the
EMI Record Classical Division) gives the encyclopedic impression of having been with the
company since 1898 even though he does dress stylishly. And there is most effective female
infiltration in the pleasant and practical presence of Classical Promotion Manager Joan Coulson.
It can be seen from the above titles that EMI has become a vastly complicated organisation
(possibly too complicated) as the present Director of Group Music Leslie Hill has himself remarked
in print. But somehow through the efforts of such people as the new Managing Director of EMI
Records Ramon Lopez, Marketing Manager Michael Letchford and the General Manager of the
Classical Record Division John Pattrick the records emerge to our eternal gratification.
It is perhaps an injustice to EMI's distinguished roster of recording engineers to say that the
sounds they produced are simply what will decently serve the music. The EMI sound, if one can
generalise with any sense, is rich and rounded, rarely gimmicky, a true red- label sound from the
beginning. New-fangled ideas like quadraphony are mentioned apologetically and cassettes are
brought out through aside door. Perhaps EMI may bridle at our attempt to paint them with an old-

Ronald Kinloch Anderson

fashioned image but we beg them to maintain this splendid character in a brash world, and to
play down their undoubted commercial acumen and success.

Above all, of course, it is the artists they serve that add the final gloss. Conductors ranging
from the de Gaulle- like Otto Klemperer, the Elgarian English gentleman figure of Sir Adrian Boult
to the overflowingly musical personality of Sir John Barbirolli. Who else cou d exclusively record
so courteous a person as Yehudi Menuhin; where else could someone so like an Old Testament
prophet as Paul Tortelier be asked to make records; where else could those who tread in the
steps of Caruso and Chaliapin—stars like Maria Callas and Victoria de los Angeles— be expected
to indulge in musical commerce? If EMI has also promoted the with- it image of André Previn it
was merely turning a blind eye to flamboyance out of respect for musical qualities— rather like
Beecham all over again who could be naughty because he was basically a Columbia man. It is
as difficult not to make glaring omissions in the EMI roll- call as tis to pinpoi-it their specialit es.
Certainly English music, with one notable exception, certainly the great classics, certainly the
great Italian opera tradition with new geniuses like Muti following in the steps of Toscanini,
Sabata and Giulini. Certainly in the Diaghilev- like activities of Walter Legge.
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Down in the archives
it's up to Stanton

Everyone who appreciates fine music tries to choose hi-fi equipment
which will give him near perfect sound reproduction. And if you think
this task is difficult with a new recording how would you like to be
faced with the need to accurately reproduce the sound from Edison
Diamond Discs, Pathes, and Aeolian-Vocalions? That's just what the
Institute of American Musicals is faced with — and that's precisely
why they turned to Stanton cartridges.
The Institute collection consists of approximately 35,000 discs,
just about the sum total of American Musicals, from Berliners of the
1890's through the latest stereo and quadraphonic recordings. The
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machines to play these accurately, but the arms are heavy and the old
sty i insensitive and somewhat worn. Furthermore the acoustic
playback does not permit them to ' liter tie surface noise or tape these
rare records.
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Miles Kreuger, President of the Institute, discussed his problem
with other famed and experienced archivists. They all agreed that the
Stanton calibrated 681 series was the answer. Naturally, it is the
ti81 Triple- E for critical listening and taping with more recent discs;
the special 681 stylus for LP's and, for the old ones, a 681 cartridge,
especially w.red for vertical response ( with a1mil stylus).
Today, thanks to Stanton, the scholars, authors and researchers, who
are dependent on the Institute's materials to pursue their projects,
can get perfection of any of the material in the collection.
The work of the I
nsti:.ute is important work .... Stanton is proud to
be an integral part of it.
Whether your ur.;age involves archives, recording, broadcasting or
home entertainment, your choice should be the cnoice of the professionals .... the Stanton 681 TRIPLE E.
Write or phone for details today of your nearest franchised Stanton
dealer.
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SOUTH SIDE MUSIC
It is of a signiricarce, perhaps not noted hitherto, that Decca have firmly occupied, for the last
few decades, from their incredibly dingy and dark dungeon of a place in the Brixton Road in the
1950s to the present pugnacious building on the Albert Embankment, a firmly entrenched battle
front south of the Thames. It has seemed to us, allowing for journalistic exaggeration, that Decca
have always had to make their mark by doing things in adifferent way to EMI, perhaps unconsciously,
but certainly effectively. In fact, many of the things they have done and conspicuously made their

DECO>

own, have been matters of moving into territory where EMI was not at that moment holding sway.
Again significantly, the Decca trademark was at one time predominantly an ear, long known in
the business as Attwood's ear in memory of a pleasantly eccentric publicity manager, still a living
legend for his aversion to publicity, under whose rule it was initiated.

were not at all abashed at proclaiming that the pioneering work of such technical geniuses as
Arthur Reddy was what they were out to sell. A blatantly good, even startling sound—and they
certainly came in with a knockout punch in 1950 when they were the first company in Britain to
EMI, of course, appeared unmoved as people
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who meant to do it in their own good time, but had actually reached a decision at that moment
that there was no future in LPs.
Decca's ability to move swiftly and decisively had always ceen helped by the fact that their destiny has been in the hands of one man— a strange mixture of a man, godlike though fatherly to his
employees, pugnacious and bold in business, almost inaudibly modest in public, kncwn as Ted
(now Sir E. R.) Lewis. Then in the 1930s, a city- banker, Edward Lewis, stepped in and rescued an
ailing Decca ( founded in 1929) and also, with Jack Kapp, started American Decca in 1934-- winch
later became independent but was distributed by Decca in England as Brunswick.
Decca were ready for all the advantages that ffrr and the LP were to offer and by 1950, at the
instigation of the late Maurice Rosengarten, who became Decca's legendary patron saint of
music, as Legge did in EMI, they had started to record complete operas like the Krauss Fledermaus
and a La Bohème in which Tebaldi first appeared. It was through such activities that Decca built
up its unique connection with Vienna and the Vienna Philharmonic and established its own
operatic niche with artists not committed to EMI. Opera has remained one of Decca's strengths,
reaching a peak of achievement in the eventual comp ,ete recording of Wagner's Ring cycle, proKirsten Flagstadt with, amongst others
John Culshaw and Erik Smith in Vienna
for the beginning of the Solti

duced by John Culshaw, and conducted by Georg Solti who had originally been signed in Jan. 47
by Rosengarten at Decca's European headquarters ; r Zurich as a pianist with a strong and persistent urge to conduct. The first complete Ring, staggeringly produced and recorded on 19 LPs,
was certainly one of Decca's great musical landmarks. It encouraged Decca to think big w th
subsequent results like a complete cycle of Mahler symphonies, again under Soh, and all the
Haydn symphonies under Dorati, a scale of activities which other companies have snce adopted.
George Szell and van Beinum with the Concertgebouw, as well as Krauss, Kleiber and Ansermet,
were conductors who formed the backbone of Decca's symphonic output in ear'y LP days, while
singers predominantly associated with Decca have been Flagstad, Tebaldi, Nilssor and Joan
Sutherland. There were enough top- class artists around for Decca to develop their own brood
of pianists like Backhaus, Katchen, Curzon and, mo -e recently, Ashkenazy.
A unique and invaluable contribution to the Decca cata.ogue was their agreement with aleading
composer, Benjamin Britten, to have first option to record his works, leading to the splenoid Peter
Grimes and other Britten operas. A Decca list always strikes us as being of logical commercial
intent ( as some do not) as well as musical, and most months see something striking and enterprising to whet the appetite of reviewer and record- buyer a lice, the whole held together oy such
historical threads as the association with the Vienna Philharmonic and their natural outflow of
Viennese music including the inevitable Strauss family recordings. The characte- of Decca
recordings has remained of a more pugnacious and ° rasher quality than the EMI equivalent,

Gordon Parry and John Culshaw

recording taken at any given time to its technical limits in the service of music.

To suggest, in view of what we have said before about the EMI aura, that the Decca team were
any less academic would be impolite; but there was certainly always a more commercial aspect
to Decca's outlook. By now, having passed through turbulent times, one feels that Decca has also
got sufficient history behind it to have become, with Sir Edward as its benevolent head and the
equally fatherly W. W. Townsley, who has faithfully served Decca from factory to Managing
Director of the Record Company, at his side, a newer yet equally stable academy of recorded
music. John Culshaw moved on to other important musical posts and Ray Minshull became its
quiet and benevolent Recording Manager with a team of musical enthusiasts like Christopher
Raeburn and James Mallinson ( responsible for the ' Headline' series of esoteric recordings,
amongst other things) behind him to produce an unending succession of top quality recordings.
The public is not di-ectly affected by the good work done by a classical promotion team under
Peter Goodchild, David Rickaby and John Kehoe but a magazine like ours much appreciates
the unbeatable efficiency of their department and their unfailing helpfulness.
Peter Goodchild presenting silver disc
to Josef Bocsanczi
(Philharmonia Hungarica)
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Now you'll always know
where to find the finest cassettes.

Buy 3Maxell UD C9Os
-get the cassette rack free.
When you buy Maxell UD cassettes, you get superb quality. An incredibly
robust structure. No tape-jamming problems. Unique head-cleaning leader.
And now, areally handy and hard-wearing rack FREE with every 3UD C90s.
As if you needed any more reasons to buy Maxell!

'flaxen®

Natural Sound Systems Ltd.,10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex HA3 TFL.Telephone 01-8638622
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SUPPLEMENT
NOTABLE OFFSPRING
Before leaving EMI and Decca, and in reverse order this time, mention must be made of their
interesting offshoots. The firm of Argo Records was founded by Harley Usill in 1951 with a successful specialisation in spoken word recordings, train recordings, certain areas of early music
and a calm air of knowing what it was doing. Soon after they were taken into the Decca group,
gaining all the advantages of Decca recording and marketing with the quiet but determined Mr. Usill
diplomatically contriving to hold Decca at arm's length with regard to general artistic and musical
policy. To which Decca could only admiringly agree when Argo brought with them such avaluable
and enterprising contract as they had signed with the then formative Academy of St. Martin- inthe- Fields ( which had first recorded with l'Oiseau -Lyre) under its ever youthful and energetic
fiddler/conductor Neville Marriner.

The quality, both technical and musical, of the Academy

recordings ( much attributable to the inspired engineering of Stan Goodall and producers Andrew
Raeburn, Mike Bremner and Chris Hazell) has long set astandard that has earned endless praise—
and royalties— with well over a million Academy discs now sold in Britain and Europe alone.

Neville Marriner ( left) receiving a
Gold Disc from Harley Usill ( Argo)

Decca, of course, have their own extensive pressing factory at New Malden, their own studios in
Hampstead and own the Selecta distributing organisation through which come such interesting
imports as the Telefunken recordings from the European Teldec organisation and the Hungaraton
issues.

In the 1950s, Decca had become an outlet for the esoteric L'Oiseau -Lyre label founded

by the likeable Mrs. Hanson- Dyer, widow of a wealthy Australian sheep- farmer. The label still
produces many fine recordings, especially with Christopher Hogwood's Academy of Ancient
Music.

In more recent years an association with American Vox, which used to have its own

British outlet, has given us a series of medium-priced, exploratory and serviceable issues on
the Turnabout label. The Decca outlet in the USA is London records, but American enthusiasts
who prefer Decca pressings to London pressings must note that they are all one and the same.
Returning to EMI, one can hardly forget the remarkable success of two of their subsidary companies. Firstly the eminently successful Music for Pleasure Limited which was started in 1965 as

(MFP) Richard Baldwyn, Paul Daneman and
Arthur Davison discussing ' Peter & the Wolf'

a joint enterprise between EMI and the Paul Hamlyn group. It was modelled on the Hamlyn book
philosophy, became the first purpose-built budget label and has remained the most reliable.
The Hamlyn organisation were responsible for all production and marketing with EMI providing
the pressing and the re- issue repertoire. At 12s 6d a disc it could hardly fail and even today it
remains one of the few true bargain labels. In 1970, a new Classics for Pleasure label was started
and a considerable number of new recordings have since joined the re- issues, kept at the same
price with the help of valuable sponsorship by W. D. & H. O. Wills. CFP is now on its way to
having sold nine million discs. Much of the foresight came from Richard Baldwyn who, as a Director of the Hamlyn group, became its Managing Director in 1967 and much of its dynamic recording
policy came from John Boyden who left for a brief and turbulent management of the LSO and
subsequently founded Enigma Records. MFP now operates from Blyth Road, Hayes with Ted
Harris as Sales and Marketing Director, Michael Lehr as Financial Director, Barry McCann as
Repertoire Manager and Chief Recording Producer and the experienced John Holland managing
the liaison with the EMI International Classical Division.

Peter Stallworthy and Ray Burford ( CBS)

The MFP operation has remained an

eminently practical one, an industrious group of people whose romance has been the golden one
of success.
The original World Record Club operation, founded by banker Norman Lonsdale and his whirlwind wife Fiona Bentley, was a hive of eccentricity. The need for record clubs diminished with the
advent of the bargain labels. The records became available in record shops and EMI absorbed
the company into its vast organisation. Comfortably ensconced at arm's length in Richmond, it
thrives today as a delver into and re- issuer of the vast historical EMI archives on the one hand,
and as a compiler of mail order boxes on the other. Through numerous executive changes its
enthusiasms stemmed for many years from an inscrutable gentleman called Fred Woods ( who
now runs a folk magazine) and the professorship was inherited by the solid but fanatical person
of Michael Kennedy. Like most, World Records has become more glossily efficient but some of
the dedicated eccentricity remains in their ever fascinating issues— and long may they continue.
David Adams ( CBS)

1-THE AMERICAN INVADERS
American Columbia ( CBS) after its history of marriages with the EMI and Philips organisations
in this country, started its own British CBS organisation in 1965. By then it had cecome one of the
largest and most widely international recording organisations in America and Europe.

Truly

American in its ability to make all its HQs, London, Paris or elsewhere. ' ike Hi:ton hotels, all
comfortably transatlantic, CBS nonetheless most successfully pursues the policy of allowing a
large degree of autonomy to its international operators. Naturally the British organisation chooses
most of its repertoire from recordings initiated in America and Europe but is allowed afree choice
in the light of national experience and the London office increasingly initiates recordings. Long
settled in Theobalds Road, CBS now inhabits a cosy corner of Soho Square and as one enters
the doors, waves of enthusiasm positively flow out of its warm and well-appointed offices. It is
an enthusiasm that is often hurt by cold-blooded British critical opirion but CBS, like all
American companies, had to ride for many years the incontrovertible fact that American recordings,

Janet Osborn and Roxy Stroud
(CBS)
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The dawn of anew horizon.
Ultimo Moving Coil Cartridges 10A, 20A, 20B.
Technological advances made by the Ultimo design laboratory
exceed all previous principles of cartridge design — so much so, that these
revolutionary new cartridges have no need of atransformer,
making this atruly remarkable new concept in moving coil design.
The secret... well! We would prefer to say hearing is believing, so write
for further information and alist of stockists in your area, and ask to hear the
new Ultimo cartridge, for this could be the beginning of the end
of your search for true reproduction.
SPECIFICATIONS
ULTIMO 10A
Output Voltage
2mV at 1kHz 5cm/sec
Separation
Over 20 dB at 1kHz
Frequency Response
20-30,000 Hz ( ± 2dB)
Compliance
10.2 x10 4 cm/dyne
Recommended
playing weight
2.5 gms ± 0.2 gms
Wiring Resistance
150 ohms
Diamond Tip
0.6 mil conical
Cartridge Weight
9.5 gms
R.R.P.f67.45 inc. VAT
12 Month Guarantee
Each Cartridge has its own calibration chart.

Exclusive UK importers

ConcJoe

trC.-

The Fastest bird in the business

ULTIMO 20A
2mV at 1kHz 5cm/sec
Output Voltage
Over 20 dB at 1kHz
Separation
Shibata Diamond
Stylus
9.5 gms
Cartridge Weight
20-30,000 Hz ( ± 2dB)
Frequency Response
50 kHz( - 3 ± 2dB)
Tapered Aluminium
Cantilever
8.17 x10 4 cm/dyne
Compliance
85 ohms .
Wiring Resistance
Recommended
tracking Force
1.5 gms ± 03 gms
R.R.P.f82.12 inc. VAT
12 Month Guarantee.
Each Cartridge has its own calibration chart

Ultimo

ULTIMO 20B
Output Voltage
2mV at 1kHz 5cm/sec
Separation
Over 20 dB at 1kHz
Stylus
Shibata Diamond
Cartridge Weight
9-5 gms
Frequency Response
20-30,000 Hz ( ± 2dB)
50 kHz ( - 3 ± 2dB)
Straight Beryllium
Cantilever
8-17 x 10 4 cm/dyne
Compliance
85 ohms
Wiring Resistance
Recommended
tracking Force
1.5 gms ± 0.3 gms
R.R.P.f106.88 inc. VAT
12 Month Guarantee.
Each Cartridge has its own calibration chart.

The beginning of
your love affair
with moving coils!

Condor Electronics Limited 100 Coombe Lane, London SW20 DAY
Telephone: 01-946 0033 (4 lines) Telex No. 928502
Distributors of Cartridges, Styli, Stereo Headphones, Audio Accessories, Leads, Electret Condenser Microphones,
and many other items. Write or phone for further details and list of local stockists.

SUPPLEMENT
American

conductors and general artistic leanings were not always exactly tailored to the

British EMI- bred tastes. It might by summoned up as a Bernstein y Boult conflict. At the heart
of this operation there was always the suave and courteous figure of Paul Myers, immensely
knowledgeable and experienced in the production and promotion of records whose cool exterior
must often have concealed a pained heart. Recently elevated to Vice- President of ' Masterworks',
the international recording company, he has seen the CBS image prosper and become accepted
as British by adoption. Now CBS is as full of suitably eccentric enthusiasts as any British company ought to be, from its quizzical Managing Director Maurice Oberstein who is the nicest sort
of American, through Marketing Director Tony Woolcott and commercial Marketing Manager
Dave Adams to the classical promotion team headed by that irrepressibly locquacious enthusiast
Ray Burford who joined CBS in 1972, after 15 years in the grocery trade, as Classical Sales
Manager since 1976, ably abetted by the unflappable Peter Stallworthy ( who has been with CBS
for two years) as Classical Promotion Manager and two delightful feminine aides, Janet Osborn
and Roxy Stroud.

With CBS onto a stream of winners with, to mention but two, the splendid

recording of Handel's Rinaldo and the remarkably enterprising re-creation of Gershwin's Rhapsody
in Blue, they are also initiating more recordings by British- based artists. They operate their own
studios in London and assisting Paul Myers on the production side are Roy Emerson in the
UK and David Mottley ( recently joined from EMI) in New York. British CBS has found its identity
and the way to the unemotional British heart.
Paul Myers ( CBS)

2- THE AMERICAN INVADERS
There may have been rivalry between EMI and Decca but let's not forget that between CBS and
the other American giant, RCA, which is waged on many fronts, not only records. Columbia's
Peter Goldmark may have introduced the LP, but RCA invented the 45 rpm single, and this record
rivalry continues, one result being that many operas, hitherto unrecorded, are appearing almost
weekly.

Who would have thought that operas which, though successful, disappeared without

trace almost immediately such as Montemezzi's [' Amore dei (re re, or Puccini's youthful Edgar
could prove to be successful record releases? The winner of such rivalry has to be the record
• buyer, and long may it continue.
The comments on the CBS offices apply equally to RCA's sleek British headquarters in London's
Mayfair. The transatlantic influence doesn't stretch as far with the records though.
Alexander Gibson, Robert Walker,
Andrew Cruikshank and
Madeleine Kasket ( RCA)

As well as

handling and marketing products from their American parent company, RCA ( UK), with Classical
Managers Bob Walker and now Ray Crick, with Madeleine Kasket on the promotion side, has
become actively involved with the British music scene, notable signings being Sir Alexander
Gibson with the Scottish National Orchestra and James Tyler's London Ea -ly Music Group.
The RCA corporation, 19th largest in the States ( it envelopes such organisations as He -tz
Rent- a- Car and Random House Publishing) started in 1928 when the Radio Corporation of
America bought Victor Records, a company with a long connection ( called Fred Gaisberg) with
HMV (the ' Nipper' trademark is still used by RCA in America and JVC—V for Victor—in Japan).
The company headquarters was in Camden New Jersey, hence the recent ' Camden' series of
reissues. Distribution in this country was by EMI until 1957, and then Decca until 1968 when the
UK subsidiary was set up using, obviously enough, the Decca people, Robert Angles and Robert
Dearling, who had been responsible for RCA distribution. The initial Classical Manager was
Ralph Mace ( now Director of European Marketing) and although Thomas Z. Shepard in New
York is vice-president in charge of Red Seal A & R worldwide, the UK company enjoys quite a
degree of autonomy. The parent company, of course, has a host of producers and engineers as
well as studios of its own, but the British company very often uses the se ,vices of Chandos as

Robert Walker with
Hans- Hubert Scheinzeler

well as having a resident producer in the person of Charles Gerhardt who is also active as a
conductor. RCA are also the distributors in this country for the ( partly owned) French Erato label
whose product nicely fits into the gaps in their catalogue.
RCA ( the initials don't stand for anything anymore, just corporate identity) has always had
'names' on its roster of talent; Caruso, Horowitz, Toscanini, Rubinstein, Koussevitsky and
lately Leontyne Price and Sherrill Milnes come to mind, or on the rock side, Elvis and Bowie.
RCA ( UK) has two rapidly rising meteors of its own in Loris Tjeknavorian ( with a best-selling
Borodin set to his credit) and James Galway ( thankfully now recovering from his traffic accident),
not forgetting two very successful international artists, Julian Bream ard Tomita who've done so
much to widen the appeal of ' serious' music. The involvement in English music continues with a
series sponsored by Harveys, the sherry shippers, and the fruit of cooperation between American
and British companies resulted in the recent Belshazzar's Feast with Milles, Gibson and the SNO.
In fact, in common with CBS, RCA has become almost as much a British company as EMI.

Ray Crick with Christopher Breunig ( HFN/RR)
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SUPPLEMENT
THE HANOVERIANS
The German based Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft ( now known as Polydor International)
is the great historical rival to EMI and indeed, their early histories are closely intertwined.

The

Hanoverian inventor Emil Berliner patented his ' gramophone' in 1887 and demonstrated it in
Philadelphia the following year. In 1889 he presented it in Berlin but one of his early targets was
London, so, while he was contemplating a German company, he sent his American associate
William Barry Owen to London to found the Gramophone Company which was to become EMI.
In 1898 Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft was formed and started its own musical history.
In 1901 came the first recordings with Chaliapin in Moscow and in 1913 DG made the first recording of a complete symphony— Beethoven's 5th with Arthur Nikisch.

Wilhelm Furtwangler first

recorded for them in 1927 and Herbert von Karajan in 1938. Their first complete opera was Zar

2530-211

Cettet la

und Zimmerman in 1952.
The first British subsidary, then known as the Heliodor Record Company, was established in
1954, renamed Polydor Records in 1965. Their first stereo issues came in 1958 and DG started
to introduce their famous ' subscription' or limited editions in 1962, the first being Karajan con-
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ducting the Berlin Philharmonic in all the Beethoven symphonies.
Originally part of a telephone factory in Hanover, Polydor has become a world-wide organisation with firms in some twenty countries, with over twenty factories dotted around the world and
around 5,000 employees. Their British pressing company, Phonodisc, is situated at Walthamstow,
facilities shared with Phonogram which is now a part of the same group, operating in business
as Polygram. Some of our domestic companies regard the activities of these firms ( to use an
emotive word offered by one executive) as a sort of ' overkill' operation. DG versions of the basic
classical repertoire come along as strong and dangerous rivals to the domestic issues.

PRODUCTION

But

then Polydor think in terms of a world-wide market. The Managers from all countries concerned
regularly convene in Hamburg to discuss new projects and issues, to suggest or reject those
which do or do not seem suited to their national requirements. The British branch operates from
the modern interior of a typically old-style London office building in Stratford Place off Oxford
Street, and is gradually taking over the whole premises as business expands. The DG record
is aquality product in every way with a proud tradition behind it. Those supremely elegant, glossy,
yellow sleeves have an air of authority and class about them that promise something high-class
within*.Apart from covering the basic classical repertoire DG do some remarkably enterprising and
international things—to name but two recently; the first company to record the complete
Treemonisha by Scott Joplin with a black cast in its home country; the first to offer a comprehensive selection of the music of Kurt Weill with mainly British artists. They are especially proud
of their even more scholarly looking Archiv issues which have rendered such an invaluable service
to early European music. They are specially proud of such mammoth enterprises as recording
all the Schubert lieder with Fischer-Dieskau. In the middle- price market there is the excellent
'Privilege' series; in the bargain category the mainly historical Heliodor list.
HFNIRR, and the gramophone society world, at present have most contact with Polydor through
their Public Relations Consultant Robert Leslie, a livewire ex- actor, ex- editor, ex-traordinary
entrepeneur who knows everyone and everything that is going on and who promotes Polydor with
evangelical fervour.

Behind him in London is the efficient team headed by Classical Manager

Peter Russell with Anthea Greenwood as Marketing Assistant, Mary Jo Little in charge of Press,
Promotion and Recording activities in the UK and Ann- Marie Nicol as Display and Advertising
Assistant. They pass on to us the products of the team in Hamburg who envisage the riches of
the Polydor catalogue— Dr. Werner Vogelsang— President of Polydor International and VicePresident of Polygram, Roland Kommerell—Vice-President of Polydor, Dr. Hans Hirsch— Head
of Classical A & R, Prof. Andreas Holschneider—Head of Archiv Production; Günther Breest—
Chief Recording Producer and Dr. Uli Markle— Artist Promotion Manager. A formidable team.
•Not disimilar to

Scott Joplin

Treemonisha'

HFNIRR — Ed.

GOING DUTCH
Some of the cleanest pressings we have corne across have originated from Philips in Holland,
Whether it's the clean fresh air coming off the North Sea or Dutch meticulousness, we don't know,
but it does show that it is possible to get such surfaces on commercial pressings. Phonogram,
which is the record arm of the giant Philips Electrical combine, has its headquarters at Baarn just
outside Amsterdam, and although it has London offices, record decisions involving the UK still
emanate very much from Holland.
Phonogram started operation in the UK in 1952 as a division of Philips Electrical at Century
House. They moved to Great Portland Street and then spent many years in a maze of buildings
What appears to be an enjoyable
Montserrat Cabellé session with
Erik Smith (
tight)
ill- 11 \ I \\

121 ( () 121)

121 \ 11 \\

at Stanhope Place near Marble Arch before moving in 1977 to new offices in Park Street over a
branch of that other Dutch firm C & A. They marketed American Columbia records from 1952 to
1965 ( remember the Philips- CBS- Fontana shows on Radio Luxembourg?) but, since CBS left
home, have concentrated on their own labels. Artist and Repertoire decisions are generally made
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STUDIO SHOWROOM
Visit our King St. Maidenhead
Showroom specialising in :TECHNICS
Full range of this technically
brilliant range normally in
stock and on demonstration
at King Street. So come and
haggle!
Amplifiers
SU3500, SU7300, SU7700,
SU8080, SU8600, ST9600
Tuners
ST3500, ST7300, ST8080
Receivers
SA5160L, SA5170, SA5270,
SA5370, SA5460.
Cassette Decks
RS283, RS615, RS630, RS640
RS846, RS671, RS676, RS678
RS686
Turntables
SL20, SL23, SL1600, SL1700,
SL1800, SL2000
Speakers
SB90, SB102, SB202, SB5000
SB4500
Technics also available at
Reading and Aldershot.

BANG &
OLUFSEN

J.V.C.
JAS11 Amplifier .. C.A.H.
JAS31 Amplifier .. C.A.H.
JAS71 Amplifier .. C.A.H.
JTV11, JTV31, JTV71
Tuners ..
C.A.H.
JRS50 Receiver .. C.A.H.
JRS100 Receiver .. C.A.H.
JRS200 Receiver .. C.A.H.
JRS300 Receiver .. C.A.H.
JRS400 Receiver
C.A.H.
JLA20 Turntable .. C.A.H.
JLF45 Turntable
C.A.H.
CD1740 Cass/Deck C.A.H.
KD21 Cass/Deck .. C.A.H.
CDS200 Cass/Deck C.A.H.
M F55 Music Centre C.A.H.
Allothermodelsonapplication

AIWA
TPR910 Rec/Cass
C.A.H.
TPR940 Rec/Cass
C.A.H.
AD1250 Cass/Deck C.A.H.
AD6300 Cass/Deck C.A.H.
AD6500 Cass/Deck C.A.H.
AD1800 Cass/Deck C.A.H.
AD1600Cass/Deck C.A.H.
AX7500 Receiver .. C.A.H.
AF5050 Music CentreC.A.H.
AF5080 Music CentreC.A.H.

Designed by Connoisseurs
with connoisseurs in mind.
Beogram 1100, 3400, 4002,
6000
Beomaster 901, 1100, 1900,
3400, 4400, 6000, 2200
Beocentre 1500, 1600, 1800,
3500.
Beocord ( Cassette) 1100.
Beovox S22, S30, S45, S60,
M70, P30, P45.
Prices! Corne and haggle!

ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH
NEW RANGE— BRILLIANT
in stock and on demonstration. AR18, AR17, AR15,
AR14, AR12, AR11, also at
Aldershot.

KEESONIC
This super new range of
speakers in stock and on
demonstration
the
KBS,
KRF, KBM, KUB and Skout.
Available now.

£59.00
TA73 Amplifier ..
£82-00
TA11 Amplifier ..
£82.00
TA1630 Amplifier..
TA2650 Amplifier.. £108.00
TA3650 Amplifier.. £150 00
TA5650 Amplifier.. £231 00
£59 00
ST73 Tuner
ST11 Tuner .. £82 00
ST2950F Tuner .. £86 00
ST3950 Tuner .. £129 00
ST5950 Tuner .. £221 00
STR11L Receiver £117 00
STR1800 Receiver £104 00
STR2800L Receiver £124 00
STR3800L Receiver £140 00
STR4800 Receiver £206 00
STR5800 Receiver £258 00
STR6800SD Receiver
£306 00
PS11 Turntable .. £ 82 00
PS22 Turntable .. £94 00
PSX4 Turntable £ 117.00
PSX6 Turntable £14100
PSX7 Turntable £163 00
TC118SD Cass./Deck 98 00
TC135SD Cass./Deck 98 00
TC158SD Cass./Deck 163 00
TC177 Cass./Deck £403 00
TC188 Cass/Deck £124 00
TC199 Cass./Deck £156 00
TC206 Cass/Deck £163 00
TC229 Cass/Deck £234 00
TC377 R/Reel £176 00
TC510-2 R/Reel .. £416 00
TC765 R/Reel .. £ 436 00
TC766-2 R/Reel .. £500 00
HMK55 R/Reel .. £325 00
HM K77 R/Reel .. £445 00

TRIO
KA1500 Amplifier..
KA3500 Amplifier..
KA5500 Amplifier..
KA7100 Amplifier..
KA7300 Amplifier..
KA8100 Amplifier..
KT5300 Tuner ..
KT7500 Tuner ..
KT8300 Tuner ..
KR2600 Receiver ..
KR4070 Receiver ..
KR6600 Receiver ..
KX520 CassiDeck
KX620 Cass/Deck
KD1033 Cass/Deck
KD2055 Cass./Deck
KD550 Cass/Deck

C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.

ROTEL
£66.00
RA313 Amplifier
£94.00
RA413 Amplifier
£109.00
RA713 Amplifier
RA913 Amplifier £145 00
RA1312 Amplifier £259 00
RA1412 Amplifier £339 00
£75 00
RT425 Tuner ..
£94.00
RT725 Tuner ..
RT925 Tuner .. £155.00
RT1025 Tuner .. £215 00
RT1024 Tuner .. £249.00
£94.00
RX303 Receiver
RX403 Receiver.. £118 00
RX503 Receiver.. £145 00
RX603 Receiver.. £203.00
£255.00
RX803 Receiver
£429 00
RX1203 Receiver
£499.00
RX1603 Receiver
£50.00
RP1300 Turntable
£59.00
RP2300 Turntable
RP3300 Turntable £65.00
£85.00
RP5300 Turntable
RD1OF Cass./Deck £95.00
RD3OF Cass./Deck£149 00

AKAI
AM2200 Amplifier
AM2400 Amplifier
AM2600 Amplifier
AM2800 Amplifier
AT220 Tuner ..
AT2400 Tuner ..
AT2600 Tuner ..
AA1010 Receiver
AA1020 Receiver
AA1030 Receiver
AA1050 Receiver
CS34D Cass/Deck
CS7020 C/Deck
CS707D C/Deck
GXC709D C/Deck
GXC725D C/Deck
GXC730D C/Deck
4000DS Reel/Reel
40000B Reel/Reel
GX215 Reel/Reel
GX630DB R/Reel

MAIL ORDER TO READING

C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.
C.A.H.

PIONEER
SA5500/II Amp. £64•00
SA6500/11 Amp. £99.00
SA750011 Amp. £ 138.00

P & P £ 2 50.

LEAK,

ACCESS

SYSTEM 1
Sony 1630 Amp.
Sony 186SD Cass./Deck
Technics SL20 Turntable
(inc. Cartridge)
Keesonic Kub Spkrs
£299
SYSTEM 2
JRS 100 Receiver
JLA 20 Turntable
(including Cartridge)
Linton 3XP Speakers
Panasonic RS612 Cass./
Deck
£325
SYSTEM 3
Sony STR 11L Receiver
Technics RS615 Cass./
Deck
Audiomaster MLS 2
£325
SYSTEM 4
Your choice—give us a call
for a super price.

NATIONAL
SG1030 Music Centre C.A.H
SG1090 Music Centre C.A.H
SG3060 Music Centre C.A.H
SG2080 Music Centre C.A.H
SG3090 Music Centre C.A.H
SU2400 Amplifier.. C.A.H.
ST2400 Tuner .. C.A.H.
SG25Q Receiver .. C.A.H.
RE7860 Rec/Cass
C.A.H.
SL18 Turntable
C.A.H.
RS612 Cass/Deck
C.A.H.

CASH AND CARRY BARGAINS

NOTE!! ALSO STOCKED, SANYO, TOSHIBA,

SA8500 Il Amp. £ 199.00
SA9500/II Amp. £277.00
TXSSOO/Il Tuner £72.00
TX6500/II Tuner £ 104.00
TX8500/11 Tuner £ 164 00
TX9500/1I Tuner £225 00
PL112D Turntable £55 00
PL115D Turntable £ 66 00
PL117D Turntable £88.00
PL510D Turntable £90 00
PL530 Turntable £158-00
PL550 Turntable £188-00
PL570 Turntable £244 00
PL590D Turntable £ 247 00
SX450 Receiver £107.00
SX550 Receive , .. £136 00
SX650 Receive , .. £ 198 00
SX750 Receiver .. £ 237 00
SX850 Receive , .. £315 00
SX950 Receiver .. £362.00
SX1250 Receiver £475.00
CTF4040 Cass./Deck
£121.00
CTF7070 Cass./Deck
£147.00
CTF1000 Cass./Deck

MARANTZ, TDK,

£350.00

KOSS.

BARCLAY CARD.

CAH -

SPEAKERS
A udiomaster
C.A.H.
AR.—all models .. C.A.H.
B & W DM5
C.A.H.
B & W DM4
C.A.H.
B&W DM7
C.A.H.
B&WDM6
C.A.H.
Celestion Ditton 11
£67.00
Celestion Ditton
15XR
£93 00
Celestion Ditton 22 £ 133.00
Celestion Ditton 33 £ 173.00
Celestion Ditton 44 £ 204.00
Celestion Ditton 25 £ 23700
Celestion Ditton 66 £ 355.00
UL6, UL8, UL10
C.A.H.
KEF Correlli
C.A.H.
KEF Canata
C.A.H.
KEF Calinda
C.A.H.
KEF Ref. 103 .. C.A.H.
KEF Ref. 104 .. C.A.H.
Keesonic KUB
C.A.H.
Keesonic SKOUT
C.A.H.
Keesonic KRF
C.A.H.
Keesonic KBM
C.A.H.
Leak 3020 ..
£92-00
Leak 3030 ..
£125.00
Leak 3050
£179.00
Leak 3080 ..
£267.00
Marantz all models
C.A.H.
Sony all models
C.A.H.
Technics all models C.A.H.
Videotone all models C.A.H
Wharf edale
Chevin
£32.00
Denton .. £48.00
Linton .. £68 00
Glendale £99.00
Teesdale II
£ 145.00
Dovedale Il
£ 199.00
E50, E70
C.A.H.
Come and Haggle.

Prices Correct 1/1/78 E & 0 E.

125 Bridge Road

8 Meadway Precinct

MAIDENHEAD

READING

ALDERSHOT

MAIDENHEAD

tel.: (0734) 582988

tel.: (0252) 312151

tel.: (0628) 32796

tel.: (0628) 27760
I

THIS MONTHS
SUPER SYSTEMS

179 Victoria Road

49-51 King Street

SUPPLEMENT
by the Programme Bureau. This is divided into the London office under Erik Smith ( who is
principally responsible for British- based artists and opera, where he usually acts as record
producer— he produced the powerful Colin Davis Tosca) and the Baarn office under Mike Bremner
(previously with Argo). Erik Smith also has a previous Decca connection, he worked with John
Culshaw on the Decca Ring.

Decisions are taken at regular meetings between Programme

Bureau, Exploitation Department and Management under Dr. Ernst van der Vossen.
Mention of Davis of course reminds us of Philips' rosta of artists, in the main quietly superb
rather than flashy, most of whom seem to have very long associations with the company and whose
careers have been nurtured by the relationship. Haitink, for instance, has grown to his present
stature totally within his Philips connection. His Decca Shostakovich recordings came as quite a
surprise—and who could imagine the Italian Quartet, IMusici, or the Beaux Arts Trio on another
label? Claudio Arrau, 75 last month, has also had a long association with the label, as have
Szeryng and Grumiaux. It has always struck us as rather strange that Philips have never credited
their producers as, in common with other companies, artists, producers and engineers tend to
form long-lasting teams that collectively make records. Haitink, for instance, always works with
producer Volker Straus ( we reported on the sessions with Brendel last June) and Vittorio Negri has
worked closely with Colin Davis as well as producing that so far insurpassable Beethoven series
by the Italian Quartet, and conducting some excellent baroque discs. Latest to join the organisation is Wilhelm Hellweg, who has been working with Jessye Norman amongst others.
If you consider the size of their catalogue and the impact it has, the English office has only a
small number of people in it. Managing the Classical Department is Quita Chavez, assisted by the
ever- helpful Mary Beck. Quita has been in and around the record industry for more years than she

Joan Coulson ( EMI) with Ivan March &
Quita Chavez ( Phonogram)

would like us to mention, starting off at Imhof's and then working, variously, at Decca, CBS and
that magazine beginning with a G before rejoining Philips in the early 70s, and what she doesn't
know about records could probably be inscribed on the point of astylus. Marketing and advertising
is handled by Arthur Cook, Classical Marketing Manager, assisted by Alan Booth, Classical
Coordinator. Phonogram have had a new Managing Director since December, in the form of
Ken Maliphant, who joined in 1971 as Tape Manager. Ken gives the impression of being one of
those people who doesn't get time to sleep, and cares very much that classical records only
account for about 10 per cent of all records sold in the UK, a situation he is trying to change.
We can't leave Phonogram without mentioning their new studios ( of which they are very proud),
or their pressing plant, Phonodisc, up in the wilds of Walthamstow, which they hope is now
producing pressings to rival the Dutch ones. Phonodisc is jointly owned by Polydor ( as Polygram)
but that story is very involved and the only bearing it has here is that DG records for the English
market are pressed there also. So when someone tells you that DG pressings are better than
Philips, or vice versa, it's all the same machines and vinyl from the same hoppers, folks. About the
only point against Philips is that they don't seem to be interested in recording much in the way of
modern music. But to set against that, of course, you have the work they have done with Tippett,
and hopefully an Ice-Break will be on the way soon. Press on, Philips...

ROUNDUP
Enigma Records, operating from Sunbury- on- Thames, is a rarity among the new and smaller
labels in setting its sights, in competition with the bigger companies, issuing original and fullpriced records. The stimulus for this daring venture, which has paid off with excellent sales, has
come from its Managing Director and Founder in 1976, John Boyden, formerly Deputy Managing
Director of MFP, creator of the CFP label and mover of the sponsorship of the Wills Master
Series and, for a brief and news- making period, Managing Director of the LSO. No figure in the
business exudes more confidence, enthusiasm and optimism than John Boyden and he gives to
Enigma all the insight and highly personal character that helped to make CEP such success. A
vastly experienced recording producer, he believes in giving classical music the immediate and
vivid presence which made so many recordings of the sixties of lasting delight. He is equally
enthusiastically aided by co-founding Marketing Director Peter Whiteside, also a fugitive from
MFP ( Promotion Manager 1973-5) and for a period with Precision Tapes. He initiates all their
sleeves and promotion material. The Recording Manager is Tony Faulkner who joined Enigma at
the beginning of 1977 after serving four years with our own Angus Mackenzie, and already a
much respected name in the business. Above all we re-emphasise that Enigma put their faith in
direct and unfussy recordings and we are glad to hear that their bold enterprise is paying ofl,
and that new future issues are to be distributed by the large WEA organisatior.
The Pye organisation has its record division, Pye Records ( Sales) Ltd, at ATV House in Great
Cumberland Place, London with its own recording studios in the same premises. They have two
recording, manufacturing and distribution plants at Mitcham and a tape- manufacturing plant at
Chadwell Heath. While not a major competitor in the classical field they maintain a regular small
output of classical recordings both of British origin and through various licensing agreements
with overseas labels. They were early pioneers of the bargain record with their well-known Golden
Guinea series which, of course, nowadays costs rather more in the decimal days of inflation. The
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by great British specialists.
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Each ircorporating the DSB 208, our outstanding bass- and mid- frequency transducer,
tie SERIES 2 CARNIVAL, FESTIVAL and PAGEANT are worthy successors to arange of loudspeakef
systems specified by enthusiasts and by mus;c-loyers throughout the world.
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FESTIVAL SERIES 2 PAGEANT SERIES 2 CARNIVAL SERIES 2
£ 104.00
£ 156.00
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Mordaunt-Short Ltd
High- Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems
Duf lug
MH ,
Petersfleiu,
pœ GlJ31 5AZ
Telephone: Rogate ( S.T.D. 073 0801 721/2
Telex: 1-+IFI 87323 4FSI Brighton)

Chairman of the Record Company is the deceptively unflamboyant Mr. Louis Benjamin with
Walter Woyda the Managing Director. The Deputy Managing Director is Derek Honey, the
General Manager Robin Taylor supported by Promotions Manager Peter Summerfield, Director
of A & R Peter Prince, Head of Studios Howard Barrow, Director of the factories Ted Williams
and Producers Terry Brown and Jed Kearse, the latter handling most of the classical product.
Unfortunately we see little of the inner workings of Pye.
CRD or Continental Record Distributors Ltd., operate from a rather soulles looking factory
estate in Greenford, Middlesex from which dour exterior emerges afascinating variety of records
and tapes. The firm was founded by its Managing Director, Graham Pauncefort in 1965 and has
operated since then as a firm specialising in the importation and distribution of American and
European labels.

These include the ever- interesting French Calliope catalogue whose issues

include a comprehensive collection of French organ music and the complete instrumental and
chamber works of Ravel; the Swedish BIS label which as in recent years opened the riches of the
Swedish and Finnish musical scene to the British market; plus such varied catalogues as Caprice,
Amadeo, Claves, Claddagh, Dessee, Edici, Lyrichord, Musicdisc and Wergo. CRD are also the
distributors of many smaller British lists such as Vista, Cathedral Recordings, Pearl, Discourses
and Saydisc.

In 1974 they also created their own label to make a selective number of original

recordings, outstanding among them aDream of Gerontius with Alexander Gibson, afine Schubert
String Quintet and other chamber works by the Alberni Trio, Medtner's Piano music by Hamish
Milne and aFour Seasons directed by Trevor Pinnock, some of the 50- plus releases now available.
(CRD) Roy Carter, Robert Young,
Barbara O'Sullivan, Joseph Cooper
and Simon Lawman

Their Producer and General Manager of CRD is Simon Lawman, like so many in the record business, a graduate of the HMV Oxford Street store as well as the Royal Academy of Music. Our
main contact with CRD is through their affable Promotion Manager Roy Carter, ex -Decca and
other companies, and a moving spirit behind the CRD recordings.

The Vista Record Company was formed in 1968, another small, specialist company resulting
from the vision and enterprise of one enthusiast. After several years of privately recording organ
recitals Michael Smythe was asked to make recordings for Morgan Records and this decided him
to form the company. Since then he has recorded organ music for numerous labels including
RCA ( most of the RCA Victrola organ series). Decca ( L'Oiseau -Lyre, Ace of Diamonds and
Qualiton), Pearl and Gemini. His own Vista label has a list of sixty records ( distributed by CRD).
Recently Robert Angles joined the company to promote many further releases, already recorded.
Basically Michael is an organ nut with his own tenacious ideas on what music should be recorded
and how it should be done so the label is mainly ( though not entirely) devoted to organ music
with a special emphasis on covering repertoire not available elsewhere—for example the complete
Rheinberger organ sonatas and music by David and Howells ( who dedicated his Rhapsody No. 5
to Smythe). He believes in simple recording techniques with a stereo microphone placed strategically in the ever varying venues that he has to use. Recently Michael has had a second operation for cancer from which we are glad to hear he is recovering, his enthusiasm undimmed and
future plans include a trip to America to record some famous organs and choirs there. The
organ enthusiast especially will wish him continuing health and strength.

Michael Smythe ( Vista)

Abbey Records, founded in 1967, and revolving around the fatherly figure of Harry Mudd, has
fostered over its brief years a choral music tradition backed up by a general interest in fields of
music where the larger companies do not attempt to dominate, some organ music, English song,
and older music as epitomised by one of their most distinguished names, the Dolmetsch Consort.
There has been a strong connection with David Lumsden and the New College, Oxford, Choir;
not surprising as Abbey operates from modest premises in Eynsham, nr. Oxford. At present
they are in the process of reorganisation and hope to widen their recorded interests.
We have given agenerous measure of space to the EMI controlled Music for Pleasure label as,
in classical terms, they have been the most consistent and rewarding in their budget label efforts.
However, the largest overall budget label in this country is Pickwick International which operates from an industrial estate up the further reaches of the Edgware Road beyond Staples Corner,
their outwardly industrial exterior cosily G- planned within to suit the tastes of their livewire Managing Director Monty Lewis, who founded the company in the mid- 1960s as an offshoot of the
American parent company. They mainly license other labels, Hallmark from CBS, Marble Arch
from Pye, Contour from Philips and, most notably in the classical field, material from the RCA
Victrola label which resulted in the release of 25 titles in the Camden Classics series in 1975 and
others since. With the success of these and control of some 60% of the budget market, Pickwick
have dipped further in their utilisation of the American Everest label, which includes many historical opera recordings, and have made up some generous double albums with fifty items apiece.
More recently they have made the first steps toward issuing some material originally recorded for
them in this country.
A label which has a keen following in Britain is the American Nonesuch label, an attractively
packaged middle- price range of records doing a similar tasteful service in America that Argo has
done here. Up till recently they were being put out in this country by the Transatlantic label and
had made their mark in the Renaissance music field and baroque, these earlier activities being
one side of the interests of their Musical Director Joshua Rifkin who put the label on its financial
feet with the success of his Joplin recordings. Nonesuch also have a magnificent catalogue of
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8HIGH STREET EDGWARE
MIDDLESEX HA8 7HE
TELEPHONE: 01-952 3238
L ou
CLOSE TO M1 MOTORWAY

We guarantee to provide parts and
labour absolutely free of charge for 12 months on any
item purchased from Planet and returned to us as
faulty. We only sell goods that we consider to be
reliable and backed by reputable manufacturers. All
prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by
cheque card. We will be pleased to accept ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD.

'AMPLIFIERS •
Armstrong 621 ..
Harman Kardon
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

SA5500
SA6500
SA7500
SA8500
SA9500

Mk
Mk
Mk
Mk
Mk

II
11
11
11
II

Quad 33/303/405
Rotel RA3I3
Rotel RA4I 3..
Rotel RA7I3
Rotel RA9I3
Rotel RA1312
Rotel RAI412

••
'•

••
.•
•.
.•
•.
••
••

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

£111-25
P.O.A.
£64-75
£102-00
[142-50
£206-00
£286-00
P.O.A.

.. £67-75
£5•50
.. El 15•50
£163-50
£265-50
£380-00

Sansui AU2900/AU3900/AU4900/
AU5900/AU7900
Spendor DC40 ..
Tandberg TA300M
Yamaha
Yamaha
Yamaha
Yamaha
Yamaha

CA4I0
CA6I0 • •
CA810 ..
CAI010
CA2010 • •

P.O.A.

••
.•
••
••
•.
.•
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Aiwa 3060A Cass./Receiver
Aiwa 5050 Music Centre ..
Aiwa 5080A Music Centre ..
Akai AAI020
Akai AC3500L Cass./Rec.
Akai AC3008L Music Centre
Armstrong 625 FM .
Armstrong 626 AM/FM ..
Goodmans Module 90 ..
Goodmans One-Twenty ..
Goodmans One-Fifty ..
Goodmans MCD100 Music
Centre ..
Harman/Kardon
Pioneer 5X450
Pioneer SX550
Pioneer 5)(650
..
..
Pioneer SX750
Pioneer SX850
..
Pioneer SX950
..
Pioneer 5)(1250
Rote RX303
Rote RX403
Rote RX503
..
Rote RX603
Rote RX803
..
Rote RX I
203
Rote RX1603
Sansui 5050/6060/7070/8080/
9090
Tandberg TR220
Tandberg TR2025
Tandberg TR2055
Tandberg TR2075 Mk II
Yamaha CR200E
Yamaha CR420
Yamaha CR620
Yamaha CR820
Yamaha CRI020
Yamaha CR2020

I

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£129 50
P.O.A.
£299 00
El 76 00
£203 00
£137 00
£154-75
£226 50
£285•00
£105•00
£140-00
[205-50
£244-75
£326-00
£374•95
£495-00
£101•50
£119•75
£149•50
£222-50
£267-00

Allpricesinclude 14

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

VAT

.. £ 123-75
.. £96-50
£74-00
[106-50

£168.50

E232-SO
.. £ 7410
£95.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

G

d
GT35P sem/auto Strobe/Shure
M75ED/II
meta
Harman/Kardon
Linn Sondek LPI2
Pioneer PLI 12D .. £54-00
Pioneer PLII5D
E67-50
Pioneer PL II7D
E90.75
Pioneer PL5I0A • • ..
E93 00
Pioneer PL530 .. £ 159-00
Pioneer P1550
E189-00
Pioneer PL570
1C252-50
Pioneer P1590
E254-75
Rotel RPI300
£52 50
Rotel RP3300
f67-50
Rotel RP5300 . • .. £86-50
Strathern SMA2/STP14
P.O.A.
Thorens TD160BC/Mk II
£75-00
(less arm) ..
E954/0
Thorens TDI60C/Mk II
Thorens TDI45/Mk II
£11o•oo
(auto lift) ..
Thorens TDI26BC/Mk 11
£15800
(less arm) ..

PICK-UP ARMS
SME 3009 Improved
SME 3009 S2
SME 3009 Mk Ill ..
SME FD200 Damper
Formula 4 Mk 11 ..

STYLI
f18-50
£22-50
£175
£3.00
[3-50
£6-75
£8-00
£7.00
E10-50
LI 4-00
£11 - 00
[17-50
£20•50

ADC RSV
ADC RSX
ADC RSZ
Goldring DI20 ( G850)
Goldring D110 ( G800)
Shure N44/7
Shure N55/E..
Shure N75/6
Shure N75E12
Shure N75ED2
Shure N93/E..
Shure N95ED
Shure VN35E

SPEAKERS Complete -

TURNTABLES
ADC Accutrac 4000
£225 00
Garrard
SP25 Mk 5/Shure M75-6 .. £41.75
G
d
GT20 Manual/Shure M75ED/II
£64-50
G
d
GT25P sem/auto Shure M75-ED/II

..

£l4.25

&ten

£994/0
Meso

CARTRIDGES
ADC VLM Mk 3 ..
ADC XLM Mk 3 ..
ADC ZLM
ADC ZLM Select ..
ADC LMG IHead Shell
Shure M44-7
Shure M55E
Shure M75IE12
Shure M75/ED2

£22.75
£5100

Shure M95 ED
Shure VIS 3 ..

TUNERS
Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Harman/Kardon
Pioneer TX5500 Mk II
Pioneer TX6500 Mk 11
Pioneer TX8500 Mk II
Pioneer TX9500 Mk 11
Quad FM3
Rotel RT425
Rotel RT725
Sansui TU3900/TU5900
TU7900 /TU9900
Yamaha CT4I0
Yamaha CT610
Yamaha CT8 10
Yamaha CT1010
Yamaha C17000

OPEN: 9.30 TO 6MON. TO SAT.
(.30TO 12.30 THURS.
9
EASY PARKING

C26 00
£38 00
£.50
P.O.A.
M.S0
£4.S0
[10 SO
£16 00
£17 SO

Celestion UL6 ( pair) .. £ 115-00
Celestion UL8 ( pair) .. £ 157-50
Celestion Ditton 11 ( pair) .. £63-25
Celestion Ditton 15XR ( pair) £92-00
Celestion Ditton 22 , pair) .. [ 126-50
Celestion Ditton 25 ( pair) .. £224-00
Celestion Ditton 33 ( pair) .. £ 164.00
Celestion Ditton 44 ( pair) .. £ 193-00
Celestion Ditton 66 ( pair) .. £ 324•00
Goodmans RBI8 ( pair) .. £55-00
Goodmans RB20 ( pair) .. £69-00
Goodmans RB35 ( pair) .. £99-00
Goodmans Achromat 100(pr) [82-50
Goodmans Achromat 250 ( pr) El 19.75
Goodmans Achromat 400 ( pr) £ 159-50
Harbeth H. L. Monitor ..
P.O.A.
IMF Electronics all models ..
P.O.A.
Jordan-Watts Janet ( pair) . • £S3•25
Jordan-Watts Juno ( pair) ..
M2TS
Jordan-Watts CT (pair) .. £91.00
Jordan-Watts TLS ( pair) .. £ 165•60
KEF Chorale..
KEF Corelli ..
KEF Calinda
KEF Cantata
KEF Model 103
KEF Model 104AB (Rose/
Teak(White/Wal.)

All
normally
in stock.
Prices on
application

KEF 104AB White
Very Special Offer
JRI49
JR Super Woofer ..
P.O.A.
Lowther—all models ..
P.O.A.
Spendor BCI Mk II BC3/5A1 P.O.A.
Tannoy Eaton ( pair)
Tannoy Devon ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Cheviot ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Berkeley ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Arden ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Chevin XP ( pair) £ 100
Wharfedale Denton 2XP ( pr) £45.00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP ( pr) £6915
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP ( pr) £98-50

SPEAKERS Kits & Units
Jordan- Watts Module ..
Jordan- Watts HF Unit ..
KEF DN22 104AB Con Kit ..
KEF 727
KEF 8110
KEF B200 .. •

Please add £ 2.75 per item towards carriage

and

£l7 00
£8-00
P.O.A.
£8-75
£11-25
£12-50

IL.,

%."*"• AS

KEF 8139
KEF DNI2 (T27/131 10/8139)
KEF DNI3 (T27/8200) ..
Tannoy 295A HPD ( pair) ..
Tannoy 3I5A HPD ( pair) ..
Tannoy 385A HPD ( pair) ..

£26 00
£1- SO
£5-25
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TAPE DECKS &
RECORDERS
Aiwa AD 1250
Aiwa AD6300
Aiwa AD6400
Aiwa AD6550
Aiwa AD6800

Cass./Dol.`
Cass./Dol. Very keen
Cass./Dol. prices on
Cass./Dol. application
Cass./Dol.,

Altai 4000DS Mk 11 reel . • £ 159 50
Akai 4000DB Reel/Dol. •. £ 199 00
Akai GX215D Reel/Rev. • • ¿ 276-00
Akai CS34D Cass./Dol. • • £ 83 00
Akai CS702D Cass./Dol. • • £ 102 00
Akai C5707D Cass./Dol. £ 137 00
Akai GXC709D Cass./Dol... £ 168 00
Akai GXC325DCass./Dol./3H [205 75
Akai GXC725DCass./Do1.13H £205 75
Akai GXC730D Cass/Rev/Dol £225 SO
Akai GXC740D Cass./Dol./3H £265 00
Akai GXC760D Cass/Dol/3H £ 310 00
Akai GXC570D Cass/Do1/3H £438 00
Goodmans SCDII0 Cass/Dol £ 124-00
Harman/Kardon
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 250
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 350
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 550
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 600 ..
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 700 Mk 11 ..
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 1000 Mk II
P.O.A.
Pioneer 4040 Cass./Dol.
£12+00
Pioneer 6060 Cass./Dol. £ 134-00
Pioneer 7070 Cass./Dol. £ 145-50
Pioneer 8080 Cass./Dol. .. £ 182-50
Pioneer 9191 Cass./Dol.
E225-00
Revox 11102/4 etc. .. [443-00
Rotel RD1OF Cass./Dol. .. £ 6-00
Rotel RD3OF Cass./Dol.
P.O.A.
Sansui SC3000/3 Cass./Dol... P.O.A.
Tandberg 10X Reel
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD310 Mk II (Cass.
Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD330 Cass./
Dol./3H
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC5I IS Cass./Dol.
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC800D Cass./Dol.
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC800GL CassiDol. P.O.A.

HEADPHONES
Akai ASE7
Koss HV I ..
Koss HV I / LC
Koss K125 ..
Koss KI35
Koss KI45
Koss ESPIO
Pioneer SE205
Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer 5E255
Pioneer 5E300
Pioneer SE500
Pioneer 5E700
Pioneer Monitor
Yamaha HPI
Yamaha HP3

..
..
..
10

[10 00
E26 50
[29 75
El 550
C18-75
[23-50
E164-50
¿10 30
El6 25
El 5-50
£17-30
[24-20
£40-50
£180
P.O.A
P.O.A'

insurance. ( Cartridges and styli post 75p.) E.& 0.E.

DEMONSTRATIONS,EXPERT GUIDANCE AND AFTER-SALES SERVICE
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SUPPLEMENT
world-wide folk - musicand have shown aspecial genius for exploring America's worthwhile lighter
music— Stephen

Foster,

Henry Work, to

mention

a couple of names, as well as

modern

Americana. The distribution of Nonesuch is now in the hands of the highly cNmercial WEA
group, and new releases from Nonesuch are eagerly awaited.
We first came across the Gale recordings at Harrogate in 1976 and were impressed, both by
the sound, the music, and by the recording philosophy, which is to create an essentially musical
product without using too much in the way of jiggery-pokery.

The first batch of albums were

pressed in Germany and appeared last summer, and were well received by both critics and audiophiles. The recording engineer was Tryggvi Tryggvasson of the University of East Anglia, previously with Decca, who has original ideas on the use of microphones, and the releases were
notable for the way in which the acoustic environment had been caught, especially in a record of
percussion music played by Tristan Fry.

One would have expected something good with per-

cussion because Ira Gale, before becoming involved in speakers, electronics, records, and dealing
in old masters, came to London from the States to study orchestral percussion. More records
have been promised, including an orchestral one from Vladimir Ashkenazy and Brahms from Peter
Frankl, but, as yet these haven't appeared: we live in hope.
Crescent Records of Bath have been building up aname for themselves over the last year or so,

Ira Gale

because of the natural way in which they are recorded. Producer Brian Preston has become very
much an advocate of simple mike techniques and a minimum of processing in order that, as far as
possible, what is heard at the session is what you hear on the record. He takes great care over
the recording process and the result is a very pleasing series of records, mainly of chamber
music and folk, with both artists and music reflecting very often the West country where Crescent
is based. A point which must be made with small independent companies is that it is hard for
them to have control of the record pressing because this has to be sub- contracted out. The fact
that they are small does not mean that the quality of the recording is intrinsically less than that by
the majors.

The existence of companies like Crescent should be giving them food for thought

on the recording side.
Exon Records, run by David Row in Exeter, have produced a series of very well recorded organ
and choral/organ records in British cathedrals which work terrifically on Hafler's systems, as well
as recording afew oddities such as the Faber Menuhin/Donington disc on baroque phrasing. The
(Lyrita) Richard Itter/Norman Del Mar
and David Harvey

records cover an interesting repertoire but we can only hope that their pressings bcome better
than the samples we have heard.

Lyrita Recorded Edition was founded in 1959 by an affable gentleman by the name of Richard
Itter with the intention of filling in some of the gaps in the recorded repertoire left by the majors.
Right from the start however, it was apparent that the most serious gaps were very much in
British music and since the ' 60s, Lyrita has concentrated exclusively on this field. Many thanks
are due to them. Nowhere else can you find complete recordings of the William Alwyn symphonies
or the John Ireland piano music and, against strong competition from EMI, RCA and Decca,
their recordings of the Elgar symphonies with Sir Adrian Boult are still at the top of our
recommended list. Their records of Finzi songs and Bax symphonies have done a lot in widening
the commercial appeal of these composers.

Richard lifer is still entirely responsible for Lyrita

artists, repertoire and planning, but the quality of the recordings is due to the work of some of
he most enthusiastic and dedicated producers and engineers in this country. Many of the more
costly projects would not have been possible without help from the various organisations set up
to help the dissemination of works by British composers. He summed up Lyrita ( pronounced so
as to rhyme with ' lyric' rather than ' lyre') for us as continuing to concentrate mainly on the 20th
century British repertoire and, though not looking forward, increasingly looking back to the late
19th century, the music of Stanford and Parry for instance, only a small proportion of which has
found it's way onto disc. A major programme of new releases is planned for 1978/79 including
works by Rubbra, Finzi, Berkeley, David Morgan, Frank Bridge, Ireland and Stanford, among
others. Overseas. Lyrita records have keen support and are released under license in both the
'JSA ana Australasia.
Transatlantic kept their finger in the classical music market by taking over the distribution
of the Unicorn label, founded by John Goldsmith. Unicorn was a very bold venture and some
formidable heavyweight recordings were attempted, a difficult operation in the face of the
competition of the big companies. A rotable effort by the Unicorn label was in its championing
of that fine conductor, the late Jascha Horenstein, at the time very much neglected by other
labels. Now Uwcorn is in astate of re- organisation and about to become completely independent
again with records mastered and pressed by Phonogram in Holland.
We have cestainly not mentioned everyone in this survey, only those labels with which we
have been in regular contact. We have seen little from Oryx and Guild lately. Ember still tackle
the budget label market.

Beyond these are the valuable efforts by labels who only touch the

classical field occasionally and we hope to have a look at them in the future when we move into
the record world's more varied activities—Saydisc, Rare Recorded Editions, BBC Recordings
(distributed by Pye), Grosvenor, Discourses, Pearl—the list is a long and deserving one.
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(Not quite the end though as next month
we continue with the Roundup of the
smaller labels and take a look at the
sources of imported records in the UK.)
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IF PREFERRED, QUALITY FM & TV INSTALLATIONS
IN LONDON, SURREY, NORTH KENT, NORTH
SUSSEX-2 YEARS WRITTEN GUARANTEE

No slots -.te4te

Cot
i\‘

to line up.
Lots easier
to install.

SOUND SENSE AND SEE SENSE FOR 1978
10% OFF AERIALS including FUBA range

xelegiA4e

We specialise in Rotator and long distance work

litfr'
11 11

I

Strong rigid brackets
Click in at any height.

I
I

i

0

Letters to dept. HFN
9"
4"
SAE
for
a
really
helpful
mail
order service

dill

Stockists ol the
finest aerials available in Britain:
Fuba TV/FM aerials ( W. Germany)
UKVV FM Aerials ( E. Germany)
PLEMI T.V. aerials ( Holland)
1- Beam TV/FM aerials ( U.K.)
Antiference TV FM aerials ( U.K.)

Cables go inside the
uprights.

II
Lamps and
II
switches
11 wherever
I
you
I need them

Fabulous FUBA
UKA STEREO 8
after discount
£33.00 vat
included

Est. 23 yrs.

ASTRA (D.I.Y.) AERIALS
Backed by 23 years practical aerial rigging experience
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK
Weather exposed part of U.K.? Scotland, Wales, West Country etc.
"Experiencing frequent gales? Salt air corrosion problems? Low signal area?"
The Continental aerial range from Germany having proved so fantastically
successful, we are in future recommending continental aerials ( especially Fuba)
as our FIRST choice for FM or TV AERIAL INSTALLATIONS.
Anodised against corrosion, guaranteed for five years, robust, high gain, easy to
assemble, eye-catching superb aerials, what else, in truth, could we recommend?

A better
• shelving system.

*
*
*

•

_7•
7:_•

I Buy Click at Habitat*. Or post this ad with your name
I and address for our new FREE colour leaflet.

I

Click Systems Ltd.,
Low Moor Road. Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts NG/7 7LH
II * and other stockists — list with leaflet. In Eire, from Stock shops.

All the advice you need before, plus an after sales advice service.
All parts exchangeable, but please heed our advice.
D.I.Y. saves
your costs ( your satisfaction is free).

Over 3,000 aerials stocked; all transmitters; poles; lashings; rotators;
clamps; wall brackets; amplifiers; baluns; low- loss coax white or brown
Also super low loss Coax and 300 ohm cable
Many of our customers come from recommendation

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
Near Gloster Pub and Garage
Open 9.30-5.30; open 6 days & open lunchtime
24 hr answering service
FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS

01-684 4300/5262
ON

DISPLAY

16mmummimmummumanammemmoimmurmaill

dissatisfied VuSeOUND?
Non- Linear Phase ?
Crossover Roughness ?
Capacitor Re-actance? Unbalanced Outputs ?
Bass Loss at Low Power ?
Contented JORDAN- WATTS Loudspeaker
users know nothing of such problems— they
enjoy fatigue- free clean natural sound from
their amazing single metal diaphragm
full- range JORDAN- WATTS High Fidelity
Loudspeakers.
With 4 out of 5 emigrating to ease the balance
of payments JORDAN- WATTS Loudspeakers
are sometimes hard to find, but the reward ,s
years of pleasure.

audio-visual beauty

Send stamps for illustrated brochure and D- I
Y details to :- Jordan-Watts Ltd.,
Benlow Works, Siverdale Road, Hayes, Middx. UB3 3BW
Tel : 01-573 6928

JORDAN/WATTS
LOUDSPEAKERS

the voice of high fidelity
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Name
Address

FM Radio
Angus McKenzie

I HAVE NOW HAD some considerable
I reaction from readers and friends concerning the forthcoming BBC Medium and Long
wave changes. The general consensus of
opinion is that a very serious mistake has
been made by planning Radio 4to be on Long
wave and VHF only. It would now seem that
if the BBC have to allow educational broadcasts to hi-jack their VHF transmitters, the
only solution would be to put Radio 3 on one
of the Long wave channels and to allow Radio
4to take over the proposed new R3 frequency
on Medium wave. Radio 3 necessitates, in
general, a higher fidelity of reproduction and
so it is more important for it to be heard on
VHF, although Radio 4is obviously also more
enjoyable with a wider frequency response,
etc.
With Radio 4 on Medium wave, most
listeners would be able to receive it in the
home, whereas they could tune in Radio 3
quite easily on Band 2. However, Radio 3
would normally be heard at home on VHF,
and many car radios do, at least, include Long
wave. Imost earnestly request the BBC to
consider my suggestions and to ask their
audience
research
panels
to comment
separately on the proposed changes. Each
panel covers one programme channel at a
time and it is obviously fairer to ask a Radio 4
audience about Radio 4 and a Radio 3
audience about Radio 3, etc, rather than
asking a Radio 1 audience what should be
done about Radio 4, which is totally irrelevant.
Ifeel that, somewhere, someone at ahigh level
has dictated what he thinks the public want
as a mass rather than taking into account
various people's opinions.
LAST MONTH, Ireported on various experiments Ihad conducted with the front end of
the Yamaha CT7000 tuner. In the last few
weeks Ihave been concentrating on obtaining as good as possible a performance in the
IF and decoder sections, and have obtained
some very interesting results. Before setting
up such avery high quality tuner, though, it is
absolutely vital to ensure that the test equipment itself is of the highest quality. Ihave
just had delivery of the new Radiometer
SMG40 encoder which has the most amazing
specification, ie, better than — 60 dB crosstalk
and around 0.01%, or better, harmonic distortion. This has enabled me to test the
Yamaha decoder, which measured almost as
well as the encoder itself, after careful alignment of the crosstalk and pilot tone circuits.
Ithen aligned and checked the discriminator
circuit by feeding it directly from the mixer
output, jumping over the entire IF filter and
first limiter stages. Iwas astounded to get
similar results, namely — 60 dB crosstalk at
1kHz and distortions generally below 0.03%,
the residual distortion of the generator in use.
I am at present engaged in attempting to
improve further my Hewlett Packard 8640B,
a new board for the FM modulator circuits
being on the way. After the discriminator
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

had been checked so successfully, Iwas then
able to include the entire IF chain which, on
wide selectivity, again gave distortion components at around 0.03%, even on Lor R only,
which
is outstanding; crosstalk, again,
measured around — 60 dB at 1kHz.
However, as yet I have not been able to
improve the normal selectivity position to
better than 0.12% sum channel and 0.2% left
or right only, the reason for this being unknown at present. It is possible, however, to
adjust the performance for the sum channel
to be considerably better than specification,
down to as low as 0.05%, but under these
circumstances left- or right- only suffers
badly, rising to 0.4%. It seems highly likely
that Yamaha and many other Japanese
manufacturers fail to specify L- or R- only
measurements, since they appreciate that
they will be considerably worse; but Ihave
occasionally
measured
remarkably good
figures nevertheless, possibly due to some
distortion cancellation between the signal
source and the tuner. This shows the importance of establishing the signal generator's
distortion accurately at as low a figure as
possible, and in order to measure this it is
necessary to use a deviation meter which has
itself been calibrated and set up for minimum
distortion. Iuse a Marconi 2300B which is
currently giving
only 0.015% distortion,
measured by IM tests involving two generators, a method which I shall outline in a
future ' FM Radio' because of its importance.
IN THE LAST few weeks Ihave been having a
look at the new Revox B760 tuner which
possesses some very interesting features and
which will probably give some of the expensive Japanese competition arun for its money.
Perhaps the most impressive feature is the
incorporation of 15 pre-set stations operating
via small micro switches. Stations can be
pre-set by tuning the main control, which
operates in 50 kHz jumps, to the required
station and then depressing a ' store' button.
25 kHz offsets are also provided for, since a
few stations in Europe require the facility.
Although Ifound general tuning to be a
little irritating, since the tuner mutes between
each 50 kHz step, the provision of so many
pre-set stations will mean that an average
user would only rarely use variable tuning
anyway. Ihave only made preliminary checks
on performance ( which certainly seems to be
in the top class), but Ican say that results
seem extremely good subjectively. A particularly interesting new function is the
facility for interconnection with an aerial
rotation motor and control unit, which allows
up to 7 pre-set antenna directions to be
programmed into the Revox tuner. This will
allow, in my case, for example, direction 1to
be Wrotham, covering Radios 2,3 and 4, Radio
London and Radio Medway, and direction 2
for Croydon, with Capital Radio and LBC,
direction 3 to be Radio Oxford, etc, etc. This
will most certainly increase the likelihood of
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installation owners listening to many stations
that they would not normally receive adequately. Isee this as one of the most interesting advances in hi-fi technology, the entire
system being designed with the co-operation of Stolle, the manufacturer of the motor
and its programmable control unit.
SOME TIME AGO, Ihad cause to criticise the
stereo quality of some of the tapes of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra obtained from
their Trust and transmitted by the BBC.
I had the opportunity of meeting Richard
Kaye (the Trust Director) at the time and we
discussed the balancing philosophy and,
while respecting each other's opinions, we
agreed to differ. Iwas delighted that Jerry
Bruck, an American classical music recording
engineer, visited me during December. He
gave me a copy tape of a recording he had
made with the Orchestra, conducted by
Ozawa in the Boston Symphony Hall. This
gave me the opportunity of hearing what the
Hall is really like, and of comparing it to aBBC
broadcast of a Trust recording of the same
work on December 31st. Bruck had made two
recordings: one for commercial release using
a multi- microphone balance; and the other, a
simple near co- incident microphone pair, the
sound of which he personally preferred.
Here and now Imust stress that Ivastly preferred the simple co- incident microphone
recording,
since
perspectives
were far
superior and the life and realism of the performance captured extremely well. The positions of all the instruments and choir were
very precise and the sense of depth very
realistic. In contrast, the broadcast sounded
as most Boston Symphony recordings do,
namely, a vague centre and a rather overreverberant orchestral sound, with various
instruments and chorus tending to be overpredominant at times. It is a delight to me
that, once and for all, I can say that the
Boston Symphony Hall is a very good location if the appropriate microphone technique
is used and that there is no reason why the
BBC's co- incident type technique should not
be used. Jerry Bruck used two Schoeps
hypercardioid microphones around 16 cm
apart, angled at about 110° in a similar configuration to that used by ORTF.
THE BROADCAST of Don Carlos in stereo
from La Scala, Milan, was not a success for,
to start with, left and right were reversed,
probably in Italy ( BBC corrected this later).
The Siemens system was badly maladjusted
and continual jerking and pumping was
noticed in the image. Furthermore, some
engineers on the continent unplugged and
plugged equipment which caused continual
brief losses of signal. Although the performance was excellent, what a pity that more
trouble had not been taken at the continental
end.
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finger tapping...
heart throbbing... foot stamping...
glass shattering...mind blowing.
Music is not something

you hear. It's atotal experience.
A feeling from the soles of your
feet tà the hairs on your neck. You
know it in the concert hall as the strings swell
to heart- stopping intensity. And at the rock
festival with waves of sound all around.But
you've never felt that musical force at home.
Now you can.
In Los Angeles JBL Sound Inc. have
designed and built beautiful speakers for
generations. Their engineering quality is
simply unequalled and, not surprisingly, JBL
Speakers are chosen by Deutsche Grammophon,
the Rolling Stones and along list of
international musical leaders ... in their
professional and private lives. JBL design
superb speakers for every environment.

What is L212?
Simply anew triple
speaker system designed as a
total concept to bring anew
feeling for music home to you.
A pair of slim enclosures deliver
%.,••• anominally flat response down to
70 Hz. And athird unit,The Ultrabass, takes
over from there.
You see, JBL engineers know that, by
isolating the very lowest bass frequencies,
they are able to provide optimum stereo
imaging from the two stereo speakers.

Tear fetchine

NEW JBL L212 SYSTEM

And now JBL have surpassed even their
own high standards with anew totality of
musical experience. Now the quality of music
is not strained through two speakers, it's
reproduced in its full embracing intensity
through the revolutionary JBL L212 system.

EXTRA BASS DIMENSION

The Ultrabass is acube that matches its
more conventional fellows with abeautiful
oiled walnut cabinet ... and adds depth to the
overall sound.The Ultrabass has its own
woofer amplifier, equaliser and enclosure. So it
brings new life to low frequency music without
boom or resonance. And the amplifier in
The Ultrabass minimises turntable rumble
and record warp noise as it combines the
information from the two channels.
You can position The Ultrabass almost
anywhere in your room. Its low frequency
sound is non-directional and incredibly
enhancing to the total musical experience.

...JBL BRING A FEELING FOR SOUND HOME TO YOU.

AGREAT FEELING

We feel you'll want to experience
this JBL musical advance for yourself,
so selected high fidelity specialists have
arranged to provide the opportunity.
Send the coupon and we'll put you in
touch with the the JBL sound studio
near you, where you can see, hear and
feel the full range of JBL speaker systems.
Please do it soon and let us have
your views. It's agreat feeling.
rieel the sound of JBL speakers
at your JBL sound specialists. Send us your name
and address. Well send you hiS.and details of the
full range of JBL speakers.
NAME
ADDRESS

Post now to: Harman U/K,
Distribution Division of Tannoy Products Ltd.
St. John's Road, Tylers Green,
JHL
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR.
—
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Neville Marriner

orchestras where Istarted. . . .
'The first orchestra to give me
Released this month is another of a lot of time was the Boston symthe continuing Philips series of phony orchestra in their summer
Haydn symphonies, numbers 44 festival at Tanglewood, and then
and 49 ( 9500 199), from Neville in their Boston season. Then the
Marriner and the Academy of New York Philharmonic gave me
St. Martin- in- the-fields, known in concerts, and I'll be with them
our review pages as the corporate half a dozen times this year. I'm
being ASM/Marriner. Lately, how- spending some time in Cleveland
ever, Marriner has been striking and, let's face it, these are three of
out away from the Academy; a the big five orchestras in America.
recording of Holst's Planets with The other American orchestras
the Concertgebouw is on the way with whom Iwork are Minneapolis,
from Philips, and he conducted Washington, San Francisco and
Bohème last year at Sadlers Wells. Detroit, all of which are very fine
FIFIVIRR hasn't interviewed Neville instruments, comparing favourMarriner, himself an Awardee, ably with the London orchestras. I
since he presented our Audio think that quite soon Iwill accept
Award to Raymond Leopard in the musical directorship of one of
1973. Iwent along to meet him, those orchestras and do the same
therefore, at the Kingsway Hall in with a European orchestra, probJanuary, where the Academy were ably in Germany or France. Iwill
recording Italian songs with Janet still continue with the Academy of
Baker. It wasn't these Iheard on course, because our record conentering, though, but Haydn's sym- tract calls for about 20 records a
phony 31: the difficult Horn- call. year, 12 of which have to be made
The session ended and we retired with the Academy. The record
to one of the small rooms that with the Concertgebouw you spoke
infest the building.
about should be the first to come
How has the move away from out with a symphony orchestra;
the Academy come about?, I I've made one with the LPO of
asked. ' Well, as you know, the Suppé overtures and I've got
Academy grew from almost a several with the LSO this year.
collection of friends playing for Then I'm making some with the
pleasure into something that has Dresden Staatskapelle and the
become quite extraordinarily suc- Leipzig Gewandhaus'.
cessful, both artistically and comDid you find that you were
mercially. On the strength of the beginning to repeat yourself?
Academy's
reputation,
I was 'Yes, let's face it, at the moment
invited to start a similar orchestra we are engaged in recording the
in Los Angeles [ remember the Bach Suites but it's only 7 or 8
enjoyable disc of Virgil Thomson years since we did them for Argo.
film music ( ASD 3294) released in
It is hard in such a short space of
19761 and on the strength of the time to change your mind about
reputation of the two orchestras, the way you think it should be. In
I was invited to conduct the the first place, there is no justifisame repertoire with nearly every cation for making a record unless
chamber orchestra in the world. you have convictions— I
don't mean
What has happened is that I've opinions, everyone has opinions
become nervous about getting —you must have fully formed ideas
stale in the repertoire that we do and, generally speaking, it takes
so much. The Los Angeles orches- rather longer than a few years for
tra will have to find aconductor to those to change. The Academy
take over, and the Academy will has a particular style of its own
undoubtedly continue in the way and that changes very little, at
it started, with someone directing least Ihope it changes very little.'
it from the concertmaster's seat,
Do the players then not change
which lona Brown will do. Inow very much? ' Oh yes, the personnel
only conduct them on quasi- sym- changes quite a lot; we work very
phonic occasions. I'm not sever- strictly on the understanding that
ing my association but Iwant very no one has a contract with the
much to get back into symphony Academy. It is avery loose arrangeHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ment. They are engaged entirely
for their quality and, in return, we
pay them better than anyone else
would. But if their talent gets frayed at all, or if they are less than
first-class, they are just not reengaged. There are no ties on
either side. And Ithink that if you
work on the principle that everyone in the orchestra is enormously
valuable to the orchestra, but no
one is indispensable, you get about
the right balance of responsibility.'
. . . And the players do seem to
care? ' Oh yes, very much. All these
conversations now [ many of the
Academy were still in the Kingsway talking, practising or scraping
reeds, rather than having retired
en masse to the local pub] are
about getting the maximum results out of these recording sessions. Fthink it's quite healthy for
musicians to be associated with
the Academy because, with all
due modesty, it's better than anything else on the market at the
moment. Though
one always
hopes that there is somebody
better oreathing down your neck
because that's the only way in
which your own standards will be
maintained. There is a very good
Polish chamber orchestra which
is absolutely first-class, and Iwish
they would play over here more
often because that would sharpen
us up. We're playing in Warsaw
quite soon and I'm sure we'll be
very much under the microscope
because they really are a very
polished group indeed.'
Was Marriner pleased with the
way the Academy chorus was
coming along? The Argo Messiah
(D18 D3) had been very well
received but the Mozart Requiem
(ZRG 876) had met with a somewhat
mixed critical reception.
There is also a Bach B minor
Mass on the way from Philips with,
among others, Janet Baker, produced by Vittorio Negri and recorded, of course, in St. John's

Smith Square. ' Yes, Iam pleased.
Laszlo Heltay [ see ' Gramophife'
December ' 76] has trained his
choir to sing the way that the
Academy plays. Whether you're
playing Mozart,
Beethoven
or
Bach, there is an instantaneous
uniformity of style which
is
entirely due to his extraordinary
generosity in just making them
sing instrumentally all the time. I
think he was very clever in the way
in which he chose not immediately
obvious people to be members of
his chorus. He chose people who
had very demanding professions,
doctors, teachers, lawyers as well
as housewives whose availabilty
might be hard to organise. But at
the same time, he's got intelligent
people who are prepared to use
their brains, so he's got an extraordinarily alert and gifted chorus.
They can sing in three or four
languages and have become an
enormous asset to us. The only
foolish thing that may happen is
that Equity are making it very
difficult to use amateur choruses
with professional crchestras. Of
course, record companies wi,1 not
pay professional choruses for recording. They pay a nominal sum
to a choral society to keep it alve
—one recording will maybe pay
a society's administrative costs
for a year— but they won't pay
the high rates for everyone in a
professional chorus. If it creeps
into concert work, then Isee an
end to most public performances
of choral works.'
While we're on the subject of
singing, does he see himself doing
more opera? '
Bohème was my first
taste of opera and Imust say that
it is very infectious. I'm doing
Figaro at the Aix-en-Provence
Festival in 1979, so that will be my
second dose and Ihave a feeng
that once 1have a few operas in
my repertoire, I'll want to start
recording.'
Does he find the
challenge of opera i
n welding so
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RECORD DECKS
ARISTON
RD 11

.

£245.00
£ 174.00
£ 165.00
£ 122.00
£88.67
£89.00

LINN SONDEK
LP12
£208.13
LUX
PD121
PD131

£405.00
£263.00

TECHNICS
SL20
SL23
SL2000
SL150
SL1800
SL1700
SL1600 ..
SL110
SP10

£62.95
£84.95
£99.95
£119.95
£124.95
£149.95
£174.95
£224.95
£499.95

J. A. MICHELL
Hydraulic Ref
With Arm
Electronic
With Arm

£142.00
£173.00
£182.00
£195.00

MICROSEIKI
DD20
DD40
DDX1000

£115.00
£232.00
£355.00

CASSETTE DECKS
DUAL
C919
C901

£598.40
£349.90
£338.66

UHER
CG320
CR210
CG300
CG362
SG 560
SG510
4000 Rep
4200 Rep
4400 Rep

£205.50
£399.00
£157.50
£375.00
£402.00
£172.50
£290.00
£348.00
£348.00

£ 123.00

DUAL
CS721
CS704
CS601
CS510
CS502
FONS
CQ30

TT700
DT600
DT550

..
..

£ 207.00
£ 229.00

JVC
CD1740 .. £92.00
KD21 • . £ 121.00
CD1635-26 £215.00
NAKAMICHI
111000 .. £927.28

TEAC
A3340S
A2300SD
A3300SX2T
80/8

£703.00
£420.00
£492.00
£2093.00

YAMAHA
TC511S
TC800D
TC800G L •

£143.00
£150.00
£225.00

TECHNICS
RS615 ..
RS630
RS646
RS671
RS676
RS678
RS686
RS1500
RS7500
RS9900

£129.95
£149.95
£09.95
£229.95
£294.95
£299.95
£399.95
£899.95
£379.95
£999.95

£122.00
£145.00
£219.00
£340.00
£390.00
£550.00

YAMAHA
CR200E
CR600
CR620
CR820
CR1020 ..
CR1000 ..
CR2020 ..

£126.00
£215.00
£233.00
£305.00
£387.00
£450.00
£495.00

TECHNICS
SA5070 ••
SA5170 .•
SA5160L ••
SA5270 .•
SA5370 •.
SA5460 ••

£129.95
£164.95
£184.95
£219.95
£269.95
£349.95

TOSHIBA
SA -220 L ••
SA-320 L ••
SA-420 ••
SA-520 ••
SA-620 ••

£107.50
£139.50
£189.50
£239.50
£324.50

AMPS & TUNERS
JVC
JAS10
JAS11
JAS31
JAS71

£62.00
£78.00
£117.00
£277.00

LECSON
AC1
AP1
AP1 X
AP3 Mk II

£226.00
£159.00
£196.00
£244.00

LUX
L30
L80
L8OV
L85V
L100
T33
188
T110

£162.00
£242.00
£295.00
£405.00
£689.00
£152.00
£212.00
£355.00

RECEIVERS
JVC
JRS100 ••
JR S200 L ••
JR S300 ••
JR S400

£ 130.00
£217.00
£261.00
£342.00

LUX
R1040
R1050

£333.00
£436.00

QUAD

PIONEER
SX450
SX550 ••
SX650 ••
SX850
SX950
SX1250

Personal Callers Only
J. E. SUGDEN
£189.00
£136.00
£108.00
£117.00
£135.00

A48
P51
C51
148
R51

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
ADC
AGFA
AKG
ALLEN & HEALTH
AUDIOMASTER
AUDIO TECHNICA
AIWA
BEYER
BGW
BOSE
BOWERS & WILKINS
CALREC
CELESTION
CHARTWELL
DBX
DECCA
DUAL
EMPIRE
FERROGRAPH
FIDELITY RESEARCH
PONS
FUJI
GALE
GOLDRING CARTRIDGES
GRACE
HARMON KARDON
HITACHI
HOWLAND WEST
IMF
JBL

JR PRODUCTS
JVC
KEF
KEITH MONKS
KLH
LEAK
LECSON
LENTEK
LINN PRODUCTS
LUX
MARANTZ
MAXELL
MAY WARE
MICHELL
MICRO SEIKI
MICRO ACOUSTICS
MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
NATIONAL PANASON IC
NEAL
NIGHTINGALE
OMAR
ORTOFON
PIONEER
QUAD
RADFORD
RAM
RE VOX
ROGERS

SANSUI
SENNHUISSER
SHEFFIELD LABS
SIGNET
SME
SONY
SPENDOR
STANTON
STAX
STUDIOCRAFT
SHURE
SUGDEN
SUPEX
TDK
TANGENT
TANNOY
TASCAM
TEAC
TECHNICS
TOSHIBA
TRANSCRIPTORS
TRIO
ULTIMO
UHER
VIDEOTONE
WAR
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
ZEROSTAT

JR
JR 149

..

£ 133.00

KEF
104
£ 197.00
104AB
£283.00
KLH RANGE

TECHNICS
SU7300
SU7700
SU5500
SU8080
SU8600
SU9600
SE9600

£134.95
£169.95
£219.95
£269.95
£319.95
£419.95
£599.95

RADFORD
ZD22
HD250
ZD50
ZD100

£196.80
£270.00
£253.00
£365.60

YAMAHA
CA410 ..
CA610 ..
CA810
CA1000 Mk11
CA1010 ..
CA2010 ..

£107.00
£144.00
£270.00
£298.00
£360.00
£450.00

SPEAKERS
BOSE
901Mk III ..
501
301

£565.00
£267.00
£157.00

CHARTWELL
LS 3/5A
PM200
PM400

£152.00
£216.00
£365.00

GALE
GS401A

£350.00

IMF
Compact II ..
Super Compact
TLS50 ..

£117.00
£162.00
£396.00

MONITOR AUDIO
MA7
£98.00
MA5
£ 151.00
MA4
£201.00
MA1
£302.00
MA3
£397.00
SPENDOR
BCI
£266.00
BCH .. £277.00
BCI I
I
£499.00
Mini Monitor
SA I .. £ 163.00
STUDIOCRAFT
110
£85.00
220
£ 112.00
330
£ 148.00
TANNOY
£254.00
Eaton
£290.00
Devon
£308.00
Cheviot
£398.00
,Berkeley
Arden
£454.00
Also Tannoy Components
Stocked.
TANGENT
TM1
TM3
RS2
RS4
RS6

£138.39
£91.44
£141.60
£210.11
£283.36

ROGERS
LS 3/5A .. £ 156.93
Export Monitor £253.12
Compact
Monitor .. £179.43

delivery f2.50 on most items.

All prices include VAT and are subject to manufacturers increases.

THE RADFORD CHOICE....

TLS80 II .. £630.00
Ref. Std.
Monitor IV £927.00

Radford Hi Fi offers professional advice from experts. We provide unequalled
demonstration facilities enabling you to compare and select the equipment best
suited to your taste and budget. Intelligent purchasing allows us to offer
competitive prices. We can arrange part exchange, credit facilities and Access and
Barclay cards are welcome. Mail order service anywhere in
the UK and exports throughout the world.

d
Radford HiFi Limited
52/54 Gloucester Road, Bristol BS7 8BH
Tel: ( 0272) 422709/44593 Telex: 449315

many disparate elements into one
organic whole? ' Ithink so. There
is nothing more maddening than
having a bevy of singers around
you all day, you see, because they
are so undisciplined compared
with instrumentalists—they have
quite different problems from instrumentalists and that takes some
getting used to if you've only ever
dealt with instrumentalists all your
life. But when it actually works, it
is magnificent. The actual musical
accomplishment of putting an
opera together is extraordinarily
satisfying.'
What have been the highlights
for him in the Academy's 20 year
career? The first, Ithink, was the
very first concert we did well, which
was in the Senate House in Cambridge. Iremember vividly that it
was the first concert where we
felt that it was good. Also the
strength of friendship within the
group which developed Isuppose
in our early touring days. It was
quite hard, we used to do as many
as 28 concerts in 31 days, travelling long distances in all sorts of
weather... When you suddenly
discover that you are an international symbol from which a
great deal is required, Imust say
that is where such friendship is
invaluable because the nervousness of the occasion is very much
reduced by the relaxed atmosphere within the group.
'But Isuppose being successful
is one of the nicest things that's
happened. Idon't really think it's
spoiled the Academy, though I'm
always afraid of the danger that
we might get complacent. Inow
feel that our repertoire of baroque
music should be taken over by
people who play on original
instruments; that is the next step.
Always before, the people who
took up these instruments—what
we used to call the brown bread
and open-toed sandals brigade—
were rather bad players, but now
the standards have improved enormously and the people taking an
interest in baroque instruments
are good instrumentalists.
Although the Academy performances on record have become
somewhat definitive, in some respects they are also 1950s models
and they should, Ithink, be viewed
like that.'
Mention of the ' 50s reminded me
that Neville had been agreat friend
of the late Robert Thurston Dart
who was very much involved in the
earlier days of the ASM. Is there
much Thurston Dart influence
there still? Iasked, ' Oh a great
deal. He gave us the confidence
to actually produce our own
editions, our own versions. Before
that, nearly everybody had accepted the rather sloppy printed
FII FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

19th century stuff and there was a
great deal of muddle about trills
and articulation, and about ornamentation, dynamics and general
stylistic things. Bob crystallised
all this and the Academy inherited
it from him.
But scholarship
changes too. Bob has been dead
for 7 or 8 years now and other
scholars have emerged with
different ideas and styles and I
think that we mustn't get stuck in
the mud. We were probably the
best of our kind at that sort of
music at the time, but it's no good
pretending that things are standing still. People may still buy
our records [ of baroque music]
because they like the way we play
it, but it's not the only way to play
it and there are other equally
interesting ways of performing it
now.' The Academy moves on.
'Well I hope so. In fact, we are
changing from a baroque- based
orchestra into a Mannheim orchestra, a Mozart and Haydn symphonies sort of orchestra. We still
have
plenty
of
literature
to
explore.'
We had also met the previous
week at a reception at St. Johns
(of course, where they've been
recording since that fabulous
Seasons) where Harley Usill had
presented him with a Gold Disc
for over amillion UK and European
sales of Argo ASM records. They
were in the middle of recording
another Handel work, Acis and
Galatea, for Argo. Iasked Neville
if the long association with Argo
would continue, now that their
main recording activity is with
Philips, and he replied that it was
a well-chosen moment to mark
their relationship with Argo and
that they would still be making one
or two records a year for them.
I-IFIVIRR wishes both Neville and
the Academy well in their diverging careers and Ifeel it appropriate
that this interview should appear
in our record supplement issue
because, really, the history of
Neville's orchestra has been very
much the history of the LP in this
country.
John Atkinson

Musica Edition.
The first two
releases, Renaissance Chamber
Music (
TAC 1001) with the London
Pro Musica group, and Canzone
Sonate e Toccate (
TAC 1002) with
the New London Consort, are now
available, and have been recorded
in as natural a way as possible.
Among the engineering credits
appears the name of Tony
Faulkner,
now with
Enigma
Records, whose attitude to mike
techniques is that the sound of the
instrument in its acoustic environment should be captured rather
than just the sound alone. Tactus
Records
should
therefore
be
worthy of a listen by hi-fi enthusiasts for their aural quality
as well as for their musical
authenticity. Most of the music
played on the albums is published
in the excellent London
Pro
Musica Edition and the albums
have gatefold sleeves with all the
background information, texts and
instrumental details. The albums
are priced at £3.50 and should be
available from better record shops.
If not, they can be obtained ( post
free in the UK and Eire) from
Tactus recordings, 61 North Street,
London SW4 OHQ.

High Leigh Weekend
Once
again
the
ever- popular
musical/record weekend, organised by the National Federation
of Gramophone Societies,
is
imminent. The 1978 gathering of
the clans will be held at the High
Leigh Conference Centre, Hoddesdon, over the 7-10 April weekend.
Personalities presenting programmes include Dame Isobel
Baillie, Norman del Mar, Eric
Fenby, Hugh Ottaway, Rex Lawson
(on the Duo- Art piano), Tony
Faulkner ( Enigma) on recording
techniques, and an engineer from
BBC
Research
Laboratories,
Evesham, talking on and demonstrating
digital recording and
reproduction.
All these events, plus accommodation and sustenance, for
£19 from Friday night to Monday
morning breakfast, or £ 18 Friday
dinner to Sunday evening meal.
Applications to Mr. John Bulman,
42 Holmfield Avenue, Stoneygate,
Leicester.

TwoTen Records

R. Smith & Co. are publishers of
brass band music and, feeling that
brass band music is not well
enough represented in the record
Reflection Records grew out of
catalogue, have decided to form a
a musical instrument shop in
new record company, TwoTen
Hampstead and issued their first
Records. They will initially conrelease at the end of 1977. This
centrate on music for brass. Their
was Awakenings (
RR0101) featurfirst
release, Oliver
Cromwell
ing flautist Tim Wheater on a
(TT001) by the Stanshawe ( Bristol)
variety of flutes, keyboard and
Band
conducted
by Walter
percussion instruments, as well as
Hargreaves, one time conductor
two live tracks recorded at a
of the Brighouse and Rastrick
concert of improvised music with
Band, features tuba virtuoso John
guitarist Paul Donovan and bassist
Fletcher and was produced by
Yuki Horimoto, and a rather nice
Geoffrey Brand, who will be prodawn chorus. Tim has studied
ducing all the releases. Geoffrey
with both Marcel Moyse and
Brand has long experience as a
James Galway, and the music is,
BBC producer and the first album
as you might have gathered, unwas engineered by Bob Auger, so
classifiable.
We hope to be
TwoTen is probably worth checkreviewing it in due course. Reing out sou ndwise. We especially
leased this month is a record of
enjoyed a Malcolm Arnold Tuba
music on rare and precious flutes
Fantasy on the first disc. TwoTen
played by Stephen Preston, who
records cost £ 1.50 and can be
was featured on that splendid
obtained from R. Smith & Co. Ltd,
Vivaldi Op. 10 Flute Concerti
PO Box 210, Watford,
Herts
record on Oiseau -Lyre last year.
WD2 4YG.
Soon to be recorded
is an
Recorder player Phil Pickett was album of the music of Rudi
the subject of a ' Gramophile' Wideoft, played by the Dutch duo
interview last February and he of Leo Ostrom ( saxophone) and
mentioned then that he was Eddie van Digken ( piano). Distriinvolved with music publisher and bution has yet to be organised, but
early music enthusiast Bernard Reflection Records are on sale in
We printed the word ' tune' in
Thomas in producing recordings London ( Price £3.35) at Chappells, one of our January Crossword
that aimed to capture the true big department stores and prob- clues as ' true' but it didn't stop
sound of baroque and earlier ably the HMV shop.
Further readers from sending in the
instruments.
Those recordings details can be obtained from correct
solution.
Apologies
have now emerged on the Tactus Reflection
Records,
11
Pond anyway, and we guarantee that
label, the
recording
side
of Street, London NW3 2PN. Tele- this month's clues are correct
Bernard Thomas' London Pro phone 01-794 1596.
(we think).

Reflection Records

Tactus Records

Crossword Apologies
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CREDIT FACILITIES Mall

NM AFTER SALES SERVICE

HIGH 14'111111.14irryel,:\t-1;
00 111scoucerrs
DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD

eHEADPHONES
Koss PRO4AA.. £ 6.00
Koss K6LC .. £ 6.00
Micro Seiki .. P.O.R.
Pioneer 5E305 .. £14.50

1•

(
P & P 90p)
Pioneer 5E505 .. £ 30-00
Sansui .... P.O. R.
Stax SR5 .. £ 85 00
Sennheiser HD4I 4 £ l5 95

TAPE RECORDERS ( P & Pf1-95)

Aiwa AD6300 .. £ 49-00
Aiwa ADI 250 .. £ 39.00
Aiwa AD6550 .. £235.00
Aiwa AD6400 .. £ 99-00
Akai 725D .. £ 195-00
Akai 707D .. £ 13500
Akai CS340 .. 06-00
Akai 4CLIODS .. £ 154-oo
Akai 4000DB .. 099-00
Akai CS702D .. £
98-oo
B& 0 .. .. P.O.R.
Dual C901/919 .. P.O.R.
G
d GC 350 E99-00
Harman Kardon P.O.R.
JVC KD35 .. £
16o•oo
JVC KD2 .. £ 169-00
JVC 1635/2 .. £199-00
JVC KD2I .. £ 1100
Nakamichi 600.. P O.R.
Pioneer CTF6060 £139.00
Pioneer CTF7070 £148.00

eTURNTABLES
Aiwa AP2200
mos.00
BSR M
Connoisseur
BDI Kit .. £16.50
BD2 Chassis .. 06-50
BD2 P/C .. £48.50
BD2/A .. £54.95
Dual 502 ..
£85.00
Dual 601/501
P.O.R.
Fons CQ30 Mk I 05-00
Goldring
P.O.R.
G
d
GT20 ( no cart) L57-00
6125 ( no cart) L.69 00
GT35 ( no cart) £ 7110
SP25 M75/6 .. £38-00
8658/2 ( no cart) E67-00
0D75.... £89- DO
JVC JLA40 £ 100
JVC JLA20 £63.00
Marantz 6150 .. E97-50
Micro Seiki
P.O.R.
Philips GA3I 2 .. 08-00

Pioneer CTF9 191 £235 00
Pioneer CTF4040EI 19.00
Pioneer CTF8080 £ 186 00
Revox .. .. P.O.R.
Sony TC377 .. £ 159-00
Sony TCI44CS.. £ 145.00
Sony TCI77 .. £369 00
Sony TCI86 .. £ 12700
Sony ELS .. £ 74.00
Sony TC206 .. £ 165-00
Tandberg 10X
P.O.R.
Tand berg 310/2
P.O.R.
Tandberg 3541 .. P.O.R.
Teat A400 .. £139.00
Technics
Toshiba .. .. P.O.R.
Trio KX250 .. P.O.R.
Yamaha TC800GL P.O.R.
Yamaha TC5 1I.. £132-00
Yamaha TC800D P.O.R.

(
P & P £ 1-95)
Pioneer PLI 12D
(
sew
Pioneer PLI ISO
E67•00
Pioneer PLI 17D
£99.00
Sansui
P.O.R.
Strathearn SMA2 030-00
Strathearn STM4 £69 00
Sony PSI450 £59-00
Sony PS4300 .. L135-00
Sony PS I1 .. £78.00
Sansui
P.O.R.
Technics
Thorens TD160C £ 5-00
Thorens TD I
65C £ 7.00
Thorens TDI45 £ 109.00
Thorens TD160BC 07-00
Transcriptors
W/O Arm .. £ 127.00
Ref./Arm .. £ 52-00
Trio KDI033 £54.00
Trio KD2055
E84 00
Trio KD2070 £98 00
Yamaha YP2I 1/511 P.O.R.

eCLEARANCE BARGAINS
AiwaAD1600(s/s) £ 169.00
Aiwa 5080 (s/s).. E299-00
AkaiAA 1010 ( new)E89 00
Akai 1020 ( new) £ 130.00
Kef Cal inda (s/s) £190.00
Leak 3400 (new) £
140.00
Micro Seiki D020
(new) .. £95-00
Tandberg TR1000
(s/s
£147.00

Limited Quantities

Trio KX620 ( new)
£134
Aiwa AD6500 ( new) £205
Cambridge Audio
PI10 (s/h) £ 29.00
Toshiba SR255
(new) ..
038.00
Transcriptors
Reference ( sill) El 15-00
Tandberg TCD3I0
(s/s)
£185.00

•PICK-UP ARMS
Acos Lustre ..
A/Technica 1005
Connoisseur
SAU2 ..
Ortofon.. ..
Colton MC101 ..

£
36.00

£37.00
E15-95
E63.00
E27-00

eTUNERS/TUNER
Akai AA1125 .. £ 129.00
Akai AA' 135 .. £ 155-00
Akai AA1150 .. £ l4.00
Armstrong 625 £ 79-00
Armstrong 626 £205-00
Armstrong 623 £ 125.00
Goodmans .. P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
JVC JTV II .. 07-00
JVC JRS200L/2.. £ 99.00
JVC JRS 100 .. £ 22.00
JVC JRS 50 .. £ 2-00
Marantz 2215 .. El 17.00
Marantz 2226 .. E16700
Marantz 2238 .. £ I6 00
Pioneer SX450.. £ 108 00
Pioneer SX550 .. £ 137-00
Pioneer 5)(650 .. E194-00
Pioneer TX5500
£75.00
Revox A76 .. P.O.R.
Rogers stockists

le

oUNIT

(
P & P 70p)
SME 3009/S2 .. E47-00
SME 3009/ND .. £43.50
Transcriptors 9 £ 100
SME Series Ill .. £ 9.00
SME FD200 .. no-oo

AMPLIFIERS
(
P & P £ 1.95)

Rotel RX303 .. £ 1
0100
Rotel RX503 .. El 59 00
Rotel RX603 .. £ 195 00
Sony STRI IL .. £ 14 00
Sony STRI8C10 .. £ 900
Sony STR2800L £ 29 00
Sansui 551 .. £ 125.00
Sony STR 1800 .. £ 10200
Sony STR2800L £ 32 00
Sugden .. .. P.O.R.
Tandberg 2055 .. P.O.R.
Technics
Toshiba .. .. P.O.R.
Trio 2600 .. El 04-00
Trio KR4070 .. £ 177-00
Trio KT5300 .. £ 500
Yamaha CR200.. £ 116.00
Yamaha CR420.. £ 165.00
Yamaha CR620.. E217-00
Yamaha CT410.. £98.00

CARTRIDGES (
P & P 70p) STYLI

AKG P8ES
AKG P7E
Audio Technica AT66
Audio Technica AT2 I ..
Audio Technica AT55
ADC XLM Mk.2
ADC VLM Mk.2
ADC Q36 Mk.2
Decca .. .
Empire 2000E/III.
Goldring G800
Goldring G850
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800SE
JVC XI
•
Ortofon I1.
20E Super ..
Ortofon FFI5E/2
Ortofon VMS20E
Pickering V I5/AME3
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure M55E
Shure M75/8/2
Shure M75G
Shure M7SED
Shure M95ED
Shure M75E1/2 ..
Shure V15 Mk 3
Stanton 681/EEE
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 680EE
Ultimo 20A
Ultimo 2013
Ultimo 10A

£59 00 £35.00
.. £26.00 £ 14 00
E5.00 £4-00
.. £9.45 £5.63
.. £4.00
£27-SO 'I
.. £ 12-00
. . .
.. £ 17.00
£7410
.. £
4.73
£12•96
.. £ 19.99
£54.00
£44.00
£15-00
E32 00
.. £ 19.00
.. £ 12.00
.. £8.00
£9.50
E14.95
E15-85
£15-25
£19-95
E13.75
.. £48.50
.. £47.00
.. £22.00
.. £30.00
£59 - DO
. £59 00
. £ 900

. . .
P O.R.
£3.37
£•46
£.87
C11-71
P.O R.
E23-00
£16.0
- 0
£6-75
£5.86
£11-60
£7.85
£9.75
£13.95
£16-95
£10.10
£20.95

P.O.
- R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

AUDIO ( P & P f2.75)

Akai AC3800L
Akai AC3500L
Aiwa AF3060
Aiwa AF 5090 ..
B & 0 -G
d GAI50
G
d GA200
Garrard GAI55
JVC 45 Dolby ..
Toshiba Systems
Rotel RM5010
Sanyo G2711 Super ..
Sony HMK77
Goodmans
National SG207OLD
Tand berg TR220GC/1520

eSPEAKERS& KITS
Armstrong 602.. C167-00
Altec
P.O.R.
Acoustic Research P.O.R.
B & W
P.O.R.
Cambridge Audio
R40/R50
P.O.R.
Celestion
UL6
£117-00
UL8
£149.00
Ditton 33 .. £159-00
Ditton 44 .. £188.00
Ditton 15XR.. £99-00
Ditton 25 .. £219.00
Ditton 11 .. £67.00
Ditton 22 .. £124.00
Goodmans
P.O.R.
IMF Models .. P.O.R.
Jordan Watts
P.O.R.
Module .. £16-00
KEF ..
P.O.R.
Leak 3020 .. £90-00
Monitor Audio stockists

eAMPLIFIERS

0
£299-00
£229.00
£242.00
£377.00
P.O.R.
£197-00
£320.00
£249.00
£209-00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£225.00
£409 00
P.O.R.
£246-00
P.O.R.

( P & P I•95 ea.)

Rogers BBC
Monitor .. P.O.R.
Peerless.. .. P.O.R.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8
(Flamenco)
C43 50
Twin
(Chaconne) £ 26 35
Triple (Pavane) £ 53 00
S/Triple Assembly
20 W
£62 00
Tannoy stockists
10" HPD
E89.00
12" HPD £ 102.00
15" HPD £ 120 00
Denton 2 (pair) £48 00
Linton 3XP ( pr) £69-00
Glendale 3XP £ 500
Teesdale .. £ 129.50
Wharfedale Kits
Linton 2XP (pr) £43 00
Glendale 3XP £58 00
Denton 2XP £27 00

( P & P f1-95 each)

Akai A2600 .. £155.00
Armstrong 621
£112-00
Cambridge P80.. P.O.R.
JVC JAS II .. £73-00
JVC JAS3 I .. E105 00
Lux
P.O.R.
Marantz 1030 .. £74-00
Maranta 1060 .. £107.00
Pioneer 5A5500/2
Pioneer SA6500/2 £99.00
Pioneer SA7300 £109-00
Quad 33/303 .. P.O.R.
Radford HD250
P.O.R.
Revox A78 .. P.O.R.

ueoce

Rogers A75/2 .. P.O.R.
Rotel RA313 .. E68 00
Rote IRA413 .. f87-00
Rotel RA713 .. £ 115 00
Sansui AU2900.. £60-00
Sanyo DCA I
001 £ 105 00
Sugden A48/2 .. P.O R.
Tandberg TA3OOMP.O.R.
Technics
Trio KA 1500
£69-00
Trio KA3500
005-00
Yamaha CA4I0.. £98.00
Yamaha CA6I0.. £134.00

PLEASE INCLUDE POST AND PACKING ( and
large S.A.E. for brochures and enquiries).
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 124-% and are subject to alteration due to Manufacturer's increases.
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED
CREDIT FACILITIES (SAME DAY POSSIBLE)

QUAD EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE TO CALLERS ONLY

REFERENCE TURNTABLE E152.00

TANDBERG TCD3 10 CASSETTE-P.O.R.

M.O'BRIE
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS
122

95 High Street, Wimbledon Village,
London, S.W.19

DUAL TURNTABLE STOCKISTS

01 946
. 13 9 8

•
•

m

93 Bus route. Open 9.30a.m. - 6.00p.m.TuesdayiSaturday.
Prices correct at time of going to press and subtect to variation.

same building, with no problems
in linking the studio control desk
output direct to the cutting lathe.
During 1977, Trident toyed with

Adrian Hope reports on theftrst ever direct- cut
stereo LP to be made in th‘ U.K.
These hallowed pages are not
normally given over to the stOry
of how a new wave rock band LP
was made—especially when the
LP label carries the advice, ' For
maximum
impakt this
record
should be played on systems
costing less than twenty quid'
(sic).
But this recording was
something different, and although
unashamedly staged as agimmick
to push a newish band, the story
bears telling.
The newish band was Warsaw
Pakt, and the gimmick was to cut,
press and have the records in the
shops for sale within twenty-four
hours. ' If we don't succeed', said
Mim Scala (the Island producer
who lived with the project nonstop, night and day, for two weeks),
as zero- hour in Trident studios
in Soho finally approached, ' we
won't have failed. What matters
is, we're trying.' In the event,
Scala, the band and Trident
succeeded.
In so doing they
notched up the chance of two
entries in the Guinness Book of
Records in one day—first directcut disc to be made and released
in the UK, and the fastest stereo
LP ever issued.
The record
sleeve, optimistically pre-printed
with abreakdown of the recording,
production
and
distribution
schedule, was wrong in only one
respect—the sleeve had the record
'in the shops' at 7p.m. on Sunday,
27th November, after recording on
the night of Saturday, 26th November. In fact, the first batch of
albums was on sale in Virgin and
Harlequin record shops by around
5p.m. It was even on the air on
Radio Luxembourg later that same
night!
As everyone even loosely conHI- 1-1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

/nected with hi-fi well knows,
direct- cut discs are all the rage.
There are now literally dozens of
firms in the USA producing
direct- cuts, ard the best (for
instance
from
Sheffield
and
Umbrella) sell at up to £ 10 atime.
No hi-fi demonstration is complete
without at least one direct- cut
recording being played, and most
hi-fi enthusiasis own a couple.
But there is now some atrocious
rubbish being released under the
direct- cut banner, producers and
record companies believing that
they can get away with murder
simply by labelling their records
wÉth those two little words. So
far they have, but it won't last.
Badly recorded nothing- music is
st II badly recorded nothing- music,
whether recorded with or without
ar intermediary tape stage. For
this reason, I must admit that I
was pretty cynical about Warsaw
Pakt and their rush- release directto- disc recording. ( Those who
remember the Brinsley Schwarz
hype will know what Imean.) By
no stretch of imagination is a
high-energy new wave rock group
the ideal subject for demonstrating the potential of direct- todisc recording.
The dynamic
range of groups like these is
quite literally in the order of 5dB!
BA oddly enough, an unlimited,
uncompressed direct- to- disc recording of such a group, with
virtually no loss of bite on the
guitar, really meaty bass, and
hammer- like attack on the drums,
is a good way to show off such a
group to best effect.
Trident are one of relatively few
studios in this country to have a
full multi- track studio facility and
adisc cutting mom in one and the
MARCH 1978

the idea of doing just this to
record a string quartet or big
band, but the projects always fell
through at the last minute. Then
along came Island, with the
Warsaw Pakt idea, and the money
to push it through. Warsaw Pakt
spent two weeks with producer
Scala rehearsing night and day to
polish up a double- sided programme, tightly geared to the
available time ( around 16 minutes
for each side of the disc lacquer).
Meanwhile, the Trident engineers
Ray Staff, John Dent and Stephen
Taylor learned what they could
about direct- to- disc
recording.
This they did by mixing down from
24- track masters direct onto disc,
rather than onto stereo master
tape and then onto disc. Openly
and frankly they admitted that they
were finding out things as they
went along, and very soon discovered that amix- down from 24- track
direct- to- disc had definite, audible
advantages over the conventional
24- track, via stereo tape, to disc
process. It seems likely, then,
that in the future we shall see
other
studios
and
producers
adopting this procedure, as a
half- way house between straightforward direct- to- disc recording
(where no tape at all is used) and
conventional studio tape-to- tapeto- disc mix- down.
Incidentally,
it's
somewhat
ironical that Trident should be the

machine sacrificed to record an
SMPTE time code as is conventionally used to lock videotape
or film machines to audio recorders.
At Trident, one 24track machine sits in the mix- down
control room, while another is
locked away in atiny room outside.
A single umbilical cord for the
code pulses connects the two
machines, and as the master
machine runs in playback or
record, or is wound fast forward
or back, so the codes recorded on
the tapes of the two machines are
kept in perfect step by the control
unit, so that both tapes are
always in exact synchronisation.
Synchronisation is achieved using
an 80- bit code and 25 frames per
second to give accuracy to one
two- thousandth
of a second.
Thus although there can be phase
coherence
between
the
two
machines for pitches up to around
2kHz, it's essential that the
engineers don't split the two
halves of a stereo pair between
the machines. To see the slave
Studer 24- track machine running
itself backwards and forwards to
hunt for the exact spot on the tape
which
brings
it
into
bitsynchronism
with the master
machine along the corridor, is an
eerie experience. So while the
engineers were mixing the Warsaw
Pakt sound down through a 24track desk into a single stereo
feed for piping up to the Neumann
cutting
lathe,
producer
Alec
Constandinos was in the Trident
re- mix room, leisurely mixing 46

Cutting engineers Ray Staff ( left) and John Dent, operating the Neumann lathe
first studio in London to go back
to the basics and cut direct onto
disc while it is also the first
studio in London to move up
from the now virtually standard
24- track recording to 46- track.
This is achieved by ganging two
Studer 24- track machines together, with one track on each

pre-recorded tracks of big band
disco music down onto stereo
tape. It would be hard to imagine
a greater contrast in approaches
to music recording.
Warsaw Pakt finished playing a
live gig at a London pub at around
midnight on the Friday, and
humped all their gear direct to
123
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£59.95
Amstrad 7000 Dolby Cassette Deck
£199.95
Audiotronic LMC30 Music Centre
£54.95
JVC JLA15/WN Record Deck
£44.90 Pr
Wharfdale Denton 2XP Loudspeakers
£114.95
Rotel RX403 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
Garrard SP25IV/M75-6SM Record Deck
£29.95
£134.95
Akai CS707D Dolby Cassette Deck
£59.95
Hitachi D2560 Dolby Cassette Deck
£49.95
Micro Seiki MB10 Turntable
£26.50
Amstrad 8000 III Stereo Amplifier
£64.90 Pr
Wharfdale Linton 3XP Loudspeakers
£127.50
Sony TC204 Dolby Cassette Deck
£39.95
Eagle AA8 AM/FM Stereo Tuner
£49.95
Audiotronic Arnoos Record Deck
£157.50 Pr
Goodmans Achromat 400 Loudspeakers
£129.95
Aiwa AD1250 Dolby Cassette Deck
£124.95
Akai AA1020 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
£89.95
Yamaha CA410 Stereo Amplifier
£64.95
Sony TA1630 Stereo Amplifier
£43.95
Audiotronic Arnoom Record Deck
£39.95
Garrard 125SB/II/M75-6SM Record Deck
£92.50 Pr
Wharfdale Glendale 3XP Loudspeakers
£39.90
Amstrad IC 2000/III Stereo Amplifier
£99.95
Technica RS615 Dolby Cassette Deck
£39.90
Amstrad 3000/1I AM/FM Stereo Tuner
£119.90 Pr
Monitor Audio MA8 Loudspeakers
£74.95
Audiotronic ACD1000 Dolby Cassette Deck
£26.50
Koss HV1/LC Stereo Headphones
£117.50
Pioneer CTF 4040 Dolby Cassette Deck
£147.90
Akai 4000DS/II Tape Deck
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Trident.
This was
necessary
because the plan was to make the
studio recording as if it were a
live gig. Normally, a rock group
recording in a studio uses a
relative minimum of amplification,
and the studio engineers put their
microphones close to the group's
amps, while a direct inject feed
is taken from any electronic
instruments. So what is recorded
is either the low volume sound
made by the group's amps or the
raw audio signals put out by the
instrument pickups, or a mixture
of both. But the result is always
the same: the group
makes
relatively little noise in the studio;
all the guts and fire are created
in the recording process, by
equalisation, limiting, compression and the simple expedient of
cramming as much modulation
level as possible onto the multitrack tape, the stereo master tape
mixed from the multi- track, and
the disc master lacquer cut from
the stereo tape. On the whole,
rock groups don't particularly
like this kind of approach to
recording; especially the new
wave who rely on an atmosphere
of live guts and fire to get their
impact across to an audience.
Only groups
used to studio
recording can cope with the
relatively anaemic sounds which
they are asked to produce in a
conventional studio situation. A
further obstacle to studio atmosphere is the need for a group
normally to wear cans ( headphones) carrying a foldback from
the studio control desk of what
the other musicians are playing.
But on this occasion the group
weren't going to wear cans, and
were going to make a lot of noise
on a studio floor. So they brought
in the full PA system they used
for live gigs, which in this case
meant a Neve mixer and hefty
stacks of amps and speakers.
To get the right PA sound meant
also bringing in the group's
regular sound engineer and putting him on the studio floor along
with the group. Now because
roadie
sound
engineers
hate
mixing on cans ( as much as new
wave groups hate playing with
cans), the PA engineer needed a
pair of hefty monitor speakers to
mix with. And this in turn meant
building a semi- soundproof booth
on the studio floor specially for
the PA mixer, monitors, amps
and engineer.
But groups on
stage—and by now the Trident
studio floor is becoming astage—
need
monitoring
in
foldback
fashion, so that each can hear
what the other is playing, despite
the noise of their own instruments. So, quite separate to the
group's PA, the Trident control
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

room had to feed a foldback mix
of the group's sound back down
from the control room onto the
studio floor. This they did with
a couple of floor- level wedge
speakers of the type you see
firing up at groups when they
play live on stage.
By now you begin to see that,
although choosing a rock band
may not be the best way of
demonstrating all the potential of
direct- cut recording, it sure as
hell makes for difficulties! And
most
of the
difficulties
you
wouldn't even dream of. Because
of the wall of noise created down
the studio floor by the group's
instruments,
both
live
and
through the PA and through the
foldback, there was effectively
very little separation between
instruments. In other words, although the band was covered by
a barrage of separate mikes, there
was a mass of spill- over between
the sound picked up by the different mikes. This is the exact
opposite of the cold, low- levelsound and cans- on approach normal to astudio, where each instrument is separately miked, recorded on a separate track and can be
individually equalised.
On this
occasion, any attempt at putting
equalisation on the voice—for instance boosting the mid- range
presence or giving some extra bite
to the top— would inevitably have
put similar EQ on the guitar. So
virtually no equalisation was used,
no compression ( well, you don't
need compression if the group
has a dynamic range of around
5dB), and only minimal limiting,
to avoid violent peaks.
Upstairs in the cutting room
there were more problems to be
discovered and solved. When a
lacquer is cut from a stereo
master tape, the cutting engineer
is helped by the automatic vanpitch and van- depth system built
into all modern lathes. As the
stereo signal comes off tape and
is fed to the disc cutting head, an
advance playback head on the
tape machine senses the average
level of the signal which is about
to be fed to the cutter. The level
sensed is used to adjust the pitch
of the grooves being cut and their
depth in advance. In this way,
heavy modulation, which produces a wide swing of the cutter
stylus and thus the cut groove, is
not able to crash into the adjacent
groove because the van- pitch
will already have spaced out the
grooves wide enough to cope with
the swing.
With a direct- cut
disc there is no possibility of
using van- pitch, because there
is nothing on tape and thus
nothing for the advance tape
head to read.
So the cutting
MARCH 1978

engineer has to choose for himself what cutting pitch to set on
the lathe. This he does as a
function of what kind of peaks
and modulations are to be expected during the course of the
recording. If he misjudges, by
setting the groove pitch too
narrow, an unlimited peak can
crash one groove into the ned
and the master is a write-off.
(Actually legend has it that one
groove of the Sheffield Pressure
Cooker master was repaired by
Teldec in Germany, to rebuild
a groove crash
and
prevent
jumping on replay—it sounds like
a slight click that you probably
think is dust.) If the engineer
sets the pitch too wide to be safe,
he will run out of lacquer time too
early.
Another problem
with
direct cutting is excessive out- ofphase information, which causes
the cutter stylus to move vertically;
without automatic depth control,
the cutter may leap right off the
!acquer surface, leaving no groove
at all, and another wrecked master.
After a day's rehearsal and a
couple of trial one-track recordings
to see what happened, the group
and the engineers were ready for
a full run-through at around six
o'clock on Saturday. The groove
pitch had been set to give around
16 minutes per lacquer, so the
group had to stay within that time
or be faded out. ' Let's go', said
someone, and they went. Straight
through, and apparently without
problems. By 6.16, the first ever
full- side direct- cut stereo master

had been cut in England. Probably the first in Europe. With
fingers crossed, the engineers
studied the lacquer grooves under
the microscope built into the
Neumann lathe. Tragedy. In a
couple of places a peak with just
too much
out- of- phase information ( probably from the guitar)
had lifted the cutter just that little
bit too high for the master to be
pressable. The group assembled
in the control room and, because
the master ( which is normally
never replayed) could not be
pressed it was replayed on the
lathe on which it was cut. By
6.45 the first stereo direct- cut LP
made in the UK had been replayed
to an appreciative audience.
The rest is popular history,
reported in shallow depth by the
popular and musical press, who
showed surprisingly little understanding of what direct- cut is all
about and what the whole episode
had been intended to achieve.
The pre-printed sleeve schedule
proved surprisingly prophetic. So
by midnight it was all over, bar
the plating and the pressing. The
result was in the shops at £2.99,
surely the cheapest ever directcut. So listen, and judge for yourselves.
And that historic first
lacquer? ' It's going in a glass
cabinet on the wall', say Trident.
'You must be joking', says Scala,
'It's going on show at the Tate
Gallery!'

G.M.T.
Sat. 26th Nov.

Sun. 27th Nov.

10 p.m.
11 p.m.
12.00
1a.m.
2a.m.
3a.m.
4a.m.
5a.m.
6a.m.
7a.m.
8a.m.
9a.m.
10 a.m.
11 a.m.
12.00
1p.m.
2p.m.
3p.m.
4p.m.
5p.m.
6p.m.
7p.m.

Hours
Run through
Record, side one
Record, side two
Master to be driven to
Leicester—very fast
Master arrives at Leicester
factory

Factory to grow stamper

Stamp to be driven to West
Drayton—very fast
Positive stamper to be made
at West Drayton
Pressing plant set up to press
Cooling time
Packaging
Distribution starts

Record in the shops

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

What proved to be the somewhat pessimistic product schedule.
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MUSIC ON RECORD
if you are not afirm believer in the
EVEN
magic of centenaries, certainly, as in this
case of asesqui-centenary, they still offer a
good excuse to have are-appraising look at
those whose births and deaths are brought to
mind by numerology. Many composers,
although not exactly forgotten are at best
only half- remembered or half- appreciated.
Certainly no-one, not even the most fanatical,
could say that Schubert was forgotten. We
could say that Schubert was at last being
appreciated. The example of his piano
sonatas, once considered unpianistic, even
unplayable, comes first to mind. Now they are
in the repertoire of many great pianists, the
best of them duplicated on record, the whole
of them offered several times over in boxed
sets.
There seem to be few of those questioning
voices around now to suggest that they are
not really very great or very satisfying music.
But there are still large areas of Schubert's
output that suffer from the same misconceptions and prejudices which die so hard
once seated in the mind of the conservative
British musical establishment and its faithful
followers. A lot of his chamber music is still
unknown, much of his choral music and partsongs, most of his stage works, and, even
though they have once been recorded in their
entirety, alot of his songs. There are now
plenty of Schubert advocates, but it is slowgoing to promote that which has once been
labelled unsuccessful and uncommercial.
Perhaps this 150- years-after airing will help a
little to nudge us toward awider and deeper
understanding of Schubert. The movement
appears to have started with some force in the
shape of various Schubert recitals and
concerts, some move toward getting his
operas on record and, hopefully, more such
plans as the year unfolds toward the actual
date of his death on November 19th.
It is easy to be too sweeping in trying to
sum up acomplex composer like Schubert,
but it seems that the trouble starts with the
world's inability to balance his inspired
successes against his limitations. Schubert
at his best is quite simply beguiling. A melodic
genius, his music is full of rhythm, fascinating
cross- currents, and daring modulations—atits
best unpretentious and as natural as the song
of abird. He was never an academic composer
and he suffered for this by quite astonishing
neglect during his life. The majority of his
works, including many that are now considered
his greatest, were not even published in his
lifetime. Works like the 9th Symphony and
the Rosamunde music lay rotting in cupboards
until devotees sought them out and brought
them back to public life. Perhaps, also,
because he was aspontaneous composer
rather than acalculating one, his attempts to
write large-scale works were often frustrated
by his inability to hold them together by
knowledgeable architecture. The large
C- major symphony, now generally known as
the 9th, is not entirely ' great'; it is full of
beauty and depth but it has aslight tendency
to ramble, to expand without logic. For this
reason it has always presented agreat
challenge to the conductor who has to find a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

FRANZ SCHUBERT 0797-1828)
Peter Gammond
way of keeping it on the go, making it seem a
cohesive whole, without losing its leisurely
charm. There have been few complete
successes amongst the very eminent
interpreters who have tried. Might we
speculate once again, without raising the
many arguments in favour of various pieces of
music that were intended to complete it, that
the famous Unfinished symphony remained
unfinished because Schubert felt unable to
live up to its tremendous beginnings?
Every now and then he succeeded
gloriously in along work. The superbly
wrought C- major quintet an outstanding
example, surely the result of asustained fit of
inspiration, doing on agrand scale what the
delightful Piano Trios had done at aless
elevated level. The Trout Quintet and the
Octet, on the other hand, while still no less
full of musical delights, are far more episodic
works, their movements less connected even
though perfect within themselves. One need be
no less of an admirer of the Piano Sonatas to
say that there is no need to insist that they are
technically coherent. It is more important to
recognise that they are emotionally coherent;
it is sufficient in many cases to enjoy the spi it
of Schubert without being too analytical about
it. There is little point in taking abird apart to
find out what made it sing.
We can be happy too with the lighter
perfection of works like the 3rd and 5th
symphonies, the Rosamunde music, his
serene Masses. We could suspect that
Schubert has never quite been forgiven
for making the art of Lieder, on so many
occasions, akin to the art of popular songwriting. Lieder is supposed to be for those
who appreciate the subtle art of matching
words with music, not be spontaneously
enjoyed. Perhaps Schubert didn't know this
when he achieved both results on so many
occasions. But that, too, is over- simplifying
afascinating subject.
The committed Schubertian has little doubt
in his mind that all else left to be discovered
will eventually be justified. After all, there
were many great opera composers who never
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knew what agood libretto was until it came
their way by accident. Schubert's operas and
operettas will prove stageworthy when someone finds the right way to stage them. There
is little doubt that what we have heard of them
promises much potential enjoyment.
It is comparatively simple to discover littleknown Schubert like the superb Lazarus, the
operas, neglected sonatas and quartets.
What is more important is what to do with
them when they are discovered. It is so easy
to take the wrong approach with Schubert, to
play him too glibly, too prettily on the one hand;
to overload him with profound intent on the
other. This proposition is best considered in
respect of basically simple yet profoundly
moving works like the Notturno for piano trio
or the lyrical Impromptus. It is simply a
matter of understanding Schubert as one who
seems to have enjoyed most of all the
pleasure of playing music with and for his
friends, most certainly with the intent of
entertaining rather than astonishing them; yet
acomposer who had the complex assets of
facility and ambition to contend with.
Ultimately we only discover the truth by
listening to his music with an open- mind and
by listening to all of it. May 1978 at least help
us toward the attainment of this last laudable
ambition.•
SOME RECOMMENDED RECORDINGS
Symphonies 1-9—BPOIBdhm—DG 2740 127 ( but also
Beecham 3rd & 5th—HMV SXLP30204, /( rips 9th —
Decca SPA4117 and Furtwängler 9th—Heliodor
LM 2535 808)
String Quintet— Casals, etc—CBS N 61043
Piano Trios, Notturno, etc—Beaux Arts— Philips
6700 014
Trout Quint et—Curzon/ Vienna Octet— Decca SDD
185
Piano Music—various recordings by Brendel
(Philips), Ashkenazy (Decca), Lupu (Decca),
Kemp ff (DG)
Lieder(Complete)—Fischer-Dieskau—DG 2720 006 &
2720 022
Song cycles—Fischer-Dieskau—HM V SLS840
Masses in E, & A ti—Guest—Argo ZRG825 &
ZRG869
Rosamunde—incidental music—Haitink— Philips
SA L3534
Opera excerpts—Ameting—Philips 9500 170
Vocal—Baker—Philips 9500 307
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Things IHear

Fred Dellar

SUPPOSE ROCK has always had a railway
I connection all along the line—to use what
seems to be an apt expression. For Elvis'
Mystery train and Bill Haley's Choo-ChooBoogie figured among the earliest rock ' n' roll
hits and since that period we've done the
Locomotion, taken trains to Skaville and
Clarksville, gone Up the Junction with

Woodward following this with Deltics (
1976)
and Diesels In The Highlands (
1977), both
excellent recordings of their type.
Surprisingly though, no rock artist has yet
emerged with a concept album involving the
railways—though country and western has
provided My Love Affair With Trains and
Story Songs Of Trains and Rivers, albums by
Merle Haggard and Johnny Cash respectively.
However, Rick Wakeman, that uncrowned
king of the concept caper, has confided to me
that he would like to write a musical based on
the life of railway pioneer I. K. Brunel and
perhaps film it in the form of an animated

Manfred Mann, and bought tickets for the
Ohio, Liverpool, BTO and Shotgun Expresses.
But few rock musicians have become so
involved with the Stephenson syndrome as
pianist Ron Woodward and drummer Nigel
Fletcher, who once led a band known as
Stavely-Makepeace but had far more success
as members of Lieutenant Pigeon, a tonguein-cheek pop outfit which featured the
keyboard- destroying piano- style of Woodward's mother.
In 1972, they achieved a No. 1hit single with
the corny Mouldy old dough, following this with
Desperate Dan, which went into the charts a
few months later. But as the joke wore thin
and the cheques became even thinner,
Fletcher and Woodward, both train number
collectors since their childhood days, decided
to look towards British Rail for their next
source of income. And so they lugged their
equipment to
Reading,
Newton
Abbot,
Taunton and various other venues noted for
their BR catering facilities, there recording the
sounds of the Westerns and Hymeks, two
diesel hydraulic loco classes destined to be
withdrawn from service.
Westerns, the resulting album, proved a
high- seller for Argo in 1975, Fletcher and

cartoon. Wakeman, who has a great love of
bygone vehicles and once ran a fleet of
vintage cars under the auspices of ' The
Fragile Carriage Co', also says that he'd
really like to house a steam locomotive in his
back garden. ' Iwas offered a Castle class
loco for just £500', he recalls, asad expression
clouding his countenance, ' But the cost of
having it transported to my place was quite
phenomenal!'

imported Eric Clapton double- album contained only three sides o' music, the remaining face featuring a lecture . n Japanese;
while a series supposedly devoted to rock ' n'
ro
classics boasted such tracks as Rolf
Ha -ris' Sun arise and Tie me kangaroo down,
sport! All very inscrutable stuff this.

MENTION OF phenomenal costs reminds me
of the increasing number of Japanese
pressings currently arriving in this country.
For a single CBS- Sony album can cost as
much as eight or nine pounds, while adouble,
such as
UA-Nippon's
recent Ventures
compilation, can set you back around £ 17.
But, excellent though many of these records
are, there are times when one wonders if our
friends in Tokyo are not laughing up the
sleeves of their kimonos—for one recently

FINALLY, a quote from Ben Sidran, once
pianist with Steve Miller but now a solo artist
with albums on Capitol, Blue Thumb and
Arista to his credit.
Recently Iwas interviewed and someone asked me how Elvis
Presley's death affected me. Iguess what
they wanted me to say was something cynical
about his death leaving more room at the top.
The only thing Icould th.nk of was that Ihad
been
more disturbed
when Cannonball
Adderley died.'

Looking Back Peter Gammond
TWO

INTERESTING
opera issues in
recent months have been Puccini's
Edgar (
CBS 79213) and Massenet's Werther,
the 1969 recording ( HMV SLS5105), which
comfortably reinstates a version of this fine
opera to help make the Massenet lists respectable again. The Massenet revival has come
in response to many pleas. The Werther set,
conducted by Prêtre, stars Victoria de los
Angeles and Nicolai Gedda in fine form and
also includes a side of operatic arias by
Gedda taken from a record ' Gedda à Paris'
(SAX2481) that has always been one of my
treasured favourites since its issue around
1963. Losing only the Werther and Benvenuto
Cellini items, it includes arias by Adam,
Massenet,
Thomas,
Gounod
and
Lalo.
While on the subject of Massenet it was also
good to have that exciting record of his
Scènes Alsaciennes and Scènes Dramatiques
from Bonynge ( Decca SXL6827), and Itrust
we shall have further instalments with further
'scènes' that were once a popular part of the
orchestral repertoire. Returning to Puccini,
this is the first complete recording of the
early Edgar, written in 1889, and is not only
a valuable addition to the opera repertoire but
also finds Scotto and Bergonzi singing
excitingly. It is interesting to sense the coming triumphs of Puccini in an opera that is
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

itself not lacking in interest and inspired
moments. The dangers of alive recording are
not entirely avoided but this need deter no
Puccini collector.
To mention Christmas in our March issue
seems a bit out- dated, but of course Iwrite
this in early January and have indeed had a
pleasant time with many interesting issues
and reissues over the festive season, with no
telephones ringing to interfere with my
listening. There has been a particularly rich
harvest of vocal records which tended to take
a smaller percentage of the issues than they
did in early LP days. We are rather spoilt
now by having both of the old recordings of
The Beggar's Opera back in circulation. I've
recently mentioned the EMI version ( ESDW
704) which is richly entertaining, but have had
scarcely less pleasure from the 1962 Argo
recording ( DPA591/2)
which
has
such
excellent singers as Dennis Noble, John
Cameron and William McAlpine and a distinguished cast of actors. Now that they are
both on cheaper labels perhaps Ican say,
without guilt, get both. From the mid- 60s an
immeasurably valuable and
top
quality
recital of English songs by Peter Pears made
up from earlier records should not be missed.
It keeps in the catalogue songs by Ireland,
Bridge, Delius, Moeran, Warlock, Grainger
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and Busch, among others ( ZK28/29).
Of the newer vocal records Imust recommend the outstanding Bacchofian Singers
disc of part- songs by Elgar, Britten, Vaughan
Williams and others which fills many gaps
(not least a first- ever recording of Britten's
Ballad of Little Barnard and Lady Musgrave), on
HMV CSD3783. Both singing and recording
are top class. Recordings of Beethoven's
songs are not an every mon:h-occurrence
and anyone wanting a good representative
collection will be delighted with Martin Hill's
new recital ( Oiseau -Lyre DSL0535). Overfamiliar with orchestral Beethoven, we might
forget the often simple nature of his songs.
The sensitive, intelligent and thoughtful
exploration of Rachtnaninov's songs is continued by Elisabeth Soderstrenr, beautifully
accompanied by Ashkenazy, and Vol. 3 is as
full of exciting discoveries as the previous
highly rated volumes ( Decca SXL6832). In
the realm of larger- scale vocal works Iam
always ready to champion Carl Orff and fail
to understand the rather snooty attitude that
so many critics have toward his exiting
works. The special Orff sound has, in fact,
many historical antecedents and Idetected
it very strongly while listening to the new
Boris Godunov recently. Orff's Trionfo di
Afrodite is awelcome conclusion to the sensitive set of recordings of the Trionfi under
Herbert Kegel ( Philips 9500 150).
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NICOLA!: ' Die lustigen Weiber von
Windsor'
(' The
Merry
Wives
of
Windsor')
Donath I Schmidt
Riddersbusch
Brendel / Malta IAhnsjei IZednik Ietc /
Bavarian Radio Chorus IBavarian SO I
Kubelik
Decca D8603 (
3 records) (£ 11.95)

For many years Ilived happily with
the condensed two- record set of
this opera ( HMV ASD580/1), happy
not only with the delightful music
which, apart from its popular
overture, seemed strangely neglected, but also happy in what
seemed as good aperformance as
one could hope for with Gottlob
Frick superb as Falstaff, Fritz
Wunderlich
as
Fenton,
Edith
Mathis as Ann Page, to mention
but three of an excellent cast. 1
still love that performance and
reckon it unbeaten in many respects. It seemed for over twelve
years that no-one was ever going
to do the piece again. Then in
April we had afine new recording
from Polydor (2740 159) under
Klee, with
Edith Mathis now
matured into the role of Mistress
Ford, Helen Donath adequately
supplanting her as Ann Page, and
a good recording of top A quality.
Now less than ayear later we have
another contender, again with
Bavarian forces under Kubelik. It
makes life pleasant but difficult.
Well in matters of sound we can
make one firm decision. The DG
set was a good A but this is unquestionably A*, one of the
pleasantest opera sounds 1have
heard for some time, crystal clear
and beautifully balanced. And 1
have rarely heard such silent surfaces. The quiet notes at the beginning of the Overture, for instance, are unsullied; but the DG
set was also very good in this
respect. As to the character of
the performance as awhole: Klee
has possibly the lighter touch
throughout and his cast are more
fun- loving. But Kubelik is no less
zestful and lively, just rather more
substantial. He too has afine cast
of singers who keep a fine cross-

The Merry Wives of Windsor

RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
A

D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
H (
or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)

Occasionally a record may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: e.g. B: 1*, A*: 2 or (exceptionally) A*: 1*.
C)Hi-Fi News & Record Review.

Peter Gammond

INFORMATION
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
Ï-.nc STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record -eyiewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by:

current of characterisation and
action. This opera seems to promote a sort of ' musical chairs'.
Helen Donath (the Ann Page of
the DG set) makes a lively Mrs.
Ford and sets the proceedings off
on a good footing with Trudeliese
Schmidt as Mrs. Page. Some of
the names will not be too well
known to British listeners but
Lilian Sukis is a charming Ann
Page and, the key to the whole
thing, Karl Riddersbusch is a
jovial Falstaff, nearer to the Frick
performance than Moll who was a
shade too dignified. What is most
important is the togetherness of
the whole cast who had worked
as ateam on an excellent Bavarian
TV film of the opera which Ihope
we shall be seeing.
To make a decision as to afinal
recommendation is difficult. If the
Decca wins by a hair's breadth
technically, the DG is more inclined to bring out the operetta
nature of Nicolai's sparkling score.
It has been noted elsewhere that
the lilting duet between Falstaff
and Ford, Act 2, Scene 1, might
well have been written by Johann
Strauss; there are moments in the
finale that sound like Offenbach.
By a margin I prefer Riddersbusch's Falstaff to Moll's and perhaps the characters come out
more fully in the Decca recording.
With Kubelik's sensitive direction
as basis, Ifeel that this new recording just nudges its way to the
winning post. But the DG set is
highly recommendable in every
way—and Ishall not discard my
old HMV set. With an opera so
rarely recorded— if you like it as
much as 1do- 1am sure you will
be tempted to possess them all.
[A*: 1*/1]

RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults might occur among commercial
pressings.

M ( monophonic)
T" ( stereo transcription)
CO ( quadraphonic: stereo compatible)
refers to a U.K. reissue
Cassettes are Dolby unless otherwise stated.
Compatible C) secords reviewed as ' stereo'.

PRICES
We do our best to ensure that prices given are
correct, but we cannot always guarantee accuracy,
since price rises are too frequent and often arrive
just after we go to press.
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Serenade: Mozart
Piano Music: Rachmaninov
Symphony 4: Shostakovich
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12 Concerti: Vivaldi
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ALKAN: Études, op. 39 D Trois Petites Fantaisies D Song of the Mad Woman D Allegro
Barbaro
Ronald Smith (pno)
HMV SLS5100 C) (
3records) (£7.50)

Charles Henry Valentin Morhange, known as
Alkan, was born in Paris in 1813. A child
prodigy who developed such pianistic virtuosity that even Liszt was uncomfortable
when playing in his presence; a notably
handsome man, friend of Chopin and admired by Rossini; a famous composer and
virtuoso in the musical world of his day: he
retired into seclusion and became a distinguished Hebraist and Rabbinical scholar.
That such a remarkable and enigmatic
personality should produce remarkable music
is no wonder. The works recorded here
constitute his studies in all the minor keys,
and include both a symphony and aconcerto
for solo piano. These names are not pure

nonsense in the Satie vein: the symphony
evokes symphonic forms, and the concerto
has two distinct, and often conflicting, ' personalities' representing the tutti and the
soloist. The formidable problem presented
by this last consideration to the performer,
coupled with the incredible difficulty of the
musical writing, make the playing of the
concerto, in particular, as demanding physically, emotionally and intellectually as any
work ever written, Ishould say. No doubt
that is why this music is not better known.
Intensity and almost demonic power are
the first impressions, making a first hearing
astunning and exhausting experience. Greater
familiarity allows the great intellectual gifts of
Alkan to be more fully realised; and it becomes
clear that this is great music, the neglect of
which is astonishing. Ronald Smith has
made a special study of Alkan and written
a book about him. He is thus equipped as
perhaps no other performer to introduce
Alkan to audiences which do not know him
(the concerto has been recorded before);
and his technical gifts can surmount the
appalling difficulties of the text. As the recording is notably natural, and has me hesitating on the verge of starring it, Ican only
commend these records with the utmost
urgency: this is a very remarkable issue
indeed. Note that the recording will severely
test the trackability of your pickup! [
A: 1]
Peter Turner

BACH CHAMBER MUSIC, Vol. 3
A Musical Offering ( BWV 1079) Ll Sonatas for
Viola da Gamba and Cembalo (1027-9) D Sonate
(for Quadro) in C (
1037)
Concentus Musicus Wien Soloists IHarnoncourt
Telefunken EX6.35350 (
2 records) (£7.98) (Selecta)

The Musical Offering and the Gamba Sonatas
have been available for a number of years:
each may be said to be among the best
accounts on record, and, in fact, each would
be my own first choice, although Wenzinger
and Müller are a very close second ( on DG
Archly) in the Gamba pieces. The newcomer, and very welcome too, is the 1977
recording of the C major Trio which, indeed,
may be by Goldberg ( of variations fame),
but is in any case a fine example of chamber
music from the 1740s.
The interesting aspect from the interpretative point of view is the similarity between
the new recording and the 1970 one of the
comparable trio- sonata from the Musical
Offering: the same beauty of tonal shading,
the same clarity and the same rhythmic
emphasis still characterise the Harnoncourt
approach ( of both husband and violinist- wife):
Tachezi is still rather stodgy and dull as an
ensemble musician (although he plays the
big six- part Ricercar of the Offering very
nobly); there is a strong emphasis on accented articulations, which, far from diminishing, seem to be increasing as the years
pass. Nevertheless, the C major Quadroi
Trio has not been done this well on record
before: the performance is a clear winner.
Music and sound notes are included.
Telefunken have good recording standards,
but they tend to favour close microphones
for ensemble performances, and, as a result,
we sometimes lose that sense of perspective
and unity that was such afeature of the Concentus' London concerts last year. [
B: 1*¡1]
Stephen Daw

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 5in c, Op. 67
Cleveland Orchestra IMaazel
CBS 76672 (£4.29)

With archive film in existence, showing
George Szell at his most ferocious in Beethoven's fifth, a lesser conductor might be
deterred from recording it with the Cleveland
Orchestra. But Lorin Maazel's new reading
is sufficiently interesting to overcome the
disadvantages of a technically undistinguished recording, extravagantly spread.
He has eliminated many of the mannerisms
of his earlier version with the Berlin Philharmonic, on DG (1959); this time he includes
both outer movement repeats. Even so,
such details as crescendi accompanied by
ritardandi, in the opening movement the
underlining of a rather feminine countermelody in the scherzo, and odd spontaneous
gestures that sound slick, will still strike
certain Beethoven collectors as unidiomatic.
Maazel is most impressive in the second
movement: he suggests a powerful processional image, as in the Eroica, rather than a
formal design paralleling the Appassionata's
slow movement. This is a memorable piece
of conducting. This record is the beginning
of a complete cycle. Playing duration 33' ay.
[B: 1*/2]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 5 in Et,,Op. 73
'Emperor'
Charles Rosen (pno) ISymphonica of London IMorris
Symphonica SY M10 (£3.79) (
Rediffusion)

Rosen's approach is far from austere; perhaps, at times, he seems to be making points
about the music externally—as a lecturer
might in analysis—but to a surprising degree
32
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he allows himself expressive freedom, delaying the beat, even at one point in the slow
movement separating the hands slightly, as
Backhaus used to do. Unfortunately, the
orchestral ensemble is too relaxed, and the
effect is one of slackness, especially in the
winds. Rosen's articulation at the very beginning of the rondo is disappointing too. The
other snag is the dim recording quality.
In spite of its age, the Curzon/Knappertsbusch Emperor (
Decca SPA334), made twentyone years ago, offers more distinct sound
quality; the musical approach is similar, although Curzon's playing is more refined than
Rosen's. Wyn Morris follows SzeII: getting
the strings to bow the first beat at bar 80 of
the adagio. First/second violins are separated across the stage here. The sleeve note
is by Rosen. [ 13/C: 2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 5in C, Op. 10: 1ID
in F, Op. 10: 2Li 15 in D, Op. 28 ' Pastorale'
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca SXI-8804 (53.99)
Ashkenazy brings a Schubertian amplitude
to the opening movement of the Pastorale,
the effect reinforced by the engineer's close,
rather full tone—these sonatas were recorded
at All Saints', Petersham. Ashkenazy consistently draws upon the full tonal resources of
the modern grand. Iam not wholly convinced
by his op. 28: Barenboim, alone on records,
adopts a deliberate first- movement tempo
that evokes the drone of the countryside,
the hazy warmth that aligns this sonata with
the sixth symphony. An amalgam of Kempff's
two LP recordings (for the outer movements
were better done in the mono version) would
be ideal; as it is Brendel on Turnabout provides the most imaginative reading. I am
surprised by Ashkenazy's literalness, which
makes the middle section of the andante
seem, frankly, impoverished.
Elsewhere in the two early works one feels
Ashkenazy is somehow inhibited: the slow
movement from the C minor, memorably done
by Bishop-Kovacevich, who brought an exquisite stillness to the music, is oddly lumpy
here, through changes of tempi. Much detail
is, of course, magical—the fighting line 56-71
from Op. 10 : 1, or the presto of the F major,
where Ashkenazy is at his most imaginative
(though in this sonata he does not follow
Tovey's suggestion that second- half repeats
might profitably be observed). For me, there
is a stiff literalness that haunts these performances; even so, there are qualities, incidents, that afford pleasure and excite admiration. [A: 2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Diabelli Variations, Op. 120
Charles Rosen (pno)
Symphonies SYM9 (53.79) ( Rediffusion)
From Charles Rosen's formidable series of
late Beethoven sonatas, recorded for CBS,
only Op. 90 remains— his characteristic Bach
Goldberg Variations/Art of Fugue album has
gone too. But now Symphonica ( in their
most important release to date) provide a
superb account of Beethoven's encyclopaedic
masterpiece, the variations on Diabelli's
waltz. Rosen writes his own short analysis
and—a small but significant point—the turnover has been selected after the 20th Varn.
(the Andante). In the Presto scherzando, 15,
only Bishop-Kovacevich adjusts some of the
left-hand part to the treble clef.
Last year Rosen recorded this work for
BBC television: not an ingratiating subject,
where sound- quality is so restricted. Nor is
Rosen aseductive player, rather he resembles
Serkin (whose old disc is sorely missed—
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Perlman

apparently Serkin has asked for it not to be
reissued), presenting the music with blunt
masculinity. Only in the first variation do
some exaggerated subito piano markings jar.
As with Serkin's performances, the variations move inexorably to the splurging cadenza
that leads into the final Minuetto.
The engineers have set the piano back
sensibly; the image is not excessively wide,
and although the instrument is slightly thick
in timbre, the sound is excellent. Not to be
missed. [ A: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: The Sonatas for Violin and
Piano
Itzhak Perlman (yin) IVladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca D92D5 (5records) (£14-95)
Here is the boxed set of records which have
already been issued individually, and it is
difficult to imagine that anyone who has
heard one will not wish to have all.
So far as Iam concerned, Ido not find that
the violin sonatas provide the profoundest
Beethoven, on any of his many levels; but
they are consistently delightful, never dull,
and full of those qualities which separate
this composer from all others. They sing;
they dance; they celebrate; they acclaim;
they mourn, with tenderness but no depth of
suffering.
Perlman and Ashkenazy can do all of these
things. More than that, they can do them as
one; and it is that quality of unanimity which
makes their playing so memorable: each
withdraws when the music gives prominence
to the other, and when listening to these
records one understands why chamber music
was once defined as ' aconversation between
friends'. Technically, of course, both are in
the first rank, but that is not enough for great
music: music has to be expounded, not just
played. Perlman and Ashkenazy have not
sought to produce something strikingly
different in the way of interpretation: one is
not constantly coming upon passages which
make one's eyebrows rise. They have chosen
to present these works as their understanding
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suggests Beethoven would have presented
them; and the result is subtle, cultured and
satisfying.
The recording is excellent throughout.
Here and there subterranean rumblings reveal
that the locale was Kingsway Hall, but they
are less frequent than on other occasions.
The sound is natural; the balance splendid;
all exaggerations are avoided; there is nothing to come between the listener and the
music. This is a box full of treasure, offering
an experience which will mature with time.
Do not refuse it. [A/A*: 1]
Peter Turner
WILLIAM BOYCE: Symphonies I-VIII
ASM
Argo IRS 874 (£3.99)
Anyone who has not yet discovered the symphonies of William Boyce is in for a pleasant
surprise. Dr. Charles Burney, the much
travelled musician and writer, described
Boyce's music as having ' strength, clearness
and facility'. The symphonies—which represent only a small part of Boyce's output—
also have a sense of vitality, and a dramatic
sense of contrast. And not, perhaps, without
reason, for the symphonies were taken largely
from Boyce's overtures to masques and other
pieces of theatre music. Historically, they're
interesting in that they pre- date what American musicologists like to call the ' crystallised
classical symphony'—if such ever existed.
There are several recordings of the Boyce
symphonies available, but fans of St. Martin's
Academy will almost certainly go for this
one. They will not be disappointed. The
playing lives up to the Academy's superb
standard, and there is some very attractive
rhythmic harpsichord continuo. There are
many delightful moments in the performance,
and the French- sounding fugal sections
are cleanly executed.
The recording was made in St John's,
Smith Square, and has atypical Decca sense
of space around the clean, full sound. Ipredict that this record will sit on my turntable
many more times yet. [ A*: 1*] Colin Evans
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kat
rehearsals. This may never reach Les Sylphides proportions of popularity but it is a
most enjoyable score. Philip Gammon plays
excellently, adding a waltz and a barcarolle
as fillers, and the Covent Garden orchestra
have the right theatrical sound under Lanchbery's zestful direction. A warm, rather softtoned recording, adequately copes; the piano
tone is good but a little orchestral clarity is
lost. [
A/B: 1]
Peter Gammond
COPLAND: Dance Symphony
Suite ' The Incredible Flutist'
M.I.T. SO / Epstein
Turnabout TV34670S (
51.99)

BRAH MS : 3Partsongs, Op. 42 / SCHUMANN:
4Partsongs, Op. 141 / SIBELIUS: Rakastava
3Partsongs, Op. 18
Finnish RSO Choir IKuusisto
Aurora AUR5058 (
52.75) ( Rediffusion) texts trans Litions included

Chopin's designation of these 26 highly
original short pieces as Preludes can be
explained only by the influence of Bach, for
whose work he had the greatest admiration.
Chopin was the supreme master of short
forms, and the 24 Preludes, Op. 28, not only
encompass, like the Studies, particular
aspects of technique, but the whole gamut
of the emotions. Busoni described them as
'Chopin at his most prophetic'. They were
undoubtedly conceived as a set ( arranged
differently from Bach's, which cover the same
tonal ground), and lose a great deal if heard
in isolation.
The distinguished young pianist Martha
Argerich continues to enhance her reputation, and this disc can only further that
process. She lacks nothing in expressiveness
or passion, and when required produces
splendid powerful tone from her instrument.
Either Ihave been fortunate in the records
Ihave received or there has been aconsiderable improvement in pianoforte recordings
from the major companies during the last 6
months or so. This is another fine example,
capable of reproducing the natural, wellbalanced, full-bodiea tone of a fine instrument. [
A: 1]
B. J. Webb

A record primarily for the specialist collector.
It
includes
Sibelius'
third
version
of
Rakastava, asetting for mixed unaccompanied
choir, which we know best in its 1911 form,
as a work 4or strings and percussion. The
singing has a fresh quality of some appeal,
but Ifeel the German works suffer from a
primness of approach, and lack of warmth.
The sound is adequate, with some depth,
but a not very extended treble. Not up to
Argo standards, and the review pressing
was not free of surface noise and rumble.
[B: 2]
Christopher Breunig
CHOPIN: Sonata No. 2in B flat minor, Op. 35
(Funeral March)
Sonata No. 3in B minor, Op.
58
Nikita Maga/oft (pinaolorte)
Philips Universo 6580 199 (
52.45)
This is awelcome further release from Magaloff's complete Chopin cycle at what must be
regarded as the bargain price of £2.45 per
disc. The composer's excursions into extended forms were limited. Apart from the
youthful Sonata op. 4and the immature concertos, the Funeral March Sonata was his
first, and most successful. It was considered
out of character by many of his contemporaries, and Schumann thought the funeral
march ought to be replaced! Magaloff gives
a fine, firm performance and the enigmatic
finale is a remarkable piece of pianism in
which every note of the torrent is clearly
articulated in spite of the full observation of
the Presto marking.
The warmer, more diffuse Op. 58 in its unusual key for the time unfolds its many
beauties under Magaloff's sympathetic hards,
and this recording must rank with those of
the Waltzes (6580 173 reviewed November
1977, A: 1/1*) and Scherzi ( 6580 198 reviewed
January 1978, A: 1). Piano tone is full, round
and natural. In a large room the illusion of
the instrument between and just behind the
speakers is almost complete. This issue is
recommended. [
A: 1j,'
B. J. Webb
CHOPIN : 24 Preludes, Op. 28 , , Preludes No. 25,
Op. 45; No. 26, Op. posth.
Martha Argerich (pno)
DG 2530 721 (E4.35)
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

CHOPIN, arr. LANCHBERY: A Month in the
Country'— ballet /
CHOPIN: Waltz in E, Op. posth.
_J Barcarolle, Op. 60
Philip Gammon (pno) IROH Orchestra IJohn Lanchbery
HMV ` Greensleeve' E507037 C) (52.75)
Unlike Les Sylphides which was concocted
from an assortment of shorter and mainly
well-known Chopin piano pieces, A Month
in the Country, choreographed by Frederick
Ashton, uses just three larger works, the ' La Ci
Darem' ( Mozart) variations written in 1827 when
Chopin was 17, the Fantasia on Polish Airs
and the Andante spianato and Grand Polonaise,
also works of his youth. John Lanchbery has
strengthened the orchestral part with his
own deft touches and, with the variety that
the variations offer, it makes an excellent
ballet suite with the added attraction of some
not too familiar music for piano and orchestra. They are played in a slightly lighter vein
than one would expect in a concert performance, keeping the requirements of the dancers
in mind, but attractively, with the piano often
taking on that frivolous tone one always
seems to find in pianists accompanying ballet
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PISTON:

CBS released an authoritative though not
especially well recorded Dance Symphony in
their Copland series which, like those launched to celebrate Stravinsky and Schoenberg,
seems to have outlived the enthusiasm of its
inception, and well before completion has
begun to fall to the deleter's axe. That performance, conducted by the composer, is
one of those which has vanished, and no
other may be expected in the near future to
be compared with this welcome version by
the M.I.T. ( Massachusetts Institute of Technology?) Orchestra. It is not an easy work
to put over, for its dance associations are
subtler than later Copland works in dance
idioms may lead us to expect, and the overtones of Debussy's and Stravinsky's influence are not difficult to find. It dates from
1925 originally but was reworked for a competition in 1931. Some of the writing is dense
by later Copland standards, but the work is
interesting. This recording has more success
in plumbing that density though it is still not
ideal. The Piston ballet suite on the reverse
is much better. It is a lovely score, full of
broad melodic passages as well as of perky
sections so typical of American music of the
1930s. Somehow the orchestra seems more
at home with Piston's music than with Copland's which is just as well since there is,
surprisingly, no other recording of this either.
[B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
'CLAIR DE LUNE' —A
RECITAL
Philippe Entremont ( pno)
CBS 61068 (
52.79)

DEBUSSY

PIANO

This record consists of a cross-section of
pieces, fourteen in all, about half of them from
the two books of Preludes, the rest drawn from
diverse sources, such as Images, Masques, the
Deux Arabesques, the Suite Bergamasque and,
of course, Clair de Lune.
As a selection, it follows a sensible and
artistically coherent sequence with plenty of
variety and no awkward key confrontations.
Though originally recorded in 1961, the piano
tone sounds clear, forward, sometimes alittle
bit hard, but without giving cause for real
complaint. Entremont is an excellent pianist,
decisive and vigorous, even boisterous, and I
only wish Ireacted alittle more strongly to his
performances. For me, they possess every
virtue save for the higher flights of imagination
and nuances of colour. [B: 2]
Christopher Grier
DOWLAND: Third Booke of Songs 1603 (
complete)
Consort of Mus/che IRooley
Oiseau Lyre DSLO 531-2 (
2records) ( 57.98)
Ihad heard enthusiastic accounts of Anthony
Rooley's Consort recordings of Dowland's
first two Bookes, but this was my first encounter with the ensemble as a listener.
The idea of treating the pieces principally as
songs comes across well: the young singers
have enthusiasm and sing warmly, whilst
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da da clee
da da doh
and ahey
nonny no?
Recognise it?
That's how one of our customers
described the title track from the
album "ALover and his Lass" by
Cleo Laine and Johnny Dankworth.
And for those who haven't already
visited The HMV Shop, you'll find it,
together with the most extensive
jazz selection in the world, on our
ultra-modern Ground Floor.
There's everything from Blues &
Gospel and such artists as Leadbelly,
B.B. King and Mahalia Jackson.
Through the early jazz period

typified by King Oliver, Fats Waller
and Bix Beiderbecke.To swingers
like Billie Holiday,The Dorsey
Brothers and Count Basie. And up to
Mainstream and Modern Jazz with
names like Charlie Parker, Thelonious
Monk, John Coltrane, Miles Davis
and Herbie Hancock.
The Jazz section is self
-L service, but if you need any
Tr advice, just ask one of the staff.
You'll find they're all experts.
So why not come to HMV next
time you need arecord or cassette?

The HMV Shop

THE WORLD'S LARGEST RECORD STORE
363 Oxford Street, Wl. (Next to Bond St. tube.)
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Anthony Rooley's own admirable lute- playing
is given amore backward role than it is in most
recordings of this kind of music; the disposition of much of the material in part- song
treatment increases this emphasis, which,
generally, I like— especially in a wholesale
production like this one.
The main weaknesses involve the singers
themselves. First, they sound to me both too
serious and too introverted: Dowland was an
adventurer as well as a philosopher, a travelling virtuoso as well as a court musician of
European reputation. Further, he was an
Elizabethan Irishman. The relish of the words,
the love of artistic communication, the joy of
ensemble work somehow cannot be heard in
these performances. It is possible to find
faults in many of the more spirited rivals:
those old Pears/Bream records, for example,
were worse balanced, less refined in tone, no
more authentic in pronunciation: however,
there was a dashing spirit about them, even
when their texts were far from jolly, that I
found appropriate. More recently, the tenor
John Elwes has recorded an excellent side of
lute- songs with Robert Spencer for The Open
University. Further, neither Pears nor Elwes
can be seriously faulted in intonation: not one
of the singers is entirely reliable here.
There are many excellent things, nevertheless, besides the actual songs themselves:
recording is pleasing, if a little dry, certain
songs go very well indeed (' Lend your ears to
my sorrow' was adiscovery for me), texts and
absorbing notes are included. However, as a
whole, this strikes me as a nearly- excellent,
rather than a magnificent, pair of records.
Dowland deserves better than nearly anything.
[A: 1/2]
Stephen Daw
DVORAK/jANACEK: Complete Works
Cello and Piano
Klaus Storck ( v/c) IKarl Engel (
pno)
Telefunken AW6.42038 (£3.80) ( Selecta)

THE STOKOWSKI STRING SOUND
DVORAK: String Serenade in E, op. 22 /
PURCELL ( arr. Stokowski): Dido's Lament
, VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS:
Thomas
Tallis
Fantasia
RPO IStokowski
Desmar DSM1011 (£3.75)

Nurtured by the Three Choirs and Cheltenham
Festivals—to which Vaughan Williams was a
frequent visitor, a revered figure there— Ifind
I
t hard to take Stokowski's super- charged
view of the Tallis Fantasia. To me, the essence
of this music is its quietness, its reflective
mysteries; here the strings surge forward,
loud, louder, in a dramatic concept admirably
realised by the Royal Philharmonic.
Stokowski had done it in the early days of
LP, to the composer's satisfaction, but
apparently he had never conducted the
Dvorak Serenade before making this Desmar
recording. He shows warmth, affectionate
care for the Czech rhythmic patterns, but
again the sound is over- powering.
Put
simply, Ifind it too present, too inconsiderate
of domestic sound reproduction requirements. Doubtless in the hall the strings were
magnificent, and one would have revelled in
the dynamic range, but the average home
listener will find he has to set the replay level
just too low to optimise the sound quality.
[B: 1]
Christopher Breunig

for

This record contains all Dvorak's music for
cello and piano as well as all of Janacek's.
Dvorak's Rondo, Op. 94, and Silent Woods,
Op. 68, here called Waldesruhe, are fairly well
known in their orchestral versions and both
have been recorded more than once, but this
appears to be their first appearance in their
original form. The Polonaise in A, a posthumously published piece, was written in 1879
and exploits the cello's range with taste and
skill, and the two arrangements of the Slavonic
Dances similarly cast a new light on two wellknown pieces, especially Op. 46, No. 8, which
appears quite sombre in this version. These,
with Silent Woods, were used as concert
material by Dvorak's cellist friend, Manus
Wihan, in 1892. Storck and Engels performance of this admittedly secondary Dvorak is
sensitive and studious, but the music, heard
en masse, can be somewhat boring. The two
Janacek works are likewise peripheral to his
mainstream compositions, but the Fairy Tale,
though early ( 1908), is a mature and lengthy
piece. It has been recorded in a good performance on Panton, but that recording does
not match this new one technically, and the
margin of difference between the performances does not justify a clear preference for
the Czech version. And there is the strange,
virtually unknown Scherzo whose date and
provenance can only be speculated on. This
is a worthwhile addition to the Janacek
collector's store, a wryly sparkling little work
believed to date from about the composer's
70th year. These are both given sterling
performances by Storck and Engel and
complete an unusual recital record that will
find adherents among the admirers of the two
composers involved. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Stokowski in his last months.

HAYDN: Symphony No. 22, ' The Philosopher'
Symphony No. 55, ' The Schoolmaster'
ASM IMarriner
Philips sew 198 (£3.99)

Ten years separate ' The Philosopher' ( 1764)
from ' The Schoolmaster', and an interesting
comparison they make. The earlier symphony
is in church sonata form, with the for Haydn
unique combination of French and English
horns. The quick movements, in second and
fourth prace, are very brief and lively, and the
minuet, despite its imaginatively scored trio,
is also quite brief. The opening Adagio, with
its grave, haunting wind writing, bears the
brunt of the argument and is nobly played
here. ' The Schoolmaster' has a broad,
wittily mock- pedantic Adagio, this performance capturing very well its firm yet not harsh
nature. The minuet is followed by what for
once is a real trio ( two violins and cello), and
the outer movements, both very brisk, combine
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lightness and strength with an engaging sense
of fun. The playing and the auality of the recording are both right up to the standard set
by earlier issues in this attractive series.
[A: 1]
Peter Branscom be
HAYDN: Symphony No.44, ' Mourning'
phony No. 49, ' La Passione'
ASM rMarriner
Philips 9500 199 (£3.99)

Sym-

Another pairing of nicknamed Haydn symphonies in Neville Marriner's splendid series,
and surely as welcome as its predecessors to
those who fancy an alternative to Dorati in his
complete series, or who realize that they could
never afford such an outlay. This time
Mr. Marriner gives us a pair of the ' Storm and
Stress' works from either side of 1770. The
earlier, No. 49 in F minor, the name of which
points to Holy Week usage, is the last of
Haydn's church sonata symphonies, with
Adagio in first place. The other, No. 44 in
E minor, perhaps owes its name to the fact
that Haydn is said to have wanted its Adagio
played at his own funeral. They are both
marvellous works, with remarkable variety
despite the slender resources ( pairs of oboes
and horns, strings, continuo). There is a
febrile intensity about the quick movements,
a basic high seriousness lightened ; n consolatory major key trios. The performances
are deft, alert, expressive, and the recorded
quality is clean, well-balanced and fresh.
Highly recommended; and preferable even to
the Barenboim/ECO coupling which has a
velvety elegance that I find out of place.
[A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: The Flute Trios ( Hoboken XV: 15-17)
Vienna Flute Trio
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' SDD 521 (£2.5o)

All three of these striking and delightful trios
have already appeared in their revised scoring
for piano, violin and cello in the Beaux Arts
Trio's Philips series, though not on one and
the same disc. They will be accorded awarm
welcome again here, and not only by flautists.
They were written shortly before Haydn's first
visit to London, and although they are not
'great', there is a restless quality about them
that prevents any accusation of their being
mere entertainment music. Poignant shifts
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into the minor in the first movements, contrasted in the F major work by an engagingly
chirpy second subject, are evidence of
Haydn's concern to appeal to connoisseurs
as well as to amateurs. The performances are
felicitous, with phrases tossed from one
instrument to another in the most delicate yet
crisp of ways, and the recording has considerable presence, with atrue regard for the
intimacy of lightly scored chamber music;
there is some surface noise, but it should not
interfere with anyone's enjoyment of this
civilized and urbane music. [ A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

A recording by the Vlach Quartet is available
but has not been offered for review. This new
recording is preferable to that of the Austrian
Quartet in respect both of performance—very
sensitive playing throughout—and technically,
and on this latter count clearly surpasses the
old Supraphon by theJanacek Quartet, though
the playing there has a idiomatic freshness
that holds its own well with the Gabrieli's, fine
as they are. It is well for us that Decca offer
this excellent quartet on their Ace of Diamonds label rather than on their full price
SXL series. [ A: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
KJERULF: Songs for male- voice choir
Norwegian Students' Choir IGrythe
NKF 30 022 (
53.75) ( Rediffusion)
The Norwegian Students' Choir was founded
as long ago as 1845 and Halfdan Kjerulf ( 185168) was its first conductor. This choir now
has a special status in Norway and is wellknown throughout much of Scandinavia. Particularly attractive is the blend of a relaxed,
'natural' expressiveness and a high degree of
technical control; there is never any highpowered striving for effect. Combined with
the excellent recording, this choral style
proves admirable for home listening. Only
the excessive forwardness of the solo voices
precludes a recording star. The music, too,
is rewarding, though there is a danger of
monotony if all 16 items are taken at a sitting.
Kjerulf was a real composer and probably the
first to seek a genuinely Norwegian musical
character, but the range of choral textures is
somewhat limited. A very enjoyable record.
See also NFK 30 003 for afine selection from
Kjerulf's romances. [ A: 1]
Hugh Ottaway

HAYDN: Piano Trios, Volume 8
Beaux Arts Trio
Philips 9500 325 (£3.99)
This lovely series continues as it began, with
little-known, unexacting yet rich treasures in
exemplary performances and finely, unostentatiously engineered recordings. Numbers 6
and 8 in Hoboken's catalogue, in F and B flat
respectively, were first published in 1786, and
to judge from the number of editions and
arrangements they ran to, as well as from
their musical qualities, they were very popular. Both are in two- movement form, with a
quick movement followed by a minuet ( that of
the F major piece is a particularly ingratiating,
languorous example); there are fine touches,
dramatic and chromatic, that bid fair to burst
the confines of the early piano trio form. The
remaining work, Hoboken XV/2, is a threemovement divertimento in F, originally written
for keyboard, baryton and two violins some
17 years earlier, and revised by Haydn for
publication as a piano trio in the mid-' 80s; its
'cello part is very dull, but the pianist has some
fine opportunities and makes good use of
them. [ A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

KREISLER FAVOURITES: 14 items including
Caprice Viennois, Schein Rosmarin,Liebesfreud,
Liebeslied, Kreisler arrangements, and several
works ' in the style of'
Rodney Friend ( On) IMichael lsador ( pno)
CFP 40278 (
51.25)
A brand new recording, in first class sound, a
bargain indeed at this attractive price. There
has been quite a glut of Kreisleriana recently,
but this is certainly one of the best and at its
price stands supreme. These are bright,
virile performances of immediate appeal, of
staggering virtuosity and perfect intonation.
All the usual favourites are included and one
or two rarities. All are magnificently recorded.
These delightful Miniatures have played
their part in introducing many listeners to the
joys of the accepted repertory. For me they
have never lost the thrill they gave when Ifirst
heard Kreisler himself play them. A highly
recommended light-hearted record for the
newcomer and the nostalgic. Suggest listening to one or two at atime.
I wish the sleeve note had differentiated
between the true arrangements by Kreisler
and his ' in the style of' compositions. [ A: 1]
Leon Thompson

Janacek: Gabrieli
JANACEK: String Quartet No. 1 Kreuzer
Sonata'
String Quartet No. 2 ' Intimate Pages'
Gabrieli Quartet
Decca SDD527 (£2.50)
A glance at the list of records by the Gabrieli
Quartet will show how catholic their repertoire is, and almost any sample will prove how
well they absorb the flavour of the music they
espouse, be it Mozart or Bridge, Borodin,
Tchaikovsky or Malcolm Williamson. After
recording three Dvorak quartets, all of which
were well received, it is proper that they
should now turn to the other two great quartets in Czech music, the two exotic and highly
personal quartets of Janacek. There are not
too many rival versions to consider, the last of
the three currently extant recordings to be
reviewed being that by the Austrian Quartet
on awell engineered Turnabout issue of 1974.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

LECHNER: Missa tertia 1584
Passion 1593
Kammerchor Walter von der Vogelweide ICollegium
Pro Musica I0th mar Costa (dir)
Telefunken AW6.42000 (
53.80) ( Selecta)
Leonhard Lechner hailed from the Tyrol, and
evidently began his musical education as a
choir boy in the Bavarian Court Music Chapel
under Orlando di Lasso. In later years he led
a successful life as a composer of church
music, and reached his peak as court chapel
master in Stuttgart. The Passion uses texts
from St John, and is a late work, showing
Lechner to be amaster of compositional technique. The Passion contains some moving
passages, particularly in the fifth part which
depicts Christ's dying prayer. However, I
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must admit that while moments like these are
striking, much of Lechner's music in the
Passion, competent though it may be, is
sometimes rather ordinary.
The Missa Tertia could not be more different. In Othmar Costa's informative sleevenote
he mentions that ' this recording is a first
attempt to get closer to the sound world of a
Leonhard Lechner mass'. A wide variety of
instruments are used along with the voices,
and these include psaltery and drums as well
as more usual renaissance instruments. The
overall effect is colourful. Grandiose, powerful choral effects are contrasted with more
intimate passages, giving the music a strong
baroque feel.
The 40- odd voice choir gives competent
readings of the works, and Costa's direction
is thorough and precise. The ensemble is
closely knit throughout the Passion, and the
instrumental work in the mass is perfectly
commendable.
The recording is very realistic, and is almost
worth a star rating, but somehow doesn't
quite make it in terms of internal balance and
spaciousness. [ A: 1]
Colin Evans
'TIANA LEMNITZ—RECITAL'
Operatic arias and duets by Gluck, Mozart, Richard
Strauss, Tchaikovsky, Verdi, Wagner and Weber.
Lieder by Brahms, Flies and Wolf
Tiana Lemnitz ( sop) IVarious orchestras and conductors
WRC SHB 47 m (
3records) (56.90)
Tiana Lemnitz was born in 1897 and made
her début in 1920, but it was not until her engagement with the Hanover Opera in 1928
that she began to attract attention. Six years
later she moved to Berlin and thus commenced a long and distinguished career
which included guest performances at Covent
Garden, the Salzburg Festival and the Colon
Buenos Aires. Her first recordings were
widely acclaimed and revealed a soprano
voice of lovely quality used with great musical
intelligence and sensitivity.
Her smooth
floated legato made her ideal for such roles
as Agathe in Der Freischütz and Elsa in
Lohengrin. She was also a distinguished
lieder singer and after her retirement in 1957
she became a well known teacher.
This album consists of beautifully transferred recordings made originally between
1937 and 1948, and a number of the items have
never previously been released, while others,
which were recorded during the second world
war, were never issued here and are consequently rare in their original form. It is
invidious to mention individual items, for the
standard of her work was consistently high,
but her Mozart excerpts, the arias from Dec
Freischütz from Aida and Otello are outstanding for their beauty of timbre and flawless legato. In duets she is partnered by
such famous artists as Margarete Klose, Helge
Roswaenge, Torsten Ralf and Gerhard Hüsch,
all of whom make significant contributions to
this delightful album. [ H: 1] John Freestone
LISZT: Prometheus _ Les Préludes
klânge
LPO ISo/ti
Decca SXL 6863 (
53.99)

Fest-

This record continues Solti's Liszt series
which began so splendidly three years ago
with Tasso, From the Cradle to the Grave and
the first Mephisto Waltz played by the Paris
Orchestra. This time the orchestra is the
LPO, who had already recorded all the Liszt
symphonic poems under Haitink: but Haitink's
records of Prometheus and Festklânge appear
to have been deleted, though his Les Préludes
and one or two of the other symphonic poems
still remain in the catalogue. In any case this
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The Force is with Decca
This is just aselection of the records being released this month. Great names and
superlative sound prove that the Force really is with Deccal

THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR
A scintillating performance by
asuperb cast.

Ridderbusch • Donath • Brendel
Schmidt • Malta
Bavarian Radio Chorus
BAVARIAN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
conducted by RAFAEL KUBELIK
D86D 3 ( 3LPs)
K86K 33 (cassettes)

ZUBIN MEHTA conducts
SCHUBERT: Symphonies
Nos. 3&5
with

The Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra
SXL 6799

cassette KSXC 6799

RICHARD BONYNGE conducts
TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker
-highlights
with

The National Philharmonic
Orchestra
SXL 6821

cassette KSXC 6821

VLADIMIR ASHKENAZY plays
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas
Nos. 5,6 8,15
Previous records in this series have
been warmly acclaimed - this release
maintains the impressive standards
being set by Ashkenazy's sensitive
interpretations.
SXL 6804 cassette KSXC 6804

!LANA VERED plays
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto No. 2
with the

Philharmonic Orchestra
conducted by Anatole Fistoulari
PFS 4428

BONONCINI: Stabat Mater
LOTTI: Crucifixus
CALDARA: Crucifixus
Palmer • Esswood • Langridge •
Keyte • Philomusica of London
directed by GEORGE GUEST
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JOHN DOWLAND: Third Booke
of Songs 1603
'My first two bookes of aires speed so
well that they have produced athird:
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Already released...
STAR WARS
Featuring the suite from ' Star Wars,'
the biggest- grossing film in American
cinema history now repeating that
success in the UK. Also including the
theme from ' 2001 - A Space Odyssey'
(from Richard Strauss's ' Also Sprach
Zarathustra') and ' Jupiter' from Hoist's
'The Planets'
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new record by Solti is vastly superior to
Haitink's, both in performance and recording.
Strings and brass play vigorously, butthere are
also some fine lyrical moments, especially in
Les Préludes and Festklânge: the latter work,
written to celebrate Liszt's forthcoming
marriage to Princess Sayn-Wittgenstein---a
marriage which never took place in the end—
is not often heard, but on the strength of this
performance seems to be undeservedly
neglected. It has a truly festive atmosphere,
with some contrasting quieter passages.
Solti plays it complete, without cuts, but does
not insert the Variants which Liszt added to
the score later. Prometheus is vigorous and
exciting, and Les Préludes sounds like a new
work in this performance. The recording is
full and bright, and the acoustic is less muddy
than on Haitink's record. My record label has
the subtitle ' Liszt: Symphonic Poems Vol. II',
so it seems reasonable to expect that Solti
will continue the series. [
A: 1]
Humphrey Searle

the symphony with the Lalo symphony: with
Bernstein we have a rarity, the Prologue to
Boito's opera Mefistofele, which is only otherwise separately available in a 1954 Toscanini
performance. Bernstein gives a very capable
account of this piece, and though Toscanini's
performance is equally dramatic, naturally
the sound shows its age. Bernstein's offstage brass don't always come through very
clearly, but otherwise this is an excellent
recording with a very full range, and the performance by the Viennese orchestra and
chorus is admirably sensitive. [
A: 1/2]
Humphrey Searle
LISZT: Sonata in b / SCHUMANN: Fantasia in
C, Op. 17
Alicia de Larrocha ( pno)
Decca SXL 6756 (£3.99)

This is an interesting coupling: Schumann's
Fantasia was dedicated to Liszt and Liszt's
sonata to Schumann, though the two works
were written in 1836 and 1853 respectively.
Schumann's work was composed at a time
when he despaired of ever being able to marry
Clara Wieck, and there are many references
to Beethoven in it— it was intended as his
contribution towards the cost of a memorial
to Beethoven in Bonn. Liszt undertook several
concert tours to make money for the same
purpose and wrote a cantata for the unveiling
of the Beethoven monument in 1845. Both
works receive intelligent and musical performances here: Mme de Larrocha is sensitive and
poetical, she is delicate and nimble in the
quiet passages and can also produce a big
tone in the fortissimos. If Imarginally prefer
Lazar Berman's performance of the Liszt
sonata to hers it is only because she tends
to slow down the tempo before a stringendo
passage and then work it up again, whereas
Berman starts in tempo and makes his
stringendo from there: and some of her tempi
are on the slow side. But the recording is
good, and on the whole this is an excellent
account of both works. [
A: 1]
Humphrey Searle

Solti
LISZT: A Faust Symphony / BOITO: Mefistofele Prologue
Kenneth Riegel (ten) IBoston SO INicolai Ghiaurov
(bass) IVP0 IBernstein
DG 2707 100 (
2 records) (£8•70)

Iliked Bernstein's performance of the ' Faust
Symphony' very much until Iplayed Beecham's
afterwards— his recording of 1960 has recently been reissued in the HMV Concert
Classic series. Bernstein scores in the more
violent and exciting passages, but his tempi
in the more lyrical sections are often too slow,
and sometimes the music nearly comes to a
halt. He also makes a cut in the middle of the
first movement, where the slow introduction
returns, but he does give us the extra bars
before the end of the ' Gretchen' movement
which are in the Eulenberg miniature score
but not in the original edition. There is some
beautiful playing in this movement by the
Boston Symphony Orchestra woodwind and
strings, but the tempo is sluggish and
Bernstein is inclined to sentimentalise some
passages. The Mephistopheles movement
comes off best, except for the choral finale,
which again is on the slow side. Bernstein
does get a mystical effect at the first entry of
the chorus, but Beecham's more staccato
treatment is actually what Liszt wrote in the
score. The DG recording is full and round,
if a bit on the heavy side: the HMV recording
of Beecham is very good for its age and is
sharper and more pointed than the DG. Personally I shall remain with Beecham, but
some may want to consider the work on the
fourth side. The Beecham recording couples
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

LUTOSLAWSKI: Preludes and Fugue
Warsaw Phil CO ILutoslawski
Aurora AUR 5059 (£2-75) ( Rediffusion)

Witold Lutoslawski is—at 65— probably the
most thoughtful and capable of all the Polish
composers known in the West. He works
slowly, often with long intervals between successive works.
The compositions which
result from this long gestation always display
a richness and variety of sound controlled by
rigorous thought. This can ( as here) prove
difficult at a first encounter: the sound is
obviously attractive but the structure can be
hard to follow— let alone understand. The
Preludes and Fugue bears all these features.
It is scored for 13 solo strings and consists
of seven preludes which frequently contain
strong contrasts within themselves as well
as between each other. Each prelude ends
with a wispy linking passage scored for 3
violins, 2 violas and a cello. Thus each prelude is linked to the next and this uniformity
allows the work to be played in a shortened
form, when one of four shorter versions of the
fugue should be used. The fugue is atough
and intense piece. It differs from the traditional fugue by using six different themes.
These are each restricted in pitch range to an
octave and are constructed as ' bundles'
(Lutoslawski's own term).
An interlude
separates these themes at their first entry.
Lutoslawski then builds them together to a
formidable climax which combines all the
themes and finally the music fades down
almost to silence before a few curt chords
bring it to an end.
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This is not easy music—it is, however, very
rewarding and satisfying. The more often
one hears it, the greater the reward. The
playing of the Warsaw Philharmonic Chamber
Orchestra directed by the composer is accurate and committed and the recorded sound
(bar aslight pre- echo at the start) is good and
well balanced. [
B: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker

Medtner: Piano
Music
MEDTNER: Piano Music
Hamish Milne (pno)
CRD 1038/9 (
2 records) (£7.98)

This enterprising two- record set deserves
to do well, for it is an excellent production
from almost every point of view. Some dozen
items are added to the meagre Medtner catalogue, the performances spring from a deep
conviction and the recording is outstandingly
fine. A pity the extensive sleeve- notes are
marred by special pleading and some careless writing. Apart from that, my only adverse
criticism concerns the small loss of quality
towards the end of sides; nothing drastic, but
perhaps sufficient to preclude a recording
star. The piano tone is natural in colouring
and consistent throughout both the compass
and the dynamic range, and a vivid presence
has been reconciled with comfortable listening.
Hamish Milne combines musical insight
with a seemingly effortless technical command, and the fact that Iso frequently found
myself ' blinded with pianism' is not acriticism
of the performances. Again and again the
instrumental means outshines the musical
idea. That is Medtner, a pianist- composer
with an encyclopaedic knowledge of what the
piano can do, but without a matching inventiveness. The writer of the sleeve- notes often
invokes Rachmaninov, and yet it is precisely
Rachmaninov's flair for compelling and
memorable ideas that Medtner most lacks.
Repeatedly my attention was caught by
qualities of texture rather than by rhythmic,
melodic or harmonic distinction. There are
exceptions, of course, usually small-scale
expressions such as the Fairy Tale in F minor
('Ophelia's Song'), Op. 14/1, the Fairy Tale in
G major, Op. 9/3, and the first of the Three
Hymns in Praise of Toil, Op. 49. There is,
indeed, much fine writing in the Sonata in E
minor (' The Night Wind'), Op. 25/2, but the
35- minute, one- movement design is a feat of
duration rather than an organic form. Other
works included here are the Sonata Triad
Op. 11, Dithyramb, Op. 10/2, two of the Forgotten Melodies, Op. 39/1 and 3 and several
more Fairy Tales. Warmly recommended to
all interested in the terminal- points of Romantic pianism. [
A: 11
Hugh Ottaway
MENDELSSOHN: St Paul ( Paulus)
Helen Donath ( sop) IHanna Schwarz (con) IWerner
Hollweg ( ten) I Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bass) I
Wuppertal Boys' Choir I Chorus of Düsseldorfer
Musikverein IDüsseldorf SO IFrühbeck de Burgos
HMV SLS 5092 C) (
3 records) (£9.95)

Ten years ago, Frühbeck de Burgos and
Fischer-Dieskau were conductor and protagonist in a deservedly successful recording
of Mendelssohn's Elijah, in English translation. Now they reappear in the same composer's earlier St Paul, in German as ' Paulus'.
Their talents are just as devotedly bestowed,
but Icannot think this recording will match
the popularity of the other—firstly because
St Paul is a duller work ( without anything of
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the same excitement as the ' Baal Choruses'
in Elijah) and secondly because, in place of
the New Philharmonia Chorus, we now have
a Düsseldorf chorus.
Iquite understand why they were keen to
participate, since it was Düsseldorf that first
heard the work ( in 1836). But their tone is
pale and unexciting, that of the sopranos
especially. At that crucial moment when the
female chorus ( representing the voice of
Jesus in Heaven) calls out ' Saul, Saul! why
persecutest thou me?' the sopranos go flat
twice on their top F sharp. Imust say bluntly
that it is solely the choral participation which
prevents an A: 1 rating below.
Fischer-Dieskau sings as stylishly as ever
(curiously, he is billed here as a bass, not a
baritone) and without any over- intensity inappropriate to this work; Helen Donath's
soprano shines throughout, and the less
prominent contralto part is very well taken by
Hanna Schwarz. Werner Hollweg, perhaps a
little too lachrymose in his farewell aria, is
otherwise impressive. Iam sorry that Frühbeck at one point uses ( apparently) a semichorus instead of aquartet of the soloists, but
his importation of a boys' choir to vocalise an
instrumental ' chorale' melody seems to me a
legitimate change. It serves, incidentally, to
underline Mendelssohn's reliance ( overreliance?) on Bach and Handel models in this
work.
A photograph in the accompanying booklet shows that, as Frühbeck faces the orchestra, the choir is behind him— which may yield
interesting results on quadraphonic setups.
On normal stereo, the effect is very like that
of a normal concert disposition with the choir
behind ( and weaker than) the orchestra, the
orchestra itself yielding awell- blended sound
with the solo singers to the fore. Iwould call
it therefore a markedly honest, non- gimmicky
example of choral recording, likely to appeal
strongly to those music- lovers who actually
go to choral concerts. Pity about that choir,
though. [
A: 2]
Arthur Jacobs

MILDHAUD:LaCréation du monde 7- Saudades
do Brazil
Le Boeuf sur le toit
Orchestre National de France IBernstein
HMV ASD 3444 0 (£3.99)
Milhaud spent the years 1917-18 in Brazil as
secretary to the poet Paul Claudel, the French
ambassador to Brazil. The music Milhaud
heard there soon bore fruit: back in Paris he
strung together some popular Brazilian
melodies ( tangos, sambas, maxixes, fados)
and added a theme of his own as a spacer
between them. Milhaud called it a CinemaSymphony on South American Tunes and
thought it might serve to accompany, say, a
Charlie Chaplin film. Jean Cocteau thought
otherwise— he turned Le Boeuf sur le toit (
1920)
into a scandalous ballet whose cast wore
cardboard heads three times life-size and
danced in slow motion. The music had
nothing to do with the action— nor the title
(The Ox on the Roof) with the music. The
work caused a ( typically French) newspaper
sensation. The composer was rueful—and
famous—and some time later a nightclub
called La Beouf sur le toit was opened and
became a fashionable rendezvous.
The
music is delicious—and lightweight.
The other ballet on this record was conceived as aballet and also shows the influence
of the New World. La Création du monde
(1923) is an excellent synthesis of jazz elements with traditional western composition
which portrays the creation of the world as
told in African legend. The orchestra is a
small ensemble ( including piano and saxoHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

phone) based on those Milhaud had neard in
Harlem. The music blends its disparate
idioms beautifully; rises from quietness to
frenzy and returns to peace—a sweet and
mysterious evocation of its theme.
These two works alone would justify the
purchase of this record. So would the playing
of the Orchestre National de France under
Leonard Bernstein who give us a bonus in
three excerpts from Saudades do Brazil—
another musical memento
of Milhaud's
Brazilian visit. [
A: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker

Mozart: Serenade
MOZART: Serenade for 13 wind instruments,
K361 ( original version)
Members of ECO IBarenboim
HMV ASD3426 (£3.99)
This is advertised as being the first recording
of the ' original' version of this fabulous serenade. It has, we are told, been prepared from
the so far unpublished manuscript which
corrects up to fifty errors in the printed score.
Imust say that with one or two exceptions the
corrected wrong notes make little obvious
impact though the revised phrasing does
give the music an unexpected freshness.
Much of this undoubtedly comes from the
performance itself. Barenboim and the ECO
wind players play the whole thing with relish
and an uncommon refinement, observing the
repeats, thereby adding to the enchantment
rather than detracting from it.
The recording itself is full, very clean, with
depth and a wide spectrum that reflects all
the facets of Mozart's unique ear for the
sonorities of wind instruments, particularly
notable in the lovely Adagio third movement
and again in the Theme and variations that
make up the sixth. These are especially well
captured in this recording.
A historical footnote: It has been common
to assume that Mozart wrote this in 1781. The
author of the notes to this issue puts forward
the likely proposition that it in fact dates from
1784, the time of its first known performance.
The manuscript remained in private hands
until 1942 when it was acquired by the Library
of Congress, and has not previously been
available. All present editions have been
based on a pirated version published in 1803
which was itself drawn from dubious sources.
Other excellent records of the work are available, notably by Brymer and De Waart on
Decca and Philips, and an acceptable one by
Otterloo on RCA Gold Label, but this new
version, in my opinion, has a slight edge over
them all. [
A: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Cassation in BY, K99
Sinfonia concertante in E,, K297 b(
APP. 9)
*
Thomas Indermühle (ob) IGeorge Pieterson ( clt) IHans
Dullaert ( hm) IBrian Pollard ( bsn)* INetherlands CO I
Zin man
Philips 9500 315 (£3.99)
This recording of the Cassation appears to
replace Philips' fine version by the Dresden
Philharmonic under Herbig which is no
longer listed though it was only released in
1976. This new recording, being by achamber
orchestra rather than afull symphony orchestra, is perhaps preferable on stylistic grounds
and more in line with the remaining competitors, of which Boskovsky's Decca recording is the most formidable. Zinman gives an
alert account of what is, after all, a light and
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entertaining work, and captures its galant
spirit very well. He is not particularly consistent in the matter of repeats, but this may
not upset many listeners.
The decision to pair it with the Sinfonia
concertante for wind instruments is unusual,
though this arguably also falls within the
same definition of entertainment music. It
receives a very persuasive performance with
fine solo playing from the four instrumentalists, and good ensemble. Again the orchestral playing is deft, a trifle light- weight if one
is looking for a ' symphonic' approach, but
perfectly acceptable if taken on the terms the
performers appear to have adopted themselves. Balance and space problems are
neatly resolved and the recording is clean
and bright. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
'MUSICAL TREASURES FROM JAROMERICE
CASTLE'
Works by Mica, Muffat, Caldara, Hasse and others
Prague Chamber Soloists IHlavacek
Supraphon 1 12 1921/2 (
2 records) (£5.50) ( Rediffusion)
This is the kind of issue that Supraphon do
so well. The album picture of the superb 18th
century castle of the Questenberg family,
south-west of Brno, whets the appetitite for
the treasures within. The first disc is given
over entirely to Frantiàek Václav Mita ( 16941744), uncle of the author of the fine Symphony in D that is occasionally, but far too
seldom, performed. The older Mita was
music director to Count Questenberg from
1722, writing much music himself and supervising the operas and oratorios by his Italian
contemporaries that were a marked feature of
musical life in Moravia.
We have here
excerpts from seven of his works— mainly
Czech cantatas in a firmly operatic vein, and
a nice Italian overture before the vocal
numbers. It is to be regretted that no ariatexts are included, nor even a summary of
their contents. The pastoral numbers are
especially pleasing, though an aria for Mars
with obbligato trumpets rings out finely. The
second record offers lute and guitar music by
Count Johann Adam Questenberg himself,
and striking sonata and dance movements by
Saint- Luc and Muffat; though more of it is
given over to exceprts from operas that were
staged at Jaroméfice: by Caldara, Hasse,
Leo, Bioni and Brivio, with orchestral excerpts
from operas by Broschi, Vinci and Brivio
again. If once or twice Ihad my doubts about
the legend ' Realization: Antonin Myslile, Iam
grateful to have this fascinating and for the
most part quite unknown music available on
disc. The performances are variable, even
the better-known singers being taxed by the
demands of some of the arias. The recording
is lively, forward, not free of pre- echo and
stridency. But lovers of 18th century bye ways
should not hesitate to buy this valuable set.
[B: 2]
Peter Branscombe
'JESSYE NORMAN SINGS'
Songs by Duparc, Ravel, Poulenc, Satie
Jessye Norman ( sop) IDalton Baldwin ( pno)
Philips 9500 356 (£3.99)
This is a delectable record, a connoisseur's
choice of songs by Duparc, Ravel, Poulenc
and Satie, put across with fervour, tenderness and wit by Jessye Norman and Dalton
Baldwin. You might have expected it to
emerge under Gallic auspices, but top quality
French singers seem for the moment to be in
short supply. ( What, incidentally, has happened to all those recordings made by
Bernac and Poulenc? Let's hope their present deletion is only temporary). American
born as they are, both artists are impeccable
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dissicat

stylists. They know the French form backwards and of course Miss Norman has an
inbuilt
advantage
over
many
Parisian
sopranos. Her voice is so beautiful, creamy
but not clotted, capable of sustaining an
exquisite long, floating melodic line, as in
Duparc's Chanson Triste, of developing an
adulatory edge for Ravel's Kaddisch, of
acquiring a chansonniere's casualness in
Poulenc's Les Chemins de l'Amour waltz, with
its teasing touch of the Rosenkavaliers. ( The
three Apollinaire settings by Poulenc—
Voyage àParis, Montparnasse and La Grenouil/ère—written between 1943 and 1948, fill a gap
in the British catalogue).
Satie's Trois
Mélodies (
1916) are enchanting, especially the
'Genre Gounod' Le Chapellier. Every nuance
of their irony is neatly and unpretentiously
captured by Jessye Norman. [A: 11
Christopher Grier
OCKEGHEM : Missa Ma Maistresse
travail suis L Motets and Chansons
Pomerium Musices IBlachly
Nonesuch H-71336 (£2.99) ( WEA)

suffer from wow, though not enough to worry
many listeners. A record of obvious interest to
all those associated with the School, both
past and present. [ A/B: 2]
Trevor Attewell
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 3in d, Op. 30
Craig Shepherd ( pno) ILPO IPritchard
CFP 40257 ( 51.25)

If you must have Rachmaninov's D minor
Concerto at about athird of the full price, then
there is something to be said for this new
recording. Musically, however, it is not in the
same class as the classic Horowitz/RCA
SO/Reiner version ( VH 004), which costs only
afew pence more and should be included in
any cluster of six or more Rachmaninov
records!
Of the more recent full- price
versions that I have heard, the Larrocha/
LSO/Previn ( SXL 6746) would be my first
choice. Craig Sheppard makes a poor first
impression—pedestrian and prosaic—but he
improves, revealing plenty of vitality, though
little real poetry. The overall interpretation is
not without oddities, but the essentials are
sound enough. The recording tends to be
generalised with agood deal of hard, clangorous piano tone at forte and above, and some
boosted climaxes. [ B: 1/2]
Hugh Ottaway

Missa au

Hearing the broad, sonorous phrases of
Ockeghem's setting of the Ave Maria, you
can't help thinking that music hasn't changed
all that much since the fifteenth century. If
any composer of the Middle Ages had the
extraordinary ability of reaching across the
chasm of time to atwentieth century audience,
it was Johannes Ockeghem. His music often
has asense of restlessness, of solemnity, and
suddenly takes the listener by surprise with a
phrase that could almost have come from the
pen of someone living four hundred years
later.
Apart from the titles listed above, the
record includes the motet Ave Maria, the antiphon Alma Redemptoris, the bergerette Ma
maistresse, the cantus of which is used in the
mass of the same title, and the rondeau Au
travail suis. It is a well chosen selection, and
the American group, Pomerium Musices,
give excellent a cappella readings of the
works. Ockeghem, being a fine bass singer
himself, was one of the first to explore the
low bass range in his music, and the bass
singing on this recording, by Robert Kuehn
and Philip Larson, is particularly striking.
The performances have agood sense of pace,
and the long searching melodies are beautifully phrased.
Perhaps the highlights of the recording are
the Ave Maria already mentioned, and the
powerful Missa Au travail suis, an intensely
personal statement of Ockeghem's art. [ 6:1]
Colin Evans

Rachmaninov:
Piano Music
RACHMANINOV: Etudes- Tableaux, Op. 33
Preludes, Op. 23, nos. 2-6
Preludes, Op. 32,
nos. 2 and 12
Janos Solyom (pno)
Caprice CAP 1106 (£3.99) ( CRD)

One of the most satisfying Rachmaninov
piano records of recent years gave us Janos
Solyom's account of the Etudes- Tableaux,
Op. 39 ( CRD 1003—see WHIRR, April 1974),
and now comes the earlier set, Op. 33, together with eight preludes from Opp. 23
and 32, in performances that are no less
impressive. Solyom has a rare capacity for
individualising each note, yet at the same time
sustaining a perfectly- shaped musical paragraph. The effect is extraordinarily compelling, as if the player were literally thinking and
feeling through his fingers. Here, then, is
great artistry and, at times, an almost breathtaking control. Occasionally the interpretative approach seems to me unduly aggressive,
and this tends to be accentuated by the closeness of the recording style. The piano tone is
slightly hard, rather than ideally rounded, but
the recording is generally of a high quality
and the more fearsome assaults are very well
accommodated. Recommended to all who
admire great piano- playing, as distinct from
'pianism'. [ A: 1*/1]
Hugh Ottaway

ORGAN AND CHORAL MUSIC FROM DEAN
CLOSE SCHOOL
Music by Bach, Brown, Harris, Karg-Elert, Mozart,
Parry, Whitlock
Colin Sherratt(org) IDean Close School Choir IGeorge
Howarth
Wealden WS 147 (5245)

One of the School and College Organ Music
Series, this record contains five organ and
two choral works. The organ is a rebuild by
Percy Daniel ( Clevedon, Avon) of a Hill
Instrument, originally from Cheltenham, with
added upperwork, and the Swell reed unit
made available on the Pedal in lieu of independent Pedal reeds.
Both the organist and the mixed choir of
over fifty voices produce some very good
music in afar from helpful acoustic, which is
of the dry variety with which so many school
halls and chapels appear to be endowed.
The recording quality is excellent in terms
of frequency range, balance of forces and
accuracy of image definition, but it does
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

'RECITAL FROM THE CASTLE OF THUN'
Items by B. Marini, Lotti, Corelli, Albinoni, Rameau,
Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Devienne, Carulli,
Beethoven, Spohr, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Chopin;
no complete work apart from the Marini Canzona,
but complete single or paired movements in all cases.
Various artists
Claves DP 300/2 (2 records) (53.99) ( CRD)

The main hall of Rittersaal of the Castle in the
Swiss town of Thun has just completed a
ten-year series of concerts; the local recording firm Claves, which has been associated
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with the concerts and the hall, has issued this
promotional double-album to commemorate
the occasion. The promotional aspect comes
from the fact that the record consists entirely
of excerpts from other Claves records;
however, the venture doesn't quite qualify for
'Déjà- Vu' treatment here, since, although the
records are available through CRD, they are
rarely reviewed in this country.
Claves deserve an enthusiastic congratulation for their repertoire and their carefully
selected programme. Much of it could attain
'lollipop' status, yet all has real musical
interest and value, and most of it is relatively
unfamiliar. Especially good are the ensemble
pieces: the Corelli movements star Conrad
Steinmann ( rec) with Hopkinson Smith ( Ite)
and Jordi Savall ( gba) in a poetic interpretation to challenge Bruggen, Bylsma and
Leonhardt on more predictable instruments;
the Haydn Trio in D is attractively stylish in
the hands of Peter- Lukas Graf (fit), Claude
Starck ( vie) and Jórg Ewald Dáhler ( pno). All
of these three star in a number of items,
generally very well. The Devienne Flute
Concerto and that by Haydn for Oboe deserve
to be far better known: they are expertly
played.
The recording is all acceptable, but never
distinguished. Claves are honest in that we
hear noisy breathers, guitar slides; there is
an over- eagerness to obtain the full tone of
the flute, though, and their engineers seem to
be variable in the tricky matter of recording
the keyboard instruments. As a lucky dip the
whole issue is excellent value. [ B/C: 1*/2]
Stephen Daw
SCHUBERT: Symphony 3 in D, D200, Symphony 5in 135, D485
Israel PO IMehta
Decca SXL6799 (53.99)

It is rather surprising to find that this is the
only coupling of Schubert's ideally paired 3rd
and 5th symphonies now in the catalogue,
apart from Beecham's 1960 recording on
HMV ( SXLP30204). The 5th usually gets
coupled with the Unfinished, the 3rd with
almost anything. This is in its favour. However, Idon't find this new issue, made in the
Mann Auditorium in Tel Aviv in April 1976,
pushing any of my old favourites out of top
place. Such works require a warm, surging
performance, underlined with anice Viennese
lilt and the kind of sound that you expect to
get from the Vienna or Berlin Philharmonic
orchestras. Mehta's approach seems to be
slightly brusque, phrases made staccato
instead of flowing, though the charm of the
slow movements persuades him to adopt
more gentle tactics. The readings are always
alert and attentive to detail but there is neither
the personal affection that I have always
found in Beecham's likeable recordings of
these works nor the flowing movement and
shapeliness that Ifind in the best overall
recommendation—the recording by Böhm
and the BPO—the 5th coupled with the 8th
(DC 139162), the 3rd with the 4th (2530 526) or
in the collected boxful (2740 127).
The
orchestra sounds young and eager rather than
relaxed and experienced in such music like the
great European orchestras, although there is
some very fine wind playing. The recording
is not entirely satisfactory. The string sound
is not rich enough, the basses are a little
gruff. When the excellent wind have aleading
part Iget the impression that the engineer has
them over- recorded so that they stand in
front of the strings rather than mingling with
them. The total effect is not of a poor performance or a poor recording but simply of
one that has not found the ideal Schubertian
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dissfraL)
sound or sense; therefore not a completely
satisfying issue, though the very pleasant
music has some effect. [ B: 2]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Symphony 9 in C, D944
Chicago SO IGiulini
DG 2530 882 (£4.35)

Each time a new 9th appears Ihope it will be
the one, without qualification, so that Ican
make a simple straightforward recommendation. When it comes it will be a mixture of
the vitality and driving rhythm that Krips
offers in his still highly recommendable 1959
issue ( Decca SPA 467), the initimate searching of the score that was in the old Furtwângler
recording of 1951 ( Heliodor
2535 808), the
muscularity of Mehta ( Decca SXL6729), the
poetry of Haitink ( Philips 9500 097), the
strength of Boult ( HMV ASD2856); all these
are recommendable and excellent performances. For an overall rightness Iagain turn
to Bohm ( DG 138 877), for excitement to Krips.
If all these elements merged in this beautiful
but demanding work, it would be a miracle.
To say that Giulini has not achieved the
miracle is only judging by the high standards
that should be accorded to the supernatural.
This is a fine, elegant performance that will
not disappoint his admirers, aperformance of
depth, balance and regard for the Schubertian
spirit. The Chicago Symphony play with their
usual virtuosity but their overall sound is not
naturally Schubertian. Giulini's performance
flows pleasantly along, yet, as I felt with
Haitink, there are many passages where it has
become an amble. This is counterbalanced
by the passages where Giulini's natural
Italian warmth and fervour go to the other
extreme. The result is a performance of a
somewhat restless nature, with passages of
great beauty. Yet again, this is not that
miraculous piece of rightness for which we
wait but simply a performance that ranks
amongst the best and if, as it should, the
name Giulini means much to you, then you
could buy it for that reason. The recording is
of good quality but tends to lose clarity in the
louder passages due to the echoing acoustic.
[A: 1]
Peter Gammond

Barenboim
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SCHUMANN: Symphony 3 in Eb, Op. 97 ' Rhenish'
Manfred Overture, Op. 115
Chicago SO IBarenboim
DG 2530 940 (£4.35)

This issue is practically disqualified by the
recorded sound, which is dominated by closebalanced and overbright front string desks.
Behind this layer the stereo information is
relatively murky. The 1964 Kubelik coupling,
with the Berlin Philharmonic ( DG 2535 118), is
much easier to listen to; Ialso think Kubelik
shows more feeling for the feminism in
Schumann's writing. The opening of the
Manfred is more sensitive, more persuasively
developed than Barenboim's performance,
where expressive points are distractingly
underlined.
Barenboim's account of the
symphony is tightly controlled, and masculine
—the effect of heaviness is partly due to the
fatiguing recording. [B: 1/2]
Christopher Breunig

made by Shostakovich about 18 months
before his death are worth pondering. ' Having
written my Fourth Symphony,' he said, ' I
found it too long. There were too many
imperfect, ostentatious elements in it, the
shape was wrong, the construction shallow,
it seemed to me. Icame back to it several
times; Irevised it over a number of years
[1936-61 9], and even now Idon't think I've
got it quite right.' A record no admirer of
Shostakovich should miss. [
A*: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
SINDING: Violin Concerto 1 in A, Op. 45 u
Suite in a for violin and orchestra, Op. 10 E
Legend for violin and orchestra, Op. 48•
Arve Tellefsen (yin) IOslo PO IKanu •Ingebretsen
NKF 30 020 ( 3.75) ( Rediffusion)

Here is more forgotten music brought to us
by that admirable series of records promoted
by the Norwegian Cultural Council; admirable

Previn

Shostakovich:
Symphony 4
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 4, Op. 43
Chicago SO IPrevin
HMV ASO 34400 (£3.99)

This is only the third recording of Shostakovich
4 to become available, and the Melodiya is
only in their complete set. Apart from the
quadraphonic aspect, Previn and the foremost EMI recording team make a special
contribution: in a word, clarity. Previn's
reading of the first two movements is less
highly charged than Ormandy's (61696) or
even Kondrashin's ( SLS 5025), and great
importance is given to a clear, deliberate
articulation of detail. There are places where
Ifeel that the result is over- deliberate and the
forward movement a little inhibited, but the
gains are substantial. For example, Previn
leaves no doubt that the opening movement is
an Allegretto, and poco moderato at that, not an
Allegro. In the finale, however, he seems to
me to overplay the Allegro, and it is noticeable
that this is the one part of the performance
where the orchestra shows signs of stress.
There is much fine playing, of a kind quite
different from what I associate with this
orchestra under Solti. The recording leaves
so little to be desired, in a work that bristles
with problems, that without hesitation I
propose astar. In the achievement of impact
without brashness, and clarity without false
perspectives, this version offers advantages
over both its rivals. The work itself remains
compelling, absorbing, bewildering—a ' noble
failure', if ever there was one! Some remarks
MARCH 1978

not only in their musical interest ( usually), but
for their overall quality, including impeccable
surfaces—it can be done!—and sleeves that
are a model of good taste and good sense.
Sinding's Concerto in A (1898) wes once a
well-known work, and the vital performance
recorded here suggests that it deserves an
occasional revival. By no means without
individuality, this music should appeal to
anyone who admires, say, the T( haikovsky
Violin Concerto, or the Elgar. There is less
to be said for the Suite in A minor, which is a
sentimental blend of the nineteenth century
and the early eighteenth. Sentimental, too,
is the Legend, but so winningly played that
this description seems brutish. The solo
violin is unduly forward; otherwise very
pleasingly recorded. [
A/B: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
SINDING:
Sonata ' in
Ornuif Boye
NKF 30 021

Violin Sonata in E, Op. 27
Violin
the old style', in d, Op. 99
Hansen ( vin) IBenny Dahl-Hansen (pno)
(£3.75) ( Rediffusion)

This is not one of the more rewarding records
in the NKF series. Sinding was a prolific
composer who tended to accept his facility
far too easily, and the somewhat garrulous
commonplaces of the Violin Sonata, Op. 27,
make the point rather tediously. Op. 99 is a
little more interesting, though it has neither
the attractiveness of good pastiche nor a
strong identity of its own. Sinding wrote a
number of works ' in the old style', by which he
meant the Baroque—see, for instance, the
Suite in A minor for violin and orchestra,
Op. 10 ( NKF 30 020)—but in the present case
the backward-glancing hardly extends beyond
the general disposition of the five movements.
Well played and recorded. [
A: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
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The Boothroyd Stuart Meridian Active Loudspeaker, a combination of superb
appearance, functional design and absolute state of the art electronic and
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'SPIEL ORGEL SPIEL'
18 miscellaneous musical items
Hannes Meyer (org)
Claves P 702 (£3.99) (CRD)

Here the classical organ is used for pure,
mainly light entertainment, and very successfully, too. Hannes Meyer seems to have
played most instruments from the doublebass upwards ( or downwards?), to have done
most jobs, and to have travelled in most
countries, though his USA- bound plane
doesn't appear to have touched British soil.
On this disc he plays dance music, ballads,
ersatz alpenhorns, Scott Joplin, Haydn,
Mendelssohn ... you name it! Side 1 is
wholly Swiss, side 2is more international and,
in some senses, more classical, though that
needn't worry the most casual listener—this
is certainly not aimed at the purist!
The skilful and nonchalant unorthodoxy of
the player is matched by a brilliant recording,
helped, evidently, by a combination of close
miking and added echo. The organ is in the
village church of Hilterfingen, near Thun, and
Idon't recall that building as having an R.T.
about half that of St. Paul's Cathedral! No
star, then, but the general cleanness and fine
bass extension are most enjoyable, as is the
whole, lighthearted production. Even the
trilingual sleeve has its gay touches. How
else could ' le roi des instruments' become
'die Kénigin der Instrumente', and ' the Queen
of the instruments' ) [
A: 1]
Trevor Attewell

performance dating from 1961. Bernstein gets
an exciting performance of this attractive
work from his ensemble, and the recording is
bright and clear, though occasionally the
pianos and percussion tend to drown the
soloists. But the stereo definition is good,
and Ican thoroughly recommend this record.
The austere Mass of 1948, intended for
liturgical use, also gets a good performance,
and Bernstein makes what he can out of
Stravinsky's very sparse dynamic markings
in the score. The only place where the work
really becomes exciting is the " Hosanna'
section: elsewhere it tends to be monotonous
and abstract. But admirers of Stravinsky will
certainly want to have this disc. [
A: 1]
Humphrey Searle
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4 in f, Op. 36
Czech PO Slovak
Supraphon 410 1749 C) (£2.75)

A fairly enjoyable, neat and tidy fourth,
pleasantly balanced—the orchestra set well
back in aspacious acoustic. Pressing quality
is acceptable.
However, there is little here to warrant
recommendation above such mid- priced
issues as Szell's, with the LSO ( Decca), or
Mravinsky's, with the superlative Leningrad
PO (' Privilege'). There the performances are
at afar higher voltage, for Slovak's reading is
punctilious but almost without passion.
[A/B: 2]
Christopher Breunig
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto 3 in El', Op.
75 L * Symphony 7 in E7 ( arr. Bogatyrev)
Igor Zhukov (pno) IMoscow RSO IRozhdestvensky I
"USSR SO IGinzburg
HMV ' Melodiya' HQS1411 (£2435)

Colin Davis IVittorio Negri (producer)
STRAVINSKY: Le Sacre du Printemps
Concertgebouw /C. Davis
Philips 9500 323 (£3.99)

Yet another Rite of Spring! And quite agood
one, even if it lacks the excitement of Abbado's
performance with the LSO on Deutsche
Grammophon. But every detail is carefully
considered, and the percussion comes out
particularly well. In fact there is good solid
bass tone throughout, though the recording
is not as forward as it might be, and some of
the high violin passages in Part ll do not come
out too well. However, the horns whoop
convincingly in the Glorification section, and
there is a lot of delicacy in the playing elsewhere. It is certainly a performance to be
recommended, even if Iprefer Abbado's on
the whole. [
A/B: 1]
Humphrey Searle
STRAVINSKY: Les Noces
Mass
Soloists l4pianos ITrinity Boys' Choir English Bach
Festival Chorus and Percussion Ensemble IBernstein
DG 2530 880 (£4•35)

This record is welcome, as the only alternative recording of Les Noces is an Ansermet
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

After his fifth, Tchaikovsky began work on a
symphony ( in 1892) which subsequently
dissatisfied him. He reworked some of the
material into a single- movement piano
concerto—given a brilliant virtuoso performance here by Zhukov—but the sketches
remained. From those remnants the musicologist Semyon Bogatyrev reconstructed a
performing version, with large areas of
conjectural writing. The score was first
recorded by Ormandy ( CBS); now Ginzburg's
'Melodiya' alternative, a sweeping account,
offers the useful comparison, on the same
disc, with Tchaikovsky's own final thoughts.
The scherzo is especially attractive: it might
well have come from ' Manfred'.
The recording of the symphony is very
clear in detail, if unrefined technically; the
concerto though has a slight hollowness,
something of a searing edge too. [B/C: 1]
Christopher Breunig

sleeve- note justification for the performance
on cello, Ifeel that agamba would have been
more in keeping. A good collection though,
well- recorded, if alittle on the close side, with
the instruments reasonably sized and placed
in a convincing acoustic. A small point
against is that both the sleeve and my Eulenburg score ( which disagrees slightly with the
recording) of La Lyra mention a Rondo which
is not included on the album. [
A/B: 2]
John Atkinson
THREE CATHEDRAL ORGANS
Music by Dupré, Handel, Schroeder, Steed
Graham Steed (org)
Vista VPS 1043 (£2.99) (CRD)

Nearly half the recording is devoted to
Hermann
Schroeder,
the
contemporary
Cologne composer. Two works are by Dupré,
while Graham Steed's contribution is aset of
hymn-tune variations. Handel is represented
only by atranscription of an overture—surely
an irrelevance at best? The use of three
organs at St Edmundsbury, Blackburn and
Westminster Abbey, two on each side, contributes to a sense of fragmentation in this
issue, which will probably appeal more to the
organ specialist than to the general music
lover.
The performances are admirable in terms
of both dexterity and sensitivity, and the
recording is among the best from this stable,
particularly in respect of the softer passages,
which are held clear of the inevitable ambient
noises. The general sense of atmosphere is
excellent, and the pedal well-preserved. A
four- page insert of organ information is most
welcome, and those interested enough to
consult it will probably know that Walkers'
first initial ( heading, p.3) should be ' J'. [
A:1]
Trevor Attewell

Vaughan Williams

TELEMANN : Concerto in Ffor 3violins, strings
and continuo ' La Lyra' Suite in Ep for strings
[1 Suite in D for Cello, strings and continuo
Slovak CO IWarchal
Royale ROY 2008 (£2.75) ( Rediffusion)

Three familiar works make up this disc and,
although the players cannot be faulted technically, one is left with the feeling that they
have not made as much of the music as they
could have done. Opportunities for trills and
appoggiaturas, for example, are generally not
taken advantage of and dotted rhythms are
somewhat on the relaxed side. This is not to
say, however, that this isn't an appealing
record. The concerto for three violins, from
the second Tafelmusik production, contains
some beautifully melodic writing, especially
in the Largo, and the suite La Lyra, with its
harmonically unorthodox hurdy-gurdy third
movement and lyrical Sicilienne is very enjoyable. The Suite for cello and strings was conceived for viola da gamba, and despite the
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VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Folk- Song arrangements
Robert Tear (ten) IHugh Bean ( yin) IPhilip Ledger (pno)
HMV HQS 1412 C) (£2435)

This is a very welcome record, both for its
own sake and as an important addition to the
Vaughan Williams catalogue; none of these
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A Record Cleaner, Preservative and DRY LUBRICANT.
If you have a good record library YOU MUST, AT
LEAST, TRY THIS.
post 50p. Refills available.

STYLI FOR OLD MODELS AND FOR 78 RPM
Goldring G800 Series: DI 10SR, £375; D1 10E, £750;
DI IOSE, £ 11•50. Ortofon M I
5E Super: 015E Sup.,
£2400. Shure VNI5E,
78s: Goldring DI 10 and
120 Standard, £3.50; Shure N44-3 and N75-3, £570:
N95-3. £6.00; VN78E, £ 17-75.

Prices quoted are correct at January 1978. Whilst we
endeavour to maintain these prices we reserve the
right to adjust as necessary without notice. E. & O.E.

Shure V15-3
£49 50
Sonus Blue . £68 00
Ultimo 10 .
£53 95
Ultimo 20A .. £59 95

meso.

&um),

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME

PICKUP ARMS AND ACCESSORIES
ADC LMF- I .. £76 00
Connoisseur SAU2£16 60
Formula 4Mk 11 £53 00
Hadcock GH228 £50 00
Hadcock Unilift £840
Blanking plate .. £281

SHE 3009 fixed hd £47 50
SME 3009/52 .. £52 50
SME 3009 Series Ill £99 00
S2 Headshell £480
CAI Headshell.. £ 14 25
FD200 damper .. £ 17 50

Postage: Arms £ 1.00, Shells 25p, FD 200 50p, CAI 50p
RECORD CLEANING ACCESSORIES (
Post 25p)
Vac-O-Rec post £ 1
Zerostat ..
Decca Sweep Arm
Decca Brush ..

£ 17.95
£6.95
£5.25
£5.00

BASF Sweep Arm £3.25
Scotch anti scat mat £2.95
Transcriptor Universal
sweep arm .. £4.25

50
00
95
95
95

C60

Stax SR5/SRD6.. £74
Stax SRX3/SRD6 £ 125
Sennheiser HD400 £ 11
Sennheiser H0414 £ 16
Sennheiser HD424 £23

95
00
00
50
SO

C90

C120

£0.79 £ 1.09
£1.29 £ 1.70
£1.59
£1.91
£1.47

BASF LH ..
Super
Cr02
FeCr
Super 1

£0.50
£0.97
£1.29
£1.47
£1.10

FUJI FL ..
FX

£0.70 £0.96 £ 1.27
£0.96 £ 1.35

MAXELL SLN
UD ..
UDXL 1
UDXL 11

£0.62
£1.14
£1.36
£1 -49

SONY HF .
FeCr

HEADPHONES (
Post LI.001
Yamaha HP1 .. £29
Yamaha HP2 .. £26
Yamaha HP3 .. £ 16
Micro Seiki Mk 1 £53
Stan SR44 £56

CASSETTE TAPE

TDK D ..
AD ..
SA
..
Postage

£
2.09

£0.79 £ 1-04
£1-29
El -76
£1.74
£1.89

£0.79 £096
£ 134 £ 187
£0 56
£0 87
£112

£078
£ 112
£ 150

£ 1.03
£ 1.04

1to 5, 50p; 6 to 10, 65p; 11-30, 85p.

££s cheaper-and so much more satisfying than
ready- built equipment!

De Luxe
Linsley- Hood 75W amplifier

You can build this
75+75W rms amplifier
for only £ 111-71! ivecieRIAGE

plug-in
boards
of this
amplifier

Matching Cassette Deck and Tuner
kits ( Details in our FREE Catalogue)
LINSLEY-HOOD CASSETTE DECK

£89.55
•
_

*

VAT! CARRIAGE
INCLUSIVE

WIRELESS WORLD FM TUNER
NEW easy-to-build design!
This easy-to-build version of our world-wide acclaimed 75 W amplifier kit uses 14
professional quality printed circuit boards, interconnected with gold plated contacts. with all the pre-amplifier controls mounted upon them. This system almost
eliminates internal wiring making construction delightfully straightforward and as
each board can be readily removed in seconds from the chassis, checking and maintenance is so simple that even newcomers to electronics will be able to cope
competently with the kit.
Distortion less than 001%. Rumble filter. Variable scratch filter. Versatile tone
controls 4 adjustable inputs. Tape monitoring facilities etc. Full spec. in Catalogue.
Circuit design published in Hi Fi News and Record Review

£78.97
VAT/CARRIAGE
INCLUSIVE
Other designs available include a20 W amp.
for £37.24; a 30 W amp. for £43-20; and
matching tuners for
and £S3-66.
Photographs and specifications are shown in
our FREE CATALOGUE.
ORDERING: By mail or call at Sales
Counter ( at rear of factory)-open 9am
to 4.30 pm Monday-Thursday.

Dien

I am interested in constructing my
own audio system from your range of
high quality kits. Please send me your
FREE CATALOGUE.
NAME
ADDRESS

folk- songs is otherwise available in the
arrangement for solo voice recorded here.
There is atotal of 20 songs, and it is avaried,
widely- ranging selection, including three
carols collected in Herefordshire— The truth
Sent from above, Joseph and Mary, The
Saviour's Love—three French songs, and four
Newfoundland ' variants .— She's like the swallow, The morning dew, The maiden's lament,
The cuckoo—as well as such familiar items as
Bushes and briars, Searching for lambs and The
unquiet grave. In this last, the voice and piano
are joined by a violin, and The lawyer and
Searching for lambs are in arrangements for
voice and violin only; a difficult medium, not
made any easier by the prominence given to
the violin in the recording. In general, though,
the recording is outstandingly fine, having
great warmth, immediacy and clarity. At
first Ithought Robert Tear was going to be
too stylishly self-conscious for these songs,
and in one or two perhaps he is; but over all,
provided that Tear's mode of production is
wholly congenial to you— I'm thinking of that
curiously ' strangulated' timbre heard from
time to time—this is a very beautiful record.
A special word of praise for Philip Ledger's
sensitive accompaniments. [
A*/A: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Oboe Concerto
Tuba Concertot Ii 'The Lark Ascending'
Neil Black (obo) / * Arnold Jacobs ( bass tuba) IPinchas
Zukerman ( v/n) IECO I * CSO IBarenboim
DG 2530 906 (£4.35) • R
This performance of The Lark Ascending first
appeared three years ago on 2530 505 and was
found thoroughly acceptable if slightly
marred by over- hastiness. Still, there are
some magical moments, atmosphere is not
lacking, and the recorded sound seems to
have been improved. The two concertos are
new releases, and in each case the performance is very pleasing, that of the Oboe Concerto almost rivalling the classic Rothwelll
LSO/Barbirolli version, long deleted. Unfortunately, however, the recording of the
soloists raises problems: the tuba is so
close that it is felt to be quite separated from
the orchestra, and never before have Ibeen
so aware of mechanical noises from a solo
oboe. Otherwise the quality is very good.
Note that the second side ( Oboe Concerto)
gives short measure: a pity the Romance for
harmonica was not included. [
A/B: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
VIERNE: Symphony No. 3in fe, Op. 28 J March
Funebre No. 18, Op. 31
Alastair Sampson (org)
Cathedral CRMS 863 (£3•25)
The reawakened Cathedral Company is
issuing the complete six Vierne symphonies,
of which numbers 1, 3and 4were recorded in
Eton College Chapel. No 3is by far the most
popular, and some of its less obviously interesting episodes might, perhaps, have been
enhanced by greater subtlety of phrasing.
This apart, we have avery substantial account,
and one that reveals considerable executive
skill.
The Hill organ at Eton is an outstanding
example of the English Romantic, with all the
rolling power of its breed, but also with some
very fine softer stops. The loudest passages
have some very heavy, deep bass, and are
firmly recorded, needing awide- range system
for best effect, and the distinctly ' live' building
is also allowed its proper contribution. The
recording is straight Blumlein, without noise
reduction, but the levels have been chosen to
minimise the hiss, which is scarcely noticed.
Later issues will be Dolbyed—these include
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

No. 4, with the same player and location,
allowing an interesting comparison. [
A: 1]
Trevor Attewell

Vivaldi:
12 Concerti
VIVALDI: ' II Cimento dell'Armonia e dell'
lnvenzione, 12 Concerti Op. 8
Concentus Musicus Wien
Telefunken EK6.35386 (
2records) (£7.98) ( Selecta)
So many sets of the Four Seasons are released
that the critic occasionally wonders ' Why?'.
Such doubts do not arise, however, with
Nikolas Harnoncourt's recording of the complete Op. 8concertos on original instruments;
this is such a theatrical Seasons (
albeit in a
rather self-conscious way) that I can well
imagine it provoking quite violent reactions
both for and against. Although obviously
well thought out, and with great attention paid
to bringing out the programme and dynamic
aspects of the writing, Harnoncourt's concept
of tempi seems to be too speedy—allegros
become almost prestos in some movements—
and enables the whole set to be squeezed
onto two discs. The Largo in Winter, ' By
fireside quiet and peaceful days are spent,
While outside streaming rain . . .', races
along, clocking up 1' 08" against I Solisti
Veneti's 3' 20" on Erato, or the Berlin Chamber
Orchestra's 2' 20" on Philips! Speed-freaking
aside though, the rustic dances are rustic,
bird, storm and sea imitations are splendid,
and apart from some occasional raggedness
of ensemble, the orchestral playing is enthusiastic and of a high standard. Beautiful
scrubbing sounds are reinforced with a
violone in tuttis.
The solo oboe part in the appropriate concerti is taken by Jüng Schaeftlein on a sweet
toned baroque instrument and the solo violin
part by Alice Harnoncourt. Her tuning goes a
little astray in very fast runs ( the excessive
tempi are probably at fault) but her phrasing
and ornaments are chosen with taste— Iwould
imagine that she uses a baroque bow for
notes tend to swell in the middle—and
vibrato is used sparingly to point phrases.
Harnoncourt interprets
literally
Vivaldi's
written
continuo
instruction ' Organo e
Violoncello' and uses a chamber organ
throughout, apart from a harpsichord in
Autumn where somewhat rhapsodic arpeggios
imply that the peasants have rather an unsettled sleep after imbibing large quantities
of wine.
The recording is excellent with a natural
perspective, the bitter-sweet baroque violin
tone set against the soft chuffy organ, and all
set in an ambience forming a dome around
precisely
positioned
instruments,
which
emerges very well on Hafler rear speakers.
Mantovani lovers beware, however: although
the strings are not close-miked, the stringent,
rosiny baroque sound takes some getting
used to. [
A*: 1*/1]
John Atkinson
VIVALDI: Concerto in F for violin, cello and
strings, P308
Concerto in F for 3violins and
strings, P278
Concerto in b for 4 violins and
strings, Op. 3, No. 10
Concerto Grosso in d
for strings, Op. 3, No. 11
Slovak Chamber Orchestra IWarchal
Royale ROY 2010 (£2.75) ( Rediffusion)
In ' Things IHear' in January, Arthur Jacobs
argued against the giving of mixed ratings to
records, but even he would have to admit
that with such a record as this, there is no
alternative, the four concertos vary so much.
The two Op. 3 concertos have quite a close
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sound, but there is some convincing ambience
and the perspective seems to be accurate.
Stereo
positioning also is sharp, and
soloists are not overlarge. The Side One
concertos on the other hand have large close
soloists, an almost inaudible continuo and a
general lack of ambience, matched in P308
with a brash performance. There isn't so
much the impression of multi-miked artificiality though, but rather a simple mike
technique with bad internal balance. The B
minor work for four violins, perhaps more
familiar in JSB's arrangement for four
harpsichords, is alittle gem however and very
well played, if a little on the safe side. Good
surfaces. [
A/B/C: 1/2]
John Atkinson

WILLIAMS: Star Wars—suite from the film /
R. STRAUSS: 2001—Opening theme / HOLST:
Jupiter
Mars
LAPO IMehta
Decca SXL 6880 (£3.99)
Sorne smart-assed Hollywood producer once
paid John Williams ( the composer, not the
guitarist) the dubious compliment of calling
him the perfect film- music composer because
he had no distinctive style of his own. True
or not, the fact is that Williams does use the
styles of other composers on which to model
his approach to a score. In ' The Rievers' it
was Copland; for ' Jaws' it was Stravinsky
with lashings of Debussy: for Star Wars,
Williams has really raided the larder.
The ' models', which range from a passing
reference to the occasional near- flagrant ripoff, are culled from Hoist ( which was probably
to be expected), Borodin, Tchaikovsky,
Rimsky-Korsakov,
Rozsa,
Korngold,
and
King Oliver, this last spark producing one of
the best pieces of 24th Century Dixieland I
have ever heard.
In writing the score for Star Wars (
itself a
rip-off from every sci-fi comic strip ever
written), Williams has produced the perfect
orchestral complement to this fabulous tale
of inter- galactic chivalry, filled with fair
maidens, friendly monsters ( and the other
sort) more- than- human robots and space
battles. For each of these he has created a
matching musical vehicle that enhances the
visual impact of the firm, but is quite
significant enough to stand as a musical
entity on its own. This is splendid music.
Not the soundtrack of the film, this concert
suite from ' Star Wars' occupies three-quarters
of the record, the remaining space being
devoted to those now- standard stellar associations, ' 2001 from Also sprach Zarathustra' and
'Mars' and ' Jupiter' from The Planets, which
incidentally are the best performances of
these pieces Ihave heard since Stokowski's
recording of them.
For film- music fans who do not wish to
hazard £5.50 on the soundtrack album, for
those who have heard it on screen and would
like just some of the music, and for anybody
who likes to listen and be enterta ned, Icompletely recommend it. [
A: 1] Oliver Cambren
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Pedrotti conducting the Czech PO,
the sound oozes out with warmth,
width of stereo perspective and
good clean surfaces. No original
dates given. Rating is [A/B: 112].
Dvorak's New World (
LSO/
RIGINAL soundtrack of the
magnificent ' post- Disney' Rowicki) is reissued on Philips
Italian cartoon film Allegro non 'Universo' 6580 259 (£2.45). With
troppo ( DG ' Soundtrack' 2535400, nearly 30 versions in the catalogue,
£2-35) consists of BPO/Karajan there is a wide choice available
Prélude à l'après-midi, Slavonic from bargain discs to top priced
Dance op. 46, no. 7; Bolero, Valse issues, and obviously many fine
are
included.
Triste; Munich CO / Stadlmair performances
Vivaldi PV 74 chamber concerto; Several particularly attractive verBerlin RSO/Maazel Stravinsky Fire- sions are included in the midbird extracts: dates in sequence priced offers, of which this is one
1965, 1960, 1966, 1967, 1970, 1958. of the best. In many ways it is the
The two oldest items are a little best recording on offer within this
brash [C],
but a wonderful group. With its superb surfaces
luminous Prélude, an atmospheric it is highly recommended. [ A: 1]
Colin Davis and LSO combine
Bolero and Valse, with fine rich
orchestral
bloom
and
stereo to give excellent performances of
spread, make for an otherwise Elgar's Enigma Variations and
overall [ B: 1]. Very much recom- Cockaigne overture; the 1965 remended, expecially considering cording is released on Philips
how useful the disc will be if BBC Universo 6580 265 (£.2•45). While
there are few criticisms to make
screen the film again!
Appropriately in
connection about performance, the recording
with the Leonard Bernstein ' Joy is rather less happy, with a
of Music' promotion, is CBS 61816 cramped and constricted bass and
(£2.79) which features Bernstein's less than open treble; not suffijoyful music to the ballet Fancy cient to gainsay the operation, but
free, overture to Candide, three for some people enough to look
dance episodes from On the Town at the various alternatives of the
and the Benny Goodman- inspired popular coupling. [ C: 1]
Better Rediffusion should abanPrelude, Fugue and Riffs. The last
time they were all coupled to- don label dating on their bargain
gether in this form was 1966. series than print a bland ' 1978' on
Good, therefore, to be able to get everything they press this year.
afreshly- pressed copy of amuch- Symphony 2 by Fibich with
played record.
The music is Smetana Bartered Bride orch.
Bernstein at his lighthearted best excerpts, on ' Heritage' HCN 8019m
and the recording is surprisingly (Czech Phil/Sejna), is dated thus.
spacious—how nice to hear a Perfectly OK for antediluvian
drumkit which isn't close-miked— scrodgy mono sound, though
and glossy without being close or marred during the Symphony by a
dry. A superb record with per- horrific tape snatch. If you have to
formances reflecting the more have it for collector's reasons, go
optimistic times in which the works ahead. Rating [ D: 2/3], as far as
were written. ( Bands are the NY we can tell. (£1.75)
Phil and aGoodman- led Columbia
Mozart's last 4 Symphonies
Jazz Combo.) [ A:
(Bamberg SO/Keilberth) are on
Bizet—L'Arlesiénne Suites Nos. Telefunken DT 6.48109-2 LPs,
1and 2, and the Carmen Suite, are (£4.99). This set of 1960 recordings
performed by the Paris Conserv- is areviewer's trap. Just as one is
atoire under Cluytens on Classics ready to dismiss the laboured perfor Pleasure CFP 40283 (£1.25). formances of the first two SymOriginally issued 1965, it is well phonies, one is regaled with
enough recorded and the per- moments of delight, while the
formance is adequate to good. It general tight quality of the relacks the magic of, say, the cording opens out pleasingly. 40
Beecham performance on HMV and 41 are far better both as perHQS 1108 (1959), but then that formances and recordings, and on
costs more than twice as much. their own would have merited a
[B: 2]
guarded recommendation. High
Supernice Chabrier Espana I strings are still momentarily tight,
Suite Pastorale Joyeuse Marche j but general sound is most acceptDanse Slave IFete Polonaise from able. Perfect surfaces. [ B: 2]
OSR/Ansermet on Decca ' Jubilee'
Two musicomorphic pieces,
JB10 (£2.50) originates 1965; typi- Prokofiev's Peter and the Wolf
fies Decca middle-60s ' dem' piece (from 1960) and Saint-Saëns'
treatment.
Well- spread, bright Carnival of the Animals (
from 1962)
and clear, appropriately tizzed-up. with Leonard Bernstein both narNo very profound bass but quite rating and conducting the New
OK. [ B: 1]
York Phil, feature on CBS 61814
Debussy/Ravel ' Orchestral (£2-79), one of the ' Joy of Music'
Favourites' on Legend LG ED 102 series. Perhaps it's deeply buried
contains 14 works, unfor- memories of Disney wildlife adtunately too many to list here in venture films, but Bernstein's New
full, but to whet your appetite this York cosmopolitan accent and
4 record set includes La Mer, detached air seem peculiarly apt
Iberia (Images No. 2), Daphnis et for such rural goings-on. SaintChloé ( Suite No. 1) and Boléro. Saéns' animals and what he did
Performed by Fournet, Baudo and with them are described without
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any Ogden Nashery. Recording
spacious and not too close, apart
from the woodwind occasionally
in the Prokofiev, and the narrative
is superimposed on the music, but
with such dangerous beasties as
aggressive tortoises doing the
Can Can, pianists, fossils and a
double bass Swan, this must have
been a necessity. Good record
(but wouldn't it have been nice for
the Wolf to get self-righteous
Peter as well as the poor old
duck?). [ B: 1]
Tchaikovsky Sym 1 and the
Hamlet Overture performed by
VPO/Maazel are reissued on
Decca Jubilee JB 20 (£2.50).
When issued in 1965, the Symphony occupied 2sides and Hamlet ( 1966) awhole side. No way is
quality of the sound reduced. It
is exceptionally good— near dem
standard. The performance of
the No. 1 is perhaps the finest
available today, full of little touches
normally unheard. Hamlet, too, is
a very good performance and recording of this comparatively
neglected work. [ A: 1]
Decca's ' Jubilee' series now
has an excellent Tchaikovsky 4th
Symphony performed by Lorin
Maazel and the Vienna Phil ( JB
23, £2•50). It is good to have this
excellent interpretation and recording available again; the sound
has a splendid open quality from
very low bass to extreme treble,
and in no way shows its age.
[A: 1]

(f.2.79). Rudolf Kempe and the
Munich Phil with Nelson Freire
perform two popular Piano Concertos; the Grieg, and Tchaikovsky's No. 1, in a recording
that dates from 1968.
Sound
quality and performance are both
workmanlike rather than inspired
and in neither respect do the
orchestra and piano gell as well
as they might. [ B: 2]
Mozart Edition Vol. 2 features
the 27 Piano Concertos performed
by Ingrid Haebler (fortepianol
piano), Ludwig Hoffman and Sas
Bunge ( pianos), Capella Academica Wien conducted by Eduard
Melkus, LSO conducted by Alceo
Galliera, Witold Rowicki and Colin
Davis. To do justice in words to
this marvellous compilation of
recorded masterpieces is impossible, but just to say that a high
standard of performance, clarity
of recording quality and faultless
pressings ensures many hours of
delightful listening. Publications
date from 1965/66/67/68/74. If you
have the spare cash (£29.00) to
purchase this thirteen record set
you will not be disappointed.
[A*/A/B: 1/2]
Rachmaninov/PianoConcerto
No. 2 / Paganini Rhapsody with
Gary Graffman j NYPO I Bernstein, are on CBS 61802 (£2.79).
Originally this was warmly received by some in 1965, and condemned by others. Here the Concerto is amere walk-through, technically proficient but devoid of
poetry. If doubting, listen to the
end of the 2nd mov. as performed
by Ogdon and Pritchard on HMV—
EETH OVEN Piano Concerto the finest performance ever re1 / NYPO I Bernstein, with corded, now inexplicably deleted.
Leonora 3, are on CBS 61817(2'79) This CBS reissue is poor; tizzy
The performance of the Concerto strings, with the orchestral sound
is most attractive, the precision of veiled and muzzy. Paganini Varithe orchestral playing never for ations rather better performed, but
one moment indicating that the the recording is much the same.
conductor is also the excellent Concerto [ C/D: 4],
Variations
soloist. The recording has been [C/D: 2/3].
Barry Tuckwell's recording of
newly recut, even since the original
review copies were sent out, and the two Richard Strauss horn
the reproduction is now very fine concertos with the late Istvan
indeed. The Leonora 3 is equally Kertesz/LSO provoked critical disrewarding, making this highly agreement in 1967, and now rerecommendable. [ A: 1/11
appear on Decca ' Jubilee' JB17
On Philips Universo 6580 302 (£2.50).
They are our ' Basic
(£2.45) Claudio Arrau with Haitink Classical Library' recommendand the Concertgebouw perform ation, but some would say that
the Piano Concerto No. 1 of Dennis Brain on HMV would be
Brahms. This is a splendid ver- the one to have. The recording,
sion, taking its place among the though, is splendid with the horn
leaders of performances of this placed within that sumptuous
Concerto. It is basically a slow orchestral sound, with the lovely
interpretation, but of tremendous extended bass, that Decca can
strength. The recording too is a achieve. Coupling is the rather
fine one.
Excellent pressings. light horn concerto by Franz
Strauss, horn virtuoso father of
[A: 1]
Glazunov's Saxophone Con- Richard. [ A:
certo; lbert's Saxophone ConTchaikovsky's
Piano Concerto; a Wind Quintet on folk certo 2, with Werner Haas /
music of Brazil and a Bachianas National Opera Orch of Monte
Brasilieras (
that can be roughly Carlo / Inbal is on Philips ' Unitranslated as Brazilian Bach) both verso' 6580 263 (£2.45). Haas is
by Villa-Lobos; are all well per- very good, orchestral playing
the
recording
formed and recorded on None- acceptable,
such H-71030E (£2.49). The sound strangely mixed. At its quieter
is particularly natural and plea- moments it rates an A, at tutti the
santly unpretentious. [ A: 1]
sound becomes alittle congested
Two traditional chestnuts are dropping to B. The piano sound
gathered together on CBS 61697 is good throughout. For sheer
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pianism the stunning ( but heavily
cut) Cherkassky, now unavailable,
remains acherished memory. But
this one gets a recommendable
[A/13: 1/2].

music, if a little stolidly at times.
The recordings have the usual
impeccable Philips pressings but
the sound quality is a little occluded; admittedly the frequency
range of the instruments is small,
but the environment and technique used only seem to emphaTHE Beethoven ' Eroica Vari- sise this restriction rather than
I ations' Op. 35, the 32 Vari- expanding upon it. [ B: 1]
ations on an Original Theme in C
Volume 8 of the Philips Mozart
minor, and the F minor Variations Edition, 6747 381, (£26.76) consists
Op. 34 are reissued on Philips of the chamber music for strings
Universo 6580 300 (£2•45) in mag- and keyboard. Oldest in the set
nificent performances by Arrau. are the Beaux Arts Trio recordThe ' Eroica Variations' give tre- ings of the piano trios, which have
mendous pleasure, for Arrau certainly not aged in the meanreally treats them as a set of vari- time, while the piano quartets are
ations with afugue rather than as the early seventies performances
a fantasia on a theme. The 32 by Ingrid Haebler and companions
Variations and the F minor set from the Berlin Phil. Miss Haebler
are equally satisfying. The re- is also the pianist accompanying
cording with its rich golden sound Henryk Szerying in the 16 great
reinforces the pianist's approach sonatas for violin and piano and
to these works, which we found the variations on La Bergère
refreshingly rewarding.
Super- Célimène and Au Bord d'une Fonlatively silent Philips pressing. taine. Somy may prefer Goldberg!
[A: 1]
Lupu, recently reissued on Ace of
Beethoven's Hammerklavier, and Diamonds, but these are deeply
Opp. 101/111, are now separately felt performances with a remarkavailable ( DG 2530 869 and 870) able degree of empathy between
from Pollini's box of late- period the two players. The 16 earlier
sonatas, reviewed January. ( A sonatas for harpsichord and violin
saving of £2.55 over the three are played by Blandine Verlet and
discs, now £4.35 each.) Although Gérard Poulet. The recording
Pollini is somewhat too reserved engineers' aim in all these seems
in Op. 101, the coupling is out- to have been to keep the instrustanding, and Op. 106 is technically ments lifelike and the result is a
superb: a penetrating account, well- integrated set which should
absolutely indispensable. [ A/A*: prove invaluable. [ A/B: 1*/1/2]
1/1*]
A very satisfying account of the
Three Beethoven piano sonatas,
28 in A, 29 in B flat ( Hammer- marvellous Schubert Quintet in C
klavier) and 31 in A flat, with the first issued in 1970 returns to the
Fantasie in gand Eleven bagatelles catalogue ( World Records WRS
as fillers are performed by Rudolph 1005, £2.50) with the Lansdowne
Serkin in a 1972 CBS recording String Quartet and Amaryllis
(61822, £2.79). The recording is Fleming (cello). They play with
first rate, marred slightly by perfect accord and offer a clean,
occasional surface noise intrusion smooth and thoughtful performand ( inevitable!) climax limiting, ance. The sound is quite pleasant
while the performance is of high and admirably clear and well
balanced but tend to be alittle on
quality throughout. [A/13: 1]
The Debussy and Ravel Quar- the thin side. [ A/B: 1]
tet ( so often coupled), are so re'The World of Vivaldi' on Decca
issued on Nonesuch H-71007 r SPA 526 (£1.99) contains a selec(£2•49) in performances by the tion of Vivaldi works from the
Stuyvesant String Quartet. They Decca catalogue including the
are nicely performed, even though splendid 1977 La Notte by Stephen
they do not compare favourably Preston ( one- keyed flute) with
with their leading competitors. It Chris Hogwood's Academy of
is the oldish recording that rules Ancient Music, Concerto in C for
them out. The higher string tone two trumpets ( John Wilbraham
of the Ravel in particular is harsh and Philip Jones) and the Fourand screechy and requires a con- violin concerto Op. 3, No. 10 from
siderable treble cut early on. The Neville Marriner
ASM. What a
Debussy is the better recording, miscalculation to include the staid
and if anything the better per- old [ C: 3] 1958 Spring from
formance. [ B/C: 2]
Münchinger / SCO, especially
Volume 6 of Philips' Mozart butted up against Messrs Preston
Edition dovetails in well with Vol. 5 and Hogwood, when Decca could
('Serenades and
Divertimenti') have chosen the splendid ASM
under the title ' Complete Works version. Also included are agood,
for wind ensemble'. All but one though middle-of-the-road, Conwork are performed by the Nether- certo in G, Alla Rustica, from
lands Wind Ensemble under Edo Baumgartner / Lucerne Festival
de Waart and apparently date strings and choral excerpts from
from about 1970. The seven disc the excellent Argo D major Gloria
set (6747 379, £17.50) consists of with the Choir of Kings College
serenades and divertimenti for up Cambridge / ASM f Willcocks.
to ten instruments plus horn duos Apart from Spring, a very good
and Notturni. Playing throughout compilation, and a good introis of the highest standard, effec- duction to Vivaldi. [A*/A/C:
tively portraying politeness of the 1*/1/3]
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the demands of singers or to meet
some special occasion.
They
E RNEST ANSERMET's 1960 include some of the most attractive
L recording of the Fauré Re- of Mozart's vocal compositions,
quiem with the OSR / Gérard and the most demanding. The
Souzay / Suzanne Danco re- Songs, here a more appropriate
appears on Decca SPA504 (£1•99). word than Lieder, are performed
Recording is on the dry side, but by Hermann Prey ( bar).
The
not unsatisfying, though the solo- Canons, light-hearted party pieces
ists are too close for comfort, and sometimes set to doggerel verse
tape hiss is noticeable.
The by Mozart himself, were for the
choir, L'Union Chorale de la Tour performance and entertainment of
de Peilz', is adequate, and, al- himself, his family and personal
though not incorrect, the heavy friends. The Canons were often
vibrato used ( mainly by tenors and rather rude! Also included in the
sopranos) is somewhat wearing. box is a single- side mono recordFauré's idea of serene eternal rest ing of the odd vocal pieces with
does come through though, but orchestral accompaniment. Vol.
there is strong competition at 16 ends with a whole record delower price on CFP. [ B: 2]
voted to Mozart's ' Masonic' music.
The most musical recordings of The sound throughout the set is
the Gilbert and Sullivan reper- excellent, and the performances
toire were those made by the Pro maintain a high level. Pressings,
Arte Orchestra, Glyndebourne as usual with Philips, are faultless.
Chorus and eminent British solo- Full texts are supplied in the lanists under Malcolm Sargent. One guage used, but no translations.
of the very best of these, possibly A thoroughly enjoyable crossone of the best G & S records section of the music covered, but
ever made was Trial by Jury with in all fairness it must be pointed
George Baker as the Judge, Elsie out that the set is of specialist
Morison, Richard Lewis, John interest. [ A: 1]
A great deal of water has
Cameron and Owen Brannigan.
The sound is also superbly flowed since the 1955 EMI set of
balanced and rich. It comes back Verdi's Aida was made. It is
3
yet again ( HMV SXDW3034, 2 reissued on HMV SLS 5108r (
records, £4.50) coupled as before records, £8.95). Quite frankly this
with the hardly less successful poorly recorded, boxy sounding,
HMS Pinafore another of the best and at times heavily distorted
recording would never have been
of the series. [ A*/A: 1*1
reissued had it not been that Callas
Recording of Massenet's Wer- sings Aida. In point of fact it was
ther, issued October 1969 on 5 not one of Callas' most successful
sides with ablank 6th side, is here roles, for she never got inside the
reissued on HMV SLS 5105 (£.8.95), part.
The performance under
3 records with side 6 carrying a Serafin is a ' big' one containing
recital of French operatic arias many fine interpretations, Tito
from Gedda, who sings the title Gobbi as Amonasro to mention
role of the opera. The opera, but one. Alas, the recording rules
based on Goethe's The Sorrows it out save for collectors of hisof Wert her, is to English ears today torical performances. [ C/D: 1/3]
a rather effete sentimental story
Highlights of Verdi's Trovatore
of the ' poppy or alily' variety. We from the performance conducted
know it was still fashionable in by Erede with Renata Tebaldi and
'artistic' circles in the 1890s, so Del Monaco, now on Decca SPA
Massenet
and
his
librettists 513 (£1 . 99), first appeared in stereo
created from it apowerful novelet- in 1959, to a mixed reception on
tish opera, into which he poured account of its performance and
some of his most attractive music. recording.
The recording has
Rarely performed today, and even been much improved and is now
less often recorded, we welcome very good. So far as the performthis attractive reissue having the ance is concerned, what criticism
enchanting de los Angeles happily existed concerned
itself with
cast as Charlotte, that fine actor, vocal details that would generally
linguist and operatic tenor Gedda be of interest only to a teacher of
as Werther, Soyer a magnificent singing. Listening again after a
Albert, and afine supporting cast. long time, we found the performPrêtre and the Paris Orchestra ance never less than adequate
keep the performance moving and much of the time very good
well, without robbing it of senti- indeed. A very pleasant crossment or drama. The recording, section of the opera. [ A/13: 1/2]
mostly good, varies from very
SXL6821 (£3.99) provides nearly
good to moments when the voices sixty-two minutes from Decca's
become harsh and edgy. [ B: 1]
de- luxe Tchaikovsky Nutcracker
The Philips Mozart Edition Vol. ballet, with the Nat. P.O. Ranging
16, ' Arias, Songs, Canons and from the overture to the ApotheoCantatas' (6747 389, 5LPs, £12.50), sis, this generous selection shows
makes no claim to be complete, only slight loss of depth- imagery
but fills many gaps in the Mozart and ambience when compared to
repertoire. The Arias are sung by the originals.
Bonynge shows
Elly Ameling ( sop) and Werner less feeling for this score than for
Hollweg (ten). These of course Swan Lake; Dorati's Philips set, or
were occasional pieces for in- Ansermet's ( Decca DPA569-70),
sertion into his own or other com- are preferred—at £4.95/£3.98 composer's operas, either to satisfy plete. [A: 1]
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Two Years Free Parts and

Excellent Demonstration Facilities

AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA5500 Mk II
Pioneer SA6500 Mk II
Rotel RA313
Rote IRA4 I
3
Rotel RA713
Armstrong 621
Trio KA I
500 ..
Quad-Trio
Yamaha ..
Technics Hitachi ..

£65 00
£102 00
£68 50
£96 00
CI 16 00
El 13 00
£65.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RECEIVERS
Leak 3200 ..
Leak 3400 ..
Rotel RX303
Rotel RX403
Rotel RX503
Rotel RX603
Pioneer SX450
Pioneer SX550
Pioneer SX650
Goodmans..
Hitachi
Akai-Armstrong
Trio
Tandberg ..
Sony
Yamaha .. •
Aiwa-Sansui
Bang & Olufsen

£118 00
£146 00
£97 50
£121.00
£150-00
£224 00
£106-oo
£141 00
£205.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

•
•
••
••
••

TURNTABLES
G
d GT20 c/w cart. .. £63.00
G
d GT25 c/w cart. .. £70.00
G
d GT35 c/w cart £84.00
G
d DD75 Mod + Cart £86.50
Yamaha TP211 .. • . £74.00
Yamaha TP51 I .. • . £ 118 00
Pioneer PL II2D
£54 50
Pioneer PL I15D .. • • £68.50
Trio KDI 033 qv+ cart. •. £54.00
Shure M75E1 cart.• • £ 13 50
Shure M7SED cart... £ 15 50
Shure M95ED cart...
£21.90
Shure M95E.1 cart.• . £ 14 90
Shure V15 Mk 3 cart. • . £43 00
Goldring G900E cart. • • £24.99
SME 3009ND Arm .. £43.00
Technics, B & 0, Hitachi,
Fons, Dual, Sony, etc. ..
P.O.A.
HEADPHONES/CARTRIDGES
Koss, Pioneer, Sony, Beyer, Shure,
Stanton, Sennheiser, B & 0, Ortofon
PCSA

TUNERS
Pioneer TX5500 Mk II
Pioneer TX6500 Mk II
Rotel RT224
Rotel RT324
Rotel RT425
Rote' RT725
Armstrong
Trio
Quad ..
Sony
Yamaha Hitachi..
Technics ..

There are now two shops in Tottenham Court Road specialising in
Audio Accessories.
No more searching, ringing or writing to manufacturers wholesalers
etc. Get it all over Inc counter. whether building your own or merely
finding replacements
• Over 1200Audio Accessory lines
• All merchandise fully guaranteed
• All prices include VAT and are correct at time of going to press.

0

£74 00
£106 00
£57 00
£80 00
£8 00
£96 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

E. & 0.E.
• Shop hours: Mon. to Sat. 9-6; Thurs. 9-7.
11 Access/Barclay. Simply phone order and
number for return delivery.
• Fast mail order service.
• Callers welcome.

CASSETTE/TAPE
Pioneer CTF4040
Pioneer CTF6060
Pioneer CTF7070
Aiwa AD1800
Akai CS34D
Akai CS702D
Akai CS707D
Akai GXC710D
Akai 4000DS
Akai 4000DB
Sony TCI35SD
Aiwa ..
Tandberg
Sony
Technics ..
Bang & Olufsen
Sansui Hitachi

£119.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£247.00
£85.00
£96.50
£145.00
£145 00
£146 00
£199 00
£89-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS ( Pair)
Leak 3020 ..
Leak 3030 ..
Leak 3050 ..
Monitor Audio MA5 Mk II
Celestion Ditton 15XR
Celestion Ditton 22 ..
Celestion Ditton 33 ..
Celestion Ditton 44 ..
Celestion UL range ..
Wharfedale E range ..
Wharfedale Linton 3X P
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2
B & W-Quad
Monitor Audio ..
Castle Acoustics ..
Videotone
Mordaunt-Short
Spender .
Bang and 01.ufsen
KEF, AR ..

£99 00
£132 00
£185 00
£135 00
£94 00
£128 00
£166-00
£197.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£6900
£18200

£96-50

£134.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

•
•

ACCESS

Five
£4.25

£6.95

£5.90
£7-85
£7.50
£5-30
£5.30

Pnce
P, P
Sinclair DM2 Digital Multi.
mecer
£52.92 f1-50
Sinclair AC Adaptor .. £124 50p
Sinclair Carrying Case .. £5-40
50p
Sinclair Rechargeable Batt.
Pack
..
£ 12-96
50p
Sinclair PDM35 . • • . £32-35 40p
Sinclair Case .. £3.24 20p
Sinclair AC Adaptor .. £3.24 20p
AVO 8Meter .. • . £94.23 LISO
Sony BP16 Battery Pack £ 16 95
45p
Sony ACI4 Battery Pack £ 1I34
45p
Sony ACI5 Battery Pack £ 11 98
45p
Sony BP8 Battery Pack .
£20 18
45p
Sony BP25 Battery Pack . £ 1
400
45p
Sony BP28 Battery Pack .. £ 14 00 45p
RECORD CLEANERS
Watts Dust Bug .. £ 194
Watts Manual Parastat £ 536
Watts Hi Fi Parastat £4 55
Pixall Record Cleaner .. £322
Pixall Refill
6Ip
Grooval Record Cleaner.. £ 19-50
Vac-o-Rec Record Cleaner £21.95
Earc Record Cleaner .. £7.99
Zerostat Anti Static .. £6.98
Zeepa Dust Lifter .. £3.94
Zeepa Anti Static Gun .. £7.50
Decca Cleaning Arm .. £5.94
Decca Record Brush .. £6.95
Micro Seiki Shock Absorb. £7.50
Bib 3-way care kit .. £2.98
Audio Technica AT6002 Arm £4.135
Nagoda Roller . £. 40

25p
25p
35p
35p
15p
70p
90p
70p
30p
25p
30p
40p
30p
40p
30p
25p
35p

KITS - ARMS
Ten
£8.15
£13.40
£11.30
£15•10
£14.40
£10.15
£10-30

Twenty
£ 1500
£25.65
£21-60

new

£27•50
£ 19.40
£ 19-60

POSTAGE 30p PER FIVE
S.A.E. FOR CASSETTE AND TAPE PRICES
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS
•

monitor,

souna

BARCLAYCARD

METERS/BATTERY PACK

CASSETTES - CASSETTES
BASF LH C90..
BASF Super C90 ( SM)
TDK AD C90
TDK SA C90
Maxell UD C90
Memorex C90
Sony HF C90 ..

quote card

Formula 4Arre
£58.86
SME 3009 ( Fixed) .. £51.00
SME 3009 ( Detachable) .. £47.00
SME 3009/III £ 107.52
SME FD200
£ 19.50
SME 52 Headshell .. £4.75
Binatone 8-track Cassette
Adaptor
£21.20
TV Game ( Black & White) £21.95
TV Game (Colour) .. £29.95
Monitor Audio Stylift £5-95
Connoisseur BDI Kit .. £ 18.33
Connoisseur SAU2 Arm.. £ 17-61
Connoisseur Base & Cover £ 18.59
HFS75 Test Record .. £2.81
Shure TTR I10 Test Record £4.50
Scotch Anti-Static Mat .. £2.99
Linton Speaker Kit ( pair) £23.90
Glendale Speaker Kit ( pair) £65.95
Denton 2Speaker Kit ( pair) £28-50

80p
80p
80p
80p
30p
25p
70p
£1.00
£ 1-00
30p
£2.00
£2-130
£. 00
30p
40p
40p

as

£1.25
£ 1.25
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TEL 71935
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Linton 3Speaker Kit ( pair) £42.00 £ 1-25
Sony AN55 B2 Aerial .. £ 18.17 85p
Sony Bulk Eraser
£18.43
75p
CARTRIDGES & STYLI
GO LDR IN G- CA RTR I
DG ES
Pi P + 40p
G800H
.. £
4-95
G800
..
£5.50
G850
..
£4.50
G820
..
..
£7.20
G820E
..
.. £
10.23
G820SE .. .. £ 18-56
G900SE .. • • .. £3700
GOLDRI NG-STYLI
P/P+15p
G800H
..
£3.38
G800
..
£3.38
G850
..
£3.38
G820
t:
..
£3.38
G820E
.. c6-41
G820SE .. .. £ 1017
G900SE .. .. .. £ 15.27
AKG-CARTRIDGES
P/P-1-40p
P8ES .. .. .. . £60.90
P7E
..
.
£28 42
P8E
..
.
£56 86
P6E
..
..
£ 19.68
P6R
..
.
£ 15-31

AKG-STYLI
P/P+ 15p
P8ES
..
.
£39-37
P7E
£ 15 75
P8E
£34 89
P6E
£ 10 12
P6R
£675
AUDIO TECH NICACARTRIDGES
P/P+40p
AT2OSLA
£53-32
ATISSA
..
.
£47.70
AT I
4SA ..
..£3286
AUDIO TECHN1CA-STYLUS
P/P1-15p
AT2OSLA
.. £29.47
AT15SA .. .. . £25.37
AT14SA
.
..
£20.46
STANTON-CARTRIDGES
P/P+40p
D5107A
£10.96
1:11500E
£ 14.34
D5100EE
£ 17 49
D680EE
£21 31
D6800EE ..
£24 60
D6800EEE
£27 84
STANTON-STYLI
P/P+40p
500A
.. £16 81
500E
.. £20 19
500EE
..
£23.54
680EE
..
£34-77
681EEE
..
£53.57
BOOK £3.00+35p
..

SPECIAL OFFER PACK 3 EMI X1000 C90 CASSETTES+FREE PRERECORDED £2.50 + 30p P/P

r
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HI-FI CARE ( RETAIL) LTD
7 & 245 Tottenham Court Road, London W.1.
Phone:01-637 0371/8911 Mail Order Dept:
01-580 7592/4534 Allow 7-14 days for delive ry.
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dissicaftassettes
Peter Gammond

BOXED SETS
(as priced)

somewhat
heavy-handed
performances ( Disc: Sep 77) that
HAYDN : The Creation-Popp I never settle into the sort of
Hollweg IMoll IDose ILuron IRPO ; balanced perfection that such
music requires. The recording is
Dorati-Decca K50K22 (
2) (£8.50)
and
not wellThe rival version on cassette is also cluttered
Karajan's ( DG 3370 005), an balanced [B/C: 2/4
excellent though variable performance with some cuts. This BARTOK: The Miraculous ManMusic for Strings, Pernew version with lovely choral darin
cussion and Celesta-Boston Symsinging and excellent work from phony IOzawa-DG 3300 887
all the soloists must take preThe Music for Strings, etc really
cedence.
A distinguished and
comes off best here with a
satisfying performance with a
sensitive, detailed performance
clear and well-balanced recording
as good as any available. The
(Disc: Dec 77) [
A*iA: 1*/1].
Miraculous Mandarin suite conVERDI: ' Il Trovatore'-Pavarotti I centrates on the heady, exotic
music which is a bit overGhiaurov ISutherland IHorne INPO
Bonynge-Decca K82K32 (
2) (£ 12.95)
whelming; nevertheless also atopA very fine performance of this class performance. All this is
highly dramatic work with Suther- adequately caught on tape though
land excellent and an overall high perhaps not with the quality of
standard of performance under the disc ( Disc: Jan 78) [
A: 1*/1].
Bonynge. A first-rate recording
with a convincing opera- house BEETHOVEN: Symphony 4 Conatmosphere brought to the Kings- secration of the House-VPO
Schmidt-Isserstedt-Decca KJBC7
way Hall ( Disc: Oct 77) [
A*: 1].
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3 ' Eroica'
-VP0
Schmidt-Isserstedt-Decca
VERDI: Requiem-Sutherland Horne
lPavarotti I Ta/vela I VP0 I So/ti- KJBC6
Decca K85K22 (
2) (£8.50)
These
complete
our
set
of
Beethoven
The whole production has a fine, Schmidt-Isserstedt
on
the
Decca
rapt, spiritual quality about it with symphonies
lovely playing and singing from 'Jubilee' label re- issued from the
the Viennese forces and its top- 1960s. Very well- controlled and
class soloists. Solti has brought deeply felt performances with a
a deep sincerity to the perform- very fine Eroica. The whole set
ance and is helped by the well- maintains a good standard of
caught
cathedral- like
acoustic recording, bold but never rough
and this is certainly a set to be
(Disc: Oct 68) [
A: 1].
recommended in the mid- price
VIVALDI: Il Cimento dell'Armonia range-average [
A: 1].
e dell'Inventione, Op. 8-Concentus
Musicus Wien I Harnoncourt-Tele- BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3 ' Eroica'
funken MH4.35386 (
2) £7.99)
-Czech PO I Matacic- Legend
This is obviously a fine, scholarly KLGD013
performance of the complete Op. 8 Immediate contrast with the tape
which includes the ever popular above shows a gentler sort of
Four Seasons. But Iam baffled by performance, more quietly lyrical,
the recording which is given high satisfying in its own way. But the
praise in the specifications using recording has a rather muffled
the new TriTec electronic tech- quality that puts it in a lower class
nology. The treble is so brilliant [B/C: 1].
that the total effect is thin and
edgy and my Akai equipment BEETHOVEN:
Symphony
7seems incapable of putting it Bavarian Radio IKubelik-DG Privilege
right except by cutting. Perhaps 3335-252
someone will explain the problem A re- issue from the 1960s, this is
not unpleasant in sound but
[?: 1].
lacks body and has a slight
SINGLE CASSETTES
edginess to it.
A warm and
Prices codes:nicely- handled performance, but
Argo-KZNC/KZRC--£3.75; KZKCwith regard to recording it seems
£2.75
CBS-40-61000-£2.49; 40-72000-£3.99 that the Schmidt-Isserstedt versions must be an all-round first
CRD-CRD-£3.69
Decca-KSXC-53.75; KJBC-£2.75
recommendation [B: 1].
EMI-TC-ASD-£4.25; TC-ESD-£2.99
BEETHOVEN:
Piano Concerto 4Philips-7300-£3.50; 7317-£2.25
Moravec IWiener Musikverein TurnovPolydor-3300-£3.95; 3335-£2.75
sky-Legend KLGD009
RCA-RK-£3.50
Saga-CA-£1 . 75
A rather good performance with
Vox-KTVC-£2.25
a genuine concert atmosphere
about it, but the recording is only
J. S. BACH : Magnificat / VIVALDI:
Magnificat-Pa/mer I Watts I Tear I moderate with an overall muddiRoberts IKing's College ISt. Martin I ness and, on this particular
cassette, a little too much tape
Ledger- Argo KZRC854
On the whole these seem to be hiss [B/C: 1].
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 5
'Emperor'-Gu/da j VPO I Stein Decca KJBC18
This dates from 1971 and is a
somewhat
heavy-handed
performance that I'm not inclined to
recommend, especially as the
piano tone is excessively clangy
and the orchestral sound thick
[B/C: 2].
BEETHOVEN: Piano Trio 6 ' Archduke'-Suk Trio- Legend KLGD002
Again a good performance, impassioned and unanimous, is let
down by a recording that suffers
from boxy and confused piano
tone and edgy string
sound
[B/C: 1].
BORODIN: Polovtsian Dances /
MUSSORGSKY : Night on the Bare
Mountain RIMSKY-KORSAKOV :
Russian Easter Overture Capriccio
Espagnol -Chicago SO IBarenboimDG 3336 379
Anyone
after
this
particular
selection of exotic Russian music
will be well- served by this one.
Barenboim really gets under the
skin of these pieces and with his
excellent orchestra produces performances of character and poetry.
A good recording that does not
manage quite the dynamic range
of the disc ( Disc: Dec 77) [
A: 11.
CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO:
Guitar Concerto 1 / DODGSON:
Guitar Concerto 2 / ARNOLD:
Serenade-John Williams , ECO
Groves- CBS 40-76634
Charming and interesting music
played with the usual quality
that
we
expect
from
John
Williams and excellently supported in rhythmic vein by Groves.
The orchestral sound is rich but
perhaps a little heavy; the guitar
is well caught ( Disc: Jan 77)
[A: 1*/1].
CHOPIN: 4Scherzos
Berceuse
Barcarolle -Nikita Maga/off-Philips
'Sonic' 7317 187
These are good,
varied and
interesting performances but the
piano sound is a little thick and
heavy. A lighter tone would have
been more effective.
Not our
reviewer's choice ( Disc: Jan 77)
[A/B: 1].
CHOPIN:
Waltzes
1-19-Nikita
Magaloff-Philips '
Sonic' 7317 185
As above, the playing is first-rate
with a great variety of dynamic
and feeling. The piano tone here
is distinctly lighter and sharper
with consequent benefit to the
performance ( Disc: Nov 77) [
A:
1*/1].

than Magaloff, it is all sensitive
brilliance and as many like to hear
Chopin. Irate this highly but am
slightly at variance with our disc
reviewer ( Oct 77) [
A: 1*].
DVORAK:
Symphony 7- Czech
Phil Kosler-Legend KLGD007
DVORAK: Symphony 8- Slovak
Phil Kosler-Legend KROY2003
DVORAK:
Symphony
9- Czech
Phi/ / Anceri-Legend KLGD004
We rely on good idiomatic performances of Dvorak from Supraphon ard the Czech orchestras
and none of these disappoint.
Fine readings with a lyrical 8th
and a deeply felt 9th from Ancerl.
However,
these
Czech
tapes
disappoint a little in their sound
quality which is generally distant
and a little muzzy by the highest
British standards. Average [B/C:
1*/1].
DVORAK: Slavonic Dances- Czech
Phil ' Sejna-Legend KLGD015
Again lively performances with
true Czech flavour as we might
expect and a totally different
sound-this time somewhat rough
and edgy and highly confused at
the louder moments [ C: 1].
GERSHWIN: Overtures- Oh, Kay
Funny Face
Girl Crazy
etcBuffalo Phil , Ti/son Thomas- CBS
40-76632
A brilliant record and crisp,
exciting playing of some Gershwin
Broadway overtures rarely put
onto disc.
After a faulty beginning on our copy, the tape
more or less matched the fullblooded brilliance of the disc
recording ( Disc: Jan 78) [
A*/A:
1*].
GRIEG: Cello Sonata SCHUBERT:
Arpegg ion eSon ata-Tortelier ,Weisz
-HMV TC-HQS1398
These
are fine
wholehearted
performances of these attractive
works, typically emotional in the
Tortelier style with full cello tone.
They have been re- issued at a
high level and the cello does tend
to swamp the piano [
A/13: 11.
HANDEL: Music for the Royal
Fireworks Concerti adue cori 1-3LSO IMackerras-HMV TC-ASD3395
This is a very impressive display
of fireworks with vast arrays of
wind and brass producing a truly
pompous sound. In the concertos
the strings also come into their
own. It has been given a truly
full-blooded recording which I
felt the tape didn't handle as well
as the disc appears to have done
(Disc: Dec 77) [
A: 1*].

HANDEL: ' Messiah'- Arias
and
Choruses-ASM I etc I MarrinerCHOPIN: Waltzes, Mazurkas, Noc- Argo KZBC879
turnes, etc (
Chopin, Vol. 2)-Ashkenazy Excerpts from the highly successful Argo Messiah which has
-Decca KSXC6801
On a much more incisively toned received high praise from all
piano Ashkenazy starts with a quarters. A most civilised and
A*: 11.
distinct advantage. Less romantic impressive recording [
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SUPER COLOR SFD
CRO2 - CARAT • ACCESSORIES -
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We offer the COMPLETE range of Agfa products

I-all conforming to the internationally accepted DIN standard
C45
Agfa Super
Agfa SFD (SM)
Agfa Cr02 (SM)
Agfa Carat
84p
Audio Gold
BASF LH
BASF Super
BASF Cr02
Fuji Super
Fuji FX
83p
Maxell SLN
Maxell UD
£1-01
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Maxell UD/XL/II
Memorex MrX2
68p

C60
56p
72p
£1.04
£1.24
35p
59p
90p
£1-21
69p
£1.05
62p
£1.14
£1.36
£1.49
72p

C90
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76p
96p
£1 30
£1 56
49p
79p
£1 21
£1 52
99p
£1 46
79p
£1 29
£1 74
£1-89
£1 01

£1 14
£1 26
£1 78
64p
£1 09
£1.61
£1-97
£1.33
£1.04
£1.76
£1.10
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Memorex Cr02
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Pyral Hi Fi
Pyral Optima
Pyral Maxima
Scotch H/E
Scotch Cr02
Scotch Video
Sony LN
Sony HF
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Sony FeCr
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TDK AD
TDK SA
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77p
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48p
76p
-

C60
£1 00
45p
58p
83p
97p
82p
99p
£17.75
51p
73p
£1 09
£1 23
55p
86p
£1-12

C90
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64p
83p
£1 05
£1 20
£1 06
£1 26
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£1 68
75p
£1 12
£1.52

Y EAR
GUARA
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prices (
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FREE ADD ' N' STAC

CI20

Interlocking storage system. One
module FREE with every 10 Fuji,
Maxell or TDK cassettes you buy
at these prices.
Please ask when ordering.
ALL MAIL ORDER POST FREE This Month!

89p
£1.04
£1.71
98p
£1-12
99p
£1.62
-

AGFA LN
7" 1800' LP .. £2.90
104" 4200' Cine
£7-55
lor 4200 NAB .. £8.69
7" 2400' DP .. £3.59
3600' TP .. £4.51
AGFA PEM ( Matt)
7" 1800' LP .. £4.27
104" 3600' Cine
£8.78
All offers subject to stocks at time of going to press 10/1/1978 remaining unsold. Prices include 104" 3600' NAB . . £9-51
VAT at 8%. Send S.A.E. for latest price list and FREE 48- page Cassette Recording Guide. Cash
7" 2100' DP .. £5.60
with order. Offer closes 31/3/1978. POST 8, PACKING FREE ON ALL ITEMS ( if you use this 104" 4200' Cine
£10.10
Discount Coupon Ad.)
104" 4200' NAB .. £ 12.12

r

MAXELL
7" 1800' UDXL £4.28
I
0( 3600' UDXL £10.13
MEMOREX
7" 1800' LP £2.55
7" 2400' DP
£3.45
SONY SLH
7" 1800' LP .. £3.08
I
0(" 3600' NAB .. £7.99
7" 2400' DP .. £4.88
TDK AUDUA
7" 1800' LP .. £3.22
lOr 3600' NAB .. £8.64
7" 1800' Matt .. £3.85
104" 3600' Matt .. £ 10.37
SCOTCH HI-FI
7" 1800' LP .. £3.93
7" 2400' DP .. £4.94

BASF
7" 1800' LP LH £3.93
7" 2400' DP LH
L4-98
'BLACK BOX' Studio
Quality Back- coated
exceptional value
5"
900' LP .. £ 120
5}" 1200' LP . £ 150
r 1800' LP .. £ 199
FUJI
7" 1800' FM .. £ 3 15 SCOTCH 207 Prof.
7" 1800' FG . £ 362 (for Revox A77 Series)
7" 1800' FB . £499 10)" 3600' NAB.. £10.85

All mail to: ESTUARY AUDIO, Dept. HF, la HIGHBURY STN., HIGHBURY CORNER, LONDON N5. (
Callers welcome)
I LEICESTER SQUARE
STATION Ticket Hall
1Cranbourn St. Exit I

101-439 92101

HIGHBURY STATION
HIGHBURY CORNER
LONDON N5
(01-607 06441

244 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON W2

BIRMINGHAM
BULL RING SUBWAY

(01-724 1673)

(021-643 17661

Third Floo r

(Si. Martin's Home Parade
near Maw Si.(

Give your equipment
the home it deserves
Our craftsmen build beautiful cabinets from the finest
materials in avariety of designs both traditional and
contemporary. All your equipment is thus neatly and
accessibly housed in one fine piece of furniture that
will proclaim its distinction for many years to come in
whatever setting you choose
to grace by its presence.
Queen Anne- one of
our more traditional
style cabinets, made to
special order in selected
Burr Walnut veneers
with hand carving.
£375 incl. VAT,
plus carriage.
TRADE ENQUIRIES
WELCOMED
Send for illustrated leaflets

HOLDER PEARCE
Showrooms: 66 Grove Road Eastbourne Sussex
Tel 26565
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MANCHESTER 3
1VICTORIA STATION
APPROACH
1061-832 45921

BRISTOL I
29 DENMARK STREET
(0272 2909001

LEIGH- ON- SEA
113 RECTORY GROVE
(0702 7128611

G900 Super E.

Another Great British
Cartridge from Goldring.

The lighter the cartridge, the better the sound quality.
At less than 5gms. cartridges don't come much righter or
better than the amazing new Goldring G900 Super E.
By the use of amicro- miniature magnet to aspecification
previously believed impossible, plus advanced new magnetic

circuitry and coil winding techniques, Goldring have created in
the G900 SE an extraordinarily low mass cartridge with very
flat frequency response and excellent tone burst response.
The result speaks
for itself. In aclear,
firm voice.
Sound pure and simple.

Goldring

Goldring Products Limited,
Anglian Lane, Bury St. Edmunds IP32 6SS.
For further details ring: 0284 6401 I.

I ONCE had a little wooden
I puzzle. All one had to do was
to piece together some oddly
assorted shapes and the result
was a kind of attractive teak egg.
Joni Mitchell's Don Juan's Reckless Daughter ( Asylum K63003)
reminds me of that decorative
toy quite a bit. A double album
that on first hearing appears to be
lacking in cohesion—Imean, how
does one reconcile Paprika Plains,
a 16 minute- long poem- cum-tone
poem (work that one out!) with
The tenth world, an Afro-Cuban
percussive jam?, or Talk to me,
which is kinda Big yellow taxi
with knobs on. There are other
problems too. When Joni creates
her myriad magical imagery with
words she often leaps ahead of
her musical structures. So what
one can be left with is little more
than a poem accompanied by
some jagged, rhythmic strums,
other musicians donating their
skills in order to provide the wraparounds that hold everything together. Personally, I love this
approach: it's adventurous, exciting and a little like free-form
jazz with a few rules added. I
won't pretend that I understand
half of Joni's allusions, songs
such as Otis and MarJena, a
marvellously conceived pen portrait of two high- living Miami Royal
residents that's punctuated by
glimpses
of the
real
world
(Muslims stick up Washington),
are easy enough to comprehend—
but there are other moments
when I'm left hopelessly headscratching. So it's mind- game
alley and everything is totally
intriguing right from the opening
Cotton Alley, on which Jaco
Pastorius curls his bass lines
around Joni's multi-tracked vocals,
through to the final Silky veils of
Ardor, a return to the stark
simplicity of Ms. Mitchell's initial
Songs For a Seagull era. Along
the yellow brick road you'll meet
Weather Report, Rufus' Chaka
Khan,
Michel
Colombier,
an
Eagle or two, Airto and a few
others who have made it on star
quality. And like all the other
pieces, they fit in beautifully.
[A : 11. Initially, I viewed Eno
with some suspicion. His knobtwiddling
with
Roxy
Music
smacked of dilettantism and such
statements
as ' I understand
neither electronics nor machinery
—if anything I like machinery
better' ( part of an Anne Nightingale
interview in 1973) didn't enhance
his case. Even his name—Brian
Peter George St John le Baptiste
de la Salle Eno—seemed to place
him several points down the
scale when it came to rock
credibility. When the Portsmouth
Sinfonia, that classically minded
body of musical incompetents,
called on his services as a producer, the choice appeared to be
most apt. But over the years, the
one-time member of the Woodbridge Wildcats (' Saturdays hops
our speciality') has won my
respect. For, in his investigations
into the possibilities of electronic
music, he's often emerged with
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

results that have proved more
acceptable than those profered
by many with far more formidable
qualifications. Before And After
Science ( Polydor 2302 071) provides evidence that Eno's still
making the right sort of contributions to the world of contemporary music. His collaborators on this occasion include
bassists Percy Jones and Paul
Rudolph, guitarists Robert Fripp,
Fred Frith and Phil Manzanera,
plus drummers Dave Mattacks,
Phil Collins and Jaki Liebezeit,
all excellent musicians. Accord-

'em—and generally the electronics
are more restrained on an album
that the likeable ale-swiller has
fashioned as a kind of musical
Black Museum.
His sense of
humour is well to the fore on The
breathalyser,
a
quote- happy
novelty that has Bill Oddie bluewailin' They really took the urine
out of me and other lines not
strictly out of the Bessie Smith
songbook, while Crime of passion
pans out as one of the finest
constructions
Wakeman's
yet
pulled out of his personal rag- bag,
illustrating, as it does, both the

RUCK

Fred Dellar
as completely dotty. However, I
use the adjective in a kindly way
because what Johnny, Joey, Dee
Dee and Tommy Ramone offer is
purely fun music foi pep- pill
pogoists, a selection of loony
toons that go to prove the link
between the garage bands of the
'60s and today's new- wavers.
Even a cursory hearing reveals
that such Ramone originals as
Sheena is a punk rocker and
Rockaway beach could have been
penned by The Regents, Jan and
Dean, or anyone else who played
a guitar and surfed at the same
time, while the inclusion of
Sul fin' bird—a Trashmen hit on
the Garrett label back in ' 63—and
Bobby Freeman's Do you wanna
dance? act as further evidence
that basic lyrics formed part of
the rock scene long before The
Ramones decided to hitch their
wagon to the star of minimalism.
1-2-3-4, cretins wanna hop some
Rick Wakeman—indicted on acharge of musical extravagance?
more, 4-5-6-7, all good cretins go
ingly the album operates at a tender side of a love affair and a to heaven, go some of The
pretty high level throughout, the hold-tight ride on the giant waltzer Ramones' more enlightened lyrics.
music varying from No one of jealousy. Perhaps Wakeman Isuggest you sing along! [ B: 2].
IN BRIEF—Only The Strong
receiving, which sounds like one will always be the Paul Whiteman
of Can's choice disco cuts, to of rock, a fine showman whose Survive ( Phil. Int. PIR 82236) is
Julie with and By this river, songs total contributions will finally an above-average sample of Billy
that have a Syd Battett-like aura. prove quite negligible. But there's Paul's brand of vocalism, his
approach
and
jazzOne or two tracks are less im- no denying that Criminal Record breathy
pressive—in particular, King's lead is a hugely enjoyable and enter- oriented phrasing giving the kiss
hat, the closer on side one, where taining album, thus, I suppose, of life to such confectionery as
Eno's attempted rock'n'roll vocal proving that Rick can be good Gamble and Huff's Everybody's
A: 2] .. . Congratucomes on like something regis- company either around or behind breakin' up. [
lations to EMI for having the good
tering on Hughie Green's clap- bars! [A : 2/11.
On the black music scene, my sense to release The Pretty
ometer. But even this isn't a
complete write-off thanks to the most valued recent acquisition Things Singles ( Harvest SHSM
2022) a compilation that contains
instrumental work—which means has been The Commodores Live
that Eno fans can safely add (Motown TMSP 6007), on which all the A and B sides of the
Before And After Science to that ever- improving band offer Pretties' 45s issued on Columbia
the pile of discs now gracing their on-tour versions of Zoom, Slippery and Harvest, including Deflecting
when wet, Sweet love, Just to be grey, a psychedelic relic from ' 67
K- Tel Selectomatics. [ A: 11.
Criminal Record ( A & M close to you and most of their and The good Mr Square, which
AMLK 64660) is a release that other chart-warmers ( no Machine should have brought the band a
signals a return to simplicity by gun though), plus Too hot to trot, million- seller back in 1970. The
quality
predictably
Rick Wakeman—that is, if you an on-your-feet-and- dance studio recording
can allow that compositions re- newie of some merit. The only varies from track to track. [ A/C:
quiring a full choir and enough annoying thing about this other- 1] . . . Finally, Galleons Of
synthesisers to make any studio wise highly satisfactory double- Passion ( Rockburgh PD LP 101),
appear like a scene from Starwars album is that my copy has been an instrumental offering from
can be classified as ' simple'. programmed for use on an auto- Finch, a Dutch four- piece headed
a fine
keyboardist ( Ad
But, as Wakeman extravaganzas change deck, a somewhat archaic by
go, this one's a budget- line measure, I feel! [ A: 1]. And Wammes) and an imaginative
production, with Rick playing a even if Iallow for the fact that my guitarist ( Joop van Nimwegan).
lot more acoustic piano than he's review pressing of The Ramone's Those with Ekseption and Focus
played in a long, long, time—in Rocket To Russia ( Sire 9103 255) albums in their collection will
fact, on the attractive Birdman of has the same label on both sides, consider this a choice chunk of
Alcatraz he multi- dubs a dozen of the album can only be described Edam. [ B: 1].
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SUPERB VALUE
Also available

Model RX403
STEREO RECEIVER
25 watts RMS per channel

£98.31

£69.95

RA713 45+45 W

RMS

£167-33

£114 95

TUNERS RT425 ( AM/FM)
RT725 ( AM/FM) 1.8 pV sensitivity

FM sensitivity HV

RSC
PRICE

Split power supply

£124.95

Loudness boost.

£111.56

£79.95

£138.03

£99.95

RECEIVERS RX303 20+20 W

RMS

£146.53

£104 95

RX503 35+35 W

RMS

£230.67

£154.95

TAPE DECK RD1OF ( Dolby) front loader .. £ 138.97

£99 95

FM selectivity 50 dB
Capture ratio 2.0 dB

RSC Price

RMS

THD 0.2%

£173.96

Rec Price

AMPLIFIERS RA313 25+25 W

Other RO TEL units normally stocked-please enquire

FM mute

FM quadrature detector

Prices shown correct at 25.1.78.

ALL RSC PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Model RA413
STEREO AMPLIFIER

CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE
Interest Refunded on Credit
Purchases settled in 3 months.

35 watts RMS per channel
THD 0.2%

iCce

£138.03

RSC
PRICE

£99.95

RETAIL BRANCHES- Open all day Saturdays
(5- day week)
Birmingham, 30/31 Great Western Arcade ( Closed Wed.)
Bradford, 10 North Parade ( Closed Wed.)
Carlisle, 8 English Street ( Closed Thurs.)
Coventry, 17 Shelton Square ( Closed Thurs.)
Darlington, 19 Northgate ( Closed Wed.)
Derby, 97 St Peters Street ( Closed Wed.)
Dewsbury, 9/11 Kingsway Arcade ( Closed Tues.)

Plus- minus split power supply

MAIL ORDER WITH PLEASURE

Power meters

Correspondence and orders to: Head Office and
Mail Order Dept., H.F.N. AUDIO HOUSE,
Henconner Lane, Leeds LS13 4LQ.
Mail orders must not be sent to shops.

Full tape dubbing

Doncaster, 3 Queensgate, Waterdale Shopping Centre
(Closed Thurs.)
Edinburgh, 101 Lothian Road ( Closed Wed.)
Glasgow, 326 Argyle Street ( Closed Tues.)
Hanley, Stoke on Trent, 44 Piccadilly ( Closed Thurs.)
Hull, 7 Whitefriargate ( Closed Thurs.)
Leeds, 5-7 County ( Mecca) Arcade, Briggate ( Closed Wed.)
Leicester, 32 High Street ( Closed Thurs.)
London, 238 Edgware Road, W2. ( Closed Thurs)

204 HIGH STREET
HORNCHURCH
ELECTRONICS

ESSEX RMI2 661P

Tel HORNCHURCH 50221
STILL UNBEATABLE FOR
PRICES AND SERVICE
ALL GOODS NEW
AND GUARANTEED

Barclaycard and Access
welcomed. Phoned orders
Card
Number
quoting
accepted.

LLJ

Manchester, 60a Oldham Street ( Closed Wed.)
Middlesbrough, 103 Linthorpe Road ( Closed Wed.)
Newcastle, 59 Grainger Street ( Closed Wed.)
Nottingham, 19/19e Market Street ( Closed Thurs.)
Preston, 41 Friargate Walk, St George's Shopping Precinct
(Closed Thurs.)
Sheffield, 13 Exchange Street ( Closed Thurs.)
Stockport, 8 Little Underbank ( Closed Thurs.)
Wolverhampton, 6 VVulfrun Way ( Closed Thurs.)

LINTEK CISH HI- DEFINITION
VARIO MATRIX DECODERS
G;VIEINIt
r

WORKSHOP REPAIRS
ON ALL MAKES

A SELECTION FROM OUR RANGE
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA' 115
£99•95
Akai AA 1125
£122.50
Akai AA 1135
£ 149.95
Eagle R6300
£106.95
Eagle R6500
£ 128.75
JVC JRS50
£93.50
Pioneer SX450
£103.95
Pioneer SX550
£136.95
Rotel RX303
£97•50
Rotel RX403
£115.95
£149.95
Rotel RX503
MUSIC CENTRES
£333.00
Awai AF5050
£337 .50
Awai AF5080
£369.95
Awai AF5090
£296.00
Akai AC3800L
£215.00
JVC MF45DL
£313 -00
Rotel RM5010
£165.00
Sharp SG220
£165.00
Sharp SG3I5
£245•00
Sharp SG400
£285•00
Sharp SG450
SPEAKERS
(All prices per pair)
P.O.A.
Bose
.
•
•
£119-95
Celestion ULG
£90•95
Celestion Ditton 15XR
£78.95
Castle Richmond
£119.95
Leak 3030
£65•00
Pioneer CS3I3
£145.00
Pioneer HPM40
£118-95
Rogers JRI49
£135-00
Rogers Woofer ..
P.O.A.
Studiocraft
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Tannoy
P.O.A.
Videotone D100
.
£ 1.95
Videotone Minimax 11 ..
£49•50
Wharfedale Chevin XP
£31.50
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
£46•95
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
£67•95
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
£93.95
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2
£174-50
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2
£128.75
Wharfedale ESO
£225•00
JBL
P.O.A.
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa ..
P.O.A.
Akai CS34D
£84.95
Akai CS702D
£99.50
Akai CS707D
£138.50
KD2I
£108.95
JVC KD720
£87•75
Pioneer CTF4040 .. £119.95
Rotel RD I
OF
£92•50
Rotel RD3OF
.. £146.75
Sharp RTI155 . .. £104-95
TURNTABLES
Akai AP001
£63•95
Akai AP003/cartridge
£75•50
JVC1LA40
£82.50
Pioneer PLI I2D
£52.95
Pioneer PLI I5D
£66-50
Rotel RPI300
£50-95
Rotel RP2300
£58.50
Rotel RP3300
£64•95
Rotel RP5300
£83-50
Price subject to change without notice.
E. & 0.E.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

$6

•

;
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tiij
• Enjoy the widest most discreet like 4channel sounds ever.
• Listen to BBC quad. broadcasts.
• Give your existing stero records aconcert hall " on stage"
sound.
The advanced technology on this new decoder ensures the finest interchannel
separation characteristics ever designed specifically to enable audio enthusiasts
to decode matrix H broadcasts. QS and SQ, encoded sources with an added
synthesizer to give a new realism from your stereo records and conventional
stereo broadcasts.

/D2 SYNTHESIZER " HALL"
AND " SURROUND" SOUND QS, SQ
MATRIX H
£117 inc. VAT. P. & P. £2 extra.

Available by post or call:
CUBICON LTD.
Church Road, Tylers Green, Bucks,
Telephone: Penn 2207

IF LAST YEAR'S record of the
I year was the Lester Young
Story Vol.1, then this year's could
well be Vol. 2. Now, if Iwere a bit
older, perhaps Icould be accused
of
indulging
in
sentimental
nostalgia—but Iwasn't even born
when these tracks on this splendid
double album were made. Quite
simply, good stuff is still good
stuff regardless of when it was
recorded.
And this set, like
volume one, is classic stuff. And
like the first volume there's the
added bonus of that mother of
modern female vocalists, Billie
Holiday. Perhaps it could be said
that some of the best material
has gone on to the first set, but
the versions of standards on this
year's issue are still way ahead of
most new records being put out.
There seems to be a boom at the
moment for middle of the road
jazz, and to be frank, a lot of it is
just so much regurgitated pap.
You could call this music middle
of the road jazz, but the difference
is that this is the real thing. If
you're interested in partnerships
like Mingus/Richmond, ' Trane/
Elvin Jones, or Monk/Blakey, then
the sizzling interaction of Young/
Holiday should send shivers up
your spine. It's on CBS 88263
[H: 11.
Maybe nostalgia has a bigger
part to play in The Quintet/
V.S.O.P., CBS 88273 [ B: 2] a
live double album of up-to-date
mid-60s music from what amounts
to the classic Miles Davis quintet
with Freddie Hubbard depping for
the Boss. It's really a trip down
memory lane, for all of the
musicians involved have since
gotthemselves heavily into electric
jazz. Yes, they can still swing,
and groove in that mid-60s way,
they ARE master musicians after
all, but somehow it didn't grab me
the way I thought it would.
Perhaps it's now become too easy.
They've got the chops. They're
not so much on the edge. Pity.
Now Albert Ayler's The First
Recordings on Sonet SNTF 604
[BIC: 1/2] isn't a new recording,
but it should now be a bit easier
to get a hold of it than before. It
shows Ayler way back in '62 with
a duff Swedish bass player and
a struggling, but effort- making
Swedish drummer tackling standards with inventiveness, dynamics and furious energy. The
Ayler which was to develop is
still in the embryo. At times his
hard-edged squawks remind me
of Shepp, but what comes across
most of all is his total conviction
and ultra- sensitivity. Not the best
Ayler, of course, but a valuable
documentary on one of jazz's
most under- rated geniuses.
One of the few records Ididn't
get around to reviewing last year
when it came out was Milton by
Milton Nascimento, A & M AMLH
64611 [ A: 1]. One of the things
that Brazilians bring to world
music—apart from the obvious,
their rhythms—is their taste. This
is atasty album using arich blend
of acoustic and electric sounds,
Brazilian rhythms and American
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jazz influences and a stunning,
but subtle studio technique. So
strong is the music, that the
presence of Wayne Shorter is
welcome, but incidental. The fact
that this disc has hardly been off
my turntable in the past few weeks
is one of the most personal
recommendations I can make.
It's also unique. So is Shakti.
Their Natural Elements, CBS
82329 [A*:1] is John McLaughlin's
third album of improvised Indian
based music.
The music is
pretty much the same as the first
two albums, so that if you've got
them and money's tight you might
think twice about getting the
newie. But having said that there
are slight differences. While the
Indian influence is still uppermost, there is on some tracks an
underlying Latin feel which is
deliciously
imprecise—maybe
another step towards universal
music.
The other interesting
thing is the superb recording.
Without wanting to get into a
hassle with these technical cats
on the other pages, it strikes me
that on the evidence of a number
of records, many recording engineers have clearly failed to capture
the subtleties of several acoustic
instruments. Take a cymbal for
instance.
Strike it once and
you'll hear a multitude of notes
building up a magnificent spectrum. But what happens when
you get into a studio? Ping. But
here we're treated to more than
the one dimensional thunk—long
live harmonics. The playing is
immaculate and if you haven't
caught up with Shakti it's time
you did. Music for Xaba with
South Africans, the late Mongezi
Feza and Johnny Dyani and Turk,
Okay Temiz on Sonet SNTF 642
[B/C: 2] is another ethnic jazz
album. But this one doesn't come
off.
The
wild
undisciplined
approach of the South Africans
makes for a gamble. There's a
very good chance that something
magic will happen spontaneously,
but there's an equally good chance
that it'll
not happen.
What
happens on this record is that
there are passages which sound
like fantastic accompaniments
for somebody who's not there.
All the promise is there, but in
the end the goods aren't delivered.
A shame really.
Up till now I've been disappointed
in
most of Dave
Liebman's albums. When playing
with Elvin Jones, for example, he's
been a knockout, but doing his
own thing he's fallen short.
Ironically he's come across with
the goodies by changing his
approach to get into the jazz
funk bag.
Now that doesn't
always work. Often the artist ends
up spewing out the worst of
both worlds.
But Light'n up,
please! A & M SP 721 [A: 1/2]
has got the funky rhythm section
taken care of with a margin of
flexibility thrown in too, while the
blowing is out. The result is one
of the best, hard driving jazz funk
albums out for ages. If that's
your bag, this is for you. Yeah,
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and speaking of funk, and soul
and that direct appealing stuff,
well, check out Having a party
by the Pointer Sisters, ABC
ABCL 5163 [ A: 1/2]. Is it jazz?
Well, I don't know, but it's got
that thing, that happy thing, that
uplifting thing.
Go on, shake
your ass.
Let's get some more genius
in here with a Summit Meeting
at Birdland with Charlie Parker
and his pals. And with pals like
Dizzy
Gillespie,
Bud
Powell,
Tommy Potter and Roy Haynes
you're guaranteed a good time.
This album on CBS 82291 [ H: 11
is a transcription of early 50s
airshots. The music is much
looser and chance taking than
Ken Hyder
the ultra short takes on record
sessions. The recording is remarkably clear considering the C & W licks together to make it
conditions, and what a joy it is interesting. The music is at its
to hear Bud Powell jamming in most convincing the nearer it is
these surroundings. And what to C & W. Still, it makes interesting
about
Mr
Under- rated — Roy listening— Hillbilly Jazz Vol. 1/
Haynes—this is magic moments Vol. 2, Sonet SNTF 721/722 and
stuff, all the way through. Abso- Buddies, featuring Buddy Spicher
and Buddy Emmons, Sonet SNTF
lutely essential listening.
Imention the following albums 741 all [ A/B:3].
Herwin keep coming up with
in passing because while Idon't
think they come off, I'm fascinated their scintillating hidden gems of
with what they're trying to do. the twenties. They've assembled
It took me a long time to get into an album of Paramount Cornet
Country and Western. And even Blues Radities Chicago 1924now my predilection for this 1927, Herwin 111 [ H: 2], made up
music surprises and amuses all of blues singers coupled with
my friends except the Scots and cornet players. This is jazz or
the Irish who understand senti- blues before the players started
mentality. Anyway it seems as if taking the music too seriously.
some C & W musicians are trying These cats are merely having a
to get a fusion going. In each good time wailing in the studio as
case the fusion falls down with if they were having a session in
the rhythm sections. Jazz has to their front room. Lovely.
Finally, what a shame Carla
swing before it can say anything,
and these rhythm section players Bley has blemished her record for
the
satisfying unusual with Dinner
just aren't cutting it. The fiddles
and steel guitars make nice Music on Watt 6 [ B: 3]. In spite
sounds and have a go at jazz of ingredients like Roswell Rudd
solos, and while they don't really and Carlos Ward, her dinner
cut it either in the jazz sense music is distinctly unappetising.
they've got enough of their own Not enough cooking.

For interest, Ken Hyder ( on drums) with his band Talisker ( see Rock', p.141, Jan 78)
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MOZART

Environmental Sounds new LBR range of conventional type
speakers use the latest advances in drive units, and still retain

ompOS

Vol.2

The 27 Piano Concertos

Vol.6

Complete Works for Wind Ensemble

Ingrid Haebler, Various orchestras and conductors
6747 375 ( 13- LP box set)
Netherlands Wind Ensemble, Elly Ameling and others
6747 379 ( 7- LP box set)

Vo1.8

The Chamber Music for Strings and Keyboard

Verlet, Haebler, Szeryng, Beaux Arts Trio
6747 381 ( 12- LP box set)

Vol.16

Arias - Lieder - Canons - Cantatas

traditional cabinet design ideas and principles.
Currently available in three sizes, FF1, 2and 3. The LBR range
all feature Bextrene cone Bass Units with roll surrounds and
nycron voice coils, ( magnetic Flux Density of 14,000 gauss).
Dome type treble units for better distribution. The Cabinets are
built by established craftsmen methods, using high density
materials to reduce both cabinet and structural resonance.
They also use mechanically isolated cross over components,
and are of anominal 8ohm impedance.
Finished with real wood veneer, in Teak or Walnut.
The LBR range, no frills or gimmicks, simply quality speakers
built in Britain to the highest traditions of British Speakers —
and that sounds good for the money.
Model Bass Treble For use with
Amplifier
Outputs
FFI
FF2
FF3

Size

Type

6}" 1" Dome 10-35w IB
14"11
61' 1' Dome 10 - 35w Bass Reflex 22"H
11" 1' Dome 10-50w Bass Reflex 27'H

Suggested
Retail Price/
Pair Inc VAT

9"vd geD £79.00
10"w svo £99.00
10rw / 121"D £ 129.00

Various soloists, orchestras and conductors
6747 389 ( 5- LP box set)
Name

and at only £1.50 a new release

Address

Mozart on the Harpsichord
including the five year old
Wolfgang's first compositions
Erik Smith and Humphrey Burton, harpsichord
6833 243

Already available
Vol.4

The Wind concertos

Vol.11

Sacred Music and works for Organ

Various soloists. Choruses orchestras and conductors

Various soloists/Academy ol St Martin in the- Fields

Daniel Chorzempa. organ
6747 384 ( 10- LP boa set)

Marriner
6747 377 ( 4- LP boa sell

and at £1.50

Vol.14

The German Singsplel

Mozart in London 1764

6833 222

Vol.5

The World of Mozart

The Serenades and Dlyertimenti

Only from
selected

Academy of SI Martin,nele•FeekisMarnner

Various soloists. choruses, orchestras and conductors
6747 387 ( 8- LP bon set)

VatIOUS soloists. orchestras and conductors
6747 378 ( 10- LP bon set)

Postcode

Various soloists. orchestras and conductors
6833 163

marketed by •
phonogram

60

envitzonmemAJ

authorised
dealers.

Un

Environmental Sound, Northallerton, North Yorkshire, DL7 8EE
Telephone: ( 0609) 5434 Telex: 58229

folk

But the most remarkable items on
both LPs are the ' mouth music'
sung in imitation of the bamboo
Jew's harp, in which the singer
produces
extraordinary
vocal
double- notes
and
harmonics.
(Tangent TGS 127) [A: 112].
Tibet was, and is, a 'forbidden
land' whose music is little known
to us. Three LPs of Tibetan music
and singing recorded by David
Lewiston have been issued on
Nonesuch Explorer and together
they present an impressive picture
of a strange and different music
that makes the Mongolian records
sound positively familiar. Visualisation is fundamental to Tantric
religious observance, so ' picture'
is correct; the concept of ' net'
Paul Oliver
that expresses the interrelationship of all phenomena is realised
S A SCHOOLBOY Iwas fasci- through Body, Speech and Mind.
nated by those travellers' On record, the achievement of the
tales of journeys through ' Forbid- goal of union is attained through
den Lands', as they liked to term rituals which are performed in a
them. There are countries that truly remarkable manner.
For
are forbidden to most of us today, here the double notes of the
and though they do not seem to Mongolian mouth- music are exhave the mysterious aura of old ceeded by a vocal technique
Nepal, many remain distant and where each lama produces up to
culturally remote. Mongolia, for four notes simultaneously. This
instance, is closed even to those incredible chordal mode of singing
who obtain permission to travel takes
years to
perfect.
On
in China.
But in 1974, Jean Tibetan Buddhism, Tantras of
Jenkins, who was largely respon- Gyütö:Mahakala ( Nonesuch
sible for the Music in the World H 72055) the Tantric ritual is
of Islam series, was invited to performed for the wrathful deity
record in Mongolia. The results Mahakala by twelve lamas, accomof her trip are now available in a panied, or punctuated, by thudding
two- record set from Tangent. drums, and clattering gongs. The
Vocal Music from Mongolia dark, forbidding sounds reach a
(Tangent TGS 126) introduces us crescendo two-thirds through side
to the music of the nomads and two, and are followed by deep,
herdsmen
of
the
immense growling chordal singing. EvaluPeople's Republic. The sounds ation is scarcely possible, but for
are often extended, meandering the uniqueness of sound. [ A: 1].
and spatial in character as befits
Also recorded at Gyütii Tantric
a scattered people. The themes College,
Dalhousie,
Himachal
are reflective of their lives and Pradash, the second volume
environment; extolling the praise (Nonesuch H 72064) is devoted to
of horses or the ger (
y Id) tent, Sangwa Dupa Tantra which
the months, the seasons or the seeks to attain the revelation of
blue mountains. The ornamented the ' self-existing sacredness of
songs like The Sun that Shines the universe'. The same vocal
Above the Earth, sung in unison techniques are used, but unto the soft strains of a horse- accompanied this time.
Long
head fiddle, or the solo My metrical chants in free rhythm are
Beautiful Hanga Land are haunting. sung by forty lamas who are
There are songs from different engaged in following the Tantric
regions accompanying the milking path, the ' short way' in which
of goats and camels, and rhythmic enlightenment may be gained in
chants that accompany games in one lifetime. Listening is like
which the players guess the eavesdropping,
but
for
the
number of fingers upheld, or a collector this is less approachable
kind of tenpins are played. ( A:1/2) than the former volume. [ A: 2].
Instrumental
Music
from
The Ritual Orchestra and
Mongolia features the favoured Chants ( Nonesuch H 72071) rehorse- hair fiddle, morinxuur, with corded at Pal Phumstok Chokorits two strings, in both its old and ling monastery are performed by
more recent forms. The steppes refugees from Tibet of the Kagyü
equivalent of the Freight Train or Order. Their chanting is accomFox Chase theme is The Galloping panied by an orchestra comprising
Horse, which in one form or shawms, the five-foot long buhak
another crops up several times, horns, conches, trumpets made
clip-clopping and whinnying. The from human thighbones and, of
shanz, a plectrum, three- stringed course, cymbals, handbells and
instrument played by the women, drums. Low chanting, sonorous
sounds rather like asimply- played and paced by a deep drum, is
banjo. Several of the instruments broken by instrumental interludes
sound relatively simple and are of immense volume, building to a
best heard in accompaniment to drone or buzz which fills the room.
song, as in the beautiful love- song The liturgy is profound, the music
The Blue and Hazy Mountains strikes at the vitals. For us, this
supported by shanz and a trap- record offers a clearer indication
ezoidal dulcimer, the yenchin. of the nature of Tibetan music,

though I suspect that repeated
listening would change my order
of preference [ A: 1.]
Sadly,
even today Tibet itself is a forbidden country for the members of
the Drukpa Kagyü Order, but
their recording slightly opens the
door on the mysteries of their
ancient ritual.

A
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Peter Gammond
HEN EMI's OFFSHOOT
W
World Records compile their
historical reissues of entertainment
music you can be almost certain
that they will be put together with
a scholarly logic that stems from
the knowledge and enthusiasm of
those responsible. When similar
records come from the parent
company they tend to have arather
more haphazard nature.
The
latest is vulgarly entitled 32
Slices of Showbiz ( subtitled
Forty Years from Lambeth
Walk) ( Double Up DU0126, 2
records, £5.00) and is in effect a
tribute to Noel Gay, partly a
collection of items that he wrote
and had success with but also,
and with less logic, songs that
were published by the Noel Gay
Music Co. Ltd. Another third,
even more loosely connected, are
items that saw the light of day
through the efforts of the Noel
Gay theatrical agency, which was a
part of the publishing house's
activities. It is a tribute to Noel
Gay, but not as World Records
would have seen fit to compile it;
accompanied by vague sleevenotes devoid of connecting dates
and padded out with blurbs by
such as Esther Rantzen. Having
said all that, it still manages to be
a fascinating, showbizzy tribute
to Reginald Armitage, MA, Mus.
Bac, FRCO, ARCM who adopted
the name of Noel Gay in order ( so
the note says) ' to avoid causing
dismay in the world of classical
music'. Poor old world of classical
music! There are, of course,

many splendid and nostalgic
items, particularly those which
Noel Gay ( who died in 1954)
wrote: Billy Cotton with The
Fleet's in port again; George
Formby with Leaning on a lamppost; the Victoria Palace cast of
'Me and My Girl' with The Lambeth
Walk; Flanagan & Allen with Run
rabbit; Evelyn Laye with Let the
people sing. Beyond that it is an
intriguing hotchpotch of talents
ranging from the Ink Spots, Jake
Thackeray, The Scaffold, Vera
Lynn, Edith Piaf, Russ Conway to
David
Frost (very funny)-32
tracks in all. It is certainly well
worth having and often highly
enjoyable but it is undoubtedly a
curiously assorted mixture as its
rating must be—something like
[AIC/H:1*/1/2].
One of the strangest showbiz
phenomena of recent years has
been the emergence of the
Oxfordshire accented writer of
amusing doggerel— Pam Ayres.
Who would ever have thought that
readings of such poems as
middle-aged ladies used to write,
often very funny—purposely or
otherwise would hold an attentive
and delighted audience and make
their writer into a TV star? Well,
of course, it is partly the charm of
the
lady
herself,
partly
the
Coronation Street brand of Betjemism, partly the novelty. One can
have too much Ayres, one may
revel in it. The present helping
Will Anybody Marry Me ( EMI
EMC3216, £3.89) is alive recording
made at Fairfield Hall, Croydon in
September 1977 and there is no
doubt that the audience enjoyed
their evening [ A:1].
We can be certain that a record
called The Very Best of the
Band of H.M. Royal Marines
(Studio Two TWOX1063, £4.10)
will also be the very best of
military band music.
The recordings, here conducted
by
Sir F. Vivian Dunn and Lt. Col.
Paul Neville, range from 1959
(Colonel Bogey) to 1977 ( The shadow
of your smile). As these titles
suggest, it is a very popular
selection, well suited to a wide
audience;
plenty
of
rousing
marches,
be- sprinkled
with
arrangements of pop songs and
ending with a rousing When the
Saints. Played impeccably and
with the easy lilting spirit that
characterises this fine band and a
high standard of recording [ A:1].
Recordings of electric organs
seem to proliferate nowadays and
this month we have IHear Music
(Grosvenor GRS1062, L2-50) on
which Graeme Wright demonstrates the qualities of the new
1977 Farfisa ' Coronet' claimed as
'one of the most exciting organs'
to be produced. It has a rich
quality and less of the blatantly
electronic sound than
some,
with awide range of solo features,
piano, harpsichord, strings, wind
voices and
rhythm
unit.
A
selection of popular items is
tastefully played and excellently
recorded [A:1].
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HI-FI CENTRES
NORMAL
PRICE

SALE
PRICE

AMPLIFIERS
Technics
SU 8080
Trio model 600
Trio KA 5500
Trio KA 7300
Trio KA 9100
Armstrong 621
AR D-4000

£269.90 £229.90
£589.26 £499.00
£203.55 £173.00
£267.95 £214.00
£375.95 £299.95
£132.00

£99.95

£157.50 £126.00

TUNERS
Trio model 600
Trio KT- 7300
Armstrong 624
(FM)
ARD-4000

£530.33 £455.00
£214.22 £192.80
£98.00

£85.00

£123.75 £99.95

RECEIVERS
NAD -60
Trio KR-6600
Trio KR-9600
Armstrong 625

£243.75 £150.00
£353.55 £282.95
£616.00 £499.00
£198.00 £168.30

MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa AF- 5080A
with Trio LS202A spkrs.
£445.95
Sony HMP-40
£202.48
National
Panasonic
SG- 1060
£205.50
SG-2080L
£418.95

£359.95
£149.95

£335.95

£87.86

£72.00

£136.51

£110.50

£128.56
£79.95

SALE
PRICE

£99.95

£79.95

£59.95

£49.95

£102.43

£89.95

NORMAL
PRICE

Sony TC-377

£94.95
£64.95

£149.38 £119.95

£199.95 £159.95

STEREO H'DPHONES
Teac HP- 103
Koss K-135
Koss PRO-4AA
Koss K-125
Koss K-145
Koss
Technician- 2

£151.95 £125.00

SPEAKERS

(priced per pair)
Technics SB90 £99.90
£65.80
Aiwa SC-25
Audiomaster
£168.75
LS3/5A
Audiomaster
£119.90
Image- 2
£62.50
Trio LS-202A
Gale 401C
£393.75
Monitor Audio
£336.36
MA1
Monitor Audio
£442.10
MA3
Monitor Audio
£223.85
MA4
Monitor Audio
MA8
£130.49
Videotone
Encyclopaedia
£54.00
Mordaunt-Short
Festival
£98.95
Mordaunt-Short
Carnival
£78.75

£84.90
£55.80
£139.90

£99.95

£19.95

£16.95

£21.95

£17.95

£39.95

£33.95

£17.95

£15.50

£27.95

£22.95

£40.95

£32.95

TELEVISION
National 361 ` Quintrix'
Colour TV
£274.95
B & O Beovision
1600 B/W
£99.90

£99.95
£55.95
£337.95

£233.95
£79.95

£287.70

HURRY!
In most cases
there is one only of each
item- All are Brand New,
boxed with instructions and
full guarantee. Some items
may be slightly demonstration soiled.

£376.00
£190.85
£110.00

£44.00

Dollonds

£79.95

1

£63.95

BARG LAYCA 1411:

Buy it with Iccrss

£79.95

£221.15 £177.15

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT AT 12%96

,

Prices are correct
at time of going to press

GOLDERS GREEN

CASSETTE DECKS
National
Panasonic
RS 269 USD
Aiwa AD- 1600
(chrome)
Trio KX-620
Technics
RS- 630
Technics
RS-671

SALE
PRICE

REEL-TO-REEL

£164.95

TURNTABLES
Dual 1225
Dual CS- 510
Sony PS-3300
D/D
Strathearn
STM4
Strathearn
SMA2

Technics
SL- 2000
Trio KD-1033
Trio KD-2044
Transcriptors
Reference,
less arm

NORMAL
PRICE

r
111
•

610A Finchley Road, GOLDERS GREEN
NW11 Tel: 01-4550672
111111.1111

RIM. MIMI

USE THIS COUPON FOR FAST ATTENTION EfY POST
Carr. & pkg: Music centres £ 4. Other items f3
PLEASE INCLUDE WITH ORDER
MAIL ORDERS TO 610A FINCHLEY ROAD,
GOLDERS GREEN. LONDON NW11
IWISH TO ORDER

£166.00 £136.00

II PLEASE QUOTE FOR

£157.95 £135.00

111 ! ENCLOSE E DEPOSIT/FULL CASH Plus
Carr. & Pkg
II NAME

£239.95 £204.95

II

111

ADDRESS

HFN 3

GPickup Arms
reviewed by Noel Keywood
I IKE other components within top- rate
from listening tests are at least agood second
hi-fi systems, the role played by a modern
best. Naturally it is dangerous to generalise
pickup arm is currently being re-assessed.
from the specific conditions of the listening
In recent times this item has been considered
tests, and results will vary to some extent with
as a more- or- less inert lump of metal, simply
systems. Listening tests should therefore be
defined by afew mechanical parameters. The
considered advisory rather than authoritative.
feeling that measurement would reveal all
The report presented here is therefore
seems in retrospect naive; but in the near
based partly on the audible effect of the arms
future we are likely to see just how simplistic
in a system, as well as their measured persome of the assumptions made about pickup
formance, ease of setting- up, and conarms have been, because, inevitably ( and I venience in use. Rather less attention has
believe correctly) scientific investigation is
been paid to some traditional mechanical
continuing, but now on rather more esoteric
parameters such as pivot friction, since all six
levels.
units tested were of such high quality that this
Those tortured academic souls who feel
was deemed irrelevant. Similarly, it is more
that audio equipment should be measured
useful to look at the effects of a high or low
and not listened to must accept the fact that
effective mass when working dynamically with
as long as we cannot measure everything we
a cartridge than merely to quantify it by
hear (and worse still correlate virtually anymeasurement; consequently this dynamic
thing), the less controlled conclusions gained
approach was adopted here.

Listening tests were conducted using a
Lux CL32/3600 valve amplifier, chosen for its
extreme clarity and analysis, driving Wharfedale E70s.
These speakers complement
valve amplifiers curiously well and hide little
in a music signal. Two Pioneer PLC-590
direct- drive turntables were used as arm
carriers, but initial experiment showed that
they did need to be carefully isolated in order
to avoid the effects of acoustic feedback, so
vividly demonstrated in earlier work for a
report by Chris Rogers ( Seven Turntables,
HFNIRR Dec. ' 77). In isolating the turntables
on a 2cwt sand-filled shelf attached to the
external walls of the building, feedback
resistance was considerably improved, but I
must point out that under worsened feedback
conditions ( not necessarily of the regenerative
type) the performance of some of these arms
will change considerably. For instance, Ifelt

or«

ADC LMF 1

HADCOCK

SME II (
improved)
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BETTER EQUIPMENT - BETTER SERVICE
SPEAKERS:
Bose
Bowers & Wilkins
Bolivar 125
Bolivar
Celestion
Cambridge
Chartwell
Dahlquist
Griffin
Harbeth
IMF
JR 149
Gale
Leak
Linn Isobarik
Mission
Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short
Nightingale
Quad ESL
RAM
Rogers
SMC
Tangent
Videotone
CASSETTE DECKS:
Aiwa
NEAL
Pioneer
Tandberg
TEAC
Trio
Rotel RDIOF
Uher

AMPLIFIERS:
A and R
Armstrong
Amcron
BGW
Cambridge
Enigma
Lecson
LUX
Lux valve amps now in
Marantz
Pioneer
Quad
Radford
Rogers
Rotel
Sansui
Setton
Sugden
Trio

TURNTABLES.
Aiwa
Connoiseur BD1
Dual
Fons
Linn Sondek
Lux
Micro
Michell Reference
Pioneer
Rega Research
Sansui
Trio

TUNERS:
Armstrong
Cambridge
Lux
Marantz
Pioneer
Quad
Rogers
Rotel
Sansui
Sugden
Trio

LIMITED SPECIAL OFFERS
Lux R1500 75 wpc receiver ..
6399-00
JBL L26 speakers
E238.50
Aiwa AD 1600 Dolby cassette deck .. £ 189.00
Sansui SC3003 Dolby cassette deck .. £ 157 50
Marante 140 Power amp 70 wpc
£ 189.00
Marantz 4240 ( 4 Chan receiver) .. £ 245 00
Altec Lansing Model One Speakers £ 130 00
J.B.E. 3001 turntable c/w formula 4arm £ 160 00
NAD200 100 wpc Amplifier . £ 265 00
Sansui SR222'Ortofon FFI5E II .. £ 65 00
Aiwa CTR2020 Car Radio Cassette £ 73 50
Leak 3020 Speakers ..
688 SO

RECEIVERS:
Armstrong
Aiwa
Marantz
Lux
Pioneer
Sansui
Setton
Rote'
Trio

PICKUP ARMS
ADC Carbon Fibre
Hadcock GI-1228
Grace G707
KMAL M9BA
Formula 4
SME 3009 II and III

REEL-TO-REEL
Akai 4000 DS/DB
Ferrograph
Revox
TEAC
Tandberg
Uher

CARTRIDGES
AKG
ADC
Coral
Entre
E.M.T.
Fidelity Research
Grace
Goldring G900SE
Micro Acoustics
Ortoron
Shure
Sonus
Stanton
Su pea
Ultimo

HEADPHONES
AKG
Beyer
Koss
Micro MXI
P.W.B.
Sennheiser
Superex
Stax
Trio
Videotone

MOVING COIL
PREAMPS
Fidelix LN 1
Jeremiah
Braithwaite Esq.
Lentek
Ortofon MCA76
Linn
U.A.D. MCP I

ACCESSORIES etc.
DBX Units
Monitor Audio Stylift
Microsorbers
Zerostat
Direct and Supercut
Records
S.M.E. FD200
NEAL Resolver
Tristam Speaker
Stands
Decca Record Cleaner
Nagaoka Cleaner
LOZ Speaker Cable
Soundguard Kits

LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE, LET YOUR EARS DECIDE
MAIL

PART EXCHANGE

ORDER:

FOR IMMEDIATE

PERSONAL EXPORT

Azd? eedee

CREDIT FACILITIES
OPEN 5 DAYS A WEEK

Zí

DESPATCH QUOTE
CREDIT CARD NO.
CASH, CHEQUES,
PO's WELCOME

(Closed all day Monday)
5/6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET, READING, BERKS. Tel. ( 0734) 585463.

GROOVAC
vacuum record cleaner
and anti- static brush

Groovac IV offers complete record and stylus care
in one highly efficient unit. It tracks in like a
second

pick-up

arm

and

operates

while

your

record is playing.
The new Mk IV is even more effective and quieter
than its predecessor— and at no increase in price.
The new enclosure is an attractive matt black.
Highly recommended
John Peel, Hi Fi Weekly
Is a success
Chris Dawson, Classical Music

Price £ 19.50 inc. VAT
For further details contact-

mez AUDIO
Kernick Road,

164

Penryn,

Cornwall,

TRIO 9DQ

LNB AUDIO LIMITED, A British Product
tel : 0326 72753

Duke Street, Loughborough, Telephone 0509 .61229.

parallel to that of the cartridge axis through
angled arm bearings in order to eliminate
warp yaw; these are the SME Series Ill and
Audio Technica AT1009.
As far as a cartridge is concerned, the arm
must behave as aperfectly stable platform for
ideal results, and it is here that attention has
largely been focused. A pickup cartridge is
simply aform of electro -mechanical generator
where an output is generated by relative
movement between the stylus assembly
(rotor) and the cartridge body ( stator). By way
of illustration, if a drum recorded on a disc
caused the stylus to move sideways very
suddenly by an amplitude of 40 ,um peak- peak
(approximately 1.5 thou), and the cartridge
body followed this
movement faithfully
because the headshell happened to be rather
floppy, then there would be no resultant
movement between stylus and body and

that during use, before proper listening tests
and feedback isolation had been carried out,
the Hadcock GH228 was rather more upset by
use on a typical shelf than the SME arm, this
latter unit being heavier over its pivots and
also not subject to the torsional movement of
a unipivot when disturbed.
Under these
circumstances the Hadcock gave a glassily
bright performance that verged on the painful
with an Audio Technica TK7E cartridge.
Various different cartridges
were used
throughout the review to ensure that results
were not significantly cartridge- dependent.
Putting both decks, arms and cartridges
onto the special shelf did however completely
cure this characteristic, having a greater
effect on the Hadcock than on the SME
arm.
But let me pass on quickly to discuss the
role played by a modern arm, the reasons for
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as the supported structure to move or rattle
in its bearings if their design allows this. An
arm will also be upset positionally when warp
riding if the bearings are slack, leading to
frequency modulation and loss of detail, as
well as a muddling of the stereo image;
indeed, these same effects may be produced
by any random arm movement.
It is a fact that few if any current pickup
arms achieve adequate rigidity, so that when
used with a good modern hi-fi system ( and
that doesn't necessarily mean one that is
inordinately expensive), their effect upon reproduction cannot be ignored. In basic theory
at least, an arm provides a stationary platform
above its low frequency resonance with the
cartridge cantilever compliance, whilst the
two items move as one below this frequency
to allow system movement without stylus
deflection when coping with warps, disc
eccentricities and the groove spiral.
In
practice, both headshell and arm tube
are subject to flexure and resonance, and
mechanical weak points such as the joint
between a removeable headshell and its tube
add to the problem. The most telling demonstration of this effect is to ' play' a normally
tracking arm at various points on its structure
with a cartridge held by a retort stand. Connect the cartridge on the stand to an amplifier
and headphones and listen to the program in
the arm tube! Ideally there should be nothing;
but in practice mid- band energy is prominent,
especially from vocals. This is energy that
the cartridge is losing into the arm and, as far
as you the listener are concerned may well
represent loss of detail, coloration and
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FIG. 1 Pickup arm viscous damping

FIG. 2 LF resonance — SME III

the various facets of its design and, perhaps
most interestingly, what current and future
investigations will reveal about its apparently
'inert' structure.
The basic mechanical format of today's arm
was established in the 1920s, and one of the
earliest mathematical analyses of its geometry
was presented by Percy Wilson in The
Gramophone in 1924. It was here that the
mechanical ruse of overhang and offset was
explained, and the geometry of pickup arms
has remained much the same since that
period. This technique minimised the tracking
angle error between the longitudinal axis of
the cartridge and the tangent to the groove,
bringing down distortion by a factor of about
6: 1 relative to that of a straight pickup arm.
Use of offset did, however, result in a net
inward force acting on the arm and so ' bias
compensation' was born to counteract this.
All six arms in this report rely on overhang
and offset to minimise tracking angle errors,
but only two are of S- shape configuration and
have a plane of vertical movement that is
HI- 1
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hence no output, so you wouldn't hear the
drum. This is a rather extreme example of
course, but if hi-fi rather than some sort of
vaguely
representative thump from
the
loudspeakers which your brain required to
interpret as a drum is the aim, then we are
looking for accurate transduction of movements, in this example, of detail 40 dB or more
beneath the signal peak, and amplitudes of
0.4,tim or one hundredth of 1.5 thousandth of
an inch ( assuming for simplicity's sake that
velocity stays constant). If the headshell was
to move by even this minuscule amount, then
that detail would be seriously marred or lost.
And now a test: walk over to your pickup
arm and gently pull it forwards and backwards along the arm axis and gently twist the
thing too. If you just detect the vaguest
movement then it has probably moved by at
least 1thou. Many will move by 5to 10 thou.
It won't experience the force you exerted
during normal use, but both energy from the
cartridge and from external acoustic feedback
will cause the arm to flex in all planes, as well
1978

muddled imaging. In that their structure is
often less rigid, lightweight arms can sutler
more heavily than typical ' heavy' designs;
but appearances may deceive, and some
apparently solid arms ' ring' badly along their
tubes and suffer some significant problems.
Although problems of flexure and resonance
in an arm are now receiving close attention,
their existence has been known for some
time. You might be surprised to know that
Garrard used their fixed headshell and
removable cartridge slide for so long to
avoid the troublesome plug-in headshell, and
further into this company's past Idistinctly
remember a rosewood and aluminium tone
arm ( Lab 80?) that was meant, Ibelieve, to be
non- resonant. More recently, SME introduced
their fixed- head Series II model for the sake of
improved rigidity as well as low inertia.
There is, however, a modern theoretical
summary of pickup arm design that covers its
mechanical analysis in great detail. Written
by Peter Rother of Thorens, its contents are
165
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illuminating and one or two passages in
particular are worth quoting here:
'Since the tone- arm consists basically of
a longitudinal member, the resonances are
chiefly those of the tone- arm tube. Longitudinal, torsional and flexural resonances
are characteristic of such a tube. It is

region. This arm is not a new design by any
means and is rather ' heavy', or of higher
effective mass, than many modern designs.
Look now at the SME ( fig. 2) and this resonance
has moved up in frequency to 9Hz due to
much lower arm mass, and reaches + 11 dB
undamped and + 6dB damped in the lateral
plane ( B & K 2010, 5Hz-20 Hz log sweep,
lateral mod); output at warp frequencies is
obviously very low. Hadcock's GH228 returns
a fascinating result from this test (fig. 3). In
spite of its damping fluid appearing to be
somewhat thin compared with that used by
Decca, Keith Monks and SME, the damping of
the LF resonance is significant and output
below this frequency extended in line with the
observations by B. B. Bauer mentioned

advantageous to employ materials or a
construction incorporating internal damping. To minimise the effect of such resonances, the tone arm tube must be
mechanically matched to eliminate reflections at its clamped end. For this most
important measure, it is essential to know
the mechanical impedance of the tube in
order to dimension the termination as
accurately as possible.'
The paper goes on to analyse torsional and
flexural waves down a tube and the above
comments show that this tube can be considered a mechanical transmission line into
which energy is fed. Correct termination of
the line at its characteristic impedance should
result in zero reflection back down the tube of
transmitted energy. It is interesting to note
at this point that the best way to terminate the
mechanical transmission line is resistively
and this can only be achieved by damping. At
this point Iwould hazard a fairly safe guess
and say that in the near future we can expect
pickup arm design to move away from its
current ad- hoc state and towards the more
sophisticated realms of amechanical science.
Damping is likely to be studied more closely
and become better controlled.
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FIG. 4 LF resonance - AT1009
earlier. Damping can be altered on recent
samples of the GH228 by raising or lowering
the central pivot pin, which is clamped by an
Allen screw. These graphs show that output
generated by warps will be much lower from
the Hadcock and SME arms relative to that
from heavier designs, but perhaps a more
important consideration is that the stylus of
cartridges fitted to them will not be so severely
deflected mechanically when warp riding.
Most listeners will however be less aware of
these obvious technicalities than they will of
the subtle improvements in sound quality that
damping can achieve. Generally, damping
improves bass quality and added upper bass
detail in the system used; typically, a plucked
double bass became less a ' background
boom' and more a tightly- defined realistic
instrument, in which string action could be
heard and the string's actual ' twang'.
I
believe that damping also stabilises arms on
their bearings too, suppressing the random

'
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FIG. 3 LF resonance - HADCOCK
This brings me to the subject of damping
with regard to two of the arms in this report.
The Hadcock GH228 is a unipivot and needs
to be stabilised if it isn't to rock on its pivot
like a pendulum. Like most unipivots it relies
on fluid damping for this, but the damping
also reduces the output at the low frequency
resonance as usual. SME's new Series III arm
was tested with damping, although it is used
in this design for the subjective benefits, as
well as the reduction of output at resonance;
damping can be varied or disconnected on the
SME by changing paddles. It is interesting
here, and perhaps pertinent, to look at a point
noted by B. B. Bauer of CBS Laboratories on
the effects of viscous arm damping. An
electrical analogy to the mechanical structure
of a damped tone arm and the result of
different damping levels is shown in fig. 1.
Note how increasing damping past a certain
point not only decreases the low frequency
peak in output but increases sub- sonic output
below that point. The importance of damping
is manifold, but the reduction of output at low
frequency resonance is most commonly
quoted because it can be easily illustrated.
The graphs, figs. 2, 3and 4for the SME Series
III arm, Hadcock and AT1009 respectively
show this phenomenon in all its glory using a
Signet TK7E cartridge. The AT1009 ( fig. 4)
introduces + 13 dB ( an amplification factor
of 4.5) at 6Hz, very close to the primary warp
Ell- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

loading capacitors removed, since these alter
sound quality and would distort judgements.
Since the 5Hz to 20 Hz sweep shown for
three of the arms is limited in what it can
reveal, being a lateral cut only and of limited
frequency range, lateral and vertical response
runs were made of each arm with a Signet
TK7E cartridge from the CBS STR120 disc,
between 10 Hz and 500 Hz; the rise in output
above 100 Hz is due to the equalisation
employed. Most readily measurable problems
in pickup arms can be detected from response
runs made across this part of the audio band,
but, as with the frequency response of a
loudspeaker, these traces only reveal alittle of
the total picture.

movement mentioned earlier, and it is this
effect that aids stereo definition, cleans up
treble quality and generally improves the
subjective performance of an associated
cartridge. Some cartridges and systems do
not benefit from damping, but many do;
finding optimum damping is a matter of
experiment. There isn't at present correlation
between performance in this area and sound
quality, even though spurious theories about
intermod, etc, abound. Ibelieve that future
investigation into energy transmission down
an arm tube and the effects of damping upon
this, probably through laser interferometry,
will yield more meaningful information.
All six arms were hard mounted onto the
Pioneer turntables to eliminate residual
compliance in the arm/plinth/platter mechanical circle, rumble not being a problem with
these units. This meant that the SME arms
had their base grommets removed and the
Hadcock was mounted without the rubber arm
pillar washer supplied. The SME Series III
was also used with its parallel cartridge
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AT1009
unit

is

a classic

example

of the

Japanese approach to pickup arm design,
although perhaps of a period now passed. Its
construction
is
precise and
beautifully
executed, but by current standards the
design may be considered unnecessarily
ponderous. In basic construction it follows
convention,
with
ball- bearing pivots for
lateral and vertical planes of movement, a
large arm tube along which slides the tracking
force adjustment weight to a calibrated
maximum of 2.5 gms, decoupled counterweight and detachable headshell.
Fine
adjustment of tracking angle is carried out by
sliding a cartridge along beneath the slim but
rigid headshell. Arm height is adjustable over
awide range and the cue platform is controlled
pneumatically, allowing the remotely placed
cue lever to be positioned at the front of a

record deck even of the floating suspension
type (
eg,
Thorens,
Linn).
Connection
between the operating lever and platform is
via a thin flexible rubber tube that can be cut
to length.
Pivots of this arm are offset so that a
cartridge will warp- ride without yawing, and
lateral balance for distributing the load on the
bearings is achieved by placing the counterweight axis on the opposite side of the
vertical plane of movement to the angled arm
tube. This produces only approximate lateral
balance according to the counterweight
position, but this should not be of great
consequence. The arm pillar can be locked
up firmly in its mountin and the arm bearings
allowed great freedom of movement without
significant play being evident, axial movement
only being detectable at 0.5 thou.
Bias
compensation is provided by a falling weight
and thread and worked well, as one would
expect on an arm like this.
Fixing the AT1009 is straightforward, since
it needs but one circular hole to be cut in the
base board into which the pillar support
bracket is fitted. Leads supplied are of low
capacitance at 78 pF/channel. Having once
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positioned the arm pillar bracket against a
template supplied and mounted it to the base
board, installing and setting up the AT1009
becomes a straightforward affair.
Response plots from lateral and vertical
modulation sweeps show that, as expected,
the arm/cartridge resonance lies well below
10 Hz, due to a relatively high effective mass
compared with the other five units on test. The
lateral trace exhibits two suckouts, one at
50 Hz which has to be discounted as a mains
supply effect, and one at 180 Hz which is
fairly typical of the sort of frequency at which
arm tubes exhibit a sharp structural resonance. Although this dip is small in response
terms, the artefact causing it may be rather
more significant than one would expect. Also
of interest is the ripple seen along the vertical
modulation trace. This appears at first sight
to be conversion ripple in the measuring
equipment, generated by subsonic output
from the AT1009, but since it is singularly
absent from the other trace Idoubt whether
this cautionary analysis is in fact correct. It is
just as likely, Ifeel, that the ripple is again
indicative of structural problems in the arm.
Perhaps most surprising about this substantially engineered arm was the consensus
of opinion expressed over its effect on sound
reproduction. The predominant feeling was
that it was ' mushy', ' muddy' and ' ill defined'.
This basic observation was repeated many
times and in many different forms, so it was
obviously the most noticeable characteristic
of the AT1009 in this system. As a well-built
but conventional arm, this unit had initially
been chosen as areference against which the
other five units were to be judged. The
Hadcock was first of the others to be compared with it, and it was apparent that this
latter design had far more to offer as a
reference, so the Hadcock was substituted in
subsequent tests.

THIS

Hadcock GH 228

particular unit turned out to be a
'specialist' design in the best and worst
senses of the word. Like most arms produced
in Britain on a limited scale, it employs
the relatively simple unipivot construction
principle wherein the arm sits atop a single
point pivot and moves on a miniature ball
race. As mentioned earlier, damping is a
necessity on these types of arm to stop them
oscillating on their pivots like pendulums, and
they have to be balanced with care in the
lateral plane too. In consequence a unipivot
such as the GH 228i5 apain to set up, although
this is more likely to affect a reviewer like
myself than most owners.
On the plus side, the standard of construction and finish now being achieved by
Hadcock has improved enormously from that
seen on earlier models a few years back. A
simple base clamps the rigid support column
firmly by means of an Allen key and allows
adjustment of arm height. The 228 comes
supplied with an arm rest but no cue mechanism. A damped cue platform is available
however and simply clamps under the arm
base. Known as the Unilift, this can be
adjusted for both cue height and descent
speed, the latter being atrifle erratic.
Happily, simplicity coupled with solid
engineering seem to have been the main
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

tenets behind this model's design, and as a
result it was less troublesome to set up than
some equivalents, although still very difficult.
The signal wires are led out externally from
the upper arm and can be trimmed by hand to
produce a net outward torque, whilst bias
compensation is applied by acranked ' falling'
lever. The counterweight system is decoupled
but sagged impotently on the review sample.
This made counterweight and tracking force
adjustment doubly difficult, since the weight
had to be coaxed back into anormal horizontal
attitude each time. I understand that this
weakness is being cured by the use of a new
type of moulding. Two counterweight sleeves
tço
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are provided and allow a wide range of
cartridge weights to be catered for, and even
though the slender instruction sheet doesn't
always say so, everything is adjustable on the
GH 228 (apparently the instruction sheet is
also being improved!).
The headshell clamps to the straight
aluminium arm tube by an Allen key, and can
be moved to and fro to minimize tracking
angle errors, or be tilted to ensure that the
cartridge is vertically aligned. The central
arm pivot support pin may also be moved up
or down by asmall amount to adjust damping.
Damping fluid is supplied in a disposable
plastic syringe and can be squirted into the
arm pillar well quickly and without difficulty.
Fixing the Signet cartridge proved impossible
with the screws supplied, since their heads
were too large. The screw threads used in the
tapped headshell fixing holes wouldn't accept
the Signet screws either, nor any other
cartridge fixing screws from alarge collection
I keep, which could cause problems and
should perhaps be attended to.
Although making small quantities, Hadcock
have now achieved a good standard of finish
on the GH 228. A lightweight but rigid cast
headshell attaches firmly to the straight arm
tube and this is rigidly fixed to asolid bearing
hub. Pickup leads come attached to the arm
and are of high inherent capacitance at
350 pF/channel. This will complement many
of the latest moving magnet cartridges by
increasing upper mid- band output, reducing
HF resonance output and attenuating high
frequency distortion harmonics.
Not all
cartridges benefit, however, and this loading is
disastrous for a Stanton 681EEE for instance.
The leads were removed and substituted by
low capacitance cable before tests. After
setting up the Hadcock arm and firmly
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tightening the Allen type clamp screws, its
structure was notably rigid and there was no
detectable slack movement at the headshell.
The subsonic response trace between 5Hz
and 20 Hz (fig. 3) shows that the GH 228 is in
fact quite heavily damped, and also that the
effective mass is low ( it is not surprising that
the Hadcock appears to display nearly the
same effective mass as SME's Series III, since
their differences are largely swamped by the
cartridge mass). Output from the 10 Hz500 Hz lateral sweep was surprisingly
smooth and free of the sort of dips indicative
of arm tube resonance. These comments also
apply to output from vertical modulation,
although it is interesting to note the curious
perturbations at LF which show similarities
to the behaviour of the arm fitted to the
BD103 (tested Dec. ' 77); it is perhaps not a
coincidence that these are the only unipivots
we have tested with these methods, and may
perhaps be linked to comments concerning a
'soft' bass quality.
Subjectively the Hadcock arm was credited
with a sense of openess and clarity, afeature
on which all listeners commented and were
impressed with. It was effective in providing
some perspective to music rather than
shrouding it in aveil of coloration. Comments
were also made on bass output appearing
slightly soft, although this aspect was not
conveyed as forcefully in the listening notes.

ADC LMF-1

T

HE new LMF-1 from ADC is certainly an
attractive looking design which is made in
Japan. The most arresting feature is undoubtedly its long, slim and tapered black
carbon-fibre arm tube. Carbon-fibre is used
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FIG. 5 Comparison of carbon fibre and aluminium ( by Sony)
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for its rigidity, expressed mechanically as
Young's Modulus or the ratio of applied stress
to cause a particular unit of length deformation ( strain). It is also a low density material
and therefore combines light weight with
strength, but Iunderstand that unfortunately
this material's properties vary considerably
according to composition and manufacturing
treatments. In other words, there is carbon
fibre and carbon fibre! Sony's theoretical
analysis of the behaviour of a carbon fibre
tone arm and its aluminium counterpart
(fig. 5) is of interest here, but should not be
taken as a ' whole- truth' depiction of the
behaviour of each and every arm using these
materials, since the graphs come from afairly
straightforward mechanical model.
Ihardly need say that the LMF-1, coming
from Japan, was very easy to set up and
almost fell into place of its own volition.
Supplied as standard for this arm is an
ordinary mounting- board pillar clamp of the
sort used by Hadcock and Audio Technica.
Overhang adjustment is made by sliding the
cartridge along the slotted carrier.
An
optional SME style sliding base is available
which allows the arm to be bolted in directly
to the same cutout that an SME requires, all
dimensions and screw centres being the
same. The LMF-1 possesses an integral
'headshell' or cartridge- carrier for low mass
and improved arm rigidity. Bias compensation
is applied through a calibrated dial on the
arm-pillar/cue-support bracket, and the cue
platform is actuated by a lever protruding
from its barrel.
Cartridge tracking angle, arm height and
cue platform height were all adjustable and no
fewer than three additional weights are
supplied to aid the primary counterweight in
balancing out cartridges of different weights.
Tracking force is applied by a calibrated dial
that reaches amaximum of 1.6 gms, and some
modern designs that require more than this
will need to be set up using a stylus gauge.

This arm produced a somewhat more
varied response from listeners than the others
and appears to possess a competent if
perhaps rather unexciting performance. Subjective agreement was good on the suggestion
that the LMF-1 produced a ' relaxed, but flat
sound'. Detail was also rated as good, but
bass performance drew criticism all round for
being of only average quality and lacking the
definition of the Hadcock reference. All
listeners suspected the existence of colorations too.

THIS

LATERAL

LATERAL
ADC LMF-2

VERTICAL

It is interesting, however, that although these
arms are so much alike, the mere addition of a
detachable headshell is enough to upset
cartridge output and introduce suspicious
suckouts in measured response. These two
arms were chosen for checks on the accuracy'
resolution and repeatability of the response
runs made for this report, and whilst each arm
showed identical characteristics between
runs, the LMF-2 consistently caused suckouts
to occur at 75 Hz and 250 Hz on the lateral
sweep. Note also that the response to vertical
modulation differs considerably from that of
the LMF-1 above 40 Hz. As is also obvious,
the effective mass of the arm is slightly higher
and appears to be similar to the Hadcock in
this respect.
It was felt that the LMF-2 was noticeably
duller in performance than the LMF-1, and
drew the comments ' messy' and ' thick',
although a certain warmth to the sound it
produced did incite one favourable reaction.
Mention of coloration again occurred. On
balance it would appear that the LMF-1 was
generally preferred to the LMF-2, but this
latter unit may appeal to some as its weaknesses did not sound particularly offensive.

VERT

o-

LAT

ADC LMF-1

The leads supplied measure 150 pF/channel.
The unit was well made and nicely finished
generally, moved with freedom and displayed
negligible slack in its bearings. In consequence there was no appreciable movement
at the headshell when firmly clamped to the
mounting base.
Lateral response in the LMF-1 shows that
the effective mass lies between that of the
Hadcock and SME Series Ill arms, being
lower than the former unit but higher than the
latter. The output sweep looks very smooth
horizontally, except for a small perturbation
at 360 Hz, and is notably flat; vertically it is
also steady but for a slight dip at 450 Hz that
appears to be an arm function.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ADC LMF-2

arm is a detachable head version of
I the LMF-1 and shares its construction and
features in every respect, except that a very
small headshell is supplied which screwclamps into place on a female aluminium
carrier at the end of the arm tube. This makes
cartridge changing easy of course, but
needn't be chosen for ease of cartridge
fitment, since the task is reasonably straightforward on the LMF-1. In all other respects
the appraisal of the LMF-1 also applies to
the LMF-2, since these units are identical.

alternative to the recent Series Ill featured in
this report. It was included as we felt readers
would be particularly interested in having the
new SME placed into perspective with the old.
Its design was optimised for low effective
mass coupled with adequate rigidity, and for
a long period there were few alternatives for
those who wished to use a high compliance
cartridge, since nearly all other pickup arms
have displayed avery high effective mass until
recently. An aluminium arm tube sits on
knife edge bearings for movement in the
vertical plane, whilst ball races are used to
control lateral movement.
The enclosed
headshell makes cartridge fixing difficult on
this fixed- head model, although the large
horizontal arc of movement often allows the
arm to be swung out over the edge of a turntable plinth to ease this problem in practice.
A range of counterweights is available in
order that both very heavy and very light
cartridges may be used without problems,
and a fluid damping assembly can also be
fitted. Tracking force is applied by moving
an outrigger weight forward, butto amaximum
of 1 gms only. Higher forces can be achieved
by screwing the rear counterweight forward,
but stylus scales will be needed for accurate
adjustment in this case. Bias compensation
is by weight and thread, a simple but effective
technique, and lateral balance is achieved by
altering the distance of the outrigger weight
from the arm pivots.

SME Series II (improved)
DERHAPS one of the most popular high
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quality tone arms ever made, this unit
remains in production as a less expensive

SME II

VERTICAL

Fitting the 3009 II is more difficult than with
most other makes, since a fairly large oblong
cutout is needed to allow the unit to slide
along its base in order that tracking angle
error can be minimised. Once this is done,
the assembly bolts into place in a straightforward manner. Arm height, cue height and
headshell tilt are all simply adjustable and
setting up the 3009 is not difficult, although to
some it may be a bit of a fiddle at times.
This arm is noted for its excellent construction and fine standard of finish. The
bearings exhibit no slack and allow great
freedom of movement in all planes. Similarly
the arm column attaches firmly to its base and
there is no residual movement. Criticism is
often made about the reversed arm rest that is
awkward to use and always locks the arm
automatically whenever it is returned to its
rest, but this is a small point. Leads supplied
with this arm have a capacitance of 80 pF/
channel.
Two suckouts are visible in the measured
lateral response of this unit, one at 50 Hz
which must be discounted as a possible
mains effect, and a second at 250 Hz which
171/G
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is almost certainly caused by a structural
resonance. Output from the vertical modulation sweep also shows a perturbation at the
same frequency of 250 Hz and a suckout
between 40 Hz and 60 Hz. Effective mass of
the Series II fixed- head is low and appears to
be about the same as that displayed by ADC's
LMF-2.
There was consistent agreement in the
listening notes that SME's 3009 Series ll
displayed a noticeable treble lift compared
with the Hadcock reference, but treble quality
appeared to be less sweet and a bit confused.
However, this arm did not collect the coloration brickbats accorded to some of the
others, and it was felt to be reasonably clear
if somewhat lifeless in sound quality. Bass
performance was considered good if a bit
soft at times, but it was judged reasonably
extended and in good balance tonally with the
rest of the performance.

damping achieved are about correct.
A
thinner fluid might well be called for with
some ultra- compliant cartridges such as
Ortofon's VMS 20E or the Empire 2000Z,
however.
Calibrated tracking force range has been
increased to 2.5 gms maximum, and although
the sample tested for this report was fairly
accurate in achieving the VTF set, an earlier
one was inaccurate. Since scale resolution is
poor it is wise in some instances to double
check VTF with a good stylus gauge. Arm
height, lateral balance and headshell tilt can
all be adjusted. The arm pillar is now moved
along its base for tracking angle error correction by a small spanner which turns a pinion
against a rack. Although this is fancy and
easy to use, Iwas a bit unhappy about the
movement in the arm pillar which this permits,
not experienced in the Series II with its screw
clamps.
The mounting hole required is identical to
that used for the Series II, but setting up the
arm is alengthy, although not unduly difficult,
process. Offset bearings now put the headshell on the same plane of vertical movement
as avertical tangential plane to the disc, and
warp yaw is eliminated as a result. The arm
moves with great freedom and there is no
resultant slack at the headshell once the main
pillar has been tightened. Ijam itwith amatch -

SME Series Ill
THIS

new design from SME, the Series Ill,
II follows the course set by the Series II, as
one of the main design aims has been to minimise effective mass. However, recent concern
over structural rigidity and its effect on sound
quality has also been taken into account by
this company, and they have in fact been
evolving this new unit over anumber of years.
Effective mass has been lowered by a
number of design ploys, the most significant
being the use of alight carbon- fibre headshell
attached to a thin wall titanium arm tube.
This tube is atight press fit into the main hub,
keeping the mass of the mechanical connector
close to the pivots in order to minimise
effective mass at the headshell, while still
providing the convenience of speedy cartridge
changing and ease of initial fitment.
The other significant change made has
been to bring the counterbalance mass further
forward towards the pivots, and whilst this
again reduces effective mass it also means
that the counterbalance assembly is more
massive. Lead strips have been used by
SME and are held in ' panniers' on either side
of the arm. In order to improve the inherent
damping displayed by the arm tube, it is
subject to a special nitrogen hardening
process that produces a hardness gradient
through the thin sidewall and results in
reduced energy transmission. On a visit to
the giant Matsushita company of Japan, Iwas
assured by them that in their investigations on
the suitability of arm tube materials, carbon
fibre had been discounted in favour of this
form of hardened titanium for the latest
Technics pickup arm. It's an interesting point,
although Sony might have related an opposite
view!
The Series III comes supplied with damping
as standard and three paddles can be used to
alter its magnitude according to the cartridge
being used. It is a simple matter to disconnect a paddle in order to check on the
difference the arm produces damped and
undamped, and this is an aid to optimising
the damping for what one feels is the best
subjective performance. I understand also
that SME are to provide a thinner for the
viscous silicone damping fluid supplied, after
some grumbles, but measurements made for
this report suggest that the current levels of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SME III

stick, but in this instance removing the rubber
grommets and screwing down firmly to an
aluminium plate was adequate.
The effect of damping upon sub- sonic output is shown in fig. 3, where output has been
reduced by about 5dB by the small black
paddle.
Output from the lateral sweep
displays some aberrations, most notably
between 80 Hz-100 Hz and at 280 Hz. On
vertical modulation matters look healthier,
and output takes on the smoothness displayed
by the Hadcock and ADC LMF-1 arms. It is
also apparent that this arm had a lower
effective mass than the other five.
Subjective comments about this arm
showed a very good consensus amongst
listeners on its overall characteristics in the
system, which was that it produced a soft,
warm but clear sound, with some reservations
over bass quality and relative level. Imaging
was generally good and treble clean, but a
lack of liveliness was noted. This arm did
achieve a sense of perspective and avoided
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the flat, lifeless presentation of other arms
assessed in this report. Its tonal balance
showed low frequency emphasis, however,
and overall reproduction didn't display the
delicacy achieved by the Hadcock.
An
entirely different sort of sound and very
distinctive in its own right, the Series Ill is a
very interesting performer.

Conclusion

A

LTHOUGH in some senses one might say
that the subjective differences detected
between the six arms reviewed for this report
were small, this is not to class them as
unimportant. People seem far more able to
adjust to and accept the enormous differences
that exist between loudspeakers, but are
upset by certain other apparently small
deficiencies that make themselves known in a
typical hi-fi reproducing chain. For instance,
the annoyance value of crossover distortion
in amplifiers is undoubtedly great and yet it
is not of the magnitude of distortion encountered in other parts of a hi-fi system. So
it is with the six pickups reviewed here—their
sonic peculiarities are small but not to be
underestimated in their negative effect upon
final sound quality. Even reasonably priced
modern hi-fi systems can be fairly lucid with
the right selection of components, correct
location and careful setting up. Under these
circumstances one would surely notice the
curious properties displayed by many of the
arms reviewed here.
Of the six arms, overall preference was for
the Hadcock GH 228, which was consistently
rated as coloration free and rather stronger
in providing asense of light and easy spaciousness. Following closely on its heels were the
two SME designs, but these differ significantly
from each other and the Series Ill delivers
what is conservatively described as adifferent
but creditable alternative to the GH 228. When
considering these units, two points are
especially pertinent. First is that the SME
Series Ill arm is very expensive at around
£120 against £50 for the Hadcock, but secondly
the Hadcock is not so easy to handle in everyday use and will probably possess more
appeal to the dedicated enthusiast. There is
also more room for experiment with damping
on the SME. Their Series II arm also lacked
the masking and deadening effects heard on
the other units but displayed a curious treble
performance. This unit remains good value
and now has the option of damping which
may go some way to altering and improving
its characteristics.
Of the other three units, only ADC's
LMF-1 appeared able to warrant some
guarded acceptance of its performance. It
was considerably preferred to the LMF-2, but
criticisms of colorations and bass performance were more severe than those applied to
the SME Ill, which is its nearest competitor
on price. Despite modest price and excellent
finish, the Audio Technica's main problem
lay in its high mass and attendant problems
with compliant cartridges. Nevertheless these
three Japanese made arms were much easier
to set up than the three English ones. Poor
setting up can considerably affect performance, so that the Japanese models may well be
better suited to those less well versed in such
matters..
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TELEVISION SOUND AS
NEVER BEFORE-WITH THE
T.V. SOUND ADAPTOR
ED 35

This unit enables the Hi Fi enthusiast to obtain high quality
T.V. sound f-om his television receiver.
*

No direct connection is necessary.

* Will operate with U.H.F. receivers only.
* Price E23-63 each inclusive of V.A.T. and P/P.
Direct from:-

G. & S. ELECTRICAL LTD.
BROW WORKS, COPYGROUND LANE,
HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.

Graphic Equalizers
A range of equalizers by the largest specialist manufacturers
in this field. All models feature octave equalization independently on two channel, t 12db each octave, and zero gain
controls. They may be conveniently connected via a tape
monitor circuit, or alternatively between a pre and power
amplifier.
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2204
The most popular model, fitted with awalnut cabinet, front
panel finished in satin gold. Now with front panel tape
E.Q. £199
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2205-600
Features 600 ohm output for studio or PA use; plus LED's
for visual indication of channel balance. Supplied in black,
19" rack mounting format. Also features front panel
switching for tape equalization. £226
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2209-600
Similar format to 2205, but features balanced input and
output with XLR connectors. £319
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2217
The ultimate pre- amp equalizer featuring full octave equalization together with one of the most highly rated pre- amps
available. £337
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN MA5002
New Class H vari-portional power amplifier. 250 watts
RMS per channel. Power meters. £399
ABOVE PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

Rew Audio Visual Co.

114-116 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3386/7
230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.
Tel: 01-637 2624/5.
126 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
Tel: 01-836 2372/7851.
Mail Orders and literature from: REW House, ( Dept HEN)
10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London SW19.
Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.
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QUALITY BARGAINS FROM

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
Add 35p for P/P. Prices subject to alteration without notice.
ALL PRICES INC. VAT
C.I20
C.60
C.90
APPOINTED
El 40
Ampex 2020 Studio..
80p £ 1.00
J.V.0
£1 10 PIONEER,
B.A.S.F. LH/SM ..
55p
80p
El
95
AND
YAMAHA
B.A.S.F. Chrome £1.20 £ 1.50
£1.60 STOCKISTS
B.A.S.F. Super LH/SMI
90p £ 1.20
B.A.S.F. Ferrichrome
£1.50 £ 1.95
El 25
Fuji Super low noise FL
65p
96p
Head
Cleaning
Fuji FX .. ..
£1.00 £ 1'40
Li 45 Cassettes by Philips
Hitachi UD .. .. .
98p £ 1.20
or Bib.
Hitachi UDR
..
•
•
£1-45 £ 1.85
Cassette
£1 10 AMPEX
Hitachi LN ( inc. head cleaning) . •
60p
90p
£1.90 Cleaner DemagnetMaxwell UD .. ... •
£1-25 £ 1.40
£1.30
Memorex MRX2 .. .. • .
80p £ 1•10
iser, £ 1.95.
Memorex Chrome .. .. •
£1.34 £ 1-94
U.K. ORDERS ONLY

eCASSETTES

e

e

90p
Philips low noise ... .
50p
70 p
£1.20
Philips Super Quality .
70p
90p
Philips Chrome ..• .
£1.15 £ 1.40
Pyral Maxima .. • .
80p £ 1.20
Pyral Optima .. . •
70p £ 1.10
Pyral Super Ferrite ..
£1.35 £ 1.10
88p
Scotch .. .. .
60p
90p
Scotch Classic .. C.45, £ 1-25
£1-30 £2.00
£1.00
Sony Low Noise ( library cases)
60p
80p
Sony Chrome
£1.40 £2.05
£1.50
Sony HF ..
90p £ 1.25
Sony Ferrichrome
£1.85 £2.15
£1.10
TDK Dynamic
60p
90p
£1.45
TDK SD ..
80p £ 1.25
TDK SA ..
E1.513
£1-85
£1.65
TDK AD .. .. C.45, 75p ..
85p £ 1.15
TDK Chrome
..
EI.45 £ 1.95 TDK Endless Cassette 1min. £1.75 3 wins. £2.10 6 mins. £2.25

••

•

AMPEX TAPES (
Polye:.ter) Separately boxed
ST
LP
DP
7" Pro 18002020 (
Ser. 373) .. £2.95
£2.55
7" Series 351, 2400' DP .. • • - 7" Series 361, 3600' .. .. - - SHAMROCK TAPES (
At! Polyester)
7" 1200'; 1800'; 2400' .. .. £1.00 £ 1.25 £ 1.50
5" 900' 75p; 1200 £1.20 .. E.M.1 Professional 7" 1800' .. £2.85

TP
£3.05
-

BASF Videocassette
VC 60 £ 19 95

•TAPE
RECORDERS
Appointed stockists for
Tand berg, Sony, Phi lips,
Akai, Hitachi, Revox.
Utter,
many others.
Mics., Mixers, Accessor es.
HI- F1

•

Amplifiers,
speakers,
motors, pickups and
accessories by leading
manufacturers.
Complete music centres
and assemblies.

• OWN

SERVICE

DEPARTMENT

eCREDIT

FACILITIES

e

Please mention this
journal when ordering.

You get a fair deal at a fair price when you buy it from
FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-173 HIGH RD., LONDON, SW16 6EG
Imin. St Leonard's Church

Phone: 01-769 0466; 01-769 0192

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY-CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

!MOUND

(C & I £2.75)
Akai AA1010 (s/o) .. £ 109 95
Akai AAI020 (s/o) .. £ 129 95
Akai AAI050 (s/o) .. £ 199 95
Hitachi SR302 (s/o) £99 95
Hitachi SR502 (s/o) .. £ 119 95
Hitachi 512903 (s/o) .. £259 95
J.V.C. JRS100 Mk I (sin' £ 109 95
Rotel RX102/41(s/o)
£7495
Rotel RX602(s/o)
£14995
Rotel RX7707 (s/o)
£14995
Sansui 221 (s/o)
£7995
Sansui 331 (s/o)
£8995
Sansui 551 (sic') .. £12995
Sanyo DCXI950 (s/o)
£9495
Sony STR2800L (s/o).. £12995
Sony STR3800L (s/o).. £14995
Sony STR70 I
5 (s/o)
£10995
Tand berg 2073 (s/o)
£38495
Technics SA5060 (s/o)
£8995
Technics SAS 170 (s/o)
£13650
Technics SA5460 (s/o) £23995
Toshiba SA320 (s/o)
£10495
Toshiba SA420 (s/o)
£13995
Trio KR3600 (s/o)
£11995
£16995
Trio KR4600(s/o)
Yamaha CR600 (s/o)
£18995
Yamaha CR1000 (s/o)
£32995

AMPLIFIERS
(C & 1 £2-75)
Hitachi HA300 (s/o) £59.95
Hitachi HA610 (s/o) £ 199.95
Pioneer FULL RANGE AVAILABLE at very competitive
prices.
Pioneer SA5300 ( s/o) £54.95
Pioneer SA7300 (s/o) £ 114.95
Pioneer SA7500 (s/o) £ 149.95
Pioneer SA8500 (s/o) £ 189.95
Pioneer SA9S00 (s/o) £234.95
Quad-Personal Callers Only
Rotel RA212 (s/o) £49 95
Rotel RA412 (s/o) £76 95
Rotel RA7 I
2 (s/o) . . £94 95
Sansui AU2900 (s/o) £64 95
Sansui AU3900 (s/o) £89 95
Sony TAI630 (s/o) £74 95
Technics SU7 I
00 (s/o) £91 95
Technics SU9600 (s/o) £334 95
Technics 5E9600 (s/o) £479 95
Toshiba SB220(s/o) £79 95

TUNERS

Pioneer TX7500 (s/o) £ 129-95
Pioneer TX9500 (s/o) £ 154•95
Quad Personal Callers Only
Rotel RT324 (s/o) £69-95
Rotel RT624 (s/o) £94.95
Sansui TU3900 (s/o) £89 95
Sony STR2950F (s/o). . £89 95
Sony ST3950 (s/o) £ 132 95
Sony ST4950 (s/o) £ 119 95
Technics ST9600 (s/o) £249 95
Toshiba ST220 (s/o) £71 95
Trio K17300 (s/o) .. £ 164 95
Yamaha C17000 (s/o) £479 95

TURNTABLES
(C & I £275)
Aka, AP001 (s/o)
£62 95
Akai AP003+cart. (s/o) £74 95
Akai AP006+cart. (ski) £ 109 95
Amstrad TP I
2D .. £45 95
Connoisseur BDI / BD2
P/C
£ 15 95
Connoisseur BDI Kit £ 17 50
Connoisseur BD2 Ass. £48 50
Connoisseur BD2/A
Assembly .. £54 50
Connoisseur BDIO3A
Assembly ..
E87.95
Fons International Mk I
(s/o) .. £79 95
G
dSP25 Mod + Cart.
(s/o)
£36.95
Garrard 86SB Mk II
M -1-C (s/o)
[59.95
Goldring CK2 Kit (inc.
Arm) (s/o)
£ 19 95
Gold ring G103 (sjo) .. £29 95
Hitachi HT3S0 (s/o) £76 95
Hitachi PS I
7 + Cart. (s/o)£69 95
Ftitachi PS38+Cart (s/o) £84 95
Lenco L62 (s/o) .. £39-95
Lenco L65 (s/o)
£44 95
Lenco L82 (s/o) £44 95
Lento L84 (s/o) £54 95
Lenco L90 (s/o) £84 95
Rotel RP300-I-Arm (s/o) £92 50
Sanyo TP 110 (s/o) .. £94 95
Sony PS1700 (s/o) £66 95
Sony PS4300 (s/o) .. £ 129 95
Sony PS6750 (s/o) .. £ 152 95
Technics SL20 (s/o) £47.95
Technics U.1703 (s/o) £ 114 95
Toshiba SR220 (s/o) £56.95
Toshiba 5R255 (s/o) £89.95
Trio KD2044 (s/o) £76.95
Technics SL22 (s/o) £54 95
Technics 51.23 (s/o) £64 95

PICK-UP ARMS

& £ 2 75
Hitachi FT300 (s/o) £59 95
Hitachi FT920 (i/o) .. £ 124 95

epe
INC.
INSTANT CREDIT
ON ALL GOODS
OVER f50
itt

OVERSEAS VISITORS
AND DIRECT EXPORT SCHEMES

& IEl 75.
Connoisseur SAU2 £ 15.50
SME 3009/11I .. £ 9.95

BANG /4OLUFSEN
fff.s OFF THIS

1
;,6.

Nusound's PERSONAL EXPORT SCHEME (
Available at all branches)
enables all Overseas Visitors to take immediate Over the Counter" delivery
at " Less VAT Prices"' !
Nusound's DIRECT EXPORT SCHEME (High Holborn branch only) enables
us to quote by return our most competitive export prices, together with Air/Sea.
Freight/Carriage charges. Upon receipt of confirming order, we prepare all
necessary documentation etc., ensuring that the goods are not only supplied at
extremely competitive prices, hut are also dispatched with the maximum speed
and efficiency. Telephone: 01 - 242 8354. Telex: ANDROMEDA 8951525.

PERSONAL SERVICE
AND ASSISTANCE
TUNER
AMPLIFIERS

fi exporte s

ID

won

PRICES PIAIS
COMPREHENSIVE
S1OCY.

*HOLBORN • EDGWARE RD.
•KINGS CROSS • LEWISHIAM
•ILFORD

! FAMOUS RANGE

Our Bishopsgate brarch is devoted exclusively to the fabulous
Bang & Olufsen range. Every model is on display
and ready for immediate demonstration and all are
available at extremely competitive prices, together
with many extra special Nusound B&O Bargains !

FULL MANUFACTURERS GUARANTEES
AFTER SALES SERVICE

CITY B&O CENTRE. 228 BISHOPSGATE. EC2.
Tel : 01 - 247 2609 (2C0 yds. Liverpool St. Station).
Opening Times Monday- Friday 9am-6prn. Closed
Saturday. Open Sunday 10am-2pm.

Akai, Amstrad, Armstrong, B & 0, Ferrograph, Goodmans, Goldring, Harman Kardon, Hitachi, JVC, Leak, Lecson
Lenco, Lux, Marantz, Micro-Seiki, Mordaunt Short, Nakamichi, Neal, Pioneer, Quad, Re.ference, Revea, Rogers, Rotel,
Sansui, Sanyo, Sony, Spendor, Tandberg, Tannoy, Technics, Thorens, Toshiba, Trio, Yamaha, Videotone, Wharfedale.
FULL RANGE AVAILABLE
Competitive prices on application
Aiwa,

SME 3009 ( FH)
SME 3009 ( DH)

.. £45.95
.. £49.95

SPEAKERS
(C & 1Bookshelf £3.50)
(C & IConsole £5.00)
Amstrad EX300 £S9 95
Amstrad Acoustra 1500 £35 95
AR II (s/o)
£279 95
AR. 16 (s/o)
£ 104 95
B & W DMA (s/o) £214 95
IMF Stucco ALS40/11
(e/o)
£260.50
KEF Coda (T) (s/o) £59 95
KEF Kit I (s/o) .. £64 95
Leak 2075 (s/o) £299 95
Leak 3020 (T) (s/o) £79 95
Monitor Audio MA3 (s/o)
£3 49
49 95
Personal Callers Only
Tan noy Cheviot (s/o) £294 95
Tan noy HPD295A (s/o) £79 50
Tan soy HPD315A (s/o) £89 95
Tannoy HPD385A (s/o) £ 108 50
Technics 513402 (s/o).. f174 95
Videotone Saphir 1 (s/o) £49 95
Yamaha NS625 (s/o) £84 95

CASSETTE DECKS
RECORDERS
(C & 1 £2.75)
Aiwa ADI600B (s/o)..
Aiwa ADI600S (s/o)
Aiwa ADI800 (s/o)
Akai GXC310D (s/o)
Akai GXeC31.5D (s/o)
Akai CS705D (s/o)
Akai GXC710D (s/o)
Akai GXC760D (s/o)

£19995
£17995
£24495
£13995
£18995
£10995
£16495
£29495

Amstrad 7050 (s/o) .. £64
Amstrad 7060
£79
Amstrad 7070
£91
G
dGC350 (s/o) £ 119
Hitachi D440 (s/o) £94

Hitachi DS2330(s/o).. £69 95
Hitachi D2360 (s/o) £89 95
Hitachi D3500 (s/o) .. £ 189 95
J.V.C. CDI740 (s/o) £84 50
Rotel RD20 (s/o) £ 139 95
Sansui SC2000 (s/o) .. £ 134 95
Sansui SC2002 (s/o) £ 139 95
Sanyo RD4080 (s/o) £94 95
Sanyo 4600G (s/o) .. £ 154 95
Sharp RTI155 (s/o) £99 95
Sony TC209SD (s/o).. £ 199 95
Sony TC135SD (s/o) £89 95
Sony TCI53SD (s/o) .. £ 154 S
,
5
Sony TC1136SD (s/o) .. £ 114 95
Sony TC136 (s/o) .. £99 95
Sony TC206 (s/o) .. £ 149 95
Tand berg 354IX (s/o) £224 95
Teat A100 (s/o) £ 104 95
Teat A103 (s/o) £ 103 95
Teat A400 (s/o)
Teat A440 (s/o)

£ 164 95
£ 149 95

Teac A460 (s/o) £ 189
Teat A650 (s/o) £319
Teac A23005 (s/o) .. £279
Teac 23005X (s/o) £312

95
95
95
95

Teac A2300SD (s/o) £369
Technics RS615 (s/o).. £94
Technics RS630USD (sic.)
£130
Toshiba PC3060 (s/o)
f104
Toshiba PC3I10 (s/o) £S6
Toshiba PC4020 (s/o) £89
Toshiba PC4030 (s/o) £99
Toshiba PC5060 (s/o) £ 129
Toshiba PC6030 (s/o) £274
Trio KX620 (s/o) . £ 129
Trio KX720(s/o) . £ 159
Trio KX920 (sic') . £ 184

95
95

Customers Please note All advertised prices include
VAT. Prices and statements may be subject to change
wÉthout prior notice, but are correct as at ( 22.12.77 )
(5/O) = Special Offers, Limited number only availableat
these SPECIAL OFFER prices. Please contact branches
for availability.
E&OE

Nuncio)
HI-FI CENTRES

HOLBORN
EDGWARE RD.
KINGS CROSS
LEWISHAM
ILFORD
OPENING HOURS

95
95
50
95
95

50
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
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tionà MUSIC CENTRE
SPECIALISTS

agf..4.-ei>e>
.cref-e

Our Edgware Road, Ilford and
Lewisham branches carry a
very comprehensive range o
all leading makes of Music
Centres. All of which are or,
display, ready for immediac.demonstration and availabb
at
extremely
competitiv..
prices.

CUSTOM HI-FI
CENTRE
For those who want the best Hi - Fi available we,
would suggest that you visit our High Holborn
branch where in aodition to stocking a fantastic
range of popular Hi - Fi, we stock such top end brands
as Cambridge, Fons, Dual, Lesson, Lux, Spendor etc.
THE HIGH HOLBORN CUSTOM HI- Fl CENTRE
is one of the few places in London where you will
find the staff friendly, helpful, very experienced,
extremely knowledgeable and above all willing and
able to spend considerable time with you in the
selection of a Hi -Fi system tailored to suit your
individual requirements and pocket

(NUSOUND SUPER BUY)
HITACHI HT350 Turntable
This direct drive semi automatic 2-speed turntable has
many special features-' S'
shaped tone arm, removable
plug-in headshell, anti-skate
and a viscous-damped cueing
device. Anti-feed back, rubber spring loaded feet. Fine
speed adjustment. Complete
5
in aslim grey plinth with lifting acrylic lid, which will
blend with most Hi- R units.
Very limited stocks available.
OUR SPECIAL PRICE £76.95 ( C & 1£275)
Order with confidence. Every order
acknowledged by return and goods
despatched quickly and efficiently
in sealed manufacturers cartons.
(Carriage and Insurance charges
apply only to UK. Mainland, all
other area's of British Isles add 50% to cover carriage
charges.)
MAIL ORDER DEPT. 82 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,
WC1.

82 High Holborn, WC1.
376/8 Edgware Road, W2.
242/244 Pentonville Road, N1.
36 Lewisham High Street, SE13.
Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford.

HOISORN EDGWARE ROAD Mar Sat 96 Word, Lewisham, Kings

Tel :
Tel :
Tel :
Tel :
Tel :

Cross.

01-242 7401
01-724 0454
01-837 8200
01-852 2399
01-478 2291

Mon Sat 96, Mars 9-I

BLOW UP
AMPLIFIERWITH

E7O's (above)100 watts DIN, 1watt produces 94 dB at 1metre,100 watts produce 114 dB at 1metre. E50's 70 watts DIN, 1watt produces 94 dB at 1metre, 70 watts produce 112 dB at 1metre.

YOUR
REMARKABLE E's.
New Wharfedale E's will amplify your amplifier.They make 20 watts
sound like 200. Because they're up to 30 times more efficient than ordinary
speakers.Yet their fidelity's afeat.It's as high as your music can
take you.
Even when the sound pressure's on,
there's always power in reserve.They're
arevolutionary development from
Wharfedale,the only UK manufacturer
HIGH
to use computer optimisation techniques.
LOW
So only Wharfedale is together enough
cONTOUR CONTROLS
Upper ( 2kHz to 20kHz) and
to give it together: realistic volume levels
Lower ( 200Hz to 2kHz)Contour Controls:
5positions up to maximum 5dB attenJation.
that really sound on the level.
Wharfedale E's need so little power, they let your old amp get
on top of any peak.
They'll never clip you round the ears. Even though
they'll hit you between the eyes.
Wharfedale E's look loud in their see-through fishnet
grilles.Which expose their
brushed aluminium rings.
And their controls.The controls
accommodate the speakers
to your accommodation.
If you'd like to hear them,
drop us aline.
We'll send you the (short)
Cones in unique lightweight fibrous material
list of selected Edealers.
driven by amassive 135,000 maxwell magnet system.
Finally, acouple of quiet words of
warning: You've heard nothing like them.
They'll fill your head, but they'll empty
Specially developed grille: insertion loss substantially zero.
your pocket. And they'll blow your mind through your ears. \\ 11,\KI I1),.\1 E

FROM THE BIGGEST NOISE IN SPEAKERS,
THE BIGGEST NOISE IN SPEAKERS.
e

Please write for further details to:
Rank Hi Fi, PO. Box 70.Great West Road. Brentford. Middlesex.TW8 9HR.
Distributed in Ireland by: Kilroy Brothers Ltd., Shanowen Road,Whitehall, Dublin 9. Tel: 379961.

Visit our showroom (off Tottenham Ct.Rcl)
61 Charlotte St.W1. 01-580-46324 lines

Aiwa
.. £176.00

A X7400
A X7500
A X7600

.. £205-50
.. £234.60

Akai
.. £99.95
.. £135.85
.. £155.25

AA1010
AA1020
AA1030
Amstrad

5050 .. £92.95
Harman Kardon P.O.A
JVC
P.O.A.
Marantz
P.O.A.
Nakamichi
P.O.A.
Pioneer
SX300
SX450
SX550
SX650

£69.10
£118.00
£142.75
£200.25

SX750
SX850

£238.25
£317.95
£365.00
£560.00

SX950
RX1250
Rotel
RX303

•

•

P.O.A.

RX403 • •
RX503
RX603 .. • •
RX803
RX1203 •.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RX1603 . •

P.O.A.

Harman Kardon P.O.A
JVC
P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS

RECEIVERS/TUNER AMPS
Akai

Leak

AM2200 .. £82.78
A M2400 .. £124.53
AM2600 .. £160.45
AM2800 .. £205.30
Amstrad
P.O.A.
Harman Kardon P.O.A
JVC
P.O.A.

3900T ..
Marantz
Nakamichi
Pioneer
TX5500 II
TX7500
TX9500
TX6500 II
TX9500 II

Leak
3900A ..
Marantz
Nakamichi

£256.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Pioneer

TU3900
TU5900
TU7900
TU9900
Sony ..
Technics
Yamaha

Rotel
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£104.80
£154.50
£181.25
£283.48
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES

AP2200 .. £111.00

AU3900
A U4900 ..
A U5900 ..
AU7900 ..
A U9900 ..
Sony ..
Technics ..
Yamaha ..

Akai

£98.00
£118.75
£170.00
£233.00
£385.65
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

A P001
£66.00
AP003
£77.00
AP006
£112.95
Harman Kardon P.O.A
JVC
P.O.A.

£54.95
£76.00
£130.00
£181.00
£300.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SR222
FR1080P
SR525
FR5080 ..
SR929
Sony ..
Technics

£80.80
£97.00
£75.70
£113.30
£212.60
£169.25
P.O.A.

TD166C Il
TD160C II
TD160BC/II
TD145 II
TD126C,Il
TD126BC/II
Yamaha

CARTRIDGES
SME
3009,111 .. • .
£92.95
3009 S2 •. £49.50
3009 non DT • • £46.50
Shell 2S .. £3.58
FD200
£18.25
Empire• . P.O.A.
Ortofon . • P.O.A.
Shure
M75EJ II
M75ED, II
M95EJ II
M95ED II

£89-50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

..
..
..
..

PL112D .. £54.95
PL115D .. £68.00
PL117D .. £101.00
PL510A .. £105.00
PL530
£159.63
PL550
£189.50

Akai
.. £79.37
.. £123.84
.. £147.25
P.O.A.

£13.66
£14.99
£16.93
£19.60
£50-75

SPEAKERS
(PAIRS)

Pioneer
A.R.
AR10 pl
AR18
AR16
AR14
AR12

AR11
AR17
AR15
Bolivar

•£349.56

3007 ..
Marantz
Nakamichi

£58-20
£94.95
£124.95
£161.95
£199.95
£225.95
£339.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CT F4040
CTF6060
CTF7070
CT F8080

£46495
.. £81.37
.. £109-95
.. £194.50
.. £271 ,54

Leak
..
..
..
..
..

£94.95
£125.90
£178.95
£273.95
£270.95
P.O.A.
F.R.A.
F.R.A.

Wharfedale
Chevin XP
Denton 2XP
Linton 3XP
Glen 3XP
Dove SP
Airedale
E50
E70
Yamaha

£129.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Pioneer

011 ..
D15XR
022
D33
D44
025
066 ..
UL6, 8, 10
JBL
JR149
KLH

3020 ..
3030 ..
3050 ..
3080 ..
2075 ..
Marantz
Tannoy
Technics

Leak

£113.94
£151.20
P.O.A.

Celestion

Sansui

Leak
3001 ..
Marantz
Micro Seiki

TUNERS

A T2200
A T2400
A T2600
Amstrad

..
..
..
..

Aiwa

Sansui

£228•oo

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sansui

£190.00

£309.00
£358.00
£430-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A

£73.95
£140.50
£148.50
£106.95
£232.35

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RP2300
RP3300
RP5300

Thorens

RT425
RT725
RT925
RT1025

Sansui
5050 • • ..
6060 ..
7070 ..
8080 . • • .
9090 . • ..
Sony
Technics
Yamaha

..
..
..
..
..

Rotel

SA5500 II
.. £64 95
SA6500/1I .. £102.50
SA7500 .. £180.00
SA8500 .. £200 00
SA9500 . £275.85
SA9900 .. £398 75

RA313
RA413
RA713
RA913 ..
RA1312
RA1412

.. £212-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Rotel

..
..
..
..

£123.95
£170.00
£190.00
£235.00

Rotel
RD3OF

P.O.A.

Sansui
2000,2 ..
3000/3 ..
Sanyo
Sony ..
Teac
Technics
Yamaha

£122.95
£163.40
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
F.R.A.
F.R.A.
P.O.A.

REEL TO REEL DECKS
Akai

..
..
..
..
..
..

£29.50
£45.95
£66.95
£93.95
£147.95
£192.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

40000S/II .. £142.80
4000DB
£196.71
630DB
£447 96
Teac
A2300SX
A2300SD
A3340S ..
A3300SX2T

CASSETTE DECKS

£327.37
£397.00
£680.00
£464.95

MUSIC CENTRES

Akai

Aiwa ..

CS702D .. £94.95
CS705D .. £99.95
GXC709D .. £168.25
GXC730D .. £226.45
GXC570D .. £407-50
Aiwa ..
F.R.A.
Amstrad .. P.O.A.
Harman Kardon P.O.A
JVC
P.O.A.

F.R.A.

Akai
AC3800L £291.15
JVC
P.O.A.
National ..
F.R.A.
Hitachi
F.R.A.
Sanyo
F.R.A.
Sony ..
P.O.A.
Rotel ..
F.R.A.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

Al

TEAC

Hi Fi

Showrooms

In

London;

Come And See The Range Of

AR18 BOOKSHELF SPEAKER.
REAL QUALITY FROM A

Goods On Show.

SMALL SPEAKER.

TEAC A103.

ONE OF THE

RANGE FROM TEAC.

ASK AT

AZAT
FOR BEST PRICES

IR

AZAT Have One Of The Best

PHONE NOW 01-580-4632

TEAC

SCOTLAND, AND THE NORTH OF ENGLAND
E. Ashcroft & Sons, Beaconsfield Corner, Ormskirk, Lancs. Tel: 73456.
Audio Aids, 53 George Street, Edinburgh. Tel: 031 226 3979.
Audio Aids, 33A Morningside Road, Edinburgh. Tel: 031 447 2229.
Blackburn & Swallow, 19 Commercial Street, Harrogate, Yorks. Tel: 0423 69249.
Bryson's, 7Hamilton Road, Motherwell. Strathclyde. Tel: 63406.
Comet, All branches.
Gerald Carter, Stoneacres. Market Place, Garstang. Tel: 0772 3683.
Electra Centre. 58 Lancaster Road, Preston. Tel 0442 58488.
Tom S. Ford, 242 Park View. Whitley Bay. Tyne & Wear. Tel: 524665.
Kenneth Gardner Ltd.. 28 New Street, Lancaster Tel: 64328.
Gratispool Co. Ltd., 38 Lands Lane, Leeds. Tel: 35714.
Gilson Audio, 234 Linthorpe Road, Middlesbrough. Tel: 0325 61922.
Geoff Jackson Gramophones,14 Hyde Park Corner,Leeds.Tel: 0532 781513.
Eric M. Hamilton, 136-8 Queen Margaret Drive, Glasgow Tel: 041 946 9213.
Hi Fi Opportunities, 33 Handyside Arcade, Newcastle upon Tyne. Tel 0632 27791.
Holburn Hi Fi, 445 Holburn Street, Aberdeen. Tel: 0224 25713.
House of Clydesdale, 103-9 Trongate, Glasgow. Tel: 041 552 0623.
Jardine & Malcolm, 76 English Street. Durnf ries.
John McLachlan TV, 56 Old Snedcion Street, Paisley, Strathclyde. Tel: 041 889 3026,
J.& G.Suttie, 305A-311 High Street. Kirkcaldy Tel: 3716
Larg's Group, 16-24 Whitehall Street. Dundee. Tel 26061.
Kohli & Co. Ltd., 79-83 Westgate, Bradford, Yorks. Tel: 0274 947.
Kenneth Levell Ltd., 13-15 Markel Street. Huddersfield. Tel: 0484 32294.
Laskys, Larger branches.
Monitor Sound, 64 Chapel Street, Chorley. Tel: 02542 71935.
Cluadraphenia. 10 Nursery Street, Sheffield. Tel: 0742 77824.
Andrew Thompson. 6-9 Banner Street, Dunfermline. Tel: 24541.
Turners Audio Visual, Eldon Square, Newcastle Upon Tyne,
Vallances, The Heathrow. Leeds Tel: 33213,
Vennal Audio Visual, 114 High Street, Central Arcade, Ayr. Tel 0292 64124.
Eric Wiley. 64 & 85 Beancroft Road. Castleford. Yorks. Tel 55306.
J.G. Windows, 1-7 Central Arcade, Newcastle Upon Tyne. Tel. 0632 21356.

WALES, THE MIDLANDS,
MERSEYSIDE, OXON, BERKSHIRE
P Adcock Ltd., 17 Derby Street, Burt...
irent. Tel: 0283 639/9.
Audiocraft, 23/25 Der ngate, Northampton. Tel: 0604 36291.
Baskills Ltd., Market Street, Clay Cross, Chesterfield, Derby Tel. 0246 863306.
Baskills Ltd., 26/28 Bridge Place, Worksop. Tel 0909 81800.
B & B Hi Fi, 16 Gun Street. Reading. Tel: 0734 583730.
B & B Hi Fi, 4Priory Road. High Wycombe. Bucks Tel 0494 35910.
Beaver Radio, 20/22 Whitechapel, Liverpool. Tel: 051 709 9898.
G.J. Bennett & Sons, 32/34 High Street. Kings Heath, Birmingham. Tel 0214.14 5321.
Bucklands, London Road, Derby Tel: 0332 48253.
Cherwell Valley, The Old iwyford Mill, Kings Sutton Road, Banbury Tel: 0295 81644.
Cleartone, 168 Blackburn Road. Bolton. lei .0204 22636.
Comet, All branches.
Coventry Hi Fi Installations Ltd., 72 Ansly Road, Coventry Tel 0203 452452.
Fairs Cameras & Hi Fi, Dacre Hill. Rock Ferry, Merseyside. Tel: 051 645 5000
E.N.F. French, 52 Dordon Road, Dordon, Nr. Tarnworth, Staffs. Tel: 0827 892252.
Forum Hi Fi, Unit 26/27. Tivoli Centre. Coventry Road, Birmingham. Tel: 021 707 3640.
Forum Hi Fi, Unit 3 & 9, Longfellow Road. Coventry Tel 0203 451651.
Forum Hi Fi, 600 Mansfield Road. Sherwood. Nottingham. Tel: 0602 601150.
Forum Hi Fi, 238 Chesterfield Road Soulh, Mansfield. Tel: 0623 23716.
Forum Hi Fi, 3/5 Watergate, Grantham. Tel 04 76 66969.
N.H. Field, Hurst Street, Birmingham. Tel: 021 772 5160.
Gratispool, 10 Martineau Way. Birmingham. Tel: 021 2361024. •
Gratispool, 27 Queen Victoria Street. Reading. Tel: 0734 586650.
Gratispool, 14 Humberstone Mall, Haymarket Centre, Leics. Tel: 0533 536469..
Hardman Radio, 31 Dale Street, Liverpool. Tel: 051 236 2828.
Hardman Radio, 12/14 SI. Mary's Gate. Manchester. Tel: 061 832 6087.
Hardman Radio, Guildhall Arcade, Lancaster Road. Preston. Tel: 0772 59264.
Hardman Radio, The Forum Centre, Northgate Street, Chester. Tel: 0244 317667.
Hi Fi Studio, Lansdale Street, Stoke on Trent. Tel: 0782 47125.
Hi Fi Studio, Market Arcade. Newcastle under Lyme. Tel 0782 613902.
Laskys, Larger Branches.
J.C.V. Music, 44 Einscole Road.Warwick. Tel: 0962 43796,
J.C.V. Music, 8/9 Sheep Street, Stratford on Avon Tel: 0789 68874.
Newdawn Hi Fi, 1/3 Castle Street. Chester, Tel: 0244 24179.
W.T. Parker Ltd., 191 Station Street, Burton on Trent. Tel: 0283 42661.
W.T. Parker Ltd., 80 Market Street, Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Tel 053 04 5503.
Regency Radio, 40 Park Green, Macclesfield. Tel: 0625 24493.
Robbs of Gloucester, 15 Worcester Street, Glos. Tel 0452 23051.
Roberts Rentals, 6Wellington Road, Rhyl. Tel: 0745 51110.
T. E. Robertsons, 26 King Street, Wrexham. Tel: 0978 4404.
Swift of Wilmslow, 5Swan StreetWilmslow, Cheshire. Tel: 09964 26213.
Telethrift, 92 High Street, Tunstall, Stoke on Trent. Tel: 0782 87558.
R. L. Timms Ltd., 11 Corporation Street, Corby, Northants. Tel 0536 63229.
.R.L. Timms Ltd., 39 Cambridge Street.Wellingborough, Northants. Tel 0933 4211,
R.L. Timms Ltd., 27 Gold Street. Newborough Centre, Kettering, Northants. Tel 0536 51760.
Stuart Westmorland. 33 Cattle Market. Loughborough. Tel: 0509 30465,
Stuart Westmorland, 9/10 Cheapside, Melton Mowbray. Tel: 0664 4741.
Stuart Westmorland, 2High Street. Oakham. Tel 0572 55600.
Stuart Westmorland, 67 St Peters Street, Derby. Tel: 0332 367546.

H.C. & C. Coppins, 131-3 Bellgrove Road, Welling. Kent. Tel: 303 5341.
Electrosure Ltd., 163 Fore Street, Exeter, Devon. Tel: 0392 56687.
Fairdeal Electrical, 158 Fore Street. Exeter, Devon. Tel 0392 32681.
Framptons, 90 Cornwall Street, Plymouth, Devon. Tel: 0752 60264.
Mr. G., 313 Shirley Road. Shirley Southampton. Tel: 0703 772558.
Mr. G., Junction al Milford Street/Rampart Road, Salisbury Tel: Salisbury 20246.
Hydrovolt Ltd., 32 Meneage Street, Helston. Tel: 032 65 2545.
Hydrovolt Ltd., 91 Market Jew Street, Penzance. Tel: 0736 5075.
Ken Johnstone, 82 High Street, Steyning, Sussex. Tel: 0903 813435.
John King Films, 71 East Street, Brighton. Sussex. Tel: 0273 25918.
K.L.W. Cook. 2The Broadway. Andover, Hants, Tel: Andover 3573,
Laskys, Larger branches.
M.H.E., 342 Gloucester Road, Bristol. Tel: 0272 44035,
E. Moss, 6St. James Parade, Bath, Avon. Tel: 0225 21450.
Peter Scott, 76 South Street, Exeter, Devon. Tel: 0392 566 33.
Photomarkets Hi Fi, 26 Broad Street, Bristol, Avon. Tel: 0272 294183.
PR. Sounds, 5King Street, Melksham. Wiltshire. Tel: 0225 708045.
Radford Hi Fi. 48-52 Gloucester Road. Bristol, 6.Tel: 0272 44593.
Rediffusion, 40 Fenn Street, Bristo1.1. Avon. Tel: 0272 24658.
Rediffusion, 8Guildhall Shopping Centre. Exeter, Devon.
Richlow Electronics Ltd., 20 Roundhil Road. Broadpark, Liverpool.Torquay. Tel: Torquay 65023.
R.J. Parker & Sons Ltd., 11 West End Road, Bitterne. Southampton. Tel: 0703 445926.
R.L.C. Discount Services, 21 Flazpils Lane, Winterbourne, Bristol, Avon. Tel: 0454 774145.
Runnymeade Hi Fi, 172 High Street. Egham, Surrey Tel: 389 5036.
Sevenoaks Hi Fi, 118 London Road, Sevenoaks, Kent. Tel 0732 58556.
Sextons, 37 Bedford Place. Southampton. Tel: 0703 28334.
Sounds Supreme, 236 Portland Road. Hove, Sussex. Tel. Brighton 723399.
Stones of Winchester, 30 St Thnrniq Strrnt Wtnrhnqt, TM Winchester 2534.
Vixens, 3.: .“ ix, Honshu"

GREATER LONDON, HERTFORDSHIRE
AND BEDFORDSHIRE
Acton Cameras
Tel: 01-992 4788.
Atkins Radio. ,' 1, • t
3 Tel: 01-674 4433,
A.T. Labs,. 191 Chasestde, Enfield. Middlesr ix. Tel: 01-363 7981,
Azat, 61 Charlotte Street. London. VV.1. Tel: 01-580 4632.
Bevans Radio, 311Greenford Road, Greenford. Tel: 01-578 9699.
Comet, All branches.
Ealing T. V. & Hi Fi, 3 the Paddock, Popes Lane.W.5. Tel: 01-579 3718.
Ellis Marketing, 5Arlington Parade. London, SW 2. Tel: 733 6708.
Francis of Streatham, 169/173 High Road, London, S.W.16. Tel: 01-769 0192.
Laskys. Larger branches.
Martins, 125 Stoke Newington High Street, London, N 16. Tel -01-254 5053,
Mason Radio. 384 Uxbridge Road. London.W.12. Tel: 743 3698.
.Mason Radio, 255 Severn Sisters Road. London. N.4. Tel 01-743 3698.
M.R. & S. Electronics, 10 Hugh Road, London, N.15. Tel: 01 ,802 5452.
R.E.W. Audio Visual, 230 Tottenham Court Road, London,W. 1. lel: 01-637 2625.
Russells, 318 St Albans Road. Waltoid. Tel 92 32717.
Sherbourne Hi Fi. 150 lollington Park. London. N.4. Tel 01-883 3350.
Sonar Electronics, 34 Pembildge Road. London. Wt 1. Tel: 01-229 6411.
Spectrum, 106 Bancroft Hitchin. Tel 0462 52248.
Surbiton Park Radio, 48/50 Surbilon Road, Kingston Tel 01-546 5549.
Target Electrical. 45 Katherine Drive.Dunstable.Tel: 0582 67750.
Tavistock Hi Fi, 21,23 lavistock Street, Beds. Tel: 0234 56324.
.Woodbury Teleservice, 514 Kingsland ROild, London, E.8. Tel: 01-254 8667.
Woodbury Teleservice
f- :• ` ttn ,..11 •. If•
L ., 01-254 9381.

EAST ANGLIA, LINCOLNSHIRE
AND NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
B. & G. Radio, Halter Street,Bury SI. Edmunds.
K.A. Cheeseman, Sherwell Road.Colchester. Tel 0206 73792,
Climax Audio, 2Broad Row, Great Yarmouth. Tel: 55044.
Comet, All branches
Co-op. Firth Road, Lincoln,
Craig Hi Fi, 13 South Street. Romford, Essex Tel 70 28902.
Edwards, Norwich Road, Der eham. Norfolk.
H. Gee, 9A Mill Road. Cambridge.
G.F. Giles, 28/36 Rose Lane, Norwich,
Laskys, Larger branches.
Loughton Photographic, 152 High Road, Loughton,Essex.
'Martin, Ben Street Norwich. Tel 61683.
L.R. Mees, Market Place. Bingham.
Pank Rentals. 4Davey Place.Norwich. Tel 0603 22942.
JV Robinson & Co., 89 High Street, Huntingdon, Cambridge.
Sleaford Hi Fi, Unit 3. Southgate Precinct, Sleaforcf, Lincs. Tel: 05293 3270.
Speechley Co., 1Hawthorn Way, Chesterton, Cambs. Tel 0223 58611.
Stamford Hi Fi, 9Red Lion Square, Stamford, Lincs, Tel: 0780 74337.
Stevens, Grimsby Road, Cleethorpes.
Superfi. 15 Market Street. Nottingham.
System Sound, 91 North Holt,Sudbury. Tel: 078373 73096.
Thorpe Electronics. High Street.Caythorpe, Lincs. Tel: 0476 72331.
G.H.Wand, 46 North Street. Bourne, Lincs.
Peter Watts, 6Dereham Road.Watton, Norfolk. Tel: 0953 881440.
Welec. 37A New Road, Spalding, Lincs. Tel 0775 4247.
Les Wright, 101 Mary Street, Scunthorpe, Lincs. Tel: 0724 67738.

S.W., S.E., WILTSHIRE AND HAMPSHIRE
Aerco Records,
,
J4C,
ici,,
Blackmore Vale, The Square. Gillingham, Dorset. Tel: 074 76 2474.
Blackmore Vale, 17 Butcher Row, Salisbury Tel: 0722 22746.
Bryants Radio & TV, 371 London Road, St. Leonards on Sea, Hastings Tel: 0424 423157,
Comet, All branches.

FROM THE ABOVE UST OF DEALERS,
THE BIGGEST NOISE IN SPEAKERS.

WHARFEDALE
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Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AKAI
AM 2200
AM 2400
AM 2600
AM 2800

2 x 20
2 40
2 • 60
2 80

124.70
87.90
182.00 128.90
255.45 179.90
322.65 228.90

ALBA
UA 700A 2 x 15
UA 900 2 X33

-

49.90
79.90

AMSTRAD
EX 330 2 X 35
8000 Mk. 3 2 r 10
IC 2000 Mk. 3 2 x 25

87.66
42.86
60.36

61.90
26.50
39.90

ARMSTRONG
621 2 x 40

136.00 107.90

GARRARD
Music Recovery Module
MRM 101
112.44
LEAK
3900A 2> 80

89.90

•
371.78 259.90

MARANTZ
1030 2 x 15
1040 2 X 20
1060 2 x 30
1070 2 x 35
1090 2 x45
1200B 2 100

106.50
127.00
149.00
188.00
205.00
-

74.90
89.90
109.90
139.90
154.90
239.94

PIONEER
SA 5500 Mk. II 2 •• 15
SA 6500 Mk. II 2 x 30
SA 7500 Mk. II 2 ,( 45
SA 8500 Mk. II 2 x60
SA 9500 2 K85
SA 9900 2 x 110

92.79
145.09
201.87
292.08
363.80
539.80

65.90
103.90
149.90
214.90
189.94
289.94

ROTEL
RA 313 2 25
RA 413 2 x 35
RA 713 2 > 45
RA913 2 x60
RA 1312 2 x80
RA 1412 2 x 110

98.31
138.03
167.33
236.34
423.56
550.24

69.50
96.90
114.90
154.90
279.90
389.90

SANSUI
AU 2900 2
AU 4900 2 AU 5900 2 •
AU 7900 2
AU 9900 2

100.01
173.38
246.53
337.71
559.29

59.90
119.90
169.90
239.90
399.90

17
35
45
75
80

SANYO
DCA 200 2 • 15
DCA 1001 2 • 50
TRIO
KA 1500 2 • 25
KA 3500 2 • 40
KA 5500 2 • 55
KA 7100 2 • 55
KA 7300 2 65
KA 8100 2 • 70
KA 9100 2 x90
MOD. 600 2 • 130

AKAI
AT 2200
AT 2400
AT 2600

-

59.90
109.90

89.95
125.00
218.50
235.00
287.50
315.00
420.00
635.00

69.95
109.50
190.00
198.00
199.94
275.00
385.00
550.00

124.70 88.90
181.10 127.90
241.90 169.90

ALBA
UA 800A

-

AMSTRAD
EX303
3000 Mk. 2

79.87
60.36

49.94
56.90
39.90

ARMSTRONG
623 AM/FM
624 FM

152.00 119.90
118.00 92.90

LEAK
3900T

306.30 219.90

MARANTZ
104
112
2100
2120

135.38 74.94
220.07 99.94
155.50 114.90
225.00 179.90

PIONEER
TX 5500 Mk.
TX 6500 Mk.
TX 8500 Mk.
TX 9500 Mk.

II
II
II
II

105.54 74.90
151.64 106.90
239.84 177.90
329.43 249.90

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

All the prices in this advertisement were
prepared approximately 6 weeks ago to
meet the necessary publication date. But
should a change in VAT be announced in
the Chancellor's Budget - - new prices
will be available from all Comet outlets.

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Turntables

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Tuners - continued

Tuner/Amplifiers - continued

ROTEL
RT 425
111.56 78.90
138.03 98.90
RT 725
238.23 169.90
RT 925
434.87 309.90
RT 1024 Dolby
321.42 229.90
RT1025

SUPERSCOPE
R1240 by MARANTZ
2 X 20
205.27 84.90
RI270 by MARANTZ
2 35
240.00 109.94

SANSUI
TU 5900
TU 7900
TU 9900
SANYO
FMT 200K
FMT 1001
TRIO
KT 5300
KT 7300
KT 8300
MOD. 600T

223.84 149.90
262.67 179.90
411.15 294.90
-

69.90
79.90

105.00 89.50
230.00 198.00
330.00 285.00
575.00 495.00

TUNER/AMPLIFIER/CASSETTES
AIWA
AF 3060
2/ 24 Dolby
Cassette
283.66 239.90
AF 3090
2 z40 Dolby
Cassette
437.95 389.90
AKAI
AC 3500L 2> 25 Dolby
Casset te
340.35 249.90

TUNER ' AMPLIFIERS
AIWA
AX 7400 2 • .25
AX 7600 2 40

198.00 169.90
263.92 229.90

AKAI
AA 1010 2 x 14
AA 1020 2 > 20
AA 1030 2 -. 30

170.15 89.94
198.50 129.94
226.90 149.94

ALBA
1500 2 > 10

-

69.94

AMSTRAD
5050 2 x 25

132.07

93.90

ARMSTRONG
625 FM 2 x40
626 AM/FM 2 x 40

215.00 164.90
248.00 189.90

FERGUSON
3477 FM stereo pre-set
tuning 2 / 17

46.90

GOODMANS
Module 90 2 30
Module 120 2 40
Module 150 2 70

139.90
159.90
224.90

LEAK
3200 2 x 25
3400 2 35

225.64 124.94
282.74 149.94

MARANTZ
2215B 2 x 15
2226B 2 x 26
2238B 2 x 38
2252B 2 x 52
2235 2 x 35
2275 2 Y 75
2325 2 125

170.00
228.50
290.00
395.00
303.47
681.92
786.02

119.90
169.90
219.90
296.90
189.94
299.94
349.94

PHILIPS
RB740 with two speakers
2 x7
RI-1752 2 x 30
RH851 tuner amp. cassette deck DNL inc.
speakers 2 x 15

139.90

PIONEER
SX 450 2 x 15
SX 550 2 x 20
SX 650 2 x 35
SX 750 2 x 50
SX 850 2 x 65
SX 950 2 x 85
SX 1250 2 x 160

161.40
199.37
271.26
322.80
430.45
494.20
757.80

109.90
139.90
194.90
254.90
339.90
369.90
499.94

ROTEL
RX 303 2 20
RX 403 2 25
RX 503 2 . 35
RX 603 2 - 45
RX 803 2 • 70
RX 1203 2 v 120
RX 1603 2 x 180

146.53
173.96
230.67
321.42
385.72
667.44
788.46

102.90
119.90
149.90
199.90
249.90
469.90
529.90

141.62
155.76
268.14
322.05
436.26
502.48
633.35

69.94
87.90
184.90
219.90
289.90
339.90
429.90

SANSUI
221 2> 10
331 2 15
5050 2 • 30
6060 2 .• 40
7070 2 Y 60
8080 2 • 80
9090 2 • 110
QRX
777
4 « 35
QRX
9001
4 r60

QS

CD4

QS

CD4

SANYO
JCX 2100K 2 - 15
JCX 2300K 2 . 30
JCX 2400K 2 - 55
TRIO
KR 2600
KR 5600
KR 4070
KR 6600
KR 9600

2
2
2 .
2 .
2 .'

15
40
40
60
160

-

continued

GARRARD
GT25
belt- drive
auto
stop M75ED
103.44
GT35 servo belt- drive
auto stop M75ED
123.69

47.94
99.94

737.29 509.90
977.48 699.90
_
_
-

99.90
139.90
179.90

125.00
287.50
215.00
380.00
660.00

109.00
179.94
185.00
330.00
575.00

TURNTABLES
ADC
Accutrac 4000 auto cornputer
287.10 259.90

71.90
87.90

LEAK
3001

131.09

MARANTZ
6100
6150 direct drive
6300 direct drive

106.50
79.90
132.00 99.90
212.00 158.90

McDONALD
BDS95 TPD belt drive
with ADC cart.

92.90

54.83

34.90

PHILIPS
GA312 belt drive with
GP401
GA437 belt drive with
GP400
PIONEER
PL112D
PL115D
PL117D
PL510A direct drive
PL530 direct drive
PL550 direct drive
PL570 direct drive
PLC590
direct
drive
less arm

69.90
53.90
77.03
96.77
143.49
148.02
231.35
274.55
357.99
•
-

53.94
67.94
99.90
99.94
169.90
199.90
259.94
269.90

ROTEL
RP 1300 belt drive
76.58
RP 2300 belt drive auto
arm return
87.83
RP 3300 belt drive DC
servo motor
97.57
RP 5300 direct drive
125.46

49.90
59.90
69.90
89.90

SANSUI
SR222 belt drive
83.25 54.90
FR1080P belt drive auto
return
116.53 69.90
SR525 direct drive
188.40 119.90
FR5080P
direct
drive
auto return
262.43 169.90
SANYO
TP 626 belt drive, auto
arm return
TP 727 belt drive, auto
arm
return
servo
motor
TP 1020 direct drive,
auto arm return
TP 1100 direct drive auto
arm return
STRATHEARN
STM4 direct drive with
fitted Ortofon Fl5E
SMA2 direct drive with
fitted Ortofon VMS
20E
THORENS
TD126 Mk. 2 C
lift
TD126 Mk. 2 BC
arm
TD145 Mk. 2 C
lift
TD160 Mk. 2 BC
arm
TD160 Mk. 2C
TD166 Mk. 2

auto •

-

59.90
74.90

-

89.90

-

114.90

--

69.90
159.90

281.25 219.90

less
auto

TRIO
KD 1033 belt drive
KD 2055 belt drive
KD 2070 direct drive
KD 500 less arm
KD 550

223.88 169.90
156.38 122.90

less

105.75 82.90
133.88 102.90
100.12 78.90
62.50 54.50
99.50 86.00
115.00 99.50
210.00 180.00
235.00 205.00

AIWA
AP 2200 direct drive
auto return inc. cartridge
124.95 109.90
AP 2500 direct drive
auto stop and lift
199.95 169.90
CONNOISSEUR
BD1 kit
BD2
BD103 belt drive

20.42
60.24
109.69

15.50
34.90
89.90

GARRARD
SP25 Mk. 5 belt drive
with Shure M75/6/SM
59.85
DD75 direct drive
133.31
GT20 belt- drive Shure
M75ED
92.13

38.50
79.90
83.90

ALL SPEAKERS
ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD
Acousta 1000
Acousta 2500
EX 300
ARMSTRONG
602 monitor

26.30
57.48
87.67

19.90
41.90
63.90

199.88 169.90

378
180

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order.
Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Speakers

-

continued

CELESTION
Hadleigh
Ditton II
Ditton 15 XR
Ditton 22
Ditton 25
Ditton 33
Ditton 44
Ditton 66
UL6
UL8
ULIO

Cartridges

60.28
92.82
148.76
185.62
329.02
240.84
284.62
494.50
146.76
180.94
268.34

GOODMANS
Achromat 100 Monitor .
Achromat 250 Monitor .
Achromat 400 Monitor
Mini 2
RB18
RB20
RB35
RB65
LEAK
3020
3030
3050
3080
'
MARANTZ
4G
5G
HD44
•HD55
HD66
HD88

35.90
64.90
94.90
129.90
229.90
169.90
194.90
289.90
124.90
154.90
229.90
79.90
124.90
164.90
54.90
54.90
68.90
98.90
124.90

75.00 63.90
113.00 95.90
122.00 99.90
219.00 185.90
311.00 264.90
644.00 547.90

TRIO
.LS202A
WHARFEDALE
Chevin
Denton 2XP
Linton 3XP
Glendale 3XP
Teesdale SP2
Dovedale SP2
Airedale SP
E50
E70

36.90
61.79
96.99
131.34

24.90
41.90
64.90
89.90

62.50

49.90

45.77
68.45
99.27
137.45
188.15
255.26
368.46
280.89
345.53

32.90
46.90
68.90
94.90
134.90
179.90
189.94
249.90
314.90

WHARFEDALE
Demon kit ' pair)
Linton 3kit ' pair)
Glendale 3XP kit pair) .

-39.15
60.71
82.44

9.90
13.90
29.90
19.94

24.64
35.78
52.31
73.91

8.90
6.90
13.90
15.90
14.90
21.90
21.94
51.90

STANTON
500A
500 BE
680 EE
681 BEE

18.68
26.16
38.64
59.96

13.90
19.90
29.90
49.90

14.85
23.29

HEADPHONES
AKAI
ASE7

15.00

9.90

AMSTRAD
HPS 6A

14.57

10.90

19.90

PIONEER
SE205
SE305

12.69
19.82

10.90
16.90

SOLAVO X
300/ 340

7.91

4.50

ADC
*Super XLM
ZLM Mk. 3
XLM Mk. 3
VLM Mk. 3
QLM34 Mk. 3
QLM36 Mk. 3
GOLDRING
G800
G800E
G800 Super E
G900 Super E

10.62
19.63
39.08
57.27
64.02

7.50
13.75
25.50
36.90
41.90

54.70
103.50
66.32
45.39
19.13
31.28

24.94
69.90
39.90
29.90
11.50
19.90

8.44
14.06
19.69
47.25

4.90
7.50
10.90
24.90

79.90
87.90

GOODMANS
SCD110 Do:by

188.13 134.90

MARANTZ
5010 Dolby
5025 Dolby
5420 Dolby

192.00 139.90
276.00 199.90
268.00 189.90
89.90

SANYO
RD5050 Dolby
RD5055 Dolby
RD5150 Dolby
RD5300 Dolby
RD5600 Dolby timer

77.90
109.90
121.90
143.90
153.90
193.90
239.90
344.90

-

99.90
102.90
114.90
129.90
194.90

149.50
199.95
220.00
250.00
280.00

129.50
155.00
185.00
220.00
245.00

HI-FI TAPE
RECORDERS

Carbon

fibre

111.38

64.90

19.82

15.50

SME
3009 Ser II fixed head
shell
67.16
3009 Ser III
128.08
CAI Carry arm
18.56
S2 head shell
5.40
FD200 Damper
22.28

44.90
99.90
15.50
4.25
18.90

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS

AKAI
4000 DS Mk. II
4000 DB Dolby
GX215D
GX650D
PHILIPS
N4504 4- track DNL
N4506 4- track DNL
PIONEER
RT707 auto reverse'

234.35
302.40
403.30
935.90

164.90
214.90
284.90
659.90

-

174.90
269.90

481.02 347.90

HI-FI FURNITURE
Schreiber self-assembly
Hi-Fi housing units

AIWA
AD1250
AD6300
AD6400
AD6550
AD6800

Dolby
Dolby
Dolby
Dolby
Dolby

165.25
178.94
231.85
271.76
396.00

139.90
149.90
199.90
239.90
349.90

MICROPHONES

9.55

6.90

16.68

12.90

14.79

11.90

SCOTCH HIGH ENERGY
C60
1.66
C90
2.01
C90 twin pack
4.02
C90 triple pack
6.12

0.90
1.10
1.95
2.75

SCOTCH
High Energy C90 five
pack with free head
cleaner

mie

impe-

122.90

LEAK
3007 Dolby

TRIO
KX 520 Dolby
KX 620 Dolby
KX 720 Dolby
KX 920 Dolby
KX 1030 Drdby 3heads

21.90

EAGLE
UD5OHL
dual
dance HiLow

261.13 149.94

24.25

29.02

49.90

SANSU1
5C3000/ 3003 Dolby

24.90

29.90

AMSTRAD
DM701
stereo
pack

138.97 98.90
220.28 157.90

34.98

45.40

AKAI
ADM20

157.44
193.44

continued

AMSTRAD
SR 301

64.90
78.90

64.95

-

AKAI
RV 100 Rack

111.04
116.38

ROTEL
RD1OF Dolby
RD3OF Dolby

MARANTZ
SD5

CONNOISSEUR
SAU2

AUDIO
Technica AT1 IEl> .
Technica AT13EA
"Technica AT14Sa
.Technica AT15Sa
•Technica AT2OSLa

GARRARD
GC300 Dolby
GC350 Dolby

Hi-Fi Furniture

239.90
239.94
449.90
379.94

16.50
15.50
18.90
23.50

49.94

All cartridges marked * are suitable for
CD4 and normal stereo records.

FERGUSON
3279

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

340.25
387.60
639.10
564.05

154.22
162.40
242.56
263.10
317.03
374.13
484.36

34.90
14.90
24.90
14.50

LEAK
3000

ADC
LMF1
arm

AMSTRAD
7050 Dolby
7060 Dolby

127.60 89.90
149.35 104.50
207.90 134.90
264.60 186.90

--

PICK- UPARNIS
AND HEADS
28.90
43.90
59.90

auto

cont.

-

PIONEER
CT 5151 Dolby
CTF 4040 Dolby
CTF 6060 Dolby
CTF 7070 Dolby
CTF 8080 Dolby
CTF 9191 Dolby
CTF 1000 3 head Dolby

18.50

volume

AKAI
CS34D Dolby
CS702D Dolby
CS707D Dolby
GXC709D Dolby
GXC730D Dolby
reverse
GXC740D Dolby
GXC570D Dolby
GXC760D Dolby

PHILIPS
N2511 Dolby DNL .
N2415 recoi der inc. two
loudspeakers
batt/
mains

GOODMANS
OHP10
KOSS
Technician 2
HV2
PRO-4AA
K6
K6/LC ( with
control) K125
K135
K145

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Hi -Fi Cassette Tape Rec.

continued

SHURE
N155E
M75, 6S
M75EJ
M75ED
M95EJ
M95ED
.M24H
V15- Mk. 3

SPEAKER KITS
GOODMANS
Mezzo twin kit ( pair)

-

PHILIPS
GP400 Mk. II
GP401 Mk. II
GP412
GP422

139.91 92.90
185.11 129.90
262.62 177.90
401.22 259.90

PHILIPS
RH544 ( MFB) 60 watts. 259.90
PIONEER
CS313A
78.37 54.90
SOLAVO X
TK15
PR25 2way
PR30 3way
PR40 3way

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

C.

Wood Finish
14/622
72.20
14/617
62.25
14/618
62.25
14620
41.30
14 619
37.75

49.90
44.90
44.90
29.90
27.90

10.31

5.75

SCOTCH Low noise 8-track
Cartridge
90 mins
2.63

1.55

SCOTCH HI-FI Dynarange
Spooled Tape
51 - LP 1200
5.75
7" LP 1800
7.56

3.60
4.80

TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D60
0.60
D90
0.85
D120
1.20
TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
0.99
AD C90
1.30
AD C120 ..... ..
1.90
TDK SUPER AVILYN CASSETTES
SA C60
1.30
SA C90
1.75
TDK AUDUA SPOOL TAPE
L1800
L3600 on metal NAB
reel
MA XELL
SLN C60
SLN C90
SLN C120
UD C60
UD C90
UD C120
UDXL1 C60
UDXL IC90
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90
UD 35 90 ( 7" 1800')
UD 50 120
(101" 2500')
UD 35 180
(101" 3600')

1.28
1.67
2.13
2.36
2.68
3.65
2.81
3.60
3.09
3.94
7.29

3.75
9.95
0.65
0.85
1.10
1.25
1.40
1.90
1.49
1.89
1.65
2.10
3.90

16.83

8.90

17.10

9.25

MEMOREX MR X02 Cassettes
C60
1.58
C90
2.18
C120
2.98

0.80
1.15
1.55

MEMOREX Chrome
C60
C90

1.15
1.60

2.16
3.09

PLEASE NOTE
There are no longer Recommended
Retail Prices on some brands of Hi-Fi
equipment, consequently some Recommended
Prices
shown
are
prices
recommended prior to the end of
September 1976. These are left for your
information to assist you in evaluating
your purchase.
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SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £200
FERGUSON
3477
tuner
amplifier
2 x 17 watts RMS pre-set tuning, plus
•McDonald BDS 95 belt drive turntable
fitted base/cover and ADC magnetic
cartridge with two Solavox TK15
loudspeakers.
106.70
AMSTRAD 1C2000 amplifier 2 x 25
watts RMS with Garrard SP25 Mk. 5
belt drive turntable fitted with base/
cover and Shure M75/6 magnetic
cartridge plus two Amstrad 2500
loudspeakers.
177.69 120.30
SANYO DCA200 amplifier 2 x 15
watts RMS with McDonald BDS 95
belt drive turntable, base/cover and ADC
magnetic cartridge plus two Goodmans
R818 loudspeakers.
149.70
PIONEER SA 5500 Mk. II amplifier
2 x 15 watts RMS plus Pioneer
PL112D belt drive turntable, base,
cover and Audio Technica AT13EA
magnetic cartridge plus two Wharfedale
Denton 2XP loudspeakers.
258.02 180.49
SANYO JCX 2100 tuner amplifier
2 x 15 watts RMS with a Garrard
SP25 Mk. 5 belt drive turntable fitted
base/cover and Shure M75/6 magnetic
cartridge, plus 2 Wharfedale Denton
loudspeakers.
185.30
AMSTRAD EX330 amplifier 2 x 35
watts RMS with Rotel RP1300 belt
drive turntable, base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
plus two Amstrad EX300 loudspeakers.
271.54 189.45
SANSUI AU2900 amplifier 2 x 17
watts RMS with Garrard GT20 belt
drive turntable, base/cover and Shure
M75ED magnetic cartridge plus two
Wharfedale Linton 3XP 3- way loudspeakers.
291.41 192.70
TRIO KA1500 amplifier 2 x 25 watts
RMS with Trio KD1033 belt drive
turntable base/cover and magnetic
cartridge with two Wharfedale Linton
3XP loudspeakers.
251.72 193.35
AXAI AA1010 tuner amplifier 2 x 14
watts RMS with Rotel RP1300 belt
drive turntable, base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
plus two Solavox PR25 loudspeakers.
328.15 195.49

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £250
SANSUI 331 tuner amplifier 2 -• 15
watts RMS with Garrard GT20 belt
drive turntable, base/cover and Shure
M75ED magnetic cartridge plus two
Solavox PR30 loudspeakers.
344.88 216.70
AMSTRAD 5050 tuner amplifier 2
25
watts RMS with Rotel RP1300 belt
drive turntable base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
plus two Amstrad EX300 loudspeakers.
315.95 221.45
MARANTZ 1030 amplifier 2 x. 15
watts RMS with Marantz 6100 belt
drive turntable, base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
plus two Marantz 4G loudspeakers.
307.63 236.45

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £250

tie
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AKAI AA1020 tuner amplifier 2 • 20
watts RMS with Rotel RP 1300 belt
drive turntable, base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
plus two Wharfedale Linton 3XP loudspeakers.
393.98 262.49
PIONEER SA6500 Mk. II amplifier
2 •
30 watts RMS with Pioneer
PL112D belt drive turntable, base/cover
and Audio Technica AT13EA magnetic
cartridge, plus two Wharfedale Glendale
3XP 3- way loudspeakers.
379.20 266.49
SANYO JCX 2300K tuner amplifier
2
30 watts RMS plus Sanyo TP626
belt drive turntable, base/cover and
Audio Technica AT11E magnetic cartridge with two
Goodmans
R820
loudspeakers. 276.20
MARANTZ 2215 tuner amplifier 2 x 15
watts RMS plus Marantz 6100 belt
drive turntable, base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
with two Marantz 4G loudspeakers.
371.13 281.45
PIONEER SX550 tuner amplifier 2
20
watts RMS with Pioneer PL112D belt
drive turntable, base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
plus two Wharfedale Linton 3XP 3 way
loudspeakers.
395.30 282.49
ALBA UA900 amplifier 2 • 33 watts
With three names like this blended together, our system of the month
RMS with Garrard 0075 direct drive
is superb by any standards. At our discount price it's also the best
turntable, base/cover and Audio Techvalue-for-money buy around!
nica AT13EA magnetic cartridge plus
two Celestion Ditton 22 loudspeakers.
PIONEER SA- 9900 STEREO AMPLIFIER
303.45
ARMSTRONG 621 amplifier 2 :< 40
First, our experts chose the magnificent 110 watts RMS per channel
watts RMS with Strathearn STM4 direct
SA-9900 - an amp with a performance that puts it at the top of its
drive turntable, base/cover and Ortofon
class. Amongst a host of advanced Hi -Fi features are: twin tone
F15E magnetic cartridge plus two
controls, attenuator, low and high filters, automatic protection
Celestion Ditton 22 loudspeakers.
circuit, a full complement of input and output terminals (arranged at
307.70
the sides of the amp for easy access) and tape-to-tape dubbing. With a
SANYO DCA1001 amplifier 2 x 50
unit of this quality at the heart of the system, high fidelity takes on a
watts RMS with Sanyo TP1020 direct
drive turntable base/cover and Audio
new meaning.
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
PIONEER PL 510A DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE
plustwo Goodmans RB 65 loudspeakers.
338.45
AND ADC XLM Mk. 3 CARTRIDGE
ROTEL RX503 tuner amplifier 2 x 35
For the turntable we chose the handsomely- styled PL 510A, a directwatts RMS plus Rotel RP5300 direct'
drive unit with S-shaped tonearm, anti-skating device and a strobe
drive turntable, base/cover and Audio
light for precision speed adjustment. Wow and flutter reaches a
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
new low and signal-to-noise ratio touches a new high - thanks to a
with two Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
unique double-float mounting system inside the cabinet which
loudspeakers.
513.21 348.45
absorbs all external vibrations. Our choice of cartridge proved
AKÁI
AA1030 tuner amplifier 2 Y 30
equally inspired . . . an ADC XLM Mk. 3high compliance, induced
watts RMS with Rotel RP5300 direct
magnet cartridge that ensures peak performance from every record in
drive turntable, base/cover and Audio
your collection.
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
plus two Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
ARMSTRONG 602 3-WAY MONITOR LOUDSPEAKERS
loudspeakers.
509.44 348.49
Only the best speakers were good enough to match the performance of
PIONEER SX650 tuner amplifier 2
35
this super system. And our experts had no hesitation in choosing a
watts RMS with Pioneer PL112D belt
pair of Armstrong's new 602's . . . because these 3- way monitor units
drive turntable, base/cover and Audio
possess a musical performance that has to be heard to be believed.
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
This is a really outstanding Hi-Fi system, chosen by people who know
plus two Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
for people who want the very best. Call in and see it at Comet. You
3- way loudspeakers.
won't find a better system for the price anywhere.
505.37 357.49
TRIO KR4070 tuner amplifier 2 x 40
watts RMS with Trio KD1033 belt drive
Rec. Ret. Price £954.02
COMET PRICE £599.68
turntable, base/cover and Trio magnetic
cartridge plus two Wharfedale Teesdale
e

.

HIGH FIDELITY
LISTENING
ATA NEW LOW PRICE...

Pioneer, ADC, Armstrong...
our system of the month

loudspeakers.
ROTEL RX303 tuner amplifier 2 x 20
watts RMS plus Rotel RP1300 belt
drive turntable, base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
with two Wharfedale Linton 3XP loudspeakers.
342.01 236.47

PIONEER SX450 tuner amplifier 2
15
watts RMS plus Pioneer PL112D belt
drive turntable, base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
with two Wharfedale Linton 3XP loudspeakers.
357.33 246.49

465.65 374.40

LEAK 3900A amplifier 2 x 80 watts
RMS with Leak 3001 belt drive turntable base/cover and Stanton 680EE
magnetic cartridge plus two Armstrong
602 Monitor loudspeakers.
741.34 552.60
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The Complete)
Hi-Fi Service
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All branches are open daily to the public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
SCOTLAND
WAREHOUSES
DUNDEE
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
GLASGOW

West heencterson• Wynd. Dundee
1Newhaven Road. Edenburgh. E1-16 506
West Lodge Road. Blythswood Trading Estate. Renfrew
Kilmuir Road. Buhenshaw industrial Estate. Tannochsode. Uddingslon

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

0352 28101
031-554 4454
041 886 5731
Uddéngston 1315134

DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABERDEEN
DUNFERMLINE
EDINBURGH
FALKIRK
GLASGOW
KILMARNOCK
KIRKCALDY
PERTH

Conatulan Street Aberdeen
12114 Chalrners Street, Dunlermlone
118 Dally Road, West Haymarket Edanburgn
How9ate. Fella.
22 Byres Road. 501590v/
30 Grange Slre. Kolmarnock . .
27129 Hogh Slreel.Korkcaldy
35.39 George Sheet Penh

Tel:
Tel,
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel.
Tel
Tel

0224 29434
0383 35135/7
031.346 0191/2
0324 34247
041.3344687
0563 20126
059268405/6
0738 36316

Tel
Tel
Tel.
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel:
Tel.
Tel
Tel

051.647 7989
0482 46441
0632 892211
0532 40551
051.928 6688
061.6828016
0632 29896
0705 50606
0742 341721
061-477 2000
0642 612311
0942 34741

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
HULL
JARROW
LEEDS ..
LIVERPOOL
TMANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
ROCHDALE
SHEFFIELD
STOCKPORT
STOCKTON .. ...
WIGAN
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BARNSLEY
BARROW.1N.FuRNESS
FURKENHEAD
BLACKBURN
BOL TON
BRADFORD
BRIDLINGTON
BURNLEY
CARLISLE
CHESTER
DARLINGTON
OEWSBuRY
DONCASTER
ORIFFIELD
GOOLE
GRIMSBY
HALIFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORTH
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL .
KEIGHLEY .
LANCASTER
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
TMANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON .... ....
ROTHERHAM
.
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
'SOUTHPORT .....
t51 HELENS .
SUNDERLAND
WAKEFIELD .
YORK
MIDLANDS
..... OUSES
EURIAINGHAN .
BIRMINGHAM
LEICESTER
NORWICH ...
NOTTING. ht/IDERI3
WIL LENHALL

.

10.22 Hamilton Street. Birkenhead
Resew/or Road. Clough Road. Hun. HIJ6 700
5604 Eli/Coo Slreel. Jar., 5E32 3MT . ........
78 Ano/ley Road, L•edS. LS12 2E F
Set/on WOO, held Lane. L.Inerand L.verpool
Marlborough Mill. Poplar Street. Fasworth .
Say.. Row loll Northumberland Street,
Corner of 0.11 eIn Lane and ° teens...
Toe WI. 1Loney Road, Melon Budge
Lower 14.119ale. Stockport .....
Teesway. Portnek Lane Stockton. Cleveland
Wharf M.II. Pr.ncess Street. Wogs, WHO 4E2

Peel Street. Barnsley ...
Rawhnson Str•es. Berospon•Furne.
.
.
220 Neer Ch•ster Road. Lower Tr•ornere, Nr Rock Fol/y 13., ahead
49-51 Darren Street. Blackburn
63.79 Blackburn Road. Bolton
105.107 Mannmgrutrn L•ne Bradford .. .....
65 The Promenade, Bralington
313.40 Manchester Road. Burn.y
40.42 Cecol Street. [ whale
43.4551 Jam. Street. oil Black Darnond Street .
57 RuSsell Street. Dari/na/on
IIDar, Hat Dewsbury
I/ Markel Place Doncaster
30/30a ... het Place. DrIllalel
62/64 Pasture Road. Goole
Mg tnclona Sheet. Grunsoy.ON31 1ER
70 Horton Street. Hanle.
16 parliament S.M. Harrogate
101 New Road Strlw 00100110 Leeds LSI8400
12 attend Street Huddersfield . .
96.104 George Stmt, Hull
65 Low StreeL Keg..
9 George S.W. Lancaster/
52 Bold Street. Liverpool, LI4E4
17A Cnestergate. alacclesteeld . .
Oeansgale House 274 D ...... te. Manchester
Kw. Save Centre. Past Tosco Hyper- Market. Faah.11s Road rlarn.
Manchester
320.326 Palatme Road, Nortnenden. Manchester
5.11090e. Pontnract
37 Church Shen. Prenon
Canklow Road. Romerharn
86 9 'Fora Place Scarborough
15611/90 Street. Scunthorpe. (MI5 6EN
',ea Save Centre. Fn. Road. Southport
1.(w.h Save Centre Boundary Road. St Helens
4.7 St Thomas Streret. Sunderland. SR1 IHR
14 , 6 Marygale. Wakefield
55 P,ccaddly York. 001 1PL

Heerey Road S•Ily 061,13.rmmgram. B29 6EY
fiat,. SrePteng Centro. 1570.1572 Coventry Road. Yardley
Syston Sorrel. 'Apses.,
Roundtree Way. klOrroCh, SRI 850 . . .....
121 Town Street SandraCre. Nothngharn
Warsall Road Waenhall

.

,

Tel. 0226 833513
Tel. 0229 31520/31595
Tel 05 1.947 4427
Tel 0254 57813
Tel 0204 387153/5
Tel 0274 35353
Tel 0262 72050
tel. 0282 35214
Tel 0228 38441/2
Tel 0244 313724
Tel 0325 57381
Tel 0924 461203
Tel 0302 69520
Tel 0377 43277
Tel. 0405 3449
Tel 0472 59623
Tel 0422 59434
Tel 0423 67312
Tel 0532 588679
Tel 0484 40281
Tel. 048220681
Tel. 053567021
Tel 0524 82904
Tel 051.708 7170
Tel 0625 610030
Tel 061.8341861
Tel 061.7756660
Tel 061.998 11133
Tel 0977 71/4249
Tel 0772 21909
Tel 0709 61901
Tel -0723 75537
Tel 0724 69615/6
Tel 0704 20523
Tel 0744 35118
Tel 0783 59993
Tel 0924 71496
Tel 0904 21654/5

Tel 02.72 6181
Tel 021-706 0664

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON.ON-TRENT
DUDLEY
.
GREAT YARMOUTH
HANLEY
KETTERING
LEAMINGTON SPA
.
LINCOLN
MANSFIELD .
NEWCASTLE UNDER LOUE
NORTHAMPTON
NUNEATON
.
SHREWSBURY .. .
TELFORD . .
WEST BROMWICH
WOLVERHAMPTON
WORCESTER

Bargale Shopping Centre. Burton-on- Trent
119 Wellongton Road. Dudley
137/138 Kong SP.,. Great Yarmouth
52 Town Road. Hanley. Stoke-on-Trent. ST 12.111
93.97 Montagu Street. Kettering
39 Bath Sheet, Leamington Spa
12-14 Clasketgate L. mean
57 Westgate, Mansfield
London Road/Brook Lane. Newcastle under Lyme
36 Gold Sheet, Northampton
96/100 0.en's Road, Nuneaton .
IBarker Street, Shrewsbury
8-10 Tan Bank. Wellington. Telford
121 HIgn Street West Bromwich
41 ExChange Street. Oueen's Square
4Wylds Lane, Worcester

Vol 0283 45751/2
Tel 0384 214511
Tel 0493 56828/9
Tel 0782 264495
Tel 0516 875191/2
Tel. 0926 39417
Tel 0522 37437/8
Tel 0623 35112
Tel. 0782 626435
Tel 0604 22151/2
Tel 0682 387023
Tel 0743 57629
Tel 0952 47261/2
Tel -021.553 1157/8
Tel 0902 21113/4
Tel. 0905 356805

LONDON
WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM
HACKBRIDGE Mr Croydon).
HAYES lbladleSeal
NEASDEN
POTTERS BAR

Remnant Road South. Dagenham. RM10 8ST
190 London Road. Hachbridge, Wallington, Surrey
SrIverdale 0090. Pump Lane. Hayes
Th• Old Book Centre Burldong, North Cucuta, Road. Neasden
Statan Close. Dark. lone. Potters Bar

Tel,
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLETHEATH
BROMLEY
..
CATFORD
KINGSTON•UPON.THAMES
PuTNEY .
TOTTENHAM

288.290 Broadway. Besleyheath
Tel. 01-301 1881
268.272 High Street. Bromley
Tel 01-464 0430
80182 Rushey Green. Called
Tel 01.890 8611/2
35-37 London Road. Krngeon-upon.Themes .
Tel 01.549 8799
278 Upper Rochmond Road. RUM.
Tel 01.785 989 t / 2
Tel. 01-801 6777
422 14.90 Road, Tottenham

SOUTH
WAREHOUSES
EASTLEIGH
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON

Chickenhall Lane. Eastlergh. SouMenplon
Ferry Honksey Road. Osney 00,114. Oxford
Monarch...use, 75.81 Caversham Road. ReaMng
Mardslone Road. Rochester
East Street Centre. East Stied. South•mplon

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

0703
0865
0734
0634
0703

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BASILDON
BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
BRIGHTON
CAMBRIDGE
FOLKESTONE ..
GUILDFORD
IPSWICH
LU TOS
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY ..
SOUTHEND ..
STEVENAGE . .
SWINDON .

High Road. %range. Pits.. El•sildon
18/20 St Peter's Street. Bedtord
210 Old Christchurch Road, Bournemouth
15 Stabon S.. Brighton
72174 Newmarket Road. Cambridge
26.30 Tontine Street. Folkestone
94 Woodbrodge Road. 501101010
St Margaret's Green'pswah
52.524 Well.ngton Street. Luton
...
84/90 Palmerston Road, Southsea. Portsmouth .
33 Cathenne Street. Sahsbory
811 821 LondOn Road. Westclell-on-See
14 Oueensway. Stevenage
73.75 Cnchlade Road. Svondon

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

0268 556299/556349
0234 46625/6
0202 293334/5
0273 692421/6
0223 312248
0303 5916617
0483 38003/4
0473 215596/7/8/9
0582 414965/419888
0705 24666/7/13
0722 24562/3
0702 715151
0438 66545/6
0793 41606/7

01-595 5111
01469 4321
01.573 1841
01 459 8877
0707 43491

614722
48232
599911
49171
36.4

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
Tel 0272 559841
BRISTOL
Ra/loo Noll Tradéng Enna, Bristol
NEWPORT
Measures Industroal Estate, Newpat. NP2 2XE
TM 0633 50431
Tel 0752 29501
PLYMOUTH ...
119 Mayflower SPPPI. PI1PPPNIP
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
BRISTOL . ,
CARDIFF , .
CHELTENHAM
EXETER
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
SWANSEA
TAUNTON
TORQUAY
WREXHAM

unit 2, Ham Gardens, Bath
161 St Thomas Street. Brostol
558 Cowbrodge Road East. Card'«
16.22 St Jam. Street, Cheltenham
Sornrnarlarld Street, Exeter
Morrow. House, Statan Road. Gloucester
65 St Owen Street. Hefelora
218 Hrgh Street.
,
45 St Jam« Street. Taunton •
UM Hemp Umon Street. Torquay
20-26 Brook Street. Wrexham

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

0225 64302/3
0272 293395/6
0222 566138/9
0242 25786
0392 76435
0452 411213
0432 59259
0792 41094
01323 86116/7
01303 211581/2
0970 57115

CHANNEL ISLANDS
Price. ar• a• Mate Operating én the U I( 105,005

Tel 0533 52236
Tel 0603 411631

but tmth a small. Island transporlahon charge oncluded
GUERNSEY .
Charrolene
St Peter Port Gueirmey

Tel 0E02 396116
Tel 0902 60411

JERSEY

9 Cornmercral Staffing, St Helm, Jersey

Tel 0481 27141
141.05.347eAl

Mooed all day Monday

ORDERING BY MAIL
Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable
to "COMET". If buying on ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD include your card
number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD"
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO:
LEEDS 78 Armley Road, LS12 2EF
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 30p; Bases and Covers £ 1.25;
Headphones £ 1; Pick-up Arms £ 1; Headshells 30p; Chassis Speakers £ 1.25;
Blank tapes - per order, irrespective of quantity: Spool tapes 50p;
Cassettes 30p.
Securicor Delivery All in stock items will be delivered by Securicor within
72 hours from receipt of order (Add £4.001for Securicor delivery). All
goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

ORDERING BY PHONE
For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery. Comet also offer an extra service for all ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD holders. Simply ' phone Leeds 0532 40551, ask for Credit
Mail Order, stating your card number with your order. You can leave the
rest to us!
CREDIT FACILITIES

on Comet Discount Prices
(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £60 can now be
purchased on Credit on Comet's discounted prices over 8, 12, 24 and 30
months. Send your requirements to the Mail Order Department ( address at
right) marked"Credit Mail Order" and we will send you by return of post
an application form and details of our repayment terms - all entirely
without obligation. , •

Order by Mail or Telephone
Leeds 0532 40551
using ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD.
All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to
press.
COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department,
78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all branches: no deposit
credit terms over 9 months, goods delivered on first month's payment in
advance.
1111111111111101111
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The firm for Speakers
HI- Fl
DRIVE
UNITS

SPEAKER
KITS

WILMSLO›
AUDIO

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS

KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS etc.
Audaz HDI2.9 D25.. £710
Audaz HD201325.14 £ 1015
Audaz HD IIP25EBC £6.95
Audaz HDI3 D34H
£ 12.50
Audaz HD20 B25H4 £ 14.65
Baker Superb
£22.50
Castle 8RS/DD
£ 11.95
Chartwell CE205 r bass,
matched pairs only, pair . • £59.00
Coles 4001 .. • • £5.90
Coles 3000 .. . •
cc
Celestion HFI300 II•. £ 710
Celestion HF2000
£9.75
Dalesford D20/105 e • . £ 10.95
Dalesford D30/110 5"• • £ 10.95
Dalesford D50/153
£11.95
Dalesford D50/200 8" . • £ 11.95
Dalesford D70/250 le • • £24.95
Dalesford DI00/310 Ir
£34.95
Decca London• • £ 37.25
Decca C0/1000/8 .. • • £7.95
Decca DK30 . • £24.50
EMI I4A/770 14" X . • £ 12•50
EMI 8" x 5" clic 10 watt . • £3•95
EMI Type 350 4ohm• . £ 9.25
Goodmans Axent 100 •. £8.50
Isophon KKI0/8 .. • •
cc
Isophon KK8/8 . • £710
Jordan Watts Module • • £ 17•95
Jordan 50 mm unit .. • . £2210
Jordan CB Crossover • • £22-50
KEF T27.
•
£ 8.50
KEF T15
..•.
£ 10-75
KEF B110 .. • • £ 1015
KEF B200 .. • . £ 1115
KEF B139 .. • . £2415
KEF DNI3 4.95
.• • . £
KEF DNI2 .• • £ 7.25
Lowther PM6•
•
£ 34.95
Lowther PM6 Mk 1 .. • • £45 90
•£
•
Lowther PM7
78.95
Peerless DTIOHFC .. • • [9.50
Peerless KO IODT
Len
Peerless K040MRF £ 10.50
Radford BD2511
£26.95
Radford MD9
£ 14.50
Radford MD6
£ 17.95
Radford FNI3/FN831 £ 19.95
Richard Allan CG8T
£eses
Richard Allan CG I
2T Super £ 19.50
Richard Allan HP8B
£ 13-50
Richard Allan LP8B .. £9.25
Richard Allan HPI28 £21.50
Richard Allan DT20
Richard Allan DT30
£6.95
Shackman Electrostatic cive
polar network and xio pair £9910
Tannoy HPD 295A
£83.00
Tannoy HPD 3I5A
£93.00
Tannoy HPD 385A
£ 110.00

6i- • .

••

3

SWIFT

.OF

WILMSLOW

The firm for Hi -Fi
5 Swan Street.
Wilmslow, Cheshire.
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PRICES PER PAIR - CARRIAGE £2.50

Baker Group 25

...

•

£ 13•00

KITS INCLUDE DRIVE UNITS, CROSS-

Baker Group 35

..•

•

£ 14•50

OVERS, BAF/LONG FIBRE WOOL. ETC.,

Dalesford System 1

..

£52.90

Baker Group 50/12•

•

£21.00

FOR PAIR OF SPEAKERS.

Dalesford System 2

..

£55.75

Dalesford System 3

..

£ 101•73

Dalesford System 4

..

£ 108.00

Dalesford System 5

..

£ 139.00

Baker Group 50/15£ 25•75
Celestion G I2M•

•

£ 12•95

Celestion G I2H•.
Celestion G 15C
Celestion G I
8C

•

.

£39•95
£4315

Celestion Powercell 157100 .. £46.95
Celestion Powercell 1
,
5"/ 125 .. £49•95
Celestion GI2/75 ( alum. dome).. £22.50
Celestion GI2/75 (d/cone)

new

Celestion G IM/SO (cambric edge) £ 16-95
Celestion G15/100 (alum. dome) £33.75
Celestion Ml-11000

£ 13.50

Fane Pop 33T
Fane Pop 50

£ 10•95

..

£ 12•50

Fane Pop 55

£ 16.95

Fane Pop 60

£ 19•95

Fane Pop 70

..

Fane Pop 100

..

£21•95
£3515

Fane Guitar 80L
£ 19•75
Fane Guitar 80B
..
£ 19•95
Fane
Fane
Fane
Fane
Fane
Fane
Fane
Fane
Fane
Fane
Fane

Disco 80
..
£21.50
PA80..
£ 19.50
Bass 85
..
£29•95
Crescendo I2A
£42•95
Crescendo 12E
£44•95
Crescendo 15/100 £54•95
Crescendo 15/125 £64•95
Crescendo 18
£7515
920 II Horn
..
£45•95
HPXI/HPX2
£2.50
PH50
£eso

Fane 144 horn

..

£6.50

Fane 1104 horn
..
£ 13.75
Fane 173 horn
..
£9.75
Goodmans SPA
£3.95
Goodmans 10P
..
£6.95
Goodmans I2P , .
meses
Goodmans
Goodmans
Goodmans
Goodmans

I2PD..
£ 18.95
I2PG..
£ 18-25
I8P
£39.95
50HX
£ 1e9s

Motorola Piezo Horn
Richard Allan HD8T

£810
£ 12.95

Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard

£ 13.25
men
£29•95
£30.50

Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan

HD IOT
HD I2T
HDI5
HDI5T

£3•50.

nests

£2715

Celestion Powercell 12/I00

CARRIAGE

PRACTICAL HI- F1 & AUDIO
PRO9-TL ( Rogers) ..

[118.00

Dalesford System 6 ..
Eagle SK2I0 • .

£93.00
£ 13.90

Felt panels for PRO9-TL £510+
£1.50 p & p

Eagle SK2I5

•

•

HI- F1
ANSWERS
(Rogers)

Eagle SK320

•

•

Eagle SK325

£59.00

Eagle SK335

£70-90

MONITOR

HI- F1 NEWS STATE OF
ART (Atkinson) ..

£129 00

THE
£161.00

HI-F1 NEWS NO COMPROMISE
(Frisby) .. . • • •

£126.00

POPULAR HI-F1 MINI MONITOR
(Colloms)

£63.00

PRACTICAL HI- F1 &
BSC3 ( Rogers)

AUDIO
£60.00

PRACTICAL HI-F1 & AUDIO
MONITOR ( Giles) ..

£119.00

Goodmans DIN 20

£23-50
£3310

..

£31.50

Goodmans Mezzo Twinkit £51-95
Lowther PM6 kit .. . • £91-75
Lowther PM6 Mk 1kit . • £96.50
Peerless 1060

....

Peerless 1070

..•.

£ 61.50
£ 109-90

Peerless 1120

..•

Peerless 2050

..•

•
•

£ 12310
£4315

Peerless 2060

...

•

ceso

Radford Studio 90 .. . • £ 154.00

PRACTICAL HI-F1 & AUDIO
TRIANGLE ( Giles) ..

£7610

Radford monitor 180•

HI- F1 NEWS TABOR ( Jones) ..

£57.75

Radford Studio 270 .. • . £275.00

HI-F1 NEWS TABOR ( with H4
bass units) ..

£65.00

WIRELESS
WORLD
SHELF ( Wilkinson)

£56 50

WIRELESS
(Bailey)

BOOK-

WORLD

WIRELESS WORLD
RADFORD ( Bailey)

T. L./KEF
••
T.L.
•

£112 00
£154 00

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF ANY OF
THE ABOVE DESIGNS.

Richard Allan Twin .. • • £29.90
Richard Allan Triple 8 . • £45.50
Richard Allan Triple 12 .. £55•90
Richard Allan Super Triple £6510
Richard Allan RA8

..

£42.75

Richard Allan RA82..

£67.75

Richard Allan RA82L

£73-50

Seas Mini
Seas 203
Seas 303

..

Carriage and
Insurance
TWEETERS/CROSSOVERS 40p each
SPEAKERS UP TO Kr
75p each
SPEAKERS 12' .. £ 1.25 each
SPEAKERS IS'
£2.00 each
SPEAKERS 18" .. £215 each
SPEAKER KITS .. £2.50 pair
MAG. DESIGN KITS £3.50 pair

Telephone: Speakers, Mail Order and Export:
Wilmslow 29599 Hi Fi: Wilmslow 26213
Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

£ 1710
£3510

Seas 302

£4310
..

Seas 503

Send 15p stamp for free 38 page
catalogue "Choosing aSpeaker

£ 208.00

Radford Studio 360 .. • . £390.00

SEND 3X 7p STAMPS FOR REPRINTS/

All prices correct at 1/1/78

•

£73-90

£ 111.90

Wharfedale Denton 2XP

£2615

Wharfedale Linton 3XP

£4115

Wharfedale Glendale 3XP

ceses

Everything in stock for the
SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR!
BAF, LONG FIBRE WOOL
FOAM, CROSSOVERS
FELT PANELS, COMPONENTS
ETC.
LARGE SELECTION OF
GRILLE FABRICS
(Send 15p in stamps for fabric
samples)

WILMSLOW
p
r
ejT,o
The

firm for Speakers

Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.
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GRATISPOOL
FOR TECHNICS
For awell matched system in both looks and performance,
the Technics high fidelity components shown here enable any
programme source to be enjoyed to the full.
The power in the system, 35 Watts per channel, is
provided by the SU 7100 Stereo Amplifier.
The companion ST 7300 Tuner provides fine reception of
stereo FM and AM broadcasts.
The RS 615 is aconvenient front loading stereo cassette
deck for both recording and playback.
The SL 22 Auto- return belt-drive turntable with the
EPC 270 C-11 magnetic cartridge gives high quality sound
reproduction. All the above are housed in the HS 2(X) vertical
style cabinet which is finished in teak veneer.
The SB 4500 speaker system provides the famous linear
phase sound with fine wave
form fidelity. Ire
ChniCS

Obtainable from the following 4stores only:
Birmingham, Bristol, Leicester and Kingston-on-Thames.
185

SONY • JVC • SME • AIWA • AKG • CASTLE • AR • HAL • REM • KOSS • JR • MONITOR • KEF • NAKAMICHI • TH • ORT(

WHARFEDALE • YAMAHA • FUJI

•

SPEAKERS
MA7 Mk Il ' Teak
MAS MES (( Teak
MA4 ( leak
MA3 ( Teak
AM PLIFIE RS
TA I1
1813
181630
TA2650
1436511
TUNERS
STIll
SI 13
ST295C
513950
TUNER ,AMPS
5111111
STR38601.
STR4800
STR5800
ST66800S0
RECORD DECKS
PSI 450
PS I
PS22
PSX4
PSX6
PSI]
AUDIO SYSTEMS
Flip
EX2K
HMK55
HMK17
SPEAKERS
SS1030
SSI050
SS2030
SS2050
SS2070
SSG3
ELCASET
ELI
EL /
CASSETTE RADIOS
CF 1601
C12701.
CF270DY
CF37(11.
CF4701
CF5605
CF570L
CF580
CF900
CF9505
TELEVISION
TVIIOUK
061340 UB
K11820 LIEt
1 7,7090139
1000 013

87.95
62.95
77.95
115.95
159.95
87.95
62.95
91.95
138.95
125.95
149.95
220.95
276.95
328.95
66.95
96.95
99.95
125.95
153.95
174.95
181.95
209.95
328.95
461.95
33.95
61.95
63.95
122.95
145.95
265.95
321 95
489.95
61.95
89.95
94.95
73.95
101.95
143.95
174.95
237.95
16/.95
174. 95
83.95
246,95
304.95
344.95
311.95

• MAXELL • TECHNICS
SI,

CASSETTE RECORDERS DECKS
11.6.,
TC65

63.95
34.95
39.95

TC150
94.95
IC207
57.95
TC11850
104.95
TC15850
1/4.95
TC 18650
114.95
TC204S0
153.96
TC206S0
1/4.95
1C22950
251.95
TC144CS
164.95
45180
237.95
OPEN REEL RECORDERS
TC377
188.95
TC645
293.95
RADIOS
1835511
6.95
TFM6111(11
14.95
ICF 5900W
87.95
CliF 5090 .
188.95
TFMC480
32.95
TFMC580
35.95
ICFC670
39.95
ICFC530L
58.95
ICFC800
58.95
HEADPHONES
OR9
0635
CIR45
MICROPHONES
ECM99A
ECM150
ECMI70
ECM220
ECM2S0
ECM270
ECM280
ACCESSORIES
MX8 Mixer
MX510 Miser
CAR STEREO
ICI 7
TC24LW
TC24FA
TC28
TC34

11.95
16.95
19.95
16.95
22.95
21.95
22 95
17.95
27 95
37.95
34.95
90.95
59.95
63.95
67.95
93.95
112.95.

Videotone
SPEAKERS
Millonlas
Saphlf I

49 95
59 95

AMPLIFIERS
SU/I00
5(17300
607700
508080
508600
TUNERS
17300
318080
419600
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
445070
;A5170
445210
345310 .
RECORD DECKS
21.20
5E2000
01.1900
01.17011
01.150
SL 1500 Mk 11
SPEAKERS
0830
0690
13202
0E15000
CASSETTE RECORDERS
RS615
RS630 .......... . .
RS646
RS671
PS678
ACCESSORIES
P863 (Iii
Suerte Headphones
RP3200E
StereoMicropho,
RP9646 Case ter RS646

104 95
134 95
169.95
269 95
319 95
119.95
199 95
31995
129 95
164.95
219 95
269 95
62 95
99 95
124.95
154 95
129.95
239.95

AMPLIFIE RS
JAS 1
JAS 11
,1S31
TUNERS
IVIII
TUNER AMPS
HS5i,
AiS101
J11521.1u t.'•
J853111.1Mk II
RECOR
120 D DECKS
4

PUA

1
,
1
1F
A5
40
0
CASSETTE RECORDER DE CKS
-5
,
010
3
25
C0163!,

11

43 95
14.95

SHARP

SONY • JVC • SME • AIWA • AKG

POA

43 95

Please Note Technrcs equipment
us only available in the following
branches at present.
Bormingham. Bristol. Le
Kingston on Thames.

AUDIO SYSTEMS
56315/CP315
56400/CP400

ACCESSORIES
(610 Hi Fi System Siand
101 111.Fr System Stand
11150
Fi Syslem Stand
TELEVISION
30401.0( 5" 8h W TV
3050 UK 3"
8h W TV/Radio
3060 LIK 3"
01, W IR/Radio/Caso

17795
259 95

8 75
10 75
13 50
15 50
20 95
53 95

CARTRIDGE STYLUS
955E
N756
N75EJ
N75E0
N95E0
0935E

1.25
675
8.95
12 95
17 25
19 95

JR
SPEAKERS
SRI 49

CASSETTE
AS 11 RADIOS
6
11 C
C872
178

53.95
99.95
159.95
229.95
:DECKS
129.95
157.95
209.95
239.95
299.95

CARTRIDGES
MISSI
Mi50
M / 5E3
M75E0
M95ED
VI5Mkiii

AIWA
AUDIO SYSTE MS
415050
329.95
AF5090 ..
382.95
CASSETTE TUNER/AMP
AF 3060A
248.95
CASSETTE RECORDERS/DECKS
ADI 250
142.95
806300
156.95
806400
202.95
A06550
237.95
CASSETTE RADIO
TPR910
134.95
TPR920
167.95
1211940
182 95

129.95

TRIO
AMPLIHERS
KA151.10
69.95
603 500
108.95
TUNERS
K15300...
89 95
TR200
K
UNER/AMPS
6
108 95
KR4070.
I84 95
RECORD DECKS
K01033 ont cartridge
53 95
1102010
98 95
CASSETTERECORDERS GECKO
95
7 KS
KU..

CARTRIDGES
Pit
P8E
P8 ES
CARTRIDGE STYLUS
07E
08E
ORS'

or
Of
or
or

Wal)
Wall
Wal.)
Wal )

AMPLIFIERS
9410 Pre Amp
9420 Power Arno

N610 Pre Amp
PUA
9620 Power Amp
TUNERS
N630 FM Tuner/Pre Arop
CASSETTE RECORDERS OF CKS
01600
HEADPHONES
HP100.
MICROPHONES
CM300 sI
CM300 s3
CMI000
CARTRIDGES
MCI 000
ACCESSORIES
RM6 10 Remote Conriti
POA
Demagnetizer
Remole Controol
Case lot 550
Case for 350
MCB100 Booster
FG100 Balance
TRI 17 Battery
Battery for 350
CP4 Microphone Accessory
Equipment Rack
Timer

TEAC
OPEN REEL RECORDE RS
4330000 2Track
4.1340S
ACCESSORIES
Model 2Miser

PUA

23.95
48.95
53.95
12.95
28.95
32.95

SPEAKERS
0817,
AR1 '
AR]

}PUA

CASTLE • AR • [MAL • BEtW • KOSS • JR • MONITOR • KEF • NA

GRATISPOOL

WON • SHARP • TRIO • TEAC • VIDEOTONE • MAXELL • TECHNICS

;MARTINEAU WAY 8IFMINCHAM 13? 4UN TEL

( Open 6days)

GRATISPOOL
•H LANDS LANE LEEOS LOI KIR TEI

GRATISPOOL
2KING ST MAIDENHEAD TEL 0628 25483 ( Closed Thursday'

GRATISPOOL
IN SICILIRIA ST READING •

GRATISPOOL

SONY

,S Ill Ir1..

GRATISPOOL

-e e orTly
r.y•D r • • • t

•lot 6,0,(FA11,11“

SPEAKERS

IPUA

ORTOFON
YAMAHA
89
142
266
355
443

95
95
95
95
95

85
119
168
203

95
95
95
95

230.95
301.95
381.95
486.95
177.95
114.95
119.95
30.95
26.95
17.95

B&W
SPEAKERS
0M4 Teak/ Walnut
0115 Teak/Walnut
DM7 Teak/Walnut

9.95
13.95
23.95

Wharfedale
30,95
'SP Teak
46 95
Lam.. .1%P Teak
67 95
Glen jale 3XP Teak
93 95
Teesdale SP2 Teak
127 95
ElovedaleSP2 Mk II
174 95
Chesim XP Walnut
32 95
Denton 2XP Walnut
49 95
(Arlan 3XP Walnut
71 95
Glendale 3XF Walnut
99 95
Teesdale SP2 Walnut
131 95
DovedaleSP2MkIt Walnut 177 95
ESO Walnut
249 95
170 Walnut
309 95

POA

SPEAKERS
Rdsmond Teak
Richmond Walnut .....
Kendal Teak
Kesdal Walnut

77
79
107
III

95
95
95
95

DUAL
17.95
21.95
27.95

RECORD DECKS
CS502 Walnut
C5510 Walnul
C5704 Walnut

INSTANT

CREDIT SALES
TO PERSONAL CALLERS

CASSETTES
CASSETTE

SRI AKERS

CASTLE

KOSS
HEADPHONES
K125
6135
KT45

14.95
21.95
32.95

POA

sloe .

FUJI
Fo C60
FXC90
FO C80

1.05
1.31
1.46

MAXELL
0111XLI C60
UDXL IC90
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90
SONY
C60 low Noise
C90 law Norse
C120 Low Norse
HF CEO
HE C90
HE C120
FeCR C60
FeCR C90
C60 ' Usti Low Norse
C60 Elcaset Fe CR
SL117-550BL
T.O.K.
D60
090
0120
SA60
SA90
AD60
3090
ADI20

P,, S Per 10
439
5.98
6.65

9.10
11.35
12.60

1.50
1.93
165
2.11

7.20
9.25
789
10.12

13 78
17.70
15.09
19.36

062
0.85
1.16
0.87
104
132
1.45
2.02
400
5.45
3.70

295
408
556
. 417
500
6.35
6.95
9.69
19.00
25.89
17.57

565
782
10.64
7.98
9.56
12 14
13 30
18 54
36.00
49.05
33.30

0.62
0.85
1.15
1.16
1.58
0.85
1.15
1.65

3.00
4.10
551
5.59
7.58
4.04
5.46
784

570
7.84
10 51
10 07
14 49
7.65
10.35
14 85

REG No 343857

KAMICHI • TDK • ORTOFON • SHARP • TRIO • TEAC • VIOEOTONE

GRATISPOOL
• 1...1'UN THAMES TEL 01 646 6(96 ( Closed Wednesday)

iCHUnt

GRATISPOOL
1Ht ".*

I(rursday)

LEICESTER TEL

GRATISPOOL
94 91, SOUTH BRIDGE EDINBURGH TEL031-225 9250 NOW OPEN!
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ORDER
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DEOTONE • WHARFEDALE • YAMAHA • FUJI

AMPLIFIERS
CA 410
CA 1.10
CA 1.10
CA ' 010
CA 010
TUNERS
CT. 00
CT • 410
C1. 1110
CT- ' 0' 0
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
CR 620
CR 320
CR 1020
CR 2020
CR • 420
CR 200E
Plus Free Headphones
CASSETTE DECKS
TC-51IS
HEADPHONES
HP I.
HP 2
HP -3

CARTRIDGES
FFI5E Mk II
F15fMk11 . .........
VMS20E Mk II ...
CARTRIDGE STYLUS
14115E
1
/1511 ......
:12[1(

H1AUVHS-NOAOIHO

.)101

KEF

BSI ( JI TEL U. ..

Ann_
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UNITED KINGDOM MAINLAND ONLY
Please Supply

IEnclose

Full cash price inc Carr,

Pkg

Ins

Iwish to pay by Access/Barclaycard and authorise you to debit
my account with the amount shown above

No

I

I1 11

Name
Address

s,gnature
CARR. PKG. rS. INS.
Cassette Packs/Sure Cartridges
Portable Cass ilLadloiFI phones
Amps/Tuners/Cass Decks
rl ' esiMusr0 Systems 8. Speakers

. 30
150
2 00

3 00

cmccia p 1711

HFN

3/2

• ma
187

Whenever you compare
our prices you tell us....
WE ALWAYS WIN
Contact us
now for
winning prices
on the following:

RECOMMENDED
RETAIL
\ PRICE
\ £74.95

111111111

I I 111110
e

The Technics SL-22 features newly developed F.G. Servo
Control in which a Frequency Generator provides an unvarying electronic reference signal against which the turntable's speed is compared and, whenever necessary, instantly
adjusted. The result is extremely constant, stable speed with
a wow Et flutter rating as low as 0.05% W.R.M.S. In
addition the SL-22 has automatic tonearm return function,
audio insulators that reduce acoustic feedback, plus many
more outstanding features.
PERSONAL

EXPORT

for

UK

visitors at Cash and Carry Tax Free
prices
DIRECT
EXPORT
for
goods
shipped overseas, fully insured, at
discount Tax Free prices. Write for
delivery quote

ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD
WELCOME.
CREDIT TERMS FOR
PERSONAL SHOPPERS.
ALL EQUIPMENT IS BRAND NEW, FULLY
GUARANTEED AND OFFERED WITH FULL
AFTER SALES SERVICE.

AIWA AF5050
AIWA AF5080
AIWA TPR920/940
AIWA AD6550
AIWA AD1250
AR AR17
AR AR18
JVC 3040U K
JVC 3050U K
JVC 3060 UK Mk11
JVC JRS50
JVC QL7
JVC RC828
JVC RC727
JVC RC717
NATIONAL SG3060L
NATIONAL SG3090L
NATIONAL SG2080L
NATIONAL TC333G
NATIONAL SU2400
NATIONAL TR565G
NATIONAL RF2200BE
NATIONAL RF4800LBE
NATIONAL RF110LBE
SHARP GF9090
SONY TC229
SONY CF560
SONY CF440
SONY TA1630
SONY ICF7800
SONY TC158SD
SONY CF950S
SONY PSX7
SONY HST89
SONY STR11L
SONY HMK55/77
SONY TC206SD
SONY PS11
TECHNICS SU7700
TECHNICS SU8080
TECHNICS SL1510 Mk!!
TECHNICS SA5370
TECHNICS SB202
TECHNICS RS686DS

IN

\

Extra

C.Vet«T

ap

PROMPT EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
Goods despatched within 24 hours of receipt
of order. (Subject to availability of stock).
Cheerful Refund If within 7days of purchase
any item is found to be faulty, we will
gladly refund the full purchase price or
replace the faulty item.

TELETAPE

Procescorrect

AGENTS FOR: Aiwa, ADC, AR. BASF.

B&O, Celestion, Dual, JR Loudspeakers
Model JR149, JVC, Koss, Maxell, National,
Nordmende, Ortofon, Quad,Revox,Roberts,
Saba, Scotch Video Crusades . Sharp , Shure,
Sony, Spendor, Stanton, Sugden, Tan noy,
Teac. Technics. TDK.

at time of going to press but subject tochange without notice

33 Edgware Road. W2.
Tel. 01-723 1942/2924`
Open 9a

84/88 Shaftesbury Ave.. WI.
Tel:01-437 1651.
m 5 30p m. Monday- Saturday

1111C1170 Mil PI

t

AIWA LOW PRICES
MAINTAINED
WHILE STOCKS LAST

Credit facilities
available on our discount prices

Superb quality and precision in Music Centres, Receivers and Dolby Cassette Decks
CASSETTE RECORDERS
Aiwa AD1250
Aiwa AD6300
Aiwa AD6400
Aiwa AD6500
Aiwa AD6550

••
•.
••
••
.•

.. £125 00

•.
.•
.•

Aiwa AD6800

£134.00

Aiwa AF3060

£220.00

£191.00

Aiwa AF3090

£335.00

£212.00

Aiwa AF5080

£329 00

£224.00

Aiwa AF5090

£36 00

£327.00

FREE INSURANCE
AD- 1250

SPECIAL OFFER
With every AIWA Cassette Deck
purchased before March 31, Herts
Hi -Fi will give you 10 top quality C90
cassettes ABSOLUTELY FREE!

STEREO SYSTEMS
AND PACKAGES

All AIWA Equipment purchased
from us is covered by a special
scheme. Ask to , details.

SPECIAL
PACKAGE

A F-5080

DEAL
Some EXTRA SPECIAL
PRICES being offered on

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Aiwa AX7400

systems comprising

£163.00

AIWA Receivers and
Music Centres.

Aiwa AX7500

..

£ 190 00

Aiwa AX7600

..

£217.00

TURNTABLE
PACKAGES
Aiwa AP2200 and Cartridge .. £103.00
Aiwa AP2500

£165.00

lupin Stem Sgstems
AIWA AX7500 SYSTEM

AIWA AF3090 SYSTEM

Aiwa AX7500 Receiver

Aiwa AF3090 Cassette
Tuner- Amplifier

Aiwa AP2200 Turntable with Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Teesdale SP2 Speakers

Aiwa AX7600 Receiver

Complete Music System

Aiwa AP2500 Turntable

Toshiba SA220L
Receiver

Special Offer £485.00

Ortofon VMS20E Mk 2
Cartridge

Toshiba SRA230 Turntable including
Cartridge

AIWA AX7400 SYSTEM

Aiwa AF5090 Music
Centre

TOSHIBA SA220
SYSTEM 2

Pair Mordaunt Short
Pageant Speakers

Special Offer £399.00

AIWA AF5090 MUSIC
CENTRE

AIWA AX7600 MUSIC
SYSTEM

Aiwa AX7400 Receiver
Aiwa AP2200 Turntable with Cartridge

Aiwa AD6550 Cassette
Deck
Pair KEF Reference
104AB Speakers
Special Offer £820.00

Aiwa AD1250 Cassette
Deck

Toshiba SS2200
Loudspeakers
Toshiba PC3100
Cassette Deck
Toshiba HR710 Stereo
Headphones
Toshiba SMA2 Stand

Pair Celestion Ditton
15XR Speakers

Pair Mordaunt Short
Pageant Speakers

2 Microphones

Special Offer £432.00

Special Offer £499.00

3 C60 Cassettes
1 Record
Special Offer £275.50

131 The Parade, High Street, Watford, WD1 1NA.
166 St. Albans Road, Watford, WD2 4AS.
Tel: Watford ( STD Code 0923, or London Area 92) 34644
EXPORT SALES- EXPORTATIONS- EXPORT YERKÂUFE- VIENTAS EXPORTADAS - EXPORTAZIONI

Open 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut:
1Wed. Cheques with £50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales, with
only one cheque per transaction.
Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD
accepted for normal prices.
P.O.A.-Price on application
Sp. off.-Special offer price for cash
P.P.T.B.A.-P & P to be advised
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 122%
All prices correct at time of preparation and
subject to alteration without notice. E&OE
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

•TAPE

RECORDERS ( P/P £ 3.50)
Akai 4000DB
..
£206.00
Akai 4000DS Mk 2 ..
El 59.00
Akai GX2I5D
E275•00
Philips N4504 . . . 085.00
Tandberg 1521. 1021X, 104i X, XD
P.O.A.
Revea A77 range from
£447-00

e

CASSETTE RECORDERS ( P/P £2.50)
(BWDolby B)
Aiwa AD 1250
£ 125-00
Aiwa AD6300
£ 134.00
Aiwa AD6400
£ 91.00
Aiwa AD6500
£ 12 00
Aiwa AD6550
£224 00
Aiwa AD6800
£327 00
Akai CS34D
£ 700
Akai CS702C
£ 02.00
Akai CS707D (Sp. off.) . • £ 142-00
Akai GXC310D (Sp. off.) • • £ 134 00
Akai GXC325D ( Sp. off.) . • £210.00
Akai GXC39D ( Sp. off.) • • £ 125 00
Akai GXC570D
£435 SO
Akai GXC725D
£ 06.00
Akai GXC730D
£232 00
Akai GXC740D
£264.00
Akai GXC760D ( Sp. off.) £312 00
Akai GXC709D
£ 80 00
Garrard GC300
£ 9.00
G
dGC350
£ 125 00
Goodmans SCDI 10..
£ 124.50
Harman Kardon HK2000
P.O.A.
Hitachi D220
£79 00
Hitachi D800
£ 190 00
Hitachi 0440 (Sp. off.) .. £ 103-00
Hitachi D550
£ 108 00
Hitachi D555 Auto Reverse £ 124 00
Hitachi D2310 (Sp. off.) ..
CS 00
Hitachi D2330 (Sp. off.) .. £7S 00
Hitachi 02360
..
£89.00
Hitachi D3500 (Sp. off.) .. £ 180.00
JVC KD2I, KD720B . .
P.O.A.
Leak 3007 ..
E137.90
Marantz 5020
£ 37 00
National Panasonic kS6001./i (Sp. o .) £ 000
National Technics RS6I2US £ 9.95
National Technics R5263 AUS
£99 00
Neal 102V, 103. AV Models and 30
P.O.A.
Philips N25Il (Sp. off.) .. £99.90
Pioneer CTF4040
£ 115 00
Pioneer CT5 15 I
..
£ 03 00
Pioneer CTFI000
£ 60 00
Pioneer CTF6060 (Sp. off.) £ 137 SO
Pioneer CTF7070 (Sp. off.) £ 149 50
Pioneer CTF8080 (Sp. off.) £ 187.00
Pioneer CTF9191 ( Sp. off.) £225 00
Pye 9154 DNL (Sp. off.) .. £51 50
Pye 9I48A DNL (Sp. off.) .. £94.50
Rotel RDIOF (Sp. off.) .. £ 100
Sansui SC2000 . . £ 14500
Sansui SC3000/3003 £ 1S2 00
Sharp RTI I
55H
..
£ 05.00
Tandberg TCD330 . ,
P.0.4.
Tandberg TCD3 10 Mk 2
P.0.4.
Toshiba PC3110
..
£67.00
Toshiba PC3030
..
£76 00
Toshiva PC3060
..
£ 125 00
Toshiba PC4020 ( Sp. off.) £ 100.00
Toshiba PC4030 . • £ 1000
Toshiba PC4360
..
£ 125.50
Toshiba PC5060
..
£ 52.50
Toshiba PC6030
..
£ 41.50

e

MICS., ACCESSORIES ( P/P [ 1.00)
Akai ADM20 (Sp. off.)
£6.50
Akai ADM40
Akai ADM80 • • ..
£10.25
Akai ACMI00 Electret Cardioid £24.50
Akai ACM50 Electret Cardioid £9.75
Beyer M818LM
E52.00
Neal 101 Resolver Mk 2 ....£ 1750
Sennheiser MD722I M and MZAI2 £. 90
AK G, Calrec and Beyer .. .. To order

e

KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS,
UNITS ( P/P on application)
Celestion HF1300 8- and 15-ohm
Celestion HF2000
Coles 400IG
Decca London Ribbon Tweeter
Falcon R50 Type Crossover
Goodmans Mezzo Twin Kit pair
KEFBIIOSP1003
KEF B139 SPI 044 . •
KEF 8200 SPI014
KEFDNI2SP1004

DRIVE
.. £8.00

c9.25

0.30
.. £ 4.00
.. £- 90
.. £53.00
01.25
E26-00
£ 12.50
0.60

••

111'•
KEF DNI3 SPI 106
ES 20
KEFDNI3SP1017 ..
ES 00
KEF DN22 pair ( I04AB Crossover) £ 400
KEF 727 SPI 032 ..
E8 75
Micro Seiki Shock Absorbers MSBI £7 50
Peerless DT I
OHC
.
0 00
Tannoy HPD295A ......£89 00
Tannoy HPD3I5A
E100 00
Tannoy HPD385A
119 50
Wharfedale Denton 2XP Kit ( Sp off.) £22 50
Wharfedale Glendale XP Kit pair.. £56 00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP Kit pair .. £41 00
Zerostat Pistol ..
SO

e

TUNERS ( P/P £2-50)
Aka, AT2200
Alpha FM007
Armstrong 623 ..
Armstrong 624
..
.
Cambridge Audio T55 Silver/Black
Eagle AA8 ( Sp. off.)
Harman Kardon T403
Harrison ST200
Hitachi FT300 ( Sp. off.) ..
JVCJTVIO,JTVI I
National Panasonic ST2300 ( Sp. off.)
Pioneer TX5500 Mk 2 ..
Pioneer TX6500 Mk 2 ..
Pioneer TX8500 Mk 2 ..
Pioneer TX9500 Mk 2 ..
Quad FM3 (for Personal Callers) ..
Rogers T75 (Series 2)
Rotel RT224 (Sp. off.)
Rotel RT324 ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RT425..
Rotel RT725..
Rotel RT925.. • •
Rotel RT724 (Sp. off.) • •
Rotel RT824 ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RT i
220 (Sp. off.) • •
Toshiba ST220 (Sp. off.)
Toshiba ST420

•

£85 00
£34 00
£122 00
£94 00
£125 00
ESO 00
P.O.A
P.O.A.
£69.95
P.O.A.
£59.00
£4.00
£106.50
£168 50
£229 00
£112 50
P0.A.
£9 00
£76 00
£76 00
£4 00
£162 00
£89 00
£138 00
MIS 00
£70 00
£25 50

STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P [2-50)
Akai AM2200
£85.00
Akai AM2400
£127-00
Akai AM2600
f174 00
Alba UA900 . . .. £80.00
Armstrong 621 Teak • .. £ 08 50
Cambridge Audio P80 Silver/Black £ 48.S0
Eagle AA4 (Sp. off.) .. £45.00
Harman Kardon A401 and A402
.
P.O.A.
Harrison S200
JVC, JASI 1, JAS3I
Leak 3900A
E272.90
Marantz 1030
E79-90
Marantz 1040
£89.90
Marantz 1050
£ 109.90
National Panasonic i..J2311111 ( Sp. off.) £ 9.00
Pioneer SA5300 (Sp. off.) ..
09 00
Pioneer SA5500 Mk 2 ..
16100
Pioneer SA6500 Mk 2 .. • . £99.00
Pioneer SA7500 Mk 2 ..
042.00
Pioneer SA8500 Mk 2 (Sp. off.) .. £ 190.00
Quad 303/33 (for Personal Callers) £232-88
Quad 405/33 (for Personal Callers) £291-38
Rogers A75 (Series 2) ..
P.O.A.
Rote RA3I2 (Sp. off.) ..
£
64.50
Rote RA4I 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £83.50
Rote RA810 ( Sp. off.) .. 000-00
Rote RA812
..
£ 149-00
Rote RA3I3
£67-00
Rote RA413
..
£ 4-00
Rote RA713
.. 014 00
Rote RA9I 3
..
£ 161.00
Rote RAI 312
£288.00
Rote RAI 412
E375 00
Sansui AU7900
E209- 00
Toshiba 513220
£89 SO
Toshiba SB420
£ 148-00
Toshiba SB620
£215.S0
Toshiba SB820
..
£305.50

e

TUNER- AMPLIFIERS ( P/P [2.50)
Aiwa AX7400•
•
£ 63.00
Aiwa AX7500•
•
£ 190.00
Aiwa AX7600•
• E217 00
Akai AAI 010 ( Sp. off.) • • • • £ 100
Akai AAI020 ( Sp. off.) • • • . f127.50
Akai AAI I15.
•
£ 103.00
Akai AAI 125•
. 026.50
Akai AA1135..
£ 154.00
Akai AA1155•
• E212.00
Armstrong 625 ..• • 071-50
Armstrong 626 ... • [ 198.00
Goodmans Module 150• • E227-00
Goodmans Module 1-20 . • E1S4 50
Goodmans Module 90
£ 137.50
Harman Kardon HK430, Hk730
P.O.A.
Hitachi SR302 (Sp. off.) ..
07.50
Hitachi SR502 (Sp. off.) . .
El 19.00
JVC JRS100, 200L, 300, 400.600
P.O.A.
Leak 3200 ( Sp. off.)
019-90
Leak 3400 ( Sp. off.) ..
E144.90
Marantz 2215BL
£ 105.00
Marantz Superscope R1240 ( Sp. off.) £ 900
Marantz Superscope R1270 ( Sp. off.) £94•00
Philips AH762 ..
El 57.00
Philips RH743
£ 136.00
Pioneer SX450 (Sp. off.) .. £ 105•00
Pioneer SX550 ( Sp. off.) ..
E1
35.00

ePioneer

SX650 (Sp. off.) .. £ 192.00
Pionner 5)(750 ( Sp. off.) .. £229 00
Pioneer SX838 (Sp. off.) .. .. £217 00
Pioneer SX850 (
P.P.T.B.A.) (
Sp. off.) £310.00
Pioneer SX950 (
P.P.T.B.A.) (
Sp. off.) £350 00
Pioneer SXI250 (P.P. T.B.A.) (
Sp. off.) £486.50
Rotel RX152 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.)• . £ 89 90
Rotel RX102 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.)• . £ 75.00
Rotel RX202 Mk 2 (Sp. off.)• • £ 99 00
Rotel RX402 (Sp. off.) .. • • £ 121.00
Rotel RX7707 (Sp. off.) .. • • £ 162.50
Rotel RX802 (Sp. off.)• • £ 189 90
Rotel RX303.
•
£ 99.50
Rotel RX403 ( Sp. off.). • £ 113.00
Rotel RX503 (Sp. off.)• • £ 142 00
Rotel RX603
• . £219 00
Rotel RX803.
•
£ 263.00
Rotel RX1603 (Sp. off.)• • £ 499 00
Sansui 331 ( Sp. off.)
• • £95.00
Sansui 551 ( Sp. off.) .. • . £ 25 00
Sansui 5050 (Sp. off.) .. £ 166.00
Sansui 6060 ( Sp. off.)
£ 199 00
Sansui 7070 ( Sp. off.)
£270 00
Sansui 8080 ( P.P.T.B.A.)(Sp. off.) .. £311 00
Sansui 9090 (
P.P.T.8.A.) (
Sp. off.) .. £395 00
Tandberg TR220, TR2055, TR2040,
TR2075, TR2025FM, L & MB ..
P.O.A.
Toshiba SA220L
£96 50
Toshiba SA320L
El 25.50
Toshiba SA420
£ 70.50
Toshiba SA520
£215 50
Toshiba SA620
..
£292 00

e

STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
Aiwa AF3060
020-00
Aiwa AF3090
£335.00
Aiwa AF5080
02900
Aiwa AF5090
060.00
Akai Pro ISystem and Rack ( Sp off.) £397•00
Akai AC3500L Dolby .. £232-00
Akai AC3800L (with Dolby) ( Sp off.) £ 89.00
Akai AC3800L+ Linton 3XP (Sp off.) £355.00
G
dGA150 (Sp• off.) ..
E199•00
G
dGAI55 . . £263.00
G
dGA200 Dolby B
02100
Goodmans MCD100 (Sp. off.) .. £287 SO
Goodmans MC100 & RB35 (Sp. off.) £ 90.00
Hacker GAR600 & pair Linton 3XP £ 1800
Hacker GAR600
06000
Hacker MC6OODS .. £338.00
Hitachi SDT7620 (Sp. off.) ..
E165 00
Hitachi SDT7640
.
£219 00
Hitachi SDT7765
E279 00
Hitachi SDT7675 with Dolby B
£319 00
Hitachi SDT768OR with Dolby B £ 63.00
Hitachi 50T7785
031.00
Hitachi SDT7710 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 187 00
JVC 1845 excluding speakers .. £221-00
National Panasonic SGI060L £ 185.00
National Panasonic SG1090L £240 00
National Panasonic SG208OLD £360 00
National Panasonic SG2080L £333 00
National Panasonic SG3060L £ 97-00
National Panasonic 5G3090 £378'00
National Panasonic SG2070 £270.00
Rotel RM5010 with Dolby £341 00
Sharp SG220 and LS220 .. £ 186-50
Sharp SG400 ( Dolby B) excl. Spkrs £242.00
Tandberg TR220GC+ Pr TL 1500
(Dolby B)
.
P.O.A.
Toshiba SM2700
• 075.00
Toshiba SM2900
E206.50
Toshiba SM3 I
00 . .
E251-50
Toshiba SM3150 with Dolby .. £287 50
Toshiba SM3600 with Dolby .. £ 41.50
Toshiba SM3700 with Dolby .. £359.50

e LOUDSPEAKER

SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)

B & W DM2A, DM4, DM5, DM6, DM7 P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio R50 ( Sp. off.) .. £253 00
Castle Richmond Teak Mk 2 .. £74 00
Castle Kendal
..
£ 102.50
Celestion Ditton 11
£63 50
Celestion Ditton I
5XR
E93 00
Celestion Dutton 22
£ 125 00
Celestion Ditton 25
..
£224 00
Celestion Ditton 33
£ 164 00
Celestion Dutton 44
£ 194 00
Celestion Ditton 66
£320 00
Celestion Hadleigh 2 ( Sp. Off.) .. £27.50
Celestion UL6
P.O.A.
Celestion UL8
£158.00
Celestion ULIO
.
£238.00
Chartwell PM100, PM200, PM400,
PM450, LS3/5A
..
P.0.4.
Goodmans Achromat 100 ..
£93 75
Good mans Achromat 250 ..
£137 50
Good mans Achromat 400 ..
.. £ 181 00
Good mans RBI 8
.. £60 00
Goodmans RB20
£76 SO
Goodmans RB35 (Sp. off.) ..
£99 90
Goodmans RB65 (Sp. off.) .
.. £ 125 00
JR149 (various finishes to order)
P.O.A.
KEF Cantata...
. P.O.A.
KEF Calinda (Sp. off.) ..
..
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale
KEF Corelli .. . •
. P.O.A.
A.
KEF Reference 103 ..
.
P.O.A.

F

KEF Reference 104 ..
P.O.A.
KEF Reference 104AB
P.O.A.
Leak 2075 ( Sp. off.) .. £314-00
Leak 3020
..
.
£92.90
Leak 3030
..
£ 125•90
Leak 3050
..
•
£ 179.90
Leak 3080
..
£267.90
Marantz 4G
..
£63.90
Marantz SG (Sp. off.)
£95.90
Monitor Audio MA3 Series 2, MA4,
MAS Series 2, MA7, MA8 .
P.O.A.
Mordaunt Short Carnival Festival,
Pageant Series 2Teak/Walnut ..
P.O.A.
Philips RI-1541 Motional Feedback £ 159.00
Philips RF1544 Motional Feedback £251.00
Quad Electrostatic .. £450.00
Rogers Export Monitor and Stands
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut ..
P.O.A.
Rogers Compact Monitor ..
P.O.A.
Spender BC' Mk 2, BC2, BC3 and
Mini Monitor SAI, various finishes P.O.A.
Tannoy, Arden, Berkeley, Cheviot,
Devon, Eaton, various finishes ..
P.O.A.
Videotone Minimax 2 ( P/P L3-50) .. £46.03
Wharfedale 00
E255-00
Wharfedale E70
E314 00
Wharfedale Airedale SP (Sp. off.) .. £ 160 00
Wharfedale Chevin XP
£ 31.00
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
E45 00
Wharfedale Dovedale SP ..
E140.00
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
£93 00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
E67 SO
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2
029.00
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2 . • .. £ 175.03

•STEREO

HEADPHONES ( P/P £I.25

Akai ASE7
Akai ASE II
Akai ASE20 (Sp. off.)
Akai ASE22
AKG K240 (Sp. off.)
Beyer DT202/K100-7
Beyer DT204
Beyer DT220
Beyer DT440
Beyer DT44I
Beyer DT900-7
Goodmans OHPIO
Koss ESPIO (Sp. off.)
Koss Easylistener ( Sp. off.)
Koss HV I
A (Sp. off.)
Koss HV1LC (Sp. off.)
Koss HV2 (Sp. off.) ..
Koss K6
Koss K6LC
Koss K6LCQ Quadraphone
Koss K7
•
•
•
.
Koss KI25 (Sp. off.)
Koss K135 .. .
Koss KI45
Koss Phase 2
Koss Phase 2+2 Quadraphone
Koss PRO4AA
Koss PROSLC
Koss Technician 2 ..
Koss Technician VER
Leak 3000
..
•
•
Micro Seiki MXI Electret (Sp. off.)
Pioneer Monitor 10
Pioneer SE205
Pioneer 5E300 ..
Pioneer 5E305 ..
Pioneer SE500
Pioneer 5E505 ..
Pioneer SE700
Pioneer 5E0404 Quadraphonic ..
Rotel RH930 Electret
Sansui SSIO ( Sp. off.)
Sennheiser HD224X
Sennheiser HD400
Sennheiser HD414X
Sennheiser HD424X
Stax SR5/SRD6SB Electrostatic
Stax 5R44 Electret
...
Stax SRX3/SRD6SB

E9
£12.53
El 1SO
£8 SO
£35 03
£32 00
£60 00
£22 00
£22 00
£27 SO
£12 50
£0 SO
MSS 00
£19 00
£2 75
£2S SO
EIS 00
£3 00
£4 75
£24 SO
£9 80
£4.75
£18.90
£23.53
£37 52
£78.50
£31.00
£34.25
£35.0
£34.0
£26.93
P.O.A.
£29.00
£9:60
£16.00
£15.00
£22 50
£3I 513
£37 SO
£23 50
£3 SO
£8 00
£2 SO
El 050
£l7 00
£23 50
£88 75
£68 SO
£140 00

•TURNTABLES

( P/P £3.00) AND
ARMS ( P/P £1.25)

ADC LMFI
£60.00
ADC LMF2
f66 00
ADC LMG Headshell £ 00
Audio Technica AT1005 Mk 2 (Sp off.) £ 3I 00
BSR BDS80 chassis ..
E22 00
BSR BDS95 chassis ( Sp. off.) £24 00
BSR MP60 chassis ( Sp. off.) £ 4 SO
G
dSP25 Mk 5Chassis £23 00
Hadcock GH228 and Unilift £ S2 SO
Lustre arm GSTI ( Sp. off.) £29 00
Reference Fluid Arm
£ 32 00
SME 3009 S/2 Det. Head
445
8. 7 5
0
SME 3009 Fixed Head
£4
SHE Series 3
P.0.4.
SME Damper FD200(P/P El.00) ..
El 675
Sugden BD IChassis Kit
£ 15.5 0
0
Sugden BD IChassis80
Sugden BD2 & SAU2 Chassis ( Sp off.) £ 1.00
Sugden BD2A and SAU2 Chassis .. £39 90
Sugden SAU2 . • ..
El4 75
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TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P, Pon application)
ADC Accutrac 4000 (Sp. off.) .. £225.00
Aiwa AP2200 and Cartridge .. £ 103.00
Aiwa AP2500
£ 165•00
Akai AP001 ex. Cart. ( Sp. off.) .. £65-00
Akai AP003 and ATI 1 (Sp. off.) .. £75 00
Akai AP006 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 105•00
BSR BDS80 Mod. ex. Cart. (Sp. off.) £29•90
BSR BDS95 Module ex. Cart... £35•00
BSR MP60 Module ex. Cart. (Sp. off.) £23•00
Dual 1225 and M75E (Sp. off.) .. £65.00
Fons International Mk 1
P.O.A.
G
d8658/2 M75-6SM (Sp. off.)
as-oo
Garrard SP25/5 M7565
£39•90
G
d DD75 M7SEDT2 (Sp. off.) £84-00
G
dGT20 and M7SEDT2 .. £59.00
G
dGT25 and M7SEDT2 £69•00
G
dGT35 and M75EDT1 £82•00
Harman Kardon ST7 (Sp. off.) ..
P.0 . A.
Hitachi PS8 Cart. VFS620 (Sp. off.) £55-00
Hitachi PSIO and Cart. (Sp. off.) .. £55-00
Hitachi PSI7 and Cart. VFS260 (Sp off. £69.90
Hitachi PS38 Direct Drive (Sp. off.) £79.90
Hitachi PS48 Direct Drive £ 116•50
Hitachi PS58 Direct Drive .. £ 135•00
Hitachi HT350
£79•50
JVC JLA15, JLF45
P.O.A.
Leak 3001
£93.90
Micro Seiki MBIO and FF15 Mk 2 .. £68-00
Micro Sella MBIO (Sp. off.).. £49.90
Micro Seiki 0020 (Sp. off.)
Monitor Audio ET500
Philips GA222 . •
Philips GA3I2 (Sp. off.) .. £79•90
Pioneer PL530 (Sp. off.)
£ 155.00
Pioneer PL550 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 185•00
Pioneer PL570 Quartz .. £255 00
Pioneer PL5 10A (Sp. off.) .. £95 00
2D
..
£54 00
Pioneer PLI I
Pioneer PL IISO
£67 00
Pioneer PL I5R
£59•50
Pioneer PL I17D
£92•00
Pioneer PL5SX D'ct Drive (Sp. off.) £ 120 00
Reference Electronic with Arm .. £ 183•00
Reference Electronic excl. Arm .. £ 150.00
Reference Hydraulic excl. Arm .. £ 126 00
Reference Hydraulic with Fluid Arm £ 156 00
Reference Prisma .. . .
P.O. A.
Rotel RP900 (Sp. off.)
£49 90
Rotel RP1300
.
£49 00
Rotel RP 1500 with Arm ( Sp. off.) .. £59•50
Rotel RP2300
£59 50
Rotel RP2500 ( Sp. off.) ..
E78 00
Rotel RP3000 with Arm (Sp. off.) .. £ 110.00
Rotel RP3300
£66 SO
Rotel RP5300 Direct Drive .. £85 50
Sansui SR222P (Sp. off.) - £49•90
Sansui SR929 Quartz ( Sp. off.) .. £270 00
Sansui 5R525 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £ 116.50
Sansui FRIO8OP
.
«£ 60•50
Sugden BD2 P & C & SAU2 (Sp. off.) £42.00
Sugden BD103 and Arm .. £81-50
Sugden BD103 ex. Arm .. £73•50
Sugden BMA P & C & SAU2 (Sp off.) £51•00
Thorens TDI25/2AB £ 146.00
Thorens TD126C Mk 2
..
£ 199•50
Thorens TDI45C Mk 2
..
£ 110.00
Thorens TDI60C Mk 2
..
£95•00
Thorens TDI26BC Mk 2 .. £ 158 00
Thorens TD I
60BC Mk 2
..
£75•00
Thorens TD160BC/SME 3009 (Sp off) £ 115.00
Thorens TD I
66C
£71-00
Toshiba 5R220, 5R255, 5R335, SR370 P.O.A.

eCARTRIDGES

( Pe £ 1.00)
ADC XLM Mk 3 . . .. .. £36 00
ADC XLM Super, Case and Headshell £33 00
ADC VLM Mk 3
..
£24 50
ADC ZLM
..
..
£62 00
ADC QLM30 Mk 3
..
£850
ADC QLM32 Mk 3
..
£8SO
ADC QLM34 Mk 3
..
£ 10 50
ADC QLM36 Mk 3
..
£ 17 00
AKG P6E
..
..
£ 17 00
AKG P8ES
..
..
£56 00
AKG P7E .. .. .. £25 50
AKG P8E .. .. .. £45 50
Decca Deram Con. L. Blue.. £6 00
Decca Deram Ellip. L. Gold
£6 00
Decca London Mk 5Export £36 00

Fnni
Ènr. e2000E .. .. £8•50
Empire 2000E/2 .. .. £ 13.90
Empire 2000E/3 .. .. £ 14 75
Empire 2000T .. .. £28 50
Empire 2000Z .. .. £48-50
Goldring G800 .. .. £475
Goldring 0800E .. ..
La on
-- - Goldring G900SE .. .. £24 50
Goldring DPIO Stylus .. £3•00
Goldring D rIOE Stylus .. £5.75
Ortofon FI5 Mk 2.. .. £ 16•00
Ortofon FI5E Mk 2 .. £21•00
Ortofon FFISE Mk 2 .. £ 14.25
Ortofon M20E Super .. £49•50
Ortofon M20FL Super .. £56•50
Ortofon VMS20E Mk 2 ..
L31-50
Ortofon MC20 and STM72 £78•00
Ortofon SL20E .. ..
£53
1."
5
Ortofon MC20 - .. £6 • 0
Shure M44E (Sp. off.) .. £7-60
Shure M5SE (Sp. off.) .. £8.55
Shure M75-6S (Sp. off.) . £ 7 .
60
Shure M75B Type 2 ( Sp off.) £ 10.70
Shure M7SED Type 2 (Sp off.) £ 15.75
Shure M75E1 Type 2 (Sp off.) £ 13.30
Shure M95ED (Sp. off.) .. £ 19-95
Shure M95EJ (Sp. off.) .. £ 13.80
Shure V IS Type 3 .. £52•00
Sonus Blue .. £66•00
Stanton 500A
Stanton 500EE
£
1285
£17•90
Stanton 680EE ..
626-00
Stanton 68IEEE .. £39•90
Sonus Blue - - . • £ 60.00
Ultimo 20A ... £61•00
Ultimate Acoustics MCP ( £34.00
PORTABLE RADIOS
(P/P £2-50)
Hacker RP70 Ranger .. £23-00
Hacker RP78 Aviemore ..
£
38.50
Hacker RP77MB Sovereign 4 £68.00
Hacker RPC ICassette Radio £96.00
Hacker SP80 Stereo .. £ 103.00
Roberts R505, R606MB,
Rambler, RM20 Mains,
RM50 Mains .. ..
P.O.A.
VIDEO TAPE AND AUDIO
TAPE FOR PHILIPS VCR
MACHINES
nn
Scotch VC30 ( P/P 65P) • • ,
LI
,‘
Z'
'n
o
Scotch VC45 ( PIP 650 • • '" "
Scotch VC60 ( P/P 65p) .. £ 19•85
Scotch VC60, box of 5(
P/P

•

e

£1.75)
iribox
• •
Scotch
VC......,
of 10 (.ii iP £96.00
£125) . .. £ 19350

PIONEER SX550
SYSTEM 2
Pioneer 5X550 Receiver
Pioneer PLI I5D Turntable
Shure M95E.1 Cartridge
Pair Cefintion Ditton 15XR
Speakers

ALBA UA900
SYSTEM
Alba UA900 Amplifier
McDonald BDS95 Turntable
ADC Magnetic Cartridge
Pair Goodmans RB35 Speakers

HITACHI SR302
SYSTEM
Hitachi SR302 Receiver
Hitachi P517 Turntable
Hitachi VFS260 Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Denton 2XP
Speakers

AKAI AAI010
SYSTEM
Akai AAI010 Rece i
ver
Sansui SR222P Tu rn ta bl e
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Denton XP
Speakers

Special Offer £ 199 Special Offer £215
Special Offer £215
MARANTZ
22I5B SYSTEM
Marantz 221513 Tuner-Amplifier
Narantz 6100 Turntable
Ortofon FFI 5E Mk 11 Cartridge
Pair Marantz 4G Speakers

PIONEER SX450
SYSTEM
Pioneer SX450 Receiver
.
Pioneer PLII2D Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Speakers

ROTEL RA4I2
SYSTEM"'
Rotel RA4I 2 Amplifier
Sansui SR222P Turntable
Ortofon FFISE Mk 2 Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Gl en dal
e 3XP
Speakers

Special Offer £229 Special Offer £238 Special Offer £240
ROTEL RA712
SYSTEM"'
Rotel RA712 Amplifier

ROTEL RX403
SYSTEM

HITACHI SR502
SYSTEM

Roetl RP1500 Turntable

Rotel RP3300 Turntable

Rotel RX403 Receiver

Hitachi PS38
SR502Turntable
Receiver
Hitachi

Shure M95ED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Speakers

on FFISE Cartr id ge
O rto f
Pair Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Speakers

tach iVFS260 Cartridge
H i

Pair Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Speakers

Special Offer £248 Special Offer £249 Sp ec i
al
Offer £250
PIONEER SX550
SYSTEM 1
Pioneer SX550 Receiver
Pioneer PLI 120 Turntable
Shure M75ED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Speakers

AKAI AAI020
SYSTEM
Akai AAI020 Rece i
ver
Sansui SR222P Turntabl e
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Speakers

LEAK 3200
SYSTEM
Leak 3200 Receiver
Leak 3001 Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Leak 3020 Speakers

Special Offer £265 Special Offer £265 Special Offer £295
AKAI AAI030
SYSTEM
Akai AAI030 Recei ver
Sansui SR222P Turnta bl e
Shure M75ED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
Speakers

ROTEL RX503
SYSTEM
Rotel RX503 Receiver
Rote
lRX530
0 Direct Drive
Turntable
Shure M75ED Type 2 Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
Speakers

SANSUI 5050
SYSTEM
Sansui 5050 Receiver
Sansui SR222P Turntable
Shure M95ED Cartridge
Pair Mordaunt Short Pageant 2
Speakers

Special Offer £305 Special Offer £310 Special Offer £315 Special Offer £355
LEAK 3400
SYSTEM
Leak 3400 Receiver
Leak 300i Turntable
Shure M75ED Cartridge
Pair Leak 3030 Speakers

ARMSTRONG
626 SYSTEM
Armstrong 626 Receiver
Garrard DD75 Module Turntable
Shure M75ED Cartridge
Pair KEF Cadenza Speakers

PIONEER SX650
SYSTEM
Pioneer SX650 Receiviir
Pioneer PL510A Turntable
Shure M95ED Cartridge
Pair KEF Cadenza Speakers

Special Offer £375 Special Offer £380 Special Offer £428

HARMAN
KARDON 430
SYSTEM
Harman Kardon 430 Receiver
Micro Seiki MBIO Turntable
Ortofon VMS20E Cartridge
Pair Tannoy Devon Speakers

Special Offer £468

* Alternative Package: Garrard DD75 Module with M75ED Cartridge.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT l2+%

EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE

London now boasts Europe's
Michell Engineering

Michell Engineering are still producing
some of the best turntables made in the
UK. Unfortunately, as with most good
British products, demand far exceeds
supply, but we have them in stock now!

Bose

REW at 114-116 Charing Cross Road is
a fully authorised Bose centre. You may
hear any of the Bose speakers demonstrated in ideal surroundings.

SAE

Moving Coil

Ma

Moving coil pickups offer advantages in
terms of transient response acid overall
quality. We stock models by Denton,
Satin, Nakamichi, Ortcfon, Ultimo and
Fidelity Research.

Technics

The name of Technics means excel'ent
value for money and outstanding quality.
We now have the new range of Technics
turntables including the SL 1400 Mk 11
quartz lock on full demonstration.

Leeson

Disproving the growing belief that the
British cannot compete with the Japanese
in terms of styling and performance,
Leeson produce some of the worlds best
amplifiers. On demonstration at REW.

Revox

Studio quakty n your home. The new
Revox B77 offers a sound comparable to
machines of almost twice its price.
or
1-track. 7# anc 31 ips. Logic controls,
dB peak reading meters.

Linn

Nakamichi

The recognised master of the cassette art.
Nakarnichi are now receiving acclaim for
their amplifier,. speakers and microphones. You will find them at all branches
of REW.

To hear what a difference a turntable can
make, come and listen to the Linn Sondek
LP12 at REVV's new showroom at 114-116
Charing Cross Road.

Main Agents for: AR, Akai, Altec Lansing, Amcron, B & W, Bang & Olufsen, Bose,
Dokorder, Dual, Fidelity Research, Gale, Grace, Harman Kardon, Harrison,
HH, JBL, JVC, KEF, Kensonic, Lecson, Linn Products, Marantz, Michell
Engineering, Monitor Audio, NAD, Nakamichi, Pioneer, Quad,
Radford, Revox, SAE, SME, Sony, Soundcraftsmen, Spendor,
Stanton, Strathearn, Supex, Tannoy, Tandberg, Teac,
Technics, Transcriptors, Ultimo, Videotone,
Yamaha.

The world's finest audio equipment.
combining elegance with excellence. A
wide range of SAE amplifiers, preamplifiers, equalisers and the incredible
Mark 5000 impulse noise reduction
system can be seen and heard at REW's
VIP showroom.

Gale

The speaker that must be heard. Used
in conjunction with high quality ancillary
equipment, the Gale GS401 is capable of
phenomenal performance with remarkable dynamic range.

LONDON
VCR
CENTRE
An entire floor covering 2000 sq. ft.
where all the latest video recorders,
cameras, CCTV systems, projection TV
systems, etc., are on display.
STOP
PRESS.
Grundig and PhiItps 2 hour
VCR's now available.

C;à

finest Hi-fi and Video Centre
REW is one of the few firms in the audio and video fields that can truly claim to have years and years of experience
behind them. Established in 1948, REW is still a family business yet is numbered amongst the leading hi-fi and video
retailers in the land. And it is with great pride that we introduce our new Hi -Fi & Video Showrooms, covering
4000 sq. ft. in the heart of London's West End at 114-116 Charing Cross Road. No detail has been overlooked nor any
expense spared in our efforts to make this the finest hi-fi store in Europe. The widest range of exclusive equipment
is on display with superb demonstration facilities. You'll receive VIP treatment from our expert staff and our own
van delivery and installation service is available throughout Greater London. If you want to choose the very best
equipment under the very best conditions come along to REW now.

RE
Also at:

Audio Visual C
Established 1948

114-116 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3386/7

e230 Tottenham Court Road, London WI. Tel: 01-63
/.
e 126 Charing Cross Road and 17 Denmark Street, London WC2. Tel : 01-836 2372/785 1 (Professional Audio).
eMail Orders to: REW House, ( Dept. HEN), 10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood,
7 2624 5

London SWI9. Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.

HI-FI AND

WE ARE PERSONAL
EXPORT SPECIALISTS
EXPRESS EXPORT SERVICE
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
WELCOME TO REW
best equipment
best prices
BENVENUTO a REW
aparacchio ottimi,
prezzi ottimi
VELKOMMAN REW
beste hanlagget,
beste prisan
BIENVENU au REW
le meilleurs equipment,
le meilleurs prix
WILLKOMMEN au REW
beste gerate,
beste preise
DOBRO DOSLI U REW
Najbolja oprema,
Najbolje cene

Goodwins

Telephone
888 0077

The hi-fi specialists
Special month
TURNTABLES
Beogram 1102
Beogram 1902
Beogram 4002

RECEIVERS
Beomaster 901
Beomaster 1100
Beomaster 1900
(touch button)
Beomaster 2200
Beomaster 2400
(remote)
Beomaster 4400

CASSETTE DECK
Beocord 1100/1101
Beocord 5000

AMPLIFIERS
Akai AM2200, AM2400
Akai AM2600, AM2800
Amstrad 2000/11, 8000/11
Armstrong 621
Cambridge P80
Hitachi HA250, HA300
Hitachi HA330, HA610
JVC JAS10, JAS11
JVC JAS31, JAS71
Lecson Ad, APIX
Lecson AP3, FM1
Nakamichi 410/420
Nakamichi 610/620
National SU2300, SU2400
Pioneer SA5300, SA6300
Pioneer SA7300, SA7500
Radford ZD50, ZD250
Revox A78, A722
Revox A740, B750
Sansui AU4900, AU5900
Sugden A48
Sony TA11, TA73, TA1630
Sony TA2650, TA3650
Technics SU7100, SU7300
Technics SU7700, SU8080
Yamaha CA410, CA610
Yamaha CA810, CA1010

Michell Reference Hydraulic
Michell Reference Electronic
Pioneer PL112D, PL115D
Pioneer PL510A, PL530
Revox Direct Drive
Sansui SR525P
Sony PS11, PS22
Sony PSX4, PSX6, PSX7
Technics SL20, SL23, SL22
Technics SL1900, SL1800,
SL1700
Technics SL150, SL1500/II
Technics SL1400/II, SL1300/II
Transcriptions Skeleton,
Round-table
Yamaha YP-211, YP-511
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD1250, AD6300
Aiwa AD6550, AD6800
Akai CS34D, CS702D
Akai GXC709D
Amstrad 7050, 7060
Beocord 1100, 5000
Hitachi D2315, 02310
JVC CD1740, KD21
JVC KO-35, KD2
National RS612
Nakamichi DT550, DT600
Pioneer CTF4040
Sansui SC3000, SC3003
Sony TC135, TC136
Sony TC158, TC177
Sony TC186, TC206, TC229
Tandberg TCD310, TCD330
Technico RS615, R5630
Technics R5678, 686
Yamaha TC511S, TC800GL

TURNTABLES
Ariston RD11E
Beogram 1102, 1902
Beogram 4002, 6000
Connoisseur BD1, 2 á 3
Fons CO30
Hitachi PS8, PS17
JVC JLA20, JLA15
Linn-Sondek LP12

MAIL ORDER, EXPORT or CALLERS

Cash or Credit terms
TUES -SAT 9.00 TO 5.30. CLOSED MONDAYS
WE CAN SUPPLY MOST EQUIPMENT
ADVERTISED IN THIS MAGAZINE

Bang &Olufsen
MUSIC CENTRES
Beocentre 1500
Beocentre 1600
Beocentre 2800
Beocentre 3300
Beocentre 3600
Beocentre 4600

TAPE DECKS &
RECORDERS
Akai 4000DS II, GX215D
Grundig TK547, TK747
Revox A77, B77
Sony TC377, TC510-2
Tandberg 1521, 1041XD
Technics RS1500
TUNERS
Akai AT2200, AT2400
Amstrad EX303, 3000/11
Armstrong 623, 624
Hitachi FT340, FT300
JVC JTV10, JTV11
Lecson FM1
National ST2300 ST2400
Pioneer TX5500, TX5300
Revox A76, A720, B760
Sansui TU5900, TU7900
Sony ST11, ST73
Sony ST2950, ST3950
Technics ST7300, ST3500
Technics ST8080, ST9600
Yamaha CT410, CT610
Yamaha CT810, CT1010
RECEIVERS
Akai AA1010, AA1020
Amstrad 5050
Aiwa AF3060, 3090
Aiwa AX7400, AX7500
Armstrong 625, 626
Beomaster 901, 1100, 1900
Beomaster 2200, 2400
Beomaster 4400
Hitachi SR303L, 302
JVC JRS50, JRS100
National RE7860, SG250
Pioneer SX450, SX550

Sansui 551, 661
Sony STR11L, STR2800
Sony STR3800, STR4800
Tandberg TR2025, TR2040
Tandberg TR2055, TR2075
Technics SA5070, SA5160
Technics SA5270, SA5370
Yamaha CR200E, CR620
Yamaha CR820, CR420 etc.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Acoustic Research AR18,
AR17, AR15, AR14
Beovox S30, S35 S45/2 S60
Beovox S75, M70, M75, M100
Bose 301, 901 / 11I
Celestion Ditton 15XR, 11, 22
Celestion Ditton 33, 44, 25, 66
Celestion UL6, UL8, UL10
Chartwell PM100, PM200
IMF Compact 11, SuperCompact
IMF ALS40, TLS50, TLS80/11
JR149, Super Woofer
Jordan- Watts Jumbo, Janet
Jordan- Watts Jupiter TLS
JBL L19, L40, L110
KEF Chorale, Corelli, etc.
KEF 103, 104, 105
Lecson LB1, SP1, HL1
Monitor Audio MA8, MA7
Monitor Audio MAS, MA4
Mordaunt-Short Pageants
Mordaunt-Short Festivals,
Carnivals
Revox AX2/2, AX3/3
Rogers LS3/5A, Export
Monitors

SPEAKERS
S25
S30
S35
P30
S45/II
S60
S75
M100
Sony G3, G5, G7
Spendor BC1, BC2, BC3
Technics SB4500, SB7000
Wharfedale Linton, Glendale
Wharfedale Teesdale, Dovedale
Wharfedale ESC), E70
Yamaha NS1000M
MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa AF5050, AF5090
Akai AC3800L
Beocentre 2800, 3300
Beocentre 3600, 4600
Hitachi STD7785, 7680
JVC MF47L, MF5S
National SG1030, SG1090
National SG2070, SG3060
National SG2080L, SG3090L
Sony EX1K, EX2K
Sony HMK55, HMK77
Tandberg TR220GC
SPEAKER CHASSIS
Kef T27, B110
Kef B200, B139
Lowther PM6, PM7
Tannoy 10", 12", 15"
PICK-UP ARMS
Formula 4 Arm
Hadcock GH228
SME 3009/11, 3009/52
SME 3009/11I
OTHERS
Decca Record Brush
Decca Record Cleaner
Earc
Watts Parastat
Zerostat
BIB accessories etc.

ABOVE IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING OF OUR VAST RANGE OF EQUIPMENT
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'WORLDWIDE
\EXPORTERS
3AFELY AND OUICI<CC

EXPORT INFORMATION. Export
prices and shipping quotes free or
send $3 Bills for literature. All
equipment carefully packed, insured and SHIPPED PROMPTLY
AT MINIMUM COST TO ALL
PARTS OF THE WORLD. ( All
goods supplied free of VAT.)
Payment may be made in any currency by bank transfer, certified
cheque, postal order or money
order. Personal export facilitiesvisitors welcome to showroom.

To: GOODWINS ( Dept. HEN)
7 THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN,
LONDON N22 6DU

I Please supply prices on the following equipment:

Iwould like to pay Cash/by Cheque/Barclaycard/Access/on
credit (
Please delete method not applicable)
Full Name

G

I Address

oodwins

HIGH

ROAD,

WOOD

7THE BROADWAY,
GREEN,

LONDON

2 DOORS FROM ODEON CINEMA.
194

N22

(Please enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope).

3 MINUTES WOOD GREEN TUBE STATION.

TEL: 01-888 0077.

E. & 0.E.
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(4DPIONIEER
NEW CTF4040
PIONEER does it AGAIN - with the CTF 4040 Stereo Cassette Deck. The '4040' replaces the famous CTF 2121, which
'pioneered' ( excuse the pun !) the ' budget- priced' cassette
deck market. Now, the 4040 offers you awhole lot MORE —
and just LOOK at the PRICE
The 4040 has afrequency response of 30Hz to 16 KHz, us:ng
Ferri Chrome dioxide tapes — certainly r,superb performance
to match superb looks ! You'll notice, too, he transparent ' see-through' door, that Ii ts and makes headcleaning so easy. Altcgether an ADMIRABLE cassette deck
at an ADMIRABLE price — that's the CTF 4040 !

44.

PIONEER
PL510A

Direct DriveTurntable
The 510A is a suaerb Direct- Drive manual turntable, using a
high precision DC Servo-controlled motor, which keeps 'wow and
flutter' to an amazingly low + 0.045% Din. The edge of the
platter is strobe-calibrated to allow fine speed adjustments and
the whole assembly has adouble-floating suspension system, specially designed for aeople who like to jump around a lot when
the record's playing.
SEE THE PL 510A AT YOUR HI-FI MARKET PIONEER
STOCKIST SOON. IT'LL SET YOU BACK A MERE £ 104.95.

PI O NEER
SX650 STEREO RECEIVER

As soon as you see the SX650, feel its precise controls click so
smoothly and LISTEN to its exhilerating 35 Watts per channel
reproduce so perfectly the delicate tinkle of a triangle or the
pounding of a bass drum, you'll KNOW instinctively that you
are dealing with a truly exceptional piece of hi-fi equipment.
A keen -Ii-Fi Enthusiast will understand what we mean when we
say that the 650 has a tuning section with sensitivity of 1.7;
and that the harmonic distortion at rated power over 20Hz 20KHz sless than 0.3%.
The SX650 also has two tape monitor facilities; mic. input;
FM mute; facilities for accepting two pairs of speakers; high
filter; signal strength and tuning meter. All these features and
more add up to one marvellous Tuner/Amp. — and we think
you'll agree, our price adds up to the very BEST value wound!

Other
Hi Fi Market
PIONEER
Bargains !

TURNTABLES
PL1120
PL115D .
STEREO RECEIVERS
SX450
SX550 . .
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
SA5500 11

£54.90
E69.90
£ 112.90
E144.90
£ 66 90

SA6500 1
STEREO TUNERS
ST6500 11
ST5500 11
CASSETTE DECKS
CTF606C
CTF707C
CT F8080

£104.90
£109.90
f76.90
£145.00
£155.00
£195.00

These are just a few
popular examples from the
PIONEER world of high-fidelity. Not all
HI-FI MARKETS are able to stock PIONEER inoducts, so
please remember to check our HI Fi Market Dealer Agency
List if you are interested in any item in the Pioneer range.

SEE NEXT PAGE
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CASTLE
Loudspeakers
These highly acclaimed loudspeakers are obtainable from
most Hi Ft Markets, Ask your friends, check the reviews;
you'll find that CASTLE ACOUSTICS n certainly aname
to he reckoned wogs.
These compact speakers have rich, crisp, tonal qualities,
that are found in very few speakers of similar dimensions
and price. HI-FI MARKETS tan recommend the RICH
MONO and KENDAL. They come in a choice of teak or
walnut finish and are hand crafted and superbly made.
Also available from CASTLE ACOUSTICS, the CONWAY,
in a choice of linish and design, e.g. 'period' style, to
complement reproduction and antique furniture.
Interested? Then ask for a quote. You may be pleasantly
surprised at the CASH PRICE!
CASTLE'S SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICES ARE
CASTLE ' RICHMOND'
CASTLE ' KENDAL'

£ 99 00
f137 15

OUT CHECK YOUR LOCAL HI-FI MARKET
FOR THEIR KEEN, DISCOUNT PRICES!

JVC have now announced ahost of fantastic new additions to their
range of Hi Fi, making JVC possibly the most exciting Audio range
in the world. Hi Fi Markets are proud to specialise in this terrific
range of HiFi equipment and believe that JVC offers value-formoney as well as really superb performance. Come in and see us
TODAY and judge for yourself the quality of these units. And
remember, Hi Fi Markets are your JVC SPECIALISTS!

National Panasonic
Just slightly ahead of our time.

NATIONAL PANASONIC MUSIC CENTRES
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG

10301 Including speakers
10901 ' Dolby' including speakers
30601 ' Dolby including speakers
20801 ' Dolby' including speakers
30901 Dolby' excluding speakers

E184.95
£266.50
£332.95
£388.95
£419.95

NATIONAL PANASONIC AUDIO EQUIPMENT
NEW! TR 565G TV Receiver/Monitor
NEW! SU 2400 Amplifier
NEW! ST 2400 Stereo Tuner
SU 2300 Amplifier
ST 2300 Tuner
NEW! RS 612 Dolby' Front- load Cassette Deck

£ 110.95
£ 89.95
£19.95
£ 74.95
£ 74.95
£ 110.95

AMPS & TUNERS
JASI 1
JAS31
JAS7I NEW!
JTVIO NEW!
JTV11 NEW '
JTV31
JTV71

£62.50
£ 78.00
£ 116.00
£ 276.95
£ 62.50
£ 85.50
£ 103.50
£ 179.25

4VN990

£ 329.50

JAS10 NEW!

Technics
TURNTABLES

AMPLIFIERS
SU7100
SU 7300
SU7700

£ 104.95

5120

£134.95

S122

£169.95

SL2000

TUNERS.
ST7300

£ 119.95

ST8080

£ 199.95

ST9600

£ 319.95

£12.95
£74.95
£99.95

51150

£129.95

511800
SL1700

£134.95
£160.95

Piet lets e1 ether Teenteblet in the elige!
CHECK NOW!

DOLBY CASSETTE DECKS

RECEIVERS

RS615
£ 129.95
RS630
£ 157 95
RS610 including cover £ 20915
05671
E239.95
RS6711
£ 299.95

SA5070
SA5170
SA5270
SA5370
SA5470

£129.95
£164.95
£219.95
£269.95
£349.95

BUT CHECK YOUR LOCAL HI-FI MARKET FOR THEIR
KEEN DISCOUNT PRICES!

196

CASSETTE DECKS
CD1740b

K1321
KD35 NEW!
KD2
CDS200
C01635 11
CD1770
K075 NEW!
K095 NEW!
10777 NEW '

£ 92.90

£ 119.50
£ 169.75
£ 179.50
£ 193.50
£ 215.50
£223.25
£ 238.50
£ 388.00
f489.95

TURNTABLES
JLA20 NEW!
£59.95
JLA15 ( Grey)
£ 65.60
JLA15 ( Walnut)
£ 67.95
JLA40 NEW!
£ 94.50
JLA50 NEW!
£ 142.95
OL7 NEW!
£ 193.50

RECEIVERS
JRS50 NEW!
JRS100
JRS200L
JRS300
JRS400
JRS600

£ 103.50
£ 129.95
£ 229.50
£ 279.00
£ 369.00
£465.00

II•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Hi-fi Markets are spec,
alisIng in this tremendou, tape. We, at Hi Fi
Markets, feel that this

tape offers unique performance for the money.
Fuji tapes come in a
choice of two cassettes:
"F X," apure Ferris tape and " FL"
a super low- noise tape. "Hi Fi for Pleasure"
review all Pup tapes. They say, " Fmi products are clearly
highly competitive and are likely to give truly excellent results on
mast modern recorders. " Manufacturers, such as Rotel, Akai, WC, Sansui all
recommend Full tapes in their machines. And remember, Fuji comes in reel.toreel form, too ! Ask at your local Hi Fi Market store NOW !
FUJI FL C30
£ l.50
FUJI F% C46
£0.83
FUJI FL COO.
£ 0.69
FUJI F% Ch0
£ 1.05
FUJI FL C90
£0.99
FUJI PO C110
FUJI FL CI20
£ I.33
FUJI F4 COO
£
F11.4à6
MI. NM

MI

EMI

BIM

KOSS
KOSS
KOSS
KOSS
KOSS
KOSS
KOSS
KOSS
KOSS

K61C
Pro 4AA
Pro BIC
HV2
HV1A
HV1LC
K125
K145 . ..
Tech 11

KOSS K135

SONY
SONY
SONY
SONY
SONY
SONY is a name we all know for bang- up-to-date Audio
Equipment. Not only is it bang- up-to-date in design and performance, it's great value, too ! You'll go overboard when
you check HI-FI MARKETS' discount prices! But, remember
to dry your wallet out, when you're back on deck again !

MUSIC CENTRES
HMK 55 & HMK 57

TURNTABLES
PS 11,
PSX 6,

PS 22,
PSX 4,
PSX 7, TTS 8000,

JR 149 loudspeakers are
not only 'eye-catchers;'
just check the reviews on
these speakers - you'll find
they SOUND great, too !
Choose from Teak; Walnut;
Rosewood; Yew; Aluminium; Red, Green or Brown
Leather, inlaid into Rosewood. Also available, black
or white Acrylic-finish.

Also available,
ST 11L
Tuner;
HST 89
Stereo amplifier & cassette.
STR 11 Stereo Tuner/Amplifier.

PLUS a host of TV's, Colour and B/W, Clocks, Radio Cassettes, including the CF270L, 560, 570, 580 and 900. YES,
THERE ARE DOZENS OF SONY BARGAINS IN STORE
FOR YOU AT YOUR HI-FI MARKET SONY DEALER !

CHECK OUR SPECIAL HEADPHONE
OFFERS AT INDIVIDUAL
HI-FI MARKET STORES

RECOMMENDED PRICE
£151.85 per pair.
But check your local HI- Fl MARKET store for
their keenest discount prices !
SPECIAL !

Black wall bracket also available
OUR PRICE ONLY £ 11.25.

SEE NEXT PAGE
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If it's HI-FI
make sure it's...

I

ai

AKAI

AKAI • atruly important name in the Japanese precision Hi-fi industry. Akai became available in the U.K. in the
mid- sixties and very soon gained an enviable reputation in the cassette and reel-to-reel tape field.
You can find AKAI at alot of our Hi- F. Market stores and we can boast awide range of Akai products to satisfy
the needs of all enthusiasts. Should you be vaguely interested in aFront- loading cassette deck or aReceiver, we
suggest you look closely at the two superb AKAI units featured here.

CS702D
— AKAI
The CS7020 incorporates Akai's latest tape deck

Check AKAI AA1125
your
Hi Fi
Market
for p es

This model is the latest version ut the voted ' Best Buy' 1020 Receiver. The
1125 is peked with features like amarvellous tuning section, with 1-9
sensitivity; tape monitoring for two tape machines; dubbing facilities;
loudness. FM muting; FM/AM tuning meter; facility for connection of
two pairs of loudspeakers, etc. etc.

technology, combined with a budget price tag. The
performance of this Dolby front- loading cassette
deck is STUNNING. Its catir aluminium front panel
plays host to many fine far ilities.like arecord limiter
switch; tape selector switches for faultless recordings
& playback; pause control; quiet and efficient ' Elect'
mechanism. All this and MORE add up to one of the
best cassette deck bargains available Don't miss out!
Contact YOUR nearest Hi Fi Market store TODAY!

OR

r-F-T1P-71
- - Ar,
(CC( IL

Find out MORE about AKAI Hl Fi Equipment. See the next pages for details of AKAI stockists - there's LOTS MORE AKAI Hi -Fi you should SEE and HEA R .CHECK
OUT the other 5 RECEIVERS; the other 12 TAPE MACHINES; AKAI AMPLIFIERS; AKAI TUNERS; the AKAI MUSIC CENTRE 8, CASSEIVER; AKAI
L0UDSPEAKERS: SYSTEM RACKS & ACCESSORIES. A WHOLE ' SYSTEM'CAN BE YOURS ! ASK FOR AN AKAI COLOUR CATALOGUE NOW !

MORDAUNIT
SHORT
Meet the PAGEANT 11 ! It offers musical reproduction of the highest quality, a response of the
utmost smoothness over the entire audible spectrum.
The PAGEANT 11 is afull frequency high performance system, to be used to advantage with
compatible equipment of virtually any power rating.
SUGG. RETAIL PRICE £ 175.50•
Meet the FESTIVAL IT a sensitive, versatile, high
performer
of
ekceptional "musicality"
with
extended bass response, high power handling and
low distortion. The FESTIVAL 11 is totally suitable
for sophisticated high power systems as well as the
smaller systems.
SUGG. RETAIL PRICE E117.00•
Meet the CARNIVAL 11, the ultra- compact high
fidelity loudspeaker system, offering outstanding
reproduction from such asmall enclosure. Employing the 056 208 bass/mid range speaker ( as in
FESTIVALS and PAGEANTS) the CARNIVAL 11
achieves a remarkable bass response and is ideal for
multi- channel installations, especially where space
is limited or in conjunction with Amplifiers or
Music Centres, even of most modest outputs.
SUGG. RETAIL PRICE ONLY £ 111.75*

* BUT RING YOUR NEAREST

HI-FI MARKET

FOR THEIR LATEST
PRICE DETAILS
Illustrated, the famous
PAGEANT 11 on stand (available as an optional extra.)

rl
These superbly-engineered pick-up arms combine
strength and sensitivity and SME's
policy of constant improvement through research means you
can count on first-class accessories that will enhance the
performance of any hi-fi system.

e

se
SME Series Ill
SME 3009 imp ( fixed)
SME 3009 imp ( det)
SME FD200 Damper
SME Spare Headshells
(comp.)

Sugg'd HiFi Markets
Retail
Price
f127.00
£ 63.78
f 69.94
£ 22.27

£89.95
f44.95
£48.95
£15.95

f 5.40

f 3.95

YAMAHA
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YAMAHA, the world's largest manufacturers of musical instruments, are also one of today's
leaders in Audio Equipment. Every crucial part of this beautiful YAMAHA Hi Fi equipment
is ' Yamaha- made.' Yamaha's insistence on total musical performance and not just isolated
spec. is behind arevolutionary new approach to Audio design, which enables every piece of
Yamaha hi-fi equipment to provide audibly superior musical fidelity.
Examples of Yamaha models:•
AMPLIFIERS
CA 410 (
25 Watts per channel)
CA 610 ( 40 Watts per channel)
CA 810 ( 65 Watts per channel)

STEREO TUNERS
CT 410 ( Sens. 1.8)
CT 610 ( Sens. 1.8)
CT 810 ( Sens. 1.9)

RECEIVERS
CR 200E 115 Want per channel)
CR 620 ( 40 Watts per channel)
CR 820 ( 60 Watts per channel)

CHECK YOUR LOCAL HI-FI MARKET STORE FOR THEIR KEENEST DISCOUNT PRICES I
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CA WHARFEDALE
Wharfedale LINTON 3XP

WHARFEDALE LINTON 3XP's are renowned as one of
today's finest loudspeaker bargains ! Designed for use with
stereo amplifiers up to 35 Watts per channel, these loudspeakers are sensitive, too: 1watt - 1metre produces 85 db.,
so they're VERY versatile !
Check the back pages for HI- Fl MARKETS Wharfedale
stockists and then check their keen discount prices on other
models from the Wnarfedale range.

Wharfedale E70's
LET YOUR

NEIGHBOURS HEAR

YOUR HI-FI ! vrith a pair of

WHARFEDALE E70 loudspeakers ! The 'E' stands for efficiency: these
remarkable speakers achieve sound levels from a 20 watt amplifier
comparable with those produced by a 200 watt amplifier, driving
conventional loudspeakers. So you get much less amplifier distortion, a
cmarer sound

and you never know, your neighbours cnuld be round

with abottle, thinkirg there's aparty on the go ! Make sure YOU get to
hear the new E series loudspeakers, it COULD be 'love at first listen.'
From selected

HI- Fl

our ads. for stockists.

orrofon

'rH 1G

MARKET stores only. Check back- pages of

The TRIO Corporation, formed in 1946, has, over
the years, earned itself a remarkable reputation for
top quality products and reliability. Each piece of
TRIO equipment undergoes rigorous testing before it
qualifies for the 'Pass' mark. This is YOUR assurance of
trouble-free musical enjoyment for years to come.

The Ortofon
FF15E11 n just one
of a range of nine moving-coil
and magnetic cartridges: one will be just
right for YOUR system.
We, at HI-FI MARKETS, recommend the
ORTOFON range highly and with confidence, particularly the FF15E11, because
each cartridge is subjected to stringent
quality control procedures at all stages of
production. That's why every cartridge
which leaves the factory is worthy of
ORTOFON'S unique reputation as the
very finest cartridges available.
CHECK OUT ORTOFON CARTRIDGES
AT YOUR LOCAL HI-FI MARKET STORE
TODAY ! AND FIND OUT ABOUT OUR
REPUTATION
FOR
THE
KEENEST
PRICES TOO !

K02055 Turntable
KD550 Turntable
K0500 Turntable
KI)1033 Turntable
KR2600 Tunei/Amplifier
KR3600 Tuner/Amplifier
KR4600 Tuner/Amplifier
KR5600 Tune -/
Amplifier
KR9600 Tune-/ Amplifier
KA1500 Amplifier
KA3500 Amp!ifier
KA7100 Amplifier
KA9100 Amp'ifier
KT5300 Tuner
KX620 Cassette deck
KX520 Cassette deck
KX720 Cassette deck
KX920 Cassette deck

£86.00
£205.00
£180.00
£54.50
£109.50
£169.00
£215.00
£245.00
£575.00
£69.95
£ 109.50
£198.00
£550.00
£89.95
£149.50
£129.50
£185.00
£220.00
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BANBURY
S-6 South Bar. Tel.: (0295) 2664.
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MEMOREX

The MEMOREX 100% replacement
guarantee stands behind every
Memorex cassette sold. MRx2 is a
pure ferric oxide tape, with excep•

fo

tionally high sensitivity and maximum output over the whole audible frequency response range. With
standard bias requirements these
Memorex MRx2 cassettes will give
outstanding performance on all
types of cassette machine.

iD

NiPx2

Look at these attractive savings, too !
MEMOREX CRO2
MEMOREX MRx2
MAP Our Proce You taw
C30

£140

£ 0.87

C45

£149

£ 0.92

C60

f1 57

£ 0.95

C90

£2 18

£ 1.29

C120 . . . .£ 2.98 £ 1.82

£0.53
£0 .57
£0.62
£0.89
£1.16

M.R.P. Our Price You save ,
C45

£2 03

CH
C90

£2 16

£ 1.33 £0.83

£3 08

£ 1.88 £ 1.20

£ 1.23 £0.80

Most Hi Fi Markets have MEMOREX.
Check their stocks and save up to
40% on suggested retail prices !

Armchair Ordering
Order with confidence from your nearest HI-FI MARKET store, using the easy order
form below. Payment is easy, too ! HI- F1 MARKETS accept Access and Barclaycard
cheques, Postal Orders and even good old-fashioned Cash ! We can also arrange
quick and simple credit facilities in most cases. Use the coupon for quotations and
enquiries.
Good news for ACCESS and BARCLAYCARD holders: did you know that you can
order using your credit card over the telephone ? It's simple IJust give your name,
home address and quote your card number - than leave the rest to us. You'll have
your new equipment before you know it!

kiebbyedA

8t QUADBONDS

Holdweerd is an exclusive Budget Account Scheme for Hi Fi Market customers and you'll want to
take advantage of the added spending power it can give you IMMEDIATELY ! Hobbycard can help
you keep abreast of the ever-changing Hi Fi scene. Alternatively, why not use agoadeond - the super
new credit facility available at all Hi.Fi Markets. ' Ouadbonds' mean LOW deposits and installments
payable over 12, 18 or 24 months. Why not collect aConfidential Application Form for Hobbycard or
Quedlend from your nearest Hi Fi Market store or write to:HI- F1 MARKETS ' HO8BYCARD' DEPT., QUAD FINANCE LTO.,
191 CORPORATION STREET. BIRMINGHAM, 84 6RP.
01 under 18, please supply name & address of Parent or Guardian)
To lowest branch)
Nome
(SMOCK CAPITALS)
Address

Reese send/mote ma tor
Amen* eadesed E

o
200

Inab to pay by ACCESSAIARCLAYCARO Reese charge to my account.
hly ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD N. a •
SE CURIUM CARRIAGE: .11 parcels £3.95

Audio Technica. ADC Accutrac, AKG. BIB. Cambridge, Dual, Eagle. Garrard, Hi -Fi Aids,
Koss, Metrosound, Nat. Panasonic, Nakamichi, Philips, QED, Scotch; JVC, Shure, Sharp,
Strathearn. Technics, Yamaha, Sony, Styli. Wharfedale, Fuji, Damar.

BARKING
89 East Street, Barking, Essex. Tel.: 01-594 3626.
BASF, BIB. Celestion, Garrard, Hi -Fi Aids, JR 149, JVC, Koss, Pioneer, Shure, Sharp.
SME. TDK, Toshiba. Sony. Styli, good range of Audio Accessories, Fuji Tape;Wharfedale,
Sony T.V. Specialist.

BARROW
122 Dalton Road. Tel.: (0229) 20473. ,
AR. Aiwa, Alpha. Altec Lansing. Audio Technic& Beyer, DBX, Empire, Hitachi, JVC. Koss,
Maranta. Monitor Audio. Pioneer, Quad, Revox. Sharp. Sheffield- Labs. Shure. SME.
Sonotone, Sony. Stanton, Teac, Technics, Toshiba. Trio, Videotone, Yamaha. Ampex,
BASF, EMI. Fuji. Maxell, Scotch. TDK, Stax, Mordaunt-Short, Nakamichi, National
Panasonic, Pickering

BIRMINGHAM
28 South Mall, Birmingham Shopping Centre. Tel.: 021-643 0388.
Akai, JR 149. Koss, Pioneer, Rotel. Shure, Sansui. Sharp, SME, TDK Tapes, Toshiba, Trio,
Sony. Styli. Wharfedale, Memory Tapes, EMI Tapes, Fuji Tapes, HCL Tape, Agfa Tape.
Sennheiser, BB, Solo Leads. QAS Leads

BLACKPOOL
4 Deansgate. Tel.: ( 0253) 28357.
Trio, Armstrong, Altai, Philips, Aiwa, Sharp, Sony. Hitachi, Garrard. Ferguson, Koss. Stax,
Stanton. Nat. Panasonic, Rotel, Celestion, Grundig, Mordaunt Short.

BOSTON
15 Red Lion Street. Tel.: ( 0205) 54647.
Sennheiser. Audio Technic°, AR. Akai, Amstrad. Armstrong, B.E.W, Cambridge, Gale,
Garrard, Beyer, Hi -Fi Aids, QED, Harman Kardon. IMF. Lux, Revox, EARC Static Guns in
stock, Music Centre' specialists. Bose/Studiocraft. Full range of Batteries. Televisions at
discount prices, leads and, accessories tool Sound recording specialists. Mics, a
speciainy.

BRISTOL
26 Broad Street, Bristol 1. Tel.: ( 0272) 294183.
Acoustic Research. Tem. Fons Irlo' A-Clas,. JVC Strath.', Gale. JBL Castle,Amstrad. Accuphase. NAD. AKG.
Gnomon. Fur, AudioB&W.Dual
Elose/Studeocrah.
Magnetics,
,Eagle,
Memorex.
Hitachi.
AudHii
oPacks.
Fe AidsAudio
JRI49.
Technic',
Koss Environmental
Leak, 0(0, Stanton.
Sound. Wharfdale
Shure. Sharp.
IS Wharf
Tannes
edele
"E'' Type. Videotone. Mmell, Sennheiser. Empire WAR Speakers, Zeros's,. Be BASF. Larson. Watts. Mordaunt Short,
Revos Sta.. We can also obtain car audio gear - we carry lots of accessories, C90 Cassettes Imom 490 Demon ttttt ions
easy Digital watches and portable cassettes.

EXETER
76 South Street, Exeter. Tel.: (0392) 73309.
BAO, National Panasonic, Sony, JVC. Trio. Leak, Rote', Wharfedale. Quad. Technics, Harman-Kardon.
Tannoy, OrteDEon, Bowers & Wilkins, SME. Yamaha, Acoustic Research. Teac, KEF. UHER plus a
fantastic range of discount cassettes. Specialists in Video Equipment. BAO Showroom for latest
addition of What Hi-Fi3 and Hi Fi News. Local deliveries no problem. Excellent Service Department
and full demonstration facilities, with second- to- none personal service.

GT YARMOUTH NEW!
2 Broad Row. Tel.: (0493) 50354.
Aiwa, Amstrad, Castle, Dual, JVC. Marantz, Pioneer, Setton. Satin/Ultimo, Trio,
Armstrong. ADC, B8iW, Eagle, JR 149s. Nat. Pan., Rotel, Micro Seiki, Wharfedale, Fuji
Tape, Akai, AKG. Bose/Studiocraft, Garrard, Koss, Ortofon, Tannoy, Shure, Ram, TDK
and specialists in ' in- car entertainment', watches and calculators at discount prices:
audio accessories; FM/TV aerial specialist fitting service.

»
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HARLOW
2 Westgate, Harlow, Essex. Tel.: ( 0279) 26155.
FREE LOCAL DELIVERIES. Comprehensive Demo. facilities. Acoustic Research. BASF.
Celestion; Armstrong, Audio Technics, Goodmans. Garrard. Hi -Fi Aids. JR149, JVC,
Leak. Pioneer. Rotel. Shure, Sharp, Strathearn, TDK, Toshiba Trio. Fuji Tape, Wharfedale,
Goldring. Sony Specialists, TV too IStyli, Audio Access.

HARTLEPOOL

7 The Shopping Centre. Tel.: (0429) 66347.
Akai; Aiwa, AKG. Armstrong, Bose, B&W, BIB. Dual, Eagle, Garrard. National Pan.,
Hitachi. Hi Fi Aids. VR149. JVC, Koss. KEF. Leak, Mordaunt Short, GED, Rotel, Scotch.
Stanton. Shure. Sansui, Sharp, SME. Sugden. Teac, Tannay. TDK, Toshiba. Videotone.
Technics, Trio. Yamaha. Sony. Styli. Fuji, Castle ( to order). Quad. Harman Kardon, Lux.
Revox. Demonstration easy We also stock calculators and Digital Watches

LIVERPOOL
20-22 Whltechapel. Tel.: 051-709 9898.
Abel. DC. eaanc Aiwa, Accutrac 4000, Arrnstror,g Oie Celestion. Goodrnans, Garrard. Hitachi. Hi Fi
Aids. JR149, JVC Leak. Nat. Panasonic. Pioneer. Philips. Rotel. Sansui. SME. Toshiba. Technics.
Sony, Wharfedale. Castle, Quad. We have an excellent Record Dept.. with all current top chart LP
records in stock. We
.
diso afantesitc range of Audio Accessories. Portable TVs.. Digital Watches.
Radio Cassette Recorder.. ETC.. all at huge savings.

LONDON (Moorgate EC2) NEW!
16/24 Moorfields. Tel.: 01-628 0837 and 01-5118 0351.
Acoustic Research, Teat Main Dealers, DBX. JVC, Trio l'A' Class). Koss, Hitach. AKG
Sharp, Direct Cut Discs, BASF, TDK, Memorex, Maxell, AM, Fuji, B&W, JR149's,
Stanton, lots of accessories. Zerostats & EARCS.
Maid Eagle. Audio Packs. Leak, Wharfedale, etc.

LOUGHTON
152 High Road, Loughton, Essex. Tel.: 01-508 0247.
Excellent demonstration facilities on Celestion. BIB, BASF, Eagle, Armstrong. Audio
Technica. Garrard, Hi Fi Aids, JR149, JVC, Koss, Leak Metrosound, Pioneer, Shure,
Sharp. Strathearn, TDK. Toshiba, Sony specialists, Styli and Accessories, Fuji,
Wharfedale, Goldring. etc.

MANCHESTER NEW!
25-29 Station Road. Tel.: 061-748 2339.
Sugden. Audio Technica, Goldring, Sony, Tandberg, Technics. Hacker. Spendor. B&W,
Yamaha. Aiwa, National Pan., Shure. Fuji, Mimi', TDK. JR149, Koss. Stag. Hitachi,
SME. Pioneer. " Vacorec", Zerostat, Ferguson. Phial', BIB. Lots of Audio Accessories,
fantastic range of Cassettes. Full demonstrations in our competitor demo studios.
Excellent Service Department,

PETERBOROUGH
11-13 Cowgate. Tel.: (0733) 44059/54217.
Sony. Mordaunt-Shon Technics. Nat. Panasonic, Hitachi, JR 149 Sanyo, Ortofon. Sennheiser. Audio
Technics AR. Akai. Amstrad, Armstrong, Cambridge, Gale, Garrard. Beyer, Hi Fi Aids. QED, Scotch.
TOR. Videotone, Memorex Quantum. Tapes Castle, Harman Radon. EARC Static Guns in stock.
Music Centre specialists. gSe/Studiocreft. Full range of Batter es. Televistons at diSCOuni prices.
leads and accessories toot Sound recording specialists kd cs a specrality

SUNDERLAND
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel.: ( 0783) 51578.
Sony. Pioneer, Technics. JVC. Trio. Shure, BIB. quad. B&W. Castle. JR, B&O. Full range of
Tapes at discount prices. including Maxell. TDK. Memorex, etc. Celestion, Nat. Panasonic,
SME Arms. Toshiba. G
d. Sennheiser. Beyer. Zerostats, Koss. Full demonstration
facilities. We also service most audio equipment and have adelivery service.

SWANSEA
31 Oxford Street. Tel.: (0792) 54747.
Acoustic Research, Aka,. Elose/Studeocreb. RAW BIB Cslestion, Eagle, Eons Garrerd, Hitachi, Son, Hi -Fi Aids. JVC.
Trio. Ross Aletrosound. Het. Panasonic. Nekernichi P.n.., Philips, Scotch. Shure. Shero SME. Strethearn. TennW.
TOX, Toone.. Videotone, Verneha,
Fup We haves . trx good “lecten of Telexistons — Colour ox em
White.
Aleo
specialists,
saw Errs
most make
on Portable
s.vdeo canridges.
Radios
Cowen@
Suppliers Recoraws
to menir schools
We like
colleges.
to think
etc.ourselves
Call nowlone of Wales leeding

odio

TORQUAY
2 Tor Hill House, 162 Higher Union Street. Tel.: (0803) 22884.
& O. National Panasonic, Sony, JVC, Trio. Leak, Rotel. Wharfedale. Quad, Technics,
Harman Kardon, Tannoy, Ortofon, Bowers & Wilkins, SME, Yamaha, Acoustic
Research, Teac. KEF, Uher. Local deliveries no problem. Excellent Service Department
and full demonstration facilities, with second- to- none personal service.

TRURO
4 Cathedral Lane. Tel.: (0872) 6819.
Aiwa, Dual, Goodmans, VR149. JVC. Koss. KEF, Leak, Pioneer, Sansul SME, Stratheam,
TEAC, Sony Styli, Wharfedale, Fuji.

WIGAN
12 Woodcock Street. Tel.: (0942) 37977.
AR, Aiwa, Alpha, Altec Lansing. Audio Technica. Beyer, DBX, Empire. Hitachi, JVC, Koss,
Marantz, Monitor Audio. Pioneer, Quad. Revox, Sharp. Sheffield- Labs, Shure. SME,
Sonotone. Sony, Stanton, Teac, Technics, Toshiba. Trio, Videotone. Yamaha, Ampex,
BASF, EMI, Fuji, Maxell. Scotch. TDK, Stan, Mordaunt-Short, Nakamachi. National

WISHAW
36 Caledonian Road. Tel.: (06983) 73876.
Grundig. Hitachi, JVC. Nat. Panasonic. Philips, Shure. Technics. We also keep Digital
Watches and we have a local delivery service dept. Excellent selection of tapes et
discount prices.

YORK
51 Folmar,. Tel.: (0904) 56176.
B & 0 main dealer. We also specialise in Quad, Hitachi. Castle Speakers, Armstrong,
Garrard, Koss Headphones. Our Service Department caters for nearly all makes of Audio
Equipment, certainly bring in your repairs for an estimate.

PLYMOUTH

38, VVIDMORE Rd.,

romley, KENT.

90/92 Cornwall Street. Tel.: ( 0752) 60264.
JVC. Hitachi. Aka, Rotel, Leak, Telefunken. Grundig. Tannoy, Micro Seiki, Harman
Kardon, Sony, BASF, Agfa, TDK, Beyer, Shure, Empire, Aiwa, Ortofon, Stanton, Maxell.
Fuji, Memorex. Videotone, Vac-o-Rec. Sennheiser, Koss, Marantz.

Tel. 01 - 464 2260
Princes Street. Tel.: (0704) 36901.
AR. Aiwa. Alpha, Altec Lansing. Audio Technica, Beyer, DBX, Empire, Hitachi, JVC. Koss.
Maranta, Monitor Audio, Pioneer, Quad, Revox, Sharp. Sheffield- Labs, Shure. Sonotone.
.Sony. Stanton. Teat. Technics. Toshiba. Trio, Videotone. Yamaha, Ampex. BASF, EMI.
Fuji, Maxell. Scotch, TDK, Stax, Mordaunt-Short, Nakamachi, National Panasonic,
Pickering, SME.

Discs; JVC ;L 8i G; AIWA; Chartwell; Amstrad; AKG; Lowther
Celestion; Stag; Trio; Videotone; Pioneer; Castle; Shure; Sanyo; Audio
Technica; Armstrong; Eagle; QED. Full range of Audio accessories;
Full After-Sales Service PLUS CUT-PRICE Tapes and Cassettes.
Direct- Cut
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When you have tired from studying cross-over systems, sizes, forms and
multiplicity of drive units, baffle arrangements and electronics used to correct
problems such techniques create, LISTEN TO LOWTHER. Comfortably
within the price range of quality loudspeakers for home use, the Acousta .109
incorporates those exclusive features of design and manufacture which make
LOWTHER above all, instruments of total musical worth. Natural processes
of sounù propagation have been refined, developed and engineered to
standards of quality to capture and for ever hold the ear of the most critical.
The 109 will respond beautifully and with more than enough volume from
amere three watts of power; positioning within the room is not critical.
To own Acousta 109 loud speakers is to share in enjoying the finest sound
reproduction in the world.

Lowther
ACOUSTA 109
Fitted with PM. 6 Mk. 1drive unit as standard.
With folded exponential horn 8'/aft long ( 260cm)
within acompact cabinet 68 x 38 x 33cm ( 26 1
/
2x
15 x 137) Finished in teak or walnut:
Impedance 8 ohms:
Power handling capacity 3-30 watts r.m.s.

LOWTHER, ST. MARKS ROAD, MASONS HILL, BROMLEY, KENT BR2 9HQ
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01-460 5225

SAE

Manufacturers of
the world's finest
HiFi equipment
SAE 2900. High performance pre-aing , nitli parametric etitiali/er oilers full
tape dubbing and tape IQ facility_ ./...: 337•00

110
912
Deilleges
Fi . . . bank on Goodmans
— don't gamble with Hi50 years sound experience.
For the heart of agood HiFi system choose
Goodmans. The SCD 110 is our new and successful
front loader with Dolby Noise Reduction, slider
•• •
type controls, bias and equalisation switching to .•
•• ,•?,,,
6suit chrome, ferric and ferrochrome tapes.
Hot favourites since their introduction are ee<t°
the Module 90 and Model 120 receivers .* b;
..
with almost unmeasurable distortion
and sophisticated circuitry. The Module
7
,
90 has medium wave and 4pre-sets on ..' ze . • .
FM — the Model 120 also has long and .. • ,
4•/' . •
short wavebands plus even more ...\?e
y .
power.
•,.,4,
Choose Goodmans for .**- e.).., .
.* e* os. •
endless combinations of • Az ...Z., .
winning numbers. • •. .be. q .•
.* ,
\P e . ..• . • .•

e
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Goodmans Loudspeakers .•
Limited, Downley Road, • cpb ..£`"
Havant, Hampshire, •
it,
P09 2NL, England.
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SAE 2200. High definit
output display.
L3e. 00

100 ,..itts per zhannel with L.E.D.

•
UP

SAE 2800. Dual four hand parametric equitlizer 1
eatures cut and boost plus
bandwidth and centre frequency control. This ensures precise control over
room or programme problems.
£408-oo

SAE Mk. VIII. Digital Tuner L.E.D. readout displays station frequency. A
dual meter system assures both maximum signal strength and centre-of-channel
tuning. £475.00
Parametric pre-amp £640.00
2IooL LEI) Display pre-amp
£532.00
Mk XXX Basic pre-amp £ 158.00
2600 2X <too watts poweramp .. .. £ 887.00
2500 2X 300 wats poweramp • • • £755.00
2400L 2 >" 2oowatts poweramp
£578.00
2100

too watts poweram!' • • • .. 4346.00
Mk XXXi 2X 50 watts .. £ 178.00
8.3Do I )igital FM tuner . • £475.00
2922 Integrated amplifier £ 577.00
80o Parametric equaliser £ 239.00
4a1
00 Electronic crossover £ 155 00
4.100 Time delay system .. £ 354.00
5coo Impulse nofse reduction
unit
..
£ 176.00
2200 2 •

ABOVE PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

REW Audio Visual Co.

Pair Celestion Ditton 15 speakers, Pioneer SX450
(15 x 15 W) receiver, perfect condition, £ 120.
Tel..
Upminster 23971.
C.

Isified Advertisements
-bents for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 12p per word ( private), minimum £2.40. Box Nos. 40p
le rates 15p per word, minimum £3.00. Copy and remittance for advertisements in MAY issue must reach
.-es by 29th MARCH addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi-Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
„oval' Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi-Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates it locality.

,, The sign of the small
C'.:.=)
family firm where
personal service to
customers still counts
Hand- made Hi Fi and Record/
Cassette Cabinets and
Bookcases now include our
new highly versatile
melamine range in white or
teak
40in. two-tier cabinet with amplifier shelf. This cabinet is very sturdily
made and houses 500 LPs

Sex Discrimination Act
1975. No job advertisement
which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex
(e.g. by inviting applications
only from males or only from
females) may be accepted,
unless
(1) che job is for the purpose
of aprivate householder or
(2) it is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted
from the requirements of the
Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made
at the time the advertisement
is placed saying which of the
exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

Send two 7p stamps for brochure, quoting - 1-1FN/3/78', to:

ECC, 4BRUNSWICK DRIVE, HARROGATE, YORKSHIRE

FOR SALE- private
BGW 500D/202 Amplifier, £850. Akai GX400D NAB
tape deck. 15" x 7,1"x 3r auto reverse. £450. Revox 1102,
£350. Aiwa AD I800 cassette deck, £ 180. Radford STA25
SC22/FM2MPX valve amplifier/tuner. Sony CF350A
portable stereo radio/cassette, £85. Toshiba non-Dolby
cassette deck, £40. Stan SRD/SR3 headphones, £40.
Sugden T48 tuner, £75. All immaculate. Tel.: 01-904
4484.
C.
Rogers BBC monitors with stands, £ 140. Leak Preamp
and 20 watt valve power amplifier, £80. Audio Technica
AT/1009 arm, £ 30. AT I3EA cartridge, £8. Tel.: Preston
(Lancs.) 700998.
C.
Why buy used equipment? Our new prices are often as
low. All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported world-wide at unbelievable savings. The Sound
Affair, 364 Mission Court, St Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A.
X.
Linn Sondek, Grace arm, ultimo micoil cartridge, £250.
Compcor surround sound decoder, £55. Both used
few hours only. Smith, 219 Victoria Road, Ruislip,
Middlesex.
C.
Sony TA 1130 amplifier 50 WPC, £ 150. Sony TA3140F
amplifier 35 WPC, £60. Sony SB200 tape recorder switchbox, £ 12. Tel.: 021-550 4983.
C.

AR3A improved speakers with stands, walnut finish
£140.
Sound Craftsmen 20-I2A Graphic Equaliser
walnut case, £ 170. No offers. Tel.: Watford 46955.
C.
Pair of Dahlquist DRIO loudspeakers. One month old
Mirror Image conversion by importers. Too big for
house. £600 o.n.o. Tel.: 0632 673322 after 6 p.m. Mr.
Kumar.
C.
Naim NAC32 and NAP160. Yamaha NSIOOOM speakers
with stands, Linn Sondek LPI2, Grace supex, all equipment mint condition as new, offers please. Tel.: 0509
30698.
C.
I Pair JR 149's at £75 o.n.o. Armstrong amplifier
Model 621 at £85 o.n.o. AKG P8E cartridge (unused
gift) at £20. All items mint. 10% discount for £ notes.
Tel.: Bookham 56196. evenings 6-9, weekends all day.
C.

Badgertracks
The pickups and cartridges
Badger Sound Services.

Vortexion CBL6 2-tr. stereo studio recorder, superb
reliability, £90. Shure V15/111 barely used, £28. Tandberg
604IX deck, £ 110. Tel.: Whitby 810768.
C.
Quad 22 control unit with amplifiers, Quad FM tuner,
Quad AM tuner, Ampex tape recorder F-44, Thorens
deck, all fitted in teak cabinet, £ 140. Tel.: Wormley 4276
evenings.
C.
Linn Sondek. SME 3009. JVC XI Cartridge, £200;
SAE 5000 impulse noise reduction unit. £ 110; excellent
condition. Tel.: Dr Simmonds. 01 692 2563 day.
C.
Quad 303 amplifier. £63. Revos A77 Mk 2 2-trk spools
NAB adaptors, £225. Revox remote control 30 ft., £ 15.
AKG earphones K60, £7. All little used. Upgrading.
Tel.: Ingatestone 3659 ( Essex).
C.
Nakanuchi 700, £ 345 o.n.o. Quad 22/1I's ( recent Quad
overhaul) plus FM tuner, £ 115 o.n.o. Mosel! UDXL2 18
C90s. £ 33. Scotch Classic 3- LP 7 in. reels, £ 12. Tel.:
Dave (evenings) 01-883 6024.
C.
Sony TC177SD 3-head cassette recorder. 2months old,
12 months guarantee, bargain at £ 320. Tel.: Warwick
46816 after 5.30 p.m.; or Coventry 468231, 9-5.30.
C.
Revox A77 Mk IV 1104 hardly used, plus NAB adaptors
and Revox metal spools and tapes, £350. Tel.: 01-889
6074 for demonstration.
C.
Celef Studio Professional loudspeakers, absolutely mint
condition, in walnut, with stands and boxes, £ 350. (Current RRP, £506.) Tel.: 021-748 4325 ( Birmingham).
C.
Rogers PRO9TL speakers, teak, complete for the cost
of the parts, £ 175 o.n.o. JUC;Z1 cartridge, as new, £27.
Tel.: Cranleigh 4877.
C.
Revox A700 two- track heads assembled to head block
complete with accessories, unused brand new heads
aligned by Revox. Offers. Tel.: 09-766 4189 evenings or
weekends.
C.
Loudspeakers, one pair IMF TSL50 Mk II, £250 o.n.o.
One pair KEF Cantatas, £250 o.n.o. Both purchased
new just before Christmas. Invoices available. Pugson,
Minehead, Somerset. Tel.: Minehead 2017.
C.

side

of

With the proliferation of high quality
cartridges and arms, the choice open
to a buyer is now wider, but more
confusing than ever before.

Nakamichi 700 three-head cassette deck, £450. Quad
33/405, £ 210. SME 3009, £ 30. Technics deck 51.1200/
SME V15/111, £200, Tandberg cassette deck TCD300,
£100. JVC stereo portable cassette radio, £ 100. Box No.
2570, c/o Hi-Fi News (London).
C.

,

sit).

Pair Tangent RS4 speakers, walnut finish, less than one
year-old. Little used, as new, £ 150. Tel.: Winchester
0962) 67073.

CARTRIDGE
DISCOUNT
"Our name
prices"

is your guarantee

to best products at best

North Downs House, Grays Road,
Westerham, Kent
Styli

Cartridges
Goldring
G800
G800H
G800SE
G850
G820
G820E
G820SE
G900SE

DI10
DIIOH
DI IOSE
DI20
DI30
D130E
D1
30SE
DI4OSE

£2-95
£2-95
£910
£2.95
£3.30
£6.95
£10.95
£14-00

£5.89
£7.25
£7.25
E7-25
£7.75
£8.60
£7.75
£10.70
£12.95
£13.40
£15.35
£13.99
£15.35
£11.75
£13.95
£14.25
£20.50
£13-50
£48-50
£31.50

N3D
N44-7
N44-C
N44-G
N44-E
N55-E
N75-6
N75-8
N75-G
N75E.1
N7SED
N9IGD
N91 ED
N93E
N95G
N9SEJ
N9SED
SS35C
VN35E
N24H

£4.50
£6.05
£6.05
£6.05
£6.75
£7.75
£6.50
£7.25
£8.95
£9-75
£13-90
£11-95
£13-90
£9-90
£5,75
£10415
£18-65
£6.95
£17-99
£18.99

£14.99
£14-99
£17.95
£20.50
£31.50
£47.99

D5107A
D5107AL
D5100E
D5100EE
0680
D6800EEE

£9.25
£9.25
£11.55
£14-85
£20.95
£26.00

£4-65
£4.65
£13.50
£4.25
£5.99
£9.00
£13-00
£29.95

Philips
GP400
GP401
GP4I2VE
GP422

£9.90
£12-90
£29.90
£35.90

Shure

Radford valve amplifier SC22 , STA 25 perfect. New
output valves. Original packing, literature, cricuit diagrams. Sent Securicor. Dyers offer £250. Cox, 13 Oxford
Road, Middlesbrough.
C.

Revox 700, perfect as new. Little used by connoisseur.
Demonstration in Surrey. £700. Box No. 2559, c/o HiFi
News.
C.

Sugden A48 Series 2 amplifier, £ 140. Working normally, owner upgraded.
Tel.: Lee-on-Solent (0705
550808.

We feel asimple list of prices, however
low, is no longer good enough. Expert
guidance in the choice of cartridge or
arm is needed and this frequently is
not available to the mail order buyer.
Our Cartridge and Arm Selection Guide
offers what the other discount houses
do not-low prices and practical
guidance.
Send SAE or International Reply
Coupon for a copy. ( Overseas customers will receive export prices).

M3D
M44-7
M44- C
M44- G
M44-E
M55-E
M75-65
M75-B
M75-G
M75E1
M75ED
M91GD
M91 ED
M93E
M95G
M95E1
M9SED
SC-35C
VI5111
M24H
Stanton
500A
500AL*
500E
500EE
680EE
68IEEE
Tenorel

T200 I
D
£2.90
T200IED £750
T200IDP* £2.90
T20015D+ £ 15 00
Ultimo
DV38/20A £59.00
DV313/20B+ £77•50
DV38/10A
£51.00
Arm
£196-oo
DV4C
Imp. adapter £7.50

On Application
On Application
On Application

Styli
Most makes stocked. We specialise in Music-Centre
styli. Prices £2.95-£3.30. D/Dia. £ 1410. Send for list
post free
Record Care

Bib Groovestat
Auto Record Cleaning Arm

£4.99
£ 1.99

Items marked * high output suitable for disco use, etc.
Items marked + suitable for CD4 use.
• a • SPECIAL OFFER THIS MONTH * • •
Vac-O-Rec

£18.95

SME Series Ill £95410

All items are of original manufacture, are post free
and include VAT @ 124%. This is just asample of the
items we have to offer. We are stylus specialists and
can offer a wide range to suit most makes. Please
send for list post free.

Callers welcome 9-5, Tues. to Sat.
Demonstrations by appointment.
24 hour, 7day phone answering service,
including ACCESS order'ng.

N200ID £2.10
N200IED £5.95
N200IDP £2.10
N20015D £ 11-50

OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME
VA

Please send pos free by
items ( recorded delivery).
Item No

return

Quantity

the

following

Price

Buy it with Access

BADGERTRACKS LTD
(Dept. HFN)
46 Wood Street, Lytham St. Annes
Lancs. FY8 1QG
Phone ( STD 0253) 729247
(Closed all day Monday)

enclose cheque/P.O. for L
to Cartridge Discount.
Name
Address

made payabl

9

R.T.V.C. stereo amplifier 14 W + 14 W RMS, £ 15.
Stereo valve amplifier by Exper Gramophones with Leak
varislope pre-amp. Old but good, £ 15. Tel.: Dover
203136.
C.
Armstrong 521 amplifier 25 W per channel, little used,
£50. Tel.: Stock 840353 after 8 p.m., can be delivered.
C.
Garrard 301 Decca fiss arm Mk II Head Auriol lift
fitted Pye Mozart Cabinet, £27. Two GEC Octagonal
Periphonic Cabinets with metal cones, offers. Basset
window seat speaker, Hi-Fi News April 1969, fitted
Vitavox speakers, £ 18. S. Carver, 7 Sea Way, Pagham,
Bognor Regis. Tel.: Pagham 2921.
C.

Ir.

SALES
and
SERVICE
AUDIO
and
VIDEO

•

AKG
BEYER
MICS
DAVID
SPEAKERS

FOR SALE-trade
All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported worldwide. Very competitive prices. Specific
enquiries, write please. The Sound Affair, 364 Mission
Court, St Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A.
X.

CONTACT JOHN
OR KEITH ON
WATFORD 32006 OR
DEREK CAHILL ON
0908 610 625 EDUCATIONAL
TRADE DISCOUNTS GIVEN

Complete stereo system: Armstrong 625 receiver
acoustic research deck, Shure M75E13/11 cartridge, KEF
Celeste Speakers, £ 230. Tel.: Chelmsford 56897.
C.
Bang Olidaen system: Beogram 4002, Beomaster 1900
and pair of Beovox S45. All for £500. Genuine reason
for sale. Leaving country, 12 months old, one year
guarantee left. Write to: Flat II, Mickleby House. North
Tees General Hospital, Stockton-on-Tees, Cleveland.
Tel.: (0642) 611429 after 10.
C.

BADGER SOUND
SERVICES LIMITED

Naim NAP160 amplifier and NAC12N controller with
moving coil input, one year old, as new, £ 375. Tel.: 01878 4711 (Mortlake).
D.

•ce

FERROGRAPH- NEAL REVOX- OTARI-UHER-

255A ST. ALBANS ROAD WATFORD
THE STUDIO SHERINGTON BUCKS
Quad 313 imwer amplifier in immaculate condition
£60.00. Contact, Mr. Cryer. Tel.: Burnley 0282-35531,
after 5pm.
C.
Quad stereo 22, FM tuner, AM/LW/SW tuner, choice
of two, perfect condition. £25. Unit checked Quad's.
Tel.: Hunt:ngdon 0480 51503 evenings.
C.
Ferrograph Series Seven Model 724 recorder in cabinet,
£250 o no. Monk, 2 Boswithian Road, Tolvaddon,
Camborne. Cornwall. Day or night.
C.
Ferrograph F307 stereo amplifier. Good condition, £35'
Plus Garrard 401, S.M.E. 3009 arm in plinth as new, £85.
Tel.: Southend 553722 evenings.
C.
Sony SQD2020 quadraphonic decoder, square, regular
matrix IQS, H), discrete tape. As new in manufacturer's
box, £60. ADC XLM2 used couple hours, unregistered
guarantee, £ 17. Tel.: Newton- le-Willows 4920.
C.
Mint condition JVC 4VN880 quadraphonic amplifier,
£145; and also National Panasonic CD-4 disc demodulator, £30.. Tel.: Mr. S. Cheney, day 836-2444; evening
237-5151.
C.

A COMPREHENSIVE
SERVICE
FOR THE

SPEAKER BUILDER
We deal only in components for High Fidelity
speakers and do not handle Group, Disco,
P.A., Radio/T.V. or general purpose drive
units, nor do we offer non-specific crossover
networks.
Specialists in the supply of components to
the
do-it-yourself
speaker
builder,
our
experience, our technical expertise and the
excellence of our standards have been
recognised by the Audio Press in this
country and abroad.
Our prices for Sonaudax, Celestion, Coles,
Falcon, lsophon, Kef, Peerless, and Tannoy
as well as crossovers, components and
materials for magazine projects and manufacturers designs are highly competitive, but
we see no point in publishing a list of prices
which are not much use without technical
data.
Although primarily concerned for the home
constructor, we supply components to some
of the most respected manufacturers of
commercial speaker systems.
Why not send 30p or a dollar Bill for a copy
of our catalogue-it even contains some
good original designs!
Sugden and Nytech Amplifiers in stock
at the time of going to press.
EXPORTS WELCOME
BUILD A HIGH QUALITY TRANSMISSION
LINE SPEAKER
The PRO 9TL is a do-it-yourself design by
Chris Rogers equal in performance to the
best commercial
models.
The original
magazine article is now out of print. To
meet increasing demand for this popular
design we have prepared a constructional
booklet with full working drawings and data.
This is NOT just a magazine article reprint.
Specially prepared by the designer, it
contains details and drawings not published
in the original article.
60 pence POST FREE
Overseas £1.25 POST FREE AIRMAIL
Callers welcome 9-5 Tues. to Sat. Some
do-it-yourself systems can be demonstrated
by appointment only.
24 hour, 7 day phone answering service
including ACCESS orders.
BADGER SOUND SERVICES LTD
46 Wood Street, Lytham St. Annes
Lancs. FY8 1QG
Phone (STD 0253) 729247
(Closed Mondays)

B.B.C. Matrix H Sansui QSD2 Decoder, QS, SQ,
Matrix H. surround and synthesiser. New, £ 105. Tel.:
London 01-994 5259.
C.
Thorens TDI 25 in SME 2000 plinth system, SME 3009/
II improved Shure V15 Mk III, £ 120 cash. Tel.: Deepcut
5257.
C.
Rotel RP3000 turntable with SME 3009 Series 2 arm,
and Shure M75ED Type 2 cartridge: mint condition,
original packings, £ 100.
Tel.: Yakeley, Cambridge
891185 ( night), 69638 (day).
C.
Goodmans RB35 speakers, 6 months old, £70; Garrard
125SB deck, £30; upgrading; would take £90 for both.
Tel.: 021-7424504, Birmingham.
C.
Klipsch Cornwalls I watt, delivers 99/dB/M with uncoloured sound. Horn loaded mid- and high-frequencies.
£500. Revox A77 Mk 4, £ 300. Tel.: Bedford 212348. C.
Tandberg 3341 X reel-to-reel tape deck. Four heads,
three speeds. Excellent condition. Little used. £80.
Tel.: 01-205 3126 ( NW. London).
C.
Marconi le three-speed turntable with separate centrelift. Offers. SME 3012/11, £20. Young, 50 Kenilworth
Road, Macclesfield. Cheshire.
C.
SME 3009 II Improved, £ 32.50 FD200 damper, £ 12.50.
Maker's packing, mint. J. M. Hayv.ard, 39 Southborne
Road, Bournemouth BH6 SAE. Tel.: 0202-422334.
C.
Chartwell LS35A speakers. £99. Can deliver.
25 Saddlers Mead, Wilton, Wilts. Tel.: 2412.

Street,
C.

Realistic SA1000 amplifier 20 WPC, as new condition,
£40. Realistic Optimus five 4-way speakers, £ 120. Akai
4000D's tape deck, £ 100 ( includes tapes). Tel.: 01-995
4953.
C.
Rev« A77 1-track tape deck, £250. IMF TLS80 loudspeakers, £ 300. Tel.: Mr. Taysum 021-550 6131, daytime
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
C.
Two Lowther TPI's. Dissimilar cabinet finishes. One
needs cabinet re-polish. Offers to: Robinson. Tel.:
Huttor Rucliby (0642) 700117.
C.
Cambridge Audio P50. Excellent condition, £60. Must
have more power to drive transmission line speakers.
Tel.: 0686-88262, Newtown, Mid-Wales.
C.
Pair Bose 901 Series III, new December 1977. Equaliser
and stinds. Not suited to owners wants, £ 500. Tel.:
Dwyer 01-874 1592. after 7 p.m.
C.
Nightingales NMI 's. Swop for Dillon 66's or will sell.
Lenco GL75, £ 18. 12 Willow Court, Ryton, Tune and
Wear. Tel.: Ryton 3022.
C.
Quad 22 Control Unit. 2quad valve amplifiers, FM and
AM toners, FM decoder, electrostatic speakers, £300
o.n.o. Tel.: Maidenhead (0628) 36610.
C.
Technics SU/SE9600 pre/power amplifier, £450, or wil
separate. Going cheaply-open reel tapes ( BASF, etc.).
"HFN", Gramophone since 10/75. Tel.: 01-688 6397. C.
Amplifiers-Lux LI00, 110 R MS/channel, September
'77, as new, £575 o.n.o. Trio Supreme I, 70 RMS/
channel, cost £285, accept £ 125 o.n.o. Tel.: 0742-660934,
evenings and weekends.
C.

WILMSLOW AUDIO

lip

THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS
For the best prices and largest stocks in
the country see our advertisement on
p. 184.

KEF 105.
Ill designing Model 105,
KEF Engineers have identified the
main causes of colouration and
distortion and eliminated them,
using the latest digital computer
techniques.
The result: the most realistic
loudspeaker you have ever heard.
Music lovers in the Midlands,
North, Scotland and N. Ireland can
hear the model 105 at: ERRICKS OF BRADFORD,
Nort)gate, Bradford.
AUDIO PROJECTS,
45 Headingley Lane, Leeds.
DFSIGN STEREO,
150 Narbomugh Road, Leicester.
HARDMAN RADIO,
12 St-Marys Gate, Manchester.
MARTINS ELECTRONICS CENTRE,
85-87 Ber Street, Norwich.
LAND OF HI-FI,
92 Upper Parliament Street, Nottingham.
HARDMAN RADIO,
Guildhall Arcade, Preston.
AUDIO CENTRE,
284 Glossop Road, Sheffield.
JOHN FROST LTD.,
111-115 The Parade, Sutton C.oldfield.
EN. AND F. FRENCH LTD.,
52 Dordon Road, Dordon, Tamworth.
HOLBURN HI-FI,
-145 Holbum Street, Aberdeen.
HI-Fl CORNER,
IHaddington Place, Edinburgh.
TALISMAN HI-FI,
Ill Steckwell Street, Glasgow.
MANCHESTER AND MIDLAND LTD.,
Itoyal Avenue. Belfast.

KEr ELECTRONICS LTD..
TOV1L, MAIDSTONE,
KENT ME15 6QP.
TELEPHONE: 0622-672261.

Il

The Speaker Engineers

A.D. Period hi-fi cabinets are individually made to your
requirements. Send rough sketch of cabinet you have in
mind, with your phone number. We will quote a price if
we are able to help, or visit our workshop. Village
Workshop, 14A Vickers Road, London NW5 4NL. Tel.:
01-267 8504.
X.
Blackburn has- Monitor Audio, Sugden. Quad, AR,
etc. at Holdings, 39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn. Tel.:
59595/6. Car Park opposite.
C.

1lb
i
tv-imaup.,144

-NEU-PR/ea 'wiz

Styli
P/P , 20O

STANTON
£4740
£3050
£1796
£7922
£21 00

EMPIRE
2000 ..
2000E
2000E/1
2000E/11
2000E/111
2000Z

£7 77
£8 SO
£12 16
£13 90
£1475
£48 50

PHILIPS
G P40011
GP401 II
GP4I2VE 11

£11 00
£15 15
£3600

ADC
£940
£1045
£11 50
£1880
£85 83
£68 50
£3980
£3000

QLM30 Ill
QLM32 Ill
QLM34, III
QLM36/111
ZLM Select
ZLM .
VLM Ill
SHURE

ir

M44 7
M44E .
M55E
M75'6..
M75B
M75E.1
M75ED
M95E1
M9SED
(124H
VIS Ill

0•N

£7 10
£760
£845
£760
£10 55
£13 30
£1520
£14 15
£2030
£29 50
£4780

DI5E Super . £24 12
D2OFL .. £ 30 66
D2OE Super .. £24 12
020E/II .. £21 68
NI5E/11 .. £ 12 25
NFI 5E/11 .. £9.39
ARMS/
HEADSHELLS

£18
£14
£59
. £26
. £51

38
28
00
50
18

LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES
GRILLE FABRICS GALORE!'
TOP QUALITY ~DINGS
PURE WOOL FIBRES
ACOUSTICALLY-TRANSPARENT
SLACK MAN PADDING
Fabric Samples,
12p (Stamps)

£495
£450
.. £495
, £720
£1023
£1856
£3700

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, N.YORKS.
Telephone 0757 85-206

CROSSOVERS • COMPONENTS • KITS
Rogers PRO9TL, Pract. Hi Fi & Audio, Oct. 1976.
Atkinson, Hi-Fi News, April 1976. Rogers, Hi Fi
Ans., August 1973. C. Rogers Bookshelf, Pract. .
Hi Fi & Audio, Dec. 1977. Hughes ' Tabor'. Hi Fi
News, Sept. 1977. Wilkinson, Wireless World.
Oct. 1977.
Units by: STC ( Coles), KEF, PEERLESS, SON
AUDAX,
CELESTION &
ISOPHON.
LONG FIBRE WOOL, GRILLE FABRICS,
INDUCTORS, CAPACITORS, BAF WADDING, 5 & 9WATT RESISTORS, ACOUSTICALLY TRANSPARENT FOAMS.
Large
stamped addressed envelope for latest price
list PLI I, and 5p stamps for samples. Overseas $ 1bill. ACCESS.

PHILIPS
GP400/11
G P401/11
GP4 I2VE
GP422'11

..
..
..
..

£7 15
£ 1475
£20 35
£2500

FALCON ELECTRONICS
Mail Order and Callers: Tabor House, Mulbarton
Nr Norwich, Norfolk.
Callers only: 26 Station Road, Bexhill-on- Sea,
Sussex. Tel.: 0424-219950

ADC
ROLM 30
RQLM 32
ROLM 36
RVL
RXL
RZL

£650
£925
£1075
£1325
£1600
£2351

LONDON*NOMINBRAM*INISTOL*MANCHESTER

CARTRIDGES 8STYLI

SHURE

Cut out this discount coupon ad to buy at n'ese
ultra - speclar prices ( Errors and pH.. Change excepted

£887
£440
£5 95
£6 20
£7 60
£640
£7 IS
£9 60
£13 75
£10 70
£1845
£18 75
£17 85
£17 53
£17 SS 'IL

N75G
N3D
N44/7..
N44E
N55E
N75/6..
N75B
N7SEJ
N7SED
N95E.1
N9SED
N24H
VN35E
VN15E
VN78E
A KG
P8ES
P7E
P8E

.. £35 79
.. £ 14 89
£29 78

GOLDRING

GOLDRING
G800 ..
0850 ..
G800H
G820 ..
0820E
G820SE
G900SE

Harman Kardon Citation Twelve de luxe s/h, £ 110.00.
SAE pre-amplifier equaliser, Phase linear 400, sill,
£550.00. Harmon Kardon ST7 turntable, s/s, £250-00.
Pair Tannoy Cheviots, £260.00. Pair B&W DM2a, £ 160.00.
Pair Tannoy Devon, s/h, £ 190.00. Direct design turntable
Formula 4 arm, £ 130.00. Pair KLH 317, s/s. £95.00.
Pair KLH 331, s/s. £85.00. Pair Mission 730, s/h, mint
2 months old, £290.00. Audio Corner, 117 Portland
Street. Southport PR8 6QZ.
Tel.: Southport (0704)
37332.
C.

(Arms • 80p P/P)
(Headshells 40p P/P)
SME 3009 Fixed £46.00
SME 3009 Dec. £50.40
SME Series III £98.24
SMEFD200 .. £ 17.15
Formula Four Arm
£50.89
Transcriptors Arm
£36 75
LMF/I fixed head £74 25
LMF/II detach. £81 ,74
LMH2 H/shell £7 16
SME S2 H/shell £4 75
SME H/shell.. £ 14 ,27

A KG
P6E
P6R
P8FS .
P7E
P8E

r

ORTOFON

ORTOFON
MISE Super .. £44 50
SL20E .. £46 50
MC20 .. £53 50
SL200 .. £69.42
STM72 Transformer
£20.40
M20FL £52 27
M20E Super £46 27
VMS20E/II £29-10
F15/II • • £ 19.60
FFISE/II £ 13.40
MCA76 £94.34

68 IEEE
680EE
500E ..
8815 ..
500EE

Tapes for sale:- Used once only, no edits. Scotch 206
by 2500ft. Any offers welcome. Used once only, no edits
assorted 8Ir, tapes. Any offers welcome. Tel.: Nick on
01-445 2635.
C.

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS

You Pia bo,v4,17,„
ALL ITEMS ORIGINAL
IN MAKERS BOXES
Cartridge (with Stylus)
pip+ 30p

Armstrong sale: 626 AM/FM 40 ,-40 watts, £ 179 inc.
VAT. Armstrong 625 FM, only £ 159 inc. VAT. Holdings
Ltd., 39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn. Tel.: 59595/6. C.

G800 ..
0850 ..
G800H
G820 ..
0820E
G820SE
G900S E

•

£338
£3 38
£3 38
£3 38
.. £641
.. £ 10 97
. £ 15 27

11
•
▪
▪
▪
II
III
11
•
▪
▪
▪
▪

ACCESS

BARCLAYCARD

Al Cartridges & Styli Discounts Ltd
Dept HFN/3
119 Oxford Street, London WIR IPA
Telephone 01-580 9111/2
(24 Kr. Telephone answer)
96
L----1

I

CARTRIDGES
Shure M3D
Shure M44-7 ..
Shure M44E
Shure M55E
Shure M75-6$
Shure M7513/1I
Shure M75E13/11
Shure M75E1/11..
Shure M75G/II
Shure M9SED
Shure M95E1 ..
Shure M24H
Shure V15/111 ..
Shure M9 IE
Shure M9IED
Shure M93E
Stanton 500A ..
Stanton 500E ..
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 680EE
Stanton 68 IEEE
ADC ZLM
ADC XLM Mk III
ADC VLM Mk III
ADC
QLM36 Mk III
QLM34 Mk III
QLM32 Mk III
QLM30 Mk III
Ortofon
VMS 20E Mk II
PISE Mk II ..
FFI5E Mkt' ..
P & P25p.

£5-35
£6.95
£7.45
£8.25
£7-45
£10.45
£14.95
£13.10
£15.75
£19.75
£13.85
£29.50
£47-75
£16.50
£17.50
£12.75
£14.75
£17.75
£20.15
£29.95
£47.50
£58 20
£37.30
£22.15
£17.59
£10-75
£9-79
£8.78
£29.78
£19.60
£13.10

STYLI
ADC RXL £ 10-78
ADC RVL £9-45
ADC RSZ•. £ 24.25
ADC RSX .. £ 16.75
ADC RSV .. £ 13.75
ADC RSQ36 • • £ 11.45
ADC RSQ34 •. £7.65
ADC RSQ32 . • £6.45
ADC RSQ30 .. £5.35
ADC Headshell £3.25
Shure N3D
£3.90
Shure N44-3 £5.95
Shure N44-7 £5-45
Shure N44E £ 5.90
Shure N55E £6-90
Shure N75-6 £5.90
Shure N7S-3
Shure N758 Mk II £6-85
Shure N75ED Mk 11 11-95
Shure N75EJ Mk 11 £8-00
Shure N75G Mk II £9.60
Shure N95-3 .. £6-10
Shure N9SED .. £ 16.25
Shure N95E1 .. £9.45
Shure VN35E .. £ 17.80
Shure VN ISE .. £ 18.40
Shure VN78E £ 16.85
Stanton D5 107A £9-20
Stanton D51008 £ 11.50
Stanton D5100EE £ 14.90
Stanton D6800EE £20.75
Stanton D6800EEE £26-25
Ortofon
D2OEMk11 .. £ 19.50

All mad to: ESTUARY AUDIO Dept AC/HF 1., Hmhbury Sr,,
Hi hbury Corner. London N 5 Callers welcome
LEICESTER SQUIRE STATIC* cjitt.tHe
ti lket1431111210)
I NICHISURY STATION, LONDON NS . 01 607 0644 ,
l
VIM MANCHESTER 3. VICTORIA STATION APPROAC11.111124592)
BRISTOL 1, 29 DEMUR« STREET 10272-2909001
TM TAPE BIRMINGHAM ,BULL RING SUBWM ...“. s, 1021 -643 17661
SPECIALISTS LEIGH -ON -SEA ,113 RECTORY 6ROVE 10702 7121611

KEF Speakers. T27, £8.50; TI5, £ 10-75; BI 10, £ 10.95;
B200. £ 11.95; BI39, £24-95; DNS. £2.75: DN I2, £7.25;
DN I3, £4.95. UK VAT extra IV, %. P. & P. extra.
World wide export. Postage quoted on application. Also
Linsley Hood designed amplifier and test equipment kits.
Teleradio Hi -Fi 325 Fore Street, Edmonton, London N.9.
Tel.: 01-807 3719. S.a.e. for lists.
X.

The Dalesford Speaker Book by R.F.C. Stephens.
This book is a must for the keen Home Constructor.
Latest technology DIY speaker designs. Contains full
plans for infinite baffle and reflex designsfor10 - 100
watts, also unusual centre- bass system for those who
want HI- F1 to be " Heard and not seen".
Price £ 1.95 1£2.20 post paid. $ 5 overseas)

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING
5 SWAN STREET. WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE

HI-FI ACCESSORY
COMPANY REQUIRE
FREELANCE SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
We are looking for sales representatives to
cover the remaining areas in our sales network.
Applicants will need to be experienced in selling
to hi-fi shops and have a basic understanding
of audio accessories.
Successful candidates w
receive a very good
commission and excellent c ) ii•pany back-up.
For more information contact box no. 2569
Replies will be treated in strictesi confidence.

SERVICING
HiFi cassette tape recorders.
Repairs
engineers. NuSound. See advertisement

by

expert

Audio and Radio Servicing, design, modification,
installation. etc. Will travel. Tel.: R. Lucas, Tadworth
(Surrey) 2703.
D.
Audio Repairs by electronics engineer, 30 years experience. Extensive facilities enabling equipment restoration,
etc. Quality valved equipment included. Personal Service.
Location: Woodford, Essex. Tel.: 01-504 5467.
C.

STUDIO FACILITIES
Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters,
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
1 Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 0482
61684.
X.
COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes on our Scully
Lathe. Tel.: Bracknel 54935. London Road, Binfield,
Bracknell, Berkshire.
X.
Warren Recordings (members A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc,
demos-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel.: 01-203
0306,
X.
J. & B. Recordings. Disc cutting service. Demos,
pressings from your tapes. Tape copying and editingstereo/mono. S.a.e. 14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-648 9952.
X.
Your tapes to disc. Mono or stereo cutting. Vinylite
pressings, sleeve/labels. Top professional quality. S.a.e.
for photo leallet. Deroy Records, ' Eastwood', Cove,
Dunbartonshire, Scotland.
X.
Sound News Production. Britain's oldest full-time tapedisc cassette transfer service. Direct transfers, pressing
for private and for the trade. Fund raising advisory service for Societies, Choirs, Bands. Ferrograrh, Grundig,
Philips, Revox equipment promptly serviced. 18 Blenheim
Road, London W4. Tel.: 01-995 1661.
X.

WANTED
Wanted I copy Vol. 21 ( 1976) No. 4, Icopy Vol. 19
(1974)2-3. Write: Karl Zink, Wissenschafit, Buchimport,
Sommhalde 119, 7800 Freiburg i.Br.. West Germany. C.
KEF speaker Model K2 Celeste. Wanted to match
existing, or would sell existing. Tel.: 021-378 4197 (daytime).
C.
Quad Electrostatic speakers must be mint condition.
Tel.: 041-772 3921, evenings.
C.
Lowther audiovector, Tannoy HPD385 (chassis) or
Quad ELS. Turntable ( preferably without arm), Linn
Sondek, Ariston, Fons or Leak 2001, SME 3009S/III,
Formula, Decca, Hadcock, KM A L or Dynavector. Visits
England during springtime. Write to: P. Nordlund,Fack
1001, 234 60 Lamma, Sweden.
C.
Euphonies Miniconic cartridge complete with power
source module. Full installation with TA 15 tone arm
also considered. Good condition required. Tel.: Lovett,
0302 ( Doncaster) 855431.
C.
Bought for cash. Unwanted classical stereo LPs in perfect condition. Best prices paid. Send detailed list for
prompt quotation.
RMR Records, I Wordsworth
Mansions, Queens Club Gardens, London WI4.
C.
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TheYamaha CAKllo certainly won't be
your first amplifier. It could well be your last.
You're areal hi-fi enthust
Not for you, asimple,
complicated amplifier. ,
You're lookingJt something
highly sophistica .
In short,„ the new CA1010 from
YaMaha.
Hete is an amplifier that offers
astareof-the-art performance.
Features include afully complementary output capacitorless power
amp. section, switchable between
Class BlOOW + 100W and
Class A2OW + 20W.

Yamaha's unique built-in moving
coil cartridge amp., which eliminates
the need to use troublesome step-up
transformers, and arecording output
level selector - another Yamaha exclusive,
so you can record from one source
while you're playing back from another.
You'll also find highly accurate
peak level meters, with arange from
—50dB to 1
-5dB (OdB
100W/8u).
As for power output, this is 100W
per channel, both channels driven, with
total measurable distortion just 0-02%.
Extras come by the handful.

For instance, the CA1010 has two
phono selector positions with the
standard 47ktz, with phono 1including '
68kçà and 100ku options. There's also
afull range of operational modes, and a
highly advanced audio muting system.
And that's by no means the full
picture.
Naturally, the CA1010 isn't cheap.
But, when you see just how much
it has to offer, you may never be tempted
by another amp again.

YamahaYes.
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